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BARGAINS.
Complete X-Ray Outfj
10-inch finest make Rhumkorff Coil, all hard
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ber Parts ; separate Vibrator and Pole Changer.
Imported Crooks Tube and Fluoroscope, for ta

pictures or examinations. Worth $300 : will sel

cash $70, at once, on account of removal. Adi
"M.," care Electrical age.

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

Rllev Brothers viil J THE ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION ANDxvuoj-
"'"J" «"j REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.

Roche, William ill
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General Office 34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
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Designs

Copyrights &t
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sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.'
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Scientific American
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culation of any scientific journal. Terms. I
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Branch Office. 625 F 3t„ Washington, D.



SETTING TYPE BY ELECTRICITY.

.Established i883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. io cents per copy.

VOL. XXIII.—No. 625. NEW YORK, MAY 6, 1899. Subscription, $2. 50 per year
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Foreign Countries, $3.50 per year.
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253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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PATENTS.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Gas
Globes, Shades, &c.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
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PITTSBURCH. CHICACO. NEW YORK.
i { p.% TRADE MARE.

EGAMOI 99

Aluminum JPaint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks like frosted silver. Washable,
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J

THE AMERICAN PEGAMOID CO., 339 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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SOCKET & SWITCH CO
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Arc Lights, Pull Switches, Sockets, &c.

35 South William St. 33 Stone St.

Telephone, 2306 Broad. NEW YORK.
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Complete X-Ray Outfit,
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MANUFACTURERS OF
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A BRUSHLESS DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMO.
N. E. L. A. CONVENTION.

Established itS3. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy*

VOL. XXIII.—No. 627. NEW YORK, MAY 20, 1899. Subscription, $2. 50 per year
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Foreign Countries, $3..">u per year.
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Telephone Switch Board Lamps,
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225-237 WEST 28TH ST., NEW YORK;
MANUFACTURERS OP

Submarine Cables
OF ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTION*.
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Electric Railway Feeder Wire*, "Safety" Underground Cabl«%
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Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE COMPANY,
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ANXEY - WIMSHURST - HOLTZ STATIC
Machine for Therapeutic and X Ray Work.
S A

PATENTQ PATENT SOLICITOR AND
r\ I CIH I O. ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by " The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Gas
Globes, Shades, Sec.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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TRADE MARK. MSkv

ECAMOlUknameiv^ttk.
a waterproof composition not affected by petroleum, kerosene, benzine,
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vessels, cottages near the ocean, Interior work and decoration—In all colors.
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UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL

SOCKET & SWITCH CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc Lights. Pull Switches, Sockets, &c,

35 South William St. 33 Stone St.

Telephone, 230G Broad. NEW YORK.

Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO.,

108 East 23d St.,N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENT CAUSES, TRADE-NURKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AM> FOREIGN,

34/> Broadway,
N. Y. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK,
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BARGAINS.
Complete X-Ray Ou fit,

10-inoh finest make Rhunikorff Coll. all hard Rub-
ber Parts; separate Vibrator and Pole Changer. Fine
Imported Crooks Tube aud Fluoroscope, tor taking
pictures or examinations. Worth $:!UU : will sell tor
cash $70, at once, on account of removal. Address,
"M.," care Electkical age.
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™ Schmidt & Bruckner Electric Co,
135 ELM STREET, NEW YORK.
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Cord. . .
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GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

5 94 Broadway, • • * New York.
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Carbons.
GENERAL ELECTRICAL

Supplies.
Write for Latest Carbon Price List

Schiff, Jordan & Co. r

232-234 Greenwich St.,

New York.

Philadelphia Agency:
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®®®«®
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any foreign make.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quk-klv ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 a
ve.ir ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co. 361Broadway New York
Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C.
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The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co*
L LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager,

225-237 WEST 28TH ST.. NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Submarine Cables
or all sizes and descriptions.

"SAFETY" Nary Marine Wires and Cables used exclusively

on the principal U. 8- War Vessels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires, "Safety" Underground Cable*
"Requa White Core" and "Safety" Wire.
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Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO.,

108 East 23d St., N. Y
Send for Catalogue.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR ANO
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by •' The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES Bldg., NY.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Cas
Globes, Shades, Sec.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

f f SK«v TRADE MARE.

Kecamoi 99

BRIGHT METAL PROTECTOR.
Colorless liquid. Easily applied !>y brush or dip. Dries rapidly with-

out brush marks. Leaves a colorless, invisible, strongly adhering film,
which protects the surface against rust and corrosion. Unequalled for
bright stee; parts of machinery uickel plate, bicycles, hardware is
stock, etc.

THE AMERICAN PEGAMOID CO., 339 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL

[SOCKET & SWITCH CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc Lights. Pull Switches, Sockets, Ac.

35 South William St. 33 Stone St.

Telephone, 2306 Broad. NEW YORK.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL, IN

PATENT CAUSES,TRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34<> Broadway,
N. Y. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.
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10-inch finest make Rhumkorff Coll. all hard Rub-
ber Parts: separate Vibrator and Pole Changer. Fine*
Imported Crooks Tube and Fluoroscope, tor taking
pictures or examinations. Worth $300: will sell for
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Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO ,

108 East 23d St., N. Y
Send for Catalogue.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
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Electric and Cas
Globes, Shades, &c.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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EGAMOlUKNAMET^ETTE.
A n waterproof composition not affected by petroleum, kerosene, benzine,

turpentine. Unseed, cottonseed or castor oils, salt air, water or atmospheric
influences. Unequalled for tanks, barrels, machinery in dark places, hulls of
vessels, cottages near the ocean, interior work and decoration—In all colors.

AMERICAN PEGAMOID CO., 339 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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SOCKET & SWITCH CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc Lights. Pull Switches, Sockets, ftc.

35 South William St. 33 Stone St.

Telephone, 2300 Broad. NEW YORK.

"Its Tough."
"Phono- Electric" Wire

Cannot be equaled when Safe, Durable and Permanent

Construction is required.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

Milla, Bridgeport, Conn. 19 Murray St., New York-
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sists of two 125 horse power Babcock & Wilcox horizontal

water tube boilers; two Mcintosh & Seymour horizontal, simple,

center crank engines of 130 horse power each; two A-90 kilowatt

General Electric single phase alternating current dynamos, and

two Blake feed pumps. The engines are belted to the dynamos
as shown. The current generated is used for both public and

private lighting.

Not the least interesting part in connection with the installa-

tion of this plant was the difficulties met with in transporting il

to its destination. The plant was shipped by steamer from New
York to Cape Town, there it was reloaded on the railroad and

carried to Mafeking, the nearest rail station, and from thence

transported by means of bullock teams over 500 miles, through

a sparsely inhabited territory, with no roads to speak of, to

Buluwayo.

While this plant was being transported the native uprising

in the country where the town is situated and known as the

Matabele war broke out. Some of the material was then at

Buluwayo, some of it en route on the carts drawn by bullocks,

and some of it at Mafeking. About all of the small wire which

had been delivered was seized by the Buluwayo authorities and

used for connecting subterranean powder mines, buried in the

approaches leading to the town. The erecting engineers who
went out with the plant from this country were impressed in

the military service for the defense of the town, and made to

do guard and picket duty. The larger proportion of the glass

insulators were captured by the Matabele natives and were

worn suspended from their necks.

• At the close of the war a considerable amount of material.

had to be shipped to replace that lost and destroyed, so that

about two years were occupied in completing the erection of the

plant.

Our artist has embellished the photographs with some typical.

scenes in connection with the transportation and erection of the

plant.

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC VVRNACE

AN ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST PRODUCTION OF
CALCIUM CARBIDE AND ACETYLENE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Written for the "American Manufacturer" by F. P. Ycnable.

In view of the growing importance of the carbide industry

and the rapid introduction of acetylene as an illnminant. the

history of the first production of this substance in .the United

States and the discovciy of its properties has an especial interest.

The 'little village of Spray, in Rockingham County, N. C,
near the junction of the Smith and Dan rivers, on account of its

seclusion and fine water power, offered an attractive location fo'
-

inventors trying to solve the problem of the cheap production

of aluminum. Here the Willson Aluminum Co. erected its

plant, and early in 1892 was busied with its experiments. Within

a few hundred yards was the abandoned plant of another alum-

inum company, which had given up the hope of a successful

issue to its efforts at making a fortune out of the white metal,

leaving dynamos, and furnaces as the only available assets for

those who had furnished the needed capital.

As Mr. Willson, the inventor and electrician of the Willson

Aluminum Co., seemed to be making little progress towards the

perfection of his process for producing aluminum. I was called

in during the latter part of June, 1892, to look into the experi-

ments and give an opinion as to the results to be expected

from them, the financial backers of the enterprise having become
somewhat anxious for more definite progress toward success.

I found that Mr. Willson had attacked his problem from many
different sides. Among other plans, he had conceived the idea of

preparing some more positive clement, like calcium, and making

use of this to liberate aluminum from the oxide. In his efforts

at producing calcium he had mixed lime with tar and other

forms of carbon, and treated these mixtures in his furnace. In

this way he had produced a hard, crystalline mass, which dis-

integrated and crumbled on exposure to the air and gave rise

to a violent evolution of a gas when brought in contact with

water. This gas was inflammable, burning with a very smoky
flame.

Naturally, this substance was looked upon as quite a curiosity,

but since there was no very evident mode of utilizing it in the

manufacture of aluminum, little importance was attached to it,

and most of the stock of it on hand was given to me, on
leaving, for my laboratory.

In conjunction with Mr. W. R. Kenan, one of my btudents, I

spent a portion of the summer in studying the composition and

properties of this body, and of some aluminum carbide which

I had procured at the same time. These experiments were

continued during the fall of 1892, but were interrupted by class

work and other engagements. Still il was, of course, easy to

recognize that we were dealing with a carbide of calcium.

The analyses were unsatisfactory on account of the presence of

graphite particles and of the partial decomposition of the speci-

mens.

A more important question to settle was the nature of the

gas evolved. That il must be a hydro-carbon was a conclusion

easily reached and the smoky flame with which it burned, sep-

arating large flakes of soot, pointed to a very large proportion

of carbon. When the strong unpleasant smell was also taken

into consideration, the choice among the known gaseous hydro-

carbons was very limited. Under my direction Mr. Kenan
passed some of the gas through an ammoniacal copper solution

and immediately a copious precipitate was produced which was
recognized without difficulty as copper acetylide.

Here, then, was a comparative cheap and easy method oi

producing acetylene in any desired quantities, and immediately

the thought of its illuminating qualities in coal gas and the

possibility of using it as an iiluminant occurred to me. My
first idea was to overcome the smokiness by mixing with a

large proportion of air. On trying "a mixture of one part of

acetylene with four or live parts of air. using an ordinary

bat-wing burner, the wonderful brilliancy and beauty of the

light were revealed. 1 was, therefore, the first in this country

to see this really remarkable light.

At my suggestion Mr. Willson and one of the other officers

of the Willson Aluminum Co. visited my laboratory and exam-
ined the light given In the burning acetylene, and we formulated

plans for its introduction. The carbide, when treated with

water, was found to yield from ,\.j to 3.7 cubic feet of gas per

pound. Photometric measures were made, and after one sharp

explosion of the mixture with air I began to experiment upon
some better way of burning it. These experiments were in the

direction of either a neutral gas as a dilutcnt or the use of the

acetylene alone with improved burners. The generators were of

the simplest description and ordinary tin gasometers were used

for storage. A little tare and watchfulness prevented any repe-

tition of the explosion experience. These experiments were

carried out during the spring of [893. After considering the ex-

pense of the production my belief was rather that acetylene

would probably find its chief utilization in carburctting water

gas or other gases low in illuminating power.

To get the new gas on a commercial footing it was necessary

to have at least an approximate knowledge as to its cost. This

was very difficult under the conditions of the working of the

plant at Spray. Besides, difficulties and objections were raised

by the holders of gas interests in New York. It was a year or so

later that the matter was pressed to a successful issue and the

introduction of the new iiluminant was accomplished.

Such were the very modest beginnings six years ago of that

which has since grown into a great world-wide industry, with

many books written concerning il. periodicals devoted to its

advancement and immense capital invested in the plants for its

production and use. The Germans, with iheir talent for classi-

fication, have already adopted a special name for the scientific

expert engaged in the acetylene industry, and he is now duly

labeled "Acetylenikcr."

Univ. N. C.

(In the attempt to substitute calcium for aluminum in copper

alloys, some metal was produced at Spray with as much as 4

per cent, of calcium.—Ed. "American Manufacturer.")

Greencastle, hid.—Putnam County Telephone Co. has
been incorporated by J. Richardson. F. G. Gilman and
C. C. Hurst. Capital stock, Sio.oco.
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ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

MODERN ELECTRO-MEDICAL APPARTUS.

Of the various means employed in tlie production of the

eiectric current, the first to be of any practial value was the

liquid cell; and of all the cells with which experiments were

conducted, it was finally found that the Leclanche form of bat-

tery possessed the greatest constancy. J. C. Vetter & Co. (E.

B. Meyrowitz, successor) were first to make use of these cells

in the construction of their apparatus; there was, however, not

only the objection that electrolyte was a liquid, but there was

also their great bulk and consequent lack of portability. When

the need of a portable cell, which should also be dry (by reason

of climatic and other conditions rendering is impossible to em-

ploy wet cells), made itself felt, this firm conducted a series of

experiments which finally led to the production of a dry cell,

throughout the country (more particularly in hospitals and

sanitariums, where local plants are in use) has created a demand
for controlling devices by which the dynamic current may be

employed with equal safety and scientific accuracy. The difficul-

ties met with in this case were the high amperage and the great

voltage of such a current; all the Vetter apparatus is so con-

structed as to absolutely limit the amperage obtainable, and

also to reduce the voltage in such a manner that a current in

single volts, from i to no, can be obtained, and this current

again be controlled so as to reduce the amperage to the frac-

tion of a milliampere. This places in the hands of the medical

profession a means of obtaining an inexhaustible source of elec-

tricity, which may be manipulated with absolute safety to the

patient.

One of the most popular electrical devices manufactured by

this firm is the Vetter Current Tap. This simple device will be

found useful wherever the Constant Electric Current is employed

Electro-Therapeutical Table for Galvanism and Faradization.

which, while embodying the component parts of the Leclanche

cell, together with its lasting qualities, had also the advantage of

being portable.

At the time of the World's Fair this firm among other ex-

hibitors, submitted their cells to a test, which was presided over

by a committee of experts, and the result was that the Vetter

Dry Cell received the award, which reads: "For high electro-

motive force, for low rate of polarization, and for constancy

of action."

At the same time that these experiments were being carried

on with the cells, it became necessary to provide controlling

devices for the scientific application of the electric current, and

the Carbon Current Controller and the Standard Mil-am-Meter

were the result. These instruments are employed in all the

Vetter apparatus at the present time, and are admitted to be the

best of their kind in the field of electro-therapeutics.

The general introduction of the electric current into offices

for lighting purposes, as it is designed to facilitate the trans-

mission of the light or power of the current to any desired

point in the vicinity of the fixture, without the loss of the lamp

at the point where the current is taken. As the name indicates,

it "taps" the current, and does it in so simple a manner that a

novice can use it without the slightest difficulty. The Current

Tap is made in two styles, viz.: Parallel and Series.

FOR OFFICE USE.
To obtain a drop light for the desk, place a Vetter Parallel

Current Tap in the wall bracket, replace the lamp and carry the

conducting cords to the desk lamp. You will have two lights

where there was only one.

An electric Fan can be operated at the same time from the

same tap, thus giving two lights and a fan motor from one outlet.

FOR FACTORY USE.
A good light can be carried to any part of the Lathe, Printing
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Press or wherever a light is desired, by the use of the Vetter

Parallel Current Tap. inserted in the ordinary hanging or fixture

socket.

FOR THE SICK ROOM.
The Vetter Current Tap will be found a comfort in the sick

room. When inserted in the wall bracket, it will furnish, by

means of the conducting cords, the current for a fan motor to

any part of the room, without loss of light at the wall bracket.

FOR PHYSICIAN'S USE.
The Vetter Series Current Tap is a ready means to obtain

the current for the Head Lamp, Galvanic or Faradic Apparatus

from the electric light fixture, using the lamp in the Current

Tap to modify the current.

FOR CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES.
This tap is particularly well adapted for charging storage

batteries; the ampere flow of the current is regulated by the

C.P. of the lamp in the tap. A table of same will be found in

the directions which accompany each Tap.

BICYCLE LAMPS.
Bicycle lamps operated by storage batteries can be charged

Electro-Medical Apparatus of the greatest accuracy and highest

grade of mechanical construction. Their newly issued illus-

trated 7.3-pftge catalogue will be sent free upon request.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION IN ITALY.

The power transmission from Paderno (Italy) to Milan,

33 km., or 20 miles, in length, has recently been opened

for service, and supplies energy for working (by rotary

conversion) the extensive continuous current tramway

system, as well as for lighting and for industrial pur-

poses, in the city, says the London "Engineer." The
available power ot rhe River Adda at Paderno is, at a

minimum, 45 c. m. per second, and the fall 28 m., equal

to 13,000 horse power, of which 10,000 horse power is at

present utilized. The power station at Paderno com-
prises four turbines witii horizontal axis, making 180 rev-

Cautery and Lamp Controller With Surgical Motor.

from any electric fixture on the Direct Electric Current by means
of the Vetter Series Current Tap, with a lamp placed in the

same. Full directions, giving the ampere capacity of lamps ac-

cording to C.P., accqmpany each Tap.

For a number of years Mr. Meyrowitz was the managing and

financial partner of the firm of J. C. Vetter & Co., and upon
the dissolution of this firm by limitation, on Nov. 1, 1897, the

entire assets, including all the patents, were acquired by him,

and incorporated as the Electrical Department of the firm of E.

B. Meyrowitz, with stores at 104 East Twenty-third street, and

125 West Forty-second street. New York; also at Minneapolis

and St. Paul. It is confidently believed that the amalgamation

of this Department with the other scientific branches of this firm

will tend to place at the disposal of the Medical Profession

olutions per minute, supplied by Messrs. Riva Mounerat

& Co., of Milan, and four direct-coupled 2.500 horse

power three-phase generators, designed and constructed

by Messrs. r>ro\vn, Boveri & Co., of Baden, Switzerland.

The normal tension is 14.500 volts, but trials have been

made up to 21,000 volts. The generators, which at the

trials gave an output equal to 3,000 horse power, are the

most powerful three-phase machines yet built in Europe

;

and the practical results achieved confirm in every respect

the theoretical forecast. The installation has worked
without a hitch from the day of its being opened for serv-

ice, and marks an important advance in high-tension

transmission over long distances.
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LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

The art of making lightning arresters is in certain respects a

new one. Recent types have shown not only a radical departure

in construction, but a knowledge of principles whose value in

relation to arresters was until lately not appreciated. The

lightning rod and the lightning arrester differ from each other

both in principle and construction. There are many who be-

lieve they are identical. To arrest a lightning discharge means

the pursuit of an entirely different idea to that involved in the

design of a device which merely leads a high potential discharge-

to earth. In this last statement we may have erred, because

of the fact that a lightning rod is as apt to allow a discharge of

escape from the earth into the charged atmosphere above, as the

converse. But aside from this, lightning arresters used on cir-

cuits, for their protection, carrying pressures of ten, twenty, or

even fifty thousand volts, shows the necessity for such improve-

ments in their construction as to insure freedom from danger.

Both, choke coils and arresters properly arranged with respect

to each other represent the modern idea of an effective device

serving the purpose above described. Some of the manufactur-

ing concerns are sufficiently well interested in the welfare of their

customers to supply them with sketches and directions for con-

necting up their lightning arresters. Any one purchasing ap-

paratus of this description can hardly offer excuses if they fail to

operate and were originally well made. The grounding of the

arrester and the relative positions of the choke coil and arrester

itself have largely to do with the success anticipated. The fun-

damental principle upon which lightning arresters depend for

their construction is that a slight impedence in the form of .i

choke coil will interfere with the discharge continuing over the

line to the generators, but will still provide through the medium
of the arrester an opportunity lor the discharge to leap to earth

through the ground connection. The choke coil is generally

placed between the lightning arresters and the dynamo; in fact,

for many types of arrester any other position is undesirable.

The difficulty in many cases with lightning arresters is directly

traceable to their ineffectiveness with certain kinds of disruptive

discharges. It is almost as necessary for a lightning arrester to

be regulated between certain limits so as to meet every injurious

discharge as to follow out any other line of reasoning in con-

nection with generator or line and provide against Contingencies

arising there. We give to our readers a recipe, not exactly

taken from the cook book, for making a good ground connec-

tion: '"First, dig a hole six feet square directly under the ar

testers until permanently damp earth has been reached; second,

cover the bottom of this hole with two feet of crushed coke
or charcoal, about pea size; third, over this lay twenty-five square

feet of No. 16 tin copper plate; fourth, solder the ground wire,

preferable No. o copper, securely across the entire surface of

the ground plate; fifth, cover the ground plate with two feet of

crushed coke or charcoal; and sixth, fill in the hole with earth,

using running water to settle." The above method of making
a ground connection is simple, and has been found to give ex-

cellent results, and yet if not made in proper soil it would prove

of little value as a connection to earth. Where a mountain

stream is conveniently near, it is not uncommon to throw the

ground plate into the bed of the stream. This, however, makes
a poor ground connection, owing to the high resistance of the

pure water and the rocky bottom of the stream. Clay, even

when wet, rock, sand, gravel, dry earth and pure water are not

suitable material in which to bury the ground plate of a bank

of lightning arresters. Rich soil is the best. It is, therefore,

advisable before installing a bank of choke coils and lightning

arresters, to select the best possible site for the lightning ar-

rester installation, with reference to a good ground connection.

This may often be at some little distance from the station, in

which case it is, of course, necessary to construct a lightning

arrester house. Where permanent dampness cannot be reached,

it is recommended that water be supplied to the ground plate

through a pipe from some convenient source." In erecting

telegraph lines in Vermont the ground return was found to

possess so high a resistance that it was necessary at times to

depend upon an exceedingly sensitive relay for receiving signals.

The rocky bed of Vermont was entirely responsible for this

state of affairs, although a little investigation in all probability

would have saved any annoyance on this score. The grounding

of telegraph wires is of no greater consequence than is the case

of a device without which an entire power station might be de-

stroyed during a thunder storm. It seems evident that a little

judgment in deciding upon the best place to ground a wire might

add to the successes and eradicate many failures.

PRIMARY BATTERIES AND ONE WATT LAMPS.
The changes of the moon are not more frequent that the advent

of primary batteries upon the market. We might add to this

by saying that the constellations do not embrace so wide a

variety of planets as inventors have placed before a confiding

public in the shape of primary batteries. Yet the primary bat-

tery may some day occupy a position of greater dignity in the

field of electric lighting than at present. The consumption of

zinc in acids is twenty times as expensive as the combustion

of coal. But the three-watt lamp does not add any to the

beauties of the situation, as far as efficient lighting is concerned.

On the other hand, a one-watt lamp fed from a primary bat-

tery reduces this ratio down to only six times the expense of

lighting with dynamo, engine and boiler. The first cost of a set

of primary batteries is much less than that of a dynamo plant.

There are certain other features of interest which we cannot help

acknowledging, such as the small space a battery equipment

would occupy and the ease with which the domestic world

could handle them. It may be that the primary battery and on<»-

watt lamp will move a little further to the front in the near future

than we anticipate.
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POWER ACROSS A MOUNTAIN RANGE. expectations of its manufacturers. Tlie various polyphase sys-

In the Western part of this country the mining districts afford tems in the West, brought into existence by the great water

the casual visitor an opportunity of seeing several large trans- powers there, have offered inducements to capitalists in the line

mission plants, which send power ;i distance of less than a of mining investments, which have generally assured them of

Motor Generators Used in Power Transmission.

hundred miles away to certain centers absolutely dependent upon

them. The pressure used on such lines varies from 5,000 to

50,000 volts. The general efficiency of the plant in operation

reaches as high as 70 per cent. The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.. the General Electric Co. and the Stanley

a certain and profitable return for their time and money. Along

the Western coast the waves of the Pacific are now being used

by means of ingeniously constructed pumps, which store up

water in large tanks under high pressure. This water at full

head is allowed to discharge into a Pelton wheel, which drives

High Tension Transformers for Power Transmission.

Electric Manufacturing Co. have had a great deal to do with

the power development in the West. The Tesla polyphase

motor, by means of which power transmission with alternating

currents became an established fact, has entirely fulfilled the

the generators, the power from which may be transmitted to any

point desired. All the characteristics of a long distance trans-

mission plant are present in this case, and it is, therefore,

merely another type of Western enterprise.
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PROF. LODGE ON SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
Prof. Lodge's lecture at the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers on "Improvements in Magnetic Space Telegraphy," is

more than a description of a new system; it is a criticism (4 old

methods and a study of their limitations, followed by a look

ahead into the possibilities of ship and shore signaling. To
begin with, he gave his hearers a careful explanation of the differ-

ence in quality and functions between the magnetic induction ex-

erted between wire and wire, as in the Lavernock experiments,

and the progressive waves that are emitted by a Hertz oscilta-

tor. The distinction between the two kinds was illustrated

by the case of a magnet '"wobbled" slcwly on one side of a sheet

of copper, in which case a compass-needle on the other side of

the sheet is affected; and a magnet "wobbled" fast, in which

case the needle does not respond. A magnetic alternation of

sufficient rapidity induces an alternating electrostatic field, and

is, therefore, accompanied by emission of energy; but a slow

magnetic alternation js practically unaccompanied by electro-

static effects, and practically all the energy emitted at each pul-

sation returns to the source.

The new system of telegraphy, now suggested by Prof. Lodge,

is the outcome of his well-known experiment on "tuned" cir-

cuits, where two similar Leyden jars, each provided with a

suitable metallic circuit, are made to respond to one another

at a distance. Instrument makers were reminded that when

they design the apparatus for this experiment, the areas of the

resonating circuit should be carefully attended to; as a rule, they

are made too small and too cramped; all the joints should be

soldered, and chains, "which are an abomination," should be

avoided, the circuit should be so well jointed that a thermopile

will send an appreciable current through it. In the experiments

on signaling the Leyden jars are replaced by condensers of

several microfarads capacity; the resonating metallic loops are

enlarged into inductive coils of great area arranged horizontally;

and the influence machine givej place to an alternate current

dynamo. Lastly, the receiving apparatus is geared up by a

train of telephonic relays, so that the diaphragm of the last

telephone of the train vibrates with sufficient violence to make
an electric contact, which in turn can operate a telegraphic in

strument.

The discussion on the lecture promises to elicit some impor-

tant information with regard to the effect of sea water on the

attenuation of electric waves. This question has been gone

into mathematically by Mr. Whitehead in a Physical Society

paper. He finds that the loss due to twenty miles of traversed

sea water is 79 per cent, of the initial electric impulse. Prof.

Lodge seems rather unwilling to accept these figures; his objec-

tion is based on the assumption that the leacting currents, which

are really responsible for the attenuation, are, at considerable dis-

tances from the source, extremely feeble. According to Prof.

Lodge, the only conductors that interfere between the primary

and secondary coils, in such a case, are such as have a position

near one or other of the coils. A single conductor exerts its

greatest obstructive power when it is placed half way between

the primary and secondary coils; but if the coils are far from

one another, the effect, in Prof. Lodge's opinion, is almost negli-

gible. Moreover, he points out that Mr. Whitehead's calcula-

tions appear to be developed from differential equations which

assume that the sending circuit emits true waves. And while

it is the fact, as demonstrated by Prof. J. J. Thomson, that a

Hertz oscillator in a trough of liquid has its oscillations ab-

sorbed with great rapidity, the same does not necessarily hold

for a simple fluctuating magnetic field. Prof. Lodge suggests

that the sea water question might be compromised by putting

one horizontal coil on shore, and another, in the same plane

with it, on the ship.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
Some experiments have recently been made in Paris

between the Eiffel Tower and the Pantheon, a distance of

about two and one-half miles. The signals, even during a

time of dense fog, were quite sharply defined. The trans-
mitting apparatus was fixed on the third platform of the

Tower, and consisted of an induction coil giving a ten-

inch spark, and an oscillator, from one of the spheres of

which a radiatorv wire was hung. The other terminal

was connected to the metal work of the Tower itselt,

which thus formed the "earth." It was noted that under
these conditions the length of the spark obtainable was
greatly diminished, probably owing to the great capacity

of the system formed by the tower and the radiator. The
receiving apparatus was installed in the Pantheon with a

collecting wire 140 feet long. Excellent signals were ob-

tained, a Morse recorder being worked without difficulty.

"LTndustrie Electrique" of Nov. 25, gives a good illus-

traion and description of the apparatus used.

ELECTROLYSIS.

ELECTROLYTIC TUNGSTEN.
A few months ago, Moissan signalled the preparation

of pure calcium, which not being contaminated with its

yellow nitrogen compound, appeared silvery white, mal-

leable, and ductile. From his continued researches we
learn that calcium may be cut with a knife ; its fracture is

crystalline, it scratches lead, is less malleable than so-

dium, has a specific gravity of 1.85, decomposes water.

and is hardly attacked by chlorine at ordinary tempera-

ture. Hallopeau has now succeeded in preparing electro-

lytic tungsten by electrolysis of fused paratungstate of

lithium at a temperature of 1,000 degrees cent., with

electrodes of platinum. The electrolysis with currents of

3 amperes and 15 volts lasted three hours. The product
was successively lixiviated with hot water, concentrated

hydrochloric acid, a hot solution of lithium oxide, and
again with water. The residue showed crystals of tung-
sten, generally needles, opaque, of metallic luster. Thev
still contain up to 6 per cent, of platinum, the electrodes

having dissolved in the fused lithium oxide. Hallopeau
will try platinum-iridium electrodes. His paper was pre-

sented to the French Academy; almost all the other
papers by Gin, Lebcau, Leleux. AYilliams. etc.. on elec-

trolvsis in the furnace have come before this bodv.

ELECTROLYSIS OF CAST IRON PIPES.
In view of the suit, says the "American Manufacturer." that

has recently been brought in the city of Atlanta to determine

the responsibility for damage to pipes caused by the proximity

of electric underground wires, the following observations by
Mr. H. P. Brown, an English engineer, before the Municipal

Improvement Association, may be of interest.

Mr. Brown said: The immunity of cast iron pipes from elec-

trolytic action lias generally been accepted, although it was
known that lead and wrought iron pipes could be and were
affected within a radius of half a mile from the power house.

But recently some cast iron pipes were found to lie badly cor-

loded underneath the covering of black paint. Seemingly they

were in fair condition, but on scraping away the paint, the pip-*

could easily be cut with a knife. Sections of the pipe were re-

moved and tested. Under the electrical test it was found th.it

at a distance of 1
'

;, to 2 miles from the power house the pipes

were positive to the rails, and then fine susceptible to corro-

sion. In the town itself the highest voltage observed was 4' .

but near the power house the voltage rose to 0, and the area

of danger extended in one direction for three-quarters of a

mile. Usually, the sand that adheres to the pipe and the coating

of tar that it receives protect it from electrolytic action, and ill

ordinary soils the layer of oxide of iron, formed by the action

of the current, being a poor conductor of electricity, also helps

to prevent corrosion. But Mr. Brown points out that tar is not

a sufficient protection for cast iron pipe, as under the action of

the current it is changed into a material resembling graphite and
is an excellent conductor. He has observed that in the vicinity

of pipes which have been corroded the stones and pebbles are

actually coated with a thin layer of metallic iron, a new circum-

stance in the history of such cases. A chemical analysis of the

corroded pipe showed that the percentage of carbon was more
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than doubled. In other words, the iron was removed and the

carbon left. He thinks that the corrosion was due to the pres-

ence of carbonate and chloride of sodium in the soil, the passage

of the current decomposing them with the formation of muriatic

acid, which at once eats into the pipe and ultimately destroys it.

without to any great extent altering the outside appearance of

the pipe.

He then sought to determine the amount of electrical pressure

necessary to injure the pipe. Starting with a maximum pressure

of three volts he found that the graphite coating did not exceed

the one-thirty-second of an inch in thickness, and the iron was

practically unaffected. Above three volts the thickness of the

graphite layer increases with the length of time during which

the pipe is exposed to the current, and soft spots, varying in

depth from one-sixteenth to one-quarter of an inch, can be

found. As the voltage increases the corrosion increases, and the

damage is directly proportional to the pressure and time of ex-

posure, but is inversely proportional to the distance between the

pipe and the rail. Mr. Brown does not say so, but the electroly-

sis of pipe is largely a matter of proper bonding of the rails.

We were shown, not long since, a piece of wrought iron pipe that

was literally eaten up by electrolytic action. It had been laid

about two years and was within two feet of the rails and about

three hundred yards of the power house.

-Under proper bonding the liability of corrosion is greatly

reduced, but is not entirely removed.

the amateur is not confined to any one room. He may work
in comfort and warmth, aided by a strong, steady and blood-

ied light. This lamp, complete, with battery, switch, etc., costs

$3.50. We cannot speak too highly of this valuable innovation.

The "Ever Ready Electric Light," which is the sort of electric

candle no household can afford to be without, is exactly what
the public have been waiting for for the last ten years. The
most explosive mixture of gas remains unaffected by this lamp,
which, depending upon no outside conditions for its illumination,
is free to burn anywhere and everywhere. The night watchman,
policeman, gas inspector, physician and an endless list of other
people, after once using the "Ever Ready Electric Light" will
legard it as necessary an article of general use as any other
utensil known to the home. The No. 1 pocket size may be
used 8,000 times before renewal. An extra battery for this pur-
pose costs 30 cents, and the price of the outfit complete, $3
Larger sizes of greater candle power are kept in stock by the
American Novelty & Manufacturing Co., 353 Broadway, New
York City.

INSULATION.

ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES.

TWO USEFUL INVENTIONS.
Amateur photographers will undoubtedly feel very grateful to

A NEW SOURCE OF MICA.
In five or six localities in Coorg, India, sheets of mica, well

up to the marketable size, have been obtained. The largest
were, says the Royal Institute "Journal," ptocured on Elk Hill,

where, from immediately under the soil, sheets, free from warp-
ing, and measuring some {nifty inches across, were removed
from the outcrop of the vein. All samples show a high degree
of elasticity and good color, but much of the material will

The Ever Ready Electric Ruby Lamp.

the manufacturers of the "Ever Ready Electric Ruby Lamp." have its value depreciated by ferruginous inclusions between
This consists of a minature electric light, with battery outfit the cleavage planes, while some of the mica is badly warped
contained in a supporting base, the electric light shining through It is extremely unlikely that the best veins have been the first

The Ever Ready Electric Light.

a ruby glass. This portable, convergent and ever ready lamp
can be carried around, turned on in a moment and replenished

with an extra battery after many hours of use with the utmost
facility. In summer it gives no heat, and in winter as well

to be "struck" in an area so completely soil covered, but

enough has been shown to prove that the mica bearing pegma-
tites extend over a wide area, and will probably be a source of

profit if worked with discretion.
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STORAGE BATTERIES.

THE STORAGE BATTERY.
A correspondent of the "Daily Mail," of London, notes

that as soon as electricians are able to store the same
amount of energy in i lb. weight of battery as can be

obtained in i lb. of coal, the motive power of the naval

and mercantile marine will undoubtedly be electricity

from storage batteries carried in space now occupied by

the bilges, and working three or more propeller shafts

coupled direct on to dynamos running at about 1,500

revolutions per minute, controlled from the bridge, and
requiring not more than one or two attendants, even in

the largest vessels having battery power sufficient to take

them half way round the world without recharging.—Ex.

TIPS ON TRADE JOURNALS.

A MODERN PHOENIX.
The majority of our readers are doubtless acquainted with

the famous peculiarity of that fabled bird of the ancients, the

phoenix, which enabled it to arise, more glorious than ever, from

a blazing and devouring fire. '"Locomotive Engineering," the

organ of the railway profession, seems to be in some way related

to the marvelous bird, judging from the experience it has

just passed through. Its offices in the Home Life Building were

destroyed by fire on Dec. 4, leaving it without cuts and copy for

the next issue, but—surprising to relate—the January number
has come to hand as prompt as its predecessors, and just as

interesting and handsome, if not more so. We take off our

hats to "Locomotive Engineering"' for this example of pluck

and hustle.

OPINIONS OF EXPERTS.

SOME REMARKS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF ELEC-
TRICAL APPARATUS ON SHIPBOARD DURING

THE LATE WAR WITH SPAIN.
Paper read before the New York Electrical Society.

By F. W. Roller.

In addressing the society this evening, let me preface my re-

marks with the statement that much of what I shall have to say

is based on heresay evidence, as is necessarily the case, but that

the opinions of the numerous other officers with whom I have

spoken on the subject seemed to agree so well that I believe you
may take the conclusions as generally correct.

In the first place we will divide the electrical appliances that

we had into different classes and compare them.

The first of these will include the indicating apparatus, such

as the engine room and order telegraphs, speed and direction

indicators, helm angle indicators and the range finder. All of

these instruments are of the galvanometer type, there being a

galvanometer at the receiving end, with its scale divided in

yards, range, degrees, revolutions or arbitrary orders, instead

of volts or amperes, and actuated by differences of potential

produced at their terminals from the sending end. They are, in

consequence, delicate in construction and easily get out of ad-

justment, but they have the advantage of flexibility and possibility

of the use of a large number of receiving stations, as well as

the minor one of requiring inappreciable amounts of energy.

In general it-may be said that their performance was not sat-

isfactory. In some cases, say that of the range finder, the trouble

cannot be attributed entirely to electrical reasons. In this instru-

ment, where we in reality measure the altitude of a triangle from
the known base line (the distance betwen the two telescopes) and
the angles adjacent thereto (those made by the telescopes with the

base line when bearing on the target) the base is so very short
in comparison to the other two sides, that unless the glasses are
very carefully trained and the whole appartus in perfect adjust-
ment, a very considerable error will arise. It is easy to see how
large this error may be when we know that the glasses could
only in the most advantageous cases be placed as far as 300 feet

apart, and that the minimum distance from the target that it is

likely that they will commence to be used is 3.000 yards; the alti-

tude is here thirty times the base. In addition to this, I under-

stand that the device in several cases proved to be unable to

withstand the concussion of the great gun fire. Under the cir-

cumstances it is natural that their use should have been largely

abandoned, and instead, the secondary battery used. With the

great rapidity of fire of this, it was easy to take a large rapid

fire gun, load with common shell, estimate the distance by eye,

run up the sights for that, and fire. If a hit was made, that was

the range; if not, the shell would be seen as it struck the water,

the sights readjusted accordingly, and, the gun having been re-

loaded in the mean time, another shot taken. It was rarely

necessary to make more than two or three trials of this kind

before the range was had to a nicety, and then the main bat-

tery could be opened up. But let us return to our subject of the

instruments.

They had another feature that contributed to their lack of

success, which was the difficulty of locating any derangement

that might arise. The men were used only to mechanical de-

vices, and a fault that could neither be seen nor detected by

the ear seemed to them most mysterious outside of the fact

that the testing, even when understood, was none too simple,

and was rendered still more difficult by the surrounding condi-

tions. As a consequence, but few troubles made them disgusted,

and the instruments got the reputation of being far worse than

they were.

There is one other class of electric device that can be said to

fall in this first class, in that it employs currents of small strength.

This is the electric firing arrangement that was used on some

of the rapid-fire guns. But few of the ships were fitted with

this; the "Nashville" was one, and although we had on the whole

the most satisfactory results from it, two or three of the others

had, I understand, some trouble from miss fires.

This, however, was undoubtedly due to the low battery power

furnished to set off the primers, there being a little case holding

three small sized dry cells, secured to the gun mounts, which

were supposed to give all that was required. They did, as a rule,

but dry batteries are not any too reliable, anyway, and standing

exposed in a metal case to the intense rays of the sun day in and

day out, did not tend to help matters any. A more powerful

type of cell would undoubtedly render them perfectly certain in

their action, and as the breech plugs fitted for electric firing are

far more simple mechanically than the other types, there is little

doubt but that they will be permanently retained.

Leaving now our first general class, we come to class number
2. This includes all appliances requiring considerable amounts
of current for their operation, and takes in the incandescent

lamps, the search lights and the motors.

It may appear strange that special stress should be laid here

to the incandescent lamp, as its advantages seem obvious; but

it is of extreme value in many ways that are not so apparent at

first glance. If we take the easy control of all the lights from
a central point, for instance, here alone is a point of the greatest

importance. On a regular man-of-war all of the lights that are

out of sight and those necessary for the operation of the guns
at night, which are fitted with shields to obscure them, are

grouped on a common "battle circuit," so that under war con-

ditions all of the other circuit switches may be opened at sun-

down with the perfect assurance that after that there will be no
glimmer of light to betray the vessel's position. On the auxiliary

vessels that we had there was no such provision, with the conse-

quence that in spite of the vigilance of the officers, they were
bound to be found sooner or later with an unauthorized light

going somewhere.

It was easy then to see them at quite a distance, and an enemy's
ship would have had a great advantage over them, whether she
was chasing or trying to slip by. Another place where the elec-

tric light was practically indispensable was for the night signal

work.

The regular ships were, of course, fitted with our standard
"Ardois" sets, which consist of a string of five lanterns, each half

clear glass and half red, inside of each of which were two lamps,
either of which could be lit independently, and, by means of a

keyboard, the different combinations that formed the signals
made. These were always ready, and it was but a second's work
to flash the private signal at any craft that was deemed suspicious
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before betraying your own position too markedly by turning on

the search light' or going further and opening fire. The other

ships had to have a number of ordinary lanterns ready lit, con-

cealed from observation, which they would bend on a pair of sig-

nal halliards and hoist -when they had a communication to make;

an operation requiring considerable time. That this time element

was important is illustrated by an incident which came under

my observation while on the Havana blockade in the early part

of the war. There the captain of one of our auxiliary vessels fired

on another one of them one night, fortunately discovering his

error before any harm was done, and explained his action the

next morning by stating that he only saw the other craft when

she was very close to him and thought that she was something

trying to get in; that that was "no time for signals where he had

all that lantern business to go through, so he fired first and

asked questions afterward."

We now come to the second device in our class two. the search

light. The value of this was proven beyond all possibility of

doubt in this war; not only was it valuable, but I think we can

go much further and say that if it had not been for it there is a

strong probability that the war would not even yet be over.

We learned afterward that at Santiago, leaving aside the prac-

tical certainty of night attacks from the harbor of the enemy's

torpedo boats, which would have stood an excellent chance of

success, Cervera had fully determined to make a night dash to

escape. This was rendered an impossibility by the search-light

beams that were kept on the harbor entrance the night through,

which made the place as light as day for the ships that were

behind the lights and simply dazzled the eyes of any attempting

to get out, rendering the navigation of the tortuous channel ex-

ceedingly hazardous and making shooting practically impossible

for them. In consequence, he found it on the whole better to

make his trial in daylight, with the well-known result. If a night

run had been feasible, owing to the lack of the search light, there

is a strong probability that the majority, at least, of the Spanish

ships would have gotten away clear, and if they had succeeded

in making Havana their dislodgement and capture of the town

would have been a problem of a far different and more difficult

nature. An illustration of the power of the search light may be

of interest. Of course, for the purpose of "picking up'
-

an object

they are of little use beyond a distance of two. or. perhaps, three

miles, but the light is visible at far greater ranges.

I have more than once, when off Havana, seen on the clouds

the reflection of the search light that was mounted on the fort

at Key West, a distance of over eighty miles, and not only that,

been able to follow the course of the beam as it swung from side

to side.

Anticipating a query to that effect, I will say that I do not

know of any attempt made to communicate with our vessels by

this means.

The last of the power consuming class, the motors. I have

concluded not to enlarge on, as you are probably all familiar from

reading the papers with their performances. The motors for

ammunition hoists, turret training, ventilating fan driving, and,

in some cases, steering gear, gave results so far more satisfactory

than any other method of control and operation that their con-

tinued use is firmly established. The few failures that occurred

were far less in number than those of their steam driven equiva-

lents, and were even then in most cases traceable more to the

lack of familiarity of the men with the apparatus than to any

inherent defects of the apparatus It is needless to go into this

any further.

As a result of the foregoing, I think we may fairly conclude

that in general the devices that are included in class No. i are

as at present installed, of questionable utility, but that class 2 was
an unqualified success and a monument to the engineering ability

of our electrical profession.

CONDUCTORS.

TECHNOLOGY OF ALUMINUM FROM A BRITISH

STANDPOINT.

At the summer meeting of the Institution of Mechanical En-

gineers, according to the Journal of the Franklin Institute, held

at Derby, Mr. E. Ristori gave the members an account of the

present state of the aluminum industry in England, and in con-

nection therewith made some interesting comments on the appli-

cations which the pure metal and its alloys had received. From

these it appears that the British practice of manufacturing the

metal differed in some important features from ours—notably in

the use of a different form of furnace, and in the production of

a crude metal which is afterwards brought up to high grade by a

refining process. The details of this last would be extremely

interesting, but none are given. Some useful data were given in

reference to the technology of the metal, an abstract of which

follows:

Mr. Ristori stated that aluminum could be forged hot or cold,

and. in comparison with other metals, it ranks third in order for

malleability and sixth for ductility. Sheets have been hammered

as thin as 1-40,000 of an inch. In turning, the edge of the tool

soon becomes blunt, and the cutting speed should be high. In

its purest form aluminum is very soft and not of great service

in those arts in which much rigidity and strength were re-

quired. One casting alloy having a specific gravity of 2.9 is,now

largely used, but its composition is still kept secret. It has been

found to produce remarkably clean castings, which required

very little machining to finish up, and takes a high polish. An-

other alloy contains aluminum and a small proportion of copper.

The two alloys particularly recommended as among the bes*

yet made, are both ternary alloys, and next to the aluminum,

tungsten is the leading ingredient in each. In one of them cop-

per is present to a small extent, and in the other nickel, and both

have given astonishing results as regards strength and elonga-

tion. Samples of rolled sheets or rods made of these alloys

show as much as 20 to 22 tons tensile strength per square inch,

with 5 to 10 per cent, elongation in 4 inches. Aluminum bronzes

are undoubtedly superior in strength, and they are especially

suitable for marine engineering. Mr. Ristori gave many illus-

tration'; of the uses of aluminum, and speaking broadly, he said

that the metal, or one of its light alloys should, to a large extent,

replace copper, tin and nickel. Its use in shipbuilding is grow-

ing rapidly on account of its great saving in weight. In some

cases pure aluminum is not strong enough alone, and it is

thought better to use an alloy containing about 6 per cent, of

copper. This possesses a tensile strength of 14 tons per square

inch, but this material is absolutely untrustworthy in sea water,

owing to the rapid corrosive action set up between the two in-

gredients. Unfortunately, this comparative failure had material-

ly discouraged the adoption of aluminum in shipbuilding, but,

eventually, when further experiment have been carried out,

there is no reason why a suitable alloy should not be adopted,

which, when properly used and protected from direct contact

with sea water, would resist corrosion as effectually as the ma-

jority of metals now employed.

Dillon, S. C—The People's Telephone Co. has been in- THE HARRINGTON RAIL BONDING CO., 120

corporated by C. A. Woods, E. L. Moore and John Liberty street, state that one of the best paying invest-

ments for 1899 will be the '"Harrington" bonds.Will cox.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN-

GINEERS.
A meeting of the Institute was held at 12 West Thirty-first

street Wednesday evening, Dec. j8. Mr. John E. Lieb, Jr., in

the chair. A paper was read by Mr. Arthur A. Hamerschlag,

of the New York Trade School, on the "Education of Electrical

Apprentices and Journeymen." It was illustrated by lantern

slides, showing the work by the electrical and other trade classes

at the school. Messrs. Wetzler, Lieb, Thompson and Pope took

part in the discussion following. At the meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee in the afternoon the following associate mem-
bers were elected: John Allan, 54 Margaret street, Sydney,

N. S. W. ; John Jacob Bellman, 90 King street, New York;

Robinson Crowell, 72 Washington avenue. Schenectady, N. Y.;

Henry B. Dates, Potsdam, N. Y.; John C. Finney. 34. Prospect

avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.; William N. Gladson, Fayetlcvillc,

Ark.; Leo Walter Hildburgh, 1 West Thirtieth street, New
York; William B. Hodge, 707 Spruce street, Philadelphia. Pa.;

Saitaro Oi, 16 Kamitomisakacho, Koishikawa, Tokyo, Japan;

Francis E. Tyng, Cranford, N. J.; Arthur J. Wood, 162 Wash-
ington Park, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BUSINESS NEWS.

CHANGE OF NAME.
The officers, directors and stockholders of the L. J. Wing &

Co. have deemed it advisable to adopt a general name for the

company, and have legally changed the name from L. J. Wing
& Co. to that of Manhattan Machinery Co. There has been

no further change, and under the new name the company hopes

to merit the continued and increased favors of its many valued

customers, as well as such new customers as may be in need of

the high grade machinery it manufacturer

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Springfield, O.—The Sprague Electric Co., of Watsessing,

N. J., with a capital stock of $5,000,000, has been licensed in

Illinois for $2,coo.

Baltimore, Md.—Thomas J. Hayward has purchased the fran-

chises, patents, etc.. of the Wenstrom Electric Co.

TELEPHONE CALLS.

Waco, Tex.—The Independent Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by S. Sawyer, E. N. Stephenson. J. B. Earll and oth

to operate telephone and telegraph lines. Capital stock, $75,000.

Lawrence, Kan.—The Kansas-Missouri Telephone Co. is

erecting long distance telephone line.

Vinton, Cal.—Vinton Telephone Co. has been incorporated by

A. B. Bcntley, L. H. Dunning, E. Ramclli, J. Bates and F.

Campbell. Capital stock, $20,000.

Fayettevillc, Ark.—The North Arkansas Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by Millard Berry, James W. Duprcc, J. P.

Dearer and Walter E. Berry. Capital stock. $25,000.

Nebraska City. Neb.—Nebraska City Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by H. A. Cott, C. H. Lanham and II. M. McCurry.

Capital stock, $25,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Newport News, Va.—The Newport News & Old Point Rail

way & Electric Co. will construct an entirely new power house

for the consolidation of the electric lighting and street railway

business.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Electric power plant for railway will be

built. Jeff Hiaks, president.

Chicago, 111.-^-Citizens' Electrical Railway Co. has been in-

corporated by R. R. Reynolds and J. G. Latimer, to build and

operate a street railway. Capital stock, $10,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Tampa. Fla.—The Consumers' Electric Co, will immediately

rebuild its dam for water power, recently destroyed by an explo-

sion.

Sedalia. Mo.—W, H. Powell has applied to the city council
for franchise to erect and operate electric light plant.

tansburg. S. C—Arch. B. Calvert, Mayor, may be ad-
dressed concerning electric lighl plant.

Athens, Tenn - \\ S. Hogewill establish an electric light

plant.

Dallas. Tex.—The Dallas Electric Co. is preparing to make
the contemplated $200,000 worth of improvements to its plant.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Asbury Park, N. J.—Cuban Electric Co. has been incorporated

by William R. S. Melvin, G. K. B. Wade. Herbert A. Howell
and others, to manufacture electricity for light, heat and power.
Capital stock, $i,ooo,oco.

Portland, Me:—Electric Mining and Reduction Co. has been
incorporated by E. K. Milliken, G. IX Burton, Charles Will-
iams, Jr., L. H. Williams and others, to manufacture electrical

mining apparatus and do general mining business. Capital stock,

$500,000.

Camden, N. J.—Electric Power Development Co. has been
incorporated by Marcus B. Taylor. Charles W. Kennedy. Isaac
Blum, William Findlay Brown and S. Y. Heebner. to manu-
facture and supply electricity to municipalities, etc. Capital
stock, $500,000.

Louisville. Ky.—The Electric Indicator Co. has been incor-

porated by C. S. Dawson. D. T. Venderink and J. D. Keene.
Capital stock, $30,000.

Richmond, Ky.—The Richmond Electrical Co. has formally
organized for the erection of electric lighting plant, as recently
noted. Capital stock, $io,coo.

Schenectady. N. Y.—South American General Electric Supply
Co. has been incorporated by II. W. Darling, S. D. Greene. J.
R. . -Lovejoy, to deal in electrical apparatus. Capital stock,

550.ceo.

Portland, Me.— Canadian Electrical Process Co. has been in-

corporated by !•'.. K. Milliken. G. 1). Burton, C. H. Kimball
and others, to manufacture electrical leather working apparat

Capital stock, $io,r>oo.

Cheraw, S. C.—The New England Electrical Works has been
incorporated by W. E. Price. E. A. rainier, George T. Nicholls
and W. P. Pollock.

Greenville. Miss.—The People'.- Light Co. has been incor-

porated by Ilarley Metcalfe. Fred Metcalfe. George Metcalfe.

Lucicn C. Gwin, Mary L. Wheatley and George Wheatley. Cap-
ital stock. $i5.oco.

Lakeview, Miss.—The Whitfield Co. has. been organized by

Marcy L. Whitfield, Jerome Hill. C. C. Cowan. R. B. Snow-
den and W. A. Percy for the manufacture, sale and operation
of electrical appliances. Capital stock not given.

Vicksburg, Mi.-s.—The Vicksburg Electrical Supply Co. has
been incorporated by M. I. Mulvihill, S. R. Hughes and M. D.
Landau. Capital stock. $io.cco.

NEW YORK [TEMS.

.AIR. EDGAR PECK-HAM, the president of the Peck-
ham Motor Truck. & Wheel Co., 26 Cortlandt street, i.^

awaiting the coming of the new year with great pleas-

ure. Tlirough constant and personal attention to busi-

ness, active and energetic, and versed in all the intricacies

1 if street railway traffic, he has met its never ceasing de-
mands and can say. with Julius Caesar. "\ eni. Vidi, Vict."

His success has been well earned, and the trade unites in

wishing him a happy and prosperous New Year.

THE MANHATTAN MACHINERY CO., 109 Lib-

erty street. L. J. YYing. manager, is the outgrowth of

the increasing business 61 L. J. Wing & Co. Sonic time
ago Mr. Wing built and tested on his auxiliary gas en-
gine yacht an acetylene gas generator, which so success-

fully met with all the requirements that the outlook for

the same for 1899 ' s ver >' bright. Among the other pro-
ductions of the Manhattan Machinery Co. are direct con-
nected blowers and fans, isolated electric light plants, gas
engines, etc.
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THE E. P. GLEASOX MANUFACTURING CO..
Mercer and Houston streets, found business during 1898
excellent, and all signs points toward prosperity during
1899.

ZIMDARS & HUNT, 127 Fifth avenue, practically

opened their department of switches, switch boards, etc..

during 1898, and the same has grown to such proportions
during this year that the coming year is looked forward
to with the greatest confidence.

THE ST. JAMES ELECTRIC CO., St. James Build-
ing, manufacturers of a new burglar alarm, are having
such a great success with the same that they will find it

necessary to increase their output for 1899.

MR. T. E. COPELAND, manager of the electrical de-
partment of James S. Barron & Co., has much to congrat-
ulate himself 'upon. This department has been estab-

lished within the last three years, and the foresight in

handling practical specialties in the general supply line

has brought the same to the front rank. Messrs. Barron
& Co. created a demand for their new pocket torch dur-
ing 1898, and are now far behind in their orders for the

same. They have a very happy New Year to look for-

ward to.

THE VANCE ELECTRIC CO., 136 Liberty street,

have had a very prosperous year's business, they having
been one of the few successful contractors who fitted out
a large number of Government transports during the

Hispano-American war. They have no wish for any
further war. however, and believe and hope that the com-
ing year will be an excellent one for business.

CHERRY ELECTRIC CO., 25-27 Third avenue, is

preparing to enlarge its present factory in order to keep
up with the demand for their well-known instruments.

LEONARD F. REQUA, general manager and treas-

urer of the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., 225-230
West Twenty-eighth street, one of the largest manufac-
turers of insulated wire, states that business during the

past year has been exceptionally good, and predicts that
1899 will be an eventful year.

"PEGAMOID'S"' sucess is now an established fact,

and the new year can have nothing but good in store
for the same, say the manufacturers, the American Pega-
moid Co.. 346 Broadway. "Pegamoid"' aluminum paint
is being used by a number of dynamo and motor manu-
facturers in place of japanning, etc. It leaves a perfect
finish, and is not affected by acids, water, etc. The "Peg-
amoid" lacquer for applying to the bright parts of ma-
chinery, electrical apparatus, etc., is proof against rust,

etc., and is meeting with great success among the man-
ufacturers of the above goods.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
'THESE INSTRUMENTS are
1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-
iron case, which effectively shields
the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Newark, N.J., U. 8. A.

H. P. SAFETY
POCKET LIGHT

.-.. SB* - '

_

AN EVER-READY ELECTRIC LIGHT

For Electricians, Engineer.*, Navigator
Machinists, Miners, Hunters, l'h.vsicians,

Watchmen ami PolicemeD, and for all

purposes where a safe anil handy flash

light is desired. LIGHTS AND (iOES
Ol'T AT WILL. Cannot he blown out.

Gives from 6,')iX) to 8,000 lights betorc new battery
is required. No wires to get out of order. No
chemicals to spill ; pelf contained. Can be car-
ried into n collar full of leaking gas. into an oil
tank, alcohol and malt vats, or placed in a
keg of powder without ih<> slightest danger
of explosion.

Complete
Xo. Size. Net Wgt. Vts. by mail.
1 1^x9 In. (pocket) lib. a • $3.30

3 l'4 xlt in. (large; l
1
, lb. 5 5.50

James S, Barron & Co., £ nfacturers of and
"holesale Dealers in General Electrical Supplies,

34-30 Hudson St.,

NEW YORK.

75c. "VULCAN STYLOGPPHIC PEN. 75c

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, S2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nmler Patents 260.134 and 311,554.

Send *'-»r our Xew Catalogue and Discounts.
AGENTS WANTED. J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York.
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KLKCTRK' LIGHT AND l'OWKK.

Press Room in New Building of Government Printing Office.

C.-W. Motor Ooared to W'hitio.-k IV

ELECTRIC PRINTING PRESSES.
Motors for operating printing presses have come so largely The grcal papers of the United States, including the "Herald."

into use, and the combination has been so successful that there "World," "Journal," "Times" and "Tribune," arc taking a p

in every likelihood of electric presses becoming universal in tical interest in the improvements suggested by electrical c

the printers.' world. With the increasing demands of civilization r.ecrs in presses. The 1 c!t driving of large presses is £ long-;

for more literature, with a.growing daily appetite for more news,
'

pra tical in grccl printing houses. I. is expensive and risKy

presses to meet this exigency arc built of colossal proportions. where fifty or a hundred thousand papers an hour may be re-
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quired. A broken belt, moreover, might do more injury to the driving device. Each press becomes a unit in itself when

press in five seconds, if it accidentally broke loose, than the driven by a motor. The entire system is fiot dependent upon

greatest accident that could possibly happen to any other power one machine. There is little, or no loss of power before driving

('. \V. Motors on Gordon Presses.

the press, and the absolute control exercised by having pressi ti n. nt'cli a c »1 I presses, find their greatest load at the moment

electrically equipped is simply ideal. Frcm a technical stand- i
I w To i ve'reome this inertia, the motor, like that used

point a great cylinder press, or those of more c< nipli ••
'

i e a car. i
•:. : 1 e caj able of resisting the severe shock expen-

Muthcd of Attaching Controller and Resistance to ^ i.itlock Press.

ettced at the moment of starting. The Crocker-Wheeler motors, some of the largest printing concerns in the country. The pei

illustrated in these pages, in direct connection with Gordon, centage of overload and high efficiency of these motors insures

Whitlock and other presses, have been extremely satisfactory to for them a long life of active operation. The press room in the
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new building of the Government Printing Oftice contains a

series of electrically driven presses. Twelve Crocker-Wheele"

motors, each direct connected, drive tliis large plain, and since

its installation little or no attention has been required by the em-

ployees in charge. For small Gordon presses, direct connected

motors occupy a position above competition. The easy sta

ing and stopping of the press, the compactness of the machine

as a whole, and the increased satisfaction to the man operating

it all combine to give better and quicker work. There is, there-

fore, in the direct, connection of motors to presses another ele-

ment of profit which must receive consideration. It depends, of

course, upon the personal equation. The more modern a ma-

chine, as a rule, the more quickly it is supposed to perform its

functions. A man in charge, therefore, understanding this, will

make more effort to do work and produce results than he would

otherwise. Were Gordon presses supplied with sett-feeding

1 hiladelphia polyclinic, discovered in the course of their pains-

taki of various disinfectants by the light of the new

physicochemical theories of solutions and electrolytic dissocia

tions, i> a mixture of potassium permanganate and hydrochloric

acid. This solution kills the most resistant spores from ex-

tremely virulent anthrax bacilli in a few minutes, while it is

i heap, nontoxic, convenient and fully equal to a 5 per cent, solu-

tion of sublimal

Osmium threads for incandescent electric lamps, giving a very

brilliant, have been patented in Germany. The threads are

hollow, the osmium being coaled upon a thin coppc ".ire. which,

is evaporated at a high temperature.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces that it

is desired to establish an eligible register from which a selection

may be made to fill an existing vacancy in the grade of assistant

engineer, electrically qualified, at a salary of $i.oco per annum,

C.-W. Motor Geared to Brown 4 Carver Cutter.

apparatus and personal attention thereby eliminated, competition

between them and those run by ordinary methods would be im-

possible. It has been shown that the loss in shops through belt

ing and shafting amounts to at least 40 per cent, of the power

generated. With presses driven by electricity 10 or 20 per cent,

at the utmost would cover the total loss. If power cost t?_\oo3
,

a year, and 20 per cent, is saved. $40.0 dollars per annum would

be pocketed by the investor. Adding this to the value of the

time saved and the facility with which work is done, a la-!

printing house could readily save $i.cco a year or more by using

electric power as outlined above.

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.

STRAY CURRENTS.
Exclusive of sleeping cars, there are 1.350.CCO cars running

on railroads in the United States. It is estimated that ioo.cco

of these go out of service yearly.

The disinfectant recommended by Kronig and Paul in the

in the custodian service at Baltimore, Md. Eligibility for ap-

pointment will be determined from an examination into each

applicant's experience, ability and character as a workman, and

physical qualifications for the work to be performed.

The "Herald" of the City of Meixco says that "all over this

titry v. titer powers, within reasonable distance of centers of

1 •, ulation, arc being sought for, and, although the best informed

pei pic do nol believe there are many of them, still there arc

nigh to prove of great utility in prompting manufacturing

enterprises in this land of dear fuel. As is well known. President

Diaz has given much consideration to this matter, and he has. in

several instances, greatly aided enterprising people who had dis-

covered powers and were in peril of being deprived oi the results

of their Labors by unprincipled persons who stood ready to levy

tribute on their undertakings. It is to the credit of the presi-

dent that he does not allow the blackmailing of men of enter-

prise and energy. The transmission of power by wire over long

distances is receiving, in this country, the enlightened encourage-

ment of the Government."
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AUTOMOBILES.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES,

dealer New York is not wasting any time in appreciating the

progress made by European cities in automobiles, both as re-

oi power will have to be allowed for on account of some slight

ascents in certain parts of New York proper. The horse power

required to propel a vehicle depends upon the tons moved, the

inertia to he overcome and the speed, in feet, per minute. In

fact, the margin of power spoken of will depend largely upon

3

Hiker Electric Delivery Wagon.

gards their construction and use. Xot only have New Yorkers the line of the angle of inclination at any given locality. This

decided to adopt the electric carriage as a neces-ary adjunct of quantity, of course, would be added going np hill, and more than

civilization, but in addition a company has been organized for subtracted when going down. For vehicles running on rails

the purpose of manufacturing and probably renting express the pounds pull required to start them would be about twenty

wagons aitd trucks moved by either electricity or gasolene. One pounds for raised rails and from twenty-five to fifty pounds for

of the greatest difficulties with electric carriages at present is sunken rails. With vehicles moving on cobble stones or asphalt.

04

Automobile of the Electric Carriage and Wagon Company.

the unreliability of the storage battery. Of course, the item this is not much greater, and. in fact, with rubber tires, is very

ol waste is ever present, and in this respect the gasolene or much less. An ordinary cab will use about five horse power, a

naphtha automobiles are superior. They are. however, far be- heavy truck would require from ten to fifteen. If there were

hind in cleanliness and way ahead in danger and personal risk more asphalt streets in New York electric cab interests would

to the operator. Greater New York is fairly level, but a margin certainly increase, with direct benefits to the general public.
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IS LIGHT ELECTRO MAGNETIC?

Men of science are given to idealism. There is a certain poetic

-ide to scientific conceptions, which tempts the savant to deal

with the prosaic and purely material in an abstract and occasion-

ally incomprehensive manner.

The theories of Darwin regarding the evolution of man. the

masterly efforts of Herbert Spencer and the shaded opinions of

other minor scientists have been received as vagaries, unsubstan-

tial and unproven. But as theories are unfolded in all their

perfection, and as proof upon proof is produced, which leads

the minds along the paths of truth, then what has seemed to be

but a theory becomes a fact, and the originator of it a renowned

character.

While the field of science has broadened the specialism that

has resulted makes it relatively narrower for the individual. New
fields of research merely represent new centers from which

radiate a dozen or more sub-departments. The crystallization ol

a simple principle of use to mankind has inevitably resulted

in this consequence.

From the rude invention of Watt has resulted innumerable-

types of steam engines. Their appearance has called into being

a myriad of accessories. Varieties of boilers have been invented

and each new change has invited a rapid increase in new devices.

In tbe study of electricity the greatest name was earned by

Faraday. Not only were his efforts productive in a purely prac-

tical and commercial sense, but in the higher realms of science.

where reason can faintly guide the images, half formed by a series

of inspiring experiment, to the goal of perfect comprehension.

As a practical experimenter, few, indeed, have kept pace with

the genius of Faraday, and the mathematical elaborations of

Clerk Maxwell, and even Hertz, are but extended interpretations

of Faraday's far-reaching ideals.

Considerations regarding the ether have largely to do with the

suppositions thai follow regarding the nature of light. "The
ether i^ supposed to be homogeneous, and of the same density

and rigidity in all bodies, and that when light enters a trans-

1 arent medium the molecules of that medium may be set in mo-
tion isochronously with the motion of ether."

This brings us to the question which seems to be one of daily

and growing interest, is light electro magnetic? Does the sun

•send through the ether bridge between itself and us an influence

through which electromagnetic energy operates and produces

undulations in the ether which we call ligh*?

The subject is so strange and the conclusions that might be

drawn from a consideration, of it so remarkable that it would

probably stir the scientific world to its very core to hear an abso-

lute statement in regard to the true nature of light.

"The luminosity of a body is due to an infinitely rapid vibra-

tory motion of its molecules, which, when communicated to

the ether is propagated in all directions in the form of spherical

waves, and this vibratory motion, being thus transmitted to the

retina, calls forth the sensation of vision."

This definition has been given by the highest of authorities, but

there is every reason to suppose that in the light of scientific re-

search and the tremendous efforts that are being made to dis-

cover the truth, the definition of light will be framed by the elec-

trician and not the general physicist.

Our ignorance of the true nature of actions in the ether pre-

vent us from comprehending the meaning of many phenomena.
If the ether is an eleciro-magnetic medium, then the following

would be a magnificent prophecy. "We can. without hesitation,

predict that the ideas which have thus guided to so much dis-

covery are destined yet to be the clue to conduct to further

levelations of the nature of the unseen mechanism, which lies

behind '.he apparent operations on or behavior of the bodies
in the electro-magnetic field, and of which the^e actions are the

te;ult.

"If the nature of that machinery, as yet shrouded in darkne^-.

should prove to be capable of more entire elucidation by some
vortex motion theory, not only explaining the structure of mat-

ter itself, but the inmost action of the electro-magnetic medium.

then the sciences of electricity, magnetism, - optics, electro-chem-

istry and rediation will become only departments of one embrac-

ing science of hydrodynamics, while we shall yet find ourselves in

t lie presence of still more surpassingly complex puzzles a- to

the nature of energy itself and its relation to the physical struc-

ture of the electro-magnetic medium."

The processes of transformation carried on in an electric light

plant are those in which the same doll is simply given a series

of new dresses.

"Consider, for instance, the simple case of an alternating cur-

rent dynamo, connected to an incandescent lamp, by conduct-

ing leads. We have in this case a closed conducting loop, con-

sisting partly of the armature wire, partly of the leads and lastly

c f the lamp filament. The action of the dynamo, when at work,

in alternately inserting into and withdrawing a bundle of lines

of magnetic induction from a portion of this enclosed area or

loop. The insertion of the.-e lines of force causes an eleciro

magnetic disturbance, which travels away through the enclosed

dielectric in the form of some strain or displacement in its most

generalized sense.

" In reaching the surface of the enclosing conductor, this wave

logins to soak into it. the electro-magnetic* energy at the same

time dissipating itself in the*form of heat. By a suitable arrange-

ment of the resistances and surfaces of various portions of the

eircuit we are liable to localize the principal place of transforma-

tion and to control its rate so as to compel this transformation

of energy to take place at a certain rate in a limited portion of the

conductor.

"Energy is then sent out. thence again in a radiant form, partly

in the form of ether waves, capable of exciting the retina of

the eye. but largely in the form of dark heat. The ether of elec-

tro-magnetic medium is. therefore, the vehicle by which the

energy is carried to the lamp and conveyed away from it in an

altered form, and whatever, by the translating device employed,

the ether is the seat of the hidden .operations, which are reallv

the fundamental ones, and the visible apparatus only the contri-

vance by which the nature of the, energy transformation iv delei

mined and its place defined."
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iva ted in the United States. To this may be added the state-

ment that a lot of money is wasted in water power. Money that

WATER POWER PLAN could have been better invested in steam plants Incomes unpro-

Some facts may be noted below in relation to ductivc and a source of constant expense in many cases. This

y

HI

-*-^BB

Turbine-Driven Generators of the Niagara Falls PoTer Co.

plants which will outline their principles of ope:;. ral mistake is directly traceable to "the hurried installation of a water

efficiency, etc. Under the head of water power plat
i
iwer plant, in cases where it does not pay and cannot pay to de-

transmission plants are also included. Water wheels and water pend upon it. The first point to discover is the reliability of the

Transmission Line, • Virgiuius" Min«*, Rieirg Up the Mountain Side.

motors for electric lighting hi L-.e sup] ly, and then to estimate the average horse power during the

the last five years that we canno ignizing- their extreme year. A cubic foot of water weighs sixty-two and one-half

importance and value commercially. Considerable water power \ our.ds, consequently the number of cubic feet per minute multi-
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plied by the head in feet gives the foot pounds. Dividing this alogues contain tables by means of which the correct value of the

quantity by thirty-three thousand gives the horse power. The- power obtained from this quantity of water and the size of whe 1

entire formula will read: suited to it may be discovered. The average depth of the stream

How power equals sixty-two and one-half multiplied by cubic and its width will give the cross sectional area. Multiplying this

feet, multiplied by head, the whole divided by thirty-three thou- by the rate of flow per minute, determined by the use of floats

sand. The technical expression "miners' inch" compares very placed in mid-stream, will give the number of cubic feet of

!

2^p -

.***

<$k-»- «* -*

The '• Virginias" Silver Mine in Colorado, operated by Electricity, which travels through the Power Line,

12,()i)0 Feet above the Sea Level.

•

well with the lectric unit, the ampere. Dr. T. O'Connor Sloane water passing per minute. The formula previously given is. of

speaks of it as follows: "For the ampere a peculiarly close anal- course, here applicable for giving horse power. With water-

ogy is found in a very well-known water measurement unit. wheels having an average efficiency of 8o per cent, and dvnamos

namely the miners' inch. The miners' inch is defined as the direct connected from ~o to 75 per cent, of the energv of moving
quantity of water which will How through an aperture an inch water can be utilized. Illustrations of power transmission lines

square in a board two inches thick, under a head of water of and water power plants will give the reader an idea of sonir

Water Motor Driving Generator.

six inches, ilere, as in the case of the ampere, we have no refer- of the labor connected with their proper installation. The gen-
ence to any abstract quantity, such as gallons or pounds. There eral efficiency of a transmission plant whose source of power is

is no reference to time. It is simply and purely a rate of How, water, would figure out something like the following: About 75
exactly what the ampere is conceived to be in electricity." per cent, of the initial energy is transformed into electricity; 10

\ dam placed across a stream will enable an estimate to be per cent, of this is lost in the line, leaving 6;'.. per cent. At the
made ot the quantity of water flowing a minute. Waterwheel cat- other end another 10 per cent, is lost in the motor, giving a
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general efficiency over all of about 60 per cent. Commercially the purchaser only in summer, when the water ran freely. The

speaking, the cost of a water power installation is more than cost of the water power installation, outside the building of the

9

Water-Power Plant Driven by Peltou Wheel. Fall of Water 250 Feet.

of a steam plant. But, if the stream is apt to be frozen in winter dam. would include that of the waterwheel. or turbine, the gener-

and an auxiliary steam plant is required, the investment becomes ators, the building they are contained in. with it- accessories, the

Eloetric "Water-Power Plant on South Yuba River, California.

(Erected by Hasson & Hunt.)

disproportionately heavy. The percentage of profit on such an line and possibly motor transformers at the receiving end. Divid-

investment would be much less than expected, and would favor ing the horse power generated into the original cost will give
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the figures per horse power, or installation alone. Divid- them technically is in certain respects inconsequential. The

ing the horse power generated into the expense of operation per sketches show the easy transformation of an alternating current

annum will give the cost of a horse tower for a year. As the
1|lt() ;( contifiUOUS, as well as the peculiar shape, of the impulse

}-

...1 1 1 L.J..._J
L._. ;

Alternating Current Transformed, or Rectified into Direct Current.

Theory of th« Line of Force.

prosperity of a plant depends upon the sale of its power and

the price obtained for the same, these calculations are neces-
proceeding from arclight machines. The fluctuating pressure

sary before the plant is installed. They may possibly prove to be

-o high that a steam plant operating throughout the year is

preferable.

\.
v.. \..y

Direct Current Impulses.

E L ECTBO-T EOHNICS.

SOME ELECTRO' TECHNICAL XOTES.

Arc light and alternating current generators represent two of
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Characteristic Curve of Arc Light Machine.

and throb of the current are ever noticeable features. By plac-

ing every alternate wave above the line an alternating current

becomes a direct current suitable for arc lighting. Commuta-

tion easily effects this without any great technical difficulty. I.

Reaction of Two Coils.

an ordinary continuous current dynamo has two insulated col-

lector rings placed upon its commutator, each ring respectively

connected with diametrically opposite segments, the dynamo will
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Cut ,'c of Saturation of Wrought and Cost Iron.

the oldest types of electrical machinery in existence. The aver-

age high tension arc light machine and alternator vary in pres-

sure from one to two thousand volts. The difference between

give an alternating current of the frequency and pressure the

number of poles would lead u> to expect.

In experimental lectures an audience has frequently been
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astonished at the repulsion exhibited by two flat coils carrying

the same current and suspended so as to be able to swing to-

gether and apart. A good rule for remembering the polarity of

the end of a coil is to recollect that if the current flows in the

direction of the hands of a clock in the end facing you polarity

is s'outh. The reserve direction means an opposite polarity.

A line of force owes its origin to a consideration aof what u

called a unit pole. This is a magnetic pole, which will attract or

repel a similar and equal pole with a force of one dyne at a dis-

tance of one centimeter. This unit pole produces about thirteen

!ines of force. Consequently, in all calculations for lines of force

the unit pole is taken into consideration. It was necessary to

adopt some fixed quantity of magnetic force as a means of meas-

uring it. Otherwise, the science of magnetic measurement would

have been so indefinite as to have prevented, or, at least, re-

tarded the rate of progress now being made in electrical manu-

facture.

In winding the coils of generators, it is necessary to make
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Hysterisis Curves.
'

provision for the heat loss so as to dissipate it readily. The

depth of winding will have largely to do with the radiating sur-

face and the quantity of copper used. For instance, taking the

center circle of the illustration as one inch in diameter, and of

the successive concentric circles, two, three and four inches, the

various radiating surfaces of coils wound would be in proportion

to their diameter. It is usual to allow one thousand circular

mils per ampere in the winding of a field coil. But another way

is to vary the circular mils according ro the weight of copper

when a given amount of energy is to be consumed. By varying

the depth of winding the quantity of copper increases. The tem-

perature of the copper depends upon its weight and the amount

of energy it dissipates. One coil having more copper on it than

another dissipating the same amount of heat would run cooler.

Consequently, a coil two inches in diameter, wasting a hundred

watts, would rise to a higher temperature than a coil three

inches in diameter wasting the same amount of power. A coil

can always be designed to run cool, provided it is not wound too

deeply nor given too much energy to utilize.

In alternators the power lost through hysteresis is quite an

important factor. The machine invented for testing iron before it

is used enables a manufacturer to estimate beforehand such

losses. Hysteresis losses, due to molecular friction, so to speak,

were dilated upon thoroughly by Steinmetz. In transformer con-

struction and every department of alternating current work

they are ever present. About I per cent, of the power of an or-

dinary continuous current generator is wasted by hysteresis At

least 5 per cent, disappears through this cause in alternators.

TELEPHONIC.

A NEW FRENCH TELEPHONE.

'According to "La Vie Scientifique," the French Minister dt

Commerce has been conducting experiments with a new tele-

phone invented by Pierre Germain, an inspector of telegraphs

in Paris. In order to secure patent rights the inventor has with-

held all information regarding the mechanical construction of his

telephone. From the little that can be gleaned from the first

experiments made, it would seem that the telephone was capable

of reproducing sounds with greatly increasing phonic power,

but with a loss in clearness. In the experiments the receiver

Device for Traducing Iutonsc Magnetic Fields.

having been brought closer to the ear. not a single intelligible

word could be heard; but the greater the distance between tha

receiver and the ear. the clearer was the sound reproduced. Tina

first defect, it is said, has been remedied. When the experiments!

were made with this instrument, men and women walking in]

the streets, although more than ioo yards distant from the re-J

ceiver. would stop and stare, wondering whence came the voicJ

of superhuman power which they heard above the din of thed

street. So powerful is this instrument, that, when used in con-J

nection with a phonograph, it is capable of emitting audible

sound waves to a distance of nearly 2,000 feet.

ELECTRO-METALLURGY.

ELECTROPLATING ON VOOD.
If a simple method of coating wood electrically with metallic i

deposits of silver or copper could be devised, there should be a

considerable demand for such articles for ornamental parts of

various articles of furniture, mouldings, picture frames, etc. Mr.

C. F. Barnes describes, in the "Electrical World." a method

which, he believes, will meet the requirements. The operation isl

briefly as follows: The wooden article U first saturated with'
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copper sulphate by immersing it in a solution of that substance;

then removed and thoroughly dried. It is then exposed to the

iction of hydrogen sulphide gas. which converts the sulphate of

copper to the sulphide—which is a conductor of electricity, and

ilso insoluble in aqueous solutions. Then the article is lightly

ivrapped with fine copper wire, and suspended in a solution of

common salt at the cathode, and a current of some density is

passed. The copper sulphide is thereby speedily reduced to

metallic copper, by the reducing action of the cathode products.

When the reduction is supposed to be completed, say in ten

minutes, the article is transferred to an ordinary copper-plating

jath. where a coating of copper of any desired thickness may be

ormed upon the surface. The copper surface may be polished

or varnished, and is very adherent. For silver, the process is

noditicd by immersing the object, after preliminary coppering,

n the silver-plating bath.

A method of depositing metals direct from the ore has been

ried for some time in Germany, and has proved so successful

hat a number of metallurgical works are to be equipped for this

process by treating the ore. The copper ores (as the process has

seen used most for refining this metal) are first ground to a

inc powder and then leached in a hot solution of copper chloride,

:he effect of which is to dissolve the copper, silver, lead and

lickel, and change the solution to cuprous chloride. By the

iction of lime the arsenic, bismuth, antimony and iron are elim-

nated. and tie solution, after being filtered, is passed into re-

reptacle divided by a diaphragm. Here an electrolytic action oc-

:urs. The anode being carbon and, the cathode copper, the

:opper of the solution is deposited in the cathode chamber, while

he chlorine set free in the anode chamber combines with the

solution to form cupric chloride, which serves to dissolve more

A the copper ere. There is no loss of the solution, as the

iction is continuous. It is claimed for the process that the yield

lickel are also ob'.ained in a free state.

BUSINESS NEWS.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
POTAL ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK ENDING

JAN. 3. 1899. $28,618.

New York. N. V.. Jan. 3. 1899.—The following exports of elcc-

rical material from the port of New York for the week ending

his date:

Antwerp.—Forty-six packages electrical material. $^.S-J9: 1

asc electros. $11.

Brazil.—Eight cases electrical material. $341.

Cuba.—Eighty-four cases electrical material. $2,292.

Copenhagen.—One case electrical material, $36; 4 cases clcc

rical machinery, $8co.

Ecuador.—Ten packages electrical material. $76.

Ilamburg.-^Or.e hundred and one cases electrical material,

7,359-

Havre.—Ore hundred and four cases electrical material, $4.5,37'.

3 cases electric meters, $1,300; 9 cases electrical machinery. $241.

Ilayti.—Ore case electrical material, $45.

London.—One case electros, $22; 56 cases electrical material.

12.500; 1 case electros, $22.

Liverpool.—Forty-one packages electrical material. $1,726.

Mexico.—Twenty-seven cases electrical material. $705.

Newfoundland.—One package electrical material. $10.

Newcastle.—Twelve cases electrical material, $i,oco.

Nova Scotia.—Eighty packages electrical material, $53.

Peru.—Five cases electrical material. $77.

Porto Rico.—Three packages electrical material. $22.

Rotterdam.—One case electros, $25: 1 case electrical material,

$141.

Rome.—One case electrical material. $75.

Southampton.—Thirty-five cases electrical machinery. $7X2: 37

cases electrical material. $1,424.

United States of Colombia.—Four cases electrical material,

$120; 1 case electros, $18.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Carbondalc. Pa.—The Carbondalc Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by J. Moses, M. F. Norton. S. S. Jones, F. Rcmmcl-
meyer, F. E. Dennis and W. D. Evans. Capital stock, $5,000.

Woodstock, III.—Citizens' Telephone Co. has been incorpo-

rated by M. L Joslyn. J. C. Donnelly, and D. F. Curley. Capital

stock. $20,000.

Ashland. Ohio—The Star Telephone Co. has been incorpo

rated by George A. Williams, E. J. Grosscup, Samuel A. Grabill.

Joseph R. Swartz and George R. Freer, to build and operate a

telephone line in twenty^four counties. Capital stock, $50,000.

Springfield. Ohio.—The Home City Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by I. Ward Frey.. Charles H. Prince. Robert C.

Gotwald, Edward C. Gloyn and Robert R. Mills, to build and

operate a telephone line in Springfield and Clarke counties. Cap-

ital stock, $75,cco.

Ansonia, Conn.—The Ansonia Telephone Co. has increased its

capi.al stock from $io.coo to $15,000. all of which has been taken

by the old stockholders.

Columbus, Ga—The Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph

Co. will overhaul and improve its system extensively.

Opal, Wyom.—The Opal and Big Piney Telephone Co., incor-

porated by A. Pomeroy. C. W. Holden. C. F. Robinson. D. B.

Budd and others. Capital stock. $5,000.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Trenton. N. J.—The Electric Co. of America, incorporated by

James E. Hayes. Elmer Smalling and Arthur Phillips; electric-

ity, light, etc. Capital stock. $25,000,000.

Minneapolis. Minn.—The Guglcr Electric Manufacturing Co.

has been incorporated by J. H. Guglcr. S. T. Wicdcnbcck and

J. J. Heinrich, to manufacture electro-medical apparatus. Capi-

tal stock, $20,000.

St. Louis. Mo.—Frank Adam Electric Co. has been incorpo-

rated by Frank Adam, Fred B. Adam and L. M. Adam, to man-

ufacture electrical appliances. Capital stock. $25,000.

St. Louis. Mo.—Gould Electric Protective Co. ha? been incor-

porated by H. V. P. Cocke Allen T. West. Oscar H. Vicths. W.

F. Noeker, James T. Drummond and A. B. Gould; general bur-

glar alarm, electric signal and messenger service.

Newark. N. J.— C. P. Power Co. has been incorporate! by

Fred W. Yates, Frank W. Roller, George E. Smdr, to ir.a-u-

facture electricity, etc. Capital, $2CO,cco. *

Chicago, 111.—B. Allen Co. has been incorporated by J.- B.

Allen. W. R. Heath and C. C. Carnahan, to manufacture elcctri

cal apparatus. Capital stock, $2,500.

Dayton. Ohio.—The Automatic Switchboard Co. has been in-

corporated by W. M. Bell. C. Whitney. \V. M. Weakley. W. L.

Blcchcr ar.d L. C. Walker, to manufacture and sell automatic

telephone switch boards. Capital stock. $io.oco.

JOTTINGS.

THE NEW YORK SWITCH AND CROSSING CO.. of

Hobokcn. N. J., are filling a large number of orders for the ; r

1 ;ew electric switch for trolley roads, ar.d also a large order for

.
*•
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frogs and crossings, for. the Brooklyn trolley roads. The com-

pany has lately added a number of heavy machine tools and

planers' for cutting steel rails to their factory equipment.

MESSRS. H. W. M'CANDLESS AND F. D. L. PREN-

TISS, of the Empire Lamp Works. 151 Monticello avenue.

Jersey City. N. ].. have dissolved partnership, Mr. McCan-

dlcss continuing the business, which is in a very flourishing

condition. Mr. Prentiss' larger outside interests demanded his

undivided attention, and he was, therefore, obliged to make a

change.

J. H. WILLIAMS & SON. Jersey City. N. J., manufacturers

of roll dropped commutator segments, fuse wire, cast gongs

and electrical specialties, are receiving a good share of electrical

business.

THE U. S. BATTERY CO.. formerly cl West Twenty-third

street. New York City, have removed their offices and sales-

rooms to No. 253 Broadway, and are busily engaged in equip-

ping their new factory at the corner of FRtbush avenue and

State street. Brooklyn, with modern machinery for making their

popular bicycle, coach, miners' and other portable lamps. The

lcmoval was necessitated by the large increase in business.

ATTIX WIRE, described in a previous issue, is -receiving a

well-earned demand. The buyers and users of the wire well

remember how Mr. Attix, the inventor, fought for recognition

for nearly five years, until last October, when the lighting de-

partment of Greater New York approved the wire and allowed

its use for all classes of electrical construction work. This wire

can be installed without conduits, it being fire and waterproof.

If is also impenetrable to nails, and therefore, proof against car-

penters, plumbers, etc.. who are notorious for raising havoc

.''inong the wiring of- buildings.

E. H. RYDER & CO.. formerly of 180 Broadway. New York

City, are now installed in their new quarters, Sixth avenue, near

Flatbush avenue. Brooklyn, and are finding a ready sale for

their portable and desk lamps. In connection with their regular

line of electrical goods, they have taken the agency for the "El-

dridge" and "Belvedere" bicycles.

MR. ELMER P. MORRIS. 15 Cortlarldt street, reports a big

business during the past year. November and December orders

having been surprisingly good, lie expects to double the out-

put during 1899.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Construction of Air Blast Transformer.

JLftGEar^

Completed Transformer.

THE ST. ANTHONY FALLS WATER POWER PLANT.

The extensive electrical and hydraulic works on the upper

wattrs ofthe Mississippi River, where it flows through the city

of Minneapolis, are completed, and the twin and rival cities of

the great .Northwest—Minneapolis and St. Paul—have within

themselves developed source of power which, without electricity,

had gone to waste, or had only been partially utilized.

In their undeveloped condition the Falls of St. Anthony were

nothing more than a series of rapids and minor cataracts spread

pver a length of the Mississippi of about half a mile. They were

divided into bwp portions, the upper, lying between the banks
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and the small island of Hennepin, developed before electricity

had broadened the field of water utilization, and the lower, left

in its natural state until a few months ago. The Falls lie almost

in the center of Minneapolis, dividing it as the Seine divides

Paris, in the heart of the manufacturing and milling district, and

near to a thickly populated part of the city, which has spread until

of the work under consideration from three electric stations, in

which 5.000 horse power has been generated from dynamos

belted and directly coupled to steam engines. Compared to this

development, of the power of the upper falls, the electrical and

hydraulic work recently completed is of considerable less impor-
tance. It makes use of only one of the small cataracts of the

Map of Hydraulic "Work.

it has touched the suburbs of St. Paul and thus joined the two
cities. Minneapolis is the greatest wheat and maize grinding city

in the world, and the north bank of the river is covered with

great flour mills and grain elevators. On the southwestern bank
are numerous saw mills, which cut into planks the lumber floated

down the Mississippi from the forest lands of the Northwest.

The power necessary to drive the mills and elevators has hith-

lower falls, about 450 yards below the principal fall. At this

point a flow varying from 60.000 cubic feet per second to a mini-

mum of about 2.500 cubic feet per second, with an average flow of

6,000 cubic feet, under a head of about twenty feet, is obtainable,

but only by the construction of a long dam stretching from

side to side of the river. This has allowed of the development

of an aAailable average power of 12,000 horse power—the maxi-

Elrr»t:ao 51.00

Section Through Power House.

erto been to some extent derived from turbine and water wheels,

driven by water from the upper falls, where a head of fifty feet

yields from 50,000 horse power to 100,000 horse power. In

addition to this, a large amount of power is required to operate

the electric tramway system running in and joining the two
cities. This power has been supplied previous to the completion

mum at high water rising as high as 120,000 horse power.

This great work has been carried out by the St. Anthony Fails

Water Power Co., operating in conjunction with the Twin City

Rapid Transit Co., which owns and operates the entire tramway

systems of Minneapolis and St. Paul. This latter company has

contracted for the entire output from the power house, under
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a lease to run for forty years, the power to be transmitted for

distribution to transformer and rotary converter substations-

the former steam stations.

The dam is of solid masonry, and has been thrown diagonally

completely across the Mississippi. Starting on the south bank

of the river just below Tenth avenue bridge, it runs north for

420 feet and then almost due east for another 500 feet. The

power house, which is part of the dam. is erected on the left

bank of the river, and lies beneath the bridge of the Minneapolis

and Western Railway, about 800 feet below the Tenth avenue

bridge. The dam is triangular in shape, the apex pointing up

stream a little more than midway between the two banks. It is

gate folds down, allowing the water to pass over the level deck.

By using this type of gate a surface discharge is provided t"

carry off logs, ice and rubbish which would otherwise be caught

in the racks. The third gate is of the slide type, and is worked
by large screws, with ball bearing nuts, operated by a small

waterwheel in one of the piers. Between the sluice gates and the

right bank is a log sluice, and between the sluice gates and the

power house is another. Each of these is six feet wide and 200

feet long, with stone walls, and bottom of concrete and railroad

iron laid in cement. At periods of high water the logs as they

come down pass over the dam; at low water they are passed

through the log sluices.
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Distribution System.

built of granite, and blue limestone, with stone crib work on

the front face and a terraced face down stream. Under ordinary

conditions the dam is dry, but at the spring high water the river

flows in a heavy stream over the entire width. To relieve the

excessive flow and to avoid any backing up of the water into the

tailraces of the power plants on the upper fall and thus dimin-

ishing their available power, three sluice gates are provided, two

on one side of the power house and one on the opposite bank.

These gates are known as "bear traps." Each "bear trap" gate

is 50 feet long, built of steel and decked with wood. They run

between solid stone piers eight feet wide, forty feet long and

twenty-five feet high. Two of the gates are apron hinged at the

bottom, and supported from behind by hinged supports provide"',

with rollers at the top. To raise the front apron and

thus close the gate, water is let into the space between it and

the support, which, rising under the pressure, elevates the gate.

To lower it the water is let out. when the support drops and the

The dam is divided into three sections, the first starting from

the log sluice beside the power house, fifty feet long, twelve

feet six inches above the bed of the river, extending below the

bed sixteen feet. Then come two of the "bear trap" gates. The
second section in 444 feet long, 14 feet high above the bed of the

river, and similar in construction to that of the first section, ex-

cept that the coping is of steel and concrete in lieu of granite.

The third section is 366 feet long, 13 feet above the bed of the

river and exactly similar in construction to the first section.

Between this section and the river bank is the third 50 feet wide

"bear trap" gate, while between this and the bank is the second

log sluice. The down stream face of the entire dam and the

sluice gates are provided with an apron fourteen feet wide of

concrete covered with steel rails securely' anchored, protecting

the toe of the dam from wash or scour.

The headrace is 207 feet wide and 600 feet long, the section of

the dam facing the left side of the river forming one retaining
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wall, the other being the river bank itself. Protecting the wheel

chambers is a substantial steel rack frame, extending the whole

width of the race, and supporting a steel rack 207 feet long,

which prevents the passage of rubbish and ice to the wheels.

Over the upper surface of this rack an automatic cleaner, directly

driven by an electric motor, travels, gathering up accumulations

of floating matter and depositing them upon a traveling belt

conveyer, which discharges them into a sluice, through which

they pass to the river below the power house.

The power house is a well lighted fireproof building, 250 feet

couplings on the generators.

Each hydraulic unit consists of four horizontal Victor tur-

bines, each forty-two inches in diameter, run at a speed of 130
revolutions, each gives 250 horse power. They are erected in

the turbine chambers, four wheels on a single shaft, giving a
total to each unit of 1,000 horse power. The water passes into

each flume through two head gates, each eight feet wide and
nine feet high, operated by a hoisting attachment on the deck
of the wheel chamber. Each set of four turbines discharges into
a separate arched tail race tunnel, passing under the power hous*

long, 57 feet wide and 51 feet high. The wheel chambers are
outside the power house, and are 43 feet wide. In front of the
building are the hydraulic forebays, each 40 feet wide and 250
feet long, leading to ten masonry flumes, separated from each
other by masonry partitions four feet thick. At the end of each
flume a partition or head wall 7 feet 6 inches thick, separates it

from the dynamo room, and holds the flume head thimble eight
feet in diameter, closed with a cast iron cover. The covers carry
the stuffing boxes through which the wheel shafts pass to the

and discharging into the main tail race, 100 feet long, below the

power house. The floor of this race, as well as the foundations
of the power house, is of solid concrete, two feet thick. At the

eastern end of the power house are two two-inch horizontal
wheels, used to drive the exciting dynamos.
The governor used to control the admission of the water

to each wheel is the B type of Lombard governor, guaranteed to
hold the speed of the wheels constant and momentary fluctuations
due to large load, to within 5 per cent, of normal under all con-
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Prof. Thatcher, of Yale University, performed a series of ex- fords prompt relief."

periments with electricity for the purpose of discovering whether

its influence upon the tissues was beneficial or not. His experi-

ments took a practical form and were satisfactory, as far as re-

sults were concerned.

A man suffering from paralysis was allowed to test his strength

so that the extreme effort could be measured. A current of elec-

tricity was then applied to one arm and then the other. A de-

cided increase in strength was shown by the end of the third

week. It seems as though the nervous system in this case re-

ceived sufficient stimulation from the current to show a decided

improvement.

What physicians call "a galvanic current" was used: that is to

say, a current not produced inductively. The catalytic action

with a powerful current is such that under the positive pole, as

well as the negative, apparently foreign matter collects and sores

are apt to be produced of an extremely painful and lasting na-

ture. It is not a current of thi-~ kind which when thus misapplied

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FROM A COAL STANDPOINT.

The marvels of ingenuity displayed by steam and electrical

engineers when exposed to the light of criticism are like the

well-finished wheels of a watch that can never keep good time.

The result is bad. In spite of our knowledge of fundamental

principles there seems to be a striking difference between theory

and practice.

This difference becomes alarmingly great when it is realized

that out of every hundred pounds of coal consumed only the

equivalent of one pound is effective in producing light. At this

rate the enormous waste of fuel going on for the purpose of ob-

taining this meager result is frightful to contemplate. It means
that one hundred pounds of coal represent one hundred and fifty

that have been mined, fifty of which is wasted in the operation,

and ninety-nine more go up in smoke and disappear as radiated

heat in the elaborate system employed for the production of

light.

The control of the heat and its efficient use is certainly one of

the greatest problems of the century
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ditions. This is belted to a small pulley on the turbine and

generator shaft. It consists of a governor directly controlled by

the belt and three consecutive hydraulic ranis, the third operat-

ing the gate closing mechanism.

The dynamo room runs the entire length of the building, and is

lighted with windows looking west down stream. A gallery ten

feet wide runs along the east wall. In this gallery are the switch-

board transformers, lightning arresters, etc.. and the general

offices, while below is a recess in which the cables from the

switch board run. An electric traveling crane runs from end to

end of the room. In the illustration showing the plan and section

and one direct current machine will be erected as soon as the

demand warrants.

The alternators are of the thirty-six-pole revolving armature

type, with a rated output of 700 kilowatts or about 1,000 horse

power, at 3,450 volts when running at 133 revolutions per minute.

The periodicity is thirty-five cycles. Each alternator stands 10 feet

8 inches high, on a base 12 feet 6 inches by 10 feet 10 inches. The
armature shaft is extended 12 inches beyond the outer bearing, to

allow the engine coupling to be attached when the steam plant is

installed. The poles are built up of steel laminae insulated from

each other by a coating of japan, and are cast into the field ring,

Water Line

l.ctl P.- .Jovrnal

" Bear Trap " Gate.

of the plant, an exciter is shown belted to each generator. This

was changed lately, independently driven exciters being em-

ployed.

To avoid shut-down from possible scarcity of water, or ex-

Meme host, provision has been made in the design of the dynamo

room for a steam plant of capacity equal to that of the hydraulic

plant. In line with each generator a 1.000 horse power vertical

triple expansion engine will be erected, to be coupled to the ex-

which isjieavily ribbed, to increase its rigidity. The field wind-
ing is made upon metal shells, from which it is thoroughly insu-

lated, and poles and winding are arranged for easy removal of

the latter from their position without disturbing either arma-
ture or the balance of the field structure. The field frame
may also be moved along the base parallel with the shaft, to

allow the armature to be inspected and repaired without unbolt-

ing and lifting the upper half of the field ring.

Ventilation System of Transformers.

tended shaft of the dynamos. A 12.000 horse power boiler plant

will be erected on the bank side of the power house. The in-

stallation of this steam plant, while decided upon, has, however,
not yet been begun. The ultimate capacity of the plant is 10,000

horse power in ten hydraulic or steam and electrical units of

1,000 horse power each.

The system of distribution is a combination of the direct cur-

rent and three-phase alternating current, the former generated
for the service of the Minneapolis tramways, and the three-phase
with converter sub-stations, for the suburban and interurban and
the St. Paul roads. Five alternators and two direct current
dynamos are now in position in the power house, two alternators

The armature is of the slotted core type, built up of lamina-

tions, which ,to avoid the use of bolts, are dovetailed into the

spider as the central support is called. Ventilation of the core

is secured by air spaces radiating at intervals from the center.

The laminae are insulated, and previous to the application of the

coils, the slots are also lined with a substantial insulation. The
coi's themselves are all made and insulated before application

to the core. The diameter of the armature is 7 feet 6 inches, and

the peripheral speed 3.140 feet per minute. The air drawn in

through the spider circulates through the ducts in the core and

thoroughly ventilates the armature. The collector rings are in a

separate spider, insulated from it by heavy molded mica, and
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from each other by thick insulation discs. The armature com-

plete weighs 25.000 pounds, the complete alternator 84.000

pounds.

The direct generators are eight-pole machines, each of 700

kilowatts capacity. The no-load voltage is 575 volts, and the

dynamos are over compounded to 600 volts. In these the

ribbed field and poles are of cast steel, the poles being bolted

to the field ring. The spools are of malleable iron, with the

shunt and series winding placed side by side, instead of over

each other. The armature is built up of laminations dovetailed

to the supporting spider, with four-inch ventilating ducts. The

winding is of insulated copper bars set in the peripheral slots,

and the commutator and shell being forced over an extension,

of the armature spider, are made a solid part of the armature.

Hand wheels with worm and screw control the movement of the

brushholder and shift, raise or depress the brushes simultaneous-

ly. The weight of the armature is 34,000 pounds, of the com-

plete generator 110,000 pounds.

The exciters are six-pole, 100 kilowatt, 280 revolution direct

current machines, supplying exciting current at the same pres-

sure as the larger direct current dynamos, the construction of

which they closely follow. The armatures of these each weigh

3.200 pounds. They are directly connected to the smaller turbines.

The system of distribution is clearly shown, as are

the details of the main and subsidiary switchboards. The main

switchboard occupies the gallery over the generators. It is of

the panel type, and is divided into three sections, alternator,

railway and exciter—23 panels in all. The panels are of pol-

ished blue Vermont marble. The alternating current switch-

board consists of one panel for each generator and five feeder

panels. Any alternator may be connected to any feeder, or all

may be run in parallel, and two sets of independent bus bars

are provided for convenience in starting the rotary converters.

The direct current switchboard is made up of two generator

panels, eight double feeder panels and a total output or station

panel, the latter carrying a 700-volt voltmeter and 2.500 ampere

station output recording watt meter. The meter board has two

panels, one for each exciter. Each of the panels carries its

full equipment of standard instruments and switches. The direct

current panels are in addition provided with automatic circuit

breakers. At one end of the gallery are set the increasing or

step-up transformers for the transmission, and the static dis-

charge board equipped with alternating current lightning ar-

resters of the short gap type. This is made up of three panels,

two for two 3,500-volt circuits; and one for the 12,000-volt cir-

cuit, differing from each other only in the number of gaps pro-

vided. The step-up transformers are six in number, each of

233 kilowatts, and are of the air-blast type. The core of these

is built up of well tested iron lamination, supported on and in-

sulated from an iron frame and divided into sections. Air ducts

running up through these and between the coils allow of perfect

ventilation by cool air blown through them from underneath.

The force of the draft is controlled by shutters at the top.

The air is furnished by a sixty-inch blower, driven by a four-

pole direct current 500-volt motor, directly connected to the

fan shaft. It supplies three cubic feet of air per minute at one
ounce pressure per kilowatt to the transformer, while the energy-

required to drive the motor is little more than one-tenth of 1 per

cent, of the full load kilowatt capacity of the transformer. The
efficiency of these transformers is 08 per cent., and they are de-

signed for extremely close regulation, varying only 1 per cent,

from no load tp full load. Each transformer was subjected to a

test of 20,000 volts alternating before acceptance. Each weighs

4,500 pounds, and stands 58 inches high, on a base 38 inches by

33 inches.

The direct current is fed directly from the switchboard into the

main railway overhead system of Minneapolis, over lead covered
cables, some running to the trolley line direct, others to a tower
about 200 feet away, from which the cables run underground
to feeding points on the Minneapolis and St. Paul interurban
system.

The system of distribution of the alternating current is more
complex and necessitates three separate transformation and
conversion sub-stations—two in Minneapolis and one in St.

Paul. These plants are installed in the buildings containing the

im plain-, now -till and unused, of the Twin City Rapid

Transit Co., and the two plants, side by side, admit of a striking

comparison. Sub-station No. 1 is near the center of Minneapolis

and contains six step-down transformers of 215 kilowatts each,

two induction regulators, two alternating and two direct cur-

rent switchboards and two 600 kilowatt rotary converters. Sub-

station No. 2 is four miles from the power house, and contains

215 kilowatt transformers and one 600 kilowatt rotary converter.

Sub-station No. 3 is in St. Paul, and ten miles distant from the

power house. Its electrical equipment is similar to that of No.

1. To sub-station 1 and 2 the current is transmitted at the initial

voltage of 3.450 volts over two triple conductor lead covered

cables, laid in cement lined iron conduits with manholes 500 feet

apart. The course of the current from the switchboard is first,

through a bank 01 alternating current lightning arresters, then

over the transmission lines to the step-down transformers, in

which the pressure is reduced to 387 volts. At this pressure it

enters the converter switchboard, and passing to the alternat-

ing current side of the converters is changed in nature, issuing

from the commutator side continuous current at 600 volts. It

then passes through the "railway panel of .the switchboard to the

overhead wires.

The transmission to sub-station No. 3 at St. Paul involves the

use of the step-up transformers at the power house. In these the

pressure of the current is raised to 12.000 volts and takes a course

similar to that just described, and a similar reduction and con-

version is also effected, the current entering the main St. Paul

direct current network at normal working pressure.

The construction of the step-down transformers is similar

to that of the raising transformers, and they are also cooled by

an air blast from fifty-inch blowers, directly driven by four-pole

550-volt motors. The rotary converters are eight-pole machines

of 600 kilowatt capacity, each running at 550 revolutions

with a direct current voltage of 580 volts at all loads.

The alternating current, or receiving voltage is that of the sec-

ondaries of the step-down transformers—387 volts. The general

design and construction of these rotaries are similar to those of

tho railway machines, with the addition, of course, of the alter-

r.ating collector rings. The interior diameter of the armature is

si< feet and the peripheral speed 7,500 feet per minute. The ap-

proximate weight of each converter armature is 17.500 pounds,

of the completed machine 51,000 pounds.

Owing to the comparatively short distance between the gener-

ator and the converters, and the use of underground cable in-

stead of an overhead line, artificial inductance has been intro-

duced to secure the necessary flexibility in the direct current

voltage of the rotary. This consists of a three-phase open mag
netic circuit inductance coil placed between the transformer and •

each rotary, and allows of a great ra^nge of adjustment in the

direct current voltage. The coils are simple bundles of iron wire

wound with a finely stranded cable, and are assembled in project-

ing cases. They are cooled by a current of air taken from the

blower, which cools the transformers. These coils are also use-

ful in preventing idle current from circulating between the two
rotaries operated from the same transformer, should their field

adjustment not be carefully made.

The switchboard in sub-stations 1 and 2 consists of two alter-

nating and two direct current panels on each. In sub-station No.
2 one alternating and one direct current panel. They are simila-

in general construction to the panels of the switchboard in the

generating station. In order to protect the rotaries in case of

reversal of current, an automatic device is provided in each di-

rect current panel, which, in case the current on the direct cur-

rent side should be reversed, the circuit breaker is automatically

brought into action, breaking the circuit and protecting the

machine.

One unique feature of this installation should be mentioned.
Whereas, the majority of water power plants have come into

being to supply power where steam was absent, this plant has

supplanted a complete steam system, and no more impressive
comparison can be conceived than that afforded by a view of one
of the plants made up of rotary converters and transformers
operating in silence, standing beside great engines with belts

and countershafting, backed by huge batteries of boilers, all su-
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perseded and still. The amiacable co-operation of hydraulic en-

gineers, alternating current electrical engineers and the engineers

of tramways system has resulted in the construction of an

electric generation and transmission plant, a model of the most
advanced electrical practice.

Our thanks are due to Mr. William De la Barre. chief engi-

neer; E. P. Burch, electrical engineer of the Twin Cities' Rapid

Transit System, affd to Mr. I. R. Edmands, engineer in charge,

representing the General Electric Co. of America, the contrac-

tors for the entire electrical system, for much of the information

contained in this article.

THE FEATS OF MODERN SCIENCE.

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.
STRAY CURRENTS.

ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR STATIONS.

Under the title of "La Poste Electrique Internationale," a com-

pany has been formed in Belgium, with a capital of £320,000,

for the novel purpose of establishing on all the principal high

roads of Europe electric motive power stations, or electric posting

stations for motor cars. A financial daily says that each of these

stations will be in charge of expert mechanics, repairs will be

quickly executed, and accumulators can be recharged.—Ex.

ELECTRIC PURIFIERS.
In a town where the electric light is used, the electrical instal-

lation already existing would be quite enough for the purifica-

tion of the water supply of the town. Thus all the use of land

for filter beds can be saved, and that now appropriated for them

could be utilized in other ways. This is a most serious consid-

eration, especially when the filter beds have to be roofed at .111

enormous expense. Many experiments with this water purifica-

tion scheme have been made, and are still in progress, on the

Continent, especially in France and Belgium.—Ex.

THE GREATEST INVENTION.
In a competition recently held by "Tid Bits" to ascertain

which were generally considered the most important inventions

of the century, the voting resulted as follows: 1, Telegraph; 2,

steam engine; 3, X-rays; 4, telephone; 5, electric light; 6, pho-

tography; 7, phonograph; 8, anaesthetics; 9, sewing machine;

10, gas.

CORUNDUM.
Corundum is composed of the oxide of aluminum (A1203),

but traces of the oxides of other metals are generally present as

coloring materials. As in the cases of other minerals of non-

metallic luster, the color of corundum varies considerably.

Sometimes the mineral is colorless or white, and at other times

it is found possessing a blue, pink, red, brown, gray or other

color. The relative weight of corundum compared with equal

volumes of many other minerals is high. It has a specific

gravity of about 4, while feldspar has a specific gravity of from

2.4 to 2.7, and quartz of 2.5 to 2.8.—Ex.

MAN POWER.
According to "Indian Engineering," it has been proposed to

run dynamos for electric light purposes on the Indian frontier

by treadmills operated by convicts. The work would, we pre-

sume, be conducted on the piece system— i. e., so many units per

day—and in this case the heavy convict will have a great advan-

tage over his leaner co-prisoner. We are afraid that the system

would, however, tend to reduce the weight of the convicts to

a minimum, as the less a man weighs the farther he would
have to move.

MICA MINING.
The rapid development ol electrical industries has been at-

tended by a correspondingly rapid growth of mica mining. The
American demand for mica is partly supplied by Canada, New
Hampshire and North Carolina, but more than half the world's

consumption is what is known commercially as Behar mica;

from the districts of Hazaribagh, Gaya, and Monghyr, in India.

At these Indian localities some 300 mines are now being worked.
Last year's output reached nearly 2,000,000 pounds, of which
about half was exported from Calcutta, chiefly to England and
the United States—Ex.

THE ENGINEER.

Mr. C. W. Hunt devoted his address on retiring from the

presidency of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

to -The Engineer." The following is an extract from "Power:"

Whichever way engineering may develop as time rolls on, iti

elevating influences are constantly at work on the mind and on

the character. The work is carried on under unchangeable laws,

which must be rigorously applied and adhered to, or failure is

sure to result. Man builds to master, to resist, or to guide the

forces of nature. If he has rightly judged the conditions, his

work stands as a permanent monument of the fact; but if other-

wise, the irresistible laws of nature will develop the defect and

discover his ignorance, incompetence, or error to every ob-

server.

Hence he laboriously seeks out the unseen laws and forces,

then expresses the revelation in a workable form for his daily

use. He tests his materials with painstaking refinement. He
measures electric resistances with an accuracy now reaching the

point of one in four millions, time to the one three-millionth

part of a unit, divides a circle with a mean error not exceeding

the one-millionth of the circumference, makes surfaces six inches

square with a variation from absolute flatness of less than one-

two-hundredth thousandth of an inch, rules lines which vary from

absolutely perfect spacing by only one-three-millionth part of an

inch, sees clearly the spectrum of samarium when one part is

diluted with three million parts of lime, and surveys lines eleven

nules long in the open air with an average variation in three

measurements of only four-tenths of an inch.

Working in a field and in touch with a body of his fellow

men having similar tastes, he sees on every hand scenes of en-

grossing interest. The telescope recording the position and
motion of stars which no human eye has ever seen; the spectro-

scope analyzing the materials of the sun and stars with all the

accuracy which it would show if the articles were in the labo-

ratory: looking with Roentgen rays through a double-barreled

rifle and seeing not only the leaden bullets within the steel bar-

rels, but also the wads and the charges: and photographing lines

in the ultra-violet spectrum far beyond the reach of our vision.

He stands by a quartz filament galvanometer which indicates

an electric current so minute that if it should be increased in

magnitude eight hundred thousand times it would still be only
the one-millionth part of an ampere, and on the other hand sees

the Niagara electric generator of five thousand horse power, with

a current so much larger than that of the galvanometer that the

difference can only be expressed mathematically, not in collo-

quial language. He sees with entrancing interest the liquefaction

of hydrogen by the physicist at a temperature of only twenty-

three degrees centigrade above actual zero. He shares in the

enthusiasm at the results of two years of unremitting work in

the photo spectrum in isolating a new element—monium. in the

Hertz electro-magnetic waves now applied in wireless telegra-

phy, ana in the newly discovered element in the salts of urani-

um, whose radiations make the air through which they pass a

conductor of electricity. More nearly touching him personally

comes the work of the biologist, whose quest for the thing we
call life has continued from the primitive man to the present
time. Constantly flitting from his grasp, it has seemingly, passed
from fire and storm to mountain and deep, from animal and plant

to <eed. to cell, and now it has been followed to the molecule or
the atom, and yet it as completely eludes his grasp or even his
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comprehension as ever it has. But followed it certainly has been,

by all the laws and forces of nature at the command of man,

until the search for it is now in the molecule or the atom, a

space physically so small that only the trained imagination can

even faintly comprehend its minuteness.

And there, on the outskirts of this unexplored world, standi

man, with spectroscope and polarized light, peering over the

sphere of action which we call an atom, well knowing that there-

in lie the wonderful forces, activities, and at least the effects of

that mysterious entity, life itself. He sees a field for investigation so

fraught with possibilities, so infinitely beyond the comprehension

of any conception of the capacities of the human mind that he

stands gazing into the abyss with the same devout wonder and

awe as does the astronomer when viewing the illimitable heav-

ens. The two are standing, as it were, back to back, and each

gazing into an infinity—one into the infinitely great, and the other

into the infinitely small.

Thus stands the engineer in the midst of a countless number

of earnest explorers in the field of unrevealed nature, and so to

speak, sees the tools formed and the materials discovered with

which he is to work. Cheerfully can he enter upon his daily-

tasks with the consciousness that his application of these dis-

coveries is of real service in lightening the burdens of life, as

well as elevating and ennobling his fellow men.

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES.

ETHEREAL TELEGRAPHY.

Marconi's miracle of wireless telegraphy is the theme of

much congratulatory writing in the reviews. The speculations to

which these achievements have given rise are illustrated by the

"Edinburg" in this citation from Mr. Preece:

" 'Strange mysterious sounds,' he tells us, "are heard all along

telephone lines when the earth is used as a return, especially in

the calm stillness of night. Earth current are found in telegraph

circuits, and the Aurora Borealis lights up our northern sky

when the sun's photosphere is disturbed by spots. The sun's

surface must at such times be violently disturbed by electrical

storms, and if oscillations are set up and radiated through space,

in sympathy with those required to effect telephones, it is not

a wild dream to say that we may hear on this earth a thunder

storm in the sun. If any of the planets be populated with beings

like ourselves, having a gift of language and knowledge to adapt

the great forces of nature to their wants, then if they could oscil-

late immense stores of electrical energy to and fro in telegraphic

order, it would be possible for us to hold commune by tele-

phone with the people of Mars.'
"

Yet the reviewer does not consider any revolution to be im-

minent:

"The addition to the resources of civilized mankind made by

wireless telegraphy is of a subordinate, if of an extremely sig-

nificant, kind. In the exigencies of war, above all, it might

prove of vital consequence. The hostile raids of wire cutters

would, by its means be renedered comparatively innocuou.-.

* * * The mischiefs of cable lifting would similarly be in part

neutralized. Submarine connections will almost certainly very

soon become superfluous between adjacent islands—between, for

instance, Great Britain and Ireland, the Orkneys, Shetlands,

Hebrides and the Channel group. In military and naval opera-

tions this mode of signaling ought to prove invaluable. The gal-

loping aid-de-camp may perchance be eliminated from the battle

field; the flutter of tell tale bunting need no longer be anxiously

watched for at the mast head; and the flag code may rest undis-

turbed in the captain's cabin.

''Hertzian wave;, are as indifferent to weather as stormy

petrels; they travel with the same ease in tempest, fog, or sun-

shine. This robustness of constitution adapts them peculiarly

f6r one of their primary tasks—the office, that is, of keeping up

communication with lightships and island lighthouses * * *

the sunken defenses of a fort can be entirely isolated, and need

no longer offer to an enemy vulnerable lines of connection with

batteries on terra firma."

The "Edinburg" concludes its article by recognizing in an

ethereal telegraphy the finishing touch to the discovery of the

luminiferous ether, and quotes Dr. Lodge's sketch of nature's

penetralia:

' 'One continuous substance filling all space, which can vibrate

as light, which can be sheared into positive and negative elec-

tricity, which in whirls constitutes matter, and which transmits

by continuity, and not by impact, every action and reaction of

which matter is capable. This is the modern view of the ether

and its functions.' "—From the "Review of Reviews."

ELECTRICITY IX THE FOUNDRY.
The electrical power arrangements which are now in operation

at the works of the Reading Car Wheel Co., Pennsylvania, are
said to constitute the most complete electrical equipment ever
installed in a foundry. The adoption of electricity for motive
power in this instance was founded on a belief that it would
prove to be more economical and convenient than steam; and.
although no comparative figures are available, there would ap-
pear to be a decided conviction on the part of the company
that the expectations formed have be.en fully realized. The "Iron
Age" informs us that the current is taken from the mains of the

city lighting plant, and the system covers all appliances that

can be tun by power. The blower of the cupola is driven by a

35 horse-power motor; the tumbling barrel is also directly con-
nected to a back-geared motor, and is used to separate the scrap

iron and dirt coming from the cupola. In the cupola charging
room are located the motors for driving the elevator, and the

drop for breaking old car wheels. The motors have reversing

elevator controllers, and are directly connected to a Bloomsbury
elevator. The latter has a capacity of three tons, and the drop,

which weighs 18 cwts., has a fall of 40 feet. The large ladle,

holding about five tons of metal, is mounted on trunnions, and
is turned by a motor. The small ladles are carried to the front

oi the larger one, and each is filled in turn and carried to the

different floors. At the rear of the building are placed the

motors for operating the system over the floors—two motors

on each floor, one for moving the carriage, the other for the

hoist. They are required to be dust and heat proof, the tempera-

ture in their vicinity is often 150 degrees, but they do not appear

to suffer in consequence. From each controller is run a hand
rope to the floor, so that each molder has perfect control of

the speed, and can vary it from one to fifty feet per second on

the hoist. The working of this plant will be watched with inter-

est by iron founders; but we may infer that it can only be suc-

cessfully carried on buildings especially arranged, and in works
that are confined to one speciality of manufacture.—Ex.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

PROPOSED RAILWAY IN NORTHERN MFNICO.
Consul Griffith writes from Matamoros, Dec. 16, 1898:

The fact that a company under the name of the Chicago, St.

Louis & Texas Air Line Railway Co.. has been chartered to

build a road from San Antonio to Brownsville, Tex., and the

entire route surveyed, has caused interested comment among

men prominent in business and financial circles in Matamoras

and northeastern Mexico. The commencement of this road

will undoubtedly result in the building of a road from Matamora>
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to Mexico City. It seems strange that a road has not already

been conducted, not only because it would traverse a country

of the most varied resources—agricultural, grazing and mining—

but it would be by from 400 to 600 miles the shortest route from

Mexico City to the large manufacturing cities in the central and

eastern part of the United States.

ELECTRIC TRACTION IN ENGLAND.
Mr. James Ross, the vice-president of the Montreal Street

Railway Co., who has recently returned to Canada from an ex-

tended visit to Great Britain, has made some interesting remarks

upon street railways in Britain and other matters, in the course

of an interview with the "Montreal Gazette." Mr. Ross observed

that while he did not wish to cast any reflections upon the

municipal bodies of Great Britain as regards the slow manner

in which they moved, yet it was a fact that most of the cities

were extremely conservative in the matter of a change from

horse or steam to electrical power. The overhead system ap-

peared to be generally accepted, and Liverpool and Glasgow,

which had purchased their respective street railway systems, had

each from two to three miles in operation. Bristol and Dublin

were also to have the trolley. In Birmingham the people were

undecided what course to pursue, and they will, Mr. Ross added,

probably await results in the other cities. Mr. Ross is decidedly

out in his details, or else he has been badly misreported.

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE

ACETYLENE FOR GAS ENGINES.

In a recent pamphlet, issued by Mr. F. Grover, Leeds, Eng-

land, are to be found some very interesting -results of experi-

ments carried on with acetylene as a motive power for gas en-

gines, says the "American Manufacturer.!*

Mr. Grover began by firing mixtures of air and acetylene at

atmospheric pressure, and found that 1 part of gas and 18 parts

of air was the weakest mixture that could be ignited. The pres-

sure developed was about three times as great as when a similar

mixture of coal gas and air was ignited, and the rate of combus-

tion was much more rapid. When 7 parts of air and 1 part of

acetylene was ignited at atmospheric pressure, the pressure de-

veloped was 111 pounds per square inch, the highest point

leached.

On raising the initial pressure to 2 atmospheres, and igniting

a mixture of 11 parts of air and 1 part of acetylene, the pressure

developed was 197 pounds per square inch. On using the same

mixture and starting with a pressure of 3 atmospheres, the pres-

sure developed was 350 pounds per square inch. Of especial in-

terest is the statement that with an initial pressure of 3 atmos-

pheres, it was possible to ignite a mixture of 30 parts of air and

1 part of acetylene, the pressure developed being 180 pounds

per square inch.

The author thinks that from a thermodynamic standpoint, acet-

ylene would be a very useful addition to the list of gas engine

fuels, but that the present price is prohibitive, for if* would

cost 2s. 6d. per horse power hour.

ELECTRIC METERS.

"THOMSON RECORDING WATT METERS."

Ten years ago electrical energy was invariably supplied at a

fixed rate per month for each installation, without much regard

to the amount actually furnished. To-day electric stations in

this country supply on a meter basis the electricity they manu-

facture with resultant advantage to the station economy. Some
idea of the extent to which the meter business in this country

has grown may be gathered from the fact that not less than

200,000 Thomson recording Watt meters alone have been man-
ufactured and sold by the General Electric Co.

The business has grown from small beginnings by the per-

sistent missionary work which has been carried on by this com-
pany through agents and literature. The latest addition to meter

literature, issued from the General Electric press, is "Thomson
Recording Watt Meters," a handsomely printed and illustrated

brochure in a rich cover, dealing with the different types of

these recording energy meters, which the General Electric Co.

manufacture, their uses and their advantages. Each type of

meter is clearly described and so illustrated that its construction

can be readily understood. Full instructions are given for the

care, connection and reading of these moters.

The pamphlet should be found in the library of every electrta

light and power station, and will be sent on application made
to the Schenectady office of the General Electric Co.

ROENTGEN RAYS.

A NEW FLUORESCENT CRYSTAL.
A new mass, phosphorescent under the X-rays, occurs in the

substance lately introduced by Van Molekebeke, which is said

to be more sensitive for phosphorescent screens than all

the substances heretofore known and employed. The pro-

duction of the mass is as follows: Dissolve 1 gramme
of uranium nitrate in 4 grammes of boiling water in a

porcelain dish, adding i
l/2 grammes of ammonium fluoride,

and boiling the mixture a few minutes. The solution, which

should not contain any precipitate, is cooled off and crystal-

lized, which takes place in an hour. The octahedral crystals de-

posit on the bottom of the vessel, and the pale yellow solution

turns perfectly colorless. The liquid is poured off from the sedi-

ment, and the latter, for the purpose of a complete removal of

the ammonium nitrate, is repeatedy washed with cold water. The
crystals are insoluble in cold water, but readily soluble in hot

water. For the production of luminous screens, the dried prep-

aration is mixed with collodion or gelatine. The quality of the

preparation depends upon the perfect development of the crys-

tals. The combination of the body is expressed by the formula

U2O aFl2 4NILFI—uranium ammonium fluoride.—Ex.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.
"Standing room only" was the lot of latecomers at the one

hundred and third meeting of the New York Electrical Society,

at the College of the City of New York, on Jan. 12.

The subject of the evening, which was. "Latest Progress in

Storage Battery Installations," was ably handled by Mr. Joseph

Appleton, engineer of the construction department of the Elec-

tric Storage Battery Co.

The meeting was a significant illustration of the number now
interested in storage battery application, and the audience list-

ened with close attention to Mr. Appleton's record of the trium-

phant way in which the storage battery has vindicated the faith

of its friends through years of doubt and opposition. The lec-

ture, which was of exceptional interest throughout, was illus-

trated by a large number of lantern slides.

After the discussion, in which Mr. R. P. Bolton, Mr. Frank

J. Sprague and Mr. C. O. Mailloux took part, the company visited

the storage battery power sub-station of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Co.. at the foot of West Twenty-third street, where was
seen in operation the large railroad battery of the company,
equipped with all the modern appurtenances.

The following members were elected at the meeting:

Arthur D. Dunn, E. E., No. 164 East Eleventh street. New
York City.

Harvey E. Moll. No. 29 Broadway, New York City.

James A. Stiles, No. 120 Liberty street. City.

Henry I. Lurye, No. no East One Hundred and Ninth street,

New York City.

Walter S. Wilson, No. m Fifth avenue, New York City.

A. Hanber, No. 15 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Eugene F. Roeber, Ph. D., No. 210 West Fourth street. Ne\
York City.

Herbert Jenkins, No. 15 Cortlandt street, city.

George V. Flynn, No. 26 Thamas street. New York City.

Arthur Dimmant, No. 4 East Ninety-seventh street. New York
City.
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BUSINESS NEWS.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR
WEEK ENDING JAN. io, 1899, $H7,774-

New York. Jan. 10, 1899.—The following exports of electrical

material are from the port of New York for the week ending this

date:

Antwerp.—Sixteen packages electrical material, $i,75 T -

Aigentine Republic—Two hundred and thirty-four packages

electrical machinery, $11,421; 1 case electrical machinery. $296.

British Possessions in Africa.—Two packages electrical ma-

terial, $10.

Bremen.—Eight cases electrical material, $1,250.

British West Indies.—Two thousand four hundred and seventy-

five cases electrical material, $11,521; 1 case electros, $8; 1 case

whips. $12.

Berlin.—Twenty-eight packages electrical material, $1,635; 2

cases electrical machinery, $800.

Brazil.—Twenty packages electrical machinery, $665; 32 cases

electrical material. $861.

British East Indies.—Twenty cases electrical material, $2,337;

10 packages electrical machinery, $2,134.

Boulogne.—Five cases electrical material, $71-

British Australia —Four cases electrical material, $45.

China.—Seven cases electrical machinery. $300.

Cuba —Fifty-three cases electrical material, $1,280.

Chili.—Eleven cases electrical material, $220.

Dublin.—One package electrical material, $65.

Hamburg.—One hundred and twelve packages electrical mate-

rial, $5,809.

Hull.—Thirty-eighth cases electrical machinery, $7,9*4 ; 3 1

packages electrical material, $818.

Havre.—Two cases electros. $90; 78 cases electrical machinery,

$8,199; 8 cases electrical material, $120.

Japan.—Six packages electrical machinery, $740; 87 cases elec-

trical material. $3,940.

Leith.—Ten cases electrical motor, $563.

London.—Two hundred and thirty-four packages electrical

material, $11,711; 42 cases electrical machinery, $2,000.

Liverpool.—Seventy-eight packages electrical material, $3.90.';

78 cases electrical machinery, $7,140; 4 packages electric motors,

$2,571; 1 case electrical material, $45.

Mexico.—Three packages electrical material, $120.

Marseilles.—Twenty cases electrical material, $2,400.

Oporto.—Four cases electrical material, $101.

'Peru.—Six cases electrical material, $48.

Rotterdam.—Five cases electrical material, $250.

Southampton.—Forty-five cases electrical machinery, $1,020; 4

cases electrical material. $86; 1 case electros, $15.

Siam.—Two cases electrical material, $90.

United States Colombia.—Fifty-two packages electrical mate-

rial, $1,516.

Uruguay.—Three cases electrical material, $77.

Venezuela.—Sixty-eight packages electrical material, $1,752.

Warwick.—Two packages electrical material, $52.

TELEPHONE CALLS.

Washington, Ohio.—The Citizens' Telephone Co. has in-

creased its capital from $20,000 to $30,000.

Augusta, Ky.

—

The Augusta Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by T. S. Bradford and others. Capital stock, $5,000.

Owensboro, Ky.—The Green River Telephone & Telegraph

Co. has been incorporated with J. H. Hickman, president and

treasurer, and H. K. Cole, vice-president and general manager;

to construct a telephone line from Owensboro to Henderson and
other points.

Fayette, Mo.—The Fayette Telephone Co. has been incorpo-

rated by C. E. Betts, H. K. Givens, C. E. Givens and others.

CapiSsLstock, $10,000.

Elkins, W. Va—The Woodford Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by J. M. Woodford, H. R. Warfield and others. Cap-
ital stock, $15,000.

Columbus, Ohio—The Cleveland Telephone Co. has increased

its capital stock from $2,000 to $3,000,000.

Lakeland, Minn—The Interstate Telephone and Telegraph Co.

has been incorporated by Robert H. McCoy, Frederick W. Ep-

ley, Albert T. Presson, William J. Johnson and Harry L. North.

Capital stock. $10,000.

Kinsley, Kan.—The Kinsley Automatic Telephone Co. ha?

been incorporated by C. B. Knowles, George W. Watson, W. F.

Watson. A. F. Aderhold and T. E. Aderhold. Capital stock,

$2,000.

Topeka, Kan.—The Popular Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by E. F. Ware, Webster Wilder and D. E. Palmer.

Capital stock, $1,000,000.

Wilson, N. Y.—Wilson Telephone Co. has been incorporated

by W. N. Harris, A. N. Dwight, G. Wadsworth and J. P. Ten-

brook. Capital stock, $2,000.

McLeansboro, 111.—McLeansboro Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by F. H. Stamper, R. A. Youngblood and G. C. Cou-

trell. Capital stock. $10,000.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Newport, N. Y.—Newport Electric Light and Power Co. hab

been incorporated by William D. Grant, B. K. Brown and

Henry H. Dexter. Capital stock, $15,000.

Sherman, N. Y.—Sherman Electric Light Co. has been incor-

porated by Charles E. Cobb. F. D. Cornish, Charles H. Corbett,

Thomas J. Newell and others. Capital stock, $5,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The Minneapolis General Electric Co. has

been incorporated by Henry Schoenberr, Thomas S. Kingman.

George W. Mark, Frederick W. Garvin and others; to manufac-

ture and distribute electricity, light, heat and power. Capital

stock, $2,100,000.

Henderson, Tenn.—Electric Light Co., incorporated by T. B.

Hardmann, N. J. Ozier and others; electric light plant. Capital

stock, $1,500.

Baltimore, Md.—The Westrom Manufacturing and Light Co.

has been incorporated by F. C Latrope, H. M. Denison, C. M.
Hutton. J. O. Morris, G. B. Baker and Peter Tome; to manu-
facture electrical machinery. Capital stock, $27,155.

Waco, Tex.—Hill Bros. & Co. has been incorporated by B. H.

Hill, N. S. Hill and E. Phillips; to engage in a general plumbing

and electrical supply business. Capital stock, $10,000.

Springfield, 111.—Sangamo Electric Co. has been incorporated

by T. F. Sheridan, T. B. McGregor, and F. G. Houser; to main-

tain or manufacture electrical appliances. Capital stock, $10,000.

New York. N. Y.—United Electric Co., incorporated under

the laws of West Virginia, by W. E. Sheffield. P. K. Green and

others; to manufacture dynamos, motors, etc. Capital stock,

$1,000.

Buffalo, N. Y.—New York Electric Machine Co.. incorpo-

rated by J. Tate. F. Wardwell. T. E. King. Capital stock. $10,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Salisbury. N. C.—The Mayor may give information concerning

electric light plant.

Orangeburg. S. C.—T. M. Rysor may give information con-

cerning electric lighting plant.

Curley. Ala.—J. W. Roberts contemplates the establishment of

a small electric light plant.

FLASHES.
Philadelphia. Pa.—Charles Wirt, electrical engineer, damaged

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Chicago. 111.—Belmont Gas and Electric Fixture Manufactur-

ing Co. has assigned. Liabilities and assets each $1,000.

Chicago. 111.—F. A. Gist, electric goods; gave chattel mort-

gage for $302.

Trenton. N. J.—The Bergen County Gaslight Co., and the

Englewood Electric Light Co. have been consolidated into the

Englewood Gas and Electric Co., with an authorized capital of

$400,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Trenton, N. J.—The Trenton and Princeton Traction Co. has

been incorporated by George O. Vanderbilt, Charles W. Ship-
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pec, Julius Garst and others; to build an electric railroad be-

tween this city and Princeton, nine miles distant. Capital stock,

$200,000.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Cleveland and Warren Street Railroad

Co. has been incorporated by M. Dodge, C. E. Thorp, J. B. Cas-

lett, J. E. Phelps and C. B. Lockwood; to operate an electric

road. Capital stock, $10,000.

Warren, Ohio.—S. A. Thrope and others have formed a com-

pany to build an electric railway connecting Warren with a

Cleveland line.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The East Side Traction Co. has been incor-

porated by William G. Tracy, George D. Chapman, C. M. War-

ner, F. M. Bouta and others; to operate an electrical road eigh-

teen miles long in Syracuse. Capital stock, $400,000.

JOTTINGS.
THE COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO. gave an exhibi-

tion of its latest talking machine, the Graphophone Grand, be-

fore a number of invited guests at the Waldorf-Astoria on Jan.

10, which was highly successful.

Applications were made to the Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners of the' State by the Metropolitan Traction Co. and the

Broadway and Seventh Avenue Railroad Co. for the approval of

either electricity, supplied by an underground current, storage

battery, or by motors operated by compressed air. upon the

following streets and avenues: From the intersection of Lexing-

ton avenue and Ninety-sixth street; thence through, upon and

along Ninety-sixth street to First avenue, thence through and

along Ninety-third street to Avenue A. and along Avenue A to

a point near the entrance to the Astoria Ferry; also upon Third

street and Fourth street, between West Broadway and Wooster

street.

MR. HENRY L. SHIPPY. the well-known New York man-

ager of the J. A. Roebling's Sons Co.. 117 Liberty street, is

sending out a handy vest pocket diary for 1809, being one of the

most convenient of its kind received.

MR. ERNEST A. LOWE has resigned his position as man-
ager for J. Jones & Son, the well-known electrical supply house

of 64 Cortlandt street.

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO..

Leonard F. Requa. general manager, factory and salesroom at

225-237 West Twctify-eighth street, are working day and night

to complete the big Philippine Islands cable. They lately re-

ceived the contract for this cable from the United States Gov-
ernment. The cable will be two hundred miles long, and will

complete telegraphic communication between all the islands in

the Philippine group. An immense reel, operated by steam from
the interior of the Safety Company's building, has been erected

in the street, upon which each length, as soon as completed, is

reeled and shipped away to our latest territorial acquisition. It

affords us great pleasure to make special mention of this order

received by the Safety Co. from the Government.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL NOVELTY CO.. of 353
Broadway, we are informed, have brought suit against the Acme
Electric Co.. 1659 Broadway, for infringing upon their famous

electric torch. It seems that several concerns are trying to reap

the profits of this torch, the extraordinary demand for which

has been created by the American Electrical Novelty Co., and

the company has adopted stringent measures against these of-

fenders.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Newark, N.J., U. 8. A.

H. P. SAFETY
POCKET LIGHT

James S, Barron & Go.,
Manufacturers of and
Wholesale Dealers in General Electrical Supplies,

AN EVER-READY ELECTRIC LIGHT

For Klectricians. Kngineers, Navigator*,

Machinist*, Miners, Hunters, Physician*,

Watchmen and Policemen, and for ail

purposes where a safe and handy flash

light is desired. LIGHTS AND GOES
OUT AT WILL. Cannot be blown ont.

Gives from 6,000 to 8,000 lights before new battery
is required. No wires to get out of order. No
chemicals to spill; self contained. Can be car-
lied Into a cellar full of leaking gas, into an oil

tank, alcohol and malt vats, or placed In a
keg of powder without the slightest danger
of explosion.

Complete
No. Size. Net W'gt. Vts. by mail.
1 l\,'x9 in. (pocket) lib. B% $3.30

3 1^x14 in. (large) l 1 , lb. 5 6.60

24-30 Hudson St.,

NEW YORK.

75c. "VULCAN STYLOGRflPHIC PEN. 75c
T^f^V Ul_CAN"S£f^

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN,

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents 260,134 and 311,554.

Send «*»r ear Xew Catalogrne an* Discounts.
AftESTTS WAJVTED. J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St, New York.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND TOWER.

Plant showing operation of several units.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS OE
THE LAST DECADE.

Certain changes in systems of electric lighting and
power distribution have brought about corresponding
changes in the machinery utilized for these purposes.
One of the most notable features of up-to-date practice
is the employment of new and improved safety appli-
ances. As a rule, the cruder the machinery the less the
attention paid to the safety of those handling it. but
when it has been sufficiently developed to be compara-
tively complete, able to fulfill its functions with little or

no care, then the eye of the engineer is turned to the care

and safety of employees, or such as may be forced to

handle parts of the machines more or less dangerous.

As a proof that accidents have all but ceased to occur

newspaper reports on the subject are few and far between

and plants developing thousands of horse power at death

dealing pressures have become one of the most remark-
able features of modern installations. The Edison Illu-

minating Co.. at one time the exponent of continuous
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current transmission and distribution, are now generating electric current is solely due to the introduction and adop-

Model Plant, Link Belting.

within their station a pressure of 6,000 volts. This cur- lion of polyphase apparatus as a permanent element of

rent is polyphase, and is sent out to relieve the strain on electric light and power work. In the illustrations a

Modern Transmission Plant.

a distant station. The ease of pliability exhibited by the variety of plants are shown
;
continuous current and alter-
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nating, old and new. A modern plant, strange to say, is

generally one containing alternating current machinery,
whereas ten years ago neither rule nor record existed to

prove or even to indicate which would serve most satis-

factorily in a given case, the alternator or the low-pressure

dynamo. Even the arc light machine has undergone
modifications that stamp it with the progress of the times.

High pressure lines within the city's limits have heen
practically forbidden within the space of time above men-
tioned. The difficulty of constructing an arc light ma-

only generating 2,000 volts m each circuit, but is supply-
ing in all a total of 120 lamps, each receiving the full

quota of pressure and current. This machine involves
the principle of three generators in one, but although its

capacity is very high, this new method of sub-dividing
pressure makes it much more acceptable to station pro-
prietors for arc lighting than the old-fashioned type of
machine.
The alternator has undergone many modifications

which have given it a new place in the station. The single

Multi-Circuit Crush Are Dynamo. 3-cIrcults of 2.C00 volts.

chine of, say, 6,000 volts, made the further improvement
of this system along those lines one full of insuperable
difficulties. The Brush Arc Light Co. designed and con-
structed a dynamo abie to feed 120 arc lamps without
employing a pressure of 6,000 volts. This machine is

called a multi-circuit dynamo. The armature is wound
with three separate and carefully insulated circuits, each
ending in its own commutator and brushes. Each set

of windings develops 2,000 volts. When the three sets

of windings are connected to three separate arc light cir-

cuits of forty lamps a piece', the machine is fully loaded, is

phase alternator has, to a large extent, disappeared, and
in its place we find the newer, better, and in many cases,

the simpler form of polyphase generator. Aside from
the question of power transmission, the polyphase gener-
ator is not as difficult to construct as a multipolar, con-
tinuous current generator. It is not as expensive because
it has no commutator, and it is not as difficult to run or
take care of, because it never sparks. In fact, a well-made
two or three phase dynamo represents the beau ideal of

machines. Its current, when sent into a two or three
phase motor, starts it immediately, without the necessity
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for observing care in starting- it np, to a large extent

with the risk of burning it out under such circumstances.

It may be truly said that the most modern of plants would

be one in which the polyphase current is generated. The
most modern of transmission lines and the cheapest would

be one carrying a polyphase current, and as far as the

knowledge of the electrical engineer extends the poly-

phase motor is certainly on a par with the average con-

tinuous current motor and superior to it on acount of its

greater simplicity of construction. Switches and switch-

boards carrying from 1,000 to 2,000 volts, have been high-

ly improved by several corporations handling this class of

bnstrated by the fact that for almost every new central sta-

tion polyphase generators are selected, while many plants
that have been established and in commercial operation
for years have begun to substitute polyphase for single

phase machinery.

LOVE PUT OUT THE LIGHT.
The North Shore Power Co.. of Canada, which is supplying

electricity for the city of Three Rivers, is generating it at Batis-

can Chute and stepping it up to 12,000 volts for the purpose of

a sixteen-mile transmission. A few evenings ago, says the "Ca-

Latest Type of Polyphase Alternator.

machinery. As far as the switch is concerned, it has been
so cunningly designed that the circuit is broken when the

alternating current wave is at its lowest point, and the

switchboard made of carefully selected marble, supplied
with synchronizer, ground detector and measuring in-
struments, leaves nothing to be desired. To conclude,
we quote as follows from the "Engineering Magazine*'
of the greatest advocates of alternating current genera-
tion and distribution in the United States: "The poly-
phase alternating current system is to-day the most suc-
cessful organization of electrical apparatus for the distri-

bution of light and power from a central station. That the
users of electrical machinery know this to be true is dem-

nadian Engineer," just as the dusk was coming on and the heavy

load beginning to show on the ampere meters, the circuit break-

er- flew, the fuses blew and the lights were out. This lasted for

perhaps ten minutes, when the lights again started up and ran

satisfactorily The day following the electrician naturally in-

vestigated to see what caused the trouble, and he found that a

window had been broken in the sub-station at Three Rivers, and

that some of Jean Baptiste's chickens had sought a roost on the

bare copper wire, and as Chanticleer kissed Biddie "good night"

it completed the circuit, electrocuted the lovers and put the lights

out. This, perhaps, is one of the most uncommon short circuits

or reasons for trouble that has occurred in Canada, and is a

pointer for other electricians who may have power houses with

broken window panes,
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY.

The noted scientist, philosopher and statesman, Ben-

jamin Franklin, was not fully aware of the risk he was
running when he elevated his kite on that famous occa-

sion which brought about the identification of lightning

and electricity. Franklin himself, in some correspond-

ence of his, states as follows : "To determine the question

whether the clouds that contain lightning are electrified

or not, I would propose an experiment to be tried where
it can be done conveniently. On the top of some high

tower or steeple place a kind of sentry box, big enough
to contain a man and an electrical stand. From the mid-
dle of the stand let an iron rod rise and pass, bending
out of the door,and then upright twenty feet or thirty feet.

pointed very sharp at the end. If the electrical stand be

kept clean and dry, a man standing on it, when such

clouds are passing low, might be electrified and afford

sparks, the rod drawing them to him from a cloud.

If any danger to the man should be apprehended
(though 1 think there would be none) let him stand on
the floor of this box and now and then bring near to the

rod the loop of a wire that has one end fastened to the

leads, he holding it by a wax handle, so the sparks, if the

rod is electrified, will strike from the rod to the wire and
not affect him." It might be of interest to the public to

know that Franklin was an LL.D. and F. R. S., great ti-

tles in those days. In consequence of his high scientific

standing his word was law but there are few men to-day
who would care to risk destruction in a similar manner.
G. R. Richman in 1753 was killed under exactly the same
circumstances that left Franklin free and unhurt. As to

the cause of atmospheric electricity, certain opinions are

rife possessing more or less scientific value. But the

earth itself is charged with electricity. By means of an
electrometer the negatively electrified condition of the

terrestrial sphere can be repeatedly shown. It is as diffi-

cult a problem to decide from whence springs the elec-

tricity in the air, as to account for that produced in the

atmosphere. Prof. Arthur Schuster, F. R. S., remarks

:

"Observations which may be made every day and at every

place have shown that the earth is electrified, whatever
the weather may be. In the language of the older theory,

which we cannot as yet altogether abandon, we say that

the earth is covered with negative electricity or, in mod-
ern phraseology, we express the same idea by the state-

ment, that we move about in an electrified field, that

electric lines of force stretch through the air from the

ground, from our bodies, and from everything which is

exposed to the sky overhead. The strength of this elec-

tric field is not at all insignificent. If we wish to produce
it artificially between two parallel plates kept at a distance

of one foot, we should have to apply an. electro motive

force sufficient and sometimes more than sufficient to

light up the incandescent lamps which illuminate our

dwellings. The electric force is comparatively weak in

our country (England) but fifty volts per foot are con-

stantly observed and one hundred volts are not uncom-
mon ; but in dryer climates the amount of the force may
be considerably in excess of these figures.

If we fix our minds on the lines of force starting from

the surface of the earth, we are at once led to ask what

is their other end? Do they curve round and back again

to earth? Do they end in the dust which everywhere sur-

rounds us or do they reach up to the clouds? Do they

pass through the clouds and end where invisible particles

separate the sunset red from the midday blue? Or finally

do they leave the earth altogether and form intangible

bonds "between us and the sun, the stars, the infinity of

space? These are not idle questions and we cannot be

said to have solved our problem unless some definite an-

swer is given to them. The last mentioned view, pro-

pounded originally by Peltier, and latterly supported by

Exner, is the simplest. If we could allow that the earth

once electrified negatively could remain electrified for-

ever, the corresponding positive electrification being out-

side our atmosphere altogether, the chief difficulty of at-

mospheric electricity would be removed and the normal

fall of potential at the surface would be explained by the

permanent negative electrification of the surface.". These

conclusions or rather opinions written by the pen of an

able scientist, are worthy of careful consideration by

thoughtful men. Possibly, no abnormal condition at the

surface of the earth is more remarkable than that of its

electrification and it seems likely on account of its con-

tinuance, slight variability and permanence that some
great cause is at work through which the atmosphere is

always charged positively. Whatever the reason may be.

it would no doubt be of the greatest interest and possibly

be the means of greatly assisting us in our hunt for things

still further hidden behind the veil.
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ELECTRO-TECHMCS.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

The dynamo or motor essentially consists of an arma-

ture and field. Commutation is mer-ely a necessity due

to the alternating nature of the current developed. The

strength of field exercises so great an influence over the

conditions under which a dynamo or motor run that un-

may be very moderate. If the depth of winding is con-

siderable, the inner layer of wire has less radiating sur-

face than the outer, the temperature within the coil near

the core would be very high. The illustration shows va-

rious depths of winding, one inch, two inches and three

inches deep, surrounding a core one inch in diameter.

An allowance of two square inches per watt on the out-

side of the coil will mean freedom from high tempera-

tures, otherwise the coil will rim hot and the inside layers

may burn out.

Iron Core With Different Depths of Winding.

less strict attention be paid to its design, as regards in-

tensity and flux, serious troubles may arise. On the

other hand, the armature, by its winding, and if toothed,
by the shape of such teeth, also calls for considerable de-

tailed attention. Certain questions relating to the field

are of the utmost consequence. The diameter of the core

Toothed armature cores have been generally adopted
on account of the great advantages their use imply. In
the sketches the closing in of the lines of force around a
piece of iron placed in a magnetic field, the varieties of
teeth employed, and the manner of placing wire within
them thus, is clearly shown. An iron tooth may run very

Wave Winding.

and length of core naturally govern the cylindrical surface
upon which wire may be wound. In view of this fact, a
shallow winding would mean one in which the radiation
was almost as great for the last layer of wire as for the
first. In consequence of this, the temperature developed

Trapezoidal Teeth With Winding.

elose to the pole face, gather in the lines of force on ac-
count of its high permeability, and thereby save copper
on the fields. The air gap filled with wrought iron in

this manner means a saving of considerable money in

the actual manufacture of dynamos or motors. The point
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of greatest interest is the relation that must exist between
•the air gap, width of slot and intensity of the field. The
air gap should be from one-quarter to one-third of the

width of the slot. The intensity of the magnetic field

should not exceed 40,000 lines of force per square inch.

The cross section at the base of the tooth should be great

enough to admit the lines of force entering without un-

duly crowding them.

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.

STRAY CURRENTS.
THAWING FROZEN GROUND BY ELEC-

TRICITY.
Mr. Nelson Graburn, electrical engineer of the Mont-

real Street Railway Co. .has obtained a patent for a process
of thawing frozen earth by the passage of a current of

<&
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irureascd, futd wiiJv iron.

The difference between bi-polar and multi-polar ma-
chines is well illustrated in the sketch shown. Commu-
tation merely operates selectively by picking up all im-
pulses in one direction as systematically as they are gath-
ered up and then leversed. The winding of a two-pole
and a four-pole machine may be included under two
heads. First, lap winding; second, wave winding. A
bi-polar machine, with wave winding, is rarely employed

;

as a general rule lap winding is considered most conveni-
ent. A multi-polar, a six-pole machine, would have as
many brushes as poles if lap wound, but would only have

Types of Teeth.

one positive and one negative brush if wave
wound, although it must be understood that

combinations are effected whereby more than
two and less than six brushes are all that is

necessary. One of the best authorities on this subject
is Silvanus F. Thompson, author of "Dynamo Electric
Machinery." . The complete design of the dynamo de-
pends largely upon a careful consideration of the arma-
ture, so far as its winding and teeth are concerned, as

I
B 1

Direction of flow in bi-polar and multi-polar machines.

Yi
• f***

well as certain other little points, which gradually develop
themselves as the design proceeds. It is a good idea to

realize that an armature is merely a revolving electro-

magnet composed of a series of separate coils, whose tem-
perature depends upon the speed with which they move
through the air and their radiating surface. If 1,000 cir-

cular mills per ampere are allowed in the field

winding at least 500 circular mils per ampere must
be allowed for the armature winding. If a radiating sur-
face of two square inches per watt is allowed for the field

winding, at least one and one-half square inches must be
allowed for the radiating surface of the armature winding.

electricity. A syndicate with a capital of $125,000 has
been formed in London to exploit the process in the

mining regions of the Klondike. The plan is to use the
heat of a resisted electric current, instead of bonfires or
heated boulders, in the shaft to thaw the ground. By this

electric system it is claimed that almost all the' heat
energy can be applied just where it is required, without
the great loss consequent upon other methods by radia-

tion.—Western Electrician.

THE VELOCITY OF CATHODE RAYS.
The latest in French science is as follows : The veloc-

Ratios of air gap to teeth.

ity of the cathode rays may have any value between one-
fifth and one-tenth of that of ordinary light, and the parti-

cles supporting the electric charges are only one-thou-
sandth part of the size of a molecule of hydrogen. The
italics are ours. We merely remark that the molecule of

hydrogen only consists of two atoms of that element.

—Ex.
PROF. ROENTGEN.

Prof. Roentgen, discoverer of the X-rays, has been

.. - - -cope

-spool

Coil built for lifting.

called to the Chair of Physics at the University of Leip-

sic from the University of Wurzburg.—Ex.
SMOKE CONSUMPTION.

One of the most recent appliances for smoke abatement
in steam raising is an apparatus designed to regulate the

admission of air to the furnace. This is effected by a

series of panels which open and shut in the manner of

a Venetian blind, by a cataract cylinder. The main object

of the apparatus is to admit sufficient air to burn off the

black smoke ,and close the air supply when this has been
obtained, without letting down the steam.— Ex.

THE ELECTRIC ARC.
It is stated that the electrical properties of the vapors
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from a carbon arc are similar to those of gases that have

been acted on by X-rays, or to the gases from an ordinary

flame.—Ex.

BOILING POINT OF LIQUID OZONE.

A paper on this subject from Mr. Louis Troost has

appeared in Comptes rendus, and an abstract is given in

the Journal of the Chemical Society. Ozone was lique-

fied in a vertical tube immersed in a bath of liquid oxy-

gen, and the latter was then lowered until the readings of

a galvanometer in circuit with a thermo-junction previ-

ously introduced into the tube were constant during the

ebullition of the ozone. The boiling point of liquid ozone

was thus found to be 1 19 degrees at the atmospheric pres-

sure.
LIGHTNING.

A question has been addressed to the Weather Bureau

to the reason why certain kinds of trees are more liable

to be struck by lightning than others. The gentleman

who has taken up the matter states that, from the infor-

mation at present available on the subject, oak trees are

most frequently damaged by lightning, while birch trees

are lowest on the list. Thus, he estimates, that for every

birch tree that is struck in a given time, 54 oak trees

would be injured and 15 pine trees.

THE "EMERSON- ELECTRIC ORGAN PUMPING
OUTFIT.

In response to inquiries covering a number of years,

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing Co.. of St. Louis.

Mo., have recently perfected a thoroughly practical and

while the pump is not in operation, and as this amounts
to only 1 3-10 cents per hour on a 1 HP. motor with a
rate of 10 cents per M. watts (power rates range from 5
to 20 cents per M. watts for this class of work) it will

be seen is a negligible factor, and in fact is fully compen-
sated for by the absence of extra current in starting sev-

eral times.

The advantages of this system are quite numerous, the
principal ones being the absence of regulating rheostats
and sparking of contacts on stopping and starting, while
the simplicity and compactness of the outfit speaks for

itself.

The operation of this outfit is as follows : The motor is

started by the handle marked "Motor Starting Handle,"
and as the bellows of the organ is presumably empty, the
friction clutch shown at the other end of the motor shaft

is in contact with worm disk and the motor begins
pumping air into 1 the air reservoir until filled. The nat-
ural rise of the top of the air reservoir to which the chain
marked "Connection to Bellows" is attached through pul-
leys or bell-cranks will release the friction disk when filled

to any desired point, and the pump mechanism will

stop, leaving the motor running free, and thus taking
almost no current.

As soon as the air reservoir begins to empty, this will

allow the clutch to operate again and supply as much or
as little air as may be necessary to keep the reservoir full

or well supplied with air.

The action of the friction disks is positiye and noise-
less. The worm is of hardened steel. The worm wheel
is run in a bath of oil and is therefore perfectly lubricated

Connection to Air Heservoir *5=-

Motor-starting Lerer *s=

" Emerson " Electric Organ Pumping Outfit.

efficient device, by means of which church organs can be

operated by alternating or direct current motors.

The illustration shows the pumping outfit arranged

with automatic clutch and connection to organ bellows,

by which the pumping mechanism of a pipe organ is au-

tomatically regulated to supply the amount of air re-

quired.

This system is designed primarily for operation on al-

ternating current, but its extreme simplicity, compactness

and the ease with which it can be installed, recommends
its use with any kind of electrical current.

The outfit shown consists of an Emerson "Single

Phase" alternating current motor of 1 HP., arranged
with triple worm gear to directly transform the revolu-

tions of the motor (1.800 per minute in this case) into the

reciprocal crank motion required for an organ pump (45
strokes per minute in this case).

This outfit eliminates the necessity of all pulleys, belts,

countershafts, etc., and is furnished to meet the exact re-

quirements as to length of stroke and strokes per minute
which may be required to meet the necessities of various
organs.

In this system the motor is started and left running (at

a constant speed) while the organ is in use, and would
be left running during an entire service or concert. The
only disadvantage to this is the amount of current used

at all times, and the entire outfit is designed and manufac-
tured in a thoroughly first-class and workmanlike man-
ner to stand hard and continuous service with little or

no attention.

The action of the outfit may be controlled so as to

pump fast or slow, and to change speed as the air reser-

voir fills by merely making a spring connection between
air reservoir and motor instead of solid connection, but

we advise using a solid connection whenever practicable.

as there is then very little or no wear on the friction

clutch.

For further information, write to the Emerson Co. for

catalogue 2.001.

LITERARY.

THE HOME MAGAZINE (New York), for Febru-
ary, will contaui what promises to be one of the most re-

markable magazine articles of the year, on Keeley and
the Keeley motor. The author, William Mill Butler, has

had access to the innermost secrets of Keeley's workshop
and also to the records of the Keeley company. The re-

sult is the first authentic published account of what
Keeley really accomplished.

Keelev. it will be remembered, was the man who
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claimed he could develop enough energy out of a few

drops of water to run the machinery of the world for a

century. He experimented 25 years, made 150 different

machines, spent half a million dollars, and just before his

death last November, completed a working model of an

engine which he said was the realization of all his dreams.

A large machine is now being constructed from this model

and with it Keeley's successors expect to revolutionize

the industrial world.

The article is illustrated from over a dozen photo-

graphs of Keeley's different machines, none of which has

ever before been published.

THE TWENTIETH ANNUAL NUMBER OF
THE "TRADESMAN,'* Chattanooga, Tenn., presents a

combination of high literary ability and mechanical get-

up very rarely equalled in the annals of trade journalism.

It contains articles on the prominent industries and in-

dustrial development of the South by authorities on the

various topics and is invaluable for reference and as a

record of the gigantic growth of the South within the

past decade.

Mr. T M. St. John, the author of "How Two Boys
Built Their Own Electrical Apparatus," states that his

work is meeting with an exceptional demand and that

he has another volume in preparation of interest to rising

electricians, laid out on lines similar to his first work.

His present book ought to be in the hands of all practical

electricians as well as novices, as it gives all the details

necessary in the building of all kinds of electrical appara-

tus. Copies of this book will be sent, postage prepaid, to

any address, upon receipt of one dollar.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.

TWO METHODS OF MANUFACTURE OF CAL-
CIC CARBIDE.

(Extract from Cantor Lecture by Prof. Vivian B. Lewes.)

The two principal processes utilized in making calcic

carbide by electrical power are the ingot process and the

tapping process. In the ingot process the coke and lime

are finely ground and carefully mixed in the right propor-

ti ns to sui: the chemical actions involved. The arc is

struck in a crucible, and the powdered mixture is allowed

to flow in and partially fill the crucible An ingot grad-

ually builds up from the bottom of the crucible, the car-

bon electrode being raised from time to time, automatic-

ally or by hand, to suit the diminution of resistance due to

the shortening of the arc by the rising ingot. The cru-

cible is of metal and considerably larger than the ingot,

the latter being surrounded by a mass of unreduced ma-
terial, which protects the crucible from the intense heat.

When the ingot has been made and the crucible is full,

the latter is withdrawn and another substituted. The pro-

cess is not continuous, but a change of crucibles takes

only two or three minutes, under the best conditions, and
occurs but once in every ten or fifteen hours. The essence

of this process is that the coke and lime are only heated
to the point of combination, and are not "boiled" after be-

ing formed. In the tapping process a fixed crucible lined

with carbon is used. The electrode is nearly as big as the

crucible, and a much higher current density is employed.
Fine grinding is unnecessary, as combination probably
only takes place after fusion of the raw materials, which
mix more or less as liquids. The carbide is heated to com-
plete liquefaction, and tapped at short intervals. There
is no unreduced material, and the process is considerably
simplified, whilst less expensive plant is required ; but, on
the other hand, the output in carbide per electrical horse-
power per day is consideraby less than in the ingot proc-
ess, and it is only more economical when power is com-
paratively cheap.

ELECTRIC UTILIZATION OF WATER FALLS.
The first item of expense in electrically utilizing a

water power is the amount required for water privileges.

In some cases this is rather an unimportant considera-

tion, while in others it is the chief expenditure, for it may
involve the buying of thousands of acres surrounding the

stream, because the necessary dams may cause to be
submerged a great deal of valuable land, or large tracts

have to be bought for building storage reservoirs, or the

right of way for pipe lines, etc., have to be secured. When
land is cheap these considerations are often not objection-

able, but where good farming land, or land valuable for

other reasons, has to be thrown to waste, the question

may be a perplexing one.

The cost of a dam, power-house, and hydraulic machin-
ery is, as a rule, dependent almost entirely on the

characteristics of the stream being utilized. Enter-

ing into the question is the amount of water
in the stream, both under normal as well as ab-

normal conditions, at various seasons of the year : also

the head or fall, and whether it is dependent upon natural

conditions or requires the building of large dams. Gen-
erally speaking, other things remaining equal, generating
plants, comprising the power house, hydraulic and elec-

tric machinery, as a whole cost less as the head increases,

until certain limits have been reached. When the head is

low, ranging from 4 to 10 feet, it requires a comparatively
large wheel for a relatively small amount of power, and
then only slow speeds can be obtained. When large units

are desirable, a number of such wheels must be coupled
together in order to get the required power. The speed
required can be raised or lowered to a certain extent, de-

pending on the size of the wheel. If higher speeds at

low heads be desired for large units, many wheels must be
operated together, requiring not only a great deal of

room, and consequently a larger power house ,but con-
siderable line shafting, gears, couplings, etc., which not
only increase the initial cost, but increase the cost of ope-
ration and maintenance of the plant, as well as introduce
another source of inefficiency. With higher heads a

larger amount of power can be obtained from fewer and
smaller wheels, with higher speeds, and, therefore, cheap-
er generating apparatus.

The cost of generating apparatus for a given capacity,

other things remaining equal, is almost directly propor-
tional to the speed at which it runs, and for this reason it

is always desirable to refrain from too low speeds where-
ever possible.—L. D. W. Magie, in Cassier's Magazine
for Februarv.

THE TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRIC POWER.

Prof. George Forbes delivered a lecture at the Society of Arts

recently on the Long-Distance Transmission of Electric Power.

The power is generated by a waterfall driving a turbine, which

rotates a dynamo machine. The electric pressure might be raised

by transformers, and it would then be carried by bare copper

conductors or wires to a point perhaps hundreds of miles dis-

tant from the generating source. At the point of delivery th-

pressure would be lowered, after which the current would be

passed through an electric motor, which would drive mills,

pumps, hoists, stamps, at mines, or other machinery. He thought

that this method of transmitting electric power would be most

useful in the case of gold mines situated at a distance from

water power, and was of the opinion that the power of the Vic-

toria Falls on the Zambesi might be economically transmitted

500 miles for the development of mining in Rhodesia. He had

considered plans in New Zealand and India for transmitting

power 250 miles, and in some cases the miners were prepare,! to
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pay £ 180 per annum {or each horse power, and in many cases

£ ioo. But there were many other industries that might be

benefited, such as irrigation, for example, in Egypt, and he

stated that the electric lighting of Cairo could be done cheaper

by power generated 400 miles away, at the First Cataract, than

by steam engines in that city. A portion of the lecture was

devoted to answering the difficulties which presented themselves

to financial men. Electric power had never been carried to such

distances as he had spoken of, but it had been carried 108

miles, with 70 per cent, of efficiency, and he presented several

supposititious cases of the cost of the necessary works, showing

revenues of 8o, 25 and 9 per cent., respectively. In all cases the

serious outlay was for copper, but he had worked out a plan

whereby the 9 per cent, might be converted into 40 per cent,

by mortgaging the copper required to debenture holders or cop-

per merchants at 4 per cent., instead of paying for it out of capital.

To engineers he explained some very valuable tables, which he

had worked out during his long experience, for calculating cur-

rents, horse power, the quantity of copper required, and the loss

of electricity during transmission.—London "Invention."

ELECTROLYSIS.

OZONE.
Ozone is used at Saint Maur, near Paris, for purifying water.

Air is ozonized by the action of a current of electricity raised to a

\ery high tension by appropriate transformers. The voltage used

at the municipal works at Saint Maur, where M. Tindal super-

intends the purification process, which is of his own devising, is

from 50,000 to 100,000. This current is used to produce a brush

discharge which ozonizes the oxygen of specially dried air. The
ozonized air is driven by a pump into a lofty cylindrical sterilizers

of cast iron. These are divided internally into numerous stories

by celluloid plates pierced with very fine holes. Hence the water,

which enters the sterilizer at the top, descends slowly and in a

state of fine division, thereby undergoing long and perfect con-

tact with the ozone. The water leaves the sterilizers absolutely

free from germs or microbes, as well as from all dead organic

matter.—Ex.

DEPOSITING METALS FROM THE ORE DIRECT.
A method of depositing metals direct from the ore has been

tried for some time in Germany, and has proved so successful

that a number of metallurgical works are to be equipped for this

process of treating the ore. The copper ores (as the process has

been used most for refining this metal) are first ground to a

fine powder and then leached in a hot solution of copper chlo-

ride, the effect of which is to dissolve the copper, silver, lead,

and nickel, and change the solution to cuprous chloride. By the

action of lime the arsenic, bismuth, antimony and iron are elim-

inated and the solution, after being filtered, is passed into a re-

ceptacle divided by a diaphragm. Here an electrolytic action

occurs. The anode being carbon and the cathode copper, the

copper of the solution is deposited in the cathode chamber,

while the chlorine set free in the anode chamber combines with

the solution to form cupric chloride, which serves to dissolve

more of the copper ore. There is no loss of the solution, as the

action is continuous. It is claimed for the process that the yield

is far in excess of the usual methods, and that silver, lead and
nickel are also obtained in a free state.—Ex.

TELEPHONY.

SOUND TRANSMISSION MAGNIFIED.
Mr. Dussaud has studied the best means of intensifying

the sound transmitted by a microphone to telephone re-

ceiver. He produced a steady sound by means of an
electrically driven tuning fork placed in front of an ex-
tremely sensitive microphone. At the receiver end the
circuit divided into four branches, each actuating a sep-
arate telephone membrane. Mr. Dussaud tried various
combinations of the four receivers, and found that the

more numerous they were the louder was the sound. It

was also found advantageous to collect the vibrations

from both sides of the membranes. He employed a set

of collecting tubes, says the '•Electrician,'" all leading into
a resonator of the shape and size of a human mouth. He
was thus enabled to reproduce the sound of wind instru-
ments and the human voice in a large hall accommodat-
ing 1 ,000 persons, and with such loudness that they could
be heard in every part of the hall. On the State tele-

phone system of Geneva, communication was established
between two subscribers in such a manner that ordinary
speech could be heard in every part of the room. As
only two Laclanche batteries were used, the increased ef-

ficiency was due solely to the new arrangement for trans-
mission.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR BROOKLYN MOTOR-
MEN.

The United States General Consul at Shanghai, China,
Mr. Goodnow, in a report to the Government regard-
ing tenders for an electric railway system, states as fol-

lows :

"The streets of Shanghai are. generally speaking, both
narrow and crooked. The Chinese have a habit of walk-
ing in the middle of the street, in sublime indifference
to everything and everybody. They are as curious as
children, and will want to discover what there is in the
wire to make the car go. How much difficulty will be
occasioned by these peculiarities will be learned only after

experiment."
This statement will, no doubt, awaken a desire in the

far-famed motormen of Brooklyn, to emigrate to those
regions, where the peculiarities of t|ie trolley are as yet

unknown. There seems to be untold woe in store for

the guileless "middle of the road" Mongolians.
ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE.

Small electric motors are now being made in Stutt-

gart, Germany, for many household purposes, with the
view of lightening work and trouble. They are light and
portable, and can be connected by an ordinary flexible

cord to an ordinary lamp socket. Several illustrations

of the motor and its mode of application are given in

the "Western Electrician." The motor can be used for

driving a chopper, a knife and fork polisher, a spice mill,

and for many other purposes, such as a kneading machine
in bakeries, bottle washing apparatus in hotels, etc. This
motor is provided with a worm gear whose shaft makes
from 40 to 50 revolutions per minute—a speed necessary
for driving the average machine for which it is built. At
the end of the shaft is a grooved cone pulley by which it

can be connected to the machine to be driven. A small

amount of current is used by these motors—from 100 to

250 watts an hour—according to the size. It is to be
remembered that, as a rule, they are in actual use only

for a short time, so that the prediction is justified that

before long the small electric motor for household pur-

poses will come largely into use. The instantaneous

stopping of the motor is accomplished through a brake
contrivance directly connected with the resistance. In-

asmuch as the motor, at a moderate speed, requires but

about 100 watts, the cost of running would not much ex-

ceed 2 lAd. a dav of ten hours' runningf. Another ma-
chine of the kind is a wash mangle, or laundry ironing

machine, and to permit of the working of the goods
backward and forward between the rolls, there is a re-

versing switch provided that the operator can use while

guiding the articles through the machine.

BUSINESS NEWS.

THE WARREN-MEDBERY CO.
THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS—PRESENT AND

FUTURE PROSPECTS.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Warren-

Medbery Co. was held at the office of the company, in
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Sandy Hill, at io A. M., Monday, Jan. 16. The meet-

ing was for the purpose of electing directors for the com-

ing vear. Following is the board of directors: H. E.

Tidmarsh, George W. Wait, W. W. Wells, W. H. Cun-

ningham, C. W. Kellogg, H. B. Warren and S. C. Med-

bery: The first meeting of the new board of directors

was' held after the stockholders' meeting, and the follow-

ing were elected officers of the company : President, H.

E. Tidmarsh; Vice-President, H. B. Warren; Secretary

and Treasurer, George W. Wait.

The officers' report, concerning the past year's busi-

ness, indicates a very gratifying amount of business done

under satisfactory conditions, and with a very encourag-

ing outlook for a greatly increased amount in sight for

the coming year. In the first year of its existence, the

company has become very well and very favorably known

in the electrical trade. Its apparatus is giving perfect

satisfaction. Its sales agencies throughout the entire

countrv are well organized, and the inquiries for War-
ren-Medbery generators are constantly on the increase.

The officers and shareholders of the company considered

the prospects of the company so encouraging, that they

have determined to increase their capital stock, for the

purpose of obtaining increased shop facilities for the

manufacture of their apparatus. It is proposed to estab-

lish independent work and develop a more extended line

of machinery. While the site of the new factory has not

been fully determined upon, it is assured that the com-
pany will remain at this place and develop a local indus-

try, which will ultimately prove one of the most important

of Sandy Hill's manufacturing institutions.—Ex.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING JAN. 17, 1899, $81,587.

New York, N. Y.. Jan. 17, 1899. The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date

:

Antwerp.—Twenty-two packages electrical material,

$1,990.

Argentine Republic.—Fifteen cases electrical machin-

ery, $174.

Amsterdam.—Ten packages electrical material, $550.

Bremen.—Thirteen cases of electrical material, $8,395.

Berlin.—Twenty-seven cases electrical material, $630.

Belfast.—Fifteen packages electrical material, $324.

British West Indies.—Eleven packages electrical ma-
terial, $855.

Brazil.—Seven packages electrical material, $300.

British Possessions in Africa.—Five cases electrical

material, $750.

British Australia.—Fifteen packages electrical mater-

ial, $1,066.

Canarv Islands.—Eleven packages electrical material,

$575-
Central Australia.—One hundred and forty-five pack-

ages electrical material, $2,269.

Cuba.—Seventv-six packages electrical material,

$1,265.

Chili.—Three packages electrical material, $25.

Ecuador.—One case electrical material, $24.

Glasgow.—One hundred and forty-nine packages elec-

trical material, $10,220.
Genoa.—Five cases electrical material, $176.
Hamburg.—One hundred and nine cases electrical ma-

chinery, $4,605.
Hull.—Nine cases electrical material, $327.
Havre.—Forty-three cases electrical material, $3,014;

six cases electros, $245 ; eight cases electrical machinery,

$1,317-
London.—One hundred and sixty-one packages elec-

trical material, $25,728.

Liverpool.—Eighty-six caseselectrical material, $3.564 .

two cases electrical material, $700.
Mexico.—Two hundred and fifty-one packages electri-

cal material, $2,132; twelve packages electrical machin-
ery. $1,356.

Milan.—Thirty-six packages electrical material, $1,436.
Manchester.—Two hundred and fifty cases electrical

material, $2,500; eight cases electrical machinery, $730.
Moscow.—Eight packages electrical motors, $730.
Naples.—Three cases electrical machinery, $425.
Peru.—Twenty-four cases electrical material, $937.
Preston.—Six packages electrical material, $500.
Santo Domingo.—Three cases electrical material, $59.
Southampton.—Two cases electrical machinery, $24.
United States of Columbia.—Eight packages electrical

material, $159.
Vienna.—Two packages electrical machinery, $65

;

two cases electrical material, $235.
Yallorbes.—Three cases electrical material, $125.
Venezuela.—Forty-one cases electrical material, $83.
Zurich.—Five packages electrical machinery, Si,002.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Henderson, Tenn.—The Henderson Electric Light Co.,

has been incorporated by T. B. Hardmann. N. J. Ozier.

A. R. Ozier and J. C. Winninghan for the erection of an
electric light plant. Capital stock, $1,500.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Van Nort Bros. Electric Co., in-

corpoiated by Sterling P. Van Nort and others. Capi-

tal stock, $5,000!

New York, N. Y.—Empire Electrical Investment Co.,

has been incorporated by C. D. Cook, T. E. Taylor and
G. N. McWilliams, to manufacture electrical machines.
Capital stock, $20,000.

New York. N. Y.—The Columbine & Hamlin Co., in-

corporated by J. A. Columbine, W. C. Hamlin and O. F.

Bancroft ; electrotyping. Capital stock, $5,000.

New Bremen, O.—The New Bremen Electric Light
Co.Jias been incorporated by D. W. Jay, T. J. Neeley, C.
Boesel, J. F. Laufersneith and A. C. Burt; to manufac-
ture heat, light, and power. Capital stock, $15,000.

Jersey City. N. J.—The Council Bluffs Gas and Elec-

tric Co., has been incorporated by F. Gilmore. H. J.

Smith, H. Wykes, V. Cumberson and others. Capital

stock, $250,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Multiplex Incandescent Lamp Co.,

has been incorporated by Ferdinand Von Kusserow,
Grant Green and Frederick C. Russell ; to manufacture
electric lamps, etc. Capital stock, $25,000.

POSSIBLE 1 NSTALLATIONS.
Sedalia. Mo.—The Sedalia Water and Light Co. has

obtained franchise for the erection of a $50,000 incandes-

cent electric light plant.

Lake Providence, La.—The Mayor may be addressed

concerning electric light plant.

Thibodeaux, La.—City Clerk may give information

concerning electric light plant.

Charlotte, N. C.—The Piedmont Clothing Co. will es-

tablish an electric light plant.

Chockoyotte, N. C.—Paul Garrett contemplates estab-

lishing an electric light plant.

Cullman, Ala.—The Mayor may be addressed concern-

ing construction of electric light plant.

Tuskagee, Ala.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning the erection of electric light plant.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Rochester, N. Y.—Home Telephone Co., has been in-

corporated by Frederick Book. T. W. Finnucan. C. W.
Archer, A. Yogt, H. W. Davis; telephone system. Cap-

ital stock, $150,000
Favette, Mo.—The Fayette Telephone Co., incorpo-

rated by C. E. Betts, H. K. Givens, C. E. Givens and

others. Capital stock, $10,000.

Ohio. 111.—Ohio Telephone Co. has been incorporated
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by R. F. Spencer, M. E. Cadwallader and J .F. Burnham

;

to operate telephone exchange. Capital stock, $800.

Newport News. Ya.—The Southern States' Telephone

Co. is arranging to extend its lines from Newport News
to Williamsburg.

Dillon, S. C.—The Peoples' Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated, with E. L. Moore, president and manager,

and John Wilcox, secretary.

Savannah, Ga.—A telephone system will probably be

established.

Abbeville, La.—C. W. Berdine and others are organiz-

a company for the establishment of a telephone exchange.

Cleveland, O.—The North Electric Co. has been incor-

porated by C. H. North. G. C. Steele, D. B. Wick, R. A.

Wilbur and M. B. Jonhson ; to manufacture telephone

and telegraph equipment. Capital stock, $500.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Cincinnati, O.—The Cincinnati Edison Electric Light

Co., has increased its capital from $1,285,000 to $2,000-

000.

Chicago, 111.—Owen Electric Belt Appliance Co. gave
chattel mortgage for $4,500.

JOTTINGS.
HIMMER & CO., 162 William street. City, are in the

hands of a receiver and there is an excellent opportunity

for those manufacturing and dealing in dry batteries to

get some good bargains in apparatus, etc. The whole
stock will be closed out by Feb. 1.

CHARLES BESELER CO., formerly Chas. Beseler's

Sons, opened up sales rooms at 251 Centre street. Jan. I.

They are manufacturing a full line of stereopticons, hand
feed arc lamps, etc., and are meeting with well merited

success.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO. have re-

moved to 255 Centre street, corner of Broome, where they

have larger and better equipped quarters for the manufac-
ture of their various lines of novelties. They make the

popular electric torch which several firms are striving to

imitate.

STEIN & LANGLOS, manufacturing electricians,
have moved to 255 Center street, where they have better
light and larger facilities for making up stock orders for
the trade.

WILBUR B. DRIVER & CO., 126 Liberty street,

manufacturers of the "•Climax" resistance wire for rheo-
stats, state that all the prominent enclosed and open arc
lamp manufacturers are using this wire, as it is better and
cheaper than the imported.
EASTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., are look-

ing smarter every day in their new supply store at 46
Dey street. They carry a complete stock of electric light
supplies.

ALBERT JAHL is doing a big business for Barnett
& Co., 115 Maiden Lane. They have made'a specialty of
railway supplies for many years and have latterly added
electric lights and general goods to their stock.

J. H. FULLER, manufacturing electrician, has opened
up larger quarters at 93-95 Maiden Lane and is fully pre-
pared to do all kinds of electrical work.

W[ST0N STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Cuirent Circuits.

The only standard portable Instru-

ment of Hie l>|>«' «leset\ing

tlii< name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
8 ami 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STREET. HEWABE. N. J.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CELL is (he

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. 1ML. T^., 2.43. Capacity9 -40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

XQ CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. XO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now guaranteed by the makers to be the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
sojue: agents.

75c. "VULCAN" STYLOGRflPHIG PEN, 75c

ii

INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents 260.134 and 311,554.

•land for oar New Catalogue ami UUcouats.
J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York.
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THE STORAGE BATTERY.

Station Equipment for Large Street Railway and Power Plant.

LATEST PROGRESS IN THE APPLICATION OF STOR-
AGE BATTERIES. *

In dealing with this subject to-night, I shall endeavor to put

before you some data and results from actual practice, showing

the present standing of the storage battery in connection with

modern engineering practice.

It has been my lot to be very closely connected with every

storage battery installation of any size that is now in operation

in this country, and I will describe the conditions and methods
of operation of some of the most interesting of these.

The history of the st6rage battery in this country is curious,

and probably comprises more troubles and trials than any other

branch of the electrical industry.

I think it will be generally acknowledged that a storage bat-

tery "per se" should be one of the most useful adjuncts in every

branch of electrical engineering, but the failures that were re-

* Paper read before the New York Electrical Society, January
12, 1899, by Joseph Appleton.

corded in the earlier days, proved that the storage battery was

not then the commercial success those interested would have us

believe.

Until 1894, the use of storage batteries in this country proved

most disastrous to all concerned. The reasons were many, but

may be summed up briefly as follows:

1. The batteries were poorly designed.

2. No attention was paid to the mechanical features, the chief

idea being to get the greatest capacity for the lightest weight.

3. The batteries were much over-rated; their full capacity

being given as their normal working capacity.

In addition to this, the storage battery business, generally, was

in an unsatisfactory and weakly condition. Litigation was the

principal cause. The fear of protracted and costly law suits pre-

vented capital being invested in the business, and frightened pros-

pective users from purchasing storage batteries.

Now. the conditions are very different. You are all familiar
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with the changes which have been made during the last five years

in the commercial end of the business. All the disturbing ele-

ments have been removed, and the business has been put on

a proper and substantial basis. These results are best seen from

the following diagram: The figures for 1898 have not been tab-

ulated, but they will show that the use of storage batteries is

progressing more rapidly than ever:

Weight
of plates alone.

1894 349,000 pounds

1895 1,112,800 pounds

1896 2,315,300 pounds

1897 3.607.300 pounds
Or ten times the business of 1894.

too often, does not affect a good storage battery. Moreover, if

the overload is continued too long, it docs not mean the sudden

failure and collapse of the battery and complete interruption of

the output, but is shown by the premature depreciation of the

plates in the battery. It may not be noticed for months, or even

years. One of the most valuable features of a storage battery

is, that it will safely take care of any sudden and momentary
overload in the system, such as grounds or short circuits, and if

operating in parallel with generators or rotary converters, will

relieve them of such overloads and consequent strain. I have
frequently seen batteries burn out grounds on an underground

system, discharging for a short time at an enormous rate. And
in the. case of batteries operating on railway loads, it is a com-

mon thing to see an occasional momentary discharge at a rate

Capacily Curve for a "29 H" Cell.

The storage battery is entirely different from any other piece

of apparatus, which is used for supplying electrical energy, being

constructed and operated on the principal of chemical action, in-

stead of mechanical motion. There must, naturally, be a vast

difference between these two principles.

In the mechanically operated apparatus, or generator, the out-

put of electrical energy is the result of the conversion of the

mechanical energy applied to it while in action, and the regular-

ity of the output is dependent on the steadiness of the mechanical

energy applied, and the satisfactory running of the generator and

motiev power. The operation is purely mechanical, and is supject

to the interruptions to which all moving machinery is liable.

Again, such apparatus, if overloaded to an excessive degree, will

give visible signs of distress, and if the overloading is very great.

or is continued, will probably give way in some mechanical

feature.

In a storage batter) hundreds of horse power can be silently

equal to twice the hour rate of the battery. The modern stor-

age battery is designed to stand such> occasional extreme dis-

charges, and do so without injury.

It may be well to consider before going further into our sub-

ject the question of the rates of charge and discharge of storage

batteries, and their capacity at different rates. Of course, this

will vary somewhat with different types of battery, but not to a

great extent. The more rapidly you discharge a battery, the

smaller is iis available capacity. For example, the following

curve illustrates the available capacity of a storage battery when
discharging at any rate between the ten-hour and one-hour rate.

That is to say, when the battery is competely discharged in ten

hours and in one hour. It is only within the last few years that

a one-hour discharge rate has been possible with a storage bat-

tery, and it is very largely due to the fact that storage batteries

can be discharged at such rapid rates that their use has been
growing so rapidly.

Storage Battery Output and Sales duriDg the years 1895, '90, and '97.

stored, and thousands of horse power delivered for a short
period, with no apparent action or change in the battery. The
action is purely chemical, and as long as the respective elements
are there to be acted upon, it will surely continue.

It is this fact that makes the storage battery so reliable. Such
a thing as instantaneous failure or interruption of the delivery of

energy is impossible, except, of course, in the case of mechanical
injury to the battery from an external cause.

Any mechanically operated apparatus is liable to interruption

through breakage or injury to one of its parts, but in a storage
battery the chemical action will continue, and. consequently, the

output of energy, until all' the material on the plates has been
converted.

An overload has not the same effect on a storage battery as

on a mechanically operated generator. For a short period an
overload, even of great extent, does not injure a storage battery.

It causes the chemical action to take place more rapidly, or, to

be more exact, causes more material to be subjected to the

chemical action, and this, if not continued too long, or repeated

In large engineering problems, the storage battery is used

chiefly to supply large amounts of electrical energy for short

periods, and by increasing the allowable rate of discharge the

size of the battery required is consequently reduced. In connec-

tion with this question of the reduced capacity of storage bat-

teries at rapid rates of discharge, there is frequently a mistaken

idea that if the capacity of a battery is thus reduced, the ef-

ficiency is correspondingly impaired. This is not so at all. It

is only the available capacity of the battery which is reduced

by polarization, or, in other words, the chemical action when tak-

ing place at such rapid rates can only reach the active material,

which is on the surface of the plates and immediately exposed

to the electrolyte. Hence, in reality, the actual capacity of the

battery is not reduced, only the available capacity, and when the

battery is recharged, only the active material that is acted upon

has to be converted, and not the entire amount of active material.

There is a slightly greater loss in efficiency when discharging
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at a rapid rate, due to the internal resistance of the battery, this

being the GR loss.

Storage batteries are not free from trouble, any more than any

other apparatus, but, under favorable conditions, the comparison

is much in favor of the storage battery. No piece of apparatus

yet made is perfect, and its usefulness and consequent general

adoption, may be said to be proportional to the predominance

of its useful features, to its weaknesses or troubles. The rapid

growth in the use of the storage battery during the last few

years, is the best proof possible that its troubles are very small,

compared to its advantages.

As is the case with all machinery and apparatus, which have

to be operated continually for any length of time, the results

capabilities of the storage battery, and guaranteed results, which.

to say the very least, were extremely difficult to realize. What
the results of all this was, you know very well.

Now things arc entirely different. The business is on a com-
mercial basis, and it is not a question of getting an order at any

price, but securing business which will prove satisfactory and

permanent. Now, storage battery manufacturers will insist on
proper conditions for the operation of their batteries, or refuse

to put them in. This is as it should be, and I think I am perfectly-

safe in saying that during the last four or five years there has not

been a storage battery installed in this country, except under

conditions which justified its use (of course, some experimental

applications have been made, which may or may not prove sat-

Storage Battery Switchboard Panel, Chicago Edison Company.

obtained depend not entirely on the design and construction, but

on the care and judgment with which it is operated. This fact

is particularly noticeable to any one who is constantly brought

into contact with different plants and installations, as I am, and

under different management, or sometimes mismanagement, in

all parts of the country, and this subject alone would afford a

very interesting and profitable topic for discussion and consider-

ation.

In the early days, the storage battery manufacturers, in order

to maintain a bare existence, had to jump at every opening for

the use of a storage battery, whether the conditions warranted

it or not, and in order to do business, accepted contracts drawn

entirely from the purchaser's point of view, without regard to the

isfactory. but this does not come under the head of the general

application of the storage battery).

It should be distinctly understood that all conditions of elec-

trical distribution are not suitable for the use of storage batteries.

and that it is more to the interest of the manufacturer than the

purchaser to confine himself only to those situations which are

suitable—for every failure which is recorded is heard of one hun-

dred times to every success

Now that, by this method of doing business, confidence in

storage batteries is being regained, and proper relations have

been established between manufacturers and users, the growth

of the use of storage batteries will be still more rapid, for it is

now realized that when storage batteries are installed and oper-
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ated under proper conditions that the result will invariably be may produce the greatest return. These conditions make the

•

factorv , storage battery indispensable, for without its aid, it is impos-

Thc trend of electrical engineering is, to-day, toward the con- siblc to maintain a constant load on the power house.

View Within an Auxiliary Storage Battery Station Along the Line of Traffic,

centration of generating machinery, the highest possible econ- livery application of electricity has its time of maximum out-

Large Battery Plant in Substation.

omy in operation, and the utilization of motive power and gen- put or "peak."' and no matter how many different applications
erating machinery to the fullest extent, so that the investment are supplied from the same system, their peaks will not fit in so
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CHOKE COILS.

The function of a soil is not limited entirely to one purpose.

The flow of current decides so largely what this function shall

be that the mere magnetic effect so familiar is but one of the

consequences of a current taking such a path. As a rule, a coil

is used for producing a magnetic field, which, in a motor, dy-

namo, telegraph or telephonic instrument, is absolutely essential

to the success of the mechanism in which it appears as the chief

factor of usefulness.

But a coil carrying a current that oscillates or alternates, be-

comes, as it were, an entirely new device, possessing unique

qualities and serving a purpose as unexpected and interesting

as could have been anticipated. On account of this new property

the name "choke oil" has been given to it. a term whose forc-

ible vulgarity to bound to awaken questioning remarks. An al-

ternating current passing through a coil of a given number of

turns, etc.. is choked to a greater or less degree, depending upon

certain electrical elements upon which its construction is based.

The first of these is self induction, whose resistance to the pas-

sage of an oscillatory current is without question exceedingly

great. A lightning discharge may pass back and forth in a cir-

cuit at a rate of from twenty to forty million reversals per

second. On the other hand, this coil is a perfect conductor for a

direct current. The choking effect of the coil is entirely depen-

dent upon its form, which, in any given case, determines the

exact amount of impedence it is capable of creating.

In conjunction with a lightning arrester, a choke coil possesses

numerous advantages. Electric light and power plants rely upon

the effective guard these devices enable them to receive in the

line of protection from sudden lightning discharges. In cases

where the initial line pressure is high lightning arresters, with the

regular choke coil attachment, are an absolute necessity. The
pressure of some transmission lines runs up higher than thirty

thousand volts.

The ordinary risks of leakage, short circuiting, etc., are not

very easy to overcome, consequently more than ordinary means
would be presumably employed to protect a higher pressure

transmission plant from the dangers of a thunder storm. The
services of a choke coil under such circumstances have been in-

valuable, the lightning arrester itself only becoming important

in conjunction with it.

The range of current a choke coil can carry will run from

seven to two hundred and sixty amperes. The lightning arrester

is generally designed upon such bases as the following: "A dis-

charge will pass over a non-conducting surface, such as glass or

wood, more readily than through an equal air gap."

"The discharge will take place more readily if a pencil or

carbon mark be drawn over the non-conducting surface."

"In order to maintain a dynamo, arc fumes, or vapors, of the

electrodes must be present; consequently, if means are provided

to prevent the formation of these vapors there will be no arc."

"Charred or carbonized grooves provide a ready path for ?.

discharge. Disruptive discharges pass readily between electrodes

over charred grooves, which act simply as an electrical crack

through the air. providing an easy path."

In modern types of arresters the resistance between electrodes

is more than fifty thousand ohms, and the number of turns to

each coil practically equals one dozen. We have mentioned in

previous editorials the necessity for making a good ground con-

nection from the arrester to the earth. Electric light or power

stations, which are at all affected by a lightning storm, are put

to the expense that follows entirely on account of inefficient or

insufficient arresters.

To facilitate the discharge in its passage to earth, connections

between the arrester and water tanks are frequently made. The

expense to a corporation caused by the shutting down of the

plant when struck by lightning may become very serious at the

end of a few years. Excuses and explanations which afterward oc-

cur, do not. in any way. pay for the injuries sustained, nor make

good the losses. The truth of the saying, "that an ounce of pre-

vention is worth a pound of cure," cannot appeal with greater

force to ourselves in daily lite than to the supervising engineer

or superintendent of an extensive and important electric system.

With a properly designed choke coil, a fairly good lightning

arrester, acting co-operatively, and a good ground connection,

the risks that may possibly arise are reduced to a minimum.

These risks have so great an effect upon the dividends of a com-

pany in the long run that no executive in charge of business

affairs can afford to deny himself a large family of lightning ar-

resters. If electric light and power plants operate for the good

of the individual, as well as the community, it necessarily fol-

lows that a stockholder, in considering himself, is really protect-

ing the interests of his fellow men.

The General Electrical Co. will supply eight electric locomo-

tives and other equipment for the tunnel of the Paris-Orleans

Railway in Paris. The company some months ago secured a

contract to supply twenty-eight electric locomotives to the new

Central London Underground Railway Co.

On June 30. 1898, the number of locomotives owned by the

Northeastern Railway was 1.963. of which 573 were passenger

engines, 1,166 goods, and 224 engines for shunting. Of these

about 72 per cent, were in use daily. The number of engines

built per annum, judged by the average of ten years ended De-

cember. 1897, was 65; the new boilers built annually were 150. and

the engines repaired annually. 920.
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as to even matters up. but. on the contrary, it is found that in

many cases the peaks occur at about the same time. This is

particularly noticeable with a railroad and lighting road. Again
concentration of generating machinery means a larger area for

distribution, and the necessity of sub-stations, in order to keep
down the investment in conductors, and experience shows that

in the majority of cases storage batteries are cheaper than the

copper alone, which would otherwise be necessary, leaving out

the advantages at the power house. This means that the storage

battery will now play a most important part in all electrical

problems, and be of sufficient importance and value to warrant

the conditions being made suitable for its use instead of, as in

early days, being dumped in at any time to fill up a gap and
smooth over any difficulties which cropped up.

It used to be customary to refer to European practice, to show
what could be done with storage batteries, and even now I be-

lieve that some people think that European batteries and meth-

ods are superior to ours in this country. In connection with this

idea there is one thing that I particularly wish to emphasize, and

"You must not let them work the battery in that way; tell

them they must hold it as a reserve." We told him that if we

did that we should not be able to do any business, and that we

simply had to meet these conditions, and could do so without

any difficulty. This instance will show why batteries" are main-

tained at a lower figure in Europe than here, and why it has been

customary to refer to the behavior of the battery in Europe.

It is a fact that we have now in this country many storage

installations, which surpass anything in Europe, both in size

and method of operation.

The methods of applying storage batteries in connection with

electrical engineering work are so numerous that it would be

impossible to deal with them all this evening, so I have selected

a few for consideration as showing clearly the great flexibility

of the storage battery as an adjunct to any scheme contemplat-

ing the generation and transmission of electrical energy. We
will first consider the storage battery installation of the Chicago
Edison Company.

Storage Battery at Barre Transfer, Montpelier, Va.

that is, the difference between American and European con-

ditions.

In Europe storage batteries are not subjected to the severe

work they have to stand here. They are looked upon more as a

reserve, and are not expected to discharge at their maximum rate

every day, and perhaps twice on some days.

As an example of this, I will tell you what one of the Tudor
Company experts from Germany said, when he was over here

last spring. He was attending the National Electric Light Con-

vention at Chicago, and one of the features of that convention

was the large storage battery plant, which the Chicago Edison

had recently installed. During one afternoon while the Con-

vention was being held, a very heavy thunder storm canme on,

and the battery was called upon suddenly for its maximum rate

of discharge, and the full rated capacity was taken out. The
maximum rating of this battery was a complete discharge in

one hour. Our German friend thought that was doing pretty

well, but when we told him that this storage battery was in-

stalled under contract, which allowed the battery to be dis-

charged at this rate every day during the winter, he was horri-

fied and said:

CHICAGO EDISON INSTALLATION.

This installation is particularly interesting as being the largest

individual battery ever installed for a lighting station.

The Chicago Edison Company had their original power plant

in Adams street, which is practically in the center of the down-

town section of Chicago. This plant was abandoned in August

of 1894. just six years after it was started up. and a large modern

power house was erected on the river front at Harrison street.

Their maximum load in 1897 was 44.000 amperes, or 8.000 elec-

tric horse power, and early in 1898 it was estimated that the

maximum winter load for that year on the downtown system

would be in the neighborhood of 55.000 amperes. In fact, the

point had been reached when new investment, either in generat-

ing capacity or battery had to be made.

The peak of their load during the winter, as will be seen from

the following curve, occurs about 4.45 P. M. and lasts from 45

minutes to one hour and a hall. Their method of operating is

as follows:

The current from the Harrison street station is transmitted

over lines to the old Adams street building, being distributed
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METROPOLITAN REALTY BUILDING,

214, 216, 218 William St. and 18-20 Rose St.
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THE METROPOLITAN

REALTY BUILDING,
a cut of which appears in this number, was erected

for the special accommodation of manufacturers. It

was built strong enough to carry, with perfect safety,

1; Tons on Each Floor

of the building. It has every needed appliance for

economical work, and the situation is such as to render

it easily accessible from any part of Greater New
York. It is

Heated by Steam and

Run by Electricity.

POWER IS FDRNISHED DAY AND NIGHT,

THE FOLLOWING COMPINIES AND FIRMS IRE CIRRYING ON BUSINESS IN THE BUILDI G:

American Machinist,

Blumenberg Press,

Borough of Manhattan Electric Co.,

L. H. Cornish, Bindery,

Frederic Ecaubert, Machinist,

Edwin Flower, Electrotyper,

Galvanotype Engraving Co.,

Gardiner Binding & Mailing Co.,

Eugene C. Lewis, Book-binder,

J. E. Linde Paper Co.,

P. F. McBreen, Printer,

Manufacturers & Publishers' Printing Co
,

Newton Copper Type Co.,

Pictorial Weeklies,

H. A. Rost Printing Co.

Scott Printing Co.

Fop space in the building apply to

RULAND & WHITING,
Temple Court, . 5 Beekman Street, N. Y.
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over the network of mains from that point. The distance be-

tween Adams street and Harrison street is about 3.340 feet, and

the tie lies between the two places have a capacity of 66,000.000

C. M. If additional generating capacity had been provided for

the peak of 1898, it would have meant a corresponding increase

in this tie line, but by installing batteries at Adams street, the

center of distribution, not only was the saving in generating ca-

pacity effected, but also in the tie lines. The battery installed at

Adams street consists of 166 cells, arranged 83 on each side of

the three-wire systems, and each cell contains 87 plates 15!^ x 32

inches. The containing cells or tanks are constructed of 2-inch

ash. lined with 5-pound sheet lead. The dimensions of each cell

are 9 inches wide, 6 feet 8 inches long, and 4 feet high.

The weight of each cell is 6,200 pounds complete, and the

total weight of the battery is, exclusive of copper conduction,

1,092,200 pounds. The battery is installed in the basement of the

Adams street building. The following slides will give a good
idea of the general arrangement, also the switchboard room,

from which all the current is distributed and the battery oper-

ated.

The battery has a capacity of 22.400 ampere hours at the eight

hour rate; the maximum rate of discharge being 11.000 amperes

for about i^J hours. Thirty of the 83 cells on each side of three-

wire system are end cells, and are connected to three end cell

switches on each side, so that, if desired, the battery can dis-

charge at three different pressures. These switches have a ca-

pacity of about 3.000 amperes each, so that they will fully take

care of the maximum disharge of the battery. The connections

between end cells of the battery and these switches are made by

copper conductors 6 x y2 inches, and the main connection of the

battery of copper conductors. 6 x 1 inches, giving a sectional

area of six square inches.

The end coil switches are located near the battery and are

operated from the distributing switchboard room by small elec-

tric motors. The following slide shows one of these switches

with the motor control. It is so arranged that when it is de-

sired to cut in or out any number of cells, it is simply necessary

for the switchboard attendant to press a little button, which will

operate the motor and move the switch over from one contact

to the next, the switch stopping automatically when it is in a

proper position on any contact. Indicators are provided on the

switchboard to show the attendant how many cells are in cir-

cuit on each switch.

By discharging this battery at two or three different pressures

it is possible to load the feeders up to their full capacity, a thing

which was impossible when the distribution was made from one

pressure, as was previously the case.

Both the short and long feeders running from the distributing

board at Adams street can be supplied with the necessary volt-

age. 120 to 140 volts, to utilize their full capacity, making a large

saving in the cost of the feeders. The charging of this battery

is done over the tie line from the Harrison street station, no

boosters being used.

When charging, a pair of generators in the Harrison street

station are disconnected from the system, and connected to a

portion of the tie line for charging the battery, the necessary

voltage being obtained by speeding up the generator. This

method obviates the investment required for boosters and makes
the efficiency of the battery higher, as the generators are always

run at their full capacity. This slide shows the load curve for

two days in the winter, and it will be seen that the battery carries

about 11.000 amperes during the peak of the load, or about 26

per cent, of the total load. The advantages of batteries under

these conditions will be readily seen, as they will take care of the

maximum load during the short time it occurs, and will increase

the load on the generators during the remainder of the time

when they have to be charged.

The battery is used in addition to carrying the peak of the load

for maintaining a constant pressure on the system, and relieves

the switchboard attendants at the generating station from con-

stantly watching and regulating the pressure, the battery taking

care of any fluctuations automatically.

In a lighting and power station such as this, the maximum

load occurs for only a very short period during the year. In
one station I know of 50- per cent, of their investment in generat-

ing plant and underground conductors is only used for 154 hours
during the year. This statement may seem astonishing, but will be
lound to apply to many such stations. Where these conditions
exist it will readily be seen how great are the advantages of

storage batteries as auxiliaries. Their cost per kilowatt of out-

put for short periods, such as these peaks, is less than the gen-
erating machinery, which would have to be provided if they were
not used, in addition to which there are other ways in which they
prove advantageous in the operation of the plant.

The application of storage batteries to such stations, such as

this, can be made in two ways, viz., at the main power house or
in sub-stations.

Each method has its own advantages, and should be deter-

mined in each case by the conditions which exist.

When batteries are placed in sub-stations they will relieve the

generating plants of the maximum load as just described, and
also effect a large saving in the underground system of con-
ductors, as, at the time of maximum load, the conductors be-
tween the main generating station and the sub-stations are re-

'ieved of that portion of the load, which is carried by the batter-

ies and distributed from the sub-stations.

The use of large water powers as a motive power for gener-

ating stations from which electrical energy is transmitted and
distributed over extended areas is growing. Take, for example,
the Niagara and other plants. In connection with such installa-

tions storage batteries play a very important part.

The power from such a plant is largely sold for manufactur-
ing purposes, and is charged for at so much per horse power
per annum, the power being available 24 hours per day, while

the mills and factories using this power do not usually run for

more than ten hours per day. Therefore a man who requires a

maximum of 100 horse power for 10 hours a day. or 1,000 horse

power hours, really has to pay for 2.400 horse power hours,

while he uses only r.ooo. and probably less, for the average,

rarely, it ever, exceeds 70 per cent, of the maximum.
With a storage battery capable of supplying 50 horse-powc

for 10 hours, or 500 horse-power hours, he need only pay for

one-half the amount or 50 horse-power for 24 hours, as the bat-

tery will furnish the remainder, and can be charged during the 14

hours he is not using the power. In addition to this, the bat-

tery will take care of any fluctuation above the average, and en-

able the man to buy the average amount of power he requires,

instead of the maximum.

Such an installation has been made by the Buffalo Street Rail-

way Company. Before describing this installation I would like

to mention the different methods of installing storage batter-

ies in connection with railway plants. These may be divided into

two classes:

First—Where the battery is installed at the power house to

take the care of the peak of the load, and the fluctuation of the

generators; and,

Second—Where the battery is installed at the end of a long

feeder to keep up the pressure at that point, and to obviate the

necessity of sending the maximum amount of current over the

long feeders from the power house.

We will consider an installation of each kind and their respec-

tive methods of operation.

The Buffalo Street Railway Company's plant is of the first

class, and is especially interesting, inasmuch as it is operated

in connection with the Niagara Falls power. They operate prac-

tically all the cars within the city limits, and have a steam plant

capable of delivering 7,000 electrical horse-power, in addition to

which they take 2.000 horse-power from the Niagara Falls

power, this current being transmitted in the form of high tension

alternating current from the Niagara Falls to the power house,

and being then transformed by rotary converters to the ordinary

550 volt direct current.

The storage battery is installed at the main power house, and

is connected directly in parallel with the steam plant and rotary

converters.

(To be continued.)
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LIGHTING.

THE ENCLOSED ARC LAMP, MANUFACTURED BY

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL SOCKET AND

SWITCH COMPANY.

The Eschwei enclosed arc lamp, weighing but eleven pounds,

the line of convenience and economy. Each arc lamp is inde-

pendently controlled. The laying of wires and wall switches is

avoided. The convenience of being able to turn on and off any

lamp at pleasure, makes this device one of all-around conse-

quence. The further construction of the lamp shows that the

positive carbon is controlled by a lever ring switch, which, in its

turn, can be manipulated by means of a spring. To avoid the

jumping of the arc the above company fasten the clutch rod to

a diaphragm of iron, thereby effectually removing an inherent

fault in lamp construction. It is a common defect in lamps that

-3*1

X

The Eschwei Enclosed Arc Lamp.

is placed upon the market by the Universal Electric Pull Socket

and Switch Company, 35 South William 'street. New York City.

The lamp is twenty-seven inches long and well proportioned.

The negative holder is readily removed when the lamp is being

trimmed by turning a winged screw. A great feature, worthy of

prominent notice, is that the inner globe, during the trimming

operation, is left intact, as it is before trimming. Arc lamp men

at the start there is a temporary discontinuation of the arc. The
effect upon the eyes and sensibilities of a layman is apt to pro-

duce criticism, not always of a charitable nature. In overcoming

this trouble, which, apart from the delicate regulation, might be

considered as of but little consequence in the shop, considerable

merit is due Messrs. L. Stirn, C. & G. F. Eschwei and M. Duk-
lauer, members of the above Cbncern. A very tine adjustment.

The Universal Pull Socket .

will appreciate this, important point, as it represents ,to those

using the lamp for extensive lighting, a great saving of time

and money. A clamp guided by two rods supports the upper

carbon. These are insulated from the rest of the lamp by mica

and the gas check, which is stationary and supported in the upper

part of the negative frame by its own weight, makes a successful

joint. Aside from details of the arc lamp construction, it is fit-

ting to mention that the pull switch manufactured by the above

company, in conjunction with the arc lamp, works wonders in

The Universal Pull Switch.

consisting of a set screw and jam nut, on the diaphragm, give a

range of 'adjustment of the arc for different voltages of a highly

commendable nature. These and other features, including the

helicaHy coiled resistance wire on the top of the lamp, provide

all the elements of a technical and commercial success. In addi-

tion to the above, the '98 pull socket of universal fit for all bases

of incandescent lamps is self contained, simple to operate and
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exceedingly practical to use. A pull and the lamp is on
;
another

and it is out. The specialties are highly finished, low priced and

of excellent quality. Purchasers or customers will do well to call

at the address of the Universal Electric Pull Socket and Switch

Company.

BUILDINGS FOR THE TRADE.

AN EXCHANGE FOR ELECTRICIANS.

Office buildings are constructed nowadays with the understand-

ing that they shall serve for a given purpose. We find magnificent

palaces for business men occupied respectively, according to the

location, by lawyers, architects, banking people and engineers. In

electric lights, the power for which is generated by a plant in the

basement of the building. This plant consists of two sparkless

and smooth running 50 kw. and one 25 kw. Eddy dynamos, di-

ved connected to Russell engines. The plant was installed by

the Russell Engine Company, and the wiring done by the Con-

duit Wiring Company, 01 this city. Every detail of a fire under-

writers' demands have been carefully complied with in perfect

accordance with the latest and best specifications. Consequently,

the electrical machinery, and, in fact, the operation of every elec-

trical and mechanical device in the building is thoroughly trust-

worthy, up-to-date and highly perfected. This large and beauti-

fully fitted office building already possesses such tenants as Fos-

toria Electric Company, "Locomotive" Publishing Company.

James H. Lancaster. Albert A. Carey, consulting engineer;

Brooks & Co., Stirling Boiler Company. Being absolutely fire-

proof and possessing such advantages and conveniences that

those doing business in this building are in the very heart of the

electrical trade, those about to rent new offices during the present

year and looking for a desirable location cannot do better than

visit the White Building. Mr. E. S. Willard. 26 Cortlandt street.

New York City, the agent, will be pleased to escort visitors

around and answer any questions which may be asked relating to

rent and accommodations.

The White BulldiDg.

a previously published article we spoke of an office building for the
electrical trade, referring to the White Building, 95-97 Liberty
street, New York City. This is a twelve-story, fireproof building,
and is situated on the north side of the street, between Broadway
and Church. It has an imposing granite front, and is constructed
of brick and steel, with an iron frame. The floors are marble,
entirely fireproof, halls beautifully tiled and the whole interior
of the building presents an agreeable and harmonious sight to
the visitor. The building is equipped with two Sprague electric
elevators, which are run day and night, for the convenience of ten-
ants, who can have rooms on any floor, either single or en suite
All rooms have plenty of daylight, besides being equipped with

Ylew Showing Elevator Hoist and Electric Protective Devices.

(The White BuildiDg.)

COMPETITION.
(From London "Electrical Engineer")

Sometimes a glance at what other folks are doing does good—
sometimes raises the' bile. It may. we hope, do good to sec how
Brother Jonathan is trespassing upon our own ground. Just
glance at his exports of electrical apparatus to England and it-

colonies for a week. The value of such apparatus on the week
ending December 6. the last for which we have the figures.
reached the respectable stun of over twenty-five thousand dollars,
the total exports reaching nearly sixty thousand dollars, so that
England and her colonies are taking a goodly share of apparatus
from America. If we were to include such places as Egypt, tin-

position is still worse against us. There is no reciprocity in tins
trade. America does not absorb our goods to anything like this.
and—well, and—we have nobody hut ourselves to thank for tin-
state of things. Taking the week as an average sample of the
weeks in the year, it means that we take over a million dollars-
worth of electrical apparatus from America out of the three
milhon odd dollars' worth exported. Is it that we cannot make
the apparatus so cheaply, or it is that a nation of shopkeepers
is beaten at its own business'"
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3IISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.

STRAY CUR RENTS.
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE ON LIQUID DIELECTRICS.
Some experiments have been carried out by Mr. M. P. Ber-

thelot. in order to determine the action of the silent electric dis-

charge on liquid dielectrics. He says, in the "Comptes Rendus,"

that dry terebenthene, when subjected to the action of the silent

electric discharge, yields a small quantity of diterebenthene, but

otherwise remains unaltered. Olive oil yields a small quantity

of blackish product, insoluble in ether, oil. and all the various

solvents. Except for the difference in color, it resembles the

polymeride formed in presence of nitrogen. Alcohol, when the

action is prolonged, yields hydrogen and ethane, and the liquid

contains some aldehyde and a hydrocarbon, which seemingly

contains less hydrogen than the olefines. and has a feeble action

on ammoniacal silver nitrate.—Ex.

THERMOPHOXES.
The periodic changes of length or bulk produced by an oscil-

lating current may be utilized for the electrical propagation of

sound. The effect may be indefinitely increased by superimpos-

ing a steady current upon the variable current. A bolometer is

inserted in the secondary circuit of a small induction coil As
long as the secondary current alone traverses the bolometer,

no sound is heard: but as soon as an independent constant cur-

lier, while the chlorine set free in the anode chamber combines
with the solution to form cupric chloride, which serves to dis-

solve more of the copper ore. There is no loss of the solution,

as the action is continuous. It is claimed for the process that

the yield is far in excess of the usual methods, and that silver,

lead and nickel are also obtained in a free state.—Ex.
GERMAN ELECTRIC COMPANIES.

According to recent statistics, Germany boasts now of twenty-

three industrial or financial companies, in connection with elec-

tricity, the capital of each of which amounts to at least 1,500,000

marks, the most important possessing a capital of 47,000,000

marks, while that of six others varies between 24,000,000 marks
and 40,000,000 marks, five others range between 10,000,000 marks
and 16.000.000 marks, and eight control from 3.000.000 marks to

8.000.000 maii;s.—Ex.

CALCIUM CARBIDE WORKS.
According to "Invention," there are at present in operation

throughout the world thirty-two calcium carbide works, and fifteen

in course of construction. Only four of these are in Great Britain,

those at the Falls of Foyers, with a producing capacity of about

1.000 tons per annum, being the largest. There is a 400 horse-

power steam plant at Cradley Heath, near Birmingham, and a

200 horse-power steam plant at Ingleton. France has ten works
and four in course of construction; Switzerland, seven in all, the

largest of 6,000 horse-power; the United States has six; Ger-

Ylew of Engine Room.

rent is made to traverse the bolometer, every impulse of the

induced current produces a noise in the bolometer, which, in this

case, acts like a telephone. The loudness increases with the

strength of the steady current. On replacing the induction coil

by a microphone, nothing is heard. But even then the sound

may be brought out by Simon's sensitive arc. This, says Mr.

Braun, in the "Amal. Phys. Chem." is due to the strong, steady

current traversing the arc. If three or four secondary cells are

put in circuit with a bolometer and a microphone, anything

spoken into the latter is distinctly reproduced by the microphone.

The bolometer may be replaced by strips of thin brass.—Ex.

ELECTROLYSIS DIRECT FROM THE ORE.
A method of depositing metals direct from the ore has been in

use for some time in Germany, and has proved so successful that

a number of metallurgical works are to be equipped for this pro-

cess of treating the ore. The process has been applied most

for the refining of copper. The ores of this metal are first ground

to a fine powder and then placed in a hot solution of copper

chloride, the effect of which is to dissolve the copper, silver,

lead and nickel, and to change the solution to cuprous chloride.

By the action of lime the arsenic, bismuth, antimony, and iron

are eliminated, and the solution, after being filtered, is passed

into a receptacle, divided by a diaphragm. Here an electrolytic

action occurs. The anode being carbon, and the cathode cop-

per, the copper of the solution is deposited in the cathode cham-

( The White Building.)

many, five, the largest of 22,000 tons capacity per annum, and
at one of the German tforks the power costs only £2 per electric

horse-power per annum. One of the works in Spain will have
an output of 30.000 tons per annum.
CURIOUS RUSSIAN CLAIM TO AN ENGLISH INVEN-

TION.
Who was the first to discover the electric light? Our belief

up to the present has been that it was Sir Humphry Davy, in

1813, but it now appears that it was Yassili Petroff. a Russian
professor, who accomplished the deed in 1802. This is what we
read in a note in the Russian edition of the "Cours d'Electricite,"

by Eric Gerard, which has been inserted by the translator, M. A.

Chatelain. who calls it an historic rectification. Almost all the

electrical books published on the Continent tell us that Sir Hum-
phry Davy discovered the eectric light in 1813, and no one will

hesitate in acknowledging that Russia is rather slow in recog-

nizing the services of her scientists, since it took her not less

than ninety-six years to become aware of the existence of the

2,400-cell battery, which allowed Petroff to strike the electric arc

before Sir Humphry Davy.

In the new southern terminal station, at Boston, there are

in use 235 arc lights, enclosed pattern; 6.000 incandescent lights.

1.200 of which are in the main waiting room: 25 electric eleva-

tors. 4 electric generators and 45 electric motor-
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ELECTRO-PLATING. BUSINESS NEWS.

GALVANIC DEPOSITS ON NON-CONDUCTORS.
The following is an abstract from Mr. Carl Hering's digest of

an article bv Knothe. in the "Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger," on

the best process for coating objects that are non-conductors: It

is hopeless to try and form a metallic coating by chemical means,

and the only satisfactory methods are to use graphite or a coating

obtained by a solution of silver. The graphite method is briefly

described, but is considered inferior to the silver solution method.

For the latter a solution of nitrate of silver in alcohol is used,

the body being dipped into it or coated with it: it is then placed

in the vapor of phosphor or sulphide of hydrogen, which con-

verts the coating into a conductor; the sulphur method is pre-

ferred because the coating adheres better and the process may

be repealed if not successful at first, while that is not the case

when phosphorus is used. The silver solution should be made

neutral with ammonia, as it will then adhere better to greasy

surfaces and hastens the sulphiuing process. With such a coat-

ing the first deposit is formed a little more rapidly than with

graphite. The object should have one or more copper conduc-

tors attached to it to start the deposit: these starting points are

best placed in the deeper portions of the object. The object

should first be treated so that all pores are filled and that it

becomes waterproof; this is done with wax, tallow, or a mixture

of the two and collodium; wood is best boiled in linseed oil.

The silver solution is made of two parts by weight of silver

nitrate, four parts water, five parts ammonia of 0.9 specific grav-

ity, and six parts of absolute alcohol; when the ammonia is

added a brown precipitate is first formed, but is redissolved.

After being coated with this it should be completely dried and

freely exposed to the air for some time; it is then subjected to

the action of the hydrogen sulphide; this process may be re-

peated as often as is necessary. The current for depositing the

copper should be only 0.5 to 1 ampere per square decimeter of

surface, and at 0.75 to a maximum of 1.5 volts. The copper

solution should consist of 3 to 4 parts of water to 1 part of the

sulphate and 2 to 8 per cent, of sulphuric acid. The hydrogen

sulphide is obtained by pouring dilute sulphuric acid on iron

sulphide. A metallic deposit on glass, porcelain, etc., is best

obtained by coating it first with gold paint and then firing, after

which the deposit can be made. Or the objects may be cov-

ered with a coating of wax or resin, which is then coated with a

silver solution, as above described. Celluloid may be coated in

the same way. Collodium or celluloid may also be coated with

a solution of phosphorus in ether-alcohol added to a solution

of concentrated silver nitrate; the object is then painted with the

creamy precipitate which is formed. It is found that copper salts

in place of the silver salts do not give such good results.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS.

26 Cortlandt Street, N. Y. City.

The 131st meeting of the Institute was held at 12 West 31st

street. Wednesday evening, January 25th. A paper was pre-

sented by Lieut. S. Dana Greene, of Schenectady, entitled,

"Electricity on Board Ship." It was discussed by Capt. Millis,

Lieut. Walling, J. W. Lieb, Jr., T. C. Martin, Elihu Thomson,
Townsend Wolcott. and others.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee in the afternoon

the following Associate Members were elected: Royal Bradford

Daggett. Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.; Ernest I. Dyer. Box
28, Yokohama, Japan; Geo. Henry Hill, New York City; Ernest

Rowland Hill. Pittsburg. Pa.; Win. A. Lynn. University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, Cal.; J. Mauley Simpson, P. O. Box 2513, St.

Paul, Minn.: Thos. Perrin Thompson. 217 Cumberland street.

Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Alfred J. Thompson, San Ignacio 50, Havana,
Cuba; Robert M. Wilson, 113 Shuter street, Montreal, Que.
The following Associate Members were transferred to Mem-

bership: Philander Betts, U. S. Navy Yard, Washington. D. C.

;

Winden Elwell Goldsborough, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR

WEEK ENDING JANUARY 24. 1899, $49,815.00.

New York, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1899.—The following exports of

electrical material and machinery are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—Thirty-four packages electrical material, $3,494.

Africa.—Seven cases electrical material, $604.

Argentine Republic.—Two hundred and ten cases electrical

material, $8,661 ; one case electros, $24.

British East Indies.—Four cases electrical material, $340.

Bremen.—Two cases electrical" material. $886.

British Possessions in Africa.—Fourteen cases electrical ma-
terial, $383.

British West Indies.—Forty-nine cases electrical material,

$144.15.

British Australia.—Two packages electrical material, $134.

Brazil.—Twenty-five cases electrical material. $907; sixty-six

packages electrical machinery. $1,905.

China.—One case electrical material, $53.

Cuba.—Nineteen packages electric material, $504.

Central America.—Seven packages electrical material, $246.

Copenhagen.—Eight cases of electric motors. $403; two cases

electros, $25.

Dublin.—Four cases electrical material, $236.

Genoa.—Seven cases electrical material, $1,520.

Japan.—Ten cases electrical material, $582.

London.—Sixty-eight packages electrical material, $2,594:

seventeen packages electrical machinery, $1,940.

Mexico.—Twenty-six packages electrical material. $478.

Milan.—Two cases electrical material, $213.

Newfoundland.—Seven packages electrical material, $641.

Oporto.—Six cases electrical machinery, $375.

Porto Rico.—Twenty-eight packages electrical material, $511.

Sandwich Islands.—Thirteen cases electrical material, $79.

St. Petersburg.—Twenty-six packages electrical machinery,

$5,041.

U. S. of Colombia.—Ninety-seven packages electrical material,

$2,500.

Uruguay.—Three cases electrical material, $131.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Portland, Me.—Hancock Equipment Co. has been incorpo-

rated by C. M. Reed, C. A. Cotton and J. A. Desmond; electrical

machinery. Capital stock, $25,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—St. Helena Electric Light and Power
Co. has been incorporated by J. E. Firmstone, G. W. Crum, L.

St. D. Raylane, E. D. Cooley and W. A. Sconard. Capital

stock, $30,000.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Swinnerton & Sniffen Manufacturing Co.,

incorporated by T. C. Swinnerton, C. O. Sniffen and M. T.

Sniffen; electrical specialties. Capital stock, $10,500.

Jersey City, N. J.—Middlesex and Monmouth Electric Light,

Heat and Power Co. has been incorporated by John Karr, Stir-

ling Birmingham and Henry H. Holmes; to furnish electricity

for light, heat and power. Capital stock, $50,000.

Campton, N. H.—Campton Electric Light Co. has been in-

corporated by M. C. Dole. E. Dole. H. M. Fifield. W. Smith

and D. B. Jones. Capital stock, $2,000.

Corunna. Mich.—Corunna Lighting Co. has been incorporated

by C. M. Nolley, D. M. Lowe. D. C. Nolley. F. Clark and M.

Mead. Capital stock. $20,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Woodill & Hulse Electric Co. has been in-

corporated by H. B. Woodill, B. F. Hulse. Clara T. Hulse. F. J.

Woodill. J. M. Rafferty and L. D. Gray; for the purpose of doing

electrical contracting. Capital stock, $10,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Amherst. Va.—W. A. Hawkins, of Harrisburg. Ya., contem-

plates the establishment of a telephone system in Amherst.

Savannah, Ga.—The Georgia Telephone Co. will apply for

charter.

Chadron, Neb.—The Rauche Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by B. Richards. W. G. Comstock and C. C. Johnson.

Capital stock. $5,000.
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Sidney, N. Y—Union Telephone Co. has been incorporated

by J. D. R. Buckley, E. O. Allen, J. Spickcrman and M. S. Sivcr.

Capital stock, $10,000.

Newton Falls, Ohio.—The Newton Falls Telephone Co. has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $3,000.

Chatfield, Minn.—People's Telephone Co. has been incorpo-

rated by Joseph A. Ross, George B. Thompson, A. L. Ober, B.

W. Huntley and Charles H. Anderson. Capital stock, $50,000.

Princeton, Me.—Lakeside Telephone and Telegraph Co., in-

corporated by Lemuel Brehant, M. J. Brehant and A. A. Will-

iams; to operate telephone and telegraph lines. Capital stock,

$10,000.

Pottey Place, N. H.—Pottey Place and New London Tele-

phone Co., incorporated by J. E. Shepard, F. P. Goss, VV. S.

Carr, C. E. Shepard and C. E. Carr. Capital stock, $1,000.

New Falls, Ohio.—New Falls Telephone Co., incorporated by

S. Thayer and others: to operate a telephone line. Capital stock,

$3,000.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—The New Rochelle and Westchester

Telephone Co. has commenced the construction of its conduits.

Sherman, N. Y.—The Sherman Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by Albert J. Arnold, Charles H. Corbett. Charles E.

Sheldon, W. H. Homewood. H. H. Corbett, W. B. Whitney and

T. J. Newell; to operate a telephone system connecting the vil-

lages of Sherman. Westfield. Mayville and Ripley. Capital stock.

$1,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS
Chicago, 111.—Rockford & Belvidere Railway Co. has been

incorporated by H. L. Jewell, W. H. Vorhis, C. B. Wasslich, W.
D. Sheahan and F. A. Poor. Capital stock. $50,000.

Allentown, Pa.—The Allentown and Bethlehem Traction Co.

will expend $40,000 this spring in rebuilding its trolley road.

Anderwos. Ind.—Congressman C. L. Henry will commence
the construction of an electric railway line to Elwood, Muncie
and Indianapolis.

Lisbon, Ohio.—An electrical railroad is to be constructed to

connect Lisbon and East Liverpool.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Hartford, Conn.—Steps are being taken to construct an electric

light plant.

Slaters, W. Va.—The Slater Coal Co. has put in an electric

light plant.

Hiilsboro, Tex.—Payton & Dayton have commenced work on
the construction of their electric light plant.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Waco, Tex.—The Waco Electrical Co. has increased its cap-

ital stock from $20,000 to $30,000.

Hartford. Conn.—Hartford Electric Light Co., J. H. Farrell

and G. H. Farrell. gave attachment for $150. in favor of this

company.

Hartford. Conn.—Frank Trumbull and John Trumbull, elec-

trical contractors, have made an assignment. Liabilities, $3,334;
assets, $466.

• New Yo:k\ X. Y.—The Beacon Lamp Co., manufacturer of

incandescent electric lamps at 120 Liberty street and at New
Brunswick. N. J., involuntary petition in bankruptcy filed

against it.

Richmond. Va.—The Virginia Electrical Development Co.
has filed a mortgage to the Richmond Trust and Safe Deposit
Co., to secure an issue of $1,500,060 first mortgage bonds.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Fort Wayne Electric Corporation;
bankruptcy proceedings have commenced.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
'THESE INSTRUMENTS are
1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields
the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
field-.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Newark, N.J., U. 8. A.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEI L is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. JVE. B\, 2.45. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOLE AGENTS.

75c. "VULCAN" STYLOGRAPHIG PEN. 75c

INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENCRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents 260,134 and 311,631.

J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York.
Sand »•>»• our No < ut.Uo.iu.- and Discount*

AWK.VI'K Wl.NTKU.
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THE STORAGE BATTERY.

Storage Battery Auxiliary, Showing Size of Station Cells.

LATEST PROGRESS IN THE APPLICATION OF STOR-
AGE BATTERIES. *

(Concluded from page (>3.

)

When a storage battery is installed at the power house.
and is connected directly in parallel with the generators
on the bus bars, some means have to be provided for reg-
ulating the voltage of the battery to suit the generators.
As you know, railroad generators arc overcompounded,
the voltage lising as the load increases, while with the
storage batter;,- the reverse is the case, the voltage de-
creasing as the discharge increases. In order to make the
battery work properly in parallel with generators of this

type and take the fluctuations of the load, keeping the
generators constantly loaded, some means of compound-
ing the battery has to be adopted. This is done by using
a compound wound booster in series with the battery,
which is so designed as to increase its voltage in propor-
tion to the increase of load, thereby enabling it to take

* Paper read before the New York Electrical Society, January
12, 1899, by Joseph Applcton.

its proper share and keep the h ad on the generators con-

stant.

The following slides show the Buffalo power house,

battery room and the b and switchboard. Also a

load curve showing the metlu d of using the battery and
the pait is plays in the general plan of operation.

The battery discharges during the morning and eve-

ning leak, and is charged between times, and also at

night from the Niagara Falls
;

1'y the aid cf the battery they arc enabled to make
very much more use of the Niagara Falls power. Before

they installed the battery the) were only able to shut

down their steam plant from 11 30 p. m. until 5 a. m,
during which time the converters carried the en-

tire load, which averaged abi ul Goo I [.P., while they were
paving for 2,ooo H.P. With the aid of the batter) they

ai e 1 nabled to sbul d< »wn their s team ptanl fr< m 7 a. m. >

7 p. m., and about eighteen h< ui on Sunday. In addi-
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ticn to this they are enabled to utilize very much more of over the feeders from the power house to the battel

the Niagara power. this drop varying according to the load on the system
An illustration of the second method of using storage frcm ten to eighty volts. When the load on the system is

batteries for railroad work is seen in the case of the bat- light, the drop in the feeders is small, and there is voltage

<V •«-•&( J

Diagram, with Dimensions ShowiDg End Coll Switch Room.

terv installation of the South Side Elevated Company of enough to c! the battery. When the load becomes
Chicago. This company operates an elevated railroad heavy, the drop on the feeders is increased, this conse-
about nine miles long, all their trains being equipped quently the batteries to discharge into the line,

with the Sprague Multiple unit system. The power hou tirely automatic, the batter-

General Arrangement of Cells to Facilitate Iuspccllon.

is located approximately at the center, and the two stor- ies di ;s cf In ,
and charging I

age batteries near each end of the line, and are connected time of light load, thei lead on the gener-
directly across the system without a booster. The char ting station practically c following sli

and discharge of these batteries is controlled by the drop rate these t\v< oms, in each of which
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installed 248 cells haying a capacity of 1,000 horse power power house was operating without the battery during
when discharging at the hour rate. The following curves the peak of the load the maximum load was 7.500 am-
show the result which the batteries have had on their gen- pcrcs, with sudden fluctuations of 5.300 amperes, while
erating plant. vith the batteries in operation the maximum load at the

UbiDg Natural Resources for Municipal Purposes.

The first curve shows the lead on the generators when power house under exactly the same conditions was 5,700
they were operating the entire system without batteries, amperes, and the fluctuations only 2,000 amperes. Thus,
The second curve shows the load, on the generators un-

der the same conditions with the batteries in use.

the batteries had increased the capacity of the power
house by about 2,000 amperes, and steadied the load on
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Curve Shoeing R-gulaling Effect of Storago Battery la Large OfTico Building. Now Yo.k

The other two curves show the operation < f the battery the generators to the extent of nearly 3,000 amputates.

at this time, which is the time of the hi avi< I load or the 'I hi . c acquaint ! with the operatii n 1 f railway plants

''peak" of the system. will appreciate such results. The way in which a battery

It will be noticed from these curves that when the operates under such conditions and takes up the fluctua-
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tions automatically, is plainly seen by the curves, showing the investment in copper by making it only necessary to

the readings on the annunciators in the battery circuit, transmit over the feeders the average amount of current
SWITCHBOARD.—ITS SIMPLICITY. required, instead of the maximum ; at the same timemain-

Each battery is connected to the power house by two tainig the proper voltage at the end of the line, thereby
special feeders in addition to the general system of con- enabling the motors to run at the point of highest cfti-

Rccord of Load.

ductors. so that the proportion of charge and discharge
can be regulated according to the conditions of the load.

If it is found that a battery is being" discharged more
than it is being charged, an extra feeder is connected be-

tween it and the power house, so that it will be relieved

ciency. Of course the line must be long enough to jus-

tify the use of a storage battery and to supply sufficient

drop in voltage over the feeders to make the battery ope-
rate automatically as the load varies.

A variation in voltage at the end of the line, between

Switchboard Appliances for Storage Battery Iustaliatlon.

of a portion of the load. By this means a very complete
control can be maintained of the battery from the power
house, and the most efficient method of operation secured,
A battery installed at the end of a line in this way, not

only increases the capacity of the power house and saves

conditions of maximum load and minimum load of io

per cent., is ample to make the battery self-regulating,

and take care of the fluctuating load without a booster.

The following figures taken from a storage battery instal-

lation of this description, installed some two years ago,
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THE MISUSE OF X-RAYS.
Occasions in life arise when the necessity for decrying

certain novel processes becomes more than a passing im-
pression. The Boston Transcript publishes the following
piece of scientific information, regarding printing by X-
rays

:

"George Izambard, who has been experimenting in

Paris with the Roentgen rays, in the hope of adapting
them to commercial use in the printing industry, an-
nounces that he has succeeded in producing a machine for
the purpose. He reasoned that if the X-rays would pen-
etrate oaken logs they ought to penetrate piles of paper,
and that as photographs could be taken with X-rays, it

ought to be possible to reproduce a picture or printing
through every sheet of a pile of paper. The invention is

so far matured that M. Izambard is able to expose a pile
of paper between two Crookes tubes and print both sides
of all the sheets in the pile at the same time. He can also
place a series of piles of paper around a Crookes tube,
making use of the X-rays by radiating them from a cen-
ter. It was suggested many years ago that the printing
of the future would be done by electricity, operating, not
on single sheets, but on all the' sheets of a pile at the same
instant.

"Various inventions have made some approach to a
solution of the problem, but none of them has been suc-
cessful in producing satisfactory printing. M. [zambard's
first success was obtained by sensitizing the paper, on the
side that was to be printed, with a gelatino-bromide

emulsion, such as is commonly used in photography. A
pile or block of paper thus prepared was placed in a posi-

tion of exposure to the X-rays. On top of the paper was
placed a copy of the thing to be printed. This copy being
proof to the X-rays, in a trice the thing was done, and
on developing the pile of paper the inventor found a

copy clearly printed on each sheet. To print in this man-
ner, it is necessary that the copy or original shall be nearly

impervious to the Roentgen rays, and that it shall be
placed between the Crookes tube and the pile, where the

rays may be directed to it.

"The copy is preferably first printed or written in what
is called radiographic, or X-ray, proof ink, composed
of a material calculated to intercept the rays. A few sec-

ends' exposure is sufficient to effect the printing through
the entire pile of paper, but it is at first invisible and re-

quires to be developed or fixed, after the method of a
photographer. The piles of exposed sheets are trundled
into a red-light room and suspended in vats, where the
developing and fixing liquids are applied. Rinsing and
diving follow, and the latter may be hurried by mechan-
ical and chemical means. It is apparent that the process
is really a sort of wholesale method of photography with
the X-rays, and is printing only in the photographic sense
of the term.

"The X-ray proof ink used is made in part of finely

divided metallic or calcareous powder. Bronze, copper,
white lead, or white zinc may be used. As a writing ink.

white lead in a solution of gum has been found most sat-

isfactory. When the matter to be printed is first type-

written, the metallic powder is mixed with boiled linseed

oil."

The public are frequently misled by such important dis-

coveries. Judged, practically, neither the press nor the

public will ever gain much by such a departure. A slight

calculation will quickly show the difference between ex-

pectations and result. Electric power, Crookes tubes,

coil, and photographic apparatus, are not of a family that

a printer becomes quickly acquainted with. As for ex-

pense, a visit to the press room of a metropolitan news-
paper during rush hours, will answer that question most"
comprehensively.

( )ur literatuie will not be produced by X-rays this year,

nor for many decades to come, unless, like Keely, M.
Izambard offers a preliminary inducement of the etherie

force species.

COPPER.
An important item of expense to electrical manufactur-

ers is copper. To the large concerns, any rise or fall in

price for a fixed period has a marked effect upon the year-

ly dividends. The fluctuations- in price are more to be

feared than a uniform figure. The following statement

taken from the nineteenth annual report of the United

States Geological Survey, issued at Washington, is of in-

terest tn the trade: "There is clear evidence that, in re-

sponse to the temptations held out by years of prosperity,

the copper mining industry of the United States is enter-

ing upon a period of steady expansion. Long established

and successful corporations are in many cases perfecting

and adding to facilities and equipment for an increased

output."

From the years 1845 to 1807. tne production has stead-

ily increased from 100 to 220.571 long tons. A sudden
increase took place between the years 1880 to 1897 °f

From 27,000 to 220,000 tons, a period coincident with the

application of electrical appliances, as may be noted.

Wire manufacturers paiticularly should feel pleased at

the outlook.

The railroad to Jerusalem is to be succeeded by a trol-

lev to the Pyramids. Presently, the prophetic language
of Mr. Punch, uttered thirty or forty years ago, will be

realized: "Thebes, Thebes, Sir ! Steady! Xow where's

that party for Engedi?"—Ex.
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will show the advantages from a commercial point of

view.

The conditions were as follows : The length of this line

at the end of which the battery was installed was 7 miles

from the main power house, running into the suburbs of

a large city. The increase of traffic on this line warranted
its extension 4 miles further, making a total of 11 miles

from the power house. When the extension was made,
it was found that the feeders were quite inadequate to

carry the increase of load, and it was necessary to provide
additional power at the end of the line, either by laying

additional feeders, installing a small power house at that

point, or putting in a storage battery sub-station. Each
method was carefully considered, and the following fig-

ures show the result. If additional feeders were laid of

sufficient sectional area to provide the proper working
voltage at the end of the line, the cost would have been

$273,000, figuring on the basis of $1 per foot, laid for

1,000,coo c. m. feeders. This was of course prohibitive.

The cost of a small power house of sufficient capacity to

take care of the load in that section of 750 kilowatts would
have been $85,000. The cost of a battery sub-station corn-

sections, 270 ceils in each, which are operated in parallel.

1 his is done to keep the sizes of the cells within practical

limits and to enable them to be more easily inspected and

cared for. A cell 8 feet in length, which would be the

size if but cne battery were used, is too large to be satis-

factory. The capacity of the complete battery is 8,000

ampere hours, with a cne hour rate of 4,000 amperes.
The function of this battery is to take care of a portion

of the morning and evening peaks, and to take up the

fluctuations of load at all times. The method of opera-
tion is as follows :

Sufficiei st cells are provided so that the voltage of the

battery just balances the average voltage of the system;
consequently when the battery is connected to it, it acts

as an equalizer and does not charge or discharge except
as the fluctuations occur. When the battery discharges
on a peak and is being charged during the hours of light

load, a booster is connected in series with it to regulate

the amount of a charge and discharge. The output of

the booster and consequently the charge and discharge of

the battery is controlled by varying the strength and po-

plete, including real estate, was $33,000, or a saving 1 >i

$52,000 over that of the power plant.

The cost of operation has proved exceedingly satisfac-

tory, showing a saving of some $1,35," per month, or

$10,000 per annum over the cost of operating a power
house of such a size. The cost of operation includes all

attendance, taxes and depreciation and interest.

One of the most interesting and important storage bat-

tery installations recently made is that in connection with

the underground trolley system of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company of this city. Their system covers a

large a;ea, and they have utilized storage batteries in

sub-stations, two aie now in operation, 011c at the foot

of West Twenty-third street and the other at Thirty-sec-

ond street and Fourth avenue.

By the kind permission of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Co., any of the members of the New York Elec-

tric Society and their friends, who care to do so, may in-

spect the Twenty-third street plant after the meeting
to-night.

I will briefly outline the plant and method of operation

and will leave the details until we are on the ground. The
battery consists of 540 cells, each containing 51 plates, 15

inches square. The dimensions of the cells are 4 feet by
21 inches by 2_| inches. The battery is divided into two

Gas Engine and Generator for Charging.

Iarity of the shunt field. This is done by a special form

of switch which makes the operation very simple. This

slide shows the switch and also a switch board, which is

very similar, although not exactly the same. The daily

\v< rk of the battery is about as follows:

loom 7 to 9 a. m., it discharges on the peak. From
9 to 12 it floats on the system as an equalizer. From 12

to 3 or 4 p. m. it is charging. From 4 p. m. to S p. m. it

discharges 1 n the peak'. From 8 to u midnight, it is

floating on the system, and after midnight the battery is

given its principal charge, tins being continued until the

battery is full.

This will give an idea of the installation and of the gen-

eral plan of operation. I will go more fully into the de-

tails when we visit the plant.

We will now consider the use cf

STORAGE BATTERIES IX CONNECTION WITH
ISOLATED FLAXTS IX LARGE OFFICE

P.UILDIXGS AND STORES USING
ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.

The modern office building with its fifteen or twenty

stories, together with the demand for cpiick elevator ser-

vice, has greatly increased the use of high speed electric

elevators.
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METROPOLITAN REALTY BUILDING,

214, 218, 218 William St. and 18-20 Rose St.
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A Watchman's Clock
C Fire-Proof Partitions

D Fire Hose
E Flues
F Air Shaft
G Gas Connection
H Electric Connection

3L1TAN REALTY BUILDING.
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a cut of which appears in this number, was erected

for the special accommodation of manufacturers. It

was built strong enough to carry, with perfect safety,

00 Tons on Each Floor

of the building. It has every needed appliance for

economical work, and the situation is such as to render

it easily accessible from any part of Greater New
York. It is

Heated by Steam and

Run by Electricity

POWER IS FURNISHED DAY AND NIGHT.

THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND FIRMS ARE CUMlto ON BJSMES5 IN THE BU.LDKG:

American Machinist,

Blumenberg Press,

Borough of Manhattan Electric Co.,

L. H. Cornish, Bindery,

Frederic Ecaubert, Machinist,

Edwin Flower, Electrotyper,

Galvanotype Engraving Co.,

Gardiner Binding & Mailing Co,

Eugene C Lewis, Book-binder,

J. E. Linde Paper Co.,

P. F. McBreen, Printer,

Manufacturers & Publishers' Printing Co
,

Newton Copper Type Co
,

Pictorial Weeklies,

H. A. Rost Printing Co.

Scott Printing Co.

For space in the building apply to

RULAND & WHITING,
Temple Court, 5 Beekman Street, N. Y.
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The nature of the work the elevator has to reform, and

the fact that the power required to start it is from two to

three times the hoisting- power, cause the elevator load to

be an extremely fluctuating one, no matter how carefully

the operation is watched.
The Commercial Cable Building in this city is an ex-

cellent example of what can be done with the operation

of an electric plant of this description. The building is

wired for about 3,500 16-candle power lamps, 240 volts,

and has six screw type high speed Sprague elevators.

The generating plant consists of two 300 horse power
water tube boilers, two 225 horse power engines directly

connected with two 150 kilowatt generators, and the stor-

age battery consists of 120 cells, each containing 27plates,

15 1-2 inches by 15 1-2 inches. The capacity of this bat-

tery is as follows

:

At 260 amperes, 1,620 ampere hours; 520 amperes,

1,040 ampere hours ; 650 amperes for the one hour rate.

The function of this battery is to take care of the fluc-

tuating elevator load during the daytime, when the plant

is running; that is, between 9 a. m., and 9 p.m., and at

night to supply the whole current required for lighting,

and the occasional trips of one elevator.

Before the battery was installed it was found necessary
to run one generator for the lighting circuit and one for

the elevator curcuit, the fluctuations of the latter causing
the lamps to be unsteady if both were run from the same
machine. The method of operation is as follows :

The elevator circuit is connected directly across the

terminals of the battery and the battery is being constant-
ly charged by means of a constant current booster, which
boosts the current from the lighting generators. By
a special winding on this booster, the amount of current
which it allows to pass from the generator to the battery
and elevators is maintained practically constant.

For example, with a fluctuation of 600 amperes in the
elevator circuit, the load on the generators is increased
by about 50 amperes, or less than 10 per cent., this

amount having no effect on the steadiness of the lamps.
The amount of the current boosted in this way is the
average elevator load for the time the plant is running,
plus the amount of current required to charge the battery
after it has carried the previous night's entire load.
The following curves show graphically the operation

of this plant. The lower curve shows the fluctuating load
on the battery, which varies from 350 amperes discharge
to 300 charge. Of course, when there is no elevator
load, which occasionally happens (all the elevator stand-
ing still) the entire amount of current passed through the
booster is used for charging the battery. When a heavy
elevator load comes on this boosted current is diverted
from charging the battery into the elevator circuit, the
battery discharging in parallel with it as may be re-

quired. In this installation the booster is passing about
250 amperes ; thus when the battery was discharging at

350 amperes, the total elevator load was 350 plus 250, or
600 amperes. The second curve shows the variation of
load on the generator at the same time. This, you will
notice, reaches the maximum of 70 amperes, while the
voltage on the lamps is maintained practically constant,
the curve being almost a straight line. Such an applica-
tion is an ideal one for a storage battery, as it not only de-
creases the size of the generating plant required, but ena-
bles the generating plant, when it is running, to be ope-
rated at a steady and economical load, instead of a fluctu-
ating one.

The centralization of generating plants, and their loca-
tion in districts where the facilities for obtaining coal ami
water are good, has developed the system of'high ten-
sion alternating transmission and the distribution of di-
rect current through rotary converters ; this seems to be
the one which will be employed in most of the larg}e
engineering undertakings to be solved during the next
few years. The advantages of direct current for distribu-
tion over the alternating, are so marked, that at least un-

til further improvements are made in alternating current

distribution, the direct current will undoubtedly be the

one most generally used. With this system of large

central power houses and sub-stations for distribution

through rotary converters, storage batteries are almost
essential. They reduce the size of the generating plant

in the first place, and also the size of the rotary con-
verters, and enable them both to be operated with a much
greater load factor than would be possible without.
The installation of the Hartford Electric Light Co.,

with which you are probably familiar, was the first of this

description in this country, and has proved the many ad-

vantages which were claimed for such a system.
An interesting application of this sort has recently been

made on a small railroad plant in Montpelier, Yt. This
plant was, I believe, the first railway plant in this country
operated exclusively from rotary converters with a stor-

age battery auxiliary. The line operated is about nine
miles long, and the sub-station is located about three

miles from one end. The power is furnished from a

power house on the Winooski River, the current being
generated by three-phase alternators at 2,200 volts. This
current is carried to step-up transformers and is raised to

6,300 volts. At this pressure it is carried to the sub-sta-

tion, a distnace of eight miles. In the sub-station step-

down transformers reduce this to 480 volts, at which
pressure it is fed into the rotary converter. The capacity
of this converter is 160 kilowatts, and is specially wound
for running directly in parallel with a storage battery, its

characteristic curve being similar to a shunt wound gene-
rator. That is to say, as the load increases, its voltage
would fall. By this means the battery will take care of

all fluctuations, maintaining a fairly constant load on the

rotary. The battery consists of 248 cells, each contain-
ing 1 1 plates 10 inches square. The one hour rate of this

battery is 200 amperes. The following curves show the
total current of the line, the load on the rotary and the
work done by the battery. You will notice that the max-
imum load on the line during this time is 300 amperes.
Of this, the rotary carries 125 and the battery 175. The
greatest amount of variation of load on the rotary is 50
amperes, while the variation of load on the line is nearly

300 amperes. Such an installation shows clearly the ad-
vantages of battery regulation on a fluctuating load. The
size of the rotary is reduced by practically one-half and
the load on it kept almost constant.

Most of the plants dealt with to-night have been those
of a large size, supplying a large amount of energy. It

must not be imagined that storage batteries are applica-
ble only to these large stations. The results obtained
from their use are just as satisfactory in the case of small-
er stations, but I have referred to the larger ones to-night,
as being of more interest. I will, however, give the re-

sults obtained in one of the smaller type.

The Claremont Electric Light Plant, Clarcmont. X. II.,

is a small plant operated by both water and steam power.
The plant consists of two Edison bi-polar dynamos run-
ning on a three-wire system, and an arc light service
supplied by 50 lights and Thomson and Houston dyna-
mo. In connection with the Edison dynamos, which are
operating on the three-wire system, there is a batter,

plant of 134 cells, containing 11 plates in each cell, io
inches square. These batteries are operated directly in

parallel with the Edison dynamos and relieve them of a
portion of the load during the time of heaviest amount.
They also help out the steam plant, enabling the water
power to be used to its fullest advantage.

Take for example, the following figures for the month
of January, 1896: Before the batteries were installed it

was found necessary to run an auxiliary engine 180 hours
to supplement the water wheel. During the same month
in 1898, after the battery was installed, the same condi-
tion as regards water power prevailing, the station load
was 7,7, per cent, heavier and it was only necessary to run
:he auxiliary steam engine 133 hours during the' month.
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In addition to this saving, the service given was far

superior, owing to the steadier pressure which was main-

tained. The batterv has also enabled them to reduce

their staff ; the entire force employed in this plant now con-

sists of a superintendent, a dynamo attendant and a line-

man. The lineman also attends to the lamp trimming.

Before the batterv was installed there was, in addition, an

engineer, while the average load was considerably less

than at the present time.

The following slides illustrate the water power and bat-

tery room and the battery switchboard. It will be seen

that this plant is not elaborate, but nevertheless satisfac-

tory results are obtained, which show that the storage

batterv will result in satisfactory saving in stations of

this sort in just the same, if not a greater degree, than

large modern central stations.

There is one application of storage batteries in connec-

tion with central stations, which, I believe will in time be-

come very general, but which at the present time, has

only been tried in a few instances. It is the use of stor-

age batteries in office buildings, stores, etc., instead of the

usual isolated plant or direct supply from the central sta-

tion. The method of operation is as follows :

During the few hours of maximum load at the central

station the storage battery supplies the entire current for

the building, it being disconnected from the street mains.

During the hours of light load, the building is connected

with the street mains and the battery charged from them.

By this means the central station can take as customers

these buildings, and only have them on their system dur-

the hours of light load. This is a class of customer which

is not profitable for the central station in the ordinary

way, as they have a large number of lamps which are only

used for a short period, and that at a time when the sta-

tion has its maximum load. This means that they have

to provide capacity for these lamps, and yet the plant is

only needed for an hour or two each day. In one instal-

lation of this sort the electric light company, say that they

can charge the battery at a time when they arc glad to

sell current for 4 1-2 cents a kilowatt hour, and it takes a

load off their system at a time when current is worth 13

cents. This leaves a good margin for profit for both

user and electric light company. The cost of such a bat-

tery plant is less than the isolated plant would be for the

same capacity, and occupies very much less space, which
in some buildings is an important matter. By khh
method the central station can also take customers hav-

ing a fluctuating power load, without feeling its disturb-

ing effect on the system, the batterv maintaining an even

pressure at all times. This is particularly advantageous
when the fluctuating load is some distance from the

power house, and the feeders are not large.

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES.

tance of the circuits. This he shows by mathematical de-

termination will be the case, the value of 2nx the fre-

quency, coming in one instance in the denominator, while
in the other it comes in the numerator of the expression
giving the ratio between the secondary current and the

impressed primary E. M. F.—F. C. C, in Science.

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.

REMARKS BY DR. LODGE.
Dr. Oliver Lodge, in a reecnt paper before the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, speaks of the probable im-
portance of leakage currents in the usual methods of tele-

graphing by magnetic inductance through space. This
form of wireless telegraphy has usually been accom-
plished with long parallel wires on poles and ground re-

turns. In some experiments made by Stephenson near
Edinburgh horizontal coils of wire were used and signals

transmitted half a mile, with a Morse key in one coil, and
a telephone receiver in the other. Mr. Lodge used sim-

ilar coils, covering areas of about 4,500 square yards, and
transmitted signals about two miles. The characteristics

of his method are the use of an alternating current of a

rather high frequency, about 380, and the tuning of the

line to this frequency by the use of condensers, that is, the

balancing of the inductance so that the current becomes
equal to the induced E. M. F. divided by the ohmic re-

sistance. As a result, he gets much greater effects than

where the current is principally determined by the induc-

STRAY CURRENTS.
ELBCTRO-CHEM1CAL ESSAY.

The Swiss Society of Chemical Industry offers a prize

of 2,000 francs for an essay that will promote electro-

chemical interests in Switzerland. Essays must be sent

by May 1, 1900, to the president of the society, Mitlodi,

Switzerland.

A CURIOUS LIGHTNING EFFECT.
An extraordinary accident is reported to have recently

happened to the Johannesburg mail train. During a
heavy thunderstorm a flash of lightning struck the en-

gine, with the result that the electric staff used on the

engine was partly fused and rendered useless. The train

was shortly afterward brought to a standstill.—Ex.

AMERICAN RAILWAY MATERIAL FOR EGYPT.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. in

Pittsburg, lias taken orders for fourteen cars and other

electric equipment for a street railroad in the city of Cairo,

in Egypt. It is proposed, in connection with this road,

to build a line fiom Cairo to the Pyramids, and later

another from Cairo to Alexandria.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY ENPERIMENTS.
The English papers state that arrangements are being

made under the direction of Signor Marconi, at the South
Foreland lighthouse and on board the South Goodwin
lightship, for a series of experiments, in wireless telegra-

phy. If the experiments are considered satisfactory, it is

stated that the wireless system will be adopted forthwith

as a means of communication between the South Fore-
land lighthouse and the South Sands Head lightship. The
points of communication are about three miles apart.

CALCIUM CARBIDE.
Prof. Moissan states, in the Comptes Rendus, that

when calcium carbide is perfectly pure, in which condi-

tion he has recently prepared it by reducing pure calcium
hydride in a bed of pure amorphous carbon, it is quite

white and forms white scales, which are seen to be trans-

parent when viewed through a lens. The presence of the

least trace of iron is sufficient to color them. The brown-
ish color of the commercial calcium carbide is due to the

presence of this metal.

A USE FOR LOW TEMPERATURES.
At a recent meeting of the Royal Society, says the Lon-

don Engineer, Prof. Dewar showed by a simple experi-

ment, how useful the low temperatures now procurable

can be made for exhausting vacuum tubes. By dipping
the end of a closed tube filled with air into liquid hydro-
gen, the air quickly condensed at the bottom in a solid

foim. It then only remained to separate from the rest

that part of the tube from which the air had been re-

moved, by heating and sealing off. and the tube was
found to possess an extremely high vacuum. In fact, so

perfect was the vacuum that it was difficult to pass an

electric current through it. One great advantage of this

mode of procedure is that in the above cases only one
minute was taken to obtain the required result.

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.

ELECTRIC SMELTING.
As one having had extensive experience in the use

of electric current for heating and metallurgical purposes,

1 may be permitted to make some remarks upon the sub-

ject.
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Ahearn's, and all the other electrical heating devices, so

extensively used in the heating of street cars, cooking-

utensils, etc., convert the electrical energy into heat, by
sending the current through a resistance, consisting of

iron, German silver, or other wire or strips of high resist-

ance. Their patents are hased upon the various methods
of insulation and protection of the coils from oxidation

effects of the atmosphere. One of the earliest was Bur-
ton's, consisting of a simple iron wire, zigzagging across

a frame, which was then buried in powdered fire clay. It

made a very good and effective heater.

But none of these devices could possibly produce a

temperature suitable for smelting purposes, as the wires

being themselves metal, would also melt.

The neatest way to smelt electrically, consists in using
black lead or plumbago crucibles, which, being conduc-
tive to the electric current, and of high resistance, may be
made the means of producing the heat within themselves.

It is simply necessary to stand the pot on a heavy copper
plate connected to one pole of a dynamo, another copper
plate acting as a cover for the pot, which should fit neat-

ly, and to which the other pole of the dynamo is attached.

Of course, anyone conversant with electrical matters
understands that the heating effect is a result of the quan-
tity of current sent through, more than the pressure or

voltage. It, therefore, becomes necessary to have a cur-

rent of high amperage and low voltage. If an alternating

current be available, this is readily obtainable by means
of a special transformer. The welding outfits of the Gen-
eral Electric Co. arc available for this work, the plum-
bago pot taking the place of the piece to be welded.

I have smelted in such a pot with direct current by
placing the pot in series with the lighting system of lamps
(incandescent) and varying the current by turnings lights

on or off. Magnetite, otherwise infusible, may be melted
in this way. In such smelting as I have described, the

heating of the charge is by radiation, the same as in a

muffle furnace.

Moisson, the French experimenter, uses more largely.

I believe, the pot as one pole, and a thick carbon rod im-
mersed in the charge, as the other pole. In this case the

charge, if not conductive, must be made so by the addi-

tion of charcoal powder.—Marcus Ruthenburg, E. E ,

Silver City, N. M., in the Mining and Metallurgical

Journal.

CENTRAL STATIONS.

PROFITS OF ALTERNATING CURRENT CENTRAL
STATIONS.

By T. M. Meston, of St. Louis.

The most interesting problem confronting central station man-

agers is how to increase the net revenue of the plant so as to

make a more satisfactory balance sheet to present to stockhold-

ers at the annual meeting. Any line of policy that promises to

result in a larger gross revenue without adding in the same pro-

portion to labor and expense is consequently a gain in net profits.

The most important debit items in any central station are in-

terest en investments, taxes, salaries and maintenance of pole

lines. These charges arc fixed by the conditions surrounding
carh individual plant, and do not, in any case, permit of being

reduced to an extent that would materially affect the results of

the year's business. Many managers, very properly, will not

consider reducing some of these charges, even as far as possible,

feeling that too great economy in the matter of salaries and
maintenance would be unwise policy for reasons that need not be

entered upon at this time.

The writer has watched the development of alternating-current

central stations with a great deal of interest, and is more and
more impressed with the fact that most stations allow a great

deal of revenue to escape them by lack of intelligent efforts to

secure customers that arc easily within their reach] The only

practical remedy lies in the establishment of day circuits for

power users in connection with intelligent and persistent can-

vassing to sec that the merits of electric power arc understood

by all classes of people who can use power.
Many managers will stop here and say, "This is all very

well in theory, but 1 have tried it and the results compelled me
to abandon the project." But in spite of this view a day cir-

cuit can be made to pay in almost any town of over 5,000 inhab-
itants. The opportunities for this power business are almost
unlimited, but, like every other good thing, it requires hard work
to start it going. Once started, it will, like the proverbial snow-
ball, continue to grow From its own momentum.
Some of the uses that occur to the writer are: Clothing fac-

tories, family sewing machines, dentists, lathes, jewelers, doctors
(lor operating Holtz machines), coffee mills, forge blowers, or-
gan blowers for churches, pumps for houses where water supply
is taken from wells and stored in tanks. Probably there is not
a dngle station manager who cannot think of as many more right
within his reach. A great many managers will say, "We run
a 500-volt circuit for this purpose," but upon reflection they will

sec that this is at best a subterfuge, and is the most expensive
way of attaining the results desired.

The greatest economy can only be procured in any business
by reducing everything in connection with that business to a

standard as far as possible. This point is now being recognized
by central stations in the large cities, and what is probably the
largest single-phase station in the United States is running all

classes of service from the same machine. This company oper-
ates incandescent light, series arc and power all from the same
machine, and is intelligently pushing its power business, paying
special attention to small users, as they can often be supplied
with sufficient power for their needs without changing trans-

formers, wiring, etc. Every small motor thus added is a source
of revenue which is practically net profit.

A few years "ago this plan would not have been practicable,

owing to the lack of a reliable single-phase motor. This objection

can no longer be raised, as several makes of these motors are

now on the market, and they are, in many ways, better than

direct-current motors.

For small purposes the simple induction type is probably the

best, as the absence of commutator renders them particularly

suited to operation by inexperienced persons. The drawback to

this type is that the load must be thrown on after the motor has
reached speed, or the motor must be given a little assistance at

start. This objection is practically negligible in sizes under one-
half horse-power. Sizes one-half horse-power and over must be

provided with some automatic starting device, usually consisting

of a commutator which is short-circuited after the machine
reaches speed, when the motor will carry a full load running as

an induction machine. As the commutator is used only five or
te:i seconds each time the machine is started, the trouble it might
cause is practically eliminated.

Another great advantage over 500-volt circuit lies in the free-

dom from danger, which often deters the layman from taking ad-

vantage of electric power when he can only procure it in the

500-volt form.

As an incentive to the week-kneed brother to look into this

matter, the writer will say that he was much surprised to hear
of a manager in a remote Texas town of less than 4,000 inhabi-

tants who was running a day circuit in the summer. The writer

expected, of course, that the venture would be a failure, but

the man engineering the matter was a true hustler and he kept
at it actively for about four weeks, and after that time his day
circuit was a paying feature of his plant. This, of course, was
only a summer circuit, but it was in a town of extremely small

size. In view of this instance will any manager of a plant in

a town of io.oco or over maintain that he cannot make profit

on a clay circuit all the year round?
The only additional expense of a day circuit is coal and day

attendance, the main items of cost not being affected r.t all.

Our grandfathers did not feel the need of kerosene and elec-
tric light until some one had educated them to appreciate better
things, and central station managers must educate the layman
to depend on electric motors instead of less adaptable sources
of power.

'the writer believes that along the lines indicated above lies
the solution of the success or failure of every alternating-current
station, and would be pleased to see some active discussion of
tin, natter conducted by some of the trade papers.— Electrical
bra.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC RAIL-
WAYS IN THE UNITED STATES.

To what extent electric railways have been developed

in the United States, where, admittedly, they have pros-

pered in a manner unparalleled elsewhere, is shown in a

shoit chapter of statistics given in the annual report for

1897 of the United States Commissioner of Patents. The
first electric street railway in the United States was put

in operation only a little more than ten years ago. In

1880, of the 2,050 road miles of street railway is the coun-

try, nearly all employed animal power. Electric power

had not yet come into use, but a few miles of lines were

operated by steam and by cable. The total number of

persons then employed on American street railways was a

few hundred short of 12,000. Ten years later, in 18*90,

the United States census gave the number of street rail •

way employees as 37.434. and at the close of that year

the total mileage of street railways all over the country

was given as 8.123 track miles, on 5,661 of which horses

were used, while the remaining 2.462 miles were worked
mainly by electric and by cable power. The capital in-

vested in these roads was yYha.e gP oP d.uin rdlurdra

sons were employed en them. In 1894 the total mileage

was 12,527, ci which 7,470 was electric. The capital in-

vested was $648,330,755. of which S423.493.2 19 were in-

vested in electric railways. One hundred and ten thou-

sand persons were employed on street railways in that

year. In 1896 the mileage had increased to 14,470, of

which 12,133 miles were electric. The capital invested

was $784,813,781, and the number of persons employed
was not less than 140.000. The total mileage of electric

railways in the United States up to October of 1897 was
13.765 miles, cut of a total mileage of 15,718, and of these

but 947 miles were horse-car lines. The total capital in-

vested was $846,131,691, and the number of employees
may be safely estimated at not less than 166,000.—From
Cassier's Magazine.

EDUCATIONAL.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA NOTES.
Among the recent non-resident lecturers before the College of

Engineering of the University cf Minnesota arc two well-known

electrical engineers.

On January 24, Mr. J. J. Carty, chief engineer of the New
York Telephone Company, gave a lecture on '"Telephone Dis-

turbances." The sources of the disturbances upon telephone

lines were discussed in an able and intensely interesting man-
ner, with the help of numerous diagrams. Special attention was
given to the problems presented by the increasing use of high

tension, alternating currents for power transmission, and their

effects upon telephone circuits, illustrations being drawn from

experience of telephone lines in Minneapolis and St. Paul, with

the 3.750 volt and the i.?.oco volt three-phase circuits of the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company, and those of the Minneapolis Cen-

tral Electric Company.
On January 26, Mr. Truman Hibbard, general manager of the

Willow River Electric Light and Power Company, of Hudson,
Wis., lectured upon "Hydro-Electric Power Plants." discussing

certain features of three-phase and monocyclic systems for trans-

mission and distribution purposes. Mr. Hibbard gave an inter-

esting account of the power plants under his charge, showing

the great flexibility of electrical apparatus. In two cases the

power plant is reinforced by Coo-volt direct current motors,

driven by generators at other water falls not far distant. In one

case the distant wheel and generator, being controlled from the

principal station. A novel arrangement of secondaries was de-

scribed, showing how a monocyclic generator may be used in

emergency to supply three-phase circuits from the regular trans-

formers.

The electrical engineering museum lias recently been enriched

by a number of pieces of station auxiliary apparatus, secured

from the Minneapolis General Electric Company, showing va-

rious steps in the development of lightning arresters and switch-

board apparatus.

A Heislcr two-phase alternator, recently secured from the

Mankato Electric Light and Gas Company, is being modified for

experimental use, a system of switches being arranged to permit

the easy and rapid changing from 1.000 volts to 100 volts at

will, also enabling the use of both pressures at the same time.

San Paulo, Brazil.—The San Paulo Cas Co. has de-
cided to at once erect an electric light plant for the supply
of current for lighting and power. They have already
entered intJ an agreement to light the new railway sta-

tions in course of erection in San Paulo. The gas com-
pany has decided upon this, because of the strong posi-

tion they occupy in San Paulo with the new concession
for thirty years, and, being in position to raise the capital

without difficulty. The company's consulting engineer
has been instructed to prepare the plans and specifications

and obtain tenders for carrying out the work with the

least possible delay.

The Crehore-Squire Co., of Cleveland, O., has been
incorporated with a capital stock of Si.oco.oco. to con-
duct a telegraph business. The promoters of the new
company will adopt the system invented by Messrs. Cre-
horc and Squire, which, they say, will revolutionize teleg-

raphy. Among the incorporators of the company is

Harrv A. Garfield, eldest son of the late President Gar-
field.'

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL ASS< OATION OF MUNICIPAL
ELECTRICIANS.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Fire and
Police Telegraph Superintendents' Association was held in

Boston on Saturday, Jan. 28, at the offices of the Wire De-
partment. The object of the meeting was to revise and
amend the constitution and by-laws, in accordance with

the resolution passed at the third annual convention, at

Elmira, and to outline the arrangements for the next

annual meeting, which takes place at Wilmington, Del..

September 3-6 : also to suggest topics for papers to be

presented at that meeting.

In order to broaden the field of work in which the asso-

ciation is engaged, it was decided to change the name
from the "International Association of Fire and Police

Telegraph Superintendents" to the "National .Associa-

tion of Municipal Electricians." which title renders eligi-

ble for membership all officials engaged in the electrical

departments of municipalities throughout America, in-

stead of only those engaged in the fire and police tele-

graph departments, as heretofore.

Papers that will be read at the next annual convention

:

"The Laws and Government of the Wire Department
of Boston." by Commissioner Thomas W. Flood.

"Licensing of Employees Engaged in Electrical Work
and the Improvement cf the Quality of Work and Ma-
terial," Captain William Brophy.

"Advisability of Concentrating the Control of all Mu-
nicipal Electrical Interests Under One Head," Morris

W. Mead.
"The Underground Systems, as Applied to the Fire

Alarm Telegraph," S. L. Wheeler.
"Aerial Construction of Fire and Police Telegraph

Lines." W. II. Thompson.
"The Police Signal System of Boston." John Weigel.

"Progress anil Development of the Municipal Elec-

trical Interests of Canada." G. F. MacDonald.
In connection with Ihe next meeting of the association

will be held an exhibition of electrical and machanical ap-

paratus, used in various departments of municipal work.

A large building, well adapted for this purpose, has been

secured, and every facilitv will be afforded manufacturers

to attractively display their goods. Ample power will

be supplied for operative exhibits, and a special commit-
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tee will be appointed by the association to make report

on the exhibits.

The railroads have agreed to make special freight rate

to exhibitors.

After the work of the Executive Committee was com-

pleted, a visit was made to the works of the (lame well

hire Alarm Telegraph Co., at Newton Upper Falls, un-

der the guidance of Mr. \V. E. Decrow, the representative

of the Gamewell Co. in Boston.

Upon returning to the city, the party was conducted

through the magnificent new terminal station by Captain

John Sanborn, the general manager; G. B. Francis, the

resident engineer: Treasurer Coon, and Electrician Cald-

well..

Captain B.S.Flanders, superintendent of fire telegraph,

and Mr. John Weigcl, superintendent police telegraph,

conducted the visitors through their respective depart-

ments, and the party then adjourned to The Hayward,
where a most agreeable surprise, in the form of an elabo-

rate banquet, awaited them.
The following are the names of those who attended the

meeting and subsequent entertainments : William Bro-

] . F. C. Mason, Morris W. Mead, C. W. Price, Walter
Faulkner, B. S. Flanders, F. M. Ferrin, Thomas W.

I lood, John Weigel, H. F. Cottle, W. E. Decrow, S. L.

leeler, Clarence E. Stump, John W. Avdon, W. Y.

Ellett, W. H. Thompson, J. S. Wilson, C. 6. Baker.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.
By courtesy of the Electrical Yehicle Co., the Society's

194th meeting will be held at its station, 1684 Broadway,
en Tuesday, February 14. at 8 p. m.

Mr. G. Herbert Condict, the electrical engineer of the

company, will give an informal talk on the status of the

automobile, and the impending enormous development
in its use.

After Mr. Condict's remarks, the Society will be es-

corted in groups over the building. Each group will lie

in charge of an attendant, who will describe the various

departments visited Ladies will be admitted.

A large attendance is expected and it has been found
absolutely necessary, both for the convenience of the

Electric Vehicle Co., and the success of the general ar-

rangements, not only to know as early as possible the

lumber of intending visitors, but to limit the admission \o

the building strictly to members of the Society and their

friends To this end the co-operation of the members in

the folllowing arrangement is earnestly requested:

Each member proposing to be present will inform the

secretary net later than Saturday, nth, of his intention,

saying- whether or not he will be accompanied by a lads'.

On receipt of this information, a special ticket of admis-
sion will be forwarded to the applicant and except by
uich special ticket no one will be admitted to the build-

ing. Collation.

BUSINESS NEWS.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING JANUARY 31ST, 1899,

$68,145.00.

New York, N. Y., Jan. 31, 1899.—The following ex-
pert s of Electrical Material and Machinery are from the
poit of New York for the week ending this date:

Argentine Republic.

—

Thirty-seven cases electrical ma-
terial, $1,668; 14 cases electrical machinery, 81,238.

Azores.—One case electros, $1.

Africa.—Two packages electrical material, $551.
Antwerp.—Twenty-two packages electrical material,

$1,935; 33 packages electrical machinery. $12,351.
British Possessions in Africa.—Fourteen cases electri-

cal material, $2,^6 ; 26 packages electrical machinery,
$7,674.

British West Indies.—Thirty-two packages electrical

material, $347.
Brazil.—One hundred and eighty-seven packages elec-

trical material, $4,022; 45 packages electrical machinery,

$1,630.

Cuba.—Sixty-seven package; electrical material,

$2,286; 2 cases electrical machinery. $122.
Chili.—Twenty-three packages electrical material,

$1,200; 6 packages electrical material, $132.

Dublin.—Fifty-five eases electrical material, $9,256; 3
ca: es electrical machinery, .$3,432; 2 cases electro plates,

$300.
Central America.—Five cases electrical machineit,

$286.

Glasgow.—One hundred and three packages electrical

machinery, $3,367.
Havre.—Seven packages electrical material, $362; 1

package electros, $25.
Louden.—Forty-two packages of electrical material,

$-'.205; 137 cases electrical machinery, $8,445; 32 ca

electrical machinery, $252.
Liverpool.—One case electrical material, $50.
Naples.—Two cases electrical material. ^2y^,.

( )porto.—Twelve cases electrical material, $538.
Peru.—Sixty cases electrical material, $546.
Southampton.—Thirteen packages electrical material,

$486.
United States of Colombia.—Two cases electrical ma-

chinery, $100.
Ycnezucla.—Two hundred packages electrical mate, i-

al, $725.

NEW INCORPORATK )NS.

Jersey City, N. J.—The J. Jones & Son Co., incorporat-
ed by John Jones. James Jones, Jr., and John R. Everett,

general electric manufacturing and trading; business. Cap-
ital stock. $100,coo.

Hartford, Conn.—The Trumbull Electrical Co. has
been incorporated by VV. S Ingram, 1 I. Trumbull, and J.

11. Trumbull ; electrical appliances. Capital stock, 82,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Columbia Electric Car Lighting
and Brake Co. has been incorporated by Edgar W. Y< u-

mans, Robert B. Upham, and Kenneth K. McLaren; to

manufacture, etc.. gas and electricity and machinery u

therefor. Capital stock-, $2,000.

East ( )range, X. J.—Auto-Electric Co.. has been incor-

porated by Timothy M. Cheeseman, Garrisons, X. Y.:
Nelson Hiss, and Duncan T. McLaren. Capital stock,

$i,ooo,oco.

Newark, X. J.— Economic Light and Power Co., in-

corporated by Horace M. Decker, Richmond (
'. Coven-

try" and Frederick M. Payne; electricians, mechanical en

ginecrs, to manufacture electricity for light and powc ,

Capita! stock, $100,000.
Newark, X. J.

—

Middlesex Electric Co., incorporated
by Manning Freeman, John ).l. Connor, Herbeit C.Rich-
ardson, Willaid S. Muchmore, and Frederick G. Agens,
Jr., to manufacture electricity. Capital stock. $100,000.
Weymouth, Iowa.—Weymouth Meter Rower Co., in-

corporated with a capital stick of $30,000; water and
electric 1 ower.
New York, X. Y.—The Massena Electric Light arid

Power Co., incorporated by Thomas !l. Gillespie, R. A
I hnslGii, and s. Capital stock, $10,000.
Waterloo, Iowa.—Citizens' Meat, Light and Po

Co., incorporated by G. W. Dawscn, J. I). Easton, G.
E. Lichty and others. Capital ^;< oo.oco.

Franklin; Ky.—The Franklin Electric Lighl Co., in-

corporated by Benjamin F. Gardner, W. II. [sbell, and J.

\

:
.. Potter: for the erection of an electric light plant. Cap-

ital stock. $15,000.

Ri me
i ted in

1 lant.

POSSIBLE [NSTALLATK >XS.

Ga.— D. Ik Flamilton, Jr., and others rue inter-

the proposed construction <: an electric light
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Lafayette, Ala.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning- construction of electric light plant.

Springfield, Tenn.—H. E. Butcher has commenced
work on the erection of his new electric light plant, which

will be in operation by Mav I.

FLASHES.
Red Bluff, Cal.—The Tehama Electric Co., plant de-

stroyed by fire at a loss of $20,000 or $30,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Little Valley, N. Y.—The Little Valley Telephone Co.,

has been incorporated by S. W. Bedicnt, S. S. Bedient,

F. G. Barnes, W. C. Parker, H. J. Crissey, and M. J.

Rich ; to operate a telephone system in Cattaraugus Co.

Capital stock, $500.
Benton Harbor, Mich.—The Twin City Telephone Co ,

has increased its capital stock from $25,000 to $50,000.

Boynton, Fla.—The Florida, East Coast Telephone

Co., incorporated by Maj. N. S. Boynton, President; G.

M. King, vice-president; P. M. Loud, Jr., secretary, and

M. B. Lyman, treasurer; for the construction of a tele-

phone system. Capital stock, $io,oco.

Winchester, Ky.—The Winchester, Ford & Richmond
Telephone Co., incorporated by S. T. Prcwitt, David

Prewitt and D. L. Pendleton; to construct a telephone

system from Winchester to Richmond. Capital stock.

$600.

Red Sulphur Springs. W. Va.—The Red Sulphur

Springs, Peterstown and Union Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by W. H. Ballard. C. M. Spangler, J. E.

Hansberger, R. F. Fleishman, and J. A. Meadows. Cap-
ital stock, $5,000.

Cameron, Mo.—The Cameron Telephone Co.. has

been incoporated by E. C. Baker, S. D. Thompson,

J. A. Livingston, C. F. Thompson, J. M. Thompson, and
M. T. Baker. Capital stock, $10,000.

Trenton, Mo.—Trenton Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by P. W. Bain. W. W. Bain. C. J. Bain. J. B.

Wright. A. U. Spickhard. Ik C. Nichols and E. M. Har-
ber Capital stock. $8,000.

New York, N. Y.—The Fahnestock Transmitter Co.,

has been incorporated by G. O. Robbins, E. B. Fahne-

stock, N. Chase, J. E. Cheeseman, and W. S. Logan ;

electrical transmitters. Capital stock, $100,000.
STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Pottsville, Pa.—The Schuylkill Electric Railway sys-

tem is to be extended. .

New York, N. Y.—The Massena Electric Street Rail-
way Co., incorporated by Thomas H.Gillespie and others.

Capital stock, $100,000.
Detroit, Mich.—Grand Rapids & Kalamazoo Railway

Co., incorporated by \V. W. llannan, James Gamble, C.
W. Taylor/and Arthur D. Prosser ; electric railway. Cap-
ital stock, $100,000.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Chicago, 111.—The Chicago Electric Traction Co. has

filed a mortgage for $500,000.
Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Fort Wayne Electric Corpora-

tion; petition filed asking that company be declared
bankrupt.
New York, N. Y.—The Electrical Company of Amer-

ica has absorbed the Jamaica Electric Light and Power
Co. The capital stock of the Jamaica Co. is $1,500,000.

WESTON
STANDARD

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
for Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits,

The only standard porfoMr l»«tm-

in< nt of the lyp<* dc»rt>lng

tl.lt nnntr.

Write for Circulars piid Price Lists
8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STTOET, NEWARK, N. J.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
I£. M. 1«\. 2.43. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOLK AOICINTi^.

75c. "VOL CAN" STYLOGRAPHIG PEN. a dva

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents :63,131 and 211,534.

Send for our Neiv Catalogue and Discounts.
AGENTS WANTED. J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York.
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LIGHT! XG.

Generators in the Fowler Bros. Electric Light PlaDt, at Cienfuf goe, Cuba.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN CUBA.

The influence of American capital on Cuban territory

lias already been felt to such an extent that several large

electrical enterprises are approaching a happy completion.
The main roads or turnpikes of Cuba during stormy
weather become almost impassable. The various coast

cities in Cuba are lit in the most primitive manner at

night. The telegraph and telephone systems have re-

ceived little or no attention, and. in fact, it may be said

that even in their modes of life the present occupants of

Cuba belong to an era that with us has long since been
outlived.

The Spanish greed for gold made it almost impossible
for foreigners, even Americans, to start a new enterprise
in Cuba without paying a large bonanza to the Cuban au-
thorities. In consequence of this rapacity one of the
richest and most beautiful countries in the world, full of
mineral wealth and capable of great commercial develop-
ment lay idle and untouched for several centuries. Many

sugar planters and some few other manufacturers im-

pressed with the spirit of improvement imported some
electric light machinery, using the current for lighting

and on some few occasions for power purposes.
A characteristic group is shown in the illustration, in-

cluding several who constituted the engineers of the body,
taken under the burning sun of the tropics. The plan,

that has been erected there, which might have been better
called the Cuban Electric Light ami Tower Co., on ac-

count of the difficulty in pronouncing its name, consists

of two alternators and one multipolar generator built by
the General Electric Co. The power from this plant will

be conducted along poles to the city and to some adjacent
plantation. One of the largest plantations using current
from this source is that of Fowler Brothers, chief stock-
holders.

It is proposed to extend the line, if possible, and run a

trolley system through several small villages on the out-
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skirts of Cienfuegos, near which the plant has been in-

stalled. During the late war the building of this power
house was interfered with although plans had been drawn
up and preparations made. Fowler Brothers, two college

men, brought up in the United States, have employed the
best skill in the neighborhood afforded. Mr. O. P.

Loomis, the well-known electrical engineer, at one time
connected with the Eureka Electric Co., drew up the
plans and specifications, which have been followed out in

detail by the contractors.

During the rainy season the terrific electrical dis-

charges cause so much damage that it was deemed neces-
sary to employ the very best of lightning arresters and
lightning rods. Should traffic along the road improve
the trolley line will be erected and a generator installed

to supply power. The slow going teams are a much
greater source of expense, considering both time and
labor, than an electric car. There is a possibility also that

called "physiological light," which possesses some curi-
ous properties. "A spectro-photometric analysis of the
light proceeding from the Pyrophorus, taking the wave
lengths for abscissae and the intensities of the luminous
rays for ordinates, shows that the area between the axis of
the wave length and the curve is in the light from this in-

sect, almost wholly occupied by green and yellow rays'.

As far as the wave length is concerned, it is precisely the
same which affords the maximum of clearness in the solar
spectrum. The light of the Pyrophorus can be esti-

mated. It would take from thirty-seven to thirty-eight of
them, all liuiinous at once, to light up an apartment with
the same intensity as a candle." An authority remarks
as follows : "The quantity of heat generated by the photo-
genic organ is infinitesimal, and the most sensitive in-

struments fail to show any electrical phenomena what-
soever, accompanying the production of light. In addi-
tion, it may be stated, that in contrast with artificial light,

Employees of the Cienfuegos (Cuba) Electric Light Plant.

the employment of this method of traction will help to

civilize and increase the number of city and suburban
residents.

ARTIFICIAL DAY LIGHT BY HIGH AND LOW
FREQUENCY CURRENTS.

Simple Geissler tube experiments produce radiant en-

ergy in a limited quantity. The step forward is the use of

vacuum tubes in which light may be produced in suffi-

cient quantities to be commercially applied. The high
pressures and high frequencies now in vogue have greatly

modified the apparent risk and danger connected with the

development of light by this method. It is reasonable to

suppose that vacuum tube lighting will become as univer-

sal in the course of time as incandescent or arc lighting is

at present. While this light may be called "artificial day
light" it is not more so than any of the other forms of

light with which we are familiar. Nature has produced
and is producing a form of radiant energy, which may be

in which 98 per cent, of the energy is employed otherwise

than in producing illuminating rays, "physiological light"

employs effectively <;«S per cent, of energy with only 2

per cent, loss." The lack of similarity between methods
of producing light, comparing nature and ourselves, is

so striking that we are led to believe and hope for pro-

gress in more ideal systems of vacuum tube light lighting

Nikola Tesla, MacFarlane Moore, J. H. J. Haines have
made considerable progress in this interesting field of

work. As far as the first is concerned, the combinations
effected with self induction and capacity are the means
of producing high frequency currents, which offer a pos-

sible solution to the vacuum tube problem. On the other

hand, the breaking of a circuit automatically, the self

induction of which creates a glow within a tube, repre-

sents the special field occupied by Moore. But the third

system, employed by Haines, is one in which the ordinary

alternating current is employed, and produces its light in

vacuum tubes without the aid of any special contrivances
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that one would be led to expect. As far as the theory

of vacuum tuhc lighting- goes, it is presumed that high

pressure and high frequency are essential if white light

is to be produced. Consequently the efforts of experi-

menters have been directed towards the solution of this

problem along these lines. It does not necessarily follow

that because electric lighting is being done at present that

therefore, an electro-magnetic means may be employed
whereby waves of small length aroused in the ether will

give the sensation of light. In the illustrations, various
methods of producing light and high pressures are shown,
including those adopted by Tesla. Prof. Raphael Du I'.ois,

professor of general and comparative physiology in the
faculty of sciences at Lyons, speaking of the Pyrophorus

Manner of Operating: an Induction Coil, Phenomenon of Impedance in an
Incandescent Lamp.

Lamp with One
Filament, One Inside

and One Outside Con-
denser Coating, and
Auxiliary Bating,

Lamp Kept at Incandes
Lamp with One Filament, One Inside and One Outsidf cence across a Thick Copper

'' Condenser Coating, Bar—Showing Nodes.

Ideal Method of Lighting a Room.—Tubes Devoid of Any Electrodes
Rendeked Ui.iu.iant in an Alternating Electrostatic Field.

a purely electrical means of illumination will be finally

adopted. Neither should we believe that because the
Pyrophorus by some chemico-physiological process gives
issue to light that of a certainty this plan is the only de-
sirable one. Artificial day light emanating from tubes
or fropi a device exposed to the influence of an alternat-

ing electro magnetic stress fulfills the theory of Maxwell
that light itself is an electro-magnetic phenomenon.

in his experiment states : "Was 1 not right when I said,

in the first place, that this 'physiological light' ought

by its composition to serve as a type for the artificial light

of the future, and have not the recent applications of zir-

conium to illumination already partly shown the accur-

acy of my prediction? Up to 1886. when 1 published my
first researches nothing was thought of but the perfect-

ing of the illuminating apparatus then in use. I believe
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that I opened a new and promising Held for future pro-

gress by showing the inferiority of these means, when
compared with those of nature, and by placing the ques-

tion upon the ground of producing illumination by a new
method."

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE.

STRAY CURRENTS.
ELECTRICAL COLLECTORS.

On January 21 W. A. Eddy, of Bayonne, X. J., sent

up an electrical collector to a great height by means of

four kites, each 7 feet in height. The collector had four

shaft, and will drive an underground hauling engine arid
also a pump, respectively 040 and yoo m. distant, while
eventually other plant, especially a large fan, will be
driven by the current.—Ex.

POWER TRANSMISSIBLE.
Electric power has been transmitted 108 miles with 70

per cent, of efficiency. Much more is possible, and Pro-
fessor George Forbes, speaking in London the other
day. expressed the opinion that the power of the Victoria
Falls on the Zambesi might be economically carried 500
miles i'Dr the development of mining in Rhodesia. He
had considered plans in Xew Zealand and India for
transmitting power 250 miles, miners in some cases being

-—Lamp with

Sinc -e Block of Re-

frac.orv Matemal

6-inch cardboard points covered with tin foil. Thin bare

copper wire ran down the kite cord and into Eddy's

house. The sparks which were obtained were much
smaller than Eddy had expected from a collector raised

to such an elevation.—Ex.
THE FRENCH WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY.
The Westinghouse Electrical & Manufacturing Co.

has just received word that the newly organized French
Westinghouse Co. has obtained the contract for the

equipment of the Paris Metropolitan Railway with the

underground trolley. Several German and American
concerns were competitors for the contract. The ap-

paratus will be made at the company's works at Havre.

—

Ex.
THE ELECTRIC ARC.

The lighting up of the electric arc is net instantaneous.

prepared to pay 500 dols. and even 900 dols. per annum
for each horse power. Many other industries might be
benefitted by tapping distant sources of power, such as
irrigation in Egypt, and he has found that the electric

lighting of Cairo could be done cheaper by power gener-
ated 400 miles away, at the First Cataract, than by steam
engines in that city. In all cases the serious outlay is for

copper.—Ex.
ACTION OF ELECTRICITY UPON PLANTS.
The fascinating subject of the action of electricity on

plants attracted De Candolle as long ago as 1806,' and
recent electricians and botanists have given it much at-

tention. Results have been variable. In experiments
since 1886. Dr. E. II. Cook reports that constant and in-

termittent currents of high and low tension have had the
general effect of increasing the development of seeds

Con, Arranged for Powerful Brush Effects. -

St ELiio's Hot Fire.

It begins at the positive carbon about one thousandth of

a second before it starts at the negative carbon. The
lighted areas then travel until they meet one another, un-

less the distance between the carbons is less than

half an inch. In that case the light from the positive,

which travels at the rate of 500 inches per second, gets

across before that from the negative pole starts. The
light from the negative pole goes 300 miles per second.

—

Ex.
ELECTRIC POWER AT A FRENCH COLLIERY.
At the January meeting of the Saint-Etienne Section of

the Societe de 1 Industrie Minerale, M. Desvignes, In-

genieur-Directeur of the Mine du Cros, gave some par-
ticulars of the electric plant put up at that colliery. The
triphase current, adopted on account of the slighter giv-
ing out of sparks, as regards possible fire damp disen-

gagements, is generated at the mouth of the Camille

—Coil Fori Producing Very Hutu
.Oirmrirrca of Pot::xtl\l.

from 10 to 20 per cent., but that plant growth after germ-
ination has seemed to be little affected by low tension cur-

rents. Wih an electro-motive force of 25 to 40,000 volts,

the increase in growth has been considerable and rapid.

On a large scale various experimenters have tried sink-

ing in their gardens plates of copper and zinc, and plates

connected with a battery, but the most remarkable re-

sults seem to have been achieved with the "Geomag-
netifere," from atmospheric electricity. This apparatus
is simply a lightning conductor set up in the middle of
the field and connected below with a series of cross wires
running under the soil near the roots of the plants. In
France such a conductor 2j ft. high was found to exert an
influence over a radius of more than 20 yards, and a plo:

of ground within the area yielded 53 kilograms oi pota-
toes against 35 kilograms from an exactly similar plot

outside.
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TRACTION" AX I) WEIGHT.
. Some of our street railway companies have been experi-

encing considerable difficulty of late due to the fact that

the tractive power of the car and weight have not been

duly proportioned. The problem of traction, particularly

that of electrical traction, is one involving three elements,

which, unless properly considered, will bring about dis-

couraging results in the system.

These three are, the weight and power of the car and
the width of the track. The grip the wheels make upon
the track depends largely upon its size and shape, the

amount of friction between them, upon the weight of the

car. body and truck. In wet or slippery weather a phe-
nomenon occurs which is frequently noticed at steam
railway termini, that is to say, the slipping of the wheels
on the track.

In order to make rapid headway, in fact, in order to

arrive in time the motormen are obliged to run at full

speed almost all the time. The quick starting; of the car
is absolutely necessary, but the difficulty of doing this is

perfectly obvious to those travelling on electric cars in

stormy weather when snow or sleet covers the track. To
obviate this difficulty it would not be wise to add weight

to the cars themselves but the use of broader rails and

wider car rails would certainly increase the pull within a

given time from 20 to 50 per cent. The great problem

that presents itself to the Manhattan Elevated Railroad is

that of gaining sufficient acceleration to gain time

between stations. Of course reference is made entirely

to the use of electricity, which seems in some way to re-

quite careful consideration before being applied when this

object is kept in view.

Acceleration tests show that the watt consumption at

the start and for about ten or fifteen seconds is enormous
in comparison with the equivalent in foot pounds ab-

sorbed by a locomotive. This discrepancy is one
w Inch may be investigated from the standpoints of steam
expansion and current consumption.

If a ten-horse power locomotive, for instance, would ac-

celerate a train of cars to a given speed within a time

given, it appears as though a fifteen or twenty-horse

power motor would be required to produce the same ac-

celeration over the same road in the same time. Elevated

roads or steam roads that stop at way stations within a

short distance within each other consequently might be
at a disadvantage with a motor of the same horse power
as their locomotive although it is quite clearly under-
stood that heavy as well as light electric railroading is a

greater success, considering the time of experiment, than
even that of steam.
A steam locomotive possesses about 14 per cent, effi-

ciency. By producing power in a station at about 14 per
cent, efficiency and utilizing it in the motor at from 5 to S
per cent, efficiencv the advantage of using electric power
is quite obvious. The total consumption of the elevated

roads in this city would be greatly reduced if such fuel

were burned in one large station. But it must be re-

membered that in the operation of steam or electric roads
the expense of fuel is a small one in comparison with
other items, the most important of which in the eyes of

the general public is that of quick transit and short stops.

In this sense the engineering art is moulded to suit the
decree of the general public whose matter of fact demands
in large cities have made inmpossibilities possible. The
municipal restrictions in Xew York do not allow of the
erection of overhead lines of any description. The
closed conduit system was not in a state of development
that admitted of application, and the open conduit system,
which had been "tabooed"' by engineers as full of most
serious difficulties by pure force of circumstances reached
the front rank, has been installed, is a money maker and
is successfully operated.
The Metropolitan Traction Company of this city, will

have a perfect monopoly of the trade if their cars will

travel through storms. Certain deficiencies in the open
conduit system are not due to difficulties in construction
but depend largely upon climatic conditions and upon the
common sense of the man at the controller. During the
last blizzard the man at the T rails within the conduit
became coated with ice. The conduit itself was rilled with
snow and the sewer connections that drain the conduit
were perfectly useless.

At least two days elapsed before the roads could be
operated, which meant a loss to the Metropolitan Trac-
tion Company of possibly $50000. This will be lost mon
than once if during storms they cease running, but we
believe that part of this money spent for the opinion of an
able engineer might pay an everlasting dividend to stock-
holders and save not only the expense incurred by the
stoppage but the criticism which some of the daily papers
feel forced to make.

The Electrozone Commercial Co.. of Philadelphia, will, it is

stated, erect a plant at Atlantic City with a capacity of 10,000
gallons a day.
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PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.

THE COST OF MANUFACTURE OF CALCIC CARBIDE.
(Extract from Cantor Lecture, by Prof. Vivian B Lewes.)

In the manufacture of calcic carbide in the electric furnace

lime and hard metallurgical coke of the highest possible degree

of purity arc employed. A good working mixture of these ma-

terials may be taken as being 100 parts by weight of lime with 68

parts by weight of carbonaceous material; and about 1.8 pound
cf this is used tip for each pound of carbide produced. It must

not be forgotten in computing the cost of carbide that lime of

sufficient purity for the purpose is not only costly, but difficult

to obtain in large quantities.

It is found that as the ingot of calcic carbide is formed in the

furnace, although the ingot itself consists of pure crystalline

calcic carbide, it is nearly always surrounded by a crust in which

the carbide contains a certain proportion of imperfectly con-

verted constituents. This gives a lower yield of acetylene than

the carbide itself; and in breaking up and sending out the car-

bide for commercial work, packed in air-tight drums, the worst

of the crust is, as far as possible, picked out and rejected. It is

perhaps misleading to state the amount made per electric horse-

power, as a certain amount of loss is, of necessity,, entailed dur-

ing the breaking and packing. For instance, in practical work-

ing, I have found that whilst the furnace return was 0.504 pound
per kilowatt-hour, this amount has been brought down to 0.406

pound per kilowatt-hour when the material has been broken up,

sorted, and packed in air-tight drums. It will be sufficient for

practical purposes to state that the cost of the material, labor,

and wear and tear of plant, independent of the power used in the

electric furnace, but inclusive of packing, for making a ton of

packed carbide will amount to from £3 to £4. according to local-

ity, which, of course, entirely governs the cost of the material

used; whilst the cost of the electrical horse-power necessary for

the conversion of the material will entirely depend on whether

it is obtained from steam, gas engines, or water power, the latter,

where obtainable, being the cheapest, and in this country costing

nearly £4 per electrical horse-power per year.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE ELECTRIC MO-
TOR TO PRINTING PRESS MACHINERY.

(Read before the Electrical Section of the Franklin Institute.
-

)

During the past five years the electric transmission of power

has made most rapid strides. Aside from long distance trans-

mission and railroad work, we can safely say that the individual

motor application to machinery stands in the first ranks.

There are no statistics giving the aggregate horse-power now-

used for this purpose, yet it is safe to assert that no one branch

of machinery can show the results in power saved, improved

product and increased output from the application of the electric

motor as printing machinery.

The printer demands that all the good features of the belt

drive as to power and convenience of handling be retained when
the individual electric motor is substituted for belt power.

That nothing be sacrificed in economy of operation and com-
pleteness of outfit, it is necessary that care be exercised in the

selection of the type of motor, method of control and attach-

ment.

If this is to be done, the first step consists in becoming fa-

miliar with printing press work, studying closely the mechan-

ical features of the press to be equipped; then, and not until then,

are we ready to take up the electrical end.

Of the series, shunt and compound motors, the latter gives

the most satisfactory results.

Belted, geared and direct connected motors can be used,

though only geared and direct are distinctly advantageous over

belting from main line shafting. The selection as to which is

better must be decided in each individual case. Control of press

must be positive as to handling under all conditions and pro-

viding a suitable range of speed. Where possible, arrange

presses to operate at a uniform rate of speed, doing away with

the demand for wide extremes, which arc rarely used.

Of the various methods of control for direct motors, a com-
bination of armature and field control is best. Armature con-
trol with carefully proportioned gearing, in sizes up to 5 horse-

power, is a dangerous rival of direct motors. All individual

motors should be so attached to frame of press as to be practi-

cally part of it; separate motor foundations are a failure. Geared
motors should be supplied with rawhide pinions having brass

sleeves and sides, always using single reduction. Ratios of 10 to

1 arc permissible where press speed is not over 120 R. P. M.; 5

and 3 to 1 where speed is 175 R. P. M., and upwards.

Direct motors should be used where noise is an objection, as

well as on all large presses, especially for newspaper work.

Each equipment should be provided with an automatic circuit-

breaker, one that will protect press while looking after the
motor. This is an absolute necessity if we obtain all the advant-

ages of the individual drive.

Cost of direct versus geared press equipment, for new presses,

is 25 to a 1-3 per cent, more for the former. Where old belted

presses are to be changed with conditions equal, the cost is about
the same; the gearing with fixtures amounting to difference in

cost between motors. This applies to 5 horse-power motors and
larger; smaller sizes may cost very much more, sometimes
double.

General advantages secured by substituting individual electric

drive for belting are economy of power, positive speed applied

direct to main driving shaft of press, ability to locate press with-
out reference to main line of shafting, freedom from dust and

dirt, higher grade work and increased output, which should

amount to 15 per cent, without extra wear on machinery. This

will easily pay for the electric equipment within three to five

years.

As a reliable method of power application, the electric motor

is without an equal, for when properly designed as to its work,

supplemented with substantial attachment, the repairs are prac-

tically nil.

With fiat bed presses, printing 32 pages ibmo. per impression,

an average product can be secured, including all allowance for

"make ready" and handling paper, of 21.000 pages per kilowatt-

hour, with price 5 cents per kilowatt hour, 4.200 pages can be

printed for 1 cent.

Wet presses doing same class, size and grade of book work,

will print, cut and fold 91.000 pages per kilowatt-hour, taking

same price. 18,000 pages are printed for 1 cent. A comparison

shows a balance of 4]/2 times in favor of the wet presses.

When large number of presses are in use, a safe ratio of 5'/2 to

1 can be as horsepower in motors to horse-power in generators

installed.

TELEPHONIC.

TELEPHONE INVESTIGATION.

Assemblyman Frederick Schmid, of Kings County,

introduced a resolution in the New York State Assembly,

that a committee of seven members of the Assembly be ap-

pointed bv the Speaker to examine into and ascertain the

receipts and expenditures of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany and the amount of capital invested and dividends

paid for the period of the existence of the company so as

to enable the Legislature to judge what would be proper

and reasonable rates for telephone charges by the com-

pany. It was referred to the Ways and Means Commit-

tee.

In a voltaic cell there is about one and one-twentieth

ounce of zinc consumed for every ounce of copper depos-

ited. Copper melts more easily than gold, less easily than

silver. The melting point of copper is about 2,450 de-

crees Fahrenheit.
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METROPOLITAN REALTY BUILDING,

214, 216, 218 William St. and 18-20 Rose St.
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THE METROPOLITAN

REALTY BUILDING,
a cut of which appears in th : s number, was erected

for the special accommodation of manufacturers. It

was built strong enough to carry, with perfect safety,

1, Tons on Each Floor

.

of the building. It has every needed appliance for

economical work, and the situation is such as to render

it easily accessible from any part of Grea'er New
York. It is

Heated by Steam and

Run by Electricity.__

POWER IS FURNISHED DAY AND NIGHT.

THE FOLLOWING COMPiNIES AND FIRMS ARE GIRRYIX) ON BJSHESS IN THE BUILDHG:

American Machinist,

Blumenberg Press,

Borough of Manhattan Electric Co.,

L. H. Cornish, Bindery.

Frederic Ecaubert, Machinist,

Edwin Flower, Electrotyper,

Galvanotype Engraving Co.,

Gardiner Binding & Mailing Co.,

Eugene C Lewis, Book-binder,

J. E. Linde Paper Co.,

P. F. McBreen, Printer,

Manufacturers & Publishers' Printing Co
,

Newton Copper Type Co
,

Pictorial Weeklies,

H. A. Rost Printing Co.

Scott Printing Co.

For space in the building apply to

RULAND & WHITING,
Temple Court, 5 Beekman Street, N. Y
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ELECTRO STATICS.

LIGHTNING DISCHARGES.
According to Tesla, the frequency and pressure of a

discharge alter in every respect the familiar relations

existing between current, electro-motive force and re

represent for one second an outburst exceeding five mil-
lion horse power.

THE MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT.

GALVAN( >METER MEASUREMENTS.

sistance. A lightning discharge represents a succession
of alternations or oscillations of high frequency and
enormous potential. It is almost impossible to estimate
the force of a lightning discharge in horse power. It is

well-known that at least ten thousand volts is required
to jump an air space of less than one quarter of an inch.
W hatever law governs the relations of pressure and dis-
tance there is but little known except the fact that fre-

The amateur experimenter is apt to find that galva-

nometer measurements try the patience more severely

thanany other test of common laboratory experience. The
lime taken up in preparing a galvanometer for experi-

mental purposes is sometimes sufficiently long to make
a test painful to contemplate. A radical cure for many of

the defects of galvanometer work may be found in the

construction of the fibre. The accuracv of the test and

Connections of Galvanometer to Shunt and Key.

miencv will increase or diminish it according to the
medium through which the discharge passes. A light-

ning discharge a mile long on the basis of ten thousand
volts per foot would require a potential difference of ten

thousand times five thousand two hundred and eight;

volts, or a total of 52,800,000. The current according to

German scientists would melt a large iron nail in less than
a second. About one thousand amperes is required for

this. Consequently, a single lightning discharge may

the satisfaction accruing from the same depends entirely

upon the reliability which may be placed in he fibre sup-

porting the mirror. The writer made a series of test-

with a variety of fibres, such as .1 single thread of unspun
silk, a fibre of glass and finally a fibre of quartz. The
fibre of silk alter being moistened and allowed to twist

and untwist itself while supporting a. weight after twenty-

tour hours was still unsatisfactory. The glass fibre was
so rigid for delicate tests a- to prove thoroughly unsati-
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factory. On the other hand a fibre of spun quartz for

galvanometer or electrometer work cannot be equalled

by any known supporting device of so fine a nature. To
prepare a quartz fibre, a swinging; arm of wood operated

by a trigger and describing an arc of four foot radius with

a clamp at one end-is required. The clamp holds a quart;,

pebble against another quartz pebble, held by a similar

clamp fastened to an immovable board -to which the

swinging arm is hinged. An arc lamp melts the quart:',

pebbles and when the proper point of fusion has been

reached the trigger is pulled. A fine filament results,

which for galvanometric purposes, is without question

unmatched for reliability.

sociated with L. G. Tillotson & Co., on Dey street. About
twenty years ago he became associated with Charles Mc-
Laughlin as J. H. Bunnell & Co. at 76 Cortland street,

and the firm has been continued ever since. Mr. Bun-
nell was a member of many of the associations and or-
ganizations connected with his line of business and with
others having to do with the war. Mr. Bunnell's death
will not interfere with the business, which will be carried
on as usual under the title of J. H. Bunnell & Co.

OBITUARY..

JESSE H. BUNNELL.
Jesse H. Bunnell, of the firm of J. H. Bunnell & Com-

pany, of Manhattan, manufacurers of electrical supplies.

died February 8th, of heart failure. Mr. Bunnell was 57
years old, and leaves a widow and four children. The

ELECTROLYSIS.

ELECTRICITY IN THE SEPARATION OF
METALS.

What has been accomplished by the use of electricity in

separating the metals on a large scale can be seen from
the following data: In 1897 one-third of the entire cop-
per produced (137.000,000 kilograms) was obtained elec-
trolytically. The larger part of the gold and silver were
obtained in the same way. Sodium is produced entirely
by electrolysis (260,000 kilograms in 1897), and the in-

Jesse H Bunnell.

funeral was held at St. John's Episcopal Church, Seventh

avenue, Brooklyn, February 10th.

As an old time telegrapher, says the "Brooklyn Daily

Eagle," Mr. Bunnell was known either personally or by
reputation, in all the telegraph offices in the United
States. When the war broke out he was one of the first

to enter the service of the United States in the Military

Telegraph service.

Mr. Bunnell was born in Massillon, O., in 1843. l'a

1854 he entered the telegraph office in Massillon as a

messenger and there learned to operate. From 1850 un-
til 1861 he was employed as operator at various places.

From April, 1861, to August, 1864, he was with the

Army of the Potomac at the headquarters of McClellan
and Burnside, and with the Army of the Cumberland,
with Rosecrans. Thomas and Sherman.

After the war Mr. Bunnell was for a time a member of

the firm of Patrick. Bunnell & Co., of Philadelphia

Later he came to New York and for a short time was as-

crease in the aluminum produced, from 9,500 kilograms

in 1888 to 321,000 kilograms in 1894, is to be referred to

the same cause. This aluminum can now be used for the

preparation of other metals which were difficult to obtain.

At the last meeting of the Electro-Chemical Society, in

Leipsic. almost chemically pure chromium was prepared

by suitably ignitinga mixture of aluminum and chromium
oxide. In the same manner manganese, titanium, tung-

sten, vanadium, cerium, etc.. were found. This opens up
a field in the metal alloys which will, perhaps, be of tech-

nical importance.—Science.

Some of the principal carbon interests in the United
States will shortly be consolidated in a new organization.

to be knewn a? the National Carbon Co., with a capitali-

zation of tii 0,000,000.—Fx.

It is believed that the exports of American electrical

machinery for 1898 will exceed $2,000,000.
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ELECTRIC NOVELTIES.

"MATCHLESS" ELECTRIC LIGHTER.
If an estimate were made of the expense caused by the

Uncle Sam each year. The "Matchless" electric lighter,

costing about one cent a month, obviates*all these diffi-

culties. It is shown in the illustrations with connection
tor battery or electric litrht circuits. A few drv cells and

Matchless Electric Lighter to be Fastenel to Wall.

ruthless and careless scratching- of furniture, walls and a spark coil are all that is required, consequently, the
woodwork, by smokers and servant girls, it would prob- '"Matchless" electric lighter cannot getoul of order unless
ably rise to enormous figures. Trains, hotels and apart- it is abused. By removing the top piece the spark coil,

Diagram of Connections for Matchless Electric Lighter, Either for Battoiies or Lighting Circuits.

merit houses suffer the most. In addition to this the ris!<
of fire due to the dropping of lighted matches has in-
creased within the last few years to such an extent that
if this deed were considered' a misdemeanor, punishable
by a fine, millions of dollars would roll into the till of

•it the instant of breaking contact with two spring clips
creates a flash and ignites the lighter which is as service-
able as a match and for a much longer period. Mr.
Howard Gould's steam yacht "Niagara" has been sup-
plied with thirty-eight of the"Matchless" electric liphters.
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In marine service they have become popular and the

United States Navy has them under consideration for

her coast defenders. The professional smoker, the

cigarette "fiend," who is always without a-. match, and

the house maid, when once accustonred to the "Match-
less" electric lighter will regard it as an absolute neces-

sity. They are manufactured by Stanley & Patterson,

geneial electrical equipment and supply dealers, 32-34
Frankfort St., New York City.

CONVENTIONS. MEETINGS OF THE AMER-
ICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

AND THE STREET RAILWAY
ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

The Eighteenth Annual Meeting of the American

Street Raiiwav Association, and the Third Annual Meet-

heated
; the light during the hours of the dav leaving

nothing to be desired. All the exhibits will be on the
same lloor, and there will be little choice as to location.
All electric power necessary will be furnished. The hall
is within three hundred feet of the steam railroad tracks,
and a special siding will be laid to the rear door of the
hall, so as to bring the heavy exhibits direct to the hall.
The following subjects were selected, upon which pa-

pers are to be read at the meeting: "Maintenance of
Car Equipment;" "The Modern Street Raiiwav Shop;
Its Design

N
Machinery and Shop Practice ;"'

"Train
Service, and Its Practical Application ;" "Investment in
Street Railways; How Can They Be Made Secure and
Remunerative?" "Construction and Maintenance of
Railway Track." The Headquarters of the Association
will be at the Auditorium Hotel and Auditorium Annex

Pedestal S'yle of Matchless Electric Lighter.

ing of the Street Railway Accountants' Association of

America will be held in Chicago, 111., October 17, 18, 19
and 20, 1899, at "Tattersall's," State and Sixteenth
Streets.

President, Charles S. Sargent, of Boston ; Secretarv
and Treasurer. T. C. Penington, of Chicago ; Walton H.
Holmes, of Kansas City ; Albion E. Lang, of Toledo

;

George A. Yuille, of Chicago ; Frank G. Jones, of Mem-
phis ; John I. Beggs, of Milwaukee, and Ira A. McCor-
mack, of New York, members of the Executive Commit-
tee of the American Street Railway Association, met in

Chicago, February 6th and 7th, and completed all the
preliminary arrangements for the convention. The hall

is well suited to the purposes of the exhibit, having a clear

floor space, without columns, of 50,000 square feet. The
banquet will be given on the night of the Inst day of the

convention, at which the installation of the newly elected

officers will take place. The hall will be well lighted and

ELECTRIC RA WAYS.

(OLD CARS IN THE BRONX.
The cold storage system of car heating employed bv

the Union Railway Company, says the "N. Y. Times,"

proved an unqualified success in keeping the temperature

in the company's cars several degrees below that out

of doors. On some of the cars coming in from Mount
Vernon and other points in the early morning it is said

that the passengers were obliged to go put on the plat-

forms to get warm. In line with, this, one wideawake

patron of the road called up the company on the tele-

phone during the day and suggested that they call in the.

closed cars and send out open ones. so. that the passen-

gers might enjoy the comparative warmth of out-doors

without having to ride on the platforms.

A delegation of angry Bronx citizens, with blue noses

and with icicles dangling from beards and mustaches,
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called at the office of the local Board of Improvements of

the Borough of Bronx, to complain against the Union

Company's refrigerator cars. The spokesman of the dele-

gation, as an introduction to his remarks, exhibited an

tar which he declared had been frozen in one of the com

pany's cars.

"1 looked at a thermometer on the street corner be-

fore boarding the car," he said, "and it registered 4 de-

grees above zero. When I got aboard the car I consult-

ed a small thermometer which I always carry in my
pocket, and, you may believe it or not, but the mercury

was making a frantic effort to climb out through the

bottom of the bulb. When the conductor asked me for

my fare he just had to break off his breath in order to

articulate. Why, when I finally left the car and got in

the open air the change in temperature so wilted me that

I went into a corner saloon and got the bartender to turn

on an electric fan so that I could cool off."

We would advise prospective Klondikers to spend

a short time on the above line before embarking for the

frozen North, in order to inure themselves to the icy

blasts which abound in the northern El Dorado.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN. TOTAL AMOUNT
OP ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK

ENDING, FEB. 7, 1899, $78,522.00.

New York, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of Electrical Materials, etc., are from the port of

New York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—54 cases electrical material, $2,235.

Alexandria.—3 packages electrical material, $200.

Africa.—36 packages electrical machinery, $10,733; ,

case electrical material, $31.
Argentine Republic.—40 cases electrical machinery,

$2,673; 84 packages electrical material, $2,818.

Berlin.—4 packages electrical material, $130.

British Guiana.—10 packages electrical material, $150.

Berlin.—7 cases electrical material, $350.
British West Indies.—25 cases electrical material, $803 ;

1 case electrical machinery, $45-
Cuba.—37 packages of electrical material, $343 ;

packages electrical machinery, $393.
Chili.—9 cases electrical material, $413.
Central America.— 1 case electrical material, $48.

Dublin.— 1 case electrical machinery, $998.
Havre.— 1 case electros, $15.
Hamburg.—32 packages electrical material, $6,329; 84

packages electrical machinery, $6,750.
Hull.—120 packages electrical machinery, $15,075.
Liverpool.—65 packages electrical material, $2,381.

London-.—6 cases electros, $217; 152 cases electrical

material, $6,040; 23 cases electrical machinery, $2,298.

Mexico.—69 packages electrical machinery, $6,703 ; 2

packages electrical material, $14.
Porto Rico.—14 cases electrical material, $544.
Santo Domingo.—7 cases electrical material. $160.
Southampton.— 1 case electrical material, $12.
Stettin.—29 cases electrical machinery, $8,740.

U. S. of Columbia.—8 packages electrical machinery.
$3<#.

Venezuela.—7 cases electrical material, $419.
Zurich.—3 packages electrical material, $104.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Tacoma, Wash.—The Tacoma Railway & Power Co.

has been organized to furnish electric power for railroad

and manufacturing purposes at Tacoma, Wash., and to

operate street railroads. It is understood that the elec-

tricity will be generated from water power in that State.

The company is capitalized at $2,000,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Yuba Electric Power Co.
has been incorporated with $1,000,000 capital stock.

Norfolk. \ a.— I he Norfolk New Light Co., capital

stock $5,000, has been incorporated for tic purpose of

erecting and maintaining heating or lighting piants, etc.

;

officers, W. II. Davis, Sr., president. ; If. M. tienry, vice-

president and general manager, \\ . H. Davis, jr., sec-

retary and treasurer.

Xew York Citv.—A syndicate composed of Moore &
Schley, Emerson' McMiliin & Co., 11. B. llolins & Co.,

Wood & llavermever and John C. Tomlinson has se-

cured control and will consolidate the gas and electric

light properties of Denver, Col. Two companies will be

combined, the Denver Consolidated Gas Co. and the

Denver Consolidated Electric Light Co. The new com-
pany, which will be organized, will be authorized to issue

$3,500,000 stock and $5,500,000 5 per cent, fifty-year gold

bonds.
I

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Mount Airy, X. C.—Philadelphia parties have been ex-

amining a route between Mount Airy and Sulphur

Springs, about four miles distant, with the idea of con-

structing an electric road to the latter resort.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri Electric Railway Co.

has been formed, with $500,000 capital stock, by Henry
Smith, Frank W. Sears and others.

Kansas City. Mo.—The Kansas City Intertirban Rail-

road Co. has purchased the Westport & Waldo and the

Eastern railways, and will change them to trolley lines or

some other electric system.

Bessemer, Ala.—W. T. Kennedy and others have asked

for a franchise from the city to build an electric line along

several streets.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Greenwood Depot, S. C.

—

Miller Manual School con-

templates the erection of a power house. Professor Yaw -

ter can be addressed.

Franklin, Fla.—The Franklin Electric Co., recently

noted as incorporated, completed its plant for lighting in

December last.

Birmingham, Ala.—A bill has been introduced in the

legislature authorizing the city to issue bonds for con-

struction of or purchase of water works; also authority

to issue bonds for buying or erecting electric light plant

is authorized.

Elizabethtown, N. C.—By a unanimous vote of the city

council R. L. Wintersmith, mayor, has been authorized

to advertise at once a franchise for twenty years to put in

electric lights.

Middletown, Conn.—The city of Middletown, Conn.,

will have a municipal lighting plant. The mayor may
be addressed.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The power station and plant to

be erected by the Canadian Niagara Power Co., at

Niagara Falls, Ont.. is expected to develop at least 10,000

horse power.
Portland, Me.—U. S. Engineer Office, 537 Congress

street, Portland, Me.—Scaled proposals for furnishing

and setting up electric lighting plant at Port Treble, Me.
will be received here until T2 M., March 6, 1899, and then

publicly opened. Information furnished on application. S
W. Roessler, major, engineers.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Rockingham, N. C.—The Pee Dee News Transit Co.

has applied for charter for the construction of a telephone
system; capital stock $25,000; incorporators. W. II.

Smith and J. I. Dunlap, of Wadesboro. X. C, and J. L.

Bundy, of Rockingham.
Kansas City, Mo.—Geo. F. Putnam has incorporated

the Independent Telephone Co.. capital stock $3(k>.ooo

The incorporators are G. F. Putnam. R. H. Kent. F. O.
Moffat and others.

Rogersville. Tenn.—The Tennessee River Telephone
Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $1,000,
by J. R. Roark. T. R. Webster. R. D. Keller. J. R. San-
ders and J. D. Walker,
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Hoyes, Tenn.—The company reported being- organized

by W .A. Smith and others for the establishment of a

telephone system, will be known as the Cranesville,

Friendsville & Oakland Telephone Co. The company is

constructing a line twenty-five miles long, and when that

is completed will construct forty miles additional.

Maysville, (ia.—M. C. Rnssell & Son. Brittain &
Lloyd. T. C. Winter, fndd & Lo. and others have incor-

porated the Germantown. Minerva & Maysville Tele-

phone Co.. with a capital stock of $500.

Louisville. Kv.—The Ohio Valley Telephone Co. will

increase its capital stock from Si 00.000 to $550,000. The

company contemplates making some improvements to its

plant.

Fordsville. Kv.—The Fordsville-Harrison Telephone

Co. has been incorporated for the construction of a tele-

phone system from Fordsville to Owensboro. John T.

Smith, jr.. is president ; Dr. E. W. Ford, of Hartford.

vice-president : Ike C. Adair, treasurer, and J. D. Cooper,

secretary ; capital stock. Si.000.

JOTTINGS.
CROUSE-I11XDS ELECTRIC CO., of Syracuse. X.

Y.. are sending out a portfolio entitled "Official Endorse-

ments," containing about thirty testimonials regarding

the "•Syracuse Changeable Headlight." Judging from

the tone of the various letters the headlight seems to have

in the vernacular, "touched the spot."

JAMES LEFFEL & CO. Springfield. O.. manufac-
turers of water wheels, will erect a new factory in order to

double their capacity for castings.

GEO. A. HAMILTON, the chief electrician of the

Westery Electrjc Co.. cf Chicago., has gone to England
and Franc.' 011 business for the company.

E. IT. JO] [NS( )\. Derby, Conn., manufacturer of lead

covering and insulating presses is equipping the Hazard
Manufacturing Co., of Wilkesbarre, Pa., with his

machines, to be used in the manufacture of insulated wire.

This company is an old copper wire manufacturing con-
cern and has its Xew York office at 50 Dev street.

CHARLES F. MUXDES, treasurer and manager of

the Davis Electrical Works, Springfield, Mass:, was in

town latelv taking orders.

HAILEY. S'i'AXCLIFF & REED, 61 Cortlandt

street, organized January 1. 1899, dealers in new and
second hand dynamos and motors, arc prepared to install

complete plants for electric light and power. They also

make a specialty of electric signs, experimental work,
wiring, &c. The firm is composed of Robert L. Hailey,

Edwin Hancliff and Irving L. Reed.
STROXG & TOTTEN, 123 Liberty street, have

opened ro offices as general electrical contractors.

AMERICAN" IMPULSEAYHEEL CO.. 120 Liberty
street, report some very large electrical transmission
work in hand and most valuable results from all their in-

stallations. The company is getting a large home and
export trade.

THE CABLE STEAMER PAXAMA. which leaves

Xew York for Manilla on March 15 will have on board
150 miles of safety and 50 miles of "Kerite" cable, to be
used in completing telegraphic communication between
the various islands of the Philippine group.

STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
"THESE INSTRUMENTS are
1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standaid Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cas,t-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
1H-V40 William St., Netvark, y.J., U. 8. A.

WESTON

TOE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1,
IS. M, I<\, 2.45. C^pacit^r, -40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

XO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. &: CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEA.LER FOR THEM. SOJLES agents.

75c.
il

VOLGAN" STYLOGRPPH! 7;

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, S2.50.

Fountain Fc-as licensed rtnder Patents 260,131 and 311.5M.

Send for our N'e.v Catalogue !>»«! Discounts.
AGENTS HA.NTE1), J. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St, New York
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ELECTKU LIGHT AND POWER.

C. E. Motor.

0. E Armature. C. E. Motor Armature Vithout Colls,

STATIONARY MOTORS FOR POWER PURPOSES.

To meet a demand for larger direct current stationary
motors as compact and efficient, motors of the type C.A..
which range from i -8 h.p. to 2 h.p., the General Electric
Co. has perfected a line of motors known as the type C.E.
These embody all the features of excellence characteris-
tic of other G.E. motors, as well as the latest ideas in
motor construction. Designed by experienced engineers
and built by skilful workmen using the best material, thev
are constructed to withstand the severe usage which
motors are apt to receive. Moreover, the design is such
that it may readily be modified to meet special require-
ments.
The motor frame which is also the magnet yoke, i> ot

soft steel of high permeability. It is cast in the form of a
hollow cylinder with projecting feet, on the outside, and
seats for the pole pieces on the inside. The short mag-
netic circuit which this arrangement gives and the use oi
the best.material. contributed to make the new motor effi-

cient in all its capacities. To obviate oddy current losses

the pole pieces are built up of iron laminations, and are

secured to the yoke by through bolts with nuts on t"e

outside. The field coils are held in place by the extend-
ed lips of the pole pieces and as the face of the pole piece

covers a large surface of the armature, without increasing

the size of the field coirs the efficiency of the motor is

materially augmented.
The armature is built up of iron laminations assembled

directly on the shaft. To prevent oddy currents, each,

sheet is japanned on both sides and good ventilation tc

core, and winding is provided by air ducts. The lamina-

tions are clamped solidlv between two cast iron spiders,

extended at each end as flanges to support the coils.

The armature coils of copper wire, form wound, in-

sulated and tested, are placed in the core >I«>ts. the ends o:

the coils lying along the flanges. This arrangement con-

stitutes the "cylindrical" armature winding. As it oro-
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vides a large ventilating surface for the conductors and
reduces the length of wire necessary with consequent de-

creased resistance, it conduces to coil running high, effi-

ciency as well as to case of removal and replacement of

any coil. The insulation employed is that used with all

G.E: railway motors, and is tough, impervious to mois-

ture, and practically indestructible. The coils are secure-

ly held in a rigid position and injury to the insulation

from sliding or vibration is impossible.

C E. Motor. 'Wall Suspension

The commutator and brush holders arc of the types

used wth G.E. railway motors. The segments are of

hard drawn copper, insulated by mica, which between the

segments wears evenly with thecopper. The armature
leads arc soldered into slots in the segments and being

short are not liable to become displaced and, abrading

the insulation, cause a short circuit. The brush holders

are of cast brass arranged for radial carbon brushes.

which slide in finished ways, and are pressed against the

commutator by independent pressure lingers, giving uni-

form pressure throughout the life of the brush. There is

no sparking and change, from no load to full load re-

quires no shifting of the brushes. The only wear on the

commutator is that of friction, and the use of carbon

brushes lenders this negligible.

The bearings are supported by cast-iron and shields.

This method of support rs fighter; but not less rigid, than

pillow blocks, audi while affording protection to the

working pails, <.\<k-> not lessen the compactness of the

motor. Furthermore, the motor being symmetrical, a

simple quarter or half turn of the end shields allows it to

be fastened to a wall or be suspended from the ceiling.

The end shields have hand-holes, which provide ventila-

tion and give easy access to the. working parts. In

motors intended for use in dusty places, these hand-holes
may be covered by wire screens, which offer little re-

sistance to the air. and for continuous service are superior

to solid covers. The bearings have ample surface to en-

sure cool running and are automatically lubricated. The
linings are of gun metal, in one piece, and rest on the

bearings throughout their entire length, being kept from
turning 1>\ dowel screws extending through the beating
castings. The small number of machined surfaces brought
together eliminates trouble in lining-up the motor, and
lenders the spherically seated bearing unnecessary.

Slow speed in motors means diminished losses by wear
and friction of belting, bearings and commutator, but as

decrease in speed, necessitates a corresponding decrease
in output, in motors of a given design, a reduction in

speed requires a heavier and more expensive machine to

give the same output. The most economical speed for a

giv<m dutj is determined by a careful consideration of the

relative ad . ml - to be derived from a slow speed and
:\( increase in cost required to obtain it. In the motorj
under consideration, the four pole construction has been

adopted for all sizes down to and including the three

h p. slow speed motor. By the adoption of this construc-

tion, the use of a steel magnet yoke, and the use of end
shields to support the bearings, an economy of material

is effected, which permits, without sacrifice of strength or

stability, of the construction of motors much lighter for

a given output than other machines running at even
higher speeds. The magnetic material is economically
arranged, the machines are light and compact, the centre

of gravit) '. is low, and the floor space occupied small.

The C.E. motors are built in capacities of from 2 h.p. to

io h.p. in slow speeds, and from 3 h.p. to 15 h.p. in

moderate speeds. They are conservatively rated, and
will run under full load at an unusually low temperature.

The standard type will deliver the rated output contin-

uous! \ without rising in temperature above 40 degrees C.,

above the surrounding air. With the wire screens over

the hand-holes this will be slightly exceeded. The
motors will carry a temporary overload of 40 per cent.

without injurious heating. Following its usual practice,

the General Electric Company makes all parts of these

motors to gauge, and duplicate parts can thus be obtained

without delav.

THE GENERATION OF THERMO ELECTRIC-
ITY.

Various experiments have been attempted for the pur-

pose of discovering a means of producing thermo elec-

tricity economically. From a commercial standpoint,

failures have been about the only reward inventors and
experimenters have received.

The antimony and bismuth couple is little or no better

J*g.2.

Dr Jacques' Electric Bittery.

than the best that have been otherwise produced and used.
I lie thermo electric series, found in any text-book, show
that selenium is about the best of known metals for the
production of electro-motive force from heat. Various
ingenious alloys have been mixed and tried but it seems
as though the future form of the thermo electric batten
will be one of the type invented by Dr. Jacques, of Bos-
ton, Mass.
The difficulty so far has been the deterioration of the

joints between the couples. This has been largely over-
come by employing a fluid which acts <ts a connecting
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medium between the two elements and assists in keeping

the electro-motive force high, and the current constant.

Many crystallized minerals have great electro-motive

force when heated with metals or with each other. Iron

pyrites give one-fifth of a volt with copper and pyrites.

Bacquerel built a battery in which artificial suphurct

of copper was used in connection with Cerman sil-

ver, an alloy of copper and nickel. Claymond
built a battery which has been used for electro

plating and telegraphing. The negative element is com-
posed of antimony and zinc, an alloy ; the positive ele-

ment merely a strip of tin. Illuminating gas was used

and in larger sizes coke for producing heat. A battery

of sixty couples gave three volts and two amperes : con-

suming per hour about three cubic feet of gas.

About the best combination so far is illustrated. It

consists of a rod of carbon immersed in a heated, or rather

melted, solution of caustic potash contained in an iron

pot. A coal fire is built underneath. A connection is made
from the iron pot and carbon cylinder. A battery of this

description gives excellent results, when a supply ot

generally slipped ; but that is not to the point. For about
•Our years, which is a long period in the development of

such a rapidly growing industry as electrical engineering,

the makers of incandescent lamps, or. in fact, the makers
of the Swan lamp, decreed that the E. M . F. used should
be from 40 to 60 volts. There was no appeal. There
was no development of central-station supply at that time,

but still, even then in large buildings there was the long-

ing for higher pressures on account of the cost of the

mains.

About 1885 the Swan 100-volt lamp came into use. It

was a clumsy affair with little loops of platinum at the

sides. At first the lamps were pretty bad but they gradu-
allv improved, and 100 volts, or in some cases 1 10 volts,

became the recognized pressure for electrical supply.

As town lighting from central stations came into being
the limit of 100 volts became a serious trouble, and the

evil was partly mitigated by the use of three or even five

wire systems. 1 must point out that the incandescent
lamp exercises its tyranny in two ways. It not only in-

sists on a low pressure, such as. say. 100. and thus de-

The Jacques Batter

air is blown through the molten potash. About one hun-

dred and twenty of such cells gave a current sufficient to

feed thirty lamps for eighteen hours, each lamp of one

hundred and ten volts and half ampere consumption.

The commercial application of such a cell might be emi-

nently successful if all that is required in the line of at-

tention is the shovelling of coal.

XERXSTS ELECTRIC LIGHT.*

By James Swinburne.

Before describing Xernst's invention, it may be profit-

able to spend a few minutes reviewing the position of

electric lighting. The whole industry is at present con-

trolled by the incandescent lamp. We are so accustomed

to this, and it is taken for granted in such an unconscious

way, that we do not realize how much everything depends

on the maker of the carbon incandescent lamp.

In very early days—that is to say. in the early eighties

—there were a few Edison lamps at 100 volts, with an ef-

ficiency too horrible to mention, but the Swan lamp came

along made for 50 volts. I sav made for 50 volts advis-

edlv : I mean that the makers tried to make 50-volt lamps.

and produced lamps taking from 40 to 60 volt-. It the

lamps were not bright enouprh von ran the engine faster,

or put a smaller pulley on the dynamo. (The belt then

•Paper read btfoTP Hie Society of Arts, London, Feb. P, 1890.

y in Operation.

mauds large leads to feed it. but it is so sensitive to

variations of pressure that the system of distribution has

to be arranged to give a practically uniform pressure at

the terminal of the lamp. The necessity for uniform pres-

ure probably gives more trouble and costs more than the

mere low pressure, and it would be cheaper to supply at

100 volts with a good margin of permissible variation of

pressure than supply at 200 with a very small percentage

of variation.

Quite lately the incandescent lam]) makers have pro-

duced things called 200-volt lamps, and some make them
for 250 volts. So there is a general tendency on the part

of supply companies to jump to a 200-volt supply. The
innocent consumer is therefore pressed by the company
to change over to 200 volts. The company likes the

change very much, and the lamp maker also enjoys it. as

he makes more lamps and charges more for them.

Considering the enormous importance i^i the incandes-

cent lain]), its improvement has received extraordinarily

little attention. It limits us as regards pressure, it used to

hamper us by its cost, it limits us as to variation of pres-

sure, and it limits us very seriously by its inefficiency.

Yet, in spite of these, the carbon incandescent lamp has

made practically no advance in 15 years. < >f course mere
detail improvement in manufacture has taken place, and
this has led to better qualit} and greater uniformity,

hence cheapness : but there has been no radical improve-
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ment The jump from 200 volts to 100, of from 50 to

100 did not depend on any sort of radical improvement

in the incandescent lamp; it was merely the result 01

detail improvements making it possible to produce long

thin filaments. Other things being equal, it is easy to

see that the long thin filaments must be* weaker. If the

carbon has the same specific resistance, the relation be-

tween pressure and length is E equals 1.3-2, and E equals

D3-2. If the filaments are flashed, the proportions will

be still more extreme. The question of high-pressure in-

candescent lamps is thus, how far can we make the fila-

ments longer and thinner and flimsier without exasperat-

ing our consumers? Unfortunately the consumer is rap-

idiy getting saddened as it is. The 100-volt 8-c.p. lamp

does not please him much, and the 200-volt 8-c.p. lamp

has in no way delighted him; if the lamp is made with

two 100-volt filaments in series, it combines the disad-

vantages of both without the advantages of the small

candle-power of either. But it adds some further disad-

vantages peculiar to the higher pressure which I have

not so far touched upon—and that is, that the higher the

pressure the more troubles there are through the silent

discharge, or whatever it is called. I need only refer to

the well-known experiment in which third terminal is

sealed into the lamp. A galvanometer then shows a cur-

rent going across country inside the lamp. This is. no

doubt, intimately connected with the life, or rather with

the death of the lamp.

I have dealt with the question of high-pressure incan-

descent lamps at some length because the subject is really

of vital importance, and is too much neglected. Our
technical colleges, and our technical Press, and our tech-

nical societies pay the greatest attention to questions of a

per cent, or two in the efficiencies of dynamos and trans-

formers, and give a good deal of attention to engines and

boilers. That is because there is plenty of room for cal-

culations in connection with these subjects, but the in-

candescent lamp which at present holds the whole career

of the lighting industry in the curl of flimsv red-hot car-

bon that can hardly support its own weight, receives no
attention at all. How much does the average electrical

engineer know about incandescent lamps? The only sub-

ject that is treated in the same way is the cable. About
half the money in town-lighting goes in the cable—

a

mere fraction in the dynamos and transformers them-
selves—so the average electrical engineer knows nothing
about cables.

So far I have onh- discussed the incandescent lamp

;

the arc lamp has also to be considered. I will not say

much about the arc lamp just now, but will add a little

more when the Nernst lamp is compared with it. The
ordinary arc is limited in pressure to about 50 volts, in-

cluding the series resistances necessary for regulating.

The enclosed arc is a new development, which is more
satisfactory as regards pressure and as regards consump-
tion of carbon.
The lamp I describe to-night is the invention of Prof.

Walther Nernst, of the University of Gottingen. Though
he is a young man Prof. Nernst's name is already known
to all modern chemists as a leading authority and orig-
inal thinker in the field of physical chemistry. It is un-
usual for a man who has climbed to the top of one tree to
jump to the top of another.

Nernst's, like most great inventions, is exceedingl)
simple as soon as it is understood. The efficiency of an
incandescent body, as far as radiation goes, depends sim-
ply on the temperature. The efficiency of an incandes-
cent lamp, for instance, depends upon the temneraturc of
the filament only, providing there is no loss by convec-
tion. The carbon will not stand a sufficiently high tem-
perature especially as, in addition to its low specific resist-

ance, the filamenl lias to be long and slender, and thus
weak. Nernst, therefore, chose a material that would
stand higher temperatures, than carbon, and his material
has the incidental advantage that its specific resistance
is s<> high that strong rods can be used for high pressure-

instead of thin filaments. The most refractory materials

so far used in lighting are zirconia, which has been used

to replace lime in the limelight, and the oxides or so-

called rare earths, in the Welsbach mantles. I am aware,

of course, that many people suppose that the Welsbach
mantle is not very hot, treating it as if it were at a tem-

perature for instance below the melting pointofplatinum.

The light emitted is supposed to be due to some
special power of selective emission due to the oxides

employed. I have had a good deal to do with incandes-

cent gas mantles, and I find no reason to suppose there is

any magic effect of this sort going on. The part of the

flame where the mantles hang fuses platinum wire easily,

and very few materials can stand the temperature with-

out fusing or volatilising. Lime and many other oxides

volatilise' slowly from the mantles. I do not mean that

the mantles are above the boiling point of lime ; I have

some idea of its melting point, as I have made a few

pounds of melted lime and ran it out on the floor to look

at it. The Welsbach mantles, which are now chiefly tho-

ria, are at a temperature near their softening point, and in

the making are raised to a temperature at which they be-

gin to soften.

Nernst takes highly refractory oxides as his material.

It does not seem promising, because such oxides are no-

toriously good insulators. Put such insulators are elec-

trolytes when hot. Nernst. therefore, heats the rods to

make them conduct, and then heats them electrically,

preserving a temperature which is within the limits that

the material can bear without softening. This means that

he can take the most refractory bodies supplied by the

whole range of chemical research, and can heat them to

a temperature short of their softening point, and can thus

get an efficiency unknown to workers on the incandes-

cent lamp. Such efficiency also means whiteness of light,

so long as the efficiency is not too high. Thus the char-

ter of the arc, being at a temperature of boiling carbon,

gives a light that is unpleasantly blue.

The material is worked up into little white rods. Each
rod is mounted on two platinum wires, a little paste made
of refractory oxides being applied to the joints. The lit

tie rod with its two wires is then mounted on a holdei

which fits ordinary electric light fittings. As the rods

fall in resistance as the temperature increases, after the

manner of electrolytes, an increase of current produces a

decrease of resistance. This tends to give some instability

in running in parallel on supply circuits. This instabilitv

is corrected, as in an arc lamp, which has analogous
properties, due to a different cause, by a series of resist-

ance. The Nernst rod has therefore a resistance in series.

This is made up of exceedinglv fine wire, and for ordin-

ary circuits amounts to 10 or 12 per cent, of the whole
resistance of the lamp. The consumption including the

resistance, is 1 .5 watts per candle for large lamps, and 1 .6

for small lights or low pressures. In small or low-pres-

sure lamps the loss of heat at the ends is larger in pro-

portion.

Such a lamp as I have described will not light up of

itself, for the rod is an insulator when cold. The sim-
plest way to start it is to warm it up with a match, or bet-

ter with a small spirit lamp. Such a lamp as thisisnotonlv
very cheap as regards first cost, but very economical in

running. The life of rods, running at an efficiency of two-
thirds of a candle per watt, including the resistance, is

already more than 500 hours in good specimens. If the
Nernst lamp advances as much in the first few years of its

existence as the carbon lamp did between 1880 and i88_\
it will soon be made so well that the rods last a lifetime.

When the rod is worn out. a new rod with its wire mounts
is all that is replaced. The whole lamp is not thrown
awav at all.

The method of lighting 1 have described, though it

may be used in mam cases, such as large public rooms, is

really a savage mode of ignition, lit only for dealing with
uncivilized commodities, such as gas and tobacco.
The small lamps and the lamps of medium size are in
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THE DARK LINES OF THE SPECTRUM.
A variety of new metals have been discovered by the

aid of the spectroscope, an instrument of such delicacy

tliat one two hundred millionth of a grain of sodium can
be detected by it in a flame supposedly of pure origin.

Several famous electricians and scientists in their experi-

ments have dealt with the spectroscope sufficiently long
to realize that by the aid of electricity ranch greater pro-

gress can be made. Bunsen, Kirchofr and Crookes have
made discoveries in this peculiar field of research. The
metals coesium and rubidium were discovered by Bun-
sen and Kirchoff and the metal thalium by Crookes.

It has been found that the spectrum of certain metals
cannot be obtained except by the aid of a greater heat
than that produced by a simple Bunsen burner. In order
to effect a more rapid vaporization of refractory metals
electric sparks have been passed between wires consisting
of the very heavy metal whose spectrum is desired.

Large spark coils are used for this purpose and the elec-

tric sparks produced by them have brought within the
range of spectrum analysis many new metals whose exist-

ence would have been doubtful were it not for the em-
ployment of this unique method of analysis.

It has been further observed that the spectrum changes
in character with the rise in temperature. For instance.
chloride of lithium with various degrees of heat gives
varying shades of colour in the spectrum, the flame of a
Bunsen burner producing a peach colored line. The
flame of hydrogen, much more intense, causes an orange

line to make its appearance. The oxy-hydrogen Ham
creates a magnificent blue band of light which is greatly

intensified in brilliancy of colour by the application of

an arc light.

The interest attached to such experiments is of minor

consequence in comparison with the immense value that

success in given directions would bring. The spectro-

scope merely throws on the screen, in living colors, when
analysed through its means, all known elements. The

prevailing opinion, among minds of a high scientific or-

der, that many of the so-called elements are still further

reducable to more primary forms of matter can only

be borne out by a test which the spectrum analysis can

give.

In many respects the basis foundation of modern chem-

istry rests upon spectrum analysis which in itself would

be incomplete if it were not for the application of elec-

tricity in so reducing and modifying various forms of

matter that their classification can be made with abso-

lute accuracy.

"The spectra of the permanent gases are best obtained

by taking the electric spark of a Ruhmkorff coil, or Holtz

apparatus, through glass tubes of a special construction,

provided with electrodes of platinum and filled with the

gas in question in a state of great attenuation, that is to

sav, in Geissler tubes. If the spark be passed through

hydrogen the light emitted is bright red, and its spectrum

consists cf cne bright red, one green and one blue line."

"If the electric discharge takes place between a com-

pound gas or vapor the spectra are those of the elemen-

tary constituents of the gas. It seems as if at very in-

tense temperatures chemical combination were impos-

sible and oxygen and hydrogen, chlorine and the metals

could co-exist in a separate form as though mechanically

mixed with each other."

"The mining engineer is in many resfocts dependent

upon spectrum analysis for detecting the various ele

mets which constitute any given sample of ore or mineral

requiring analysis. To the electrician the value of the

spectrum consists more in its being the means by which

he hopes to arrive at the solution of certain important

problems. The spectrum represents the common thres-

hold leading from the department of optics into the high-

er branches of electricity. In the study of X rays, of

Hertzian waves and of various other unique manifesta-

tions of light, including those beyond the range of phy-

siological vision, the spectrum will play an important

part as it represents the key board by whose means the

great cause of nature may be thrilled by the hand of Man.

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE IX CASES.
This interesting subject has been treated under the title

of "The Discharge of Electricity Through Cases." by

Prof. Thomson. The original arrangement of this vol-

ume will strike the reader as being unique. The depart-

ments are: "The Discharge of Electricity Through

Cases, Photo-Electric Effects, and Cathode Rays."

The importance of knowing how electricity passes

through gases and of making a study of the phenomena

attendent upon its passage has impressed the technical

as well as the lay reader. We are glad to see that con-

sideration is given to the subject of Roentgen rays in

such a manner that various peculiarities characteristic of

them are given place and attention. The conducting

power of gas when exposed* to the influence of X rays

points OUt at least a lesson which may lead, in the future

to statements still more remarkable from many other

quasi scientists whose development of this idea may as-

sume some strange form.

In a criticism by Ernest Merrill, the following state

ment occurs: "Practically all of the more reliable ex-

periments are now seen to support the view that the dis-

charge of an electrified body by the Roentgen rays is due

to the fact, that the gas surrounding the body is made a

conductor bv the actum of these rays."
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practice started by a heating resistance. This is arranged

close to the rod, and in shunt to it. As soon as the rod is

hot enough to conduct, its current works a tiny cut-out

in the resistance circuit. In large lamps the heating sys-

tem is a little more elaborate, as the resistance arrange-

ment is arranged as a sort of hood which covers the rod.

As soon as the rod conducts, not only is the resistance

circuit broken, but the electromagnet lifts the little hood
clear off the rod. In all these forms, the rod and its

mounting are replaceable without interfering with the

rest of the lamp.
We now have to consider the part the Nernst lamp is

probably going to play in the near future.

Compared with the small incandescent lamps, as you
deal with a material of much higher specific resistance, it

is easy to give both small lights and high pressures. The
question of lighting is exceedingly important, though it

appears trifling at first sight. People are so accustomed to

lamps being turned on from the door without anv further

trouble that they will generally object to having to light

them with matches or spirit lamps, but there are many
cases in which it will be quite satisfactory to have one
lamp with an automatic lighter to show you the way into

the room, the rest being lighted with matches or a spirit

lamp as needed. There will be, however, a considerable
opening for the cheap, small-power, high-efficiency lam]),

and the disadvantage as to lighting is small in such cases
as cafes, restaurants, churches, hotels, railway stations,

and, in short, in most public rooms is small.

Coming now to the next size—that is to say, lamps of

20 c.p. to 200 c.p„ and even small lamps in which it is

worth while to have automatic ignition—the first cost of
such lamps will be higher than the first cost of incan-
descents, but as the rod itself has alone to be replaced,
that is a matter of very slight importance. This size of

Nernst lamp has, further, every chance of complete!)
ousting the carbon incandescent on thescoreofcheapnes>
as to renewals, higher efficiency, better colored light, and
perhaps, more especially high pressure. Once the Xernsr
lamp becomes so general that systems of distribution are
laid out to suit it, instead of to suit the carbon lamp, the
carbon lamp is practically "out of the running." it mils*.

be remembered that the Nernst can compete with the
carbon filament at any pressure that suits the filament.
but the Nernst lamp can easily go right out of the depth
of the filament and have the higher pressures to itself. It

must be remembered that at present the cost of cables in

a system of distribution is an exceedinglv large item.
Turning now to the large lamps, they compete with the

arc lamp in efficiency. Of course, the efficiency of the arc-

lamp is not a very (^finite quantity. The candle-power
is generally determined by multiplying the current by 2
and adding zeros at discretion. All I can sav is. that how-
ever many zeros the good nature of the maker may sup-
ply, a Nernst lamp taking the same power gives a better
light. When carefully arranged on the photometer, the
arc may be better in given directions, but a lot of light
given in directions that you do not want is not the same
as the same light distributed with a uniform spherical
emission. The arc lamps shown here will give the audi-
ence a good idea of the relative values. The Nernst gives
a pleasanter and. of course, a perfectly steadv light.
Coming to costs, the Nernst will be very much cheaper in

first cost, but enormously cheaper in maintenance. It

also goes quite awav from the arc as to the pressure..
Theie is no trouble, for instance, in making large lamps
to work in parallel at 500 volts and by using double rods
at J,goo volts. This puts an entirely new development of
electric lighting in the hands of the engineer.
There is one point 1 have said but little about vet. The

incandescent lamp which is still with us gives trouble not
only because of the low pressure it needs, but also be-
cause it demands that the pressure shall be kept uniform.
It seems quite possible that the Nernst lamp may be
made to stand a much greater variation of pressure "than
the filaments. If this proves true it means an enor-

mous difference in the designing <>! distribution mains.

1 do not like to say much about this yet as the

invention is too young, and too little time has been avail-

able to make much certain progress in that direction

Results are promising, but it is best not to be sanguine.

It is difficult to discuss an invention like this without
being carried away with enthusiasm. \ feel, however,
that 1 have but feebly shown forth the probable fu-

ture of what seems to me the greatest invention in elec-

tric lighting (that we have seen for many years. Still. I

am sure I have not been ton sanguine.

ELECTRICITY FOR MARINE PURPOSES.
The electric launch and submarine vessel have received

considerable attention of late due to our late war with

Spain. It is very likely that certain changes in naval

warfare will owe their origin to the free application of

electricity. This will be true more in relation to the sub-

marine vessel than the electric launch. The electric

Submarine Vessel Operated by Gas and Electricity.

torpedo boat, of the style of the Holland, when under
water suffers from several disadvantages of which the

worst is the opacity of the water. The statements of

Jules \ erne are incorrect as far as its transparency is con-

cerned even when a powerful light is projected into it.

A quickly moving electric launch operating entirely upon
the surface may therefore possess advantages in actual

Moiel Elestric Launch Made for the Czar of Russia.

warfare which the torpedo boat does not. If constructed
so as to move at the rate of thirty-five or forty miles an
hour, it would be hard to hit and the large vessel it was
attacking would labor under the same distress if a torpedo
is planted near it in this manner as when attacked from
below . The moral effect of a torpedo boat upon a war-
ship is certainly prodigious, but a launch darting upon
the surface of the water with the speed of the wind could
risk bombardment almost as safely. The advanage being
that those on board could see where they were going to

and at least die in daylight,
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THE METROPOLITAN

REALTY BUILDING,
a cut of which appears in this number, was erected

for the special accommodation of manufacturers. It

was built strong enough to carry, with perfect safety,

1,500 Tons on Each Floor

of the building. It has every needed appliance for

economical work, and the situation is such as to render

it easily accessible from any part of Greater New
York. It is

Heated by Steam and

Run by Electricity *L_

POWER IS FURNISHED DAY AND NIGHT,

THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND FIRMS IRE CiRRYING ON BJiHES) IN THE BU1LDKG:

American Machinist, Eugene C Lewis, Book-binder,

Blumenberg Press, J. E. Linde Paper Co.,

Borough of Manhattan Electric Co., P. F. McBreen, Printer,

L. H. Cornish, Bindery, Manufacturers & Publishers' Printing Co
,

Frederic Ecaubert, Machinist, Newton Copper Type Co
,

Edwin Flower, Electrotyper, Pictorial Weeklies,

Galvanotype Engraving Co., H. A. Rost Printing Co.

Gardiner Binding & Mailing Co., Scott Printing Co.

For space in the building apply to

RULAND & WHITING,
Temple Court, 5 Beekman Street, N. Y
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TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

THE LEAST TOTAL FIRST COST OF A TRANS-
MISSION PLANT.

The conditions governing the investment of capital

when employed tor the erection of a power plant, are cli-

matic and geological. By this we mean that it would cost

more to transmit power in a rainy country than a drv
country, other things being equal. It can he further un-
derstood, that the erection of poles, and the laving of

lines in countries where the ground is full of undula-
tions would he a serious objection to a minimum of ex-
pense.

Power producers investigating the advantages of eleo

I he diagram, which is self explanatory will doubtless
enable the reader to arrive at some very interesting con-
clusions regarding the cost of line, generators, etc.

auto-mobil.es.

THE .MOTOR VEHICLE IX COMMERCIAL
( >PERATION.*

By G. Heibert Coudict.

We are told that about 2500 years ago there lived a
prophet, Ezekiel, who had a vision, and in this vision he
saw some marvelous wheels. Without attempting to de-
termine what was meant by the vision let us appropriate
his statement regarding those wheels, as a text for this

The Least Cost of Generators andConductore.

tiical power transmission will, in most cases, he satisfied
to calculate the conditions for the minimum initial cost or
the plant, leaving the exact determination of the cost of

one horse-power, and the price at which they can profit-
ably rent power to future development.

Frank J. Sprague, in speaking of an ideal transmission
plant, states as follows : "The cost of a plant of this char-
acter can he divided into five parts. That of the motors,
the conductors, the line erection, the dynamos and the
power plant, whether water or steam. 1 will assume that
the cost of the dynamos and motors is the same per
horse-power or other unit, no matter what the electro
motive force used may he. While this is not strictly true
lor all practical purposes, for large units and speaking
from the commercial standpoint it can he so assumed.
This being the case for any given power the cost of the
motor is a constant, independent of the potential used.
With any given motor potential the greater the loss

on the line, the less the cost of the conductros, hut thi

greater the cost of the generators. ( )n the other hand,
the less the loss on the line the greater its cost, hut the
less the cost of the generating plant. It follows then that
the least cost to the contractor is determined when the
variation ir. the cost of the generator is equal to that in
the cost in the line."

talk on the horseless vehicle. "For the spirit of the liv-

ing creature was in the wheels.'" What an apt and eon
cise description of the vehicle which, having discarded
the "living creature" the horse," still moves on with his
"spirit."

\\ e are hut just entering a new era in the art ot trans-
portation; as the advent of the electric car brought a
revolution in local rail transportation, so the advent of
the road vehicle which goes without horses, has com-
menced its triumphant campaign. Having come out
victorious on the rail, the horseless forces are now gather
ing for the battle on the road. Even the Tammany Brave
is putting on his war paint and is thirsting for the frav.
The "trolley buggy" is "the thing" and the "hav-niotor"
"sees his finish."

As we all know, the use of the horseless vehicle abroad
far surpasses the little that has been accomplished in this
country, but oil and steam furnish the power almost ex-
clusively and the electrics are in the meagre minority.
With oil, gas and steam motors counted by tin- thou-
sands, the electric loots up only by tens.

Far different is the case on this side of the ocean. ( )il,

gas and steam vehicles are few in number and there are

Meeting of the N. Y. Electrical Society, Feb 14, 1699.
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not 150 electrics 111 actual service. Yet there is no room

for despair for the Yankee rig, especially the electric, has

already made an enviable reputation for itself and prom-

ises to distance all comers.

Only two or three remarks can he made here regard-

ing the relative merits of the various forms of power used

to make the wheels go round.

Undoubtedly there will he discovered a place for each

system in which peculiar adaption to local conditions will

render competition in that particular field, by less favored

rivals, improbable.

I am not referring here to the light pleasure vehicles

engineered by the owner who, as a general proposition,

cares comparatively little what the cost of operation

amounts to. but to that business affair that is to carry you

and your goods to and fro in all conditions of weather,

—

rain,' shine, snow and sleet.—within the narrow confines

of the city streets. It was the raging blizzards of the pres-

ent season that served more than anything else to bring

into prominence the motor vehicle, which ventured in

where horses feared to tread, and. in spite of all prop-

hecies to the contrary, got out again with ease. It is in

such service that the future of the automobile is to be

filled with glory.

City transportation must be carried on with as little

interference to the rights and comforts of others as pos-

sible. No motor depending in any degree on any of the

products of petroleum is free from disagreeable odor. The

principal streets of Paris, where the oil motor holds sway,

are filled with the offensive odor so inseparable from the

oil well districts of Pennsylvania. A trail of unsightly

vapor accompanies the onward march of the steam motor,

particularly in cold weather. Vibration produced by the

reciprocating parts of many motors is very disagreeable,

especially when they are operated slowly and stopped

and started frequently, as in municipal service. But the

electric, noiseless, odorless, vaporless. operating without

jar or vibration, surely it has found a field in which its vir-

tues can shine without fear of the dimming shadow of a

close rival.

In the crowded narrow streets of the city it excels in all

that goes to make up a mode of transportation, void of

offence, but some one says, that the electric is a great,

heavy, cumbersome thing. Y'es, it is. That is the fault of

our storage battery friends. The battery is the "champion

heavyweight" of the electrical fraternity. It is a case of

full weight for the money, when you buy one. But no

one buys a motor vehicle by the pound, and it does not

make any particular difference what the weight is if the

thing performs successfully and economically the work

for which it was fashioned. In this connection it is often

necesary to remind the critic that in comparing the horse

vehicles" and the motor vehicles the weight of the horse or

horses must be included in the weight of the former. Of

course, we all know that the moving of weight calls for

more expenditure of energy, and unless this expenditure

is offset in some other direction, the system having the

burden must fail. If the heavy vehicle can transport a

passenger or a ton of pay load from one point to another

in a more acceptable manner than a light vehicle, the

former does the business. At this time it is impossible

to obtain reliable data for the comparison of cost of oper-

ation of the various systems now on the market. Figures

made up from absurdly inadequate data have been pub-

lished from time to time, but so far nothing of much
value is known on this point. By "cost of operation" I

mean the total expenditure in cash for fuel, oil, attend-

ance, repairs and replacements of parts for a period of

sufficient length to secure a fair average. Such observa-

tion should extend over, at the very least, a year, and

there has beenno commercial operation of any magnitude

in this countrv. or any other for any length of time. In

Europe in spite of the fact that thousands of automobiles

are used for pleasure riding, there is to-day only one cab

station in actual operation and a few light delivery wag-

ons with here and there a lumbering steam truck, or a

fear inspiring omnibus. In this country a few cabs oper-
ated from one little station and perhaps a dozen delivery

wagons. In spite of the almost unqualified success ot

these few vehicles we know them to be far from perfect,

and, more than that, we know how to make many most
important improvements. The most unexpected demand
during the last few weeks for the electric cab in this city

has given it a test which years of ordinary intermittent

operation could not furnish. Its faults have glared out

prominently, its virtues have shown in a brilliant manner,
and, as one of our daily "contemporaries" says, "In all its

picturesque ugliness, the automobile is a boon and a

blessing. . . . We not only give it our respect, but

our admiration. . . . The gentle horse has had his

clay." Having covered over 250.000 miles of actual and
commercial service, the vehicle has proved itself no
longer a toy to be played with by the wealthy, but a

practical thing, which is to come to the aid of the dwellers

in our great cities who are anxiously beholding the vast

congestion of traffic in the streets and wondering what is

to become of it in the future. The modern Rip Van
Winkle goes to sleep for much less than twenty years,

and when he awakes, what does he behold? The streets

of the city are clean ; no rails cut up the smooth surface,

no horse or any other beast is here, they are prohibited

within the city limits. The pedestrian wends his way
along the sidewalks elevated to the second story ami
bridges over the street, while below the agile electric

bridges over the street, while below the agile electric darts

at good speed back and forth on its noiseless, easy riding

pneumatic tires, carrying all manner of humanity and its

goods and chattels, and delivering them, not at the curb-

stone, but at the doorstep. The "living creature" has de-

parted but his "spirit is in the wheels." The elevated

train, the cable and the trolley car have disappeared, but
far below the surface glides the electrical local and ex-

press in light and well-ventilated subways. The streets,

made wider by the absence of sidewalks on the same level,

allow a free movement of vehicular traffic, and the second
story stores are free from the dirt and turmoil now so

overpowering.
And now for a moment let us consider this electric

vehicle station ; the first in the world in which the bat-

teries are transferred by mechanical means entirely, the

whole operation being under the control of one man
standing on the platform of the electric crane.

The men who organized the company looked at the

crude and inefficient apparatus which was at their dis-

posal and saw in it the possibilities of a great industry.

They decided to put sufficient capital at work to develop
their ideas, and the present success of electric cabs bears
abundant testimony to the wisdom of their decision. This
station was equipped with the most approved battery-

handling apparatus then obtainable, and no expense was
saved in procuring the very latest improvements in all of

the various parts which go to make up a vehicle which
could be depended on to do the work required of it. The
•supply is so absurdlv inadequate to fill the demand that

operation is carried forward under great disadvantages,
considering the many component parts that are alto-

gether incomplete and experimental. It has been impos-
sible to make accurate tests of the efficiencies of motors,
batteries, gearing, bearings, etc., although such data is

now being obtained. There is still much to be desired,

and in future equipments most material improvements
will be made.

Outside of the consideration of large weight in propor-
tion to power delivered, the battery has been giving ex-

cellent service. Up to the present time there has been
practically no expense for maintenance, and the old-time
troubles of buckling, short circuiting, sulphating. disin-

tegrating are as yet entirely absent.

The tire situation is at present the absorbing subjec*

of our (lay thoughts and night dreams, Were the streets in.
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this great metropolis paved in an up-to-date manner,

there would be comparatively little cause for anxiety on
this score, but with the antiquated and despicable cobble,

the case is far different. Over twenty separate and dis-

tinct types of tires have been tried or are to be tried in the

near future, and others will probably follow. Solid, sin-

gle and double tube, pneumatic, cushion, clincher, sec-

tional, protected and unprotected have all had or are to

have a trial. Their faults are many, their virtues few.

and we are still in the search. We have heard of some
eminent authorities in the motor vehicle field, who say

that the solid is the only tire. They are rendering judg-

ment without full knowledge of the facts and from a

purely local standpoint. They are evidently not ac-

quainted with the streets of Manhattan. A very satisfac-

tory tire for broughams is that of rear pneumatic and
front solids.

The wheels also require most serious consideration.

The severe strains unavoidable in crossing railroad tracks

and other inequalities and running up against curbstones

speedily put out of service even the most substantial con-

structions. Everything from the light and airy bicycle

wheel construction to the dishpan wheels, now so familiar

on our streets, have been tried, and still there are more
to follow. I mention these few items simply to indicate

some of the most important and particular directions in

which the work is progressing.

I have been asked by our worthy secretary to say some-
thing about the "auto-truck," that mysterious being fed

on wind, and on the breath of "bulls and bears" and
"lambs." The daily papers have been full of him latelv.

and why should I weary you with a repetition of how the

poor truckman is to be benefited by the advent of this

new beast, or how the world in general is to receive a

blessing when he breathes. "This is the age of miracles."

and "all things come to him who waits." We have been
waiting a long time, and now possible even compressed
air will come to us on wheels.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE GREATER

AMERICAN EXPOSITION.
The electrical illuminations in the grand court of the

Greater American Exposition of 1899 at Omaha will ex-

cel in magnificence any display heretofore made by
American Expositions.

THE JUXGFRAC ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
The electric railwav in process of construction upon

the Jungfrau will be operated by overhead wires with a

line of cogs imbedded in the roadway to ensure safety.

7.000 volts will be the tension of the wires, the current
being generated in the valley of Sautefbrum.—Scientific

\merican.

ELECTRIC POWER AT KALGOORLIE.
A despatch from Perth (W.A.) to the Financial News

says that the managers of some of the leading mines on
the Kalgoorlie field are urging their companies to com-
bine in erecting a central electric power station for sup-
plying electric power to the various mines for stamping.
hoisting, winding, and pumping purposes, thus follow-
ing the action taken for the first time in Australia In the
English C( mpanies engaged in working the deep lea<L
in Victoria.

TYPE PRINTING TELEGRAPH.
I iie London Electrician contains an illustrated de-

scription of the improved form of tlie,l liggins type-print-
ing telegraph. It is claimed that a speed of twenty-five
to thirty words per minute is possible, and that the manip-
ulation is easy. Instruments have been working in Lon-
don on a ro«fstanc< of 1.500 ohms: also between London
and Folkestone, a distance of sixty miles: satisfact >r\

tots were also made by the British post office.

LIGHTING THE PYRAMIDS WITH ELEC-
\

TRICTTY.
Engineering News refers to a plan now under consid-

eration by the British Government for the lighting of the

1
\ioinids by electricity, and the installation of an electric

power transmission plant of 25.000 horse-power.
I he plan involves the erection of a power generating

plant at the Assouan Falls on the river Nile, and its trans-

mission over a distance of too miles through the cotton-
growing districts, where, it is thought, the provision of
cheap power from this source, will permit the building of
cotton factories. Part of the scheme contemplates the
lighting, from this source, of the interior corridors of the
pyramids, and also the operation of pumping machinery
for irrigating large areas of desert lands along the Nile.

It is also stated by the News, that an American company
is likelv to receive the contract for this work.

ELECTRICITY IN SEPARATING ORES.
What has been accomplished by the use of eleetricih

in separating the metals on a large scale, according to
Science, can be seen from the following data:— In 1807
one-third of the entire copper produced (137.000 tonsi
was obtained electrolytically. The large part of the gold
and silver was obtained in the same way. Sodium is pro-
duced entirely by electrolysis (260 tons in 1897). and the
increase in the aluminum produced, from y

l/2 tons in

1888 to 321 tons in 1804. is to be referred to the same
cause. This aluminum can now be used for the prepara-
tion of other metals which were difficult to obtain. At
the last meeting of the Electro-Chemical Society in Leip-
sic an almost chemically pure chromium was prepared.
by igniting a mixture of aluminum and chromium oxide.
In the same manner manganese, titanium, tungsten, van-
adium, cerium, etc.. were formed. This opens up a field

in the metal alloys which will, perhaps, be of technical
importance.

DYNAMO DESIGN.

THE DESIGN OF A MULTIPOLAR GENERATOR.

I lie frame of a multipolar generator is generally built

of cast steel. It may be noticed that among this class of

machinery lightness has become a predominant factor.

This is due to a choice of a metal of high permeability.

FBAME WORK OF MILTIPOLAI; C.ENEKATOK.

and the use ot more electro motive force inducing ele

nients. that is to say, poles and inductors on the arma-
ture. A multipolar dynamo is merely two or more gene-
rators in conjunction possessing a common armature.
commutator and field. It is possible to connect up the

armature so as to either give the volume of current pro
ceeding from two or more machines or a total of pressure
from the same number. The armature is therefore.
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wound in two ways. With wave winding for the total

pressure or with lap winding for the total current. 1 he

magnetic held, each pole of which acts co-operatively in

a multipolar dynamo, gives us low speed, large radiating

surface for the armature and a superior mechanical con-

struction to that involved in the use of the In-polar

dynamo. For direct connection a multiplier generator is

superior to the same weight of any other type of dynamo

for equal output.

ELECTRO THERAPEUTICS.

PHYSIOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS OF THE
SINUSOIDAL CURRENT.

There are several physical peculiarities possessed by

the sinusoidal current which help to make its action on

the body different from that of other forms of current.

As has been seen from the foregoing description, the in-

crease and decrease of potential in this form of current is

gradual and uniform, and never abrupt nor sudden in its

change. It is no doubt to this feature of the current that

its peculiar action on the sensory and motor nerves is

mainly due. The sensory and motor mechanism of the

body is capable of adjusting itself to a considerable range

of difference in external conditions without serious dis-

till bance or discomfort, provided the change is not too

sndden or violent. Even though there may be many
periods cf alternation of current per second and the elec-

tro-motive force be quite high, yet the action ot nerv<

and nmscle is still capable of responding to such vibra-

tions without disagreeable reaction, provided the change

in strength is gradual. The number of alternations per-

second, the degree of electo-motive force and the quality

of the current are, no doubt, each important factors in

determining the physiological and therapeutic effects of

this current; but these are not so peculiar to it as is this

feature of uniformity in change. The effect of this spe-

cial feature of the sinusoidal current is to lessen the dis-

agreeable effects of electric excitations both on the sen-

sory and motor mechanism. The same amount of stimu-

lation to muscular action can be aroused as by any other

equally powerful means, without the accompanying pain

and consequently without the shrinking and apprehen-

siveness on the part of the patient which other forms oi

excitation arouse. In this lies the chief advantage of the

sinusoidal current over the current derived from the sec-

ondary induction coil while in many other respects these

currents are similar in action.

For exciting to vigorous action muscular tissue, there-

fore, whether it be the voluntary or involuntary variety

of muscles, the sinusoidal is the current parexcellent.

Such frequency of alternations can be used as will adapt
the excitation to the requirements of the muscular struc-

ture. The comparative painlessness of the applications

permits the use of greater electro-motive force and more
current than can be used either from the induction coil

or the primary battery, so that the physiological action of

the muscles is more thoroughly aronsed than by the use
of either of these other forms. The more nearly the cmv
of current, conforms to the sinusoidal the less will there

be of effects resulting from polar action. Electrolysis and
eataphoresis will be avoided and the changes brought
about in the tissues to which the current is applied will

be mainly those which are normal to their function ; the
effect of the current being to arouse that function to.

greater activitv.

When we consider how many of the normal processes
of the body, such as assimilation, circulation, secretion,

exertion, locomotion, etc.. depends directly upon muscu-
lar tone and vigor, it will be seen at a glance what a wide
range of therapeutic application is possessed by this form
of current in the field of muscular excitation alone. Tt

has been highly spoken of by many competent electro-
therapeutists as a means for improving the nutrition and

growth of muscular tissue whenever it is failing from lack

of proper excitation.

( ieneral muscular weakness, local paralysis or paresis,

lack of intestinal peristalsis, vaginal and rectal prolapsus

due in whole or in part to lack of muscular tone, and vaso-

motor debility are some of the conditions in which the

form of current has proved especially beneficial.

It has been said that the sinusoidal current is re-

markable for the little amount of sensory excitation it

causes, and so permits powerful muscular contractions

without discomfort. Further than this it serves to allay

pain. It is as much if not more serviceable in this way
than is the current derived from the secondary induction

coil of many terms. Apostoli and others have borne
strong testimony to the fact that the greatest: success they

have attained with this form of current has been in allay-

ing the pains that occur in connection with the pelvic or-

gans. The pains caused by uterine inflammation, pelvic

cellulitis, ovaritis, salpingitis and congestion are quickh
allayed by it. Neuralgic pains are relieved and those of

spinal irritation. Marked effects on tissue metabolism
have been noticed also as indicated by increased con-
sumption of oxygen and more rapid elimination of carbon
dioxide. These effects are in all probability secondary to

and dependent upon the increased muscular activity and
analgesic influence of the current.—(Bulletin Elect.

Therap. Lab., Univ. Mich.)

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IX GERMANY.
Mr. W. K. Anderson, the United Stales Consul at Han-

over, Germany, writes as follows: I glean from the last

number of the Flectrotechnische Zeitung the following
statistics :

Up to the end of the year 1891, the number of cities in

the German Empire enjoying the advantages of electric

street railways were three: up to the end of 1892, five:

1893. eleven : 1894, nineteen : 1895, thirty-two; 1896, for-

ty-four; 1897, sixty-one: and on the 1st of September,
1898, no less than sixty-eight. In thirty-five other cit-

ies or districts, railways are in the course of construction
or finally determined upon. The entire length of electric

lines in operation in Germany on September 1. 1898, was
888 miles, and the total trackage was 1.205 miles. The
number of motor cars was 3,190, and the number of trail-

ers 2,128. The length of the new lines in course of con-
struction or about to be begun at that date was 677 miles,

and their total trackage 830 miles.

Most of the large industrial cities in Westphalia and
the Rhine Province are connected by a network of elec-

tric roads, which serve not only for passengers, but for

freight traffic.

The electric street railway of Hanover was built under
the supervision and direction of an American from Phila-

delphia, and was opened for business on May 1. 1892. It

was one of the first electric lines inaugurated in Germany,
and is now one of the best systems in existence. The
cars are modeled after our American ones, and the tracks

are of heavy steel, laid on a substantial foundation of con-
crete. The fare for a course of. saw 2 miles within the

city limits is 10 pfennigs, or less than 2V2 cents of our
money. Universal transfers are granted. The speed is

about 8 miles per hour, and the cars run smoothly and
with but little noise. Within the mile circuit and upon
some of the principal streets extending to the city limits,

the cars are run on the accumulator system ; but when the

outskirts are reached, the accumulators are released from
service and the cars are run by overhead trolley. The
lines extend, on almost every road, miles into the sur-

rounding country. The trackage of the Hanover Electric

Railway now amounts to over 105 miles. The equipment
consists of 41 overhead-trolley cars, i(n accumulator and
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trolley cars combined, 167 trailers, 20 locomotives, 4
sprinklers, and 24 freight cars. There are six power sta-

tions, four of which furnish, in addition to power for the

cars, electric light for streets and roads. The motor cars

are from 17 to 34 horsepower, and the locomotives 50
horsepower.

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.

AMONG- THE SOCIETIES.
J.

CALCIUM CARBIDE AND ITS ANALYSIS.

The production of calcium carbide in the electric furnace has

become an important industry, and the article is now being placed

upon the market in large quantities. Nevertheless, the prepara-

tion of tons of carbide, as easy as it may appear at first glance,

has offered certain difficulties. The preparation of the mixture,

the nature of the carbon and lime, the construction of the fur-

nace, and the application of the electric current, all these were

problems that had to be studied, but which, for the greater part,

are now solved. The proper development and utilization of the

gas obtained from the carbide are yet objects of much scientific

investigation, but it can be stated without fear of contention

that the acetylene industry has passed the state of infancy. The
"Echo des Arts et Manufactures" recently published analyses of

calcium carbide as met with in commerce.

Theoretically, one kilo of carbide should furnish 349 liters of

acetylene gas, but in decomposing a number of finely crystallized

samples the volume of gas obtained from one kilo of carbide

varied from 318.77 down to 292.81.

If carbide be porous and dirty looking, its gas contents are

still lower, and such samples gave values as low as 228.60.

Without dwelling on the impurities of the gas. a question that

has been fully discussed, it will be sufficient to mention that

some samples contained considerable amounts of ammonia. In

several samples hydrogen phosphide was also noted, while some
were exempt.

Some facts regarding the preparation of the lime-carbon mix-

ture may be gained from a study of the insoluble residue left

by the carbide after it's decomposition. After washing and drying,

the residue on microscopic examination will be found to consist

chiefly of silicated carbon, calcium and iron white spots that

are rich in lime, and sometimes a little sulphureted calcium and

graphite.

When treated with 10 per cent, hydrochloric acid the residue

loses slightly in weight, and in the solution there is found iron,

lime and a small quantity of alumina and phosphorus. The sili-

cated carbon and graphite remain always intact, while sulphur-

eted calcium has disappeared. By treatment with concentrated

acid lime, iron and silica are dissolved. There is. however, no

relation between the value in insoluble matter and the contents

of gas in the carbide.

Silicated carbon in the residue is easily recognizable by means
of the microscope, and its hexagonal crystals, either green or

blue, are always its reliable characteristics. It can easily be

separated from other substances by reason of its high specific

gravity (3.12) and its refractory properties. By attacking the

residue alternately with boiling sulphuric acid and hydrofluoric

acid, there is finally nothing left but silicated carbon and graph-

ite. By means of bromoform of 2.9 gravity, these two bodies ar •

easily separated. Silica is found in the residue sometimes in the

state of silicate of calcium.

Sulphur occurs in the residue of calcium carbide as either

sulphiyet of lime or alumina. Iron is present in state of silicate

or carbo-silica'e. Its contents are variable, and depend chiefly

i»n the purity of the carbon employed in the mixture.
Phosphorus is the most troublesome impurity in the carbide.

The larger part occurs as phosphuret of calcium, and is decom-
posed by water, thus passing into the gas. The smaller part s

present in the shape of small spheres of metallic aspect, an.

I

containing iron and silica.

Carbon was found in several samples in the form of graphito.

and in the shape of more or less irregular, sometimes hexagonal
lamellae. Silica and calcium are obstinately retained by this

graphite. —"American Manufacturer.
- '

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
1 he regiilary monthly meeting of the Institute was held

at 12 West Thirty-first street. New York, on Wednesday
evening, Feb. 15. a week earlier in the month than
usual on account of the regular date falling upon Wash
ington's birthday.

A paper was read by Robert A. McLloyd, entitled
"Storage Batteries and Railway Power Stations." It

was discussed by Messrs. Hill, Mailloux. Birdsall, Coho,
Smith, Holmes. Henshaw, Bijur and others.
A meeting of Western members was also held on the

same evening at the rooms of the Technical Club, 228
South Clark St., Chicago, where Mr. Lloyd's paper was
also read and discussed.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee in the af-

ternoon the following associate members were elected :

Frank Pierce Adams. 171 N. El Dorado St.. Stockton,
Cal.

; Julius Lc Roy Adams, Manchester, Conn.: Paul K.
Brown, Union Street. Petersburg, Russia: X. M,
Currie, Conncaut, Ohio: John Sturges Codman. 5-
Marlborough St., Boston, Mass; Clifford E. Dunn,
residence. 12-a Monroe St.. Brooklyn. X. V.; Charles
William Mutton, Sacramento, Cal.; Edmund Oscar Sch-
weitzer, 196 Oakdale avenue. Chicago. 111.; Arthur E.
Truesdell. 433 Fourth avenue. Newark, X. J. ; Marcus B.
Waterman. 177 Lefferts Place. Brooklyn. X. Y. : John
Shrceve Wise, Jr., 2023 Mt. Vernon St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'

BUSIXESS NEAVS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
Total Amount of Electrical Exports for Week Ending

Feb. 14, 1899. $59,516.00.
New York. X. Y.. Feb. 14. 1899.—The following ex-

ports of Electrical Material, etc.. are from the port of

Xew York for the week, ending this date :

—

Antwerp—Seventeen cases electrical material. $894.
Argentine Republic—Seventy-eight packages electri-

cal machinery, $4,819: 74 packages electrical material.

$3,281 ; 1 case electrotypes, $245.
British West Indies—One hundred and twenty-three

packages electrical material, $5,(;8o.

British Australia—Four cases electrical material. $30.
Berlin—Thirty-rive packages electrical machinery,

$6,470; 10 cases electrical material, $200.
Bremen—One case electros, $10.

Cuba—Twenty-seven packages electrical material.

$808.

Central America— Eight packages electrical material.

$158.
Chili—Thirteen packages electrical material. $80; 1

cas< electrical machinery. $35.
Ecuador—Twelve packages electrical material. $550.
Glasgow—Six cases electrical material. $220.

Havre—Thirty-four cases electrical material. $1.35(1;
1 case electros. $140.

Hamburg—One hundred and seventeen package?
electrical machinery, Sjj.ooO 58 packages electrical ma-
terial. $4,070.

Liverpool— Seven cases electrical material. $365.
London— One hundred and twenty-eight cases elec

trical material. $4,561

.

Mexico— Forty packages electrical material. $1,254.
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NEW INCOR PORAT IONS.
Portland, Me.—The American Automobile Co.. has

been incorporated by Daniel McKives, Julian A. Chase.

Frank Mossberg, Edward K. Milliken. and A. J. Des-

mond ; for the purpose of carrying' on the business and

license of manufacturing, buying, selling, using and deal-

ing in motor wagons, electrical machinery, electrical

goods and appliances, etc. Capital stock. $250,000.

St. RegisJ-alls. X. V.—St. Regis Ealls Electric Light

Co.. has been incorporated by H. E. O'Neil, W. T.

( )'Xeil. and VV. l'». Babcock. Capital stock. $2,000.

Highland. 111.— Highland Electric Co.. has been in-

corporated by W. M. Rickert. X. P. Rickert, and (i. X.

Sitkin. Capital stock. $15,000.

Richmond, \ a.—Winston Electric Construction Co.,

has been incorporated C. R. Winston. H. Montague. P.

Winston, J. X. Carter, and G. H. Winston. Capital

stock. $5,000.

San Erancisco. Cal.— The Standard Electric Co.. has

been incorporated; John S. Drum. E. H. Dam. M. F.

Yandall, B. W. Harrison, and E. J. Baumberger; general

electric light and power business. Capital stock.

$5,000.000.,

Cambridge, Ohio.—The Benbow Electric Co. has been

incorporated by William C. Benhow, Nathan B. Barber.

James A. Weyer. H. O. Barber, and Charles Mart: to

buy and sell electric supplies and equip electrical plants.

Capital stock. $5,000.

Dublin. N. H—Dublin Electric Co.. has been incor-

porated by, Chas. F. Appleton, Chas. J. Ellis. (ie<>. W.
Gleason. Henry D. Larned, and Arthur O. Mason : gene-

rate and sell electricity. Capital stock. $5,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Du Quoin. 111.—Du Quoin Telephone Co.. has been

incorporated by R. H. Youngblood. E. H. Stamper, and
H. H. Oustatt; telephone exchange. Capital stock.

$16,000.

Richmond. Ind.—The Richmond Home Telegraph

Co., has been incorporated by J. M. Lowtz. P. J. Free-

man. J. W. Moore. W. Parry, and A. C. Lindemeth. Cap-
ital stock. $100,000.

Kansas City, Mo.— Independent Telephone Co.. has
been incorporated by G. F. Putnam, R. II. Keith, C
Campbell. G. T. Stockman, and E. (). Moffat. Capita!
stock, $300,000.
West Leyden. X. Y.—Constableville and West Leyden

Telephone Co.. lias been incorporated by Benedict Gant-
ner, S. C. Capron, Tone Capron. Frederiek Myers, Eliza-
beth Myers.'and John J. Douser ; to operate a telephone
system. Capital stock. $3,000.

STREET KAILWY NEWS.
South Bend. Ind.—A franchise has been granted to

the local street railway to build a line to Niles. Mich.
Adrian. Mich.—The Jackson & Adrian Electric Road

has been granted a franchise.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Dover. Del.—A complete electric light plant has been

established.

WESTON
STANDARD

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable tiintrn-

inriit of ilir ly|>c deserting

IhU name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STREET. NEWARK, H. J.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. XX. T^., 2,45. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION . NO CREEPING SALTS.
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This Cell is the result of several year's of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the

most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOl-E ACENTS.

75c. "VULCAN" STYLOGMPHIC PEN. 75c.
TRADE" \/j If > :AM ''MATb^-IN
MARK V ULV/MIN AMERICA

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens lioensoil mxler Patents 200,13-1 ainl 311,854.
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A6EMTM WA>Ti:l). .!. K. ULLRICH & CO.. 27 Thames St., New York
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DYNAMO DESIGN.

C.-W. Armature Partially Wound.

0.-W. Armature Core.

SMOOTH CORE AND TOOTHED ARMATURES AND BI-POLAR AND MULTI-POLAR MA-
CHINES

The difference between a smooth core and toothed ar-

mature is that die second means a saving of copper and
affords that protection to conductors which could not be
guaranteed in the older type. The advantages of easily

removable and interchangeable coils on the armature

have been so great that the departures from the beaten

path become inevitable.

A series of insulated coils identical in ejjftry particular,

possesing individually a long and a short side .and. -not

lying adjacte'nt to each other in a manner that might lead
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to shoft circuitig, represents in general the lines pursued"

by up-to-date manufacturers of electrical apparatus. In

addition to the facility of repair offered by a winding

whose resistance in every circuit equals a decided gain in

space and means of obtaining perfect insulation are evi-

dent.

The casual observer cannot be well impressed with the

to bring them to their present state of comparative per-

tection. Uniformity in the winding of armatures is all

important ; the evil results of careless winding, loose coils,

poor insulation, etc.. are known and have been paid for

in the past by many manufacturers.
In order to obtain that accuracy in construction with-

out which one armature is certain to be unequal from an-

C. -W. Ring-Type Armature Partly Wound.

various details of construction that must be entered into other of equal horse power, a great deal of automatic ma-
in the manufacturer of a complete line of armatures un- chinery is required without which those differences are

Smaoth-Core Drum-Wound Armature by Other Manufacturers, Wires of Large Difference of Potential Lying on 0n« Another.

less a visit is paid to the factory of some large concern, certain to occur, from which spring variations in speed
The illustrations show some of the processes through and output of the most embarassing nature. The smooth

C.-W. Two- Circuit Bar-Wound Armature, showing Connection Details

which armatures are put before completion, but do not in core armature was for many years considered best forrea-
the least show the vast amount of experience required sons which appealed more to the prejudice of manufac-
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turers than a desire on their part to be progressive. Ex-

perience has shown, however, in a way that cannot be

doubted, that toothed armatures bv reducing the air gap

reduce the amount of copper required on the field and di-

minish the total amount of iron of the frame.

The leakage factor with a small air gap is less than

that which would be proper for a large air gap. Conse-

quently a saving in copper and iron, a saving in weight

and a reduction in cost represent aggregately all that is re-

quired to make toothed armatures a permanent feature oi

In consequence of this, ventilating space is secured,

thereby giving to the armature a greater capacity for

overload than it would otherwise possess. In the bar

wound armature above mentioned, the rectangular bars

are shaped so as to fit with perfect ease around the core.

Ventilation in this type, the symmetry and simplicity

make it capable of withstanding heavy strains. With

a rigid frame, powerful fields, forged copper conductor-

and improved brush holder in addition to a toothed de-

sign, we have a generator or motor unexcelled in efficien-

Comparlson of Armatures, Size 2-100 (8 Pole, 2 H. P. at 100 Rev.), With Size 2 (Bl-Polar, 2 H. P. at 1,000 Rev,

both dvnamo and motor. The series of illustrations cy and durability

found in this article and kindly loaned by the Crocker-

Wheeler Electric Co., represent the various processes

through which armatures are put before they arrive at

that state of completion which will secure for them a rep-

utation of the very highest.

The method of applying wire conductors, the filling in

MOTORS FOR DIRECT COXXECTIOX.
In taking advantage of the progress made in the mnn-

ulacture of motors, the proprietor or manager of a large

machine shop acknowledges that benefits are derived of

a financial as well as a mechanical nature. Modern prac-

of thesiots with insufating material, the appearance of the tice, that of the last five years, has exceeded the anticipa-

Magnetlc Core of Armature With Parallel-Sided Slots and

armature core before it is wound and the method of ap-
plying that special form of winding caled bar winding,
certainly imply £ careful and extensive study of this sub-
ject. In the sketch illustrating a two circuit, bar wound
armature the method of making end connections is

unique in that it saves an immense amount of copper
bulging out at the ends and keeps the resistance down to

a minimum. The conductors fit together in such a man-
ner that they are never more than two deep at either end.

In an armature of this description whose bar conduc-
tors are protected from grounds from highest class of in-

sulation power for power and weight for weight, none oi

different construction can equal it. If the conductors are
subsequently locked in by wedges of vulcanized fibre, the
mechanical perfection of this armature cannot help ?p-
pealing to the practiced eye of any reputable mechanic.
The armature cone of the slotted or toothed type consists
of many discs of wrought iron securely fastened bv nuts
and bolts. In the larger sizes the wire is wound over t'.ie

periphery but never through the interior as in the old
fashioned Gramme ring.

Overhanging Teeth for the Reception of the Windings.

t urns of careful students of power transmission and its

distribution. Although the consumption of fuel in a fac-

tory is not a great item in comparison with wages, still, if

a means of diminishing this expense twenty, thirty, or

fifty per cent, is found, it cannot help being welcome by

those directly interested in such institutions.

The power waster in countershafting and belting rep-

resents from twenty-five to fifty per cent, of that devel-

oped for shop purposes. In consequence of this, the ten

dency in large machine shops has been to install either

one large motor in the shop itself or a variety of them.

each respectively connected by shaft to the machine it is

to drive. The cost per horse power for the first year is

huge, in comparison with the expense incurred by the

old-fashioned method of belting, but in works doing a

large and flourishing business the operation of such a

plant for five years would more than wipe out any exist

ing difference between that generally accepted as correc;

and the so-called increase due to this innovation.

The absence of shafting of all descriptions, the absolute

control of each machine, irrespective oi the others, and
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the saving in fuel at the end of the year, comprise in total

a sum sufficient to promote beyond' question a radical de-

parture of this nature. In the illustrations are shown a

[Vol. XXIII. No. 9

polar generator. By applying power directly where it is

needed, a machine tool thus driven will do its work better

and at less expense than by countershafting in the regular

manner, as shown. A motor belted with idler to notch -

ing press, represents one of the successful innovations

of the Crocker-Wheeler Co. In the Granite City Seel

Co., of Granite City, 111., the Crocker-Wheeler Co. have

C.-W. Dynamo Direct Connected to Sturtevant EDgine. C.-W. Motor Belted With Idler to Notching Press.

few applications of the motor in the machine shop and installed one of their size 25 motors in direct connection

engine room. with a triplex pump. The final illustration refers to a

For the lighting of a small plant, both engine and most compact electric light plant suitable for apartment

C.-W. Motor on Triplex Pump, Granite City Steel Co., Granite City, 111

dynamo may be direct connected, as shown, for example, houses or large launches; in fact, wherever compactness.
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TIME AND PRESSURE FOR PUNCTURING IN-
SULATION.

It is less difficult to arrive at a conclusion regarding
the qualities of insulation than of conductors. The con-
ductivity of a metal is readily altered by the temperature
.surrounding it. An insulator however, when exposed to
a given pressure, will, in the course of time, depending
upon less important conditions, either resist or be
perforated.

The General Electric Co., have decided to discuss this

subject under the title of "The Puncturing Pressure."
we quote as follows : "The puncturing pressure is the al-

ternating current voltage which the given thickness of in-

sulation will withstand for from thirty to sixty seconds.
For underground or submarine work the working pres-
sure should not exceed half of the test pressure. If wires
or cables are run on insulators they may be safely worked
at test pressure. It should be noted that series arc cir-
cuits are subject to from two to three times the normal
voltage on the sudden rupturing of the circuit."

Some of the results obtained by tests show that five-
thirty-seconds of an inch of rubber insulation will with-
stand a puncturing pressure of twenty-four thousand
volts for one minute: An insulation of rubber of six-
thirty-seconds of an inch in thickness withstood a punc-
turing pressure of thirty thousand volts. In the light of
these facts it is clearly seen that the insulation employed
for the protection of wires is certainly affected not only
as regards the incidental pressure which it carries fo

every day practice but those tremendous outbursts of

electro bagnetic energy caused by the sudden rupture of

an inductive circuit.

In many cases the failure of insulation is not caused by
its incapacity as a protective covering, useful against

grounds, short circuits, etc., but simply because the un-

expected pressures cannot be withstood by it. Short cir-

cuiting and grounds were inheritances from which few

of the older types of machines were free. While this se-

rious difficulty could not be attributed in such cases to the

lack of care in construction it was often caused by induc-

tive effects ; the pressure arising from such causes ap-

proaching in many cases those values which render per-

foration possible.

Insulated wires and cahles are exposed to such a varie-

ty of conditions when in use that it isalmostimpossible to

state definitely their insulation resistances at any given
time. A change of temperature, a rise or fall in the ba-
rometer, even the nature of the current, whether continu-

ous or alternating, will have an influence upon the pro-

tective insulating covering. In spite of this, however, we
are better able to arrive at a conclusion regarding the re-

sisting power of a given class of insulating material than
the true carrying capacity of a wire.

AN ENGLISH OPINION ON THE MEANING OF
THE WORDS "SCIENCE" AND "SCIENTIFIC."

It is interesting to hear an expression of opinion from
abroad on subjects that enter more or less into our daily

lives. Mr. H. E. Armstrong discussing the subject says

:

"What meaning have the words "science" and "scien-

tific" in English ears generally? Do they excite visions

of a complicated picture of things concerning our daily

life in its minutest details? Certainly not. Their utter-

ance before those who know a little chemistry, recalls fire-

works and smells and perhaps simple salts ; whilst those

who take an interest in electricity have thoughts of bells

ringing, galvanometer needles wagging or glowing elec-

tric lights. Science, in the eyes of the average English-

man, consists of a new fangled set of ideas all very well

for those who can afford the time to study them, but, in

his opinion, not of such daily practical importance that it

is necessary for the nation to pay attention to them. And
this, unfortuately, is the opinion of even educated men
and of many men of culture. Science is but exact knowl-
edge and there are as many branches of science as there

are of exact knowledge. A loose, incoherent body of

facts does not constitute a science. A scientific man is a

knowing man, not merely a man who knows but one who
is properly described in the terms of the popular impres-

sion 'a knowing follow.' implying something more than

the mere impression of knowledge; implying the power
to use it properly and with effect. To be scientific is to

be as far as possible exact in thought, deed and word. To
act with a purpose and after due and careful considera-

tion. To be observant and thoughtful. To be logical

and methodical. To be guarded but fearless in opinions

and judgments and it is because we are so rarely trulv

scientific."

The advantages gained by scientific methods are s>>

great that in all vocations of life a little science will go a

great way. It is only when a profession, a trade or a

business is founded upon basic principles that success can

be expected with the application of intelligence and ener-

gy. In electrical enginering, from a mass of disconnected

results scientific and semi-scientific, enough was selected

to give the outline of methods of procedure.

\- a consequence of this sifting process, the up-to-date

motor, the up-to-date dynamo, the up-to-date arc and in-

candescent lamp appeared. In other words, science im-

plied logic and without logic little can crystallize from

our efforts, of any practical importance. Occasions do

arise when accident help a man. but in the majority ot

cases they are the very things that must be overcome.
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INSULATION.

VOLENITE.
Manufacturers of insulating materials have, of course,

in a free country the right to name their wares as thev
please, but we regret to say that only in too many cases
the name is chosen without any consideration of the char-

acter of the substance in question. At the present time a
correspondence war is going in the "Financial Times"
between the representatives of "volenite" and "ovoline."
We must confess that before we read this correspondence
we thought that "oxoline" was some fluid extract of beef.

We find that i-3 inch of oxoline will stand a pressure of

35,000 volts. The supporters of "volenite" claim that
1-8 inch of -their material will stand 80,000 volts. Of
course, all these claims for high resisting powers to dis-

ruptive discharges are quite valueless unless the me-
chanical and hygroscopic properties of the substances
are suitable for use in electrical apparatus. In this re-

spect we would remind the gentlemen in question that the
craze for high insulation per mile of cable, has led to
more faulty cables being produced than would otherwise
have been the case. The makers of such cables mav be
compelled to attain the high insulation tests in their fac-
tory by means which have shortened the life of the insu-
lation. In all such matters permament, rather than ex-
cessively high resistance, is to be preferred.—Ex.

LIGHTING.

NERNSTS ELECTRIC GLOW LAMP.
"Optimist," London, writes as follows: "In the de-

scriptions of the above which have appeared in the tech-
nical journals, and been published in the Patent Speci-
fications, and also in the explanation and exhibition of
the lamp given by Mr. Swinburne at the Society of /\rts,

great stress has been laid on the fact that the filament
does not require to be sealed in a vacuum; Mr. Swin-
burne, indeed, went so far as to say that it would not work
in a vacuum. Some of the speakers seemed to think that
in a few months all our present glow lamps would be re-
placed by the new open filament lamps, and predicted
bad days for the poor incandescent lamp manufacturers.
It appears to me, however, that a most important fact has
been entirely overlooked, no mention, whatever, being
made of it, either by Mr. Swinburne, or by those who
spoke in the discussion, namely, that the great strides
made in electric lighting by glow lamps, are almost en-
tirely due to the filament being enclosed in an hermet-
ically sealed globe, thus rendering- it quite safe, and al-

lowing it to be used in many places where gas in am
form would be out of the question, and so, of course, the
exposed filament type of electric glow lamp. No doubt,
for outdoor lighting, the Nernst'lamp will be of great
value

; but a reference to the tables of electric light un-
dertakings will show that outdoor lighting is a very small
item in most central station accounts, so that the usual
enclosed filament glow lamp would appear to still have
the largest field, i. e., indoor lighting. No doubt the
Nernst filament can be partially "enclosed, and used in-
doors, too, but the advantages of a glow lamp with a fila-

ment hermetically sealed in a globe are so obvious, es-
pecially from the point of view of fire risks, that there is

still hope for the oft-abused lamp maker, who produces
glow lamps that will light without the aid of a match or
a spirit lamp."
THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF TRAINS.
Mr. Robert A. Ross contributes to the January num-

ber of the "Canadian Engineer" an interesting resume
on the electric lighting of trains. He divides the various
systems which have been tried into five sections, which
he arranges in order of first cost, commencing with th.3

cheapest. These headings are as follows: (i)A steam
dynamo in the guard's van; (a) engine and dynamo in

the luggage van, with a battery and accumulator in each
coach

; (3) a similar arrangement with a dynamo in the
guard's van, the dynamo being driven off the axle

; (4) ac-

cumulators in each car with charging stations at inter-

vals along the line ; and, lastly, a small dynamo and bat-

tery on each car, the dynamo being driven from the axle.

The last two headings represents systems which Mr. Rosf
considers most useful in general practice. He advocates
however, m the fourth system, that the charging stations

should not be established for that purpose only, but that

the required current should be taken from a lighting plant

already in use. He considers that the chances of failure

are greatest where the power is taken from an axle of a

carriage, but even then the breakdowns recorded are very
few, indeed. Mr. Ross points out the difficulty of ob-
taining any correct figures as to the cost of the work, but
considers it proved that the interest and depreciation ac-

count will be the largest item in the cost. Where the bat-

tery system is used and the batteries are charged at in-

tervals, he advocates the use of high-efficiency lamps, in

order to reduce the weight and cost of the accumulators.
—Ex.

AUTO-MOBILES.

BREAKING IN AUTOMOBILE "CABBIES."
Consul- General Gowdy, of Paris, in his annual report,

says that during the oast year there has been a marked
Increase in the adoption of automobiles, not only as pleas-

ure \ chicles, but for practical application in the way of

cabs serving the public in the city of Paris, and for busi-

ness ] urposes in the way of delivery wagons, especially

those for long distances. It is announced that at the be-

ginning of next year there are to be 100 motor cars driven

hy tlcctric power runningin the streets of Paris, and, if

the experiment be successful, the cabs will be increased

to 1 .coo. With this project in view, a large plot of

ground has been acquired, where the building of works
necessary for the housing of the cabs and the machinery
for the electric supply are being rapidly completed. A
training ground has also been made for the cabmen. This

is laid out with every possible form of paving, wood, as-

phalt, stone, etc.. including two steep hills. Here and
there are dotted about a number of dummy figures, and
in and out of these the cabmen have to maneuver, under

the orders of an instructor. As a rule, in four lessons, it

is stated, the driver is ready to navigate Paris, and after

ten lessons is considered thoroughly competent. Each
cab is supplied with sufficient power to be driven thirty

miles at about eight miles an hour.

ELECTROLYSIS.

ELECTROLYSIS OF IRON AND LEAD PIPING.
Attention has recently been called to the condition of

the iron and lead piping under the streets of Dayton, O.

In ordinary soils a cast-iron pipe is not affected materially

by electrolysis, that is, the combined action of the electric

currents set free from the ground return to the electric

street railways, the pipe, and the surrounding earth. In

Dayton, however, the soil from recent analysis is found

to contain a large percentage of sodium carbonate and

chloride, which, by the electrolytic action of currents set

free by the ground return feeder of the electric street

railways are converted into hydrochloric acid. This acid

readily dissolves iron, and the result is, after three or

four vears. serious injury to both the iron piping and the

rails of the electric lines'. Several remedies for reducing

this electrolysis have been suggested, chief among which

are the better bonding of the track and the adoption of

wooden pipes, bound with spiral hoops of iron, the whole

to be heavilv covered with asphaltum. If these details

are carefully considered and carried out. the electrolysis

can be reduced in most instances to a practically ncg-

legiblg quantity.—The Railway Review,
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TO RENT; POSSESSION
AT ONCE.

...AMPLE POWER...

1S8

.:^;--a--l-

J

FQUR UPPER FLOORS,
66 and 68 Duane Street,

New York

Applv at^Estate of Thomas
Vernon, 22-26 Reade Street,

Xew Vork City,.,,
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TO LET!

WITH OR WITHOUT POWER.

LOCATION—66 and 68 DUANE SRREET. south side
r
a half hlock east of Broadway; back of

building on Manhattan Alley.

SIZE—Each floor 40x80.

LIGHT—Six windows front and back, ceiling high.

ELEVATOR—Stearn freight elevator.

HEAT—Each floor well equipped with radiators for steam heat, and ample steam supply from

owner's plant.

y

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

PRICE—Low.

Landlord always in reach, and interests of tenants carefully considered.

T. ALFRED VERNON,

HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.

22-2f. Reade Street, New York City. • *
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ALSO FOUR UPPER FLOORS,
» st. 2d, 3d and 5th.

"With Passenger Elevator. Ample Power if Desired.

|

n

1

1

VERNON BROS &C0. paper makers!* f

LOCATION—2'2, U and 26 READE STREET, one-half block east of Broadway.

SIZE—75x80, each floor.

LIGHT—Best of Light. Nine windows both front and back. Back of building is on Manhattan

Alley.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator; also hydraulic passenger elevator. A new hydraulic

passenger elevator will be running May 1 st.

HEAT—Each floor supplied with radiators for steam heat, and good supply from boilers in the

basement.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired, at market rates.

PRICES—Low.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

Landlord on premises.

ESTATE OE TriOS. VERNON,
22, 24 and 26 Reade Street, New York City.

T. ALFRED VERNON,
HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.
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ELECTRICIAN

' 'SLOANL

Illustrated.

' $1.00.
It is the ambition of thousands of young' and old to become electrical engineers. Not every ono

Is prepared to spend several thousand dollars upon a college course, even if the three or four years

requisite are at their disposal. It is possible to become an electrical engineer without this sacrifice,

ana this work is designed to tell "How to become a successful Electrician," without the outlay usually

.

•pent in acquiring the profession.
" Every young' man who wishes to become a successful electrician should read this book. He

will not be an electrician when he has mastered the book, but if he follows the advice there

given he will become an electrician at some future time, if he is capable^ of becoming anything. It

may be called a minimum book, for it tells the least that will be necessary, but it tells it in such a way
that nq worthy young man will be satisfied with the minimum, but will strive for that greater knowl-
edge that will compel true and continually growing success. It is filled with good common sense,

and is the clearest and most practical book on the subject we have seen."

—

Public Opinion.

ELECTRICITY SIMPLIFIED.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED. $1.00.

This work is the simplest ever published on the subject of Electricity, and does something not
hitherto accomplished. Electricity is in many respects unexplained by the scientist; to the ordinary
man it is all a mystery. The object of " Electricity Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible.

This book is intended for the use of those whose former education has not qualified them to follow
understanding!}-, or with any degree of interest, the abstruse and technical works of the author
whose volumes are the main sources of our information on these abstruse subjects. The author has
certainly furnished a book which will be found to explain In simple language many of the fundament-
al principles and resulting phenomena of electricity.

—

Electrical World.
This is an excellent little book, well worth perusal. *** The book is practical in the best sense of

the word. The author is to be commended for producing such a work.

—

Electrical Engineer.

jUgrfOTif

1

'• ' I

Arithmetic of Electricity.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A Practical Treatise on Electrical Calculations of all kinds, redueed to a series of rules, all of the
Simplest forms, and involving only ordinary arithmetic; each rule illustrated by one or more practical
problems, with detailed solution of each one. Followed by an extensive series of Tables.

We can recommend the work.

—

Electrical Engineer.
"We have already reviewed "The Arithmetic of Electricity" in these columns.. The best testi-

mony of the nature of its reception by the public is the early issuing of a third edition. The object of
the work is to give a practical review of the mathematics of electricity^within the scope of those who
are not conversant with algebra and the higher mathematics. It comprises a large number of rules.
illustrated by one or more examples each, while, in order to remove from it anything of the empirical
aspect, a chapter is devoted to demonstrations of the rules which require it.

—

Scientific American,

ELECTRIC TOY=MAKJNG, Very FuttyJUustraUd. $1.00.

DYNAMO BUILDING and ELBCTR1C-M0T0R CONSTRUCTION.

This work treats of the making at home of Electrical Toys, Electrical Apparatus, Motor*,
Dynamos and Instruments in genera], and is designed to bring within the reach of young and old the
manufacture of genuine and useful electrical appliances.

The work Is specially designed for amateurs and young folks.
This Is a work in which the American boy will find explanations ofthe details of a great number

of pieces of electrical apparatus which he may construct with his own hands and for his own amuse-
ment and pleasure. The nine chapters of the book treat respectively ofbatteries, permanent magnets,
electro-magnets, electric motors, electric bells, miscellaneous toys, spark and Induction coils, and
allied subjects, the hand power dynamo, and miscellaneous receipts and formula;. The chapter on
primary batteries will be found especially valuable.—Electrical World.
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THE ELEMENTS OF ARC LIGHTING.
It might seem strange to speak of separately excite I

generators, in the same breath with arc lighting, but,

in earlier days when little was known of the principles

of electrical engineering the separately excited dynamo
was all we had. A constant field, such as is produced by

a separately excited dynamo, will not give a constant

potential at the brushes.

about eighty volts, wastes more power in this respect

than two of the open globe type.

In connecting up an alternating current lamp the con-

nections as given in diagram will be found most con-

venient to follow. One of the advantages of alternating

current arc lighting is that a transformer, installed to

operate in conjunction with one or two arc lamps, acts

like a choke coil in not wasting the surplus of power

Characteristic Curve of Arc Light Dynamo.

The influence of armature re-action is so severe that

both incandescent and arc light dynamos are equally af-

fected by it. The nearest approach to separate excitation

is found in a shunt wound machine but in these dynamos,
in order to preserve a constant potential for incandescent

and constant potential arc lighting, a compound wind-
ing is necessary.

The use of permanent steel magnet for fields is no*:.

in the light of our modern science, an advantage. With-
out an auxiliary exciting device it would be absolutely

impossible to
-

attain the same fineness of regulation that

we do to-day.

as in an ordinary resistance. The calculation of drop
by the rule that the circular mils are equal to the length

of the conductor in feet, multiplied by the amperes, multi-

plied by twelve and divided by the volts loss only needs
the extra modification of allowing about ten per cent,

additional cross section in copper.

ARC LIGHTING DYNAMOS.
In cases where lighting is to be done exclusively by arc

lamps in great numbers, it r.s usual, to arrange the lamps
all in series, even to as many ai one hundred or two
hundred lights. With continuous current, arcs cannot

BLOCK

Arc Lamp Connected to Alternating Current Circuit.

The curve shows the rise of potential in an arc light be maintained burning steadily unless they are fed at a
machine with a ten ampere load, at between three and
four hundred volts. Strictly speaking, a series dynamo is

only the best for arc lighting wiien such is of "the high
tension order.

Arc lighting in the streets and home is in the end
better done by the use of low tension machinerv. The

pressure of forty or forty-five volts to each lamp. With
insufficient pressure the arcs hiss and a counter electro-

motive force of about thirty-nine volts is generated in

the steady arc. The preservation of a constant potential
in incandescent lighting is reversed in this case which
requires a constant current. Open and closed coil arc

waste of power in the resistance connected in series with light dynamos represent the two great classes in use to
two arc lampa on one hundred and ten volts consumes day. The Thornton-Houston \lvnamo posseting a
YcryUttle power; the enclosed are lamp, consuming spherical armature, three part commutator and arma«
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ture is one of the most remarkable in use. In the original When this armature is rotated in the cavity between
form of armature the three coils, which constituted it, the cup-shaped poles, alternate current are generated in

a
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Connections of Arcs on Incandescent Dynamo.

were wound with their three ends connected together each coil in turn, which are consequently rectified bv the
and the other three extremities ending up in the com- three part commutator. If the width 'of the gaps be-
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Connections of a Separately Exoited Dynamo.

mutator bars. The windings are one hundred and twenty tween the segments of the commutator be equal to the
degrees apart. In polyphase work this method of con- width between the adjacent brushes, each coil will be out
necting would be called star connections of circuit, whenever it is more than sixty degrees from
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the position of maximum action, and the time during

which any two coils are in parallel would be practically

nothing. The automatic shifting of the brushes gives

sufficient regulation to keep the current constant.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.

REFUSE FOR FUEL FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING
London citv refuse used as fuel for electric lighting has

been very successful at Shoreditch. The cost of dispos-

ing of the street refuse was formerly $30,000 per year,

which included the collection and dumping at sea. The

cost of gas for street lighting was $20,000 per year. The

charges usually appear as appendages of the spark, and a*

they are seen in lightning photographs, it is probable that

lightning is preceded by pilot brush discharges.—Ex.
A PECULIAR LAWSUIT.

The "Engineer" tells of a peculiar lawsuit brought by
the captain of the port of Leghorn, Italy, against the own-
ers of certain wooden yachts. These yachts were copper
sheathed, and were moored with steel cables to a buoy in

the harbor to which some of warships and other steel ves-

sels were also fastened. Under these conditions electrical

action took place, the bottoms of the vessels being the

piates of a very large battery, and the fact of damage to

the steel vessels by the electrolyses was clearly estab-

lished bv the evidence submitted. The court directed the

removal of the yachts to another part of the harbor.

Thoirson-Houston Arc Machine.

new electric plan; cost S60.000. and the cost for the first

year was Si 9.070 for labor, supplies, insurance, etc. The
interest, rent, depreciation, eic. cost $10^205, making a

total of $29,275. The gross receipts for the sale of power
and light were 84^.20^. giving a net profit of $15,030.—-
Ex.

REDUCTION IN CABLE RATES.
The Western Union Telegraph Co. and the Commer-

cial Cable Co. announce that from March 1 next, the ca-

ble rate to joints in Holland and Belgium will be the

same as to Great Britain, Germany and France, or _•;

cents per word. This is a reduction of 7 cents a word to

Holland and 5 cents a word to Belgium.
A STEAM MOTOR CAR. .

The Baldwin Locomotive Works are not setting up a
new steam motor car for the Pennsylvania. It will have
a speed of 40 miles an hour and carry sufficient coal to

run 50 miles. It is resigned to meet the competition of

electric roads.

THE ELECTRIC SPARK.
The electric spark is not as simple as it appears. A

German electrician has found that each spark is preceded
by several brush discharges from both poles, each suc-
cessive brush extending further outward until the gap is

bridged and the spark passes. The spark discharge is

complex, being made up of several partial discharges, of

which the first is strongest. The preliminary brush dis-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT YOKOHAMA.
A curious cause of breakdown is described in the la.ft

number of the "Indian Engineer." It seems that the
electric lighting of Yokohama is carried out by overhead
wires which are not insulated. The recent failure of the
light is said to be due to the intelligent youth of Japan
flying an exceptional number of kites at a certain festival.

'I he introduction of the electric wires hampered the kites'

fliers, and we regret to say that the reverse was also true.
;.^ the tails of these kites became so entangled with the
wires i'or the incandescent service that the current had to

be int irrupted.

BRIDGE BUILDING BY MEANS OF ELECTRI-
CAL MACHINERY.

A bridge of 900 feet span, at Budapest, is being erected
entirely by means of electrical machinery. The iron gird
ers tied as piles to keep the water back'from the excava-
tions for the shore pillars were driven in bv at. electric
ram. The ram was a hammer rising 34 feet tritfl a veloc-
ity of 12 feet nor second. The spoil out of the hole was
taised bv an electric windlass. The water was removed by
seven centrifugal pumps working day and night. The
5-inch diameter pumps were driven by 10 horse power
motors, the 8-inch by 16 horse power, and one 9-inch ft

v

a 20 horse power motor.—Scientific American.
ELECTRICITY IN EGYPT.

The Duke of Connaught recently laid the foundation
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stone of a new dam crossing the Nile at Assouan, thus in-

augurating a work which will have a vast fertilizing effect

in Egypt. The following few figures will be of interest

from the fact that they indicate that a large system of

electrical distribution can be supplied from this new dam.

The length of the dam, which will be built on the solid

granite, will be a mile and a quarter. It will be 80 feet

wide at the base, and 80 feet high, and will holde dn

head of water 46 feet higher above the dam than the dis

charge. As the discharge is to provide for 54,000,000

tons of water per hour at full Nile, the vast amount of en-

ergy which will then be riming to waste is easily calcu-

lated.—Ex.

EDISON'S BABY CRADLE.
When Thomas A. Edison's second daughter was born,

says the New York "World,"' his technical assistants in

the laboratory at Orange presented him with plans for a

cradle intended to save Mrs. Edison much worry and

trouble usually experienced by mothers. Several other

ideas Avere submitted to the committee, but the thought

of the Wizard ambling up and down the room in the dead

of the night, occasionally stepping on a semi-submerged

tack, was too much for them, so the cradle was decide 1

en. It was called the "automatic electric baby tender."

It was an ordinary cradle with ingenious devices for the

child's comfort attached. Immediately above the spot

where the baby's head would lie was a diaphram, some-

what like a telephone receiver. If the infant should start

crying, at the very first fail communication was estab-

lished between the diaphragm and an electric clock. At
the same time the cradle was set rocking by means of a

small motor. If the remonstrance continued beyond a

certain time the clock released a lever, and an arm at-

tached to the side of the cradle (operated by what is

called a bell crank lever), carrying a nursing bottle, was
swung over the baby's mouth. If hunger was not the

trouble, and the wails continued, another arm on the op-

posite side swung over the child's mouth with paregoric.

At the same time the electric current was turned into a

set of magnets placed around the cradle, and any pin

which might be causing the trouble would be at once re-

moved. If the yells continued, the "thirty-third degree"
was applied. Two arms, lying flat in the cradle under the

baby, were slowly raised and the child turned over. Then
an electric spanker fastened to the footboard proceeded
to do its work with neatness and dispatch. However, Mr.
Edison persists in regarding the baby's joy electric cradle

as a joke.

The Langton Electric Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., says the

"Electrical World," is equipping a crane boat with water-
proof magnets, capable of lifting 4,000 pounds each, to

recover a large load of steel rails which was sunk in the
Ohio river.

BUSINESS NEWS
LOWE & LEVERIDGE.

We take great pleasure in announcing the formation
of a co-partnership between Messrs. Ernest A. Lowe and
Charles W. Leveridge, both well known through their

extended experience in the electrical supply line. Messrs.
Lowe & Leveridge have opened a general electrical sup-
ply business in all its branches at No. 183 Greenwich St.,

New York City, paying particular attention to the needs
and demands of insulated plants and with special facili-

ties for the immediate attention to emergency calls.

Mr. Lowe has had seventeen years experience in

business, the last thirteen of which ha^e been in the elec-

trical field. He has been connected at various times with
Pearse & Jones, Western Electric Co., United Electric
.Light and Power Co., and last served in the capacity of

manager for J. Jones & Son, 'of 64 Cortlandt street, the

great success of the latter firm during the past six years
being an eloquent testimonial to Mr. Lowe's sterling
worth and indefatigable exertions.

Mr. Charles W. Leveridge has had a wide commer-
cial and financial experience—the last seven years being
in the electrical line—and for three years had charge of
the entire isolated plant business of J. Jones & Son, the
ever-increasing volume of which attests his ability and
worth in that direction.

With two gentlemen of their experience and energy
associated together, prosperity will not fail to come and
we join with their numerous friends in wishing them
every success in their new enterprise.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.

TOTAL ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK
ENDING FEBRUARY 21, 1899, $73,609.

New York, Feb. 21, 1899.

—

Tne following exports of
electrical material, etc., are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date :

Antwerp—Forty-three cases electrical material, $2,932.
Brazil—One hundred and thirty packages electrical

material, $5,985.
British Guiana—Eleven packages electrical material,

$98.

British Australia—Two hundred and three packages
electrical material, $18,653: 1 case electros, $30.

British East Indies—Seventeen packages electrical ma-
terial, $993.

British Possessions in Africa—Three cases electrical
material, $165.
Cuba—Seventeen packages electrical material, $729.
Uiristiania—Five packages electrical material, $97.
( hiii—Three cases electrical material, $225.
China—Forty-two packages electrical machinery, $7,-

208; 17 cases electrical material, $654.
Dutch Guiana—Two cases electrical material, $25.
Danish West Indies—Two boxes electropoise, $21.
Ecuador—One case electrical material, $160.
Hamburg—Eighteen cases electrical material, $2,469.
Havre—Fortv-eight packages electrical material,

$6,765.

London—Seventv-three packages electric cable, $20,-
T74-

Mexico—Fifty cases electrical material, $938; 1 electric

launch, $876.
Marseilles—Twentv-nine cases electrical material.

$750
;

Milan—Two eases electrical machinery, $440; 4 cases
dectrical material, $979.
Nova Scotia—One package electrical material, $24.
Porto Rico—Two packages electrical material, $50.
Rome—One case electrical machinery, $83.
Siam—Ten cases electrical material, $857.
Southampton—Six cases electrical material, $300; 5

cases electrical machinery, $355.
Zurich—Two cases electrical material, $27.
U. S. of Colombia—Eighty-five packages electrical ma-

terial. $547.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Harrisonburg, Ya.--The Merchants' Light &Power Co ..

incorporated by J. R. Green and others; capital stock.

$10,000.

Windber, Pa.—Windber Electric Co., has been incor-

porated by Thos. Fisher. W. A. Crist, Osceola Mills, and

J. S. Cunningham ; to supply light, heat and power. Cap-
ital stock, $10,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Winfield Resetting Circuit

Breaking Co., has been incorporated by E. F. Winfield.

A. A. Anderson, C. L. Ackerman, A. E. B. Ridley and
S. L. Napthaly ; for the purpose of manufacturing, selling

and repairing electric goods. Capital stock. $io.c<x).
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Pittsburg, Katis.—The Pittsburg Gas, Electric Light

and Power Co., has been granted application for charter.

Capital stock, $50,000.

Greenville, Miss.—People's Light Co., has been incor-

porated by Harley Metcalf, Fred Metcalf, George Metcalf

and others to furnish light, power and heat. Capital

stock, $25,000.

Yicksburg, Miss.—Yicksburg Electrical Supply Co.,

has been incorporated by M.J. Mulvihill, S. R. Hughes,
and M. B. Landau; to carry on a general electrical busi-

ness. Capital stock, $250,000.

Trenton, X. J.—East Jersey Electrical Co., has been

incorporated by C. F. Johnson, S. H. Taylor, and J. P.

Cooper ; to manufacture and deal in electricity, light, heat

and power of all kinds, including compressed air.

Cazenovia, X. Y.—The Union Electric Co., has been

incorporated by John O'Connell, David O'Connell, Thos.
O'Connell, X. S. Miller, and James Dougherty. Capital

stock, $25,000.
Camden, X. J.—Miller Electrical Maintenance Co., has

been incorporated by J. J. Miller, Charles E. Schmunk,
James R. Baird, W. C. Thoma, and William Bader; to

carry on a general electrical business. Capital stock,

$100,000.

Grand Island, Xeb.—Joehnk-Waldman Co., has been
incorporated by Henry C. Joehnk, Ignatz YYaldman, and
John C. Waldman ; to maintain an electric light, power
and gas plant. Capital stock, $50,000.

Xatchez, Miss.—Xatchez Light, Power and Transit
Co., has been incorporated by MauriceMoses and Abram
Moses ; to furnish light, power and heat, and operate an
electrical railroad. Capital stock, $250,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Pennsylvania Electrical Yehicle
Co., has been organized, with W. W. Gibbs, president.

Capital stock, $2,000.

YYaterville, Me.—Atlantic Manufacturing Co., has
been incorporated by Charles E. Bibber, Herbert W.
Smith, and Cyrus W. Davis ; to manufacture electrical

apparatus. Capital stock, $1,000,000.
Stockbridge, Mass.—Callendar Power Co., has been in-

corporated by Chas. E. Callender, John S. Fuller, and
Frederick S. Aymar; electric heat, light and power, etc

Capital stock, $5,000.
Charleston, W. Ya.—Xorth American Air Motor Co.,

of Xew York, has been incorporated under the laws of

this State, by Lucius T. Gibbs, Thomas Holden, Jr., Chas.
Engel, John French, and D. H. Lyon ; to manufacture
and sell apparatus operated by compressed air, steam or
electricity. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

Jersey City, X. J.—Commercial Cable Co., has been in-

corporated by Clarence H. Mackay.' George G. Ward, Al-
bert B. Chandler, Edward C. Piatt) G. W. Clapperton

;

Albert Beck, Wm. W. Cook ; to construct and operate an
electric telegraph between Cuba and the United States.
Capital stock, $500,000.
Humboldt, Iowa.-^The Humboldt Electric Lighting

and Power Co., has been incorporated by X. H. Knowles,
S. G. Winne, R. F. Oestrich, P. E. Ward, and others;
telephone exchange. Capital stock, $10,000.

Harrisonburg, Ya.—The Merchants' Light and Power
Co., incorporated by J. R. Green, H. L. Bushong, C. F.
Thomason. E. B. Cootes, and I. S. McXeill ; to manu-
facture and distribute gas and electricity in Rockingham
County. Ya. Capital stock, $10,006.

Norfolk, Ya.—Xorfolk Xew Light Co., incorporated
by W. H. Davis, Sr., E. M. Henry and others ; to buv and
operate lighting and heating plants.

Middleport, X. Y.—Middleport Power Co., has been
incorporated by Frank G. Lott, Thomas J. Wilcox, Wm.
J. Sterrett, Geo. F. Thompson, and Byron C. Stanton ; to
manufacture electric light, heat and power. Capital stock.
$1^,000.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Jenney Electric Manufactur-
ing Co., has increased its capital from $50,000 to $80,000.

Dalas, Tex.—Southwestern Electrical Engineering &
Construction Co., has been incorporated by Sam P. Cocfi-

ran, J. L. Sale and Frank Reeves. Capital stock, $20,000.
Xunda, 111.—Citizens' Electric Light and Manufactur-

ing Co., has been incorporated by Marcellus L. Joslyn,

E. E. McCullom, and E. G. McCullom ; to manufacture
and sell light, heat and power. Capital stock, $10,000.

Bourbon, Ind.—Bourbon Water & Light Co., has been
incorporated by C. M. Leekman, John C. Dales, and C.

C. Layton ; to operate water works and electric light sys-

tem. Capital stock, $11,000.
Winthrop, Mass.—Winthrop Gas and Electric Co., in-

corporated by Simon J. Donovan, and others ; to manu-
facture, buy and sell gas and electricity, etc. Capita!

stock, $100,000.
Paterson, X. J.—A big gas, electric and power combi-

nation has been formed in this city to control all the ga-
and electric plants in the county and a few of those in

Bergen County. The United Gas Improvement Co., is at

the head of the deal. All the lighting companies of Patt-

erson, Passaic city, and Lodi, will hereafter be under one
management, and the following have been chosen direc-

tors : William Bartsour, president ; Garret A. Hobart.
Bird W. Spencer, Hobart Tuttle, B. M. Shanley, John R
Lee, John W. Ferguson, E. T. Bell, and Randall Mor-
gan. The capital stock is $5,000,000, and bonds to the
amount of $5,000,000 will be issued.

TELEPHOXE CALLS.
Carlisle, Ky.—The East Kentucky Telephone & Tele-

graph Co., incorporated by Dr. G. W. Evans, F. H.
Adair, F. B. Lindsey and others. Capital stock, $1,000.

Smithville. Tenn.—Smithville Telephone Co., has been
incorporated by R. L. Cautrell, T. J. Patton, W. W. Par-
ker, W. B. Parker, and others; to conduct and operate a
telephone line. Capital stock, $1,000, with privilege to
increase it to $14,000.

Meriden, Conn.—The Commercial Automatic Tele-
phone Exchange Co., has been formed with a capital o'

$250,000. The company proposes to establish the sys-

tem which does away with the "hello girl" throughout the
State.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Central Union Telephone Co..
has filed a mortgage for $6,000,000 gold bearing bonds.
The mortgage covers all franchises and other property
owned by the company in this State, and was given to the
old Colony Trust Co., of Boston.

Eureka, 111.—Eureka Telephone Exchange Co., has
been incorporated by J. A. McGuire, F. B. Stumpf and
L. Carr. Capital stock, $2,500.

Dover. 111.— Dover Telephone Co., has been incorpo-
rated by Chas. O. White, M. H. Blackburn, and Jas. W.
Sabin ; to carry on a telephone business. Capital stock,
$2,000.

Wheaton, 111.—DuPage County Telephone Co.. has
been incorporated by Margaret I. Isgrig, Henry M. Fisk,
and Frank Seward ; to operate a telephone exchange.
Capital stock, $10,000.

Carlisle, Ky.—East Kentucky Telephone & Teleerraph
Co.. has been incorporated by Dr. C. W. Evans, F. H.
Adair, F. B. Lindsay, and others; to rent and operate
telephone lines. Capital stock, $1,000.
Xew Hope, Ky.—The Xew Hope Telephone Co., has

been incorporated by F. W. Hogan, T. P. Hogan. F.
Miles Hogan ; to erect and operate telephone lines. Cap-
ital stock, $1,000. •

Fordsville, Ky.—The Fordsville-Harrison Telephone
Co.. incorporated with John T. Smith, Jr., president; Dr.
E. W. Ford, vice-president; Ike C. Adair, treasurer; and
J. D. Cooper, secretary; for the construction of a tele-

phone system. Capital stock, $1,000.
Maysville, Ky.—The Germantown, Minerva & Mavs-

ville Telephone Co., incorporated bv M. C. Russell &
Son, Brittain & Llovd. T. C. Winter. Jiuld & Co., and
others. Capital stock, $500.
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Rogersville, Tenn.—The Tennessee River Telephone

Co., incorporated by J. R. Roark, T. R. Webster, R. D.

Keller, J. R. Sanders, and J. D. Walker. Capital stock,

$1,000.

West Leyden, N. Y.—Constableville and West Leyden
Telephone Co., has been incorporated by John J. Dem-
ser, Philip J. Demser, and Fred Myers; telephone line

Capital stock, $3,000.

Anna, 111.—Jackson Union Telephone Co., has in-

creased its capital stock from $35,000 to $75,000.

Milford.N. Y.—The Milford Telephone Co., has been

incorporated by Geo. Whitney. C. B. Kniskern, C. E.

Carr, and others ; to operate a system of telephonic com-
munication from Oneonta to Richfield Springs. Capi-

tal stock, $1,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Lexington, Ky.—Lexington Railway Co., has been in-

corporated by John T. Shelby, John R. Allen, R. P.

Stall, and others. Capital stock, $800,000.

Lansing. Mich.—Lansing, Dexter and Ann Arbor
Electric Railroad Co.. has been incorporated by Rush ].

Shank. C. P. Black. C. A. Mapes. and R. A. Montgom-
ery : to construct and operate a street railway. Capital

stock, $250,000.
Carrollton, Mo.—Steps are being taken to erect ar

electric line from Carrollton to Waverley.
Lexington. Ky.—The Lexington Railway Co., incor-

porated by John T. Shelby and others; for the purpose
of furnishing light, heat, power, gas and electricity. Cap-
ital stock, $800,000.

Xenia, O.—The Xenia and Spring Valley Transit Co..

has been incorporated by C. J. Eernedmg, O. (). ( )zier.

J. M.Wilson, M. L. Terneding. and Philip A. Kemper;
to build and operate an electric railway between Xenia
and Spring Valley. Capital stock, $5,000.

tion concerning contemplated erection of electric light
plant.

Arcadia, Fla.—C. C. Chollar, Secretary of Board of
Trade, may give information concerning proposed estab-
lishment of electric light plant.

Tampa. Fla.—The Consumers' Electric Light & Street
Railway Co., will expend $50,000 on improvements to its

plant.

Pulaski. Ya.—John T. Loving, Mayor, may be ad-
dressed concerning -contemplated erection of electric

light plant.

Bristol, Tenn.—The Bristol Belt Line Co.. will build
an electric power plant.

Wadesboro, X. C.—City Clerk may give information
concerning proposed construction of electric light plant.

BUSIXESS CFIAXGES.
Ironton. O.—The Ironton Electric Light and Railway

Co.. Edward S. Wilson appointed receiver.

Trenton. X. J.—The Columbia Electric Car Lighting
Co., has increased its capital stock to $10,000,000.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
'THESE INSTRUMENTS are
1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts ate inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from distuibing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

POSSIBLE 1 XSTALLATIOXS.
South St. Joseph, Mo.—City Clerk may give informa-

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
11±-V>0 William St., Newark, X. J., U.S.A.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. ]VX. IT., 2.45. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Xegative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOLE AGENTS.

75c. "VULCAN" STYL06MPMC PEN. 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENCRAVED HOLDER, S2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents ;C3,13l and 3li,551.

W«*Bd for our Ne* <'utulO£ui- and Discounts.
AftEATS WAXTE1), I K, ULLRICH & CO.. 27 Thames St.. New York
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POWER STATION OF THE MARKET STREET
RAILWAY CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Through the courtesy of "Power."
In the city of San Francisco, Cal., are operated a num-

ber of cable street railways with power houses at conveni-

ent points. These cable lines are supplemented by an elec-

cylinders 20 x 30 x 40 inches with 30 inch stroke. Piston
valves are used, an Ideal shaft governor controlling the
cut off on the high pressure cylinder only. A surface con-
denser is set in the bed of each engine. The exhaust
steam is passed through the tubes of the condenser, which
are surrounded by the condensing water. Steam is sup-
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Load Diagram, Electric Railway Station, San Francisco.
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trie system, the whole being operated by the Market plied to these engines at 160 pounds pressure. The ver-
Street Railway Company. lical section on this page shows the general arrangement
The subject of our illustration is the power station sup- of the engines and dynamos and also the location of the

plying current for the operation of the electric system. condenser.
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Elephant Boilers in Etectrlc'StaUon, Maiket Street Rulway Cjmpany, San Francisco.

This station is equipped with modern machinery. The The engine room aiso contains four vertical corn-
engine room contains four vertical triple expansion direct pounds belted to General Electric generators. Two of the
connected units carrying a -400 kilowatt Siemens-Halske compounds have cylinders 22^x39 and 24 inches rated
generator on each end of a 9 inch shaft. The engines have at 600 horse power each ; the other two have cylinders 16
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x 28 and 24 inches and are rated at 300 horse power each.

The steam pressure for these engines is 130 pounds.

The water for condensation is pumped from the bay,

a distance of one mile, through a 36-inch pipe, at an ele-

vation of about 25 feet, by means of two centrifugal

water drum 60 inches in diameter by 16 feet long, and con-
tain 72 three and one-half inch tubes. The shell is of

steel 7-16 of an inch thick, heads 1-2 inch. There are two
mud and water drums under each steam and water drum,
30 inches in diameter by 17 feet long ; each of these drums

Sectional Elevation, Triple Expansion EDgine
Pbmr.X.r.

pumps driven by 50 horse power electric motors. The
pumps and motors are in duplicate, one only being re-

quired to supply sufficient water for condensing pur-

poses.

The boiler room is equipped with the elephant or

are connected to the steam and water drum by two water

legs 13 inches in diameter, set near the front and rear

heads of the shell. Above each battery is a steam drum
conected to each boiler by a neck 10 inches in diameter.

These steam drums are 36 inches in diameter by 19 feet

Boiler Fressure Bofle r Pressure

Card from Dottora of Cylimk-is

Hijh i Inter. Low
|

Diani. of Cylinder M 30 «
i

Diam. of piston rod 4* «x **
;

Stroke 30 30 3D

No. 4 1-nifine

Steam per Oa-.'e 155 45H 2*
Revolutions 150 150 150

1 11. Power 115.1 3M.8 30u. 1

Totnl H. P.

Volts

1111.3

>MJ

Amperes 1300

Elct.ical H.P. 975.8

Efficeury .«* L

Card from Top of Cylinder*

High I titer. Low

Diain. of Cylinder 20 30 11

Diam. of piston rod «H <« *x
Stroke 30 30 30

No. 8 Engine

Steam per Gage IK « 2

Revolutions 150 150 150

1. H. Power ^15.1 392.8 306.1

Total H. P. 1111.3

Volts -asrr
Amperes 1300

1

Electrical 1I.P. 075.8

Efliceney .NK

• ._L-_-

French types of boilers set in four rows of three batteries
each, each battery containing three boilers.

These boilers derived their name originally, from their
size, as they sometimes exceeded 50 feet in length. Nine
of those in the plant under discussion have a steam and

long; the steam from them is conveyed to the main
through 7 inch connections. These nine boilers supply the

steam for the compound engines at 130 pounds. Each
battery has 80 square feet of grate surface and each boiler

1.588 square feet of heating surface.
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The other 27 boilers supply steam at 160 pounds for the

triple expansion engines. They have steam and water

drums 64 inches in diameter by 16 feet long, with shells

of steel 1-2 inch thick, made up of two sheets double-riv-

eted with 6 inch lap, rivets 7-8 inches, 3-4 inch pitch. The
heads are y8 inch double riveted to shell. In the other de

tails they are the same as the smaller boilers. Each has

1,588 feet of heating surface, and each battery 60 square

feet of grate surface. They are connected to the main by

12 1-2 inch connections. The steam main is 16 inches in

diameter.

The boilers evaporate 7 1-2 to 8 pounds of water per

pound of coal. The Howden system of forced draft is

used.

The feed water is taken from the hot well at about 140

degrees, passing through a heater, where it is raised by

the exhaust from the pumps to 180 degrees. From the

heater it passes through Hoppes purifiers situated on top

of the boilers ; most of the scale forming material is thus

removed. The feed enters the boilers from the purifiers

by gravity just below the water line. All the steam mains

are drained and trapped. Separators are placed on each

engine branch close to the engine the branch serves. The
oil is removed from the condensed steam by an ingenious

filter arrangement. A sheet iron tank is built in which

trays are placed one above the other so that the water will

run by gravity from one to the other. These trays are

filled with hay. The condensed steam is brought to the

filters by a 3 inch pipe. The tanks are 4 x 6 X4 feet. The
hay in the trays is changed every five days—3-4 of a bale

is used in each tank, the station being equipped with six

of them, three being used at a time. Suitable doors are

provided for removing the hay when necesary.

On this page two sets of diagrams from the triple ex-

pansion engines are shown, the full data for each being

given. A chart showing the variations of the load on the

station is also shown on this page.

The station was constructed by the Union Iron Works,
of San Francisco who also built the engines and boilers.

CLOTH PRESSING BY ELECTRICITY.
At a recent meeting of the Industrial Society of Elbeuf,

a report wis made by Mr. Ch. Mouchel. on a new process

invented by Mr. Chedville. which is known as the "elec-

tro-calidor'
:

process, and consists of pressing cloth by

means of boards heated by electricity.

A special committee appointed for the purpose exam-
ined the manufacture and operation of the press boards.

The result is declared to be most satisfactory, and the re-

port is as follows

:

The body of the press board is composed of asbestus

paste, covered by a netting of German silver. This is

again covered by paper pulp, which gives a pliable surface

without materially increasing the thickness of the press

board, which measures from 2 to 4 millimeters (0.078 to

0.157 inch). The first experiments were made by apply-

ing the electric current through holes pierced in the por-

tion of the board projecting beyond the cloth. Experi-
ence, however, has led to the adoption of press boards
with a trapezoid projection, of which the two obtuse

angles are covered with copper. Spring clips, provided
with a metal connection and attached to a pliable con-
ductor, serve to transmit the electric current to the cop-
per-covered corners of the boards, when the press is ar-

ranged for the work.
The electric press boards are used in the following

manner : On a plate of sheet iron is placed a piece of cloth,

between the folds of which are placed at equal distances

three electric press boards ; then there is another plate of

sheet iron, another piece of cloth, and so on until the

press is full. A.11 ordinary press holds eight pieces, the

iolds of the cloth being one meter (1.09 yards) wide.

The Messrs. Blin employ a system of hollow presses,

and an iron track, sufficiently long to accommodate ten,

communicates with each one of their hydraulic presses.

Against tV * veiling and parallel with this track are ar-

ranged two conductors, one positive and one negative.

They are placed on either side and a little beyond the line

of the track. Large clips for transmitting the electric cur-

rent arc attached by pliable wires to these conductors.
The hollow press is then placed beyond two of these clips,

each of which communicates with a movable vertical dis-

tributer.

The clips are readily adjusted to the metal corners of

the electric press boards, the positive on one side and the

negative on the other. The current is thus established
and the proper degree of heat generated, the time neces-
sary varying from three-fourths of an hour to one hour
and a half.

The required current for a press board measuring 1

meter (1.09 yards) by 70 centimeters (27.5 inches) is 2 am-
peres under a pressure of no volts. A press of eight

pieces, with twenty-four press boards, demands a current
of 48 amperes to heat the press, and the amount of electric

force expended in one hour and a half is as follows

:

48X110X1.5=7,920 watts per hour. The mechanical force

given a dvnamo of 90 per cent, working capacitv is

48X110
—12.5 horsepower. The labor expended in one

736X0.9
hour and a half is as follows : 12.5X1.5=18.75 horsepower
per hour.

Supposing a consumption of 1.5 kilograms of coal per
horsepower per hour, the quantity of coal necessary to

heat a press may be estimated at about 30 kilograms (66
pounds). Estimating coal at 25 francs ($4.83) per ton,

the maximum cost of heating a press would then be 75
centimes (14 cents).

Comparison being made between the amount of coal

required by the new system of pressing and the old—viz.,

direct heating in a special oven by means of sheet-iron

plates interspersed between the folds of the cloth—it is

found that the old method is slightly dearer than the new,
as the Messrs. Blin, who used the old system with as little

waste as possible and had thirty presses per day, state that

they used at least a ton of coal a day for the heating of

their plates, which involves an expenditure of 33 francs

(6.37) for the presses used, or 1.10 francs (21 cents) per

press.

There is thus an economy of fuel, but the new system
has other and more important points of superiority.

The first is the perfection of the work. The heating

of each press, and even of each piece, can be regulated

mathematically, either by varying the number of press

boards or by increasing or diminishing the length of the

heating. The cloth is heated slowly and without the ine-

qualities resulting from the old system, under which the

two ends of each piece were almost in contact with plates

heated to 500 degrees. All manufacturers who have em-
ployed the new system speak of this point as a great ad-

vantage.

A second advantage is the extreme cleanliness with

which the pressing can be effected. The old style of

plates heated in an oven often resulted in soiling the cloth,

which is now entirely avoided.

Another advantage is the economy in laborious hand-
ing necessitated by heating and transporting heavy cast-

iron plates. The workshops can also be kept at a lower

temperature, more favorable to the health of operators.

The heat generated in the folds of the cloth is com-
pletely utilized by the new process, and a fraction less is

lost by radiation than under the old system of heating by
plates.

If there is already an electric plant in the establishment

(and few modern houses devoted to commerce or manu-
facture are without one), the expense is reduced. The
boards are not costly, and with proper care will last sev-

eral years.

Mr. Mouchel dunks that the process above described

is, from ail points of view, a most important invention and

should be generally adopted. YV. P. ATWELL,
Roubaix, January 18. [S99,
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THE ELECTRICAL MICROSCOPE.
This rather strange name has been applied to a rather

supersensitive instrument with which physicists and elec-

trical men are pretty well acquainted. The magnifying
power of a microscope may reach four or five thousand
diameters but for the detection of the most transient and
minute currents, the Thomson reflecting galvanometer
cannot be equalled or excelled.

The part a galvanometer has played in the history of

electrical engineering is so important that it is impossible

to separate from it the greatest of inventions. The gal-

vanometer in the hands of Michael Faraday gave to the

world an electro magnetic generator whose influence

upon civilization is most manifest in our own large cities.

By means of this instrument currents were detected which

would have escaped even that famous investigator's notice

without the aid of the galvanometer.
Its use for telegraphic purposes in England by Wheat-

stone is indicative of its practical value for comparatively

rough work. The great cable laid by Cyrus Field and
others became primarily a success through the good offi-

ces of the galvanometer as improved upon by Lord Kel-

vin. The degree of sensitiveness a reflecting galvanome-
ter possesses can hardly be estimated or compared with-

out making heavy demands upon the imagination. It is

with respect to currents of electricity more indispensa-

ble than the mjcroscope. lis power of magnification, its

ability t«- ii»pm\ upon a -'?«i-
;t *}M oi hght hum movi

through a distance of many feet when a current of less

than one ten-thousandth of an ampere passes, is almost
miraculous.

Yet small as the ampere is, physicians make use daily
of millivoltmcters and milliameters whose needles detect
thousandths of an ampere or volt. A true representation
of the value of the galvanometer has been made by Prof.
John Trowbridge, of Harvard University.
"The galvanometer can detect slight molecular disturb-

ances; it can also reveal mysterious effects in the ether
of space. One sometimes smiles at the microscopist who
disputes with a fellow microscopist on the possibility of
measuring spaces of one hundred thousandth of an inch.
Yet one should reflect that the antiseptic treatment in

surgery which saves thousands of lives every year, is due
to the perfection of the microscope. To those unlearned
in electrical science, too, the tiny movement of a needle
or the excursion of a spot of light over the scale seems
hardly worthy the attention of a liberally educated man.
Yet the modern dynamo and the telephone owe their ex-
istence to the study by Faraday and Henry of these
minute movements."

DANGERS OF THE VITASCOPE.
At the Convention of the International Association of

Fire Engineers, held in St. Louis last October, a paper
was read by Capt. William Brophy, of Boston, Mass. His
intention was to show the danger which is ever present

when a vitascope, kinetoscope or similar apparatus is

carelessly handled. He recommends the use of a metal
lined box when arc lamps supply illuminating power. He
also advocates a large metal pan containing sand upon
which the machine rests. A second recommendation is

to the effect that a shutter between the lense and film

should be always available for the purpose of cutting off

the light in case the film ceases moving.
His close acquaintance with the rules laid down and ob-

served by contractors doing electric lighting are in per-

fect harmony with reason. By applying them to these in-

struments, a great deal of unnecessary risk and danger to

life and limb of those witnessing an exhibition are avoid-

ed. His statement regarding the protection, so necessary

when a great amount of highly inflammable material is

exposed in the shape of a hundred and fifty foot film, is

worthy of the most careful consideration.

He says: "When the ray of a powerful light is focussed

on one spot of the film for a very short time, it will burst

into flame. Should the film be accidentally interupted in

its passage between the iamp and the lense unless the rays

of the light were quickly shut off by a shutter, the film

would ignite. If allowed to reel off on to the floor or into

an open box, the whole mass would be quickly aflame and

with no means at hand to extinguish, the consequences

would be fearful to contemplate."

The large vaudeville halls are of late very careful in

projecting kinetoscope views, to see that every precaution

is taken to prevent lire, explosion or a more harmless in-

terruption. Y\ e recommend to such of our readers as

might not fullv appreciate the sort of blaze resulting from

the ignition of celluoid to take an old photographic film,

such as is sold in rolls and apply a match to it. The com-

bustion will be furious and last, as though a pinch of gun-

powder had been lit.

In the majority of cases, the operator of a moving pic-

ture apparatus is well surrounded by various members of

the audience whose escape from his vicinity would cer-

tainlv be prevented in case of accident. An outfit of this

kind is less dangerous than the ordinary stereopticon with

gas tank, if it is properly installed. The unnecessary risk

which operators often run in their ignorance or carelo-

ness is a menace to themselves and those onlookers who

arc virtually seated upon ra»k* «»f gunpowdrr while the

,ro Iff iit-Mihc.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
COST OF TELEPHONE SERVICE IN BOSTON.
The city of Boston pays over $100,000 a year for tele-

phone service connected with departments.—Ex.
FENCE WIRES AS TELEPHONE CONDUCTORS.
The use of fence wires in Australian plains as tele-

phone conductors is becoming general, and the farmers
thus commonly communicated over distances of 7}/> to

\2 l/2 miles.—Ex.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT BY ELECTRICITY

ADOPTED IN MASSACHUSETTS.
The State of Massachusetts will hereafter put its con-

demned criminals to death by the electric current, instead

of by the hangman's noose. The Governor of that State

lately signed a bill of the legislature making provision for

the change.—Ex.
AN ELECTRICALLY HEATED FURNACE FOR

POTTERY.
The London Electrical Review is authority for the

statement that an English firm has developed an electric

process for the production of ceramic wares which yields

very superior results. Briefly described, it consists in the

employment of photography for the production of the de-

signs, and an electric furnace of special design for burn-

ing in the designs, the photographs being covered with a

special glaze. The excellence of the product is stated to

be due chiefly to the method of burning, th£ electric fur-

nace permitting of being kept under complete control.

—

Ex.
NEW METHOD OF STORING LIQUID ACETY-

LENE.
A great advance in acetylene lighting has been made,

as a perfectly safe method of storing liquid acetylene has

been discovered. This will enable the use of gas holders,

which are the greatest source of danger, to be done away
with, as the acetylene can be made at central stations, and
liquefied as fast as it is made. The discovery consists in

saturating kieselguhr with the liquid acetylene, of which

it will absorb about four times its own weight. In spite

of its analogy to dynamite, the mixture is perfectly free

from all risk of explosion.—Ex.
TELEGRAPH LINES SHORT CIRCUITED BY

SALT.
A very curious case of telegraphic disturbance is re-

ported from Utah, where the Oregon short line lost six

telegraph wires for a distance of eighty miles north of

Ogden, Utah. It was found on inspection that the cross

arms and insulators were heavily coated with salt vary-

ing from one-sixteenth to 'a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness. This coating, when wet, taken in connection with

the snow lying en the cross arms, formed a dead cross.

During the middle of the day, when the sun was shining

brightly, the salt appeared to dry out and the wires could

be used to some extent. When the cause of the trouble

was determined, an engine was started out equipped with

a large hose which was used with hot water for washing
off the coating. The salt was carried by the winds blow-

ing over the Great Salt Lake, and as salt is a conductor

of electricity the short circuiting of wires is easily ex-

plained.—Ex.
CHARMED BY^ THE ELEVATOR.

That electricitv exercises a certain amount of fascina-

tion is shown by the following incident, taken from the

New York "Sun :"

The porter of Mr. Newell 's store, a haberdashery on
Fifth avenue, in a fit of unwonted energy on Sunday
forenoon made a visit to the building. He was surprised

to find Philip O'Brien, who had been formerly employed
by Mr. Newell as an errand boy, in the freight elevator,

with his hand on the lever, ready to start upward, and
as he could think of one explanation only for the presence
of the recently discharged errand boy in a building sup-

posed to be deserted and locked up, he charged O'Brien

on the spot with being a thief. The terrified boy made
a plunge and a dash, evaded his accuser, reached the
door, and vanished into space.

The incident, magnified by the imagination of the faith-

ful porter, was reported the next morning to Mr. Newell,
who, in turn, reported it to Police Headquarters, with
the result that O'Brien was arrested at his home. A false

key to Mr. Newell's building was found in his pocket.
It appeared that the new electric elevator had exercised

a strange fascination over him from the first day he saw
it. He spent not only his leisure moments, but also much
time stolen from his duties near it, coaxing the attendant
into giving him a ride, or begging for one brief chance
to handle the lever that regulates its movements. The
desire to run it all by himself finally became so strong that
he decided to get a key to the building.
The time that followed after its acquirement seemed

to bring paradise back to earth. Almost every evening
the boy spent in the building, making trips with the ele-

vator, bumping it against the ceiling and dropping it to
the floor, but always too happy to be conscious of the
harm done to the cage and the machinery. The first few
evenings he went alone, but later he took his younger
brother along, and as time and practice brought a feeling
of security, he invited favored friends to accompanv him
on private elevator excursions. All the time he felt

deeply that the running of a first-class electric elevator
beat any other game he could think of.

The size of that last bill for elevator repairs makes
Mr. Newell inclined to believe the boy's story, and this
inclination has been strengthened by the failure to dis-
cover any shortage in the stock.

THE SENSATION OF BEING SHOCKED ELEC-
TRICALLY.

Dwight L. dough, the electrician who was recentlv
reported to have survived a shock from an electric cur-
rent of 11,000 volts, received at the power house of the
Buffalo & Lockport Railway, is so far recovered as to
be able to tell how it feels to be struck by a strong current
of electricity. When a reporter of the Buffalo "News"
questioned him in regard to the shock, he said : "Well,
in the first place, the report given out that a current of
11,000 volts passed through my body was erroneous.
The current measure of the current was 1,000 amperes
under a pressure of between 800 and 900 volts. You
see the ampere is the measure of volume, while the volt
is the measure of pressure. With this correction, how-
ever, it remains a fact that the chance of living after such
a current goes through one is about one in 100. As to
my sensations, I had none. I was filing a brush ring on
one of the converters. I stood on a rubber mat to insu-
late myself, as the machine was running. Unnoticed by
me, the mat slipped about, and in changing my position a
little, I slipped with one foot into the well under the ma-
chine. That threw me against the machine, and my foot

came in contact with the machine frame, completing the
circuit. T saw a blinding flash which seemed to play
about my wrists. There was an explosion. I was lifted

from the floor an instant and then was hurled back. I

was conscious all the time and knew what had happened,
but I felt nothing. Apparently every nerve and function
of my body except the brain was for the moment paral-

yzed. I lav for < few moments and then managed to get

to my feet and attempted to get to the door, but I seemed
unable to control my movements and fell again, this time
losing- consciousness. The next I knew was when I re-

gained my senses for a time in my room in the hotel."

Mr. Clough is badly burned about the hands, arms and
ankles.

The largest electric light dynamo in Canada has just been

installed in the new power house of the Ottawa Electric Co.,

near the suspension bridge, at the Chaudiere Falls. It is of the

Wcstinghousc type with a capacity of some 10,000 lights.
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TO RENT; POSSESSION
AT ONCE-

...AMPLE POWER...

N

/

FOUR UPPER ELOORS.
66 and 68 Duane Street.

New York!

Apply at Estate of Thomas
Vernon, 22-26 Reade Street*

New York City....
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TO LET!

WITH OR WITHOUT POWER.

LOCATION—00 and OS DUANE SRREET, south side, a half block east of Broadway; back of

building on Manhattan Alley.

SIZE—Each floor 40x80.

LIGHT—Six windows front and back, ceiling high.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator. A new hydraulic passenger elevator will be running

May 1st.

HEAT—Each floor well equipped with radiators for steam heat, and ample steam supply from

owner's plant.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

PRICE—Low.

Landlord always in reach, and interests of tenants carefully considered.

T. ALFRED VERNON,

HAROLD VERNON,

. .
.

Trustees.

22-20 Reade Street, New York City.
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ALSO FOUR UPPER FLOORS,
,8t, 2d. 3d and 5th.

Willi Passenger Elevator. Ample Power if Desired.

%

VERNON BROS & CO. paper makers!

LOCATION—22, U and 26 READE STREET, one-half block east of Broadway.

SIZE—75x80, each floor.

LIGHT—Best of Light. Nine windows both front and back. Back of building is on Manhattan

Alley. •
"

*
.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator; also hydraulic passenger elevator.

HEAT—Each floor supplied with radiators for steam heat, and good supply from boilers in the

basement.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired, at market rates.

PRICES—Low.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

Landlord on premises.

ESTATE OP TriOS. VERNON,
22, 24 and 26 Reade Street, New York City.

T. ALFRED VERNON,
HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.
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ELECTRICIAN

'5L0ANE'

Illustrated.

$1.00.
It is the ambition of thousands of young' and old to become electrical engineers. Not every ono

is prepared to spend several thousand dollars upon a college course, even if the three or four years

requisite are at their disposal. It is possible to become an electrical engineer without this sacrifice,

ana this work is designed to tell "How to become a successful Electrician," without the outlay usually

spent in acquiring the profession.
" Every young man who wishes to become a successful electrician should read this book. lie

will not be an electrician when he has mastered the book, but if he follows the advice there

given he will become an electrician at some future time, if he is capable of becoming anything. It

may be called a minimum hook, for it tells the least that will be necessary, but it tells it In such a war
that no worthy young man will be satisfied with the minimum, but will strive for that greater knowl-

edge that will compel true and continually growing success. It is filled with good common sense,

and is the clearest and most practical book on the subject we have seen."

—

Public Opinion.

ELECTRICITY SIMPLIFIED.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED. $1.00.

This work is the simplest ever published on the subject of Electricity, and does something not
hitherto accomplished. Electricity is in many respects unexplained by the scientist; to the ordinary
man it is all a mystery. The object of "Electricity Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible.

This book is intended for the use of those whose former education has not qualified them to follow
understanding^, or with any degree of interest, the abstruse and technical works of the author
whose volumes are the main" sources of our information on these abstruse subjects. The author has
certainly furnished a book which will be found to explain in simple language many of the fundament-
al principles and resulting phenomena of electricity.

—

Electrical World.
iFJittle book, well worth perusal. *»* The book is practical in the best sense ofThis is an excellen

the word, The author is to be commended for producing snch a work. -Electrical Engineer.

rttp,ntT,L

$ SvoAjk

Arithmetic of Electricity,
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A Practical Treatise on Electrical Calculations of all kinds, reduced to a series of rules, all of the
Simplest forms, and involving only ordinary arithmetic; each rule illustrated by one or more practical

problems, with detailed solution of each one. Followed by an extensive series of Tables.
We can recommend the work.

—

Electrical Engineer.
We have already reviewed "The Arithmetic of Electricity" in these columns. The best testi-

mony of the nature of its reception by the public Is the early issuing of a third edition. The object of
the work is to give a practical review of the mathematics of electricity within the scope of those who
are not conversant with algebra and the higher mathematics. It comprises a lanre number of rules,

illustrated by one or more examples each, while, in order to remove from it anything of the empirical
aspect, a chapter is devoted to demonstrations of the rules which require it.

—

Scientific American.

ELECTRIC TOY=MAKJNG,. Very Fully Illustrated. $1.00.

DYNAMO BUILDING and ELBCTRIOM0T0R CONSTRUCTION.

This work treats of the making at home of Electrical Toys, Electrical Apparatus, Motors,
Dynamos and Instruments in general, and is designed to bring within the reach of young and old the
manufacture ofgenuine and useful electrical appliances.

The work is specially designed for amateurs and yonng folks.

This is a work In which the American boy will find explanations ofthe details of a great number
of pieces of electrical apparatus which he may construct with his own hands and for his own amuse-
ment snd pleasure. The nine chapters of the book treat respectively ofbatteries, permanent magnets,
electro-magnets, electric^notors, electric bells, miscellaneous toys, spark and induction coils, and
allied subjects, the hand power dynamo, and miscellaneous receipts and formulae. The chapter on
primary batteries will be found especially valuable.—Electrical World.

LtCmiC r
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ELECTRO MAGNETISM.
Wrought iron occupies the same position, magnetical-

ly, that copper does electrically. By working wrought

iron at its point of saturation, one hundred thousand lines

of force per square inch, we require about 91 ampere turns

per inch length of the metal. In the following diagram

the curves show wrought iron magnetized above the point

To measure the resistance of a copper wire, carbon rod,

incandescent lamp or German silver wire requires the em-

ployment of either a Wheatstone bridge or a methcd

more or less scientific. By taking a pine board arid

stretching the wire composing the bridge between steel

wire nails a rough form may be obtained which can be

-
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Magneto Motive Force Required for Wrought Iron.

of saturation. For each square centimeter of cross sec-

tion the ampere turns per centimeter length can be ob-

tained. For instance at fifteen thousand lines of force per

square centimeter, amounting to about ninety-four thous-

and per square inch, twenty ampere turns per centimeter

length are required, or about fifty ampere turns per inch

length of the magnetic circuit.

REGULATING SWITCHES FOR MINIATURE
LIGHTING.

The switch illustrated is really a rheostat. As shown,

used for purposes of illustration if connected as shown in

diagram. Stationery engineers or those who can use one

hundred and ten volt current can construct a Wheatstone

bridge by screwing four lamp receptacles down in place

of the resistances and a fifth in the centre where the gal-

vanometer is generally placed. On connecting the two

ends, one and two, to the lighting circuit with the lamps

on the galvanometer lamp will not glow. By using a fuse

plug its candle power can be made to vary if inserted at

A, B, C and D respectively.

Kegulating Switch.

it consists of a circle of finely grained carbon, t) which
are connected at regular intervals the various steps of the

switch. By turning the handle the resistance is either in-

creased or diminished. If a battery and miniature lamps
are connected in series with this switch the candle power
can be regulated without the least difficulty. Switches
of this description might be used on incandescent light"

circuits for running a night lamp. Of course, the number
of carben rings would have to be increased, but they

would be very practical for the purpose above described.

THE COOPER-ZINC BAT] ERY.
The statement of Dr. ( )swald regarding the action oc-

curring within a primary battery, is based upon a new

theory of osmotic pressure, or at least an old theory newly

applied. When two elements are" immersed in an electro-

lyte the osmotic pressure is least, near the passive and.

greatest near' the active electrode. In the case of a cop-

per-zinc battery the zinc gives up its electrical energy to

the copper, which conducts it away. The potential of the

copper is higher than that of the sine, but in spite of that
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current flows through the outside circuit back to the zinc markable in existence, possessing no iron core, is that of
instead of leaping through the liquid. According to an the Desrozier machine. The two classes of disk arma-

Method of Measuring Resistance.

authority the passage of a liquid or gas through mem- tares arc represented by one in which the coils lay on the

brahcous diaphragms is called osmosis. On this basis side as in an alternating current machine and in the other

SL _
f
_.

Copper Zinc Battery.

osmotic action with reference to the above metals is in type the windings overlap and give continuous currents,
pertec- harmony with the potentials they generate. The new and old Brush armatures do not differ materially

W?

Disk Armature.

from each other. The lines of force enter at one circularTHE DISK ARMATURE.
The disk armature possesses some qualities which rer> Cae; and pass oul ai the other

der it superior to (he ling or drum. < >fle 0i the IWWI »»•

rhe advantage of this type

|g dn< to'llir ml) pmpWini nl <?j the gmitrst length of tin'
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turn, whereas in the ring armature the inside wire is total- for tin lines ot force as one possessing curved lines at all

lv dead. About twenty-five per rent, only is dead in the joints. As far as the weights of metals are concerned,

ii
c k tvpe fifty per eeiit. in the ring and thirty per cent lightness seems to he a little in favor of the octagonal

or more in the drum. form, but this is far out-balanced by the increased leak-

Circular, Multi-Polar, Form of Field Frame.

FORMS OF FIELD FRAMES.

The various forms of field frames designed for multi-

age. In the various types shown in the illustrations one

direct connected and two other generators representing

the pol\ gon and circular form of field, the design is neces-
l ne various luuns ui uciu umuw ^i^o.S i«^^ .^ mum ...... r w./f,— -~ -

_
.,

polar machines have been the subject of considerable sarily high class, but there is more cramping for room in

criticism in engineering circles. The two most noticeable the octagonal frame than in the circular. The habit of

Circular, Multi-Polar, Form ot Field Frame.

types are the octagonal form of frame and the purely cir- using octagonal shapes arose in earlier days, when cast

cular. The octagonal form of frame means a four-pole iron was general!) employed. The freer use of cast steel

dynamo, but it possesses the disadvantage of having cor- has changed the practice sufficiently to bring into exist-

ners and abrupt bends which cannot be ;is easy a passage ence a newer and better shape.
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TRANS3IISSION OF POWER.

THE SNOQUALMIE FALLS POWER PLANT.
The above company, Charles H. Baker, president, of

Seattle, Wash., announce the completion of one of the

most remarkable hydro-electric projects in the annals

of American engineering—the harnessing and transmit

sion electrically of the water power of the famous Sno-
qualmie Falls cataract (height 268 feet) to the industrial

centers of Puget Sound. The hydraulic works and the

thirty-mile aluminum transmission lines, supplied by the

Pittsburg Reduction Co., have been completed, and the

electric machinery from the Westinghouse Co. is now
assembling. The service will be over two separate pole-

lines, carrying four independent 25,000-volt circuits to

insure uninterrupted service, and will be adapted to 2,000

volts for service to the electric lighting systems and
motors, and other voltages as may be required mechani-
cally or chemically. Six thousand horse-power in 1,500

horse-power units is the initial capacity of the plant which
will be available on the above date from the company's
power stations in Seattle, Oilman, Renton, and Snoqual-
mie. The company has also under consideration the ap-

atus. and analyzed them and determined their caloric
value. The Roentgen examination proved quite unrelia-
ble, even when the coal was ground to a powder. Yet the
rays might help in sorting coal from the same seam or
gallery, if that be worth the trouble.—Ex.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS.

THE MEASUREMENTS OF INDUCTANCE
Ot the various electrical measurements which serve in

the electrical testing laboratory, the measurement of the
inductance (the exact electrical analogue of the moment
of inertia of a rotating wheel) of a coil of wire, is perhaps
the most unsatisfactory. Mr. H. Martienssen (Wiede-
mann's Annalcn, 1899, No. 1) has improved the little
known method of Puluj for measuring inductance by
means of alternating currents. The method of Pulu'j
was devised independents by Prof. S. T. Moreland and
leported to Section B at the Boston meeting of the Amer-
ican Association. The method, in its simplest form, is
to connect two circuits in parallel between inductance by
rent mains and adjust non-inductive resistances until the

Octagonal Form of Field Frame.

plication of Tacoma industrial concerns for power service,

and a distributing station in that city will be an early
feature.—American Manufacturer.

ROENTGEN RAYS.

COAL AND ROENTGEN RAYS.
The proposal to examine coal by means of the Roent-

gen rays comes from France, and has often been re

peated. Recently again by C. D. Haskins, of Philadel-
phia, who suggested that the heat value of a coal de-
pended essentially upon its percentage of mineral impuri-
ties which could be ascertained by means of the N ravs.

But there is no such simple law. The chemical composi-
tion and the moisture arc very important factors. Fur-
ther, as Ferdinand Fischer points out in the "Zeitschrift
fur Anfiewandte Chemie," various modifications of car-

bon are differently permeable to the ravs ; everybody
knows that the diamond is practically opaque, and that
real diamonds and paste can be distinguished in this way.
The various mineral impurities of coal, gypsum, pyritese,
slate, carbonates, etc., likewise differ very strongly in

their transparency to the N rays. Fischer selected sam-
ples of peat, coals from various collieries, good and poor,
anthracites, etc., examined them with a Roentgen appar-

currents in the two branches are in phase, when the in-

ductances in the two branches are directly as the resist-

ances. To show when the currents are in phase an in-

strument called a phase indicator is used. This instru-

ment is essentially a small induction motor without iron.

It consists of two small coils with their planes vertical and
at right angles to each other, surrounding a suspended
aluminum or copper rod. These coils are connected, one
in each circuit, and when the two currents are not in phase
with each other the suspended rod is deflected. Martiens-

sen modifies the instrument by winding one coil with two
strands of wire, each strand being provided with separate

terminals. One of these strands he connects in circuit,

as before, and the other constitutes a secondary coil, in

which a current is induced by the current in the primary
strand. This induced current is sensibly in quadrature
with the primary current, and by the use of an adjustable

non-inductive resistance in this secondary circuit the in-

strument may be used, according to Martienssen, lor the

accurate measurement of much smaller inductions.

Puluj 's method, as modified b\ Martiessen. is a zero

method ; it requires only a single adjustment ; it does
not require harmonic electromotive force, nor does

the frequency 01 the E. M. F. need to be known

:

and it gives accurate results for inductances ranging from
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a few hundreds to many millions ot centimeters. In

short, we seem to have at last a feasible laboratory method

for the accurate measurement of inductance.—\\ . b. b.,

Science."in

CHARGES FOR ELECTRICAL POWER.

A great reduction in the cost to consumers of electrical

power in Europe, in some instances has caused a reduc-

tion of 80 per cent. This subject has been brought before

many electric companies but we believe, notwithstanding

all arguments, concerns stick to old schedules.

"At a recent meeting of the International Society of

Electricians, M. Pellissier presented some interesting de-

tails regarding the cost of electricity in certain towns in

Europe. At Brussels, the average price per kilowatt-

hour is 69 centimes. The legal rate is 70 centimes less a

reduction of 20 per cent, in the case of consumers of more

than *,«x> francs' worth of electricity per annum. At

Berlin the price is 70 1-2 centimes, less a percentage of

from rive to nitv per cent. Public lighting is paid tor at

the rate of 50 centimes, less certain reductions. 1 ne

Rhine Falls Company (Compagnie des Chutes de Rhine),

at Remfeiden, charges 50 centimes per kilowatt-hour,

with reductions reaching to 80 per cent. The following

table gives the names of the various cities under review,

with the average price per kilowatt-hour :

Cambrai 1.20 per kilowatt-hour.

Altona i-f
Breslau °-°°

Frankfort °-8°

Havre °-8°

Berlin °/°
Brussels °-7°

Hamburg °/°
Munich °-70

Nuremburg °-7°
u

Strasburg °/°
Birmingham °-7°

u
Liverpool °-7°

Saint Etienne °-7°

Edinburgh ° ° *

London e.8o to 0.50 .

Nancy 0.60

Reinfelden °-5°

Manchester °-2°

The price of power will some day be fixed by law. With

dollar gas and Welsbach burners the great majority can-

not afford to light their homes by electricity. A public

franchise calls for a minimum price of current. The gen-

eral public will have little cause tor complaint in the near

future.

British Possessions in Africa—One hundred and twen-

ty packages electrical material, $9,134.

Cuba.—Twenty-five cases electrical material, $1,163.

Central America—One package electrical machinery,

$10.

Chili

—

1 hree cases electrical material, $307.
French Possessions in Africa—Thirteen cases electrical

material. Si.479.
Glasgow—Nine cases electrical material, $640; 1 case

electrical machinery, S93.

Hamburg—Four cases electrical material, $2,390; 23
cases electrical machinery, $2,316.

Havre—Eighteen cases electrical material, $707 ; 24
packages electrical machinery $234.

Liverpool— Nineteen packages electrical machinery,
S877: 101 packages electrical material, $2,853.

Liege—One case electrical machinery, $255.
London—Forty-five reels electric cable, $12,870; 11

cases electrical machinery, $888.

Madrid—Two cases electrical material, $214.
Marseilles—Seventy-four cases electrical material.

Si,053.
Munich—One case electrical machinery, $160.
Mexico—Thirty-two cases electrical material, $985.
Xew Zealand—Twentv-one packages electrical mate-

rial, $585.
Porto Rico—Twenty-two cases electrical material,

$1,097.

L
r

. S. of Colombia—-Twenty-seven packages electrical

material, $300.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING FEB. 28. 1899. $51,033.

New York, X. Y.. Feb. 28. 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material and machinery are from the

port of Xew York for the week ending this date:

Argentine Republic—One hundred and seventy-three

packages electrical material. $7,878.

Antwerp—Fifteen cases electrical material. $1,795;

case electros, $15.

Alexandria—Two cases electrical machinery, $58.

Africa—Fifteen packages electrical material. $460.

Belfast—One case electrical material, $t,t,.

British West Indies—Nine cases electrical materia

$174: 11 packages electrical machinery. $10.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Fremont, Iowa.—Farmers' & Traders' Telephone Co.

has been incorporated by Ernie Lyon. R. W. Moore and

J. B. Krout. Capital stock, $3,000.

Pulaski, \'a.—Radford Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by I). D. Hull, jr., B. Laughon, George M. Hol-
stcin and B. F. Garnett, to operate a telephone exchange.
Capital stock, $5,000. .,

Chiilicothe, O.—The Home Telephone Co. has in-

creased its capital from $25,000 to $40,000.

Lebanon, Term.—Lebanon Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by J. B. Co\\an, William Odum, X. G. Rob-
ertson, U. Johnson and A. M. McClain, to construct and
operate a telegraph line. Capital stock, $5,000.

Sauk Rapids, Minn.—Sauk Rapids Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by F. W. Sprague, \V. S. Dean. \V. A.
Barto and W. O. P. Hilsdale. Capital stock, $10,000.

Hopewell', X. J.—Hopewell Telephone and Construc-
tion Co. has been incorpoiated by John X. Race, Theo.
A. Pierson and David L. Blackwell to carry on a tele-

phone business. Capital stock. $3,000.

Decatur, Miss.—The* People's Telephone Co.. incor-

porated by E. B. Partis, F. X. McMullan. F. O. Home.
L. B. Day and j. W. GJllcsp) to operate telephone lines.

Capital stock, $5,000.
iialtimore, Md.—The Home Telephone Co. contem-

plates the extension of its system.

Smith viile. Tenn.— The Smithville Telephone Co. has

been incoiporated by R. L. Cautrell. T. J. Patten, W. W.
Parker. W. R. Parker and others. Capital stock, $1,000.

Orange, \a.---The Orange Telephone Co. contem-
plates extending its line from Parker's Store to Freder-

icksburg.

Charleston, S. C.—The Gordon Telephone Co. will

hold a meeting March 2J to consider advisabilitv of im-

1 creasing its capital stock from $50,000 to $100,000.

XEW IXCORPORATIOXS
Washington. D. C.—The Xational Electric Co.. incor-

porated with I!. i>. Merrick president, for the manufac-

ture and sale oi electrical supplies of all kinds. Capital

stock, $25.CVY).
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Plainfield, N. J.—Chase Electric Construction Co. has

been incorporated by Frederick F. Chase, Hattie T. B.

Chase, Louis T. B. Chase and Juliette Chase to carry on

a general electrical business. Capital stock, $5,000.

East Orange, N. J.—Bullock Electric Manufacturing

Co. has been incorporated by George Bullock, James W.
Bullock, Joseph S. Neave, Stephen R. Burton and James
B. Dill to manufacture electrical machinery of all kinds.

Capital stock, $500,000.

Giencoe, Minn.—Glencoe Electric Light Co. has been

incorporated by B. F. Allen, E. E. Mclntire, W. C. Rus-

sell and G. K. Gilbert. Capital stock, $8,000.

Princeton, N. J.—Princeton Electric Works has been

incorporated by Charles S. Robinson, Frederick Fisher

and Harvey L. Robinson ; electric light company. Capi-

tal stock, $100,000.

Grand Island, Neb.—The Grand Island Gas Co. has

been incorporated by B. B. Hensiger, N. S. Durnin, Hey-
ward G. Leavitt, A. D. Abbott; erection or purchase of

gas or electric light works. Capital stock, $150,000.

Canajoharie, X. Y.—Montgomery Electric Light and
Power Co. has been incorporated by A. G. Richmond, E.

B. Burnap and James M. Cook. Capital stock, $25,000.

East Rutherford, N. T.—Rutherford and Suburban
Electric Light & Gas Co. has been incorporated by Cor-

nelius Fitzgerald. Andrew L. Fennessy and William E. R.

Smith to supply electricity for light, heat and power.

Capital stock, $200,000.

Rochester, N! \ .—Rochester Electric Motor Co. has

been incorporated by G. W. Davidson, John Buckley, E.

F. F)avison. Ella M. McDonald and F. C. Kimmel ; elec-

trical supplies. Capital stock. $10,000.

Utica, N. Y.—Johnson & Morton, incorporated by M.
H. Johnson, W. H. Morton. G. G. Williams and Henry
G. Hatfield to carry on an electrical engineering and con-

tracting business. Capital, $10,000.

Pendleton, Ind.—Pendleton Water & Light Co., incor-

porated by J. H. Brown, George E. Mayer and B. O.
Mayer, to operate waterworks and electric light plant.

Capital stock, $5,000.

1 OSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Tarboro, N. C.—The mayor may be addressed con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.
Houston, lex.—The Citizens' Electric Light plant

building is to be reconstructed at a cost of $150,000.
Wcnonah, N. J.—An electric light plant is to be estab-

lished.

Mananna, Ail..—An electric light plant will be estab-
iished.

Leitchrield, Ky.—The Union Electric Light Co., of
Schenectady. N. Y., has been granted a franchise for fur-
nishing lights for Leitchlield.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Sturgis, S. D.~-The Sturgis Electric Light & Railway

Co.'s electric plant has been purchased by Sam Oliver,
of Rapid City, who will immediately take charge of same.

Chicago, I'll—The Cass & Aaron Co. has changed its

name to the Aaron Electric Co.
Chicago. 111.—The Victor Electric Co. has increased its

capital from $6,100 to $16,000.

WESTON
STANDARD

PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits,

The only standard portable instru-

1111 nt of the type deserting

this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists
8 and «J.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 WILLIAM STREET, 1TEWAEK, H. J.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CELL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. M. iB\, 2,45. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. .' NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING. N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOJ-.E AGENTS.

75c. 'VULCAN" STYLOGRAPHiC PEN. a DC

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Parents 'J6(l.i:u and 311.551.

tt«ud for our NO Outuloguc nnd Discounts.
AftENTM Wi\T£U. !, K, ULLRICH & CO.. 11 Thames St.. New York
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

y'-

High Speed Case Engine, Direct Connected.

Plant for Shipboard With Case Engine.

COMPACT ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.

For shipboard, limited floor space on land and train light- and dynamo gives all that science can produce. The ques-

ing, the utilization of a small, self-contained steam engine tion on shipboard, particularly in the naval service, is largely
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one relating to the weight of the outfit and for this reason

the design of both dynamo and engine is limited by severe

mechanical and electrical restrictions relating to their form
and weight.

Considering the problem from a purely mechanical stand-

point the weight limit is only reached when we touch upon
the speed limit. In other words, in steam engineering as

well as electrical engineering, doubling the speed means
almost a fifty per cent, reduction in the general proportion

and consequently the weight of the engine. The formula
for horse power, if considered for a moment, shows us that

pressure multiplied by length of stroke multiplied by num-
ber of revolutions per minute multiplied by area of piston

represents variable quantities, increased or diminished at

the will of the designer.

With a fairly large area of piston and a high speed of re-

ciprocation the resultant horse power would be much larger,

weight for weight, for the smaller engine. Jn the construc-

tion of a dynamo for the same purpose, direct connected to

a steam engine, the -weight factor can only be considered

from a magnetic standpoint. In order to increase or dimin-

ish the speed, whereby the weight of the machine is dimin-

ished or increased, it is necessary to vary the lines of force

in order to obtain a fixed electric motive force. Therefore,

as electric motive force means lines of force with' a fixed

speed, and lines of force means cross section of iron or steel.

doubling the speed of the armature would call for a fifty

per cent, reduction in the magnetic circuit and roughly
speaking, a thirty per cent, reduction in the weight of the

generator.

It is almost axiomatic in steam and electrical engineering

that an increase in speed means a light weight machine, a

decrease in speed -the -very reverse. For shipboard pur-

poses, therefore, in which lightness of weight is the first

consideration, a high speed steam engine is necessary. The
generator can be greatly reduced in weight by the employ-

dred and sixty pounds in fifty light plants and of course less

in larger equipments. The above outfits are installed by the
\'e\v Britain Machine Company, of Xew Britain, Ct.

AVTO-3IOBILES.

ELECTRIC CABS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT
The generation of electricity for the purpose of supplying

electric cabs or automobiles with a store of power has be-
come a firmlv established feature of electrical engineering:
practice. The substitution of the electric vehicle for the

Electric Cab for City Work,

horse and carriage will soon be a change noticeable on the

highways, in the parks and on many of our greatest ave-

nue-.

In exchanging the horse for the motor it will be necessary

Small Lighting Plant, Readily Transportable.

ment of many poles, an armature of large diameter, and con-
sequently a high peripheral speed. Unless a multipolar
generator is carefully designed it is apt to be heavy and
unsatisfactory and relatively worse than a bi-polar machine
for the same output, as far as weight is concerned.

•But careful adherence to the laws of design, regarding
both steam engine and dynamo mean a fairly high speed.

such as would be consistent with mechanical strength, and
a reduction in weight per horse power to about one hun-

far the proprietor of an automobile to arrange for his power
supply. In many cases a private electric light plant, con-

sisting of steam engine and dynamo or gas engine and
dynamo, will be quite sufficient. But to those to whom the

care and responsibility of machinery of this description is

great to be considered the central station will he called

upon to give their quota.

The manipulating devices oi an electric cab are not apt to

get out of order because of the fact, as shown in the illustra-
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tion, that their automaticity is not dependent upon either

an electro magnetic device or a mechanical arrangement

dependent upon certain springs or catches. The connec-

tions leading to the governing devices are simple and per-

manent and the transference of batteries from time to time

calls for little expert knowledge.

Original outlay and annual cost of maintenance would
not exceed one thousand dollars the first year and three
hundred dollars the second.

To those so situated that an electric vehicle can be taken
care of by an electrician, whose duty concerns an electric

light plant as well, the care and maintenance item might

Private Automobile.

In consequence of all this it is well to expect a rapid de- fall below two hundred and fifty dollars per annum, the

velopment in the electric vehicle trade sufficiently great in vehicle being in constant use. The proposed use of electric

the near future to make the price of an automobile compare vehicles for trucking will develop into a most extensive and

favorablv, as far as first cost is concerned, with that of a profitable business if properly conducted.
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spanking team and carriage. The constant expense of

horse, carriage and driver are dispensed with by the sub-

stitution of an automobile. It compares so well with the

bicycle that in proportion to their relative costs and ad-

vantages they are as cheap for four wheel travelling as the

bicycle is to pedestrians.

Our Loudon contemporary, the "Electrical Review,"

states that Mr. \V. 11. Preece, C. B„ F. R. S., having

attained his sixty-fifth birthday, retired from the position

of onerincer-in-chicf and electrician to the Post Office, but

it is believed ihat his services will be retained by the

Postmaster-General as consulting engineer.
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ELECTRIC ELEVATOR DATA. by 16,500. As an example, in order to lift nine hundred

The construction and care of electric elevators and hoists pounds eighty feet a minute in a vertical elevator shaft, the

represents a peculiar field of occupation at present duly rec- cage being counter balanced, preferably on the drum, the

ognized. A shunt motor on a constant potential circuit horse power required would be equal to nine hundred times

operating an electric elevator is largely governed in its eighty divided by 16,500, equal to about four and 6ne7half

design bv the requirements of speed, weight and frequency horse-power.
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of use. Practical experiments have shown that the horse
power required to run a hoist is increased at least seventy
per cent, than that actually utilized. The addition is due
to friction. A change may take place, depending upon the
nature of the gearing, whether it be spur or worm, or some-
thing else.

If the average loss due to friction is calculated as being
equal to fifty per cent, the horse power of any motor re-

quired for hoisting or elevator work would equal weight in

pounds per minute, multiplied by speed per minute, divided

If the cage is counter balanced but the shaft is inclined,

the case being almost equivalent to that of the Jungfrau

railway or the (his inclined railway in the Catskills the pro-

duct of the weight and speed is multiplied by the sine of the

angle before being divided by 16,500.

To lift nine hundred pounds eighty feet a minute, the

cage being counter balanced on an incline of forty-five de-

grees, we have the horse power of the motor equal to nine

hundred times eighty times seven tenths divided by 16.500.

I

Continued < /< page l~ .'. )
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INVENTION AND CIVILIZATION.
To say the least, these words are almost synonomousj.

Without civilization there is no invention and conversely,

without invention there is no civilization. The last state-

ment may be subject to criticism, but reflection will show
that what we call modern progress mainly refers to the

general use of telegraph, telephone and other applications

of electricity and mechanics in the arts, sciences and in-

dustries.

Chaldean civilization differed somewhat from that of Great-

er Xew York. In comparison with what we regard as civili-

zation to-day that of ancient Egypt, Persia, Turkey and the

Roman empire was a reign of terror and blood. Building-

were reared in those days as well as these, but few, if any.

labor saving devices were employed and a knowledge of the

arts and sciences was so limited that a public school gradu-

ate of 1899 passes through a greater intellectual experience

and is in possession of more useful knowledge than the most
famous of ancient philosopher-.

The spirit of this age is one of originality. It is so marked
in its influence upon literature and science that it seems as

though mankind were endowed with a new soul. Originality

in literature is manifested in many ways known to the stu-

dent of belles letters, but with those gifted with more scien-

tific information the bent of mind betrays itself by a series

7>i new devices.

With a better comprehension of the principles of mechan-
ics the steam engine came into view, due to the perseverance

and genius of Watt. A variety of applications was then

made on land and water of this machine, giving us the steam-

boat of Fulton and the locomotive of Stephenson. Fifty

years of intense activity followed during which time the

cotton gin, weaving machinery and the sewing machine
made its appearance.

As newspapers began to gain ground printing presses

were improved, and, in the course of time, these vast and
intricate devices were parallelled by improvements in watch
making and machine shop practice. The telegraph and
telephone, the transatlantic cable, the trolley car and electric

light soon exerted an influence over a city's growth and
prosperity which has marked this epoch as one of the bright-

est in the history of civilization. It cannot be said that

civilization and invention are one but they are twin brothers

moving hand in hand along the path of human destiny.

It is interesting to observe the effects of any specific de-

mand upon any special field of occupation most influenced

by it. Coal mining, at all times a laborious process, was at

one time carried on in so crude a manner and with sucln

risks to life and limb that annually hundreds of sacrifices

were made by poor unfortunates, born and bred in this oc-

cupation.

The safety lamp of Sir Humphrey Davey acted as an

efficient antidote to the dangers of fire damp, and with suc-

ceeding Years a sytem of inspection and the use of labor sav-

ing machinerv for drilling, excavating and transporting the

precious fuel reduced danger to a minimum. In this respect

the call for more machinery, the development of new in-

ventions and the rising crest of that wave of originiality now

rearing itself over this country has placed it at the very front

of all lands in practical invention.

.Mechanical applications are now being fast knitted m
with electrical machinery, the first being subservient to the

second. The best of engines are employed in their stage of

highest perfection to drive electric generators. Motors are

being attached to the tools of large machine shops. \ epila-

tion is secured in hotels and homes by electrically driven

fans, and our surface roads and methods of personal com-

munication are entirely electrical. The new century will

dawn with its beginning representing a most exalted con-

dition of mankind.
With a hundred years spreading out before us and the

magnificent possibilities that exist in the way of future

development it seems as if we will be unconsciously trans-

ported to a fairy land with aerial yachts, noiseless automo-

biles wireless telegraphs and telephones and an artificial

daylight at dusk. ^It would seem from this that invention

and civilization are indeed only synonyms.

SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE CM'ACl IV
According to Avrton and Perry, the specific inductive

capacity of hvdrogen. a vacum and air are almost identical.

According to' the tests made the difference between air and

hvdroo-en is about .0002 and the difference between air and

a' vacum 0015. These values are given for the purpose oi

showing how accurately scientific tests are made ot these

ffases
'

It also -eves to show that if a conductor carrying

a current is surrounded by hvdrogen instead ot air or rested

in a vacum the condenser effect would be the same, tot-

practical purposes, in either case.

NEW USE FOR CALCIUM CARBIDE,
(side from its use for generating acetylene gas for il-

luminating purposes, this substance has properties that

may render it valuable for other industrial purposes.

1 orchers. in Germany, has proposed its use tor deoxuhz-

ing and carbonizing steel, for which purpose the analo-

gous silicon carbide has been successfully employed in

This countrv, and Caro suggests its use for the production

of cyanide by heating it in a current oi nitrogen and

Mcam If this last proposition should prove practicable

on the commercial scale, it would prove highly important

in view of the large and constantly growing demand tor

cyanides in extracting gold from low-grade ores.—Jour-

nal of the Franklin Institute.
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or about three horse power ; the sine of an angle of forty-

five degrees of course being seven tenths. The general ar-

rangement of the motor, drum and hoisting outfit complete

is shown in the following illustrations.

ELECTRIC NOVELTIES.

AN ELECTRICAL BARBER SHOP.
A French electrical paper describes an electrical barber's

VACUUM DRYING.
The English electrical journals briefly describe an ap-

paratus said to be quite widely used by" the leading elec-
trical firms of Germany for the drying of the insulation
of electrical coils, dynamo armatures, etc., at low temper-
atures by means of a vacuum. The apparatus consists
simply of a cast-iron chamber closed bv doors hermeti-
cally sealed with India rubber gaskets, and arrangements
for obtaining a vacuum of 28 inches of mercury or more,
and for heating the chamber proper by steam or hot
water. At a very moderate temperature, about 95 de-
grees F., water evaporates more rapidly under this con-
dition than at temperatures under atmospheric pressure
high enough to injure the insulating properties of or-
ganic substances through carbonization. With a high
vacuum it is stated that materials can be thoroughly dried
at as low a temperature as 63 degrees F. It is sa'id that
English cable works have used a similar process for jute
and paper insulated cables, as well as washed India rub-
ber, for some time.—Journal of I he Franklin Institute,

shop recently fitted out in Paris with the most up-to-date

appliances for performing the humble offices of the ton-

sorial artist. Electricity is resorted to exclusively, and is

put to novel use. For example, hot water is obtained by
passing the stream of a hydrant through a German silver

tube in a soapstone case, the tubing being electrically

heated, so that the water is nearly boiling when it passes out

at the spigot. For the crimping of ladies' hair there is no
longer necessity for recourse to the hot iron. For a long
time the defects of this method of heating have been noticed,

for the capillary artist sometimes forgets and leaves the iron

in the heating apparatus too long, so that when it is used
with blonde or brown hair, if it does not make a burn, it

makes the hair red, which is even more disastrous. The new
curling irons heat themselves. In the interior of the rods is

a ferro-nickle wire, which can be brought lip to the proper
temperature, and will remain at this same temperature in-

definitely. But it is in the cutting of the hair that electricity

has produced the most complete revolution. The scissors

have slowly given way to clipping machine.'5
, and these, in
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POSSESSION
AT ONCE.TO RENT;

...AMPLE POWER...

rOURlUPPER FLOORS,
66]'anJ 68 Duane Street.

New York^S

Apply at^Estate of Thomas
Vernon, 22-26 Reade Street*

Xew York City....
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TO LET!

WITH OR WITHOUT POWER,

LOCATION—66 and 68 DUANE SRREET, south side, a half block east of Broadway; back of

building on Manhattan Alley.

SIZE—Each floor 40x80.

LIGHT—Six windows front and back, ceiling high.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator. A new hydraulic passenger elevator will be running

May 1st.

HEAT—Each floor well equipped with radiators for steam heat, and ample steam supply from

owners plant.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

PRICE—Low.

Landlord always in reach, and interests of tenants carefully considered.

T. ALFRED VERNON,

HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.

22-20 Reade Street, New York City.
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ALSO FOUR UPPER FLOORS, (st. 2d, 3d and 5th.

With Passenger Elevator, Ample Power if Desired.

"*v

m \m 51 m Ms

RjU1 1 f r

LOCATION—22, 24 and 26 READE STREET, one-half block east of Broadway.

SIZE— T 5x80, each floor.

LIGHT—Best of Light. Nine windows both front and back. Back of building is on Manhattan

Alley.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator; also hydraulic passenger elevator,

HEAT—Each floor supplied with radiators for steam heat, and good supply from boilers in the

basement.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired, at market rates.

PRICES—Low.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

Landlord on premises.

ESTATE OF TrlOS. VERNON,
22, 24 and 26 Reade Street, New York City.

T. ALFRED VERNON,
HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.
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I
ELECTRICIAN

: ;
: 6L0ANE"

:

How to Become a Successful Electrician!
w
ss

L

It is the ambition of thousands of young and old to become electrical engineers. Not every one
is prepared to spend several thousand dollars upon a college course, even if the three or four years

requisite are at their disposal. It is possible to become an electrical engineer without this sacrifice,

and this work is designed to tell "How to become a successful Electrician," without the outlay usually

spent in acquiring the profession.
" Every young man who wishes to become a snccessful electrician should read this book. lie

wiD not be an electrician when he has mastered the book, but if he follows the advice there

given he will become an electrician at some future time, if lie is capable of becoming anything. It

may be called a minimum book, for it tells the least that will be necessary, but it tells ft in such a way
that no worthy young man will be satisfied with the minimum, but will strive for that greater knowl-

edge that will"compel true and continually growing success. It is filled with good common sense,

and is the clearest and most practical book on the subject we have seen."

—

PitUic Opinion,

ELECTRICITY SIMPLIFIED.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED. $1.00.

5LGANE..

This work is the simplest ever published on the subject of Electricity, and does something not
hitherto accomplished. Electricity is in many respects unexplained by the scientist; to the ordinary
man it is ail a mystery. The object of "Electricity Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible.

This book is intended for the use of those whose former education has not qualified them to follow
understanding!}-, or with any degree of interest, the abstruse and technical works of the author
whose volume* are the loain" sources of our information on these abstruse subjects. The author has
certainly furnished a book which will be found to explain in simple language many of the fundament-
al principles and resulting phenomena of electricity.

—

Electrical World.
This is an excellent little book, well worth perusal. *«* The book is practical in the best sense of

the word. The author is to be commended for producing such a work.

—

EUctrical Engineer.

Arithmetic of Electricity.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A Practical Treatise on Electrical Calculations of all kinds, reduced to a series of rules, all of the
simplest forms, and involving only ordinary arithmetic; each rule illustrated by one or more practical

problems, with detailed solution of each one. Followed by an extensive series of Tables.
"We can recommend the work.

—

Electrical Engineer.
We have already reviewed "The Arithmetic of Electricity" in these columns. The best testi-

mony of the nature of its reception by the public is the early issuing of a third edition. The object of
the work is to give a practical review of the mathematics of electricity within the scope of those who
are not conversant with algebra and the higher mathematics. It comprises a large number of rules,

illustrated by one or more examples each, while, in order to remove from it anything of the empirical
aspect, a chapter is devoted to demonstrations of the rules which require it

—

Scientific American.

FI ECTWC TfW.M A l/IMr, v«y ry^e*. ,1.00.

DYNAMO BUILDING and ELBCTRIC-MOTOR CONSTRUCTION.

This work treats of the making at home of Electrical Toys, Electrical Apparatus, Motor*,
Dynamos and Instruments in general, and is designed to bring within the reach of young and old the
manufacture of genuine and useful electrical appliances.

The work is specially designed for amateurs and young folks.

This is a work in which the American boy will find explanations ofthe details of a great number
of pieces of electrical apparatus which he may construct with his own hands and for his own amuse-
ment and pleasure. The nine chapters of the book treat respectively of batteries, permanent magnets,
clectro-maenets, electric motors, electric bells, miscellaneous toys, spark and induction coilsT and
allied subjects, the hand power dynamo, and miscellaneous receipts and formula?. The chapter on
primary batteries will b* found especially valuable.

—

Electrical World.
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their turn, must disappear before an electrically-heated

platinum wire, with which the hair may be burned off. The
apparatus as described consists of a metallic comb, along

one side of which is stretched the hot wire, and this is passed

through the hair the red-hot wire burns it off neatly and

smoothly, and at the same time seals up the ends in most

approved fashion.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS IN WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPHY.

Signor Marconi reports that he has succeeded in tele-

graphing without wires from Alum Bay to Bournemouth,
England, a distance of fifteen miles, at the rate of fifteeen

words a minute. He sent a thousand words a day, and the
messages were easily read.

STRAY CURRENTS.
FRIGHT FROM LIGHTNING CAUSES DEATH.
William Steadman, a conductor on the Stratford avenue

line of the Bridgeport Traction Company, dropped dead on
the platform of his car from heart disease, aggravated by
fright from a blinding flash of lightning.

A VALUABLE5 BATTERY "POINTER."
To prevent the acid of a battery frohi climbing and reach-

ing the brass fittings: Dip the upper end of the carbons in

melting paraffine till they are completely saturated for an
inch with paraffine. Coat the upper end of the zincs with

asphaltum varnish. Of course, the cells must be taken to

pieces and the plates thoroughly washed and dried before

treating them.—Ex.
THE BRUSSELS ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.
The Belgian Society of Electricians will hold at Brusseis

next May a complete exhibition of the various uses to which
electricity may be applied in the household. Besides ap-

pliances for illuminating purposes, there will also be exhib-

ited small motors for operating dumb waiters, cleaning and
polishing shoes, heating kitchens, cooking stoves, bath

rooms and bath tubs, electric teapots, sad irons, domestic

telephones—in fact, all appliances operated by electricity,

with a view to the total suppression of the use of coal for

domestic purposes. M. Emile Closset, 26, rue St. Jean,

Brussels, mav be addressed.—Ex.
ELECTRIC FIRING IN MINE WORK.

In some of the German collieries and especially the Mont-
Cenis colliery in the West Dortmund District, excellent re-

sults have been obtained in shot firing with a magneto-electric

machine and wire cables of a most primitive character ; for

example" the conductor from the machine to the shot in the

dry mines, consists of nothing but a galvanized iron wire

.039 of an inch thick for dry workings and insulated copper
wire for wet ones. For insulation, the conductors for the

current from the firing station to the shot are supported
loosely in eyes cut in the sides timbers. Misfires with these

machines are very few in number ; for example, in firing

1.663 shots no misfires occurred. In another case, 548 mis-

fires occurred out of the great total of 34,274 shots, or the

misfires were in the ratio of 1.16 per cent. The cost of firing

a shot in this way was found to be three cents against 1^
cents for ordinary firing with safety fuses.—Zeitschrift fur

Berg-, Hutten- und Salinen Wesen.—Ex.
TELEPHONING AROUND THE WORLD.

Thomas A.Edison is ready to build a telephone completely

around the world. "So far as invention is concerned, the

work is done. It is now a question for capital," said he in an

interview recently. "I have had this scheme of a circum-

terrestrial telephone circuit under consideration since 1870.

It involves a cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean, from New
York to Southampton, probably, and after passing under
the English Channel, by way of Paris, Berlin, Vienna and
Constantinople, across Asia to Calcutta, India. Thence it

would follow the Chinese coast to Bering Straits, where,

crossing over to Alaska, it would run southward to San
Francisco and thence back to New York." Mr. Edison
thinks it would be impossible to transmit sound through a

continuous 3,000 miles stretch of water, and hence would
take advantage of the shoals always to be found sufficiently

near the surface of the Atlantic here and there for the pur-

pose. As for the money required, he is afraid to name the

amount. That it would go into hundreds of millions—per-

haps billions—is easy to be imagined, but, then, just fancy

a familiar chat before breakfast with the Empress Dowager
of China!

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT AVIRES.

A NEW KIND OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPH.
The other day at the meeting of the Vienna Gevverbe-

verein, Professor Zickler, an Austrian savant, reported on
a new kind of wireless telegraphy which he has invented,
and which, without doubt, is one of the most valuable con-
tributions to the solution of the problem of wireless tele-

graphy, because while utilizing an electric phenomenon (first

observed by Hertz) for the transmission of signs, he employs
the invisible ultra-violet rays proceeding from a source of
light, which rays have the property of setting free electric

sparks at the receiving station. At the despatching station
the effective rays are produced by the powerful arc light of a
reflector which sends them only in the direction of the re-

ceiving station, so that the possibility of the signs being in-

tercepted in any other direction of spaces is excluded. An-
other property of these rays. viz.. their being absorbed by
glass, is a means of preventing diminution of the cone of
visible rays on its leaving the reflector. This is effected by
closing the mouth of the reflector with glass furnished with
movable glass plates. Consequently the effective invisible

rays do not leave the reflector till its glass front is opened,
and they produce in the receiver at the second station of ter-

minus, the invention of -Professor Zickler, longer or shorter
electro rays corresponding to the dots and dashes of the
Morse alphabet, their length depending on the length of

time during which the- mouth of the reflector was open. It

is easy to transfer these signs reproduced by the rays to an
electric bell, a Morse electric magnetic instrument, or a tele-

phone. Professor Zickler showed his invention at the meet-
ing, and, with the help of an electric arc lamp, he transferred

signs to a writing apparatus and to a telephone at the other
end of the room. He has extended his experiments to dis-

tances up to 1^ kilometres, and he hopes soon by means he
possesses for increasing the effectiveness to be able to use
this kind of telegraphy for distances which will enable it to

be employed for divers practical purposes.—Ex.

ELECTRO-PLATING.

NAVAL REPORT ON ELECTRO-PLATED HULLS.
The United States ocean-going tug "Assistant." whose

hull was electroplated and launched in February. 1895. uas
recently docked at Norfolk and subjected to a critical exam-
ination. The report of the naval construction department
states that the vessel's bottom was found to be absolutely

free from barnacles or marine growth of any kind, and it is

recommended that the process be applied to the war ships

of the navy. It is suggested that not less than 1-16 inch of

copper plating should be placed on the bottom of the vessel.

and it is believed that no CUTTOSive effect due to electrolysis

will result from such electro-plating. Briefly stated, the

method of electro-plating the hulls of vessels is about as

follows. A shallow, flexible box-shaped plating bath is sup-

ported against the side of the vessel and filled with the plat-

ing solution. The Vessel is made the negative pole of the

circuit, by connection with an electric generator, and a cop-

per electrode in the plating solution furnishes the positive

pole. A current of y\ amperes to the square foot, at a dif-

ference of potential of \\ volts, is employed, and about three

days are required to deposit a plating of suitable thickness

in one place. The electro-plating progresses by patches,

small portions of the hull being cleaned in advance of the

removal of the plating bath from point to point about the

hull,—Ex,
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ELECTRO TECHNICS.
r

ANNUNCIATOR CONNECTIONS.
In the following sketch, with annunciator marked A and

switch marked S, are shown the connections by means of

which signals may be sent to a central room or an electric

police man is kept in the house for the purpose of detecting

DD

DD

Diagram of Annunciator Connections.

open doors or windows. The system of connection is very
simple, a common leg being used to which both door and
windows are tapped and a separate return to each annuncia-
tor drop, as shown in sketch. This idea may be followed

out to any extent with any number of annunciator drops.

AUTOMATIC GAS LIGHTS.

A grounded gas lighting system is shown in which one
wire is connected or soldered to the gas pipe and the other

wire runs in series from one gas tip to the other. The bat-

tery wire is shown leading upward and the pendant drop
to which it is connected so that a discharge takes place

between the battery wire and gas
.
pipe when pendant is

pulled. The push button controlling a single automatic
burner appears on the left. The pendant is mechanically

AUTOMATIC

W= Q

* FENDANT» •

Connections for Gas Lighting.

automatic in the sense that when pulled a flash occurs.
Either system or both may be employed at the same time.

MEASURING LINES OF FORCE.
For measuring lines of force the following system of con-

nections must be made. The outer coil MM is connected to
a source of current. The inner coil connected to ballistic

galvanometer BG. When current is switched into the outer
coil MM the lines of force pass through the inner coil and
produce a swing in the galvanometer from which the lines
of force can be calculated. By making use of a long helix,
that is to say this method, the area of induction multiplied
by the magneto motive force gives the elements by means
of which H can be calculated.

THE PERMEABILITY OF WROUGHT IRON WD
STEEL.

The permeability of a magnetic metal is similar in main
respects to the expression "conductivity.*' The differences

between the permeability of various metals are not as great
as the variations in conductivity, but displav some inter-
esting phenomena when exposed to the influence of a pow-
erful magneto motive force. In the two diagrams are shown
samples of wrought iron and mild steel, whose native per-
meability is high, which have been magnetized up to one
hundred thousand lines of force per square inch and through
all the various stages of magnetization the permeability
curve has been traced.

Measuring Lines of Force

Wrought iron at thirty thousand lines of force per square
inch has a permeability of three thousand. At one hundred
thousand lines per square inch its permeability falls to four
hundred. Mild steel at the same rating of magnetization
only has a permeability of two hundred and fifty. Its maxi-
mum permeability is about six hundred: its minimum about
fifty when heavily saturated.

loeor
MILD STEEL

Permeability Cuives.

THE PROPORTIONING OF COMMUTATOR SEG-
MENTS.

In designing commutators it is necessary to calculate with

reference to the number of commutator bars required. For
instance, under the head of divisions we find the number
four which, with reference to an angle of ninety degrees,

gives us a chord of 1.4142. In a commutator consisting of

five divisions the angle to which each would be cut would
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be seventy-two degrees. In a commutator consisting of six

segments each would possess an angle of sixty degrees and
the angle chord corresponding would be equal to one, that

is to say, to the radius of the circle.

corresponding to the segment is thirty degrees, the chord

of that angle .5176 of the radius and so on throughout. The
number of commutator divisions with corresponding angles

and chords are "riven for from four to three hundred and

-

DIVISIONS OF COMMUTATORS.
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Table of Commutator Segments.

By using this table as thus outlined, the draughtsman will

save considerable time and trouble in lying out commuta-
tors, the segments of which, with reference to the diameter
and length of chords,a re fully given. In a commutator of

twelve divisions, as a final illustration, the angle of the chord

seventy-five segments with angles running from ninety de-

grees to less than one degree.

Electricity and machinery have 48.000 square feet in

the United States exhibit at the Paris Exposition of 190.),
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LIGHTING.

THE NERNST LAMP.
With the Welsbach burner has come a new incandescent

lamp which, though not the most efficient electrical illum-

inating device at present, still represents a distinct advance

in electric lighting. Thoria, which is the element employed

by Dr. Xernst in "the construction of his lamp will, if a large

demand is made for it, become one of those many commo-

cioties whose original cost was high but which, through

invention and demand, fell to a nominal figure.

m

—

b

Fig. 1.

Nernst Lamp, Automatic Shunt, Etc.

A mineral of this kind possesses originally a high resist-

ance but after being heated the reduction in resistance is so

noticeable that upon passing a current through it a magnifi-

cent incandescence occurs. Although white hot in the open

air no perceptible diminuation in volume occurs, simply be-

cause oxydation is almost impossible. In Dr. Nernst's

lamp the' current is automatically switched from a small

platinum spiral, which first heats the light giving element,

through the element itself after the proper rise of tempera-

ture has been observed. This unsatisfactory feature of con-

struction may be removed in the course of time but at pres-

ent its only recommendation consists of deep interest on the

part of electricians.

OBITUARY..

FRANK H. BADGER. JR.
Frank H. Badger, Jr., formerly manager of the Mont-

morency Electric Power Company, of Quebec, died of

pleuro pneumonia March 6th, at the residence of his father,

Montreal. Mr. Badger was a thorough electrical engineer,

being a specialist on high potential work. He leaves a

widow.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.
By courtesy of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

the 196th meeting of the Society will be held at its house,

220 West 57th Street, on Wednesday, March 29th, at 8 P.M.

Professor Elihu Thomson will lecture on Electricity at High

Pressures.

Prof. Thomson, the distinction of whose work in this field

has long been generally recognized, will describe various
methods or means for obtaining high potentials, and show
the limits thus far reached. In connection with this, the

construction of high frequency apparatus will be explained,
and for the first time will be shown a novel machine for high
potentials, which has just been devised by Prof. Thomson.
A further branch of the subject to be treated covers the

actions occurring at high pressures, and insulation at high
pressures. The useful applications of high pressure cur-

rents will also be discussed, together with their conditions

and limitations. The lecture will be accompanied by illus-

trative experiments.

Great interest in the coming meeting has been mani-
fested throughout the electrical circles of New York and
vicinity, and it is certain that this rare opportunity of hear-

ing Prof. Thomson will be highly appreciated. In order to

further its success the following arrangements have been
made:

Special admission tickets will be issued to members desir-

ing to be present, who announce their intention to the sec-

retary by mail not later than the morning of Saturday,

March 25th, when the ticket list will be closed. Although it

is doubtful whether the accommodation of the hall, which is

limited to 400 seats, will permit of ladies being invited,

arangements to that end will be made if possible. Members
asking for tickets will therefore state if they wish to bring a

lady, and the admission ticket will be issued to "Member
only,'" or ''Member and lady." according to the seating

space available when the acceptance list has been made up
on the 25th inst. After allotment to members has been
made on that day, the tickets remaining, if any. will be sent

to Xew York sister societies, from many of whose members
requests for admission to the lecture have been received.

BUSINESS NEWS

"NAVY" STANDARD DRY BATTERIES.

The New Standard dry batteries, made by William Roche.

259 Greenwich St., Xew York City, without doubt surpass

every other make of dry batteries in the United States on
account of their high voltage, low internal resistance and
high amperage. Early in 1898 Mr. Roche was called upon
by the Navy Department of the United States to furnish

some special dry batteries under the very requirements of

1.40 volts and 3 ohms internal resistance. Mr. Roche sup-

plied the Navy Department with batteries which, upon test,

gave a voltage of i .47 volts with an internal resistance of

.15 ohms. The department then raised the standard of re-

quirements to 1 .47 volts and .3 ohms internal resistance.

Mr. Roche experimented further and is now furnishing the

Navy Department with dry batteries that exceed anything

ever attempted in dry battery departure. The latest test

shows 1.59 volts and not over .12 ohms internal resistance.

Mr. Roche's new Standard dry batteries are in great de-

mand all over the United States. From a small beginning

in part of a loft he now occupies two large floors for the

manfacture of these popular batteries, and at present is en-

gaged in securing an entire building in order to meet his

orders promptly.

Mr. Roche makes the small pocket dry batteries neces-

sarv for the lighting of miniature lamps, buttonhole nov-

elties of all descriptions, scarf pins and other experimental

purposes. He makes any style and shape of battery re-

quired. It is very interesting to hear Mr. Roche relate some
of his experiences in supplying batteries. For instance, he

furnished a.customer with several small cells of special make
and an induction coil, all of which would lay in the palm of

one's hand. He was subsequently informed that this tiny

outfit won many thousands of dollars for the owner of a

worn out stallion at one of the noted race courses netrby.

Mr. Roche cannot demand from his customers.

Mr. Roche must know the amount of work his cells are

to do and the space they are to occupy. Large dealers in
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dry batteries are not advised to wait until their supply is

exhausted before ordering a new stock. By making pre-

parations in advance the rush is avoided which at present is

forcing Mr. Roche and a large staff of assistants to work

day and night to catch up with orders. Mr. Roche will be

settled in his new factory about May ist and will then be

prepared to supply quadruple his present output.

A NEW ERA IX ENGINE INDICATORS.

A few vears ago engine indicators were sold in limited

quantities' and generally to experts, the average engineer

not feeling able to buy one. A change took place about

seven vears ago, and now almost every engineer of any

sizable 'plant feels that his education and outfit is incomplete

if he don't own an indicator and know how to use it. Im-

provements have been made over the old style, very much

clearer instructions for applying and operating furnished,

and the price is just one-half for a much better instrument

than what was considered the best. This change was

brought about by Tas. L. Robertson & Sons, Fulton street,

N. Y., whose mode'l factory continues to turn out more indi-

cators than most of the others combined, with every one of

which they are willing to give the strongest guarantee of

excellence' in workmanship, efficiency, handsome appear-

ance and durability. This new era marked the introduction

of a reducing wheel, the Improved Victor, which is made to

attach to any indicator, and with such wide range that it will

take in anv stroke or speed by merely changing a bushing.

The Lippincott planimeter is also in line with this new

departure and is well worth the attention of those owning

indicators. All of these instruments are fully illustrated

and priced in their printed matter, which is to be had for the

asking.

SPECIAL EXPOBT COLUMN.

ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK ENDING
MARCH i, 1899, $26,513.00.

The following are the exports of electrical material from

the port of New York for the week ending March 7th:

Alexandria—38 cases, $9,893.

Antwerp—41 cases, $3-357-

Australia—11 packages, 83,000.

Berlin— 10 packages. S340.

Brazil—69 packages, $3,210.

Bremen—2 cases, $174.

British Possessions in Africa—5 packages, $194-

British West Indies—43 packages, $460.

Central America—21 cases, $466.

Chili—7 cases, $53.
Christiana—65 packages, $1,272.

Ecuador— 1 case, $26.

Hull—4 packages. $50.
Liverpool—21 packages. $1,105.

Mexico—83 packages, $2,066.

Porto Rico—2 cases, $18.

Southampton—8 cases, $155.

U. S. Colombia—5 cases, $141.

Venezuela—69 cases, $533.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Greenburgh, N. Y.—Ardsley Electric Co. has been incor-

porated by Newton Clark Lyon, Samuel T. Davis, Jr., Lewis

A. Beebe; electricity for light, heat and power. Capital

stock, $50,000.

Riceville, Iowa.—Riceville Electric Light and Power Co.

has been incorporated by C. C. Earnest. B. N. Hendricks.

E. C. Richmond. R. Ten'ipleton, and M. Thielen ;
construct-

ing and maintaining electric light and power plants. Capi-

tal stock. $10,000.

Augusta, Ga.—The Augusta Heat. Light & Power G>.

incorporated by H. C. Perkins and others. Capital stock.

$100,000.
Pueblo, Colo.—Pueblo Traction and Electric Co. has

been incorporated with a capital >tock of $500,000. A con-
solidation of Pueblo Light and Power Co. and Pueblo Elec-

tric Street Railway Co., for the purpose of floating improve-
ment bonds.

Glencoe, Minn.—Glencoe Electric Light Co. has been in-

corporated by W. C. Russell, B. F. Allen, E. E. Mclntire,

G. K. Gilbert, Frank Kasper, and J. A. Wadsworth ; elec-

tric light, power and heat. Capital stock, $8,000.
Camden, N. J.—The Eastern Consolidated Electric Light

Company has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

Si.500,000.

Knoxville, Tenn.—Capitalists of Knoxville and Salis-

bury, N. C, have formed a strong company to furnish elec-

tric power to Salisbury, Greenville and other Western North
Carolina towns.

New York, N. Y.—American Oddity Co. has been incor-

porated by F. W. Longfellow, B. A. Gould, and J. H. Ma-
son ; to manufacture electrical novelties. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Fayetteville, N. Y.—Fayetteville Electric Light Co., in-

corporated by Charles T. Collins, Amos Gillette, and Sarah
L. Collins; make and sell electric light. Capital stock, $12,-

0000.

Hackensack, N. J.—Bergen and Passaic Light, Heat and
Power Co., incorporated by Cyrus O. Baker, Jr., William
A. Linn, George A. Guy. and Herbert B. Coho ; manufac-
ture electricity. Capital stock, $100,000.
New York, N. Y.—Empire Gas and Electric Fitting Co,

has been incorporated by Albert H. Petereit, W. E. Dwight,
and William S. Nicholls. Capital stock, $10,000.

Belding, Mich.—The Citizens' Light Co. has been incor-

porated by Maurice A. Reed, John Greenup and Frank R.

Chase ; to furnish electric power and light in the counties of

Kent, Ionia and Montcalm. Capital stock, $25,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The United Electric Co. has been incor-

porated, with a capital stock of $20,000,000; for the purpose
of acquiring and consolidating the electric light companies
of Essex. Hudson and adjoining counties in Northern New
Tersev.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Springfield, 111.—The National Automatic Telephone Co.,

of West Virginia, with a capital stock of $150,000, has been
licensed to do business in this State, with $2.500 capital.

Woonsocket, S. D.—Dakota Southern Telephone Co.

has been incorporated by Charles M. Hopkins. Gib Dzie-

wanowski, and Robert S. Yasey. Capital stock, $50,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Home Telephone Co. is now con-

trolled by the United Railway and Electric Company.
Port Clinton, Ohio.—Port Clinton Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by Ed. L. Barber, James S. Brailey, W
li. Wilson, E. A. Powers. W H. Althoff: telephone ex-

change. Capital stock. $15,000.

Hopkinsville, Ky.—The Cumberland Telephone & Tele-

graph Co.. increased capital stock from $3,000,000 to $6.-

000.000.

Orangeburg. S. C.—The Orangeburg Telephone Co., in-

corporated by \\ . Hampton Dukes. W. C. Wolfe, ami A. C.

Andrews. Capital stock. St.000.

Lake Park. Minn.—Lake Park and Ulm Telephone Co.,

incorporated by R. T. Gilmore. John Nilson, C. E. Bjorge,
A. Youngberg, T. C. Hawlev, Casper Martinson and others.

Capital stock. $5,000.

Boonville, Mo.—Boonville Telephone Co.. incorporated

by J. F. Gmelich, C. A. Sombart, E. W. Chilton and others:

telephone exchange. Capital stock. $8,000.

Sauk Centre. Minn—Sauk Centre Telephone Co.. incor-

porated by F. W Sprague. W A. Barto. W. O. P. Hilsdalc

and others; telephone system. Capital stock. $10,000.

Pulaski. \'a.—The Radford Telephone Co., incorporated

by D. D. Hull, B. Laughon, George M. Holstein and B. F.

Garnett. Capital stock. $5,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Houma, La.—The Houma Light and Ice Manfactming

Co. will establish an elctric light plant.

Madisonville, Ky.—The Buckeye Spoke Co. is installing
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a complete incandescent electric light plant.

Williamsport, Md.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

Newport News, \ a.—The Peninsular Electric Light and
Power Co. is making important improvements to its plant.

Louisburg, X. C.—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.

Power Co. nas been av.arded contract for lightning S-.\t Isle

Citv.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Ottawa, Ohio.—The Electric Light Co. has increased its

cauital from $30,000 to $40,000.
FLASHES.

Boston, Mass.—The Commercial Electrical Company
damaged bv fire.

JOTTINGS.
w. N. hobart, president of the Triumph Electric Com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, was in town this week. Mr. Hobart
states that they are doing a large business with their

dynamo, giving twenty lights per horse power.
William n. famous, manager of the New York branch

of the Lynon Incandescent Lamp Company, ofifice, 136
Liberty street, is making a record for himself and is living

up to his name. Mr. Famous is an electric incandescent

lamp expert and as such is known all over the country.

johx e. fuller has lately opened an office and factory

at 93-95 Maiden Lane, Avhere he has a shop fully equipped
for manufacturing and repairing all kinds -of electric appa-

ratus and fine machinery. Mr. Fuller has a large stock of

no-volt motors with 6 to 12 inch fans. These motors are

well made and of good design, a large number of them now
being in use. He is selling these motors at a sacrifice as he

is preparing to manufacture a full line of fine battery motors
exclusively. Mr. Fuller has had a long and varied exper-

ience in the electrical field, being also at one time electrician

of the old United States Electric Company, and with a com-
petent staff of electrical workers is prepared to go ahead
with all kinds of electrical installations.

edwix o. waymire, secretary and treasurer of the Dayton
Fan & Motor Company, of Dayton, Ohio, was in town this

week looking over the field preparatory to the spring cam-
paign.

THE MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE COMPANY, IOO Broad-
way, have issued an artistically gotten up brochure entitled,
"For Your Good and (Incidentally) Our Own," containing
a complete description of their multiphase cable. Copies
will be sent on application.

We would call particular attention to the old reliable
house of J. H. Bunnell & Co., whose advertisement appears
on another page. Our readers may rest assured that all

orders placed with the above firm will receive the same care-
ful and intelligent attention as heretofore.

Mr. Chas. McLaughlin, the surviving member of the
firm, who has been the active manager of the concern from
its inception, is still at the helm with thoroughly competent
assistants in the various departments.
The numerous friends of the house are assured that ru-

mors circulated by interested parties as to any changes in

the management, or of any interest in it being for sale, are
entirelv unfounded.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
'THESE INSTRUMENTS are
1 based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields
the instruments from disturbing
influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Netvark, N.J., U. S.A.

TBE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CELL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E*. M. H\, 2,45. Capacity, 40 JVmp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. TsO LOCAL ACTIOX. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO. , Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOLE AGENTS.

75c. "VULCAN" STYLOGRAPHIC PEN. 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENCRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents ':60,134 and 3li.63Ji.

J, K, ULLRICH & CO.. 27 Thames St.. New York
•«•* for our New Catalogue untl DiscountsA6EMS WANTED.
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THE TELEGRAPH.
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-

*

A'arconi.

THE LATEST METHODS IN TELEGRAPHY.

Since the original invention of the telegraph by Morse it ha* The Delaney system by means ol which one hundred mess,

developed along the original lines to a state of perfection that ages can be sent over the line at the same lime, as illustrated,

is simply marvelous. A simple telegraphic system presents is practically a Morse system with a dial plate containing an

little that the imagination cannot easily grasp. Duplex, quad- arm which, wheu rotating, is in perfect synchronism with that of

ruplex and multiplex systems, representing the work of Sterns, a similar and distant dial plate. The invention of Marconi en-

Edison and Delaney, at present belong to a past regime. The ables us so dispense entirely with the wire and make use of

telegraph has so far improved that there is an immediate possi- Hertzian waves which may be thrown into space a distance ot

bility of a transformation occuring which will influence not only thirty miles, at the present writing, and intelligibly recorded,

the telegraph lines of the United States but those of Europe, Messrs. Squier and Crehore, connected with the United States

Asia and Africa. It is but natural for a simple principle, when army, have conducted a series of practical experiments with

properly developed, to become more or less complex. In the alternating currents; the rise and fall of a sine wave being util-

course of time a further extension of the principle is, apt to. i^ed in such a manner that five thousand signals a minute can be

transform it aguin to its original simplicity. transmitted. This instrument is called the synchronograph and
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in it is represented all that the human race can aspire to in the

perfection and application of the electric current over a line.

The Marconi system is imperfect in the respect that the distance

of transmission is limited and the coherer is apt to become de-

graphic system is more pronounced than ever before. Scientific

applications have assumed such a character that the discovery

of any new principles implies at once a new department of in-

dustrial activity. The advantages however of a telegraphic

Wireless Telegraphy Oat fit. Ccharer.

fective. If it were possible to project Hertzian waves a greater system, speedy, certain and thoroughly reliable are so obvious

distance through the etheral atmosphere and so. adjust the re- that it may be said that capital is waiting for invention and not

ceiving and sending instruments that they will only respond to the reverse, as is generally the case.

i

r, 3 2

E

Hill--

-WW-
-A/WVWV

Theory of Wireless Telegraphy.

e
ach o'.lKr then the possibility of any other device coming into

general use is entirely improbable.

Kefore a decade is passed the certainty of using a new tele

"Why is a merchant who does not advertise like a man in a
rowboat?" asked the student of a companion.
"Keeps going backward." guessed his friend.
"No; he is trying to get along without sales."—Ex.
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AUTOM< BILE AXD HORSE.

The increasing use of the horseless carriage in the large
cities of this country is all the argument needed to prove
its timely arrival. J iuffalo is a little more conservative than
some other American cities in adopting new ideas and the
automobile carriage, though not unknown here, can hardly
be' regarded as an established feature of Buffalo life.

In some Eastern cities the horseless carriage, as a pleas-
ure vehicle, has been supplemented, more or less experi-
mentally, by auto-trucks for heavy traffic, omnibus lines

and other utilitarian purposes. In New York a line of elec-

tric or gasoline-motor carriages will soon be in operation
on Fifth avenue. The desire appears to be to eliminate the

horse from down-town use in the busy streets of the metrop-
olis, largely to reduce the danger of accident. The automo-
bile is (or is supposed to be) always under the control of the

driver. It does not require strong arms to hold it. It will

not run away, and it won't break away if left alone for a

moment. It won't shy, neither will it balk. It backs well.

It is an improvement on the street car for the reason that it

will meet the passenger at the curb, and is available on
streets where are no car tracks. The motor carriage is con-

ducive to clean streets. It does not litter them, and its

pneumatic-rubber tires are an incentive to improved pave-

ments.

Discussing the subject any way you please and the argu-

ment appears to be largely in favor of the modern vehicle

for city transportation, at any rate, and for the relegation of

patient old "Dobbin" to the farm, and the high-priced horse

to the hunt club, the military and the race track. Of course,

it will take a long time to bring this about, but the use of

the horse is bound to be affected by the general introduc-

tion of the automobile.

Hitherto, the small number of automobiles manufactured

and the prices at which they are held, have interfered with

their general use, but the experimental stage is apparently

passed and another year will see thousands of motor car-

riages in the market.—Ex.

The following order has been sent by the Secretary of War

to the commanding officers in Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philip-

pines: "Until otherwise ordered, no grant or concessions of

public or corporate rights or franchises for the Philippines. Un-

til otherwise ordered, construction of public or quasi-public

works, such as railroads, tramways, telegraph and telephone

lines, waterworks, gasworks, electric light lines, etc., shall be

made by any municipal or other local governmental authority or

body in Cuba, Porto Rico or the Philippines, except upon ap-

proval of the Major-General commanding the military forces of

the United States in Cuba, Porto Rico or the Philippines, who

shall, before approving any such Riant or concession, be specially

authorized by the Secretary of War."

The first regular line >>t motor omnibuses began to run this

week between Kew and Hounslow. The 'buses hold 12 in and IJ

out. The promoters are satisfied with results, and we may ex-

pects to see motor 'buses put on other routes.

'The art making one's fortune is to spend nothing. In this

country any intelligent young man may become rich if he stops

262 electric railway motors and eight generators for English

railways.

The Westinghouse Co., it is said, has contracts on hand for

all leaks and is not in a hurry. Do not make haste; be patient."

It is estimated that the exports of American electrical machin-

ciy for 1808 will exceed $2,000,000.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

ELECTRIC MINING LOCOMOTIVE.
The introduction of electricity into mines in the far' West

and the East has been the cause of saving annually many
thousands of dollars and quite some few lives. The Jeffries

Manufacturing- Company, who make a specialty of such

machines for practical mining-, have introduced the above

locomotive with considerable success in many of the largest

mines of the United States. In mines where an electric

plant is operating the convenience and direct advantages

in a financial sense are so obvious that discussion is hardly

necessary.

The fact that steam locomotives send into the mine nox-
ious fumes and an immense amount of vapor 'shows con-

clusively that in manv cases the use of mule or wire rope

! !

ever, has occurred in the last two, or possibly three years.
In one of the largest steel plants, where between '7,000
and 8,000 horse-power of motors are in use, over one-
half of that amount has been installed within the last

eighteen months, and installation is still at the same rate.

Among incidental uses of electricity in roiiing mills
may be mentioned one which is deserving of far wider
application than it receives,—the use of electro-lifting

magnets for the handling of plates, bars, and ingots. A
plate is a most awkward piece of material to take from
the top of a pile by the ordinary methods. It generallv
has to be pried up with a bar far enough to allow hooks,
suspended from the crane blocks, to be placed under it,

and when it has been placed in the required position the
hooks must be removed. These operations require at

least two men. and, if time be an object, four. How

Jeffries Mining Locomotive.

hoists, cable systems, etc.. is an absolute necessity. Re-
course to manual labor can always be made but the profits,

which largely depend upon the enterprise of the proprietors
and managers, are directly increased by the employment of
labor saving devices, among the best of which may be con-
sidered the electric locomotive.
Where burrowing into the mountain side is the cause of

difficulty in transporting ore an electric locomotive is a cer-
tain means of obviating the majority of troubles dependent
upon the practice which involves labor of the severest order,
an investment that leaves nothing at the end of the vear to
call one's own and a loss of time in delivering the crude ore.

ELECTRIC POWER FOR STEEL WORKS.
Since the advent of three and five-motor electric

cranes, many other machines, even more flexible in their
fields of operation, have been designed and built, largelv
for use in rolling mills. Such, for example, are the var-
ious types of charging and drawing machines for placing
ingots, slabs, and blooms in heating pits or furnaces, and
for withdrawing them when heated; also machines for
charging stock into melting furnaces, and for many other
purposes, more or less special.

The greater part of the development in this field, how-

much simpler, quicker, and cheaper it is to lower a mag-
net down upon the centre of the plate, close the switch

to excite the magnet coils, transfer the plate to its. re-

quired position and open the magnet circuit to release

the plate!

The objection is often raised that it is dangerous to

handle plates in this way. because the current may fail

and allow a plate to drop on some one. In answer to

this it may be said that a number of magnets have been

in use in several large establishments for several years,

and the first accident from this cause has yet to be re-

ported. The saving in labor and time when a plate-

handling crane is equipped with an electro-magnet is al-

most beyond credence.

Magazine for April.

Eugene B. Clark, in CassierV

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Koom 185 World Bid,, N. Y. City.
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C( )MMERCIAL INSULATION.

The use of porcelain and glass insulators for high voltage

power transmission has been pretty well discussed by tech-

nical journals since the appearance of Mr Scott's article on

the subject of "High Potential Transmission."

From a purely practical standpoint it seems as if the con-

struction of an insulator were of just as much consequence

as its design. Various influences are at work in the case of

china insulators operating collectively to break down the

high insulating power of these devices. It seems as though

heat, cold, dampness, alkalis and acids co-operatively or

singly at some time or other are at work playing havoc with

either the interior or exterior of insulators.

In order to obviate as far as possible these difficulties and

effectively remedy them it is necessary to mix together be-

fore moulding a composite mass in which neither lead nor

metallic oxide lurks.- The failure of china insulators may
frequently be traced to the final surface coating they receive

in the form of glaze. Either this glaze is partly composed
or mixed with a metallic oxide through which it becomes,

in many respects, a conductor of electricity, or under the

influence of heat, cold, etc., producing expansion and con-

traction, the glaze cracks, moisture gets inside and the in-

sulator in its wav becomes relatively a fairly good conductor

upon which little or no reliance can be placed.

The consequence of shocks or blows is very noticeable in

the insulating power of these devices, the chipping and

cracking may be considerably increased and serious results

follow of a nature above outlined. Another difficulty exper-

ienced by the manufacturers of insulators for which they

cannot always be held responsible and yet which comes

within the field of their experience is that of chipping, due

to the effect of very high potentials. Remarkable as it ma\

seem high electro motive forces alternating at a fair fre-

quency exercise a distinct physical effect upon the surface

and possibly the body of an insulator. In fact, it seems as

though a large percentage of the rate of deterioration, begin-

ning with what may be considered a new and good in-

sulator, will result in one which outwardly preserves its

shape and appearance but which has been completely

changed, becoming entirely unserviceable for high potential

insulating purposes.

Various styles of insulators have appeared on the market

and are now being bought and sold consisting of two and

three shells or petticoats, as they are vulgarly termed. The)

are exposed to tests with pressures that rise up to eighty

thousand volts and which stand normally a potential of

thirty thousand volts. The Cataract Construction Com-
panv. whose lines run between Niagara Falls and Buffalo,

make use of a three part china insulator so shaped that the

water, when dripping off, will not fall on the cross arms

supporting it. It consists of three parts carefully fused to-

gether and when carrying a pressure of forty thousand volts

seem to experience little or no leakage.

A review of this subject clearly indicates that the details

of construction as well as the conditions which practice has

brought into existence must be carefully studied as far as

insulators are concerned. In earlier days it was hardly nec-

cssarv to do any more than to construct a china or glass

support for a telephone, telegraph or electric light wire.

To-day the system has entirely changed. Wires are carried

in conduits and encased with lead covering. Few if any

insulators are used within the city limits for power or elec-

tric wires. The use of insulators has been regulated to the

distinct suburbs of cities and may be found along main roads

carrying pressures of extraordinary value without any per-

ceptible injury to themselves or their supports.

During continued dampness or storm high pressure lines

are naturally apt to suffer and unless the utmost care C

taken to select insulators of great superficial area with un-

cracked glaze and of reputable make it is hard to anticipate

continued success in any special problem of electric lighting

or power transmission.

Till-: COST OF ELECTRIC LIGHT.

An article published in the "Scientific American.'* under

the same heading, written by Mr. Adams, reviews the cost

of electric light, calling the price for a sixteen candle power

gas burner five mills an hour and for incandescent lighting

about one cent per hour. The relative costs, according to

this estimate, are about as two to one in favor of the gas

J
et -

Our opinion on the subject is largely to the effect that the

cost of gas lighting is much greater than that of incandes-

cent lighting. Fire risks are certainly decreased by the in-

troduction of incandescent lamps. The dangers from as-

phyxiation disappear and the unpleasant heat so noticeable

in summer is not present.

Aside from the subject it would be wise for the public to

realize that oil is cheaper than gas and that a blazing-

wooden torch supported somewhere on the wall or a tallow

candle might be cheaper than oil. \s the world advances

the nominal cost of a thing really dimishes and the conve-

niences and advantages derived from the use of some great

invention are so obvious that the question ^i cost is rarely,

if ever, discussed.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

DIRECT CONNECTED RAILWAY GENERATORS.

In the^following table may be found considerable data relating

generated is about twenty thousand. Consequently the horse

power per square foot is equal to two. In private plants the

space is much greater in proportion to the power because hori-

zontal engines are employed instead of vertical. As an illustra-

tion of how space is utilized in a large electric light plant we

TABLE.

Lir.r.CT-CGNNECTED RAILWAY GENERATORS.

To*. No ... RftUd L.lo- c U M C Weight
wait ..i.u

10A. 1 5O0 ..in '=5 20
I 240 64.0

loB. 2 n 440 31>4 «?.
loB. 3 90 367 334 76 O
iu3. 4 100 33" 300 71-3
loB. O SOO l.4S« Bo 412 600 110.0
loB. 5 120 275 400 94 4
IOC. 6 100 33'> 4S0 IOO.9
6A. 7 <;oo 725 fa 412 300 71 2

EA. 8 120 - 2>» (4.3
»A. 9 100 »lo 240 71-4
CA. lo ISU 7~0 20c 1C5 44 5 13.

1

6A. 1

1

225 4IO ?oo 16s t7-5 «l
«A. 12 IS* 220 90.0 34 3
«/.. 3 120 s;s "3 37
«A. U 100 545 2CO 165 90 39 1

OA. >5 ISO 220 1 - > •J3-9
tK. >y l'X> 3'0 1 . 60.4
(.J. 17 4-o 7*5. >i-> 2 20 luo n 7

Table of Street Railway Genera'.ore.

to direct connected railway generators ; the revolutions per min- show an illustration of a corner of one of the best known in this

ute, weight, number of poles, etc., being given. The table is locality.

interesting in showing the relation between weight and capacity ELECTRIC BOMBS.
in various sizes. Possibly no implement of war is simpler in construction than a

Corner of Modern Plant.

HORSE POWER PER SQUARE FOOT.

The rating of horse power per square foot where space is lim-

ited is a matter of interest to engineers. The Edison illumina-

bomb exploded by electricity. It generally consists of an outer

casing of steel or iron within which is a protected fusible wire.

Between the wire and the outer wall the explosive material, gun

Electric Bomb.

ting station, at Pearl and Elm Sts., having a capacity of two cotton, dynamite or giant powder is packed. Upon sending the

hundred thousand lights has a Moor space of fifty by two hundred current the explosive compound is ignited and the report im.

feet, that is to say. ten thousand square feet. The horsepower mediately follows. If a large, strongly made balloon were sup-
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TO RENT; POSSESSION
AT ONCE

...AMPLE POWER...

N
\

c

i

FOURUJPPERlFLOORS,
66 anil 68 Duane Street.

New York 3

Apply at£Estate of Tlioimi«

Vernon, 22-26 Reade Street,

New York City....
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TO LET!

WITH OR WITHOUT POWER.

LOCATION—66 and 68 DUANE SRREET, south side, a half block east of Broadway; back of

building on Manhattan Alley.

STZE—Each floor 40x80.

LIGHT—Six windows front and back, coiling higlt.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator. A new hydraulic passenger elevator will be running

May 1st.

HEAT—Each floor well equipped with radiators for steam heat, and ample steam supply from

owner's plant.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

PRICE—Low.

Landlord always in reach, and interests of tenants carefully considered.

T. ALFRED VERNON,

HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees.

22-20 Reade Street, New York City.
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ALSO FOUR UPPER FLOORS, ist. 2d, 3d and 5th.

With Passenger Elevator. Ample Power if Desired.

jj.^. i'j

i.r

i * f
LOCATION—2->. U and 26 READE STREET, one-half block east of Broadway.

SIZE—75x80, each floor.

LIGHT—Best of Light. Nine-windows both front and back. Back of building is on Manhattan

Alley.

ELEVATOR—Steam freight elevator; also hydraulic passenger elevator.

HEAT—Each floor supplied with radiators for steam heat, and good supply from boilers in the

basement.

POWER—Steam power of the best, as desired, at market rates.

PRICES—Low.

USE—Offices or manufacturing purposes.

Landlord on premises.

ESTATE OF TrlOS. VERNON,
22, 24 and 26 Reade Street, New York City.

T. ALFRED VERNON,
HAROLD VERNON,

Trustees,
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mm
ELECTRICIAN

Illustrated.

' $1.00.
It is the ambition of thousands of young and old to become electrical engineers. Not every one

is prepured to spend several thousand dollars upon a college course, 'even if the three or four years

requisite are at their disposal It is possible to become an electrical engineer without this sacrifice,

and this work is designed to tell "How to become a successful Electrician," without the outlay usually

•pent in acquiring the profession.
" Every young man who wishes to become a successful electrician should read this book. He

will not be an electrician when he has mastered the book, but if he follows the advice there

given he will become an electrician at some future time, if be is capable of becoming anything. It

may be called a minimum book, for it tells the least that "ill be necessary, but it tells it In such a way
that no worthy young man will be satisfied with the minimum, but will strive for that greater knowl-
edge that will compel true and continually growing success. It is filled with good common sense,

and is the clearest and most practical book on the subject we have seen."

—

Public Opinion.

ELECTRICITY SIMPLIFIED.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED. S1.00.

This work is the simplest ever published on the subjeat of Electricity, and does something not
hitherto accomplished. Electricity is in many respects unexplained by the scientist; to the ordinary
man it is all a mystery. The object of "Electricity Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible.

This book is intended for the use of those whose former education has not qualified them to follow
understanding^, or with any degree of interest, the abstruse and technical works of the author
whose volumes are the main sources of our information on these abstruse subjects. The author has
certainly furnished a book which will be found to explain in simple language many of the fundament-
al principles and resulting phenomena of electricity.

—

Electtiral World.
This is an excellent little book, well worth perusal. •,* The book is practical in the best sense of

the word. The author is to be commended for producing such a work.—Electrical Engineer.

mm®

5L0ANE.

Arithmetic of Electricity.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. Price, $ 1 .00.

A Practical Treatise on Electrical Calculations of all kinds, redueed to a series of rules, all of the
simplest forms, and involving only ordinary arithmetic; each rule illustrated by one or more practical
problems, with detailed solution of each one. Followed by an extensive series of Tables.

We can recommend the work.

—

Electrical Enginetr.
"We have already reviewed "The Arithmetic of Electricity" in these columns. The best testi-

mony of the nature of its reception by the public is the early issuing of a third edition. The object of
the work is to give a practical review of the mathematics of electricity within the scope of those who
are not conversant with algebra and the higher mathematics. It comprises a large number of rules,

illustrated by one or more examples each, while, in order to remove from-K anything of the empirical
aspect, a chapter is devoted to demonstrations of the rules which require it

—

Scientific American.

fi ECTR1C Tnv-M A™r- Vtry mjmj'"-«»~- 91.QQ.

^> DYNAMO BUILDING and ELBCTRIC-MOTOR CONSTRUCTION.

This work treats of the making at home of Electrical Toys, Electrical Apparatus, Motors,
Dynamos and Instruments in general, and is designed to bring within the reach of young and old the
manufacture of genuine and useful electrical appliances. -

The work is specially designed for amateurs and young folks.
*

This is a work in which the American boy will find explanations of the details of a great number
of pieces of electrical apparatus which he may construct with his own hands and for his own amuse-
ment and pleasure. The nine chapters of the book treat respectively ofbatteries, permanent magnets,
electro-magnets, electric motors, electric bells, miscellaneous toys, spark and induction coils, and
allied subjects, tho hand power dynamo, and miscellaneous receipts and formula.-. The chapter on
primary batteries will bf found especially valuable.—Electrical World.
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ported in mid-air with a series of explosive bombs hanging from

it, such a balloon, it' dirigible, would be able to annihilate a

small army by merely letting Mich appendages rest in the midst

of the camp and pressing the button up ab)ve.

CONDENSER DISCHARGES.
The mere measurement of capacity enables the discovery

to he made that uncertain elements are attached to the ap-

paratus employed. Variable quantities influence the ac-

curacy of result and internal changes take place in the con-

(I) Carves of Condenser Tests.

denser receivmgf consideration. The sketches shown have

been plotted from results obtained with the use of enormous
electro-motive forces ami a comparatively small condenser.

The pressure and capacity ha^e been used as ordinates and

abcissae.

The maximum pressure applied in the other case reached

one hundred and ninety volts. The capacity of the conden-

ser was limited in both cases to seven tenths of a micro

alternate plates when separated by paraffined paper is very

noticeable with high frequency currents. Many of the

peculiarities manifesting themselves in connection with con-*

densers could be better explained if a series "i exhaustive

tests were made relating to capacity as dependent upon the

dielectric and the conditions governing the construction of

a condenser. At present only rough estimates can be made
of their proportions that poseess but an arbitrary value.

THE THREE PHASE INDUCTION DYNAM< >.

The properties of rotating magnetic fields have been so

universally recognized by Tesla and Dobrowolsky that the

(II) Carves of Cjndeuser Tests.

largest manufacturers of electrical machinery have made
them a matter of special observation.

"Some years ago Mr. William Stanley, of Pittsfield.

Mass.. introduced a polyphase alternator of the inductor

type in which the whole of the copper windings, both pri-

mary and secondary, are fixed, the only moving part being
iron."

Distinct advantages accrue from this method of construc-

Stanley Induct Generator.

farad. The second portion of the curve is very similar

to the discharge obtained by plotting after connecting con-
denser with a very high resistance. With a lower resistance
a plotting of the almost instantaneous changes occurring
in the condensers will show an undulating and tapering line.

The manifestation of dielectric hysteresis between the

lion, the care and first cosl of a plant being considerably
reduced and the commercial benefits quite self-evident to

the up-to-date engineer. In the illustration a type oi three
phase alternator is depicted whose serviceability will reach
over a period of many years and in which care and cost are
reduced to a minimum.
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DISK DYNAMOS. at a high speed. The instant current passes through the electro

The delineation of the famous expermient of Arago, Faraday magnet it becomes an exceedingly difficult to continue the rota-

and others is represented below by a large disk of copper rotated tion even slowly. While the disk is being spun under these

Standard Size Sturtevant Blower.

between the poles of a powerful magnet and connected to a huge circumstances the needle swings over acting, as it were, as an
ent indicator. In an experiment of this kind the electro exact register of the physical effort made by the experimenter.

The Famous Experiment of Faraday.
•

magnets are energized or demagnetized by the turn of a Disk dynamos are commercially applied in England for the

w: ch. If the handle is grasped and the copper disk rotated generation of heavy currents used in electro plating. The electro

if: the magnets arc operating, the copper disk whirls round motive force is exceedingly low but the simplicity of construe-.
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tion, low price and relatively high efficiency make them of some

consequence in the commercial world. With a smaller size disk

dynamo than that represented the difference in magnetic per-

meability of various samples of iron can be well tested by sub-

stituting them for those already employed. The changes in the

magnetic field are immediately felt by the individual turning

the disk; a high permeability core, calling for more physical ef-

fort in turning the disk than one of low permeability.

VENTILATORS.
The warm wave will soon be here and restaurant keepers,

hotel men and places of public amusement will be railed

upon to ameliorate the suffering's of those supplying them
with patronage. The Sturtevant fan for either exhaust or

pressure blowing, which has for many years held supremacy
in its special field of work, is ready for delivery to those

anticipating their use.

In connection with small electric fans whose main use is

that of supplying a local breeze, a large exhaust or pressure

blower installed in either kitchen or basement will certainly

add to the comfort of those engaged there and thereby in-

crease their working ability. The power consumption and
its subsequent cost is small compared with the direct ad-

vantages their use implies. B. F. Sturtevant Company have
their factory in Boston, Mass.

3IISCELLANEOrS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
A MAGNETIC OUTPOST.

A small magnetic pavilion set up in Greenwich Park,
England, at a distance of 300 or 400 yards from the Ob-
servatory has been at work for some weeks past. This
little scientific outpost was found necessary in conse-
quence of the disturbing effect upon the instruments of

the large amount of iron which enters into the composi-
tion of the new Observatory buildings.—Ex.

GAS V. ELECTRICITY.

A director of an English gas company informed the

shareholders recently that "he thought that the changes
in gas lighting introduced during the past few years had
been so great that electricity would have considerable

difficulty in coming to the front." The speaker sees

through a glass darkly.—Ex.

VACUUM DRYING OF DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

In Germany the leading electrical firms are said to dry

their insulations at a low temperature by means of a

vacuum. Placed in vacuo, water evaporates at corres-

pondingly low temperatures. In a vacuum of 28 inches.

for example, a temperature of 35° C. (95 ° F.) will soon
dry off any moisture, and even at 63 F. very thorough
drying can be effected in a good vacuum, as a glance at

a table of the properties of steam will render obvious.

—

Ex.
INSULATORS FOR LOW TEMPERATURE WORK.

To maintain extremely low temperature by means of

freezing substances requires careful insulation. Prof. \Y.

Heinpel finds that eider-down is the best insulator, care-

fully dried wool being nearly as good and cheaper, and
that both are much better than the specially devised
vacuum-jacket tube of Prof. Dewar. "Invention"' says

that starting at about 1 io° below zero F.. the rise in tem-
perature under protection of the eider-down was only 22°

in 88 hours, while in the Dewar tubes the increase was
70 ° to 124 .—Ex.

AN EXTINGUISHER FOR OILS.

To extinguish oils which have taken fire, the lllustrirte

Gewerbe Zeitung recommends the use of a fine-meshed
wire-net of the size of a boiling-pan, which should be

kept in every varnish factory, etc. In the same moment
when the netting is laid upon the burning surface, the

flame is extinguished because it is a glowing mass of gas
which the iron wire quickly cools off so much that it can-

not glow any more. The use of water is excluded, and
that of earth and sand undesirable, because both dirty
the oil.—Ex.

THE CARLIN TUBE.

in the ''Journal of the Chemical and Metallurgical So-
ciety of South Africa." Vol. 1. page 63. we notice a paper
by A. von Dessauer on the Carlin tube. The tube con-
sists of an ordinary iron pipe, '4-inch in diameter, closed
at its ends with screw plugs and filled with mercury. As
many holes as there are electrodes are drilled in the top.

from end to end, as it lies horizontally, of sufficient size

to allow the copper connecting wire to pass through
easily and dip into the mercury. The electric main is

affixed to one or both of the end plugs in a convenient
maimer. The pipe may also be made of copper or brass,

when there will be a risk of amalgamation : or it may be
replaced by a solid iron rod with one long groove, or a
series of small cavities to hold the mercury. With this svs-

tem of connection there is practically no loss of tension
of current, experiments showing, with an 8-feet tube with

52 cathode connections, a loss of only 0.3 per cent, as
compared with a loss of 18.4 per cent, with the ordinary
mercury trough connection. The intensity of current is

evenly distributed, and the connection is rapid and perfect,

and without the possibility of becoming dirty or oxi-
dized. Furthermore, there is no heating of the mercury
nor loss by evaporation or spilling.

THE TELEPHONE.

NEWS FROM THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
The advance sheets of the consular reports present statis-

tics showing that the world has in use 1,288,163 telephones,
with 1,509,499 miles of distance covered. The United States
leads, with 772,627 telephones, followed by Germany, with
151,101 ; France, with 2~,j^6 (in 181141; England, 69,645 (in

i8<;4): Sweden. 56.500; Norway, 20.67S ; Canada. 33,500;
Switzerland. 28,846. Russia is but poorly equipped, with
18.495.

Professor Alexander Graham Hell is reported to have said
that his father "invented a symbol by which deaf mutes
could converse and he invented an apparatus by which the
vibrations of speech could be seen, and it turned out to be
a telephone." In trying to make a machine by which it

would be possible to hear vibrations. Professor Bell was ad-
vised by an artist to take the human ear for his model, the
artist supplying him with a dead man's ear. Upon experi-
menting he found that the dead man's ear wrote down vibra-
tions, and concluding that if iron could be made to vibrate
on a dead man's ear a yet better instrument could be made.
"So the telephone arose from these attempts to make the
deal speak." The Professor further said that it was not his
knowledge of electricity that brought this result, but his
experience in teaching the deaf.

The latest thing in the way of telephone equipment, says
the concord. \. II.. •'Monitor." is being exhibited to Coil-
cord people by the New England Automatic Telephone
Company, who have established a model exchange at No.
88 North Main street with a view to demonstrating the pos-
sibilities of what is hailed as "the telephone of the future."
The new system is certainly unique. It requires no "hello
girl" to operate it. each instrument making its own connec-
tion and release automatically. Moreover, it is absolutely
secret. \ telephone once being connected it is impossible
tor any other instrument to cut in and listen to the conver-
sation over the line, even the Central being debarred from
sharing in the news that passes over the wire. In addition
there is no delay in making the desired connection.
The bill of Senator Wolfe, of California, to regulate tele-

phone charges, fixed the following maximum rates: In
cities of 100,000 inhabitants] $2 a month; 30,000 inhab*
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itants, $2.80: 15.000 inhabitants. $3; 10,000 inhabitants,

$3.25: 3,000 inhabitants. $3.50: less than 3,000, $375. The
charge at public and pay stations for local messages or con-

versation shall not be more than 5 cents for each five min-

utes after connection is made. The Clerk of the Supreme
Court, the State Controller and the State Treasurer are con-

stituted a telephone commission to fix charges for long-

distance telephoning and to modify local rates. Telephone

companies shall be entitled to 7 per cent, on their invest-

ment, and the commission may raise rates accordingly.

The Bethany (111.) Echo, speaking of using barbed wire

fencing for telephone lines, says : "Thomas Crowder. who
lives a mile and three-quarters north of town, has such a

line. A telephone wire connected with \Y. H. Logan's store

and also with the local central office, runs out to the edge

of town and is fastened to a barbed wire on a fence. The
wire runs up to a road just in front of the house, and the

wire is fastened up in a hedge tree and crosses the road. It

is then attached to the upper porch of the house. It is used

all the time."

The Atlanta (Ga.) Journal says: '"The Southern Hell

Telephone and Telegraph Company was awarded a verdict

of $500 in its damage suit against the Atlanta Consolidated

Street Railwav Company. The suit arose from an accident

on South Pryor street in the summer of 1893. A trolley

from one of the railway company's cars slipped and broke a

wire of the telephone company. The telephone wire fell on

the trolley wire and a heavy charge of electricity was con-

ducted to the telephone exchange, at the corner of Broad

and Marietta streets. A fire resulted, damaging the ex-

change to the extent of $2,300. In charging the jury, the

judge said that though both corporations were to blame.

the telephone company was the least culpable."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

AX OPEXIXC FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IX
SANTIAGO DE CUBA.

Writing from Santiago de Cuba, a correspondent of

the Chicago Record says: "Santiago has no means of

street traffic save by ancient carriages or hacks, and a

street railway undoubtedly would be a paying institution.

The climatic influences are such as to make the in-

habitants lazy, no matter whether they have lived here

long or not, and they all detest walking. It costs $1 to

ride in a carriage to any part of the city no matter if the

distance is one block or 20 blocks. On account of

the hills and the hot climate a street railway would neces-

sarily have to be operated by electricity or other mechan-
ical power, as it would be impossible for mules or horses

to pull the cars up the grades."

THE STORAGE BATTERY.

PCMICE STONE IX STORAGE BATTERIES.
One of the most ingenious innovations in the manu-

facture of storage cells is the use of granulated pumice
stone with the lead from which the storage plates are

molded. This method is in use in at least one factory

in Germany which turns out about 50 tons of batteries

per day. The heat from the molten lead expands the air

contained in the pores of the pumice stone, thus creating

an infinite number of cells throughout the mass of lead.

Jt is said that a plate nine by seven and one-half inches,

thus treated, is porous enough to absorb five and one-

half ounces of water. This pumice stone may be re-

moved if desired, but since it is electrically inert and
there is only about 10 per cent, of solid matter, its pres-

ence is of little account, one way or the oilier. An enor-

mous range in weight and porsity is available by this

method and it is hoped that the use of this spongy form

of lead will permit a return to the simpler Plante type oi

cell. There is a large natural surface of active material
regardless of the thickness of the plates, in this new
spongy cell and it is held with absolute security in the
innumerable pockets of the body of the plate.

legalT
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY SEEKS TO EN-

JOIN THE GEXERAL ELECTRIC
COM PAX V.

W till street was interested in the news, says the New
York Sun. that the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company had instituted a suit at Utica in the Cir-
cuit Court of the United States for the Xorthern district
of New York to enjoin the General Electric Company
from delivering multiphase apparatus covered by the
Tesla patents to the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany. The step taken by the Westinghouse companv
raised the question in Wall street as to whether or not
a rupture had occurred in the relations between that
companv and the General Electric Company, ft also led
to selling of General Electric stock, which was weak in

consecjuence.

The suit, it was stated, was brought under the agree-
ment relating to patents which the General Electric
Company and Westinghouse company entered into in

March, 1896. Under this agreement the patent rights of
the two companies were understood to have been pooled.
The Westinghouse company in the present suit con-

tends that the apparatus in question, which is used in al-

ternating current work cannot be delivered by the Gen-
eral Electric Company, because of the exclusive license
under the Tesla patents which the Westinghouse com-
pany's licensee in this city, the United Electric Light &
Power Company, has held for many years. The motion
for a preliminary injunction is returnable on April 4.

It was stated at the Westinghouse company's
office. 120 Broadway, that the suit had been brought to

have it settled whether or 11 >t the rights of licenses should
be respected, and that it did not mean that the two big
electric companies had again gone to war or that the

pooling agreement had been abandoned.

A dispatch to the New York "Sun" states that J.

Pierrepont Morgan, the New York banker, has promised
to contribute £ 5.000 to the cost of establishing an elec-

tric illuminating system in St. Paul's Cathedral. London.

The old saying, "How have the mighty fallen," is aptly

illustrated by the following, taken from an exchange

:

One hundred shares of Keeley motor stock were recently

sold at Hoboken at auction for three dollars and a half.

An exchange notes that as Marseilles. France, glass

tubes are being used as underground conducts for tele-

graph wires and for earning electric light wires in fac-

tories, theatres.

A farmer stopped in front of a Michigan City electric

plant and asked a bystander:
"What is that 'ere-building, a factory?"

"No, a plant :" was the answer.
"What do the) raise there?"

"Currents," replied the quick-witted bystander.

"What are they worth a bushel?"

"We sell them by the shock."—Ex.

-
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BUSINESS NEWS

"TELEPHONE CATALOGUE AND STUDENTS'
MANUAL. - '

We have just received a copy of the seventeenth

edition of the "Telephone Catalogue and Students' Man-
ual," published by J. H. Bunnell and company, 76 Cort-

landt street, New York, manufacturers of telegraph and
telephone supplies. This is the twenty-first year of the

organization of this famous house, having been estab-

lished in 1878. The composition of the firm contains the

ideals of practical men in all its integril branches, being
the creators of the best telegraph apparatus; the tele-

graph fraternity depending upon them for their supplies

and information on this subject. This latest work issu-

ing from their literary department cannot be too highly

praised or too highly appreciated by electricians, con-
tractors, wiremen, and novices. It contains the funda-

mental principles of the telephone and telegraph. The
first pages are devoted to instruction and the operation of

telegraph instruments. The language is so simple and
instructive that a novice can become an efficient operator

in a short time. The illustrations clearly demonstrate
the connections of the apparatus so that any one can set

them up. The Morse alphabet is set forth in a manner
easy to grasp and retain. The work contains illustra-

tions of all styles of telegraph apparatus and intruments

for testing. A full line of telephone apparatus is shown
for long distance, short line, private, factory, office and
general interior uses. Diagram illustrations give a clear

idea of how to set up short lines of telephones for pri-

vate or public use. The interior telephones illustrated in

this work are shown in a number of styles and are made
of the best material and finished in the very best manner
commensurate with the reputation of the firm. The work
contains a large line of general electrical goods in every

day use, fully illustrated and described and the volume
throughout is complete in every detail, surpassing all

previous efforts in the publication of these manuals.
Copies of this manual will be sent free on application.

SPECIAL EXPOET COLUMN.

ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK ENDING
MARCH 14, 1899, $43,465.00.

New York, N. Y., March 14, 1899.—The following ex-

ports ,of electrical material are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date

:

Antwerp—3 cases electrical material, $30.
Alexandria—45 cases electrical machinery, $7,620.

HeMm—4 cases electrical machinery, $1,300, 7 cases

electrical material, $60.

Brussels—2 cases electrical material, $3.
British West Indies—53 packages electrical matter,

$1,108.

Brazil— 11 packages electrical matter, $1,051.

British Guiana—7 cases electrical matter. $309. 1 case

electrical machinery, $80.

British Possessions in Africa—7 packages electrical mate-
rial, $691.
Cuba—38 packages electrical material, $1,125.

Chili— 161 packages electrical material, $6,126.

Central America—60 packages electrical material, $345.
Dublin—41 packages electrical material. $7,188.
Elizabethgrad— 11 cases electrical machinery, $1,479.
Glasgow— 11 cases electrical material, $1,899.
Genoa—3 cases electrical material, $85.
Havre— 12 cases electrical machinery, $1,070. 4 cases

electrical material. $143.
London—220 packages electrical material, $8,622. 6

packages electrical machinery, $195.
Mexico—65 cases electrical material, $660.
Milan—2 packages electrical material, $73.

Moscow—3 cases electrical material, $143.
Newfoundland— 1 case electros, $15.
Odessa—30 cases electrical material, $750.
Peru— 12 packages electrical material, $929.
Rome—5 packages electrical material, $302.
Santo Domingo—5 cases electrical material, $28.
Venezuela— 1 case electrical machinery, $13. 27 cases

electrical material, $623.

NEW I NC( JRPORAT IONS.
Alexandria, Ya.—National Electrical Supplv Co.. in-

corporated by Henry D. Merrick, president : Moreli
Mareau, vice-president

; Edwin C. Graham, secretary and
treasurer; electrical apparatus. Capital stock $25,000.

Chicago. 111.—Sunlight Gas Light Co. has been in-
corporated by D. W. Clendenin, Wm. McAulev and \\".

H. \ aughan
;
gas and electric fixtures. Capital stock

$2,500.

New York, N. Y.—Knickerbocker Electrical Main-
tenance Co. has been incorporated by Louis B. Jennings,
W. W. Bonneau and W. G. Cochrane. Capital stock
$10,000.

Auburn, N. ,Y.—Universal Light, Heat and Power
Co. has been incorporated by R. H. Huntington, J. E.
Ratchford and James Devine'. Capital stock $50,000.
Yonkers, N. Y.—Consumers' Electric Co. has been in-

corporated by F. A. Stratton, G. M. Curtis. Jr., and L.
B. Lampman. Capital stock $100,000

Cleveland, Ohio.—Interstate Electric Co. has been in-
corporated by Fred Haffner, Master Roach, John G.
Haffner; electric machinery. Capital stock $20,000.

Waterloo, Ind.—Star Electric Co. has been incorpor-
ated by Henry Taggart, Edgar B. Flack, Eli G. Flack,
August L. Gruhlke and Albert L. Flack ; cigar lighters
and specialties. Capital stock $200,000.

Camden, N. J.—Spring Lake Electric Light. Heat &
Power Co. has been incorporated by James E. Hays,
George H. S. Young and John M. Fultz ; electric light,

heat and power works. Capital stock 850,000.
North Paterson, N. J.—Hawthorne Heat, Light and

Power Co. has ben incorporated by Irvy Myers, Adam
Yreeland, William H. Post, Samuel' YanBlarcam. James
E. Barker and Louis J. Jones; electric light. Capital
stock $10,000.

New Egypt, N. J.—Eastern Water Power and Electric
Power Co., incorporated by Bassler Boyer, A. H. Boycr
and Jacob H. Grove. Capital stock $100,000.

Wriglitstown, N. J.—Wrightstown Water Electric
Light and Sewer Co. has been incorporated by Albert
Watson, Sarah Newbold, Lydia A. Stockton and others,
to carry on the business of an electric light company,
etc. Capital stock $5,000.
Camden, N. J.—Easton Consolidated Electric Co. has

been incorporated by George H. B. Martin, Win. H.
Jolley ; electric light and gas company. Capital stock
$1,500,000.

Portland, Me.—American Heating and Lighting Co.
has been incorporated by Willis Mitchell, Chas. E. Pink-
ham and Frank M. Davis. Capital stock $500,000.

St. Louis. Mo.—Montana Water. Electric Power and
Mining Co. has been incorporated by Paul A. Fusz, M.
Rmnsey. C. Jagels and L. M. Rumsey ; power and elec-

tricity. Capital stock $500,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Yienna, 111.—Interior Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by H. D. La Rue. J. W. Eaton. Jr.. C. H. Gray;
telephones. Capital stock $300

Zanesville, O.—Zanesvillc Telephone & Tele-

graph Co., incorporated by S. M. Winn, J. B. Rhodes.
G. H. Southard. A. T. Brennan. J.

(i. England; tele-

phone and telegraph system. Capital stock $10,000.
North Branch, Minn.— Minnesota Telephone Co., in-

corporated by Fred W. Murray, Helen L. Murray and
others; telephone lines. Capital stock $50,000.

Johnstown, Pa.—The Johnstown Telephone ('<». will
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increase its capital stock from $15,000 to $100,000.

Quakertown, Pa.—A new electric fire alarm system

has been established.

Bad Axe. Mich.— The Michigan Telephone Co. has

recorded a $5,000,000 mortage in Huron County.
STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Dayton, Ohio.—National Traction Co. has been incor-

porated by J. O. A. Coover, A. P. Waymire, F. L.

Hutchins and others. Capital stock $10,000

Kokomo, Ind.—Kokomo Railway and Light Co. has

been incorporated by Fremont Woodruff, Wm. B. Stev-

ens, Henry L. Wooifenden. L. J. Kirkpatrick and C. L.

Harry; electric railway and lighting. Capital stock $8,-

000.

Port Huron, Mich.—A scheme is on foot to build an

electric railway along the St. Clair river.
' BUSINESS CHANGES.

Baltimore, Md.—The new United Railways and Elec-

tric Co. has authorized the execution of a mortgage for

$38 000.000 in favor of the Continental Trust Co.. to se-

cure an issue of a similar amount of four per cent, bonds.

Trenton, N. J.—The Havana Electric Railway Co. has

increased capital stock from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATION'S.
Austell. Ga.—C. J. Shelverton, Mayor, may be ad-

dressed concerning erection of electric light plant.

Lees Summit. Mo.—C. A. Miller. City Clerk, may be

addressed concerning erection of electric light plain.

Tarboro. N. C.—John A. Weddell may be addressed

concerning construction of electric light plant.

STANDARD TABLES
FOR

ELECTRIC

WIREMEN.
By C. M. DAVIS.

Gives Rules, Diagrams and
Useful Data.

^RIGE &I.OO.
a

EI.r.CTRICAT, AGE; NT.W YORK,

WESTON

In Southern latitudes, where electric light and power

transmission are apt to extend over a long reach of country,

the installation of polyphase machinery adds simplicity to

the operation and subtracts all factors that represent a

source of worriment to either engineer in charge or pro-

prietor.

STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing
influences of external ' magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-V40 William St., Newark, N.J., U. S.A.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
US. M. r^., 2.43. Ciipcicit^r, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBOX. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the

most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as

Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BR°OS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOL.E AGENTS.

75c. 'VULCAN" STYL0GHAPH1C PEN, 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Psds licensed nnder ratents :6C»,13l and 311.554,

«l 'or our ».»• Catalogue itnd I>it*<-ount».
.!.. K. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St.. New York
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

View of the JurgCrau from the Llltlo Sctuldogg Station.

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

By W. L. Hedehberg. editor of Electricity.

"Up to' the beginning of the present decade the motive
power almost invariably made use of on mountain railways,

either for revolving the drum on which the propelling cable

was wrapped or in turning the several cog wheels on the

locomotive, was steam. As however electricity as a motive
power became better known, and the apparatus tor generat-
ing it was perfected, it was gradually adopted in connection
with mountain railways. When first made use of the prm
cipal advantage gained was the doing away with the cum-
brous steam locomotives and the combining of the total re-

quisite horse power in one central station, whereby a mater-

ial saving in fuel could be effected. As direct current at a

comparatively low voltage was generated, the power station

had necessarily to be located in the vicinity of the road, us-

ually at the foot of the incline, where coal could be delivered

with the least possible labot und expense. At that period
water wheels and turbines and means lor regulating them
had not reached anything like so high a state of perfection

and efficiency as at present, and even allowing that water
power could have been made use of for running the dyna-
mos, nature, by a strange coincidence, must have built tn*

line in proximity to the fall in order that it could have been

economically utilized, as long-distance transmission at high

voltage was then in an experimental stage. Since the de-
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velopment during the past few years of alternate current

transmission at high voltage, the harnessing of remote

streams with a view to obtaining current for operating

mountain railways has become common practice, and it is

safe to assert that steam as a motive power for roads of this

description will not be employed in future except in cases

where no suitable water power can be procured within an

available radius, which should be of rare occurrence in

mountainous regions.

One of the early electrically operated rack railways is

that which extends from the thriving city of Barmen, in

Germanv, to a neighboring forest-clad hill, the pleasure

ground of the industrious inhabitants. A view of an as-

cending car may be seen in Fig. i. The overhead con-

struction on the Barmen line does not differ materially from

that usually met with on trolley roads, except in the method

of collecting the current, which is accomplished by means

of two oblong metal frames bearing against the under side

of the line conductor. Each car is equipped with two 36

HP. motors ; these in the descent are converted into gen-

erators, and while tending to retard the motion of the car

feed back current to the line.

by means of water power at a point on the Arve River about
one mile from the railway. The plant itself consists of two
sets of turbines directly connected to generators of the mul-
tipolar type, the latter developing 1.000 HP. at normal
speed.

In some cases it has been found advisable, owing to to-

pographical and pecuniary reasons, to construct mountain
railways in a direct line between two points. Three such
roads making use of electric power are to be found in Switz-

erland, namely, those of Burgenstock. Strauserhorn and
Mount Salvador, and one in the United States near Holy-
oke. Mass.. known as the Mount Tom mountain line. An-
other similar type of road is in course of construction in

California, which will, however, not be in operation for

some time yet. The principal feature of the three electri-

cally operated cable lines in Switzerland may be seen by

a glance at the accompanying table. The necessary cur-

rent in each case is generated by water power at points

ranging from two to three miles from where it is utilized,

and is transmitted at a comparatively high potential, about

1.500 volts, over bare copper conductors secured to insula-

tors on poles.

V.cw of Locomotive Operated by Thfree-Phase Current.

The railway running up Snaefell Mountain, on the Isle of

Man, is another excellent early type of mountain railway

operated by electric power.
A rather unique mountain railway in one respect is to

be found near Geneva. Switzerland. This line, which as-

cends Mount Saleve. and is quite extensively patronized

by tourists owing to the magnificent view obtainable, is

about 5.6 miles in length, in which distance it rises over

2,000 feet. The well-known Abt system of rack is made
use of. The cars, having a seating capacity of thirty-two.

are propelled up the incline by means of two 20 HP. motors.

In Fig. 2 is shown the details of the car truck. The
striking feature of this railway lies in the fact that the nec-

essary current for operating the cars is taken, not from an

overhead conductor, as is customary with railways of this

description, but from a third rail located on the ties by the

side of the track. This third rail is an ordinary inverted

traction rail of the Yignole type, the contact shoe on the

car sliding on the top of the rail base. The current fo«-

operating the cars on the Mount Saleve line is generated

In mountain railway construction the Mount Tom road

is unique and undoubtedly the only one of its kind in the

world. It is not so much the way in which the electric

power is applied wherein this line differs from all others

as in the use of the cable, with a view to economizing power

and at the same time balancing the system. The cars, of

which there arc two. move in opposite directions, and are

each equipped with two G. E. 1.000 motors, the current

for operating the latter being taken in the ordinary man-

ner from an overhead trolley conductor. To each of these

cars the extremity of a I£ inch cable is attached, which

passes over an eight inch return sheave at the upper ter-

minus of the line." As previously stated, the cable is made

use of solely for the purpose of balancing the system, the

ascending car mounting the incline with its motors in par-

allel white the descending car has its motors shut off. Thus

the dead weight of one car tends to help the other car up

the grade. Another peculiar feature of the Mount Tom
line lies in the construction of the turnout, which is shown
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in big. 3. As will be seen, a single track only is made use reaches the turnout. An arrangement of this description

View of Mt. Tom Mountain Lino.

of, deflecting rails being employed to allow of one car pass- was found necessary owing to the peculiar use to which
ing the other in lieu of movable switches. On each axle the cable was put and to the fact that but a single track-

View from the Goernergrat.

an extra pair of wheels is provided, mounted outside the is employed.
journal boxes, which only support the car when the latter Wo now come to the three railways which may justly be
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said to embody the most recent and up-to-date application

of the electric current to mountain climbing, namely, those

of the Gornergrat, Stansstadt and Jungfrau. In several

respects these lines closely resemble one another ; they are

all operated by three-phase currents* generated by means
of water power, and were built exclusively for passenger

traffic or with a view to conveying the thousands of tourists

The Birmen Tark Railway.

who annually visit Switzerland to points from where the

grandest views of the surrounding country may be ob-

tained.

The Zermatt Gornergrat railway was completed on .Au-

gust 20. 1898. The line starts from the village of Zermatt,

and ascends with grades ranging from 12 to 20 per cent,

to the Gornergrat. which is at an elevation of 10.71; i t(-vt

above sea level; Some idea of the view obtainable from this

point may be gathered from Fig. 4. The road is 5.7 miles

phase 90 HP. motors, the current for operating the latter
being taken from two overhead conductors, the track and
rails forming the third branch of the circuit. The current
is generated at a pressure of 5,400 volts by means of three
250 HP. water wheels of American make which operate
dynamos having stationary armatures and twelve pole ro-
tating held magnets. From the main power station the
current is transmitted to three transformer stations, located
at convenient points along the line of the road, where the
pressure is reduced to 540 volts.

As with the other two three-phase mountain lines re-

L jeoniotive Truck,
ferred to. the motors on the engines in descending from the
Gornergrat act a^ generators, and besides feeding back-
current to the line have a powerful braking effect. With a
view to preventing the alternators at the station from run-
ning as motors in the event of all the trains descending at
one time, a load resistance is provided. Each locomotive
is equipped with two independent sets of brakes which
effectually control the train and prevent the possibility of
an accident's occurring.
The Stansstadt-Fngelberg line was projected in 1890.

but owing to the difficulty of securing the necessary fund-
work was not begun until 1897. I" October, 1898. the
read was completed and afforded easy access from Stans-

i a

Vievt of Three Thase Locomotive Showicg Electrical Equip

in length, in which distance it rises 6.849 feet. The type
of locomotive made use of is almost identical in construc-
tion and appearance with those operating on the first sec-
tion of the Jungfrau railway and on the Stansstadt-Engel-
berg line. A view of the locomotive truck common to
these three roads is shown in Fig. 5. The Gornergrat lo-
comotives are each equipped with two svnehronous three-

meot.

stadt. a village on Lake Lucerne, to Engeiberg. a ;'avori:e

tourist resort 3.480 feet above sea level. The total length

of the line is slightly in excess of fourteen miles, of which
however less than one mile is provided with a rack of the

Riggenbach type. The locomotives used on the rack sec-

tion, one of which is shown in Fig. 6. are driven by means
oi two y? HP. induction motors. As in the case of the
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THE TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

The technical name given to a device capable of transmit-

ting pictures by electricity is the telectroscope. According

to the "Journal of the Franklin Institute," "The Scientific

American," and one or two other technical papers, the fun-

damental idea is directly traceable to the use of a selenium

cell.

To quote: "as may have been anticipated the fundamental

principle involved in all these devices that have been pro-

posed for this purpose is the variation in the electrical con-

ductivity of selenium under the influence of light of varying-

intensity. To demonstrate this property of selenium the.

simplest plan is to include a selenium cell in a telephone,

circuit when a sharp click will occur in the receiver every

time that a bright beam of light is allowed to fall upon the

selenium."

"Coining to the alleged discovery of the expert above

named (Szczepanik) it is said to consist, in brief, in allowing

the rays emanating from the object to fall upon a cell of

selenium. Electric impulses will be produced in the selen-

ium whose intensity depends upon the brightness of the rays

falling upon the cell. These impulses being conducted to a

distant receiving station are there transformed again into

light. The rays falling upon the selenium are fust sepa-

rated into points of light by oscillating mirrors in the trans-

mining station. Similar mirrors in the receiving station

vibrate synchronously with the mirrors of the transmitting

station and reproduce the image of the object."

This very interesting, though brief review of the efforts

of our worthy friend Szczepanik are sufficiently indefinite

to act upon the brain in the manner that a feather would
when cautiously applied to the bare sole of one's foot. To
vibrate mirrors synchronously is not a difficult problem but
to so regulate the Mow of current that independent images
are transmitted simultaneously is a problem which at pres-

ent it is impossible to indicate the solution of. Another re-

quirement of our Sclav friend is to so rotate the mirrors that

a series of points are produced upon which the light rays
impinge in a manner incomprehensible to either the lay

mind or scientist.

To quote further regarding these mysterious mirrors, we
add the following: "The mirrors are arranged in pairs at

right angles, as regards their vibrations, and hence the num-
ber of points projected on the selenium in the transmitter

will be equal to the product of the number of oscillations

performed by each of them. If, for example, each mirror
swings on its axis only one hundred times a second then

ten thousand points of light will in a like period fall on the

selenium and be transmitted. As a matter of fact these frnay

number hundreds of thousands or even millions. So rapid

are the oscillations of the mirror that the tenth part of a sec-

ond is sufficient to analyze the image of an object in the

transmitter and to render it visible at the receiving station.

It is therefore possible to transmit a continuous action, such

as a theatre performance, over the wires of the telectroscope

since the pictures received follow one another so rapidly as

to produce the impression of a moving image, just as the

numerous separate pictures of a chromo—photographic ap-

paratus reproduce past actions."

The idea of using rotating mirrors is due to the fact that

any centre of illumination when rapidly rotated will produce

an impression on the eye which is a fac simile of the path

covered by the point of light. For instance, a spark at the

end of a stick conveys the impression of a circle of light if

the stick is rotated rapidly enough. Were the stick moved
in the path of an eclipse, square or any other geometrical

figure a corresponding impression will remain, Based upon
this idea, which in itself is a satisfactory one, it is conceiv-

able that by some peculiar arrangement of selenium cells

and revolving mirrors a transmitting kinetoscope might be

constructed but the distance in thought between this prem-

ise and its practical fulfillment is greater than that separat-

ing any other two foreign ideas.

Science and inventions have repeatedly proven that the

alphabet which nature uses for the construction of her words

and phrases is similar and more limited than our own. The
action of gravitation, which is universal, has. as far as this

earth is concerned, given to us a variety of forces, the con-

joint and individual actions of which enable us to pass

through the daily routine of our lives without the constant

danger of annihilation confronting us. In other words, a

few simple forces represent the foundation upon which the

entire superstructure of science rests.

In the field of invention the simpler the principle upon

which the apparatus if founded the more readily is the pro-

blem solved. It seems therefore as if the idea of Szczepa-

nik, regarding the rotating spot of light, possesses simplic-

ity which may he compared with the primitive experiment

of Watt with the lid of a kettle or of Faraday with his horse

shoe magnet and rotating copper disk. It is certainly true

that the rapid presentation of a series of points of light will

convey to the mind with exactly the same force the image

of an object, whether it he present or not, hut to do this so

systematically and correctly that the impression is com-

plete and perfect is a problem of such a character that the

one solving it deserves to be classed with the immortals.

PHOTOGRAPHING LIGH I 'NTNC.

At the last meting of the Royal Photograpic Society, Mr.

H. Glew showed some interesting negatives and prints of

lightning Hashes. His result- go to prove that the duration

of lightning flashes has been miscalculated, ami that really

a series of sparks or electric discharges pass down a given

path; and not a broad stream of light.—Ex.
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Gornergrat and Jungfrau railways, the distributing system

consists of two overhead trolley wires, the rails forming

the third conductor.

As already stated, water power is made use of for oper-

ating the generating machinery. The installation consists

of two sets of turbines of 180 HP. each, directly connected

to three-phase dynamos with revolving armatures and which

generate current at 750 volts.

The Tungfrau electric railway starts from what is known
as the Little Scheidegg station, a view of which is shown

in Fig. 7, and ascends as yet only to the Eiger Glacier

electric plant on the Atoyac river, twelve miles from the

city of Puebla, Mexico. They propose to utilize water
power from the canal constructed by Mr. Sebastian de MLr
at a cost of over half a million dollars, and will install elec-

tric machinery and water wheels to transmit current to

Puebla and other adjoining towns for use in factories. They
will also furnish electric power for the Puebla Light and
Power Company. The first installation of machinery will

be 2.0CO horse-power.—Ex.
THE PACIFIC CABLE.

The maximum cost of the proposed Pacific cable, inclu-

View of Truck and Gearing Employed on Mt. Saleve Railway.

station, a distance of 1.2 miles, the remaining portion of the sive of maintenance for three years, is estimated at 1.810.OC0
line being in course of construction. The equipment of the pounds, the route being from Vancouver by Fanning Island
now almost completed power house consists of two gener-
ating sets of about 500 HP. capacity each. The dynamos,
which generate three-phase currents at a pressure of 7,000
volts, are directly connected to the turbines, which are of

the twin Girard type. The high tension current is trans-

mitted from the main power house to two transformer sta-

tions, respectively about four and a half and five and a half

miles distant, one located at Little Scheidegg, the other at

the Eiger Glacier, where by means of step down trans-

formers the pressure is reduced from 7,000 to 500 volts.

The electrical equipment of the locomotives does not differ

except in degree of power from that in use on the other

two three-phase mountain lines previously referred to.

Each engine is provided with two 125 HP. induction rr.o-

and Fiji to Norfolk Island, and thence to Oueenstown and
Xew Zealand. The rates via this route to London it is pro-

!> »sed should not exceed 3 shillings per word, and at this

rate there is. it seems, a fair prospect that the line would
pay expenses within a year of its completion.—Ex.

SILICO-CARBON FOR ELECTRIC FILAMENTS.
Th new Langhans filament for electric lamps, which is

being introduced by the Premier Electric Lamp Syndicate,

Limited, Huyton Ouarry. near Liverpool, is said to be com-
posed of silicon and carbon. It is not yet known whether
these elements unite to form a carbide, or are merely an inti-

mate mechanical admixture. The efficiency of the Lang-
hans filament is somewhat below that of the Xernst Lamp.
but it may be that improvements will bring it up to a higher

tors, which, as is usual on this type or road, run as gener- r>
j n t Ex

ators and feed back current to the line on descending. A
Till'- Ml RPH\ blRl-ACE KAIL b\:5TEM.

The Railway World states that the Murphy surface rail

electric tramway system has been practically tested on Man

sectional view of the type of locomotive common to the

three railways just described is shown in Fig. 8. To insure

perfect safety three independent sets of brakes have been
provided, one operated by electricity and controlled auto-

matically, a second worked by hand and which applies

bronze shoes to the driving axle of the locomotive, and a

third, known as an emergency brake, which can be made
to grip the rack.

MISCELLANEOUS.

authorities in-

placed in all

various other'

STRAY Cl/RREXTS.
POCKET ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

Division superintendents of the Santa Fe are investiga-

ting pocket electric lights with storage battery, the chief

value being in examining dark places where it is impracti-

cable or impossible to get a coal oil lamp. For examining"
trucks, etc., in wrecks after dark, this liarht will be of very
great sendee.—Ex.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONES.
By direction of the Post Office

Berlin, automatic telephones are to be

their offices, railway stations, and in

places, with a view to their becoming popularised. They
will be on the penny-in-the-slot principle, and for the small

sum of id. the necessary number of minutes allowed for a

brief conversation may be obtained.—Ex.
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS IX FRAXCE.

A Paris journal says that experiments are being made a)

the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs with a new "loud*

speaking" telephone. Experiments are also being made in

wireless telegraphy between Xice and Cape Corso, in Cor-

sica, a distance of over 100 miles.—Ex.
MEXICAN TRANSMISSION PLANT.

The Western Electric Company is about to install a large

hattan Beach. Long Island, with complete success. In this

system no overhead wires or open conduit are required, as

tlie cars are supplied with current taken from a sectional

rail laid flush with the surface of the roadway. The only

portion of this rail which can be made electrically "alive" is

the section immediately under the car. and consequently all

danger is avoided. The Murphy system is far less costly

than the conduit construction, and it is claimed that it can

be built for the price of the overhead trollev wire svstem.

—

Ex.
A POSSIBLE DANGER.

A short-circuit between two main feeders was recently

the cause of a total breakdown at the Frankfort-on-Maine

electricity works. The fault occurred at the switchboard.

to which several new marble panels had been added. The
current seems to have pierced one of these panels, setting

fire to the woodwork of the older portion of the board,

which circumstance necessitated the supply to the town

cut off until temporary repairs had been effected. After

a careful investigation, the probable origin of the fault was

attributed to a vein of metal running through one of the

marble slabs, which previous examination and insulation

tests had failed to disclose.—Ex

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit. *

Boom i«S5 World Bid., >\ Y. City.
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TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES.

FRENCH TELEGRAPH THIRTEEN MILES WITH-
OUT WIRES.

The "New York Journal" states that Ducretct can now

structions from Washington to keep the Government in-

formed of French progress in this important branch of in-

vention, and he applied to M. Ducretel for a summary of,

his discoveries. In reply, the electrician communicated the

above fact, adding that his messages are dispatched and re-
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send wireless telegraph messages a distance of thirteen ceived at the summits of masts 99 feet high. He says that

miles. He is the inventor whose researches in aerial tele- he has accomplished, in the face of great difficulties, the
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graphy have received the encouragement of the French automatic registration of messages.
Government ever since the remarkable success of .Marconi The arrangement of M. Ducretet's teleerai )hic apparatus

in England.
U. S. Consul General Gowdy, at Paris, had received in-

is as follows: The mast supports one of the

sulated conductor that floats in the air. while

ends of an in-

the other end
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communicates at P (see Fig. i) with the pole of an induction "From the free extremity of the insulated conductor fixed

coil and one of the spheres of discharge. The other pole of on the mast the waves radiate. This extremity mav be ter-

the coil is connected with the other sphere and then to minated toy a metallic surface, that furnishes, "together with

Ducretet's Reoeiver. -(Through the courtesy of the "Literary Digest.*')

earth. If the electric current passes through the coil a (lis- the conductor, the requisite electric capacity. This radht-

charge takes place between the two spheres, which con- ing conductor is, then, the transmitter. A "spring key. M,

'
!

ill

W'j"

Station in Uuo CI vule Bernard.— (Through the courtesy of the "Literary Digost. ")

stitute what is called the 'oscillator." Tims we have a (lis- enables us to make the discharge short or long as the Morse
continuous and oscillatory electric discharge, a source of transmitter, with this difference, that there is no line be-

electric waves. tween the transmitting and the receiving station.
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"The receiver consists of a 'coherer' or tube filled with
metallic filings (Br), called by Branlv a 'radioconductor,' of

a model invented by M. Ducretet ; this is put in communi-
cation on one side with the insulated conductor of a second
tall mast and on the other with the earth. The end of the
insulated conductor is the collector of the electric waves.
On the other hand, the cohering- tube is placed in the circuit

of a battery and a very sensitive telegraphic relay R. The
battery current passes in the electro-magnet of the relay only
when the electric waves, coming through space, traverse the
'coherer' causing it suddenly to become a conductor. This
conductibility is destroyed by a slight shock, which an au-
tomatic tapper F, actuated by a magnet (like that of an elec-

tric bell) gives at the moment when the current passes. It

is this discontinuous conductivity that is utilized for the col-

lection of the waves .

"As in all kinds of telegraphy, each station must have
both transmitting and receiving instruments. The mast and
its insulated conductor serve, by the use of a commutator,
successively as transmitting radiator and as collecting re-

ceiver of the waves. A portable receiving instrument suf-

fices for the reading of the Hertzian signals by sound; by

versa without the aid of a wire. In this way many lives and
much valuable property have been saved, since it has been
p >ssible for the men tossed in the lightship to communicate
to those on shore the plight of vessels that have ventured
too close to that graveyard of good ships, the Goodwin
Sands. This was notably the case several months ago when
the large ship Elbe went aground.

Professor Marconi, the most >uccessful of the many ex-
perimenters who have worked on this problem along iden-
tical principles, is only twenty-five years old, and his re-

searches have already won him a fortune. He began the
work in Italy, his native country, and the Italian Govern-
ment hastened to pay him a handsome price for his inven-
tion for use on war ships. Then the young professor went
to England, where he was received with open arms. The
lighthouse lightship equipment is one of the results of his
sojourn in England.

Confident that he could transmit messages a much greater
distance than twelve miles, Marconi proposed to establish
communication of this kind between the English and French
coasts, but the French Government for a long time with-
held its consent from any such enterprise. Viewing the pro-
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connecting it with a registering apparatus the message may
be printed on a band of paper. Such a message may be said

to 'fall from heaven.'

"Experiments with these telegraphic devices have been

made with the great mast in Rue Claude-Bernard, whence
messages were transmitted to the Pantheon, and afterward

between the latter place and the Eiffel Tower, a distance of

4 kilometers (2f miles). These messages were always sent

successfully over Paris in spite of rain and fog. At this

moment experiments are on foot on the Erench coast, the

distance between the two stations being 30 kilometers (19
miles)

Wireless telegraphy made enormous strides last year in

Europe. Although it has been experimented with in this

country with more or less success, it is doubtful if any Amer-
icans realize that a system covering a distance of twelve

miles has been in practical operation off the English coasl

all the winter.

This is between the South Foreland lighthouse and the

East Goodwin lightship. By the use of Marconi's system

messages are flashed continually from ship to shore and nice

gress of wireless telegraph) in England and Italy, however,
and the Pact that the German Emperor was dabbling in it

for the benefit of his armj and navy, the French Govern-
ment at length withdrew its opposition to the trans-Channel

system, which .Marconi is now working at, and at the same
time gave its assistance and support to a native inventor, M.
Ducretet, who had been working along the same lines with-

out much encouragement.

A press dispatch from London slates that Signor Mar-
coni has succeeded in transmitting messages without wires

across the English Channel, between England and France,
a distance of about thirty-two miles.

ELECTRO TECHNICS.

DIMENSIONS OF MOT( >RS.
In the following table may be tound various dimensions

of Croker-Wheeler motors, ranging from one-twelfth to

one horse p »wer. The diameter ol pulley, weight and speed
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of each size respectively is likewise given. The value of this

table is obvious to those who are engaged in calculating the

various dimensions of motors and generators whose horse
power does not exceed that given in the table. One of the

difficulties experienced by amateur designers is that of ar-

riving at the proper dimensions. This can readily be done
by consulting the catalogue of a well known manufacturer
whose figures can be relied upon.

CONNECTING BELLS.
The various methods of connecting up bells show conclu-

sively that in many cases considerable scientific knowledge
is required in order to erect an installation which will oper-

Q
*H -e-

m Jlll.r)

f*J pip*

Fig 1— System With Grounded Return.

ate uninterruptedly. Generally speaking, there are two
systems employed, namely, one in which the return wire is

)pusk

So Her r>

&i5;--aar cuea Acc.N.r.

Fig. 2—Bell Wired, With Complete Magnetic Circuit.

grounded, the other consisting of a complete metallic cir-

cuit. A further subdivision can be made covering those

/—

O

-ran

Fif. G—Complete Circuit, Showing Conueetlocs In Detail.

cases in which bells are connected in multiple or in series.

Various methods are illustrated by diagrams in this article

;

the first being that of a system with a grounded return ; the
second showing a bell wired with a complete magnetic' cir-
cuit. .Methods of connecting bells in multiple and series

Q
"I'h

o
Fig. 3—Bells Connected in Parallel.

are also illustrated in sketch 3 and 4. In figure 4 the press-
ing of a button sets into action three bells which may be
widely separated, as in the case of a fire alarm system. In

Fig. 4—Bells Connected in Series.

either case the pressing of the button sets two or more bells

into action. The various parts of a bell are clearly shown
in figure 5 and the connections in detail in figure A and B
are cells in series, X is the make and break, MM the bell

magnets, etc.

nvctoncts
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r
-

%frcun/^'

Details of Electric Bell.

HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS.
Prof. Pupin, of Columbia University, conducted a series

of experiments with high frequency currents and invented

a device for producing them. The general features of this
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apparatus are shown in the illustration where A, B, D, E
indicate a wire tightly stretched between the poles a per-

manent magnet D. A short connecting piece dips from this

wire at B into a cup of mercury. When current is sent into

the wire from the battery F it vibrates rapidly, in fact, suffi-

dl^

Papin's Apparatus for Producing Interrupted Currents.

ciently fast to produce a loud hum in the telephone T. The
tension on the wire determines its rate of vibration and con-

sequently the number of makes and breaks per second. A
tuning fork, the number of whose vibrations are known, is

compared with the telephone and the rate of interruption

ascertained. This original and exceedingly ingenious ma-
chine has been in use by Prof. Pupin when conducting many
important experiments.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY

IN CANADA.
As showing what is being done in other places in the way

of electrical power transmission, it is noteworthy that the

town of Orillia, Ont., has recently let a contract for the de-

velopment of a water power 19 miles from the town, and
the transmission of this power to the town for electric light

and power purposes. The entire contract was let to -the

Central Construction Co. of Buffalo, and Westinghouse ap-

paratus will be used throughout. It will consist of 300 K.

W. revolving field generators, transformers stepping up to

line voltage of 2,000 volts, and several of the Tesla type C
motors. Probably about half the capacity of the plant will

be used for driving motors in the different manufacturing
establishments at Orillia.—Ex.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK ENDING MARCH 21, 1899,

$84,235.

New York. N. Y., March 21, 1899. The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—55 cases electrical machinery, $4,279. 28

packages electrical machinery, $2,560.

Amsterdam.—9 packages electrical material. $3,268.

British Australia.— 146 packages electrical material.

$12,068; 46 packages electrical machinery, $1,473; ' case

electros, $17: 688 packages carriage material, $8,966.

British Possessions in Africa.— 112 packages electri:al

material. Si 0.703

.

Brazil.

—

22 cases electrical material, $1,195.

Bremen.— 1 case electrical machinery, $115: 22 cases

electrical material. $3,194.
Barcelona.—2 cases electrical material. $50.

Cuba.—104 cases electrical material, $2.359.
Christiania.—2 cases electros, $17.

Genoa.— 1 case electrical material, $50. j

Glasgow.—4 cases electro-plates, $460; 14 cases elec-

trical material, $1 10.

Havre.

—

yy packages electrical material. $2,161
; 93 pack-

ages electrical material, $5,889; 1 case electros, $15; 3 cases
electro-plates, $385.

Liverpool.— 162 packages electrical material, $8,827: 20
packages electrical machinery, $266.
London.—574 cases electrical material, $11,316.
Leghorn.—2 cases electrical material. $50.
Mexico.— 106 cases electrical material, $1,270.
Marseilles.—9 cases electrical material. $854.
Newfoundland.—7 cases electrical material, $60.
Porto Rico.— 108 packages electrical material, $145.
Preston.— 12 packages electrical material, $1,159.
Rotterdam.— 1 case electros, $10; 2 packages electrical

machinery, $60.
Rome.—6 cases electrical material, $374.
Santo Domingo.—28 packages electrical material, $198.
U. S. of Colombia.— 1 case electrical material, %22y.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
San Francisco, Cal.—El Dorado Power Co. has been in-

corporated by W. A. Bell, T. Clark, C. O. Richards, G.
Lambert, H. O. Marvin; for the purpose of furnishing elec-

trical power. Capital stock $150,000.
Trenton, N. J.—Columbia Automobile Co. has been in-

corporated by Elliott Mason, Andrew H. Scoble, John M.
Scoble, Louis R. Moore and others : to manufacture and
operate vehicles propelled by electricity, compressed air and
other power. Capital stock $3,000,000.

Chicago, 111.—Martin J. Insull Co. has been incorporated
by A. H. Reece, G. C. Johnson and Robert L. Elliott ; elec-

trical machinery, etc. Capital stock $6,000. •

Pittsburg, Pa.—Faraday Carbon Co. has been incorpor-
ated by Daniel D. Dickey, James S. Humbird, John S.

Crider, H. Lawrence and James Parmalee ; carbons for e'ec-

tric light and other articles for the production of electricity.

Capital stock $1,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The New England Electric Yehicle and
Transportation Co. has been incorporated by James E.
Hayes, Arthur Phillips and Augustus Tread well. Jr. Cap-
ital stock $25,000,000.

Malone, N. Y.—High Falls Electric Co. has been incor-

porated by Joseph T. Wright. Frederick D. Kilburn, J.
Henry Abbott and Morton P. Abbott ; to produce electric-

ity for public and private purposes. Capital stock Sio.oco.
Carbondale, Pa.—Lackawanna Valley Electric Light &

Power Supply Co., incorporated by T. L. Newell, J. L. Rus-
sell, G. W. Reynolds. W. D. Boyer and Grant Pelton; light.

heat, power to the public in Carbondale. Capital stock

$200,000.

Garner, Iowa.—Garner Electric Light, Power & Tele-

phone Co., incorporated by E. C. Abbey, Isaac Sweis^ard,

J. N. Sprole and others. Capital stock $10,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore Electric Regulator Co.,

incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000, to manufac-
ture electric current regulators, and other electrical special-

ties, etc.

Muscatine. Iowa.—The Muscatine Electric Light and
Power Co., plant has been sold to Harry Huttg.

Trenton, X. J.
—The Maritime Improvement Co., incorpo-

rated by Charles H. Cramp, Gustave Lindenthal ami others;

to construct electric light plants, etc. Capital stock $3,000,-

000.

TELEPHONK CALLS.
Axtell. Kans.—The Axtell Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $2,500.

Cambridge. Ohio.—The Cambridge Home Telephone
Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000.

N'iles. Mich.—The Central Telephone Co.. of Kalamazoo,

has been granted a franchise to establish a telephone ex-

change.
Minneapolis. Minn.—The Southern Electric Telephone

Co. has been incorporated by D. X. Tallman. Charles Web-
ster. A. C. Webster. David C. Jones and Andrew Larson.

Capital stock $30,000.
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Edgerton, Mo.—Platte Purchase Telephone Co.. Incor-

porated by J. F. Boydston, H. H. Boydston, Holland Boyd-
ston and others; telephone lines. Capital stock $15,000.

Lincoln, Neb.—Table Rock Telephone Co., incorporated

by W. C. Fellers, C. R. Judkins, C. J. Wood. Capital stock

$3,000.

McArthur, Ohio.—Chillicothe & McArthur Telephone

Co., incorporated by Lewis S. Dane, ( )tto E. Vollenweider,

Dennis Steele, Isaac M. Lantz, Henry S. Hamilton and

David Will. Capital stock $15,000.

Blooming-ton, Ind.—The Bloomington Telephone Co.

has certified to increase of capital from $10,000 to $15,000.

Wytheville, Va.—The Wytheville Telephone Co. has re-

organized with Julius A. Brown, president: Frank Owens,
vice-president, and L. D. Calfee, secretary.

Columbia, S. C.—The American Telephone Co. has ap-

plied for charter, with Edward J. Hall, Charles D. Cole and

Edward P. Meanv as incorporators. Capital stock $25,000.

Augusta, Ga.—The Augusta Telephone & Electric Co.

has increased its capital stock, and will improve its plant and

extend its lines.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Jonesboro, Tenn.—The mayor may give information con-

cerning electric light plant.

Forsyth, Ga.—T. J. Hardin, mayor, may give information

concerning proposed electric light plant.

Avondale, Ala.—The mayor may be addressed concern-

ing proposed electric light plant.

Linneus, Mo.—An electric light plant will be erected.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Jersey City, N. J.—McElroy-Grunow Electric Railway

system incorporated by G. De Festetics, Peter Whitney,

Ferd Von Kusserow ; electric railway system. Capital stock

$450,000.
JOTTINGS.

Smith & Hemenway Co., of 20 Warren street, the well

known agents for the Ericsson Swedish telephones, have

recently purchased the hardware branch of the Maltby, Hen-

ley Company, also of 20 Warren street. This move shows

great progress on the part of the Smith & Hemenway Co.,

they being only a young concern.
.Mr. Edward Lloyd Coolev, formerly of Boston, who

has for a number of years been associated' with the General
Electric Company in Philadelphia, has accepted the ap-
pointment of general manager in the New England States
for the C. & C. Electric Company, with his office in Boston.

C. S. Knight, former vice-president of the Fort Wayne
Electric Corporation, has .been elected vice-president of the
Siemens & Halske Electric Company of America, with
offices at Chicago.
The many friends of Mr. Robert Stewart, superintend-

ent of telegraph of the Central Railroad of New Jersev, and
district superintendent of the Western Union Telegraph Co.,
will be pleased to learn that he is rapidly convalescing from
the effects of a severe attack of pneumonia from which he
has been suffering for the past month. He left Jersey City
via Pennsylvania Railroad Monday afternoon, March 27th.
for Asheville, N. C. to rest and recuperate. He was ac-
companied by the genial C. H. Lyons, manager of the in-
formation bureau of the Central Railroad of New Terser—-————^———_____—_______-^^_^^__.
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THE TELEGRAPH.

The Typewriter In Telegraphy.

TYPEWRITING BY WIRE.

Many efforts have been made by inventors of telegraph

apparatus to so improve the present system that letters

will be reproduced at the other end of the line instead of

symbols, such as clicks or dashes. In one of our con-

temporaries we find that a machine for typewriting by

wire has been so far perfected that it represents the sub-

ject for considerable discussion.

The invention is the work of John S. Thompson, of

Chicago, and by its means "a typewriting machine may
be operated in one place and a duplicate of the written

material may be produced hundreds of miles away. In-

stead of sending written messages spelt by the Morse

alphabet and then translated by the receiving operator

this new method will require that the message be written

upon the typewriter and by an electric circuit connected

by switch with the macliinc the message will be auto-

matically printed."

Mr. Thompson's invention will render the possibility

of operating linotype machines, such as are used in print-

ing offices, of active service in preparing messages hot

from the wire without an intermediate process being re-

quired. This will permit press dispatches to be set and
cast in lines of type ready for insertion in printing presses.

"Still another use for this invention is in connection

with party line telephone systems. At present if one sub-

scriber to a private circuit is rung up from the central

station the others along that circuit are also disturbed,

but by Mr. Thompson's invention this difficulty is largely

overcome."
There exists no doubt in the minds of financiers and
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inventors that telegraphic communication should be so

far improved that readable matter is transmitted instead

of signals which leave no record behind. It is a serious

undertaking to disturb a well established system, but the

tremendous advantages accruing from such an innovation

are indisputable.

PRINTING TELEGRAPH.
A statement has been issued, says the Railroad Press,

giving some of the important features of the multiplex

printing-telegraph invented by Prof. Henry A. Row-
land, and recently tested on the wires of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, between Jersey City and Philadelphia. The in-

vention consists of an apparatus capable of sending and
receiving eight different messages, either in the same or

opposite directions. The transmission is effected by an
operator using an.ordinary typewriter keyboard, and the

receiving apparatus prints the message on a tape or sheet

of paper, in Roman characters. An alternating current

is used on the line, and a single letter is sent at a time,

the sending machines picking out the letters in the proper

order if the signals are given simultaneously. The print-

ing instruments are operated by a direct current, but must
be run perfectly synchronously, which is accomplished in

a manner similar to the control of an alternating current

motor by the generator. The important part of the ap-

paratus is the alternator, run at a certain fixed rate of

speed, and having on its axis an armature, with alternate

plus and^minus segments. These segments are connected

in pairs with the keys of the typewriter, there being two
segments for each letter or character. A letter can be

struck at each revolution of the armature on each of the

four typewriters at the sending end of the line. The im-

pulses thus transmitted act on segments of the receiving

armature, and by a local circuit print the corresponding

letter. The full description of the apparatus has not as

yet been given by the inventor, but it is said that it has

appealed most strongly to a company of Baltimore capi-

talists, and that the new instruments will soon be put into

extensive use.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

A GERMAN ELECTRIC RAILROAD SYSTEM.
United States Consul W. K. Anderson at Hanover, Ger-

many, says that the electric street railway of Hanover was
built under the supervision and direction of an American
from Philadelphia, and was opened for business on May. ist,

1892. It was one of the first electric lines inaugurated in

Germany, and is now one of the best systems. The cars are

modeled after American ones, and the tracks are of heavy
steel, laid on a substantial foundation of concrete. The fare

for a course of, say, 2 miles within the city limits is 10 pfen-

nigs, or less than 2 1-2 cents of our money. Universal

transfers are granted. The speed is about 8 miles an hour.

and the cars run smoothly and with little noise. Within
the mile circuit and upon some of the principal streots ex-

tending to the city limits, the cars are run on the accum-
ulator system ; but when the outskirts are reached the ac-

cumulators are released from service and the cars are run

by overhead trolley. The lines extend, on almost every

road, miles into the surrounding country. The trackage cf

the Hanover Electric Railway now amounts to over 105

miles. The equipment consists of 41 overhead-trolley cars,

161 accumulators and trolley cars combined, 167 trailers,

20 locomotives, 4 sprinklers and 24 freight cars. There are

six power stations, four of which furnish, in addition to

power for the cars, electric light for streets and roads. The
motor cars are 17 to 34 H. P., and the locomotives 50 H. P.

each.—Ex.
ELECTRIC TRAMWAY.

A novel style of tramcar has been introduced at Dresden.

It is designed 'by Max Schiemann and built by Robert

Leibscher, both of that town, and if we may rely upon the

illustration in the "Schweizerische Bauzeitung.*' it is of

pleasing appearance. Practically, we may say that two four-
wheeled cars have been joined together, forming a central
platform between the two, from which alone the car is ac-
cessible. In the central compartment the guard takes his

stand. The driver rules in front. It is evident that such
a long car is comparatively cheaper than two cars of the
same capacity, and with its two bogies, at the same time not
so unwieldy as one long car. The roof of the central part
is formed by projections from the roofs of both cars. We
presume that the cars are always to run in the same
direction, for there is only one stand for the driver,

one pair of wheel guards, and the central platform can be
entered only on one side. On a ring line the advantages
of these double cars would come out more fully.—Ex.

EXPERI3IENTAL SCIENCE.

THE XERXST LAMP.
The electric lamp recently invented by Xernst, as has

been stated in this journal, consists of a small rod of

magnesia which is heated to brilliant incandescence by an
electric current which is pushed through it by an electro-

motive force of several hundreds of volts. The rod must
be heated nearly to a red heat by a blow-pipe or other
independent means before it passes sufficient current to

operate.

A number of these lamps have been made in the Physi-
cal Laboratory at Bethlehem. Pa. It has been found that

a rod of pure magnesia can scarcely be started even with

1.000 volts and a good blow-pipe. The surrounding air

becomes electricallv too weak to withstand the high elec-

tromotive force at a temperature lower than that required

to make the rod a sufficiently good conductor. This is

true even when the rod has been heated to softness before-

hand in a temporary mounting.
The conductivity of the rod may be completely con-

trolled by mixing with the magnesia varying amounts
of silica and fusible silicates. A satisfactory lamp is made
as follows: Pure calcined magnesia (heavy 1 is thorough-
ly mixed with two or three per cent, of powdered silica,

one or two per cent, of magnesium sulphate, and one per
cent, or less of sodium or potassium silicate (water glass).

The mixture is dried until it is just moist enough to pack
under pressure. A small piece of brass tubing is lined

with a roll of several thicknesses of stiff writing paper,

and the mixture is tamped into this tube. The tube is

then baked until the paper is burned, when the rod of

magnesia may be removed. This rod is then laid upon
a bed of magnesia (powdered lime would, perhaps, an-

swer) and by means of carbon terminaL an alternating

current is passed through the rod, heating it first to red-

ness by a blow-pipe. With some care a very hard and
compact rod of magnesia is thus formed which is then

ground to a thin rod with large grooved ends. Platinum
wire is wound on these grooved ends and. if desired,

cement made of water glass and powdered magnesia may
be used to cover the platinum. The two platinum wire

terminals may then be bound to the sides of a small glass

tube as a support. A lamp made in this way may be

started easily, although its resistance rises slowly with

continued use. owing, perhaps, to the volatilization of the

potassium or sodium silicate. Calcium silicate would,
perhaps, be more satisfactory in this respect.

A very striking experiment may be performed with a

piece of glass tubing several inches long wound with

copper terminals at its ends. The tube begins to pass

considerable current at a low red heat, with a few hun-
dreds of volts, and is quickly melted by the current. A
thin-walled tube half an inch or more in diameter is best,

and it should be heated along one side only so that the

cool portion of the tube may for a short time -serve as a

support for the hot conductive portion.—W. S. F. in

Science.
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THERMO-ELECTRICITY.

ELECTRICITY DIRECT FROM HEAT.
Electricity can now be produced direct from heat. In

The thermo-electric generator is a device containing
series of metal slips so joined and arranged that wh
heat is applied to one set of junctions and cold water
the other a powerful current is produced. All that is n<

Cutlet

THERMDEtECTRICCa
.TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK.

The Thermo-EIectrlc Generator.

fact, we can turn the heat unit of a gas flame into elec-

tricity without any moving machinery being employed.

The history of experimental science marks many failures

on the part of investigators, desirous of producing elec-

essary therefore is a gas flame playing upon the interio
of this apparatus and water circulating around the out
side, as shown in figures i and 2, sectionally ; and as pe
photograph in figure 4.

The Thermo- Electric Generator Applied to Electric Self-Playing Piano.

tricity direct from heat. In France, England and America The various applications which may bo made of so
thermo-electric machines have been built which possess interesting a device as this are too numerous to mention,
no commercial value although considerable time and but among them all we find electric piano attachments,
money was spent for their improvement. dental and surgical apparatus, and ventilation on a small
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scale, successfully accomplished by the use of the thermo- scribed without requiring but a trifle of attention. This

The Thermo-Electrlc Genet ator in PosIUjd, Showing Water Tank.
*

electric generator. A reserve of power may be stored by idea developed on a large scale would mean some re-

The Thermo Electric Generator Adapted to Dental Purposes,

means of an accumulator and used for the purposes dc- markable changes in modern engineering. The offices of
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THE TRANSMISSION OF SOUND BY LIGHT
RAYS.

A series of highly interesting- experiments have been
made by Mr. Sella and published in the London "Elec-
trician," for February, on the production of sound by
means of ultra-violet rays. The article originally appear-
ed in the "Nuovo Cimento," in October last.

Quoting from one of our contemporaries we read as

follows: "A telephone is placed in the circuit of a strong
influence machine in scries with a short air gap. If a
beam of ultra-violet light is directed onto the negative
terminal of the gap the sound in the telephone is greatly

altered. If the ultra-violet light undergoes periodical

variations the sound in the telephone will vary in the

same way."
The gist of this experiment is to the effect that ultra-

violet rays were allowed to play upon a fluorescent screen,

directly or indirectly. The variations in the brightness
of the screen cause changes in the resistance of a sele-

nium cell connected with a telephone receiver. By this

means sounds are produced in the telephone correspond-
ing, acoustically, in period and development, to the ultra-

violet rays.

This experiment opens up an interesting field of

thought and possible investigation. If ultra-violet rays

or any other ray can be made to excite fluorescence or its

equivalent on a screen of passive material telephony can
be accomplished between two distant points without the

need of wires. The success of such an experiment would
largely depend upon the reaching power of the rays and
the sensitiveness of the recording, or rather receiving,

would depend upon the delicacy of the apparatus at that

end.

According to Sella's experiment the telephone and a

static machine arc arranged in series, a short air gap in-

terrupting the circuit. The beam of ultra-violet light is

allowed to play upon the negative terminal of the gap,

as described above. The telephone thereby becomes af-

fected sufficiently to make such differences distinctly au-

dible although they are entirely due to the changes in the

ultra-violet ray.

The telephone systems of to-day are sufficiently private,

as far as the receipt or sending of a message are con-
cerned, to annihilate discussion on this score but the

main difficulty is in connecting "Central" with sufficient

rapidity to prevent over-exitation on the part of choleric

individuals. To such as these a telephone system devoid
of a mediator would certainly act as a soothing balm. It

would be impossible to state, without limitation, the con-
sequences of this discovery upon modern telephone sys-

tems but it is simple to understand how vastly more
flexible a system would become if rendered independent of

"Central."'

A COMPARISON OF SOUND AXD ETHER
WAVES.

A paper was read by Mr. F. W. Branson, before the

Leeds Naturalists' Club and Scientific Association in

which the writer discussed varieties of waves known as

Roentgen rays, photographic light, heat rays, Hertzian

waves, acaustic vibrations, etc. A series of experiments

were made by Mr. Branson, comparing sound waves with

Hertzian waves, to illustrate the differences between such

actions when occuring in the atmosphere and in the

ether. Quite a few models and methods of illustration

were employed and facts and figures deduced which are

well worth recording in some convenient note book.

The data is as follows: Roentgen rays represent 288,-

224,000,000,000,000 vibrations per second in the ether.

The photographic limit of the solar spectrum corresponds

to 1,125,899,906,842,624 vibrations per second. Electric

oscillations or Hertzian waves represent 67,108,864 vi-

brations per second. The highest note in music 4,096;

the lowest note 32 vibrations per second.

It is highly interesting to note these differences be-

cause they place before the mind a true picture of the

phenomenon of light and its degeneration, so to speak,

into lesser vibrations known by different names. We
can easily realize that the word light only possesses a

meaning from a physiological standpoint. To eyes pos-

sessing a greater range of vision than our own magnetic
lines of force might bo perceived as well as Hertzian

waves although appearing to such a vision as a sort of

twilight or haze. Nature has limited our sight as well

as our hearing and forced us to sec by means ol vibra-

tions, beyond which extends a high and impenetrable

wall of Stygian darkness. With our super senses and the

apparatus al our disposal these other regions are made
known to us but the limitations of our senses prevent us

from peering into this great and unexplored region.

To the scientific mind vibrations in the ether are ar-

ranged and classified in much the same way as a zoolo-

gist would arrange the various species of animals placed

before him for inspection. There are species of light rays

whose properties make them absolutely distinct from all

others. When a ray possessing a new rate ol vibration

comes within range of our investigation it always means
some new and unexpected phenomenon intimately asso-

ciated with it. The Roentgen ray, the Hertzian wave
and the magnetic line of force are merely well known ex-

amples.
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the Thermo-Electric Company are at 102 Times Building,

New York.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.

and Mocomble, and it is illustrated in the "Nouvelles
Annales de Construction.*' A continuous current motor
pulls the cage up by means of the usual pulley rope; the
downward motion is simply by gravity. It is manifest that
this arrangement simplifies the motor construction very ma-
terially, and allows of a superior utilization of the electricTHE VOLTA CENTENARY.

The Zurich correspondent of the London Times writes power which is not drowned in regulating resistances. Both
to the effect that the organization of the memorial exhibi- the cage doors and the floor doors close automaticallv, and

Section of Thermo Electric Generator

tion, to be opened at Como on May 14th, and towards the

cost of the buildings for which the town has voted a hand-

some sum of money, is proceeding rapidly. The exhibits

will be almost entirely electrical. It will be remembered
that Como was the birthplace of Yolta, who also died there

in 1827. The exhibition buildings will face Lake Como, on
which a number of electric launches and boats will ply. It

may be also recalled that Yolta's electric pile was first

Showing Flame Darning Correctly.

the cage cannot start when a floor door is open, as is custo-

mary. The chief interest lies in the hydraulic arrangement.
Pressure pumps and hydraulic accumulators are not needed.
The piston of the cage moves in a cylinder which communi-
cates with a water tank placed in the basement, but at higher
level than the regulating mechanism. When the cage is

ascending, water continues to flow into the cylinder; when
it stops, the valve in the connection is closed, and the cage

FIG. II.

Section of Thermo Electric Generator Showing Flame Burning Incorrectly.

described in England in a letter to Sir J. Banks, then presi- rests on a water cushion. The valve lever is manipulated
dent of the Royal Society. This letter is dated March 1.

1800, and was read before the society on June 26th the
same veax.—Ex.

ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC LIET.
Hydro-electric lifts used to be more common than elec-

tro-hydraulic lifts of the type we are going to notice, in
which the power is electric, but used for going up only, and
the regulator hydraulic. The system is that of Giivenot

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

ISooin 185 World Bid., N. V. City.
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by the guide rope by the intermediation of the guide rod and

links. When the cage is at rest, the lever is inclined above

the horizontal by about 20 degrees. In order to facilitate the

motion and to render it gentle, a weight glides on the lever.

The lever further communicates, by means of links, with the

starting switch of the motor; this switch cuts out liquid re-

sistance. Thirdly, there is inserted into this starting gear

an oil cylinder, iii which the oil is pressed through an orifice

in the piston, upward or downward, according to the cage

motion. The description may sound complicated, but the

whole mechanism is, in reality, very simple.—Ex.

n

shown. The pitch in figure 2 is five; the pitch in figure

3 is likewise five. In figure 4 a lap wound drum armature
of twenty conductors is shown diagramatically. The
pitch in this case is nine.

The number of commutator segments in each of the

cases mentioned can be used as a divisor for the number
of conductors on the armature. In figure 2 twelve in-

ductors, six commutators segments ; in figure 3 sixteen

inductors, eight commutator segments; in figure 4
twenty inductors, ten commutator segments. Figures

5 and 6 show lap end wave winding of a six pole gener-

jJ1jioi.11
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Two, Four and Six Pole Generator, Showing Direction cf Inductors aid Ctnienr.

TECHNICAL, NOTES.
LAP AND WAVE WOUND ARM-ATURES.
The following illustrations refer mainly, to methods of

pole four pole and six pole machine is clearly shown in

sketch one. It is difficult to clearly illustrate the nature

ator. If the winding is traced from the positive end of

any winding in figure 5 the laps are discovered. In fig-

ure 6 a series of waves would result. The presence of

three positives and three negatives in figure 5 indicates

a multiple winding. The single positive and negative in

Bi-Polar, Lap Wound Armature with Twelve Inductors.

of a winding when the number of inductors becomes too

great but for the benefit of our readers we show in figures

2 and 3 the winding of a twelve inductor and sixteen in-

winding armatures for bi-polar and multi-polar dynamos.

The direction of the current in the inductors of a two

ductor drum armature. In each case lap winding is

figure 6 shows a series wound armature. In figure 5 a

winding of this description would necessitate the use of

a commutator with six brushes, each pair carrying one-

third of the current. Fgure 6 shows winding for pres-

sure, the current being one-third; the volts three time

as great as in the previous figure.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF ALTERNATING CUR-
RENTS, OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND.
In small towns and villages municipal regulations are

Lap Wound Armature with Sixteen Iuductors.

not as severe as in more densely populated centres. Wires

Six

are generally

Polo Machine Lap Wound Armature.

run overhead entirely or in exceptional cases

combination system is clearly shown. Many of the risks
due to leakage or grounds are obviated by plac-
ing the conductors beneath the surface only where

Lap Wound Armature with Twenty Inductors,

the population is thickest; running the wires on poles
along lonely roads or across lots. P and S represents
primery and secondary of transformer; LL the line; MH
the manhole, etc.

Six Pole Wave Wound Armature.

GRAMME WOUND, TOOTHED ARMATURES.
The inductors of a Gramme armature represent only half

the weight of wire wound around the ring. A careful test

by Carl Hering showed conclusively that the inner con-

Subway and Overhead System Combined.

run through ducts, underground. In figure I and 2 a tiuctors were dead, being shielded from the influence oi the
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lines of force by the iron core. In order to reduce the pro-

portions existing between active wire and dead wire the pe-

culiar type of disk armature has been evolved. If it were

not for certain difficulties in construction it would probably

be more largelyl used than it is. Weight for weight, includ-

Gramme Wound Toothed Armature.

ing both copper and iron, a disk armature has a greater out-
put than either drum or ring. The ring, however, is gen-
erally employed on account of its convenient construction
and moderate diameter.

ELEVATOR BELL WIRING.
In the illustration the connections are shown for bells

Annunciator Connections, Three Floors,

on various floors which operate the annunciator in the

H :
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on the right with batteries, push and bell, as connected

in practice. The sketch closely adjacent on the left shows

the cable, after all connections have been made, attached

to the elevator car and running to the annunciator. The
annunciator system of a private house and a hotel with

Annunciator Connections, Bell and Push for Elevator.

connections worked out in detail is also shown in dia-

grams B, C and D. The conductors gradually accumulate

on the return side but the leading principle is very simple.

A common feed wire runs to all the push buttons ; all of

Annunciator Connected to Private Houses,

moving elevator. The connections are shown in detail

Annuuciator Connections, Bell and Button.

the returns are bunched together, as shown in figures C
and D, where the main body of wire; come in on the

right. _ .
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER. AMONG THE SOCIETIES
ELECTRIC LIGHT IN THE VATICAN.

Cosmos gives in a recent issue somewhat full details of

the electrical installation which has recently been put down

in the Vatican. It seems that the Popes of Rome have hith-

erto employed entirely either candles or oil lamps, and that

the present Pope is responsible for the radical change now

established. The machinery supplying the light consists

of a turbine of 10 horse-power and a gas engine of 20 horse-

power. The turbine is driven from the fall L'Aigle. As a

set of accumulators are being used the water will only be

taken at night-time, so that the waterfall will not be disfig-

ured during the day. The turbine drives the dynamo, giving

60 amperes at 180 volts at 1,000 revolutions, while the gas-

engine drives the four-pole machine, giving 130 amperes at

the same pressure. As only 58 cells of accumulators are

being used, we presume that no volts will be the likely pres-

sure. The article goes on to describe the religious orna-

ments consisting of statues, etc., which have been placed

in the engine-room, and which it considers both artistic a"nd

pious. As the Pope remarked, according to a Reuter's

telegram, "people will no longer be able henceforth to re-

proach the Vatican with being the enemy of light."—Ex.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

pany, Pittsburg, Pa., has been awarded a contract for the

electiical equipment of fourteen cars for use in the city

of Cairo, Egypt.

LITERARY.

"SARATOGA THE BEAUTIFUL."
We are in receipt of an advance copy of the N. Y Cen-

tral and H. R. R. R.'s "Four-Track Series" Xo. 22, enti-

tled, "Saratoga the Beautiful."

This booklet is the newest and latest addition to its al-

ready large list of books of travel and will be found both

entertaining and valuable to those interested in this peerless

American resort. The letter press is very interesting and
covers, in addition to historical sketches, brief descriptions

of the diversified attractions and amusements in and about
Saratoga.

It is richlv embellished with no less than seventv-five
J -

new and original half-tone illustrations of great beauty and
attractiveness, including a number of views of the new "Sar-

atoga Limited" train which the New York Central will place

in service between New York and Saratoga early in July,

together with a relief map of the route of this train and a

new general map in several colors of the territory covered
by the New York Central lines.

Nothing of such comprehensive character and' exquisite

beauty was ever before attempted in relation to Saratoga,

and it may indeed be considered a gem in summer resort

literature. A copy of the booklet will be sent free, postpaid

to any address upon receipt of two 2-cent stamps.

The "Saratoga Limited," the train referred to in the book,
and upon which it is mainly founded, is being built at the

Wagner shops at Buffalo. It will be one of the handsomest
trains in the world, and will be run on the speed of the Em-
pire State Express, taking only three hours and a half be-

tween New York and Saratoga ; the ordinary time being
about five hours.

The importance of the train to the travel between New
York and Saratoga will no doubt be deeply appreciated by
the public.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

The 133rd meeting of the Institute was held at 12 W.
31st street, Wednesday evening, March 22, President]
Kennedy in the chair. A paper was presented by Dr. M.j
I. Pupin of Columbia University on "Propagation ofl

Long Electrical Waves." The paper was discussed by
Messrs. Bradley, Carty, Kennedy and Steinmetz. At thel

meeting of council in the afternoon the following asso-j

ciate members were elected :

Tom Howard Gregg, New Brighton, S. I.; Harold J.j
Horn, 36 W. State street, Trenton, N. J. ; Howard S.J
Johnson, 76 Jefferson avenue, Columbus, O.; Herbert SJ
Miller, 1025 W. Jersey street, Elizabeth, N. J.; William]
D. Pomeroy, 1106 South Main street, Akron, O. ; Thos.J
Byrd Whitted, 211 State street, Schenectady, X. Y. Thel
returns from the nomination blanks sent in by the mem-l
bership committee were canvassed and the following were
announced as the council nominees: For President, Dr.J
Arthur E. Kennedy ; Vice-Presidents, J. W. Lieb, Jr.J

Charles F. Scott, L. B. Stillwell ; Managers, C. O. Mail-J
loux, S. Dana Greene, C. S. Bradley, W. D. Weaver;!
Secretary, Ralph W. Pope ; Treasurer, George A. Hamil-I
ton. The council appointed Dr. F. A. C. Perrine to fillj

out the unexpired term of Mr. W. F. C. Hasson, who has
resigned from the office of manager on account of hisl

removal to the Hawaiian Islands. The regular electioJ

will pioceed after the distribution of the ballots early in

April, and the result will be determined at the annual bus-l

iness meeting which will be held in New York City, Fri-I

day, May 16th, 1899. The council decided to hold th«
fifteenth general meeting at Boston during the last hall
of June, the exact date to be fixed by the executive conil
mittee.

The following local honorary secretaries have been a
pointed.—H. F. Parshall, London, for Great Britain ; Jam
S. Fi.tzmaurice, Sydney, for Australia ; Prof. Robert I

Owens, Montreal, for Canada.
NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

The following members were elected at the last meet-j

ing of the New York Electrical Society, March 29th

:

Theodore Beran, F. C. Bates, R. H. Proctor, Philip R.

Backus, Edward L. Reynolds, Harcourt Lee, R. R. Reedl
S. L. Nicholson, Henry O. Pond. I. Walter UllmanJ
Jefferson Wetzler, E. M. Beane, William Yeager. FredJ
eric G. Sykes, C. S. McCalla, Cabot Stevens, Randall D|
Warden, Hawthorne Hill, L. J. McDowell, Ernest Wolt-

man, S. Edward Eaton, A. L. Holt, William Maver, Jr.J

A. Livingstone Bogart, Frederic Woodhull, Dr. Samuel
Sheldon, Peter Cooper Hewitt.

BUSINESS NEWS
THE BROOKLYN ELECTRIC LAMP COMPANY.;
The Brooklyn Electric Lamp Company was organized

and the certificate of incorporation taken out in Albany
last month. This company is manufacturing an entirely

new line of miniature incandescent lamps and shades and

also medical outfits.
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This new lamp will be sold with socket intact, at the

cost of the lamp alone, thus doing away with the hitherto

large additional cost for sockets. This will be a great ad-

vantage to large buyers and also a saving in labor to

users.

The new medical outfit is already a great seller. It

consists of three different styles of lamps for all kinds of

examinations; two cells of storage battery and is com-

plete in a morocco case, 7x3x3. The whole outfit is

made up in very attractive style and is ready for imme-

diate use. Prominent physicians and surgeons all over

Greater New York have testified to its great value to

the medical fraternity.

Mr. C. F. Reinmann, the noted electrical incandescent

lamp maker, is the managing electrician of the Brooklyn

Electric Lamp Company, and his ability, well known

among electrical engineers, is a great acquisition for the

company. Large stock orders are already being made

up for a number of wholesale buyers.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING MARCH 28, 1899, $96,584-

New York, N. Y., March 28, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material and machinery, etc., are from

the port of New York for the week ending this date

:

Argentine Republic—124 packages electrical material,

$4,747. 33 packages electrical machinery, $1,268.

Antwerp—23 packages electrical material, $1,478. 16

cases electrical machinery, $1,850.

Berlin—5 cases electrical material, $3,488. 5 cases

electrical machinery, $7,596.

British Australia—20 packages electrical material,

$463.
British Guiana—27 cases electrical material, $400.

Bremen—3 cases electrical material, $155.

British West Indies—23 packages electrical material,

$1,264. 2 boxes electrical machinery, $40.

Canary Islands— 14 cases electrical material, $230.

Central America—88 cases electrical material, $736.

5 cases electrical machinery, $97.

Cuba— 18 packages electrical material, $463.

French West Indies— 1 case electrical material, $18.

Hayti—3 cases electrical material, $67.

Hamburg—157 packages electrical material, $18,118.

12 cases electrical machinery, $2,919.

Liverpool— 1 case electros, $45. 17 cases electrical

material, $1,658.

London—297 packages electrical machinery, $17,000.

98 cases electrical material, $8,776.

Mexico—4 cases electrical material, $139.

Marseilles—6 cases electrical material, $386.

Nice—65 cases electrical material, $13,457.

Porto Rico—66 cases electrical material, $1,215.

Peru—6 cases electrical material, $170.

Southampton—47 cases electrical material, $2,251.

packages electrical machinery, $188.

St. Petersburg— 16 cases electrical material, $695.

cases electrical machinery, $1,410.

U. S. of Columbia—25 cases electrical material, $284.

Valencia—68 cases electrical material, $2,640.

Venezuela—53 packages electrical material, $418.

Zurich—3 cases electrical machinerv, $455.
NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Selin's Grove, Pa.—Selin's Grove Electric Light. Heat
6 Power Co., incorporated by Chas. P. Ulri'ch and others.

Capital stock $5,000.

Pittsburg. Pa.—Consolidated Electric & Manufactur-

ing Co., incorporated by John Stadfeld, Albert Schweit-

zer, and others. Capital stock $6,000.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Gate City Electric Supply & Con-
struction Co., incorporated with W. H. Turner, president

;

J. D. Turner, vice-president; Dr. J. P. Kennedy, secre-

tary; Oscar C. Turner, treasurer, and general manager,

19

12

and D. A. Jett, superintendent ; to conduct a general elec-

trical construction and supply business. Capital stock

not given.

Newark, N. J.—William Browe & Son Co., incorpor-

ated by Walter L. Browe, George D. South and others;

general electric light business. Capital stock $100,000.

East Orange, N. J.—Electric Dimmer & Appliance
Co., incorporated by Arch. A. McGlashan, Joseph G.

Deane and others; electric lamp dimmers. Capital stock

$100,000.

Sewaren, N. J.—Sewaren Co., incorporated by Robert
W. DeForest and others

;
gas, electric light, etc. Cap-

ital stock $125,000.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Brooklyn Gas & Electric Light Co.,

incorporated by H. S. Tourly, Maurice Landauer and
Frank M. Weigman. Capital stock $1,500,000.

Camden, N. J.—American Electric Power Co., incor-

porated by Charles L. Broun, Abraham L. English and
others. Capital stock $500,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Independent Electric Light
and Power Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $10,000,000, to establish in this city an electric plant

that will be the biggest plant in the world.

Detroit. Mich.—National Electric Co., incorporated

by F. J. Smith, F. Luce, Jr., J. F. Nichols and others;

electric apparatus. Capital stock $50,000.
TELEPHONE CALLS.

Anderson, Ind.—Anderson Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by George W. Beers, J. J. Netherville and R. H.
Gadifal. Capital stock $50,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Southern Electric Telephone Co.,

incorporated by David N. Tallman, Andrew Larson and
others. Capital stock $30,000.

Liberty Hall, Va.—Liberty Hall & Damascus Tele-

phone Co., incorporated by S. P. Edmondson, J. H.
Vales, R. B. Preston, P. E. Wolf and others. Capital

stock $1,000.

Cambridge, Ohio.—Cambridge Home Telephone Co.,

incorporated by M. L. Hartley. Capital stock $15,000.
Lyons, N. Y.—Lyons Telephone Co. has been incor-

porated by S. E. Bishop, A. B. Bishop, E. G. Bishop and
others. Capital stock $500.

Castile, N Y.—Wyoming County Telephone Co., in-

corporated by Miles A. Hopkins, D. E. Van Arsdale, E.

B. Windsor and others. Capital stock $2,000.

Alma, Mich.—Union Telephone Co., incorporated by
George Aldrich and others. Capital stock $25,000.

Linesville, Pa.—Linesvillc Telegraph & Telephone Co.,

incorporated by R. P. Reidenbach, F. E. Bunday and
others. Capital stock $6,000.

Sandusky, Ohio.—Sandusky Gas & Electric Co., in-

corporated by Thomas B. Hoxsey, Clark Rude, Fred G.
Hiltz and others. Capital $500,000.

Peoria, 111.—Peoples' Gas & Electric Co., incorporated

by O. J. Bailey, Philo B. Miles and Sumner R. Clark;
furnish gas, electricity, heat and power. Capital stock

$500,000.
Frederick, Ind.—The Frederick County Telephone &

Telegraph Co., incorporated by D. C. Winebrener and
others. Capital stock SJ5.000.

Dahlonega, Ga.—The Dahlonega Telephone Co., in-

corporated with a capital stock of $1,000.

Des Moines. Iowa.-—Acme Construction Co.. incor-

porated by J. W. Lobb, F. M. Beach and ('. M. Chitten-

den; telephone lines Capital stock $3,000.
Little India. 111.—Virginia & Little India Telephone

Co.. incorporated by Marquis L. Crum, Frank R. Virgin
and L. L. Fox. Capital $600.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
St. Michaels, Md.—'The mayor may be addressed con-

cerning proposed construction of electric light plant.

Bluefield, W. Ya.—A company has been formed by
William A. Gather and others for the establishment of an
electric light and power plant.

Cadiz. Kv.—T. H. Fuqua, of Canton. Kw. contem-
plates establishing an electric light plant in Cadiz.
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STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Kansas City, Mo.—Central Electric Railway Co., in-

corporated by Daniel E. Holmes, Frank Hagerman,
Henry C. Page. Capital stock $2,500,000.

JOTTINGS.
The Montauk Multiphase Cable Company are in re-

ceipt of a large additional order from Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, for their fire detective cable. A remarkable feature

in connection with this cable is that at this long distance

from the point of manufacture, subject to rough usage in

transportation, it at once proved its superiority in all

ways for the purpose designed. It was subjected to prac-

tical tests, calling out the fire brigade in ample time for

the suppression of fire, received the endorsement of Chief

Stein, and subsequently the approval of« the builders and
architects of that city. The great fire that proved so

destructive in Melbourne recently, had drawn public at-

tention to the value of this cable for giving quick an-

nouncement of fires. A noted fire department engineer

has recently stated that if he could have five minutes'

notice of any fire he could suppress the same in the next

five—the cable gives instant notice of dangerous heat

or incipient flame.

The Knapp Electric and Novelty Company are now in-

stalled in the new building, 125 White street, near Centre,

where their facilities for turning out work have been

doubled. The v are now prepared to take stock orders

for their 1899 fan motors for battery use. These motors

are thoroughly up-to-date, are equipped with adjustable

spring brushes and other improvements.
Frederick Pearce, the well known manufacturing elec-

trician of 77-79 John street, wishes to announce to Ins

friends and customers that on or before May first he will

remove from his present location to the Metropolitan

Realtv Building, 214-218 William street and 18-20 Rose

street. Mr. Pearce has been obliged to take this step in
order to accomodate his ever growing business. The
increased floor space and the convenience obtained by
the removal to this modern factory building will enable
him to increase his facilities for manufacturing his well
known telegraph, telephone and police apparatus.
The Chemical Battery Light, Heat & Power Co. will

rent and maintain their batteries for light, heat and
power. Among those interested in the company are W.
H. Day. John B. Day, J. E. Van Pelt and J. E. 'McLean.
Mr. Morgan is the electrician. The offices of the com-
pany are in the St. James Building, Broadwav and 26th
street.

Mr. J. F. Baker has lately been appointed eastern man-
ager of the Crouse-Tremaine Carbon Companv and the
Fostoria Incandescent Lamp Co., with offices' at 95-97
Libertv street.

WESTOM STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS..
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current
Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from
disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,

TflE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CEIL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
IrC. ]VI. F\ 5 2.45. C^ipacit^r, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBOX. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING^ALTS.
This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the

most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DE.VLEK FOR THEM. yOtE AGENTS.

75c.
a
VULCAN" STYL06RPPHIC PEN. 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens ::ccnsed nnder Patents CG0.134 ami 311,551.

U<tw.<l for oar Nm Catalogue and Discount?.
AOJIM'S TVAM£1», . I K. ULLRiCH & CO.. 27 Thames St.. New York
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TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

Fig. 5—Part of Stave Pipe Line.

THE ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION AND APPLICATION OF POWER.

Through the courtesy of "Power."

In the present state of the art it would be .superfluous '- >

expatiate upon utilization of hitherto waste water powers
by means of eleetrieal transmission or to indulge

1

In argu-

ment concerning the gain in convenience, floor space

and cleanliness due to the employment of electric motors
in industrial establishments. These features are matters

of common knowledge. The aim of this article is rather

to set forth the modern status of the two branches of en-

gineering mentioned. The instances of transmission by
electricity have rapidly multiplied during the past five

years even, so that now the advisability of pursuing a

project of this class is determined by mere engineering

calculations based upon well established principles.

As illustrative of the recent development of electrical

transmission in the United States three large plants arc

here briefly described, each one typical of a certain class

of work. These are located at Minneapolis, Minn.; on

l'.ig Cottonwood Creek. Utah, and in the Ogden Canon.

Utah. All three utilize water power for driving the gen

viators and three-phase alternating currents, at high

pressure, for transmission to a distance.

The plant at Minneapolis is of rather special interest

in that it has displaced three steam stations formerly used

as power houses by the Twin Cities Rapid Transit Com-
pany, whose street railway stytems extend throughout

and between St. Paul and Minneapolis. All the power
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for these lines is now generated at one station located on current direct to the near-by points of the railway system,

the lower St. Anthony Falls, and transmitted to various and they are, therefore, ordinary railway generators as

points of distribution in the railway net-work. The gen- to type and voltage. The armatures weigh 34,000 pounds

erating plant, shown by Fig. 1, comprises eight General each, and the complete generators weigh 110,000 pounds

Fig. 11—Lundell Motor Driven Taper Cutter.

Electric three-phased alternating-current generators,

each* of 1,000 horse power capacity, and two General
Electric continuous-current generators of similar size

;

each generator is driven by four horizontal Victor tur-

bines, 42 inches in diameter, coupled to the shaft of the

each. The alternators are of the revolving armature
type, and furnish three-phase currents at 3.450 volts and
40 cycles. The armatures are 7 feet 6 inches in diameter
and weigh 25.000 pounds each. The complete alternators

stand 10 feet 8 inches high above the bases, and weigh

Fig. 4—Rotary Converter, St. Paul Sub Station.

generator. The normal speed is 130 revolutions a min-
ute. .

,

The speed of each set of turbines is regulated by a
"Type W Lombard governor, belted to a small pulley
on the generator shaft.

The continuous-current machines are used to furnish

84.000 pounds each. The held magnet poles are built up
of sheet steel, "cast into" the surrounding steel frame or
ring. The held magnet structure is arranged so as t>

slide alnig the base, parallel with the armature shaft,

making it possible to expose the armature for inspection
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or repair without dismantling the field frame or dis-

mounting any portion of it.

also in Minneapolis. Current is transmitted to the Min-
neapolis sub-stations at the original pressure of 3,450
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There are three sub-stations, one in St. Paul. 10 miles volts, and there reduced by means of step-down traos-

discant from the power house; one near the center of formers to 387 volts. At this pressure it goes to rotary

Minneapolis, two miles away, and one four miles distant. convener- which change it into direct current at fxv> volts.
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at which pressure the railway feeders are supplied. ( )ne

of these machines is shown by Fig. 4.

The Pioneer power plant in the canon of the ( >gden

River, Utah, forms an interesting- example of the trans-

mission to a great distance of the entire output of the gen-

erating station. Here the power house supplies about

stretch of this pipe line. The lower end of the pipe line

is steel, built in sections. The riveting of the steel pipe
in the trench was done by portable riveters, operated by
compressed air at a pressure of 50 to 75 pounds ; one of
these machines is shown in Fig. 6. The head obtained
between the reservoir and the receiver at the power house

'

Fig. 2—Generator Kuom at PioDecr Plant.

5.000 horse power to the transmission lines, which carry
it 38 miles; to a substation in Salt Lake City, whence it

is distributed by the usual central station methods.
The water reservoir is located at the upper end of the

canon and jcovers an area of about 2,000 acres. This res-

ervoir was formed by building a dam across the canon,
which is 400 feet wide at this point. A 9 foot tunnel at

the south end of the dam forms an outlet for the reservoir.

i> 450 feet.

The generating plant consists of five Knight water
wheels, of the impulse type, 50. inches in diameter, direct

connected to five General Electric three-phased genera-
tors, of 1. 1000 horse power capacity each. These units

run at 300 revolutions a minute and have two fly-wheels

each. Each armature shaft, pair of fly-wheels and water
wheel, comprising the rotating part of one unit, weigh

-

!;

Fig. 3—Dynamo Room at Big Cottonwood Plant.

The water is led from the reservoir to the power house, 15 tons. Regulation of the speed of the water wheels is

6 miles distant, by means of a pipe line 6 feet in diameter, effected in the usual maimer by varying the opening of

laid in a trench 8 t-2 feet w^ide and g feet deep. Most of the nozzle ports. The levers controlling the nozzle me-
the pipe (27,000 feet > is built up of wooden staves, bound chanism are located near the top of the switchboard,
with 5-8 inch and 3-4 inch steel rods, the latter being Fig. 2 gives a view of the generator room,
used where /the- head exceeds 100 feet; Fig. 5 shows a In the St. Anthony Falls plant the power is partly
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TELEGRAPHING ACROSS THE OCEAN WITH
OUT WIRES.

The amount of enterprise exhibited by modern scien-

tists is almost appalling when we stop a moment to con-

template the situation. The enthusiasm displayed by ex-

perimenters in chemistry, mechanics and electricity has

been caught by a choice variety of wealthy investors

The electric sugar swindle is now a thing of the pas".

The Keeley motor is buried with its inventor and the

Brown-Sequard elixir is, from a popular standpoint, a

complete frost.

Telegraphing without wires has become so well recog-

nized a department of electrical engineering that three

great governments, England. France and the United

States are participating in experiments aimed at the

completion of a system of unquestionable practical value.

The indefatigable efforts of Signor Marconi aside from

newspaper comment made by the daily press and tech-

nical journals have thus far crystallized satisfactorily.

Signalling across the English Channel through a raging

storm, a dense fog and other conditions of an inauspic-

ious nature prove that wireless telegraphy is no longer

a dream but may develop from its present inchoate con-

dition into a system of enormous dimensions and general

application.

By dispensing with the use of wires Marconi simply

impressed the world at large with the fact that the crudity

of a telegraphic or signalling system and its uncertainty

on many important occasions is due to the use of con-

ductors. But he has shown nothing i>ew. His exj>er-

iments merely show that an application may be made of

Hertzian waves beyond the walls of the labratory. Me
proves that the luminiferous ether may in time become as

important an element of commercial life as iron and

stone, wool and wood.

The Xew York Sun, of Wednesday, April 12th, con-

tains a special cable dispatch from London reading as

follows: '"The formation of a commercial syndicate is

proposed here with the object of acquiring the sole right

to establish ether wave communication between Great
Britain and the United States under the system of Signor
Marconi. The French government has commis-
sioned Signor Marconi to install his apparatus, exper-

imentally, on a cruiser. If the experiment proves a suc-

cess several French war ships will be provided with the

apparatus."

During a battle when the smoke is thickest and the

war ships are moving around in all directions it is an
exceedingly difficult matter for the admiral to give orders

with any expectation of them being received. It

is impossible for them to signal by sound with

the roar of cannon on all sides and the thick smoke
obscuring the vision prevents any flag code from being
observed. In consequence of this a telegraphic system
which will operate in spite of shock and smoke would be

a most valuable additon to any country's naval equip-

ment at such a critical moment.
The French, as we see. are going to try it on their

cruisers. The United States is not far behind as mam
experiments have been and are being tried by well known
military and naval officers between shore and sea in about

the same manner. We note in the above clipping from
the Sun that trans-Atlantic communication will he at-

tempted if there is any foundation for it on the strength

of recent long distance trials. After a distance of one
hundred miles has been successfully operate.! across more
of the details .and requirements will be known. It doei

not seem as though the waves could be prevented from

reaching or that the curvature of the earth would ser-

iously interfere with signals sent across a continent. The
Marconi system will not displace the Western Union
Telegraph Company's but will merely provide a unique
means of immense value in snecial cases.

THE COMING ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION,
A great gathering will be on hand to view the opening

of the Electrical Exhibition at Madison Square Garden

May 8th. The expression of public approval was made
evident by the immense crowds that surged through the

exhibit hall last year. The American public are intensely

interested in anything electrical and particularly so when
the exhibits represent the latest i)i scientific applications

and inventions. Some of the principal features were tel

egraphing without wires, an X ray parlor and a minia-

ture cathedral, lit up by artificial daylight. There is 1

great probability that this year's exhibition will outvie

the last in the novelty ami variety of it-; machinery and in

the exhibiting of a few things which the Exhibition Com-
mittee are keeping carefully to themselves until the open-

ing night. It sems to us that if electrical people cann >:

interest Greater Xew York residents there is little of any-

thing else in the world that will attract attention or ex-

cite comment.
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transformed and transmitted to a distance and partly ap-

plied directly at short distances. In the Pioneer plant

the hydraulic power is carried six miles for electric con-

version, and transmitted a long distance electrically. The
Big Cottonwood plant is a case of electrical transmission

pure and simple.

A feature common to all three plants is the duplication,

as far as it is practical, of vital parts of the equipment.
In each plant, for example, two exciters are used, one
of which is amply ahle to take care of the entire generat-

ing plant. The generating plants are divided up so that

a mishap to one machine would not dangerously overload

the remainder; so, also, are the transformer plants.

Next in interest to the generation and transmission of

power by electricity comes its industrial application by

the same medium. Instances of such application are le-

gion, and only a few, therefore, of the most recent ex-

amples are here described. One of the industries in which
electric motors have been found superior is the publishing

business. Here the economy in head room,efficiency in

power consumption and increased accessibility have

combined to give the application of motors to printing

office machinery an impetus which will probably last aa

long as there is a half-medium job press undriven by this

kind of power.
One of the latest installations in printing offices is

owned by the Rutterick Publishing Company, of New
York, where fourteen large cylinder presses are driven

by Crocker-Wheeler motors, and the remainder of the

plant, comprising 37 presses, a number of paper cutters,

etc., is in process of equipment. The company operates

its own generating plant, consisting at present of a 125-

horse power horizontal return tubular boiler with a Haw-
ley down draft furnace and two 75-horse power Payne
automatic engines, direct connected to 50-kilowatts

Crocker-Wheeler multipolar generators, with the usual

accessories.

One of the engines and generators is shown by Fig. 7.

I'ne engine is a simple 13x12, and drives the generator

at 275 revolutions. The armature is of the usual toothe 1

core type. The field magnet has six poles, with pole

shoes of special shape designed to eliminate sparking at

the brushes. The output is 220 amperes at 230 volts, at

which potential the motors are operated. The circuits

extend throughout the plant for the purpose of supplying

220-volt incandescent lamps which are used to light the

establishment.

Fig. 9 gives a view of the pressroom already equiped
with motors and Fig. 8 shows a single equipment. The
motors are all mounted directly on the driving shafts of

the presses, avoiding all gearing and belting. The pres-

ent equipment comprises three two-color presses, 35x5

1

inches, driven by 7 1-2 horse power motors; one press

42x60 inches and four presses 35x61 inches, driven by 5

horse power motors ; two presses 42x60 inches and one-

press 35x51. driven by 3 1-2 horse power motors; two
presses 34x50 inches driven by 21-2 horse power motors,
and one small press driven by 1-2 horse power motor.
Each motor is controlled by a hand lever at the press-

man's side, which operates the starting and regulating
rheostat, and the control is so complete that is, is com-
mon practice to "turn over" the press by means of the

motor, except, of course, when extreme accuracv in stop-

ping is desired ; in this case the hand wheel is used.

As indicated in this last case, the usefulness in a print-

ing establishment of electric motors is by no means re-

stricted to driving the presses. Figs. 10 and 1 1 show ap-

plications which have found favor in a large number of

publishing houses, the one being a linotype machine and
the other a paper cutter, driven by Lundell motors
through single-reduction gears. The motor on the lin-

otype machine is- of 1-4 horse power capacity and a no-
ticeable feature of the combination is the ease with which
the motor is made an inconspicuous part of the linotvpe

machine structure. But for the wires in and near the

central opening of the motor fend the flexible cord con-
might never notice its presence.necting overhead one

Generating IJjit, Pr9s* Uait, and Electrically Driven Pr^i;

These machines have been adopted by several of the large

periodicals, notablv the American Machinist, the German
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Herald and McClure's Magazine.
The paper cutter shown is a 56-incli machine, dri

by a 3-horse power motor. The power required by such

loom of the Butteriek Publishing Co., New York.

a machine depends, of course, upon the character ol the

work done by it. For ordinan cuts on paper a 2-horse

power motor is sufficiently large to drive almost anj size

of cutter. Where mill board 1- to be em in quantity or
extra heavy cuts on paper are common, the usual sU
are one horse power for blades up to 34 inches long, 2

horse power up to 44 inches, and 3 horse power up to

60 inches. For this service an electric motor is peculiarlv

adapted, if well built. The load comes with a blow and
lasts only a few seconds, so that by designing the motor
to withstand heavy shocks a much smaller machine may
he used than would he required in the case of a steam
engine. Any good motor will stand 100 or 150 per cent.

overload for the few moments necessary to make a cut.

so that to drive a paper cutter the blade of which require-

5 horse power to force it through a maximum cut. a 2-

horse power motor will usually be found heavy enough,
and it will always be safe to use a 2 1-2 or 3-horse power
motor. Where it is feasible, some additional saving may
be effected by driving several cutters from one shaft, the

shaft being direct coupled to a motor. The work being
intermittent, the motor will not need to have a capacity
equal to the combined demands of all the cutters unless

they all do work continuously for several hours at a time.

The power actually consumed by a 48-inch paper cut-

ter during a test made by the writer was 1-4 horse power
running free and 2 horse power for a cut 46 inches wide
and about 3 inches thick. The material was j$ pound
machine-finished hook paper, 33x46 inches. A cut of

2 inches through 120-pound calendered paper 30 inches

wide, on a 38-inch cutter, showed 1 7-100 horse power,
as nearly as the ammeter and voltmeter indications could
he read. The error, if any. was against the motor. In

both cases the motor was belted direct to the pulley of the

paper cutter, which ran continuously, the knife mechan-
ism being driven by the usual clutch arrangement. The
motors were 1 1-2 horse power machines.

A totally different line of work is illustrated by Figs.

12 to 15. which show applications at the foundry of the

Healey Iron Works, Brooklyn. Fig. 12 shows a 5-horse

power Crocker-Wheeler motor, of the familiar bi-polar

type mounted upon a jib crane and geared to the winding
drum. There are six of these cranes in use in the foun-

dry. Their swing is 30 feet, and one man handles each
crane. With the hand hoist formerly used six men to >K

25 minutes to hoist a 5-ton ladle, after fihing. to get it in

position to pour. With the motor arrangement one man
does precisely the same work in 3 minutes. Estimating
the time of pouring at 5 minutes, a motor equipment run

by one man will allow the pouring of 50 tons at metal

an hour by each gang of men. while it would require hard

work to fill and pour 10 tons an hour per gang, using

six men at the crane, with the hand hoist, to say nothing

of the greater difficulty due to cooling during the hoist-

ing of the ladle.

Fig. 13 shows a boom crane used in the foundry yard

for handling pig iron and castings. This is equiped with

a 3-horse power motor geared similarly to the foundry

crane machine. Fig. 14 shows a 40-horse power four-

pole Crocker-Wheeler motor belted to a Sturtevant

blower which supplies the blast for two cupolas, one « f

20 tons and the other of 35 tons capacity. An idler i-

used on the top stretch of the belt, very close to the motor

pulley, in order to increase the lxdt surface ni the latter.

Although idlers are generally regarded as unmixed evile,

this one appears to give no trouble whatever, and the en-

tire outfit is reported b) the owners as having been .1

most complete success from the time of first starting up.

In the upper center of the engraving will he noticed :i

bi-polar motor belted to machinery not shown. This I;

a [O-horse power machine which drives the machine shop,

being simph belted to the line shaft of the -hop. The
to,>U driven from this line -haft are a pony planer, a Fox
lathe. 4 drill presses, ranging from 24 ;.> 36 inches swing,

a large radial drill and a punch and shear for heavy sh<

and strap iron.
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Fig. 15 shows a special type of lathe used in the Healey

foundry for finishing up the ends of cast iron columns.

the face plates and the tools are carried on the latter. A
power feed is provided which carries the tool to or from
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It has two head-stocks, spindles and face plates, each
spindle being driven through back-gearing by a 5-horse

power motor. The 'work is mounted on the bed between

the center of the plate; adjustment toward and from the

work is made by hand. Two headstocks and face plates

are employed in order to finish both ends of a column at
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one setting A rather singular feature of this foundry tionary part-. Besides the motor illustrated there is a 3-

plant is that none of the motors is boxed in or protected horse power machine which drives the pattern shop tools,

in an)' way, except the 40-horse power blower motor, comprising a hand saw, a [2-inch circular saw and a 24-
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which has a housing of boards (removed through the

courtesy of the superintendent, Mr. Miller, for pho
graphing); yet they all run along without giving any
trouble whatever, with foundrv dust thick on their sfa

inch speed lathe, a short line being driven by the motor.
The llealey foundry machinery, except the cranes, was

formerly driven by a local steam plant, through the con

ventional shafting and belting. Two engine-; wen- used,
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a 25-horse power engine during 61-2 hours of each work-
ing day and a 50-horse power engine during the remain-

ing 3 1-2 hours, when the cupola blower was in service.

The owners of the establishment state that their bills for

electric service for the present plant (including the seven

cranes, formerly worked by hand) average almost ex-

actly one half of the previous expense for coal and an

engineeer, and the expense for water is now less than 55
per cent of what it was when the steam plant was oper-

ated. Besides these savings, the seven cranes are now
operated to inffinitely better advantage on account of the

enormous economy in the time required to lift a ladle for

pouring.

As in the case of printing machinery, machine tools of

all kinds show considerable economy in operation by
means of individual electric motors over belt and shaft

driving. The preference in England appears to be in

favor of grouping the tools and using 15 to 25-horse

power motors, and this plan is undoubtedly economical
when the tools are worked with a fair degree of contin-

uity. In shops of moderate output and comparatively

large capacity (an apparent illogical condition which is,

nevertheless, frequently found) individual motors are un-

deniably more economical as to operating cost, except in

the case of very light running tools.

Tests made recently in the shops of the Midland Rail-

way, Leeds, England, showed some interesting results.

A 2-inch line shaft, 98 feet long, with 12 hearings, was
driven by an electric motor. Running free it used a trifle

under 3-8 horse power. With 15 comtershafts belted to

it, a little over a horse power was consumed. With one

9 1-2 inch lathe cutting at the rate of 4 1-2 ounces of turn-

ings per minute the total power consumed was 1 6-10

horse power. Driving the lathe direct winth a 1-2 horse

power Lundell motor the total power required to cut ex-

actly the same quantity of metal was 0.827 horse power.
With the ] 5 tools all at work the total amount of power
required vvas 3 3-8 horse power. The tools were all small

machines, the 9 1-2 inch lathe being the largest one of the

lot. The net power absorbed by the tools was not quite

2 3-8 horse power and that used by the shafting was a lit-

tle over one horse power. The loss by friction in such a

plant is, of course, high, and the percentage increases

with intermittent use of the tools. On the other hand
the first cost of 15 motors of 1-4 to 1-2 horse power
would be high compared with that of a 5-horse power
motor and the shafting. Estimating the cost of small

motors at $50 each, belted to the tools, and that of the

5-horse power motor, line shaft, belts, etc., at $300, the

latetr will cost two-fifth as much as the former.

It therefore resolves into a mere matter of shop prac-

tice as to whether the. power wasted by the shafting and
belts costs more than the loss in efficiency of the small
motors added to the interest on $450. Assuming the cost

of power to be 10 cents per kilowatt per hour and that the

tools in the shop average half time, actual work, the com-
parison would stand about thus:

Cost of shafting arrangement $300.00
Cost of individual motor arrangement 75O.O0
Lost of power per day for shafting arrangement . . 1 .65

Cost of power per day for small motors 1 .07
Interest on $450 per day at 6 per cent 08

$t.i5

This shows a riet saving 'by the individual motor equip-
ment of 50 cents a day. Depreciation is omitted be-
cause the figure for one arrangement will about offset

that for the othter ; if there were any difference it would
be in favor of the small motors, provided a suitable type
were used. Tt is also assumed in the above calculation

that the small motors will have 80 per cent of the effi-
ciency of the large one. The average of half time actual
work is a rather literal one for general machine shop
practice. In many shops a goodly proportion of the
tools will hardly average one-third full time, and in such
cases distributed electric motors present still greater ad-
vantages as compared with shafting and belting.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Recent experiments were made by Mr. Zeynek, who
found that the sensation of taste produced by an electric

current through the tongue was dependent on the volt-

age. He measured the current and voltage with a plati-

num plate below the tongue and a platinum point above
it, and endeavored to find whether there is any change
in the sensation of taste corresponding to the sudden
bends in the curve of the current and voltage, which cor-

respond to the beginning of the setting free of ions. This,

he found, was the case ; when the platinum point is made
the cathode, then, at 1.45 volt, an astringent taste is pro-

duced; and when it is the anode at 1.2 volt, there is a

strong acid taste. This is believed to prove that the phe-

nomenon of the electric taste is an electrolvtic one.—Ex.

Under instructions from Washington, Lieutenant-Com-
mander L. C. Heiller has reported at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard for the purpose of opening a school of instruction
in electricity for naval apprentices. The school will be
opened in the equipment department and will provide a
complete course in all electric 'branches brought into use
on naval vessels.—Ex.

BUSINESS NEWS

NEW DEVICE EOR IGNITING WELSBACH
LIGHTS IX SERIES.

The reduction in price of Welsbach lights has greatly
increased the demand by those limited to gas as an illum-

inating agent, not only-on account of the greater economv

Fig. 1.

in consumption over the old style of burners, but in the

vastly increased candle power per foot of gas. The dim-
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cully of igniting these lamps in elevated fixtures limited

their use until the old form of electric gas lighting appa-

ratus was modified so as to be applicable. In lighting a

number of these lamps in series, by coil or frictional ma-

chine, the chimney and the delicate mantle presented

conditions of considerable embarrassment i the attach-

ment of the spark electrodes, as notonly had ample insul-

ation to be provided in a narrow and contracted space in

"the lamp parts, as turned out by the manufacturers, but

at the same time the mantle must not be endangered.

The A. L. Bogart Company, of 123 Liberty street, New
York City, who have for a long time made a specialty of

electric igniting attachments for this class of lamps, have

lately put on the market the extremely simple and con-

Figure 2.

venient device for series spark lighting, illustrated in Fig.

1, which is particularly adapted for use with the Welsh-
bach with mica chimneys. The two electrodes are rigidly

attached to the porcelain holder provided with a slot in

its base, which embraces the top of the mica chimney,

as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows electrode holder or

clip on an enlarged scale. A porcelain pillar is also sup-

plied, which insulates the metal work of the entire lamp.

With this device no alteration or cutting whatever of the

lamp is necessary. The electrode spark-points are be-

low the level of the top of the chimney so that draughts

of air cannot divert the stream of gas from the spark.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK EXDIXG APRIL 4. 1899, $86,477.

New York, X. Y., April 4, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material, machinery, etc., are from the

port of New York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp—80 cases electrical material, $5,045.

Argentine Republic—9 cases electric fans, $289.

Brazil

—

yS cases electrical material, $6,804.

Berlin— 1 case electrical material, $480: 1 case elec-

trical material, $2,065 i
10 cases electrical material, $350.

British West Indies— 1 case electrical material, $20.

British East Indies—4 cases electrical material, $81.

Bremen—2 cases electrical material. $30.
Cuba—34 packages electrical material, $660.
Central America—4 packages electrical material, $176.
China— 16 cases electrical material, $300.
Ecuador—15 packages electrical material, $260.
Hamburg—50 packages electrical material, $2,887 : T '

packages electrical machinery, $5,951.
Genoa—2 cases electrical machinery, $41.
Havre— 1 case electros, $75 ; 23 cases electrical mater-

ial. $1,354: 25 cases electrical machinery, $150.

Japan—i6packages electric cranes, $2,525 : 84 packages
electrical machinery, $6,082 ; 8 cases electrical material,

$184.
Krementeburg—85 boxes electrical machinery, $13,-

648.

Liverpool-—44 packages electrical material. $2,889.
London—80 cases electrical material, $6,091 ; 5 cases

electrical material, $190.
Mexico—133 cases electrical material, $1,869.
Nova Scotia— 1 case electrical material, 34.
Nice—61 cases electrical material. $19,0*^.
Newfoundland— 1 case electrical material, $17.

Oporto—25 cases electrical material, 5,957.
Siam—3 cases electrical material, $4.
Southampton— 18 packages electrical machinery, $202.
Stockholm—4 cases electrical machinery, $400.
U. S. of Columbia—2 cases electrical material, $34.
Venezuela—53 packages electrical material, $240.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Camden, X. J.—Fishers Island Electric Light. Heat

and Power Co. has been incorporated by E. M. Fergu
son, Robert Linderman, Garrett B. Linderman, Walton
Ferguson and Henry Gordon ; electric light, heat and
power. Capital stock $10,000.

Portland, Me.—Chase-Shawmut Co. has been incor-

porated by Chas. Sprague, Frank W. Stone, Josiah H.
Drummond and others; electrical and other machinery.
Capital stock $300,000.

Springfield, Mass.—Craig & Craig Co. has been in-

corporated by Bertram J. Craig, Stedman W. Craig and
Alfred W. Gardiner; electric fixtures, etc. Capital stock

$15,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Independent Electric Light and
Power Co. has been incorporated by Clans Spreckles,

John D. Spreckles, Adolph Spreckles and others. Cap-
ital stock $10,000.

\Yheeling, W. Ya.—Consumers' Electric Co. has been
incorporated by John E. Wright, W. C. Hanlan, Samuel
W. Harper, Jas. Steadman, George E. House. Capital

stock $500,000.
Springfield, 111.—Chicago Electrical Vehicle Co., has

been incorporated by Edward Brewster, Samuel Insull

and others. Capital stock $2,000,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Winnipeg, Man.—A $60,000 civic electric lighting

plant will be established.

Charleston, W. Ya.—A $4,000 electric light plant is to

be established and E. R. Roberts, of Cleveland. Ohio,
has been appointed to furnish plans and specifications

and superintend the erection of same.
Eldorado Springs, Mo.—An electric light plant will be

established.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Richmond, Ky.—The Richmond Electric Co. has

amended its charter, increasing capital stock to $15,000
from $10,000.

Seneca Falls, N. Y.—The Senaca Electric Light and
Power Co.'s plant has been sold at foreclosure sale by
Frederick Manning and bid in by General Electric Co.
for $10,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Paducah, Ky.—Henry Biederman contemplates or-

ganizing a stock company to establish a telephone sts-

tem.

Frederick. Md.—The Frederick County Telephone &
Telegraph Co. has purchased and will extend the plant of

the Interstate Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Columbia. S. C.—J. A. Helvin, H. J. Simmons and

Robert Moorman have petitioned the city council for

franchise to construct and operate a system of telephone
and telegraph. Capital stock $25,000.

Dellwood, N. C.—A telephone system is to be con
structed from Dellwood to Wayncsville and other cities.

A. J. Sherrill of Iredell County is soliciting subscriptions
for the establishment of same.

Damascus, Y.—The Liberty Hall & Damascus Tele-

phone Co. has its line in operation from Damascus t >

Liberty Hall to Glade Spring.

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Koom 185 World Bid., N. V. City.
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Vine Grove, Ky.—The Old Kentucky Telephone &
Telegraph Co. has been incorporated by D. R. Pendle-

ton and David Prewitt. Capital stock $5,000.

New Paynesville, Minn.—The Western Stearns Tele-

phone Co. will be organized for the purpose of building

a telephone line from this village to connect with a num-
ber of the smaller villages in this county.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Mohawk River Telegraph and
Telephone Co. has been incorporated by Russell R.

Stuart, Daniel O'Brien, John Holihan. William Mason
and others to operate a telephone and telegraph system.

Capital stock $21,000.

Wilkinsburg, Pa.—The Wilkinsburg Telephone Co.
has applied for charter to construct a telephone line.

Romney, Ind.—The Tippecanoe Telephone Co. has

certified to an increase of capital stock from $10,000 to

$20,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS,
Adrian, Mich.—Jackson & Adrian Electric Railroad,

incorporated by Chas. E. Townsend, Chas. H. Smith,

Chas. lA. Blair and others; electric railroad from Jackson
to Adrian. Capital stock $50,000.

JOTTINGS.
We notice in our double headed contemporary that

the Electric Appliance Company, of Chicago, has lately

brought out a new attachment for the lighting of Wels-
bach burners. The fact is, however, that the A. L. Bo-
gart Company, of 123 Liberty street, have patents cover-

ing all methods of electrically lighting W'elsbach burners

and have been doing a large business in furnishing W'els-

baoh burners with automatic electric gas lighting attach-

ments, etc. All the armories in Greater New York have

been fitted up with Welsbach burners equipped with the

Bogart multiple electric gas lighting attachment.

M. W. J. Bramhall, 141 Broadway, the resident man-
ager of the Standard Thermometer & Electric Company,
the manufacturers of the popular Midget enclosed arc

lamp and all styles of open and enclosed arc lamps for
various circuits, reports business as being very active at
present for this time of the year. Mr. Bramhall is an old
arc lamp man and very popular among the trade gener-
ally.

E. B. Latham & Company, of 136 Liberty street, have
issued a new catalogue of 1800 Tnerk ceiling, desk and
bracket fans for use on alternating and direct current cir-
cuits. Copies of this catalogue will be sent on applica-
tion.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Company are mak
ing contracts for their new factory at Waverl'v. X. J., a
suburb of Newark. A railway switch is now being con-
structed to the spot and ground will be broken in a few
days for the erection of what will probably be the most
complete manufacturing establishment in the United
States.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS v>d

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

Tlif only standard portable In-

strument of the type «le-

•servini* this name,

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

'

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO..

114-120 William Street, Newark, N.J.

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CELL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E2. ]VI. T<\, 2.43. Capacity, 40 Amp. Hours.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. so.l,:e: agents.

75c. "VULCAN" STYLOGHPPHIC PEN. 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENGRAVED HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens ijcensed under Patents 260,134 ami 31
1 ,554.

Swa1 for our New Catalogue and Discount",
ACEJiTt* WANTEJI. .1, K. ULLRICH &. CO., 27 Thames St.. New York
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

Direct O.-W. Motor, With Bearings and Plain feet

DIRECT CONNECTION VERSUS BELTING.

The question of cost is apt to bias the reasoning of ex-
perts in reference to the best means of applying power
to shop machinery. The mechanical and electrical en-
gineer whose opinions are given entirely from the dollar

and cents standpoint, regarding innovations in machin-
ery, frequently forgets the difference between the cost of

inconvenience and first cost. In relation to electrical

machinery the layman even is aware of the great con-
venience arising from the dismissal of belts and other
power transmitting apparatus from shops and in their

place the use of motors whose power is directly applied
to the machine operating.

In the lighting of our own homes it has taken some
twenty-five or more years for the general public to feel

so well satisfied with the use and price of gas that they
felt disposed to discard candles and oil and use the better

and newer source of illumination in their place. The
reason for such a change of attitude is obvious. In so

familiar a case as this it is well to understand that oil

illumination is cheaper than gas in the same manner that

candles, if economically used, may last through a long
period of semi-darkness. A man displaying an anxiety

to use kerosene oil instead of dollar gas on account of

the cost would be either considered a miser or too poor
to indulge in what is now looked upon as a household
necessity.

Along such lines as these it is best to review the situa-

tion as far as the use of belting or the direct connection

of motors is concerned. It may be found by examina-
tion that although the original first cost may seem com-
paratively small the subsequent expense, though not

visible by any demand made for renewal, still exists in

a constant, even a persistent, waste of horse power. The
erection of long lines of shafting, the employment of

belts and the use of oils whose friction-reducing qualities

are almost unknown, provides a means of dissipating
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power that would awaken surprise if shown by dyna- one ton of coal is wasted or an average of thirty tons

mometer tests. In other words, unless the renting of a per month. Figuring coal at three dollars per ton about

loft includes a supply of power, counter shafting of any ninety dollars leaks away, in a financial sense, from the

C.-W. Motor, Geared to Fly-Wheel of Punch Press.

description implies a steady waste of coal in the boiler coffers of the establishment, no sign of its disappearance
during those periods when the machinery is slightly being left behind.

used. Practical tests have shown that in many cases the The running of mains to which direct connected

waste of power in friction in large establishments rises motors are attached for the driving of machinery would

C.-W. Dynamo and Ideal Engine, Hotel Walton, Philadelphia.

above fifty per cent. A one hundred horse-power plant certainly imply first, a saving when the machines are not
requiring about one quarter of a ton an hour at full load used, the motors then being at rest ; secondly, freedom
will be wasting nearly one-eighth of a ton at no load, from the unsightliness and expense of erecting counter
Under such circumstances during a run of eight hours shafting on the ceiling. The first cost of motors for this
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purpose is apparently greater than would seem com-
patible with the pocketbook of many small manufactrers,

but to the owner of large establishments the question is

so important a one that without doubt it should be re-

garded in the same sense and as carefully considered as

any other business department of the concern. Not only

days in winter, should there be no wind for that length
of time, and for more than a fortnight in summer. Ex.

THE EFFECT OF COMMUTATION ON THE
FIELD OF DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

Messrs. Everett and Peake, in a paper on "The Effect

C.-W. Motor BeltecTto "Worthington "House Servioe" Pump.

is this fact of great consequence in a money-saving sense of Commutation on the Field of Dynamos and Motors

to manufacturers, but in office buildings, apartment in the London Electrician of December 30, 1898, find,

houses, etc., where direct connected machinery is about by means of an exploring coil and instantaneous contact

to be exclusively employed. • maker, that the effect of commutation is to produce

somewhat regularly recurring ripples in the curve con-

necting E. M. F. and position of the exploring coil, the

ELECTRICITY FROM WIND POWER. maximum of the ripples occurring at intervals equal to

An electric lighting installation recently laid down at the width of a coil, decreasing in magnitude as the dis-

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, is interesting, says an English tance from the commutated coil increases and nearly dis-

C.-W. Motor on Crook Dock Hoist.

paper, from the fact that wind is the only motive power
employed for generating the current. There are fifty

sails, set radially in a circular frame about thirty feet in

diameter. A large pulley fixed on a horizontal shaft in

an adjacent building drives the dynamo. The duty of

this machine is to charge the storage cells, which are

sufficiently large to run the 109 lights for about eight

appearing before the interpolar gap is passed. These

ripples were found to be more marked with narrow than

with wide brushes, which is explained by the damping

effect of the adjacent short-circuited coils acting as sec-

ondaries to each other. The ripples are also more marked

for heavy than for light currents and for motors than for

dynamos.—Ex.
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MISCELLANEOUS. ing to Brussels with as much facility as when the wires
were intact.—Ex.

STRAY CURRENTS. A CURIOUS INCIDENT
STREET RAILWAYS IN EUROPE AND The Street R.iiw.v pPmv,„ „; « •,', .

A VTFRTTA •

:5treet railway Keview gives an illustration of ai\mr.i^i^i\. curious occurrence in connection with one of the street
America has a mile of street railway to every 4,000 railways. The line referred to is equipped with very lone

population, as against one mile to 45,000 people in cars running on two trucks, one at either end. On the
Europe.—Ex. day in question a car was approaching the street cross-
CAPACITY OF AN ALUMINUM FURNACE. ing at which lines went off to the left and right respect-

In the manufacture of aluminum, one furnace at Pitts-
}

v
f

ely
'

After tne *ront truck had taken the switch to the
burgh, Pa., has been in continuous operation since No- ^ft the switch-points moved, and the truck made for the

vember, 1888. This plant, with the new plant at Niagara right-hand street. The electric motors on each truck
Falls, has a capacity of more than 10,000 pounds of

dld th
.

eir b
.

est \° Set ahead, but as they were pulling in

aluminum per day, which is nearly equal to the daily °PPoslte directions, and the car would not stretch, they
capacity of all European manufactories combined.—Ex. caiPe to a standstill with the car's body just about at

THE ELECTRIC DICHARGE IN RAREFIED nght angles to the original track. Of course, no damage
P * o was done.—Ex.

Mathias Cantor (Wiedemann's Annalen, 1899, No. 2),
ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY,

has shown by means of the coherer (a mass of powdered Electro-chemistry, now in its infancy, offers possibili-

metal forming a portion of an electric circut), that the ties for the future that are quite bewildering. A late

electric discharge produced through a vacum tube by a suggestion by Mr. Thomas Ewen is that, by compress-
large storage battery gives off electric waves. This dis- ing sulphur dioxide and air into separate carbon tubes,
charge must, therefore, be either oscillatory or intermit- dipping in sulphuric acid, the two gases—the former the
tent, contrary to the notion which has heretofore pre- familiar gas of burning sulphur—may be made to unite,

vailed.—Ex. forming sulphuric acid and at the same time yielding

METHOD OF OBTAINING THE SPECTRUM an electric current. He believes the alluring prospect of

OF REFRACTORY MINERALS. obtaining electric energy as a by-product in a chemical

M. A. de Gramont, a French electrician, obtains the factory will stimulate efforts to overcome the difficulties

spectrum of refractory minerals in the electric spark by in the wa>' of making such a process a success.—Ex.
mixing them with fusible salts and heating the mixture A NEW INDICATOR FOR ELECTRIC WAVES,
on a Bunsen burner, then passing the spark through the A galvanometer of medium sensitiveness is connectedmo ten mass. The salts he uses are carbonate of lithium to a batterv , a strip of silvered glass is included in the
and sodium, which have simple spectra of their own so circuit and

'

the coating of silver is scratched across so
that the spectra of the minerals are easily distinguished as t0 break the circuit The strip is placed in moist air
from them. Lx. and tbe galvanometer shows a deflection. When the
AMOUNT OF POWER AT THE PARIS EX- strip is exposed to electrical waves the galvanometer

POSITION. deflection is suddenly reduced to nearly zero; and when
The total amount of power estimated as necessary for the waves cease the galvanometer deflection is quickly

the Paris Exposition is 20,000 horse power, of which re-established. This effect is described by A. Neugsch-
15,000 is alloted for lighting and 5,000 for motive power, wender (Wiedemann's Annalen^ 1899, No. 2), and the
Upon this assumption there is allowed a consumption of author finds that the film of moisture recovers its elec-

440,000 pounds of steam per hour, or, for 205 days, at trical conductivity so quicklv after the cessation of the
seven hours per day, a total of 613.400,000 pounds of electrical waves that a telephone in circuit with the
steam for the entire period. This will require 200 tons silvered strip gives the tone of the- induction coil break
of coal a day, and the water required for condensing pur- even when the frequency of the break is very great.—Ex.
poses is estimated at more than 280,000,000 cubic feet for

the whole period of the exposition.—Ex.

CONTRACTS FOR CAR LIGHTING EQUIP- UNITED STATES COMMISSION TO THE PARIS
MENTS. EXPOSITION OF 1900.

The National Electric Car Lighting Company has re- Chicago Offices, April 4th, 1899.

ceived orders for car lighting equipment for use on a Gentlemen.—For the benefit of the trade which you

car on one of the Russian railroads, for an application represent will you please state that all who desire to ex-

to an officer's car on the Illinois Central, for the private hibit in the Paris Exposition of 1900 are requested to

car of Vice-President Crocker of the Central Pacific and immediately notify this office, if they have not already

for eight postal cars on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa done so, in order that they may be considered in the

Fe. The last mentioned equipment and the one in Rus- allotment of space which will soon be made. While

sia have been applied and are now running. The Atchi- there are many applications on file in every^ line of in-

son has a number of cars lighted by this system as has dustry, it is desirable that the American Sections be not

been noted in these columns^—Ex.
*

only representative of this country, but also represent

WIRELESS TELEPHONY. the largest possible number of producers. Both our

The first practical application of the principle of the commercial interests and national pride demand that our

"wireless" telephone is said to have taken place with ex- works be entered in this most important international

cellent results in Brussels. A short time ago a violent exposition. It is estimated that fully 60.000000 people

storm broke the wires connecting the telephone sub- from every part of .the globe will attend, and it will be

scribers at Ixelles with the Central Telephone Office in an opportunity to greatly increase our foreign trade and

Brussels, and 'it was declared that it would take about to demonstrate that the United States is supreme in the

three weeks to re-establish communication. Somebodv arts of peace. Respectfully,

connected with the telephone service then suggested a JOHN H. M (HBBONb,

trial of telephoning without the wires until the damage Director of Exploitation,

could be repaired. The suggestion was taken up. and Approved:
^

some experiments were made which proved so successful FERDINAND W. PECK.
that the inhabitants of Ixelles have since been Mephon- Commissioner-General.
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stant use for two years without failure. This apparatus

has been applied to telegraph lines of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, running between Philadelphia and
Jersey City, nearly one hundred miles. The test was
very satisfactory and showed much superiority over the

ordinary system at present in vogue. In telegraphing

between Chicago and New York, for instance, no relays

would be required and it is certainly true that messages
cannot be either sent or received, as in this instrument, in

a printed form.

Prof. Rowland has labored very hard to perfect his

system of telegraphy and as each step was perfected
allowed the apparatus, when possible, to be experimented
with in a most practical manner. For instance, an arti-

ficial line was constructed, representing about sixty miles

of submarine cable and fifteen hundred miies of land
line. Through this resistance and capacity signals were
successfully sent and received.

From a purely commercial standpoint we will say that

its application to private offices is an immediate possi-

bility. An ordinary typewritist, accustomed to stenog-
raphy and dictation, in the course of a month can re-

ceive and send thirty-five or forty words per minute.
This simplification of telegraphic apparatus and methods
is apt to cause a revolution in large business districts on
account of the ease and privacy with which signals may
be sent. Stock exchanges would certainly be greatly
benefitted by receiving messages in this manner, the
personal element being almost entirely excluded, and
mistakes directly traceable to the man at the other end.

Prof. Rowland has been greatly identified with re-

searches in magnetism and the construction of a screen
whose rulings are less than one hundred thousandth of an
inch apart. His electrical and optical work have brought
him considerable fame and his reputation is firmly estab-
lished on both continents as an able scientist and in-

tensely practical experimenter.

THE MULTIPLEX PRINTING TELEGRAPH.
Prof. Henry A. Rowland, of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, of Baltimore, Md., has invented a remarkable ma-

chine by means of which a great number of signals can

be sent and received on one line in printed form. An
alternating current is used which enables two distant

stations to keep machines situated at these points in ab-

solute synchronism.

We quote as follows, in order to be more exact, from

the ''Railroad Telegrapher:" "at each end of the line there

is an alternator furnishing current for the synchronizing

apparatus. Each alternating machine or dynamo has

attached to its shaft a set of commutators, the number of

segments which correspond to the number of messages

to be sent and the current is delivered to brushes revol-

ving around these commutators. Each machine receives

half waves of the current and by cutting out the other

half of each wave the local relays are operated. There
is one main relay which works ten polarized relays. The
currents from these relays are collected by the selecting

commutators which operate the sub local relays. There
is but one synchronizer for all the machines which op-

erates a continuous current motor used for driving the

entire apparatus and keeping the same in synchronism.
In case the apparatus should get out of synchronism
there is a telephone indicator to warn the operator who
is enabled to bring the apparatus back to synchronism
in a very brief time and with very little difficulty."

One of the most remarkable features of this system is

the use of a synchronizing device which does not fail to

operate. It is thoroughly reliable and has been in con-

GEORGE IZAMBARD.
The problem George Izambard has set out to solve is

one which has excited considerable discussion within the
last few months. His propisition to print newspapers
by X-rays and the experiments he performed to prove the
solidity of his claims merits careful attention. The
practicability of his scheme has been made manifest but
its commercial side has still to be investigated.

First of all the ink M. Izambard uses is made of a
finely powdered metal such as bronze or copper or an
ink derived from white lead or white zinc. The sensitiz-

ing solution used for the paper is a gelatino-bromide
emulsion which in itself need not be handled except by
professional people or large manufacturing concerns
from which it may be readily obtained.

The question now arises as to whether this process
could not be generally employed in publishing and busi-

ness offices where a great deal of duplicating is done.
For circulars and similar kinds of work such establish-

ments would find it no greater labor to duplicate by X
rays than by employing the use of familiar types of dup-
licating apparatus. We do not recommend the establish-

ment of a photographic dark room in private offices,

but we believe the apparatus could be so constructed
and simplified that the operation of duplicating would
lose much of the tatooing and general nastiness that it

is now associated with. Draughtsmen and architects

use a photographic process to-day for the manufacture
of blue prints in their own offices, by the way.

If M. Izambard. will indicate a means whereby the

intermediate steps are condensed into one simple pro-

cess X rays and business offices may be closely associated

in the near future. At present, while admitting the pos-

sibility of printing newspapers or even books by X rays,

the elements of time and expense are so mujch greater

than those at present involved that we doubt its practi-

cability. .
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ACCOMMODATIONS FOB MEMBERS OF
THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT
ASSOCIATION.

VERY visitor to
the Electric Show
will find his inter-

est stimulated by
the fact that his
physiological and
mental condition*
is at par. In or-

der to assist our
out-of-town
friends in procur-
ing satisfactory
accommodations,
we place before
them for inspec-
tion some of the
best hotels New
York affords.
There seems to be
every reason to
expect the con-
vention to be un-
usually well at-

tended. The general prosperity at present prevail-
ing in business circles will be the means of allowing
delegates to attend without fear of having left too
many responsibilities behind. The Electrical Exhi-
bition will also contain many new and interesting
electrical features, some of which may cause great
surprise to even the electrical fraternity. The fol-

lowing brief description is given of some of the
hotels best patronized by the association members.

THE ASHLAND HOUSE.
One of the most familiar edifices to passengers from

the West Shore Railroad, going east, is the Ashland
Hotel, situated at the corner of 24th street and Fourth
avenue. The green car line, leaving the Grand Street

Ferry as well as the 42d street, passes the door. This
hotel is a familiar resort to many of the delegates of the

which has been adopted by the Ashland House. Mr. H.
H. Brockway, the proprietor, has been assured by re-
peated experiments that Prof. Doremus' discovery has
made the room fittings practically incombustible. In
this respect the Ashland House is certainly a most de-
sirable stopping house for visitors to whom an undis-
turbed night's rest possesses considerable value. The
electrical equipment and annunciator system of this hotel
completes the sum total of conveniences at every guest's
disposal. The house is conducted on the American and
European plan. The Pennsylvania Railroad depot can
be reached in eight minutes.

THE STURTEVANT HOUSE.
Members of the National Electric Light Association

will appear en masse the first week in May to attend
their convention and witness the opening of the
Electrical Exhibition at Madison Square Garden. Wil-
liam F. Bang, proprietor of the Sturtevant House, Broad-
way and 29th street, New York City, in speaking of the
safety of his hotel, states: "The most modern electrical

apparatus is employed that relates to fire alarms. The
safety of guests in more than insured by the use of watch-
men who patrol the building, inside and out, during the
night. In case of danger great loud sounding electric

gongs would awaken the guests. The employment of

fire escapes, ropes, etc., entirely eliminate risk on that

score. The walls of the building are subdivided every 20
feet in such a manner that the hotel is practically com-
posed of separate buildings. Wherever there is a wall of

this description there are fire-proof doors, and in this

manner danger from fire is reduced to a minimum. The
elevator of the Sturtevant House is absolutely fire-proof,

and the employes are trained like the ancient Romans.
The menu, situation and appearance of this establish-

ment is excellent. Its central location makes it admir-
ably suited to visitors from distant cities.

THE HOTEL VENDOME.
The Hotel Vendome, at Broadway and 41st street,

New York city, is situated in a most interesting manner
on one of our broadest thoroughfares. It is a largely

and strongly built fire-proof building containing three

hundred rooms. The menu and general accommoda-
tions are of the highest order. The most modern of hotel

appliances may be found on the premises. Each room
can signal individually, easy access and exit is possible,

Ashland House.

National Electric Light Association. The Ashland
House possesses two things of great value to visitors, an
unsurpassed kitchen and smooth running electric ele-

vators. Its situation renders it easy of access from all

places of amusement. Professor Doremus, of New York
College, has invented a system of fire-proofing com-
bustible articles, such as lace curtains, carpets, etc.,

and hot and cold water baths are, as it were, at ones

very door. This hotel is a great resort for visitors and

business men and its reputation for good service is of the

highest. The Metropolitan Opera House, Hammer-

stein's Victoria, the Casino and many of the best known

theatres in this city are a three minutes' walk from the

hotel. Central Park and cars running east, west, north
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and south to reach it or places contiguous to it run day
and night at the corner. The electric car service is sit-

uated in the neighborhood and visitors attending the

Electric Show and National Electric Light Convention
can complete their electrical experiences in a most sat-

isfactory manner by visiting the principal points of in-

terest such as Grant's Tomb, lower Broadway, Wall
street, etc., in auto-mobiles. The rooms of the Hotel

Vendome are well illuminated at night and the circula-

pal hotels. This hotel is one of the most massive struc-

tures in the world. It is constructed along lines which
render it strong beyond description. Iron, steel, mortar,
stone and brick have been freely used with such effect

that six more stories could be piled on top of the present

edifice without a single additional support. This build-

ing fronts on three streets, rendering exit comparatively
easy as the building is but seven stories high. The great

halls are ten feet wide, and each floor is divided into five

-<<. ^

Hotel Vendome. Inner Court of Park Avenue Hotel.

tion of air is abundant. This hotel is under the constant sections, enabling the employes to cut off any one sec-

supervision of its owner and manager, Mr. Louis L. tion of the building from the others in case of fire. The
Todd. five hundred rooms in the hotel are provided with up-to-

THE PARK AVENUE HOTEL. date electrical appliances. The menu of this establish-

One of New York's most famous business men, A. T. ment is high class in every particular. The elevators

Park Avenue Hotel

Stewart, built the Park Avenue Hotel. This absolutely

fire-proof structure, situated on Park avenue, between
2,26. and 33d streets, away from the noise and rush of

Broadway, and within easy reach of the electric cars,

Grand Central Station, theatres, retail stores and princi- directly to the hotel

carrying guests up and down are surrounded by brick
walls. In addition to these are five iron stairways. A
short walk from Madison Square Garden, at which the

National Electric Light Association's convention, as well

as the Electrical Show, will be held, will bring guests
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THE HOTEL BARTHOLDI. situated at Broadway and 23d street, and in its immediate
The hotel Bartholdi receives electricity from the mains vicinity are a variety of theatres and other places of
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of the United Electric Light & Power Company. In amusement. To lovers of art the Academy of Design
other respects its electrical equipment of fire alarms, and the American Art Association rooms are within
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telegraph, telephone and annunciator call give guests ready reach. Out-of-town guests, desirous of hearing-
every accommodation and ready convenience. It is the latest topical songs and jokes, will find an entertaining
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programme at Koster & Bial's, Proctor's or Keith's, quiet and pleasing. Madison Square Park can be seen

The street cars that pass the door lead to and from all from the windows through which sunshine and air freely

railroad depots, ferries and steamboat wharfs. Central pass. Mr. Milton Roblee acts in the capacity of mana-

Lobby of the Hotel Bartholdi.

Park , adjacent to which is the Museum of Natural His-
tory and within which the Metropolitan Museum of Art
containing several million dollars worth of paintings is

situated, can be reached in ten minutes from the Bar-

ger. His long experience in the hotel business assures
every guest a most careful and considerate attention

THE HOTEL MARLBOROUGH.
The Hotel Marlborough, situated on Broadway, oc-

Parlor of the Hotel Bartholdi.

tholdi. The menu of the Hotel Bartholdi receives care- cupies the entire block from 36th to 37th street, New
ful attention from a master in the culinary art and is York City. It is conducted on the American and Euro-
pronounced by experts to be well worthy of careful con- pean plan with a restaurant above criticism. This mas-
sideration. The interior of the hotel is not showy but sive and interesting structure is absolutely fire-proof, and
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within a minute's walk from all the principal points of room is attended by experienced waiters and a well
interest in New York City. The Crystal Palace of the known orchestra plays in the dining rooms. Madison
New York Herald is across the way, and cars pass the Square Garden, at which the Electrical Show will be

Hotel Marlborough.

door which bring you directly to all parts of the city, held during the first week in May, can be reached by a
At 33d street is the elevated railroad station, and a mile walk down the most famous thoroughfare in America.
further up is Central Park. The hotel is supplied with The large city stores, theatres and ferries are readily

all modern improvements, such as the long distance reached, and a list of places worth visiting can be obtained

telephone and telegraph. Sleeping apartments may be at the clerk's desk.

Fifth Avenue Hotel.

secured en suite or single room. The excellent illumina-
tion, high ceilings and home-like appearance bring com-
fort at once to the weary traveller. The entrance of the

hotel leads into a large and roomy corridor. The dining

THE FIFTH AVENUE HOTEL.
The Fifth Avenue Hotel, fronting on Madison Square,

is within a stone's throw of the Electrical Exhibition. It is

run on the American and European plan. Meals are ob-
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tainable from 6 A. M. until midnight. Rooms are sup-

plied with electric light, signalling devices, hot and cold

water, and plenty ol air. The great shopping district is

on all sides of it, and the Broadway, east and west side

systems of transit are at its very doors. \ isitors to the

Electrical Exhibition and delegates to the National Elec-

tric Light convention will find this hotel most conveni-

ently situated. In the basement will be found a most
complete electric light plant, operating the elevators and
supplying light throughout the building. The Fifth

Avenue Hotel is identified with the growth of New York.
It has entertained within its portals the future ruler of

Great Britain, the Prince of Wales. Presidents, sena-

tors, congressmen, ambassadors and men of world-wide
fame and reputation have partaken of its choice menu,
slept in its rooms and viewed the life of this great metro-
politan centre from its windows. The National Electric

Eight Association will simply become part of the long

list of events and characters inscribed upon its books.

This time-honored establishment will certainly afford

every convenience to those of the electrical fraternity

desirous of spending the few weeks of their visit to

Greater New York with complete mental and physical

satisfaction. C. N. Vilas is manager of the above hotel.

HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICIANS.
The Hotel Imperial, Robert Stafford proprietor, at the

corner of Broadway and 32d street, New York City, is

one of the most popular hotels of Greater New York and
a rendezvous for our best known electricians. As its

name denotes, it is a most imposing structure, fronting

on the busiest part of Broadway and in the very heart of

the great amusement centre. The Imperial Hotel con-,

tains two magnificent electric light plants with a capacity

of 7,000 incandescent lamps. There are four large West-
inghouse and three General Electric dynamos driven by
Whitehall, Ball & Wood and Woodbridge engines. The

cars pass the door.
The building proper is built of iron, stone and fire

brick throughout. The five hundred rooms in the hotel

are absolutely fire-proof, and are practically isolated from
the building proper, and the stairs, elevator shafts, etc.,

are all of iron. L. D. Smith, the old assistant in the
management, will take Mr. Stimson's place as auditor,

May 1st. Mr. W: H. Lee, the manager, is one of the

most popular men in the hotel business. Joseph Mc-
Kiernan, electrician, with a corps of assistants, attends

to the electrical engineering. Invitation is extended to

Central Station representatives and exhibitors at the

coming Electric Show to visit the Imperial Hotel. It

will be well for N. E. L. A. members and visitors to the

Electric Show in May to have their names booked at

once for rooms at this hotel.

i-'llLULIim

Hotel Imperial.

Herzog Teleseme electric system for signal and call of

guests has been in operation in this hotel for a number
of years and it is one of its features of safety and quick

and convenient dispatch.

The hotel is only a few blocks away from the Electrical

Show and is near the shopping and business districts as

well as within a stone's throw of all the best known
theatres. The Thirty-third street "L" road station is

practically across the way, and both cable and electric

THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
The following is a partial list of the exhibitors at the

coming Electrical Show:
American Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.; American

Electric Novelty & Mfg. Co., 255 Centre street, N. Y.;
American Vitrified Conduit Co., 39 Cortlandt street, N.
Y.; American Electric Vehicle Co., 1545 Michigan ave-

nue, Chicago ; American Miniature & Decorative Lamp
Co., 255 Centre street, N. Y. ; American Circular Loom
Co., Boston, Mass. ; Adams-Bagnall Electric Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio ; American Mutoscope Co., 837 Broadway,
N. Y.; American Pulley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Ball &
Wood Co., 120 Liberty street, N. Y. ; Buffalo Forge Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y. ; Boston Electro-Duct Co., Boston, Mass
;

Bullock Electric Co., 220 Broadway, N. Y. ; Bossert Elec-

tric Construction Co., Utica, N. Y. ; Bryan Marsh Co.,

136 Liberty street, N. Y. ; Cling-Surface Mfg. Co., 146
Virginia street, Buffalo ; Cincinnati Shaper Co.. Cincin-

nati, Ohio ; Crocker-Wheeler Electric Co., 39 Cortlandt

street, N. Y. ; Camp Co., H. B., Aultman, Ohio; Col-

liery Engr. Co., Scranton, Pa. ; Corey, R. B., 26 Cort-

landt street, N. Y. ; Columbia Electrical & Mfg. Co., 11 12

Sansom street, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Dietz, Schumaker &
Boye, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Dixon, Jos., Crucible Co., Jer-

sey City, N. J. ; Dale Co., Thames and Greenwich streets,

N. Y. ; Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. ; Estey
& Saxe, 97 Fifth avenue, N. Y.; Electrical Appliance
Co., Jersey City, N. J. ; Electrical Engineer Inst, of

Corres. Instr., 120 Liberty street, N. Y. ; Forbes, W. D.
& Co., Hoboken, N J. ;Fayerweather & Ladew, 159 E.

Houston street. N. Y. ; Frink, I. P., 551 Pearl street. N.
Y. ; Granger. Francis, 26 Cortlandt street, N. Y. ; Grif-

fing, A. A., Iron Co., 66 Centre street, N. Y. ; Gold Car
Heating Co., Frankfort & Cliff streets, N. Y. ; General

Incandescent Arc Light Co., 33d street and 1st avenue,

N. Y. ; International Correspondence Schools. 14 East

17th street, N. Y. ; Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis.

Ind. : India Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulation Co.,

Glenwood, N. Y. ; Kaufman & Alexandre, 1153 Broad-
way, N. Y. ; Lamble, H. V., Rockawav. L. I.; Libbev
Glass Co., Toledo., Ohio; Machado & Roller. 203 Broad-
way, N. Y. ; McCay Engineering Co., 106 East German
street, Baltimore; National Gramophone Co., 874 Broad-
way. N. Y. ; National Meter Co.. 118 Chambers street,

N. Y. ; New York Electric Equipment Co.. 33d street

and 1st avenue, N. Y.; Northern Engineering Co., 39
Cortlandt street. X. V. ; Xiles Tool Works. Niles, Ohio,
Northern Electrical Co.. Madison. Wis.; New York Tel-

ephone Co., t8 Cortlandt street, X. Y. ; Orient Electrical

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Room 185 World Bid., N. V. City.
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Co., Youngstown, Ohio; Prindle Pump Co., 120 Liberty
street, N. Y. ; Paragon Fan Motor Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

Pope Mfg. Co., Motor Carriage Department, Hartford,
Conn.; Pittsburgh Reduction Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Rockwood Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Roebling, John
A., Sons Co., 117 Liberty street., N. Y. ; Risky-Bird Mfg.
Co., 94 Fifth avenue, N. Y. ; Riker Electric Motor Co.,

45 York street, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Standard Steam Spec-
ialty Co., 83 Centre street, N. Y. ; The Stirling Co., Chi-
cago, 111. ; Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co., 229 West
28th street, N. Y. ; Warren-Medbury Co., Sandy Hill,

N. Y.
; J. P. Williams, 39 Cortlandt street, N. Y. ; S. S.

White, Dental Mfg. Co., Chestnut & 12th streets, Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo
;

Willard & Frick, Rochester, N. Y.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK

ENDING APRIL nth, 1899, $34,019.00.
NEW YORK, N. Y., April 11, 1899.—The following

Ecuador—46 packages electrical material, $960.
Havre—18 packages electrical material, $818; 4 pack-

ages electrical machinery, $300.
London—46 packages electrical material, $5,764; 4

cases electrical machinery, $217.
Liverpool— 1 case electros, $10.

Marseilles—21 cases electrical material, $2,289.

Milan—6 cases electrical material, $392.
Manchester— 1 case electrical material, $180.

Naples—3 cases electrical material, $224.

Nice—13 cases electrical material, $12,364.
Novorossisk— 1 case electros, $16.

Odessa— 1 case electros, $16.

Porto Rico—8 packages electrical material, $213.

Sandwich Islands—6 packages electrical material, $75.

St. Petersburg—7 cases electrical machinery, $ng; o
packages electrical material, $668.
U. S. of Columbia—40 cases electrical material, $165

;

1 package electrical material, $25.
NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Waterloo, N. Y.—Seneca Edison Co. has been in-
corporated by S. Dana Greene, Norman H. Becker and
H. M. Francis to manufacture electricity. Capital stock
$50,000.
San Francisco, Cal.—Butte County Electric Power &

Lighting Co. has been incorporated by S. C. Denson, O
W. Meysenberg, W. E. Palmer, H. W. Snow and T. J.Ryan for the purpose of making and selling electric
lights. Capital stock $50,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The American Incandescent Light
Co. has been incorporated by Charles E. Dickey, Harry
A. Norton, Charles D. Burrage and Kenneth McLaren
to manufacture and deal in gas and electric lamps.
Capital stock $2,000.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current
Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed In a neatly^ designed

'lust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from
disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CU.,
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,

THE MOST POWERFUL OPEN CIRCUIT CELL is the

Harrison Primary Cell No. 1.
E>. M. H\, 2.45. Capacity, 40 iVmp. Hour®.

Positive Element, Lead Peroxide. Negative Element, Zinc Self Amalgamating.

NO CARBON. NO LOCAL, ACTION. NO CREEPING SALTS.

This Cell is the result of several years of experiment, and is now offered by the makers as the
most powerful and economical for all open circuit and semi-closed circuit work, such as
Bells, Telephones, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Physicians' and Dental Lamps, etc.

Made by HARRISON BROS. & CO., Incorporated, Philadelphia. For prices and full particulars address

THERMO-ELECTRIC CO., TIMES BUILDING, N. Y.,
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR THEM. SOJLE} AGENTS.

75c. 'VULCAN" STYL0GRAPH1G PEN. 75c.

"INDEPENDENT" FOUNTAIN PEN.

PRICE, WITH ENCRAVEO HOLDER, $2.00. SAME WITH COLD BANDS, $2.50.

Fountain Pens licensed nnder Patents 260,134 and 311,554.

9«&4 for oar Xeiv Catalogue I Discounts
AtJENTM WANTED, X K. ULLRICH & CO.. 27 Thames St.. New York
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Whole No. 624
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Bank of Vault Switches.

Details of Vault Switch.

THE SAFETY THIRD RAIL ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

The objections to an underground or overhead conduc-

tor have been the cause of many experiments directed along
lines which ultimately led to a solution of this interesting

problem. The effect of municipal restrictions was such

The Safety Third Rail Electric System, invented and
perfected by Capt. J. McLeod Murphy, obviates the ne-

cessity for using an overhead wire or the erection of an
open conduit extending along the line of track. The

that within the limits of Greater New York, particularly Safety Third Rail System, by means of an exceedingly
in the more crowded section of the city, capitalists were simple appliance, calls for a road bed flush with the main
forced to adopt an open conduit system, containing two street, two tracks and a middle rail and absolutely no
underground conductors. sign or suspicion of a current except under the car itself.
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In other words, the power house connection passes along

with the car, the track being dead in front and behind.

In a svstem of this kind the experience of hundreds of

mg The switch is therefore unique in this respect and
the durability of it is thereby extended over a long period

of active service. Mechanical deterioration is practically

?s>

System "Worked by a Magnet on the '~ar.

inventors has proven that success lies in the perfection the only maintenance to which the switch is subject
of that appliance by means of which current is automat- Under various headings and in conjunction with appro
ically supplied from the third rail to the car. The auto

matic switch which opens and closes as required com-
prises the essential mechanism of the svstem. If devised

priate illustrations the various elements of the Murphy
system are presented to the reader's notice.

The above is merely a general resume of the subject

£ ©_ ^ W ~&

General Principle of all Sectional Conductor Systems

in such a manner that its reliability is unquestionable

success is an inevitable consequence. If faulty in con-

struction and complex in principle its operation cannot

be relied upon and the system dependent upon it will

certainly fail.

given for the purpose of impressing the reader with the

mam point to be considered in the various pieces of

mechanism comprising a third rail system.

In presenting the problem of a successful sectional

conductor system, it will be instructive to consider some
goiumo prr rk

^9^ \\\\\\\\\vs\\\\vsys.\v\\\\\\\v.\s\\^s.v

A Mechanical System Worked by the Priotion of the Contact Skate.

The switch invented by Capt. Murphv overrides all
objections, and repeated tests have justified the assertion
that proper contact conditions make its operation inevi-
table. Not only is the Murphy switch remarkable on

of the switching devices that others have used, for they
aptly illustrate the difficulties that must be overcome.
Three great classes of automatic switches have been de-
vised, viz.: those operated mechanically by the car, those

Mechanical System Requiring a Conduit.
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but k rePre" operated magnetically, and lastly those operated by elec-sents a type of construction through which current may

pass freely and the circuit made and broken without arc-

tro-magnetic means. These will be taken up in order.
A typical mechanical system is shown in Fig. 2. A
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Single Counections of Murphy Sy9tem, Sectloual Rail
Operating a Truck in Pool of Water.

A System in Which the Car Carries 250 Cells of cattery.

A System Whioh Cannot Run Backward.

Tim min ils Supporlit'gan Arc.

New Tdt'intll i 1:

Where the Arc Occurs.
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iDbulation Block.

Rail Connection.
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Insulation Block and Track. Eleotro-Magnetlo System, Using Three Contact Skatee.
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skate-shaped conductor carried by the car depresses a is about to leave the section, when another magnet on
contact wheel raising the weight W and making connec- the rear of the car acts on the armature 10 and pulls the

tion with the conductor 12. After the car has passed, switch open.

the weight falls and disconnects the contact wheel from Electro-Magnetic Systems.—The Murphy system be-

the supply conductor. This system requires a costly con- longs to the electro-magnetic class, and, before describ-

duit and is more expensive than an ordinary conduit sys- ing it in detail, three others will be illustrated, because

Motor Dynamo.

tern. In Fig. 3 a sectional third rail system is shown
that has been before the public quite recently. In the

device shown, the friction of the collecting shoe drags

the third rail forward, tilting the central lever so as to

connect the rail above with the feeder below. Springs

restore the rail after the car has passed.

in this way the needs of a perfect system of this class

will be forcibly presented. In an electro-magnetic sys-

tem the switches are operated by electro-magnets which
receive their currents from the car, or through its agen-
cy, at the proper time. A typical system is illustrated

in Fig. 5. Insulated buttons are placed at proper inter-

Motor Dynamo Open.

A magnetically operated switching system is shown in vals in the roadwav, and long contact skates mounted
tig. 4._ Contact boxes like that shown are spaced at
proper intervals to supply an equal number of third rails.A heavy magnet on the front of the car acts through the
man-hole cover, and lifts first the thin plate 29, thus un-
locking the switch, which it then closes by tilting the
plate 9. In this position the switch remains till the car 6 illu3trates

&
a pair of solid brass terminals. Fig. 7 shows

under the car receive current therefrom.
The Importance of Non-Arcing Switches.—In auto-

matic switches it is highly important that they be abso-

lutely non-arcing. Few realize this difficulty, and the

following figures will serve to show its importance. Fig.
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A REVIEW OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEMS.

It is generally understood by the public that the in-

stallation of a railway system is regarded from two stand-

points by capitalists. First, the practicability of the sys-

tem is investigated, and secondly, the cost of the road per

mile. Among the many systems of electric traction that

could be put into practical operation there are two at

present which, in the United States, have come into

prominence. One of these is simply the overhead trolley

system, a familiar sight to the citizens of Greater New
York. The other, the open conduit electric road, has but

recently made its appearance, and may appear to many
who pay fares as merely a new form of cable road. At
any rate the overhead and the underground systems in

Greater New York represent an investment of millions of

dollars. The rolling stock of the surface roads of Brook-

lyn and the rolling stock of the Metropolitan Traction

Company of New York are the offspring of the same
idea although crystallized in different forms.

Davenport, the famous American blacksmith and in-

ventor, in building his first model of an electric road

little thought of the vast possibilities contained within

his toy mechanism. Many important problems have

arisen of a purely technical character and municipal re-

strictions and the demands of the general public have

given rise to others requiring the most careful study and

consideration. In reviewing the works of recent writers

on the subject of electric railways, even in the statements

of those who led the vanguard in the march of progress,

a denial is made from the very start of the possibility of

so improving a certain system of electric railroading as

to make it practically and commercially successful.

To quote from the work of two well know authorities

we find the following: 'As regards the three rail method
of distribution it was employed with a fair degree of suc-

cess, but proved inconvenient owing to the position of

the bare conductor with reference to the earth. If the

third rail be supported above the level of the ground on
insulators it gets in the way of general traffic; if placed

on the level of the tracks it still menaces, under ordinary

circumstances, vehicles and foot passengers and becomes
the seat of insufferable leakage at any of the voltages now
generally used. Hence it is generally inapplicable."

The authors state very clearly that a third rail system

for underground roads and elevated structures is parti-

cularly applicable. In fact, they believe in the isolation

of such a road from all others as being necessary and
conducive to its certain success. This fact is borne out

by experiments made on the New Haven and Hartford
road by President Clark; also on the Brooklyn Bridge
of this city. But it is curious to hear mention made of

the open conduit system upon which the stock and future

of the Metropolitan Traction Company wholly depends.

We quote again: "The slotted conduit somewhat simi-

lar to that used on cable roads has been over and over
proposed and tried for sheltering the conductors, for the

most part with very indifferent success. The Bentley-
Knight roads in this country have now been totally

abandoned (1892) after long and costly experimenting,
and there is to-day no conduit road in operation in

America. Abroad Siemens and Halske have met with
considerable success particularly at Buda-Pesth, but how
far this result is attributable to the system employed and
how far to the less existing conditions of the European
climate it is impossible at present to say."

When we realize that Buda-Pesth certainly experiences
severer climatic changes than ourselves, that its winters

are more rigorous and its spring weather composed of

considerable downfalls of snow and rain we can see that

this argument is of little or no value in the face of what
has been done successfully in New York. With good
drainage the road is financially a success. In fact, so
much so that the cables are being taken up in other roads
for the purpose of introducing electricity.

A variety of closed conduit roads have had the same
historical failure generally associated with the open con-
duit system, and at present have been so improved that

from among them all one has become eminently suc-
cessful. The Safety Third Rail Electric System, described
in these columns, and invented by Captain J. McLeod
Murphy, belongs to the class of automatic block systems
operated through the automatic action of switches ar-

ranged at proper intervals along the track. At a recent
test at Manhattan Beach the continued operation of this

system in spite of many severe conditions to which it was
subjected, including the flooding of the track with water,
made it evident to visitors that the final problem had
been solved in electric railroading.

It seems evident that the result obtained at this test

that a third rail system controlled by automatic switches
is admirably adapted to city traction purposes and would
certainly continue to operate in spite of climatic con-
ditions which would interfere with the working of an
open conduit road. The heaviest fall of snow which
clogs up a cable conduit and prevents the plow from
making progress would not in the least interfere with
the running of a Safety Third Railroad if the tra^k were
swept clean. It is pleasant to realize that at last all

difficulties have been overcome in a perfectly practical
manner. The overhead trolley, third rail, open conduit
and Murphy Third Rail System now represent the links
of a complete chain.
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them while supporting a twelve ampere arc at about fifty

volts, and Fig. 8 shows their condition after the arc,

which lasted about thirty seconds, had ceased. It is pat-

ent at once that the arcs of fifty to one hundred amperes

at 500 volts, which automatic switches would have to

handle, must be taken care of in some way. These

switches have co operate several hundred times daily.

and if they are compelled to handle intense arcs even

time they open, their speedy destruction is certain. The

show. Suppose that a switch happened to be disabled,

it would not then supply current and relieve its prede-

cessor, which would then be obliged to break the full

arc. A few such operations would disable this switch,

throwing the arc on the next switch back, and this con-
tinues till many switches are disabled, either leaving many
live sections in the roadway or opening so large an in-

operative gap that a car would be unable to coast across.

Besides this objection there is further the expense of

Complete Vault Switch.

.witch jaws will either be so badly burned as to preclude
their making sufficient contact, or, worse still, they may
be fused together, leaving a live section on the roadway.
A Makeshift Method; the Arc Blown Out by a Mag-

net.—The inventors of the system shown in Fig. 5
have fully realized this difficulty, and have provided a

magnetic blow-out to extinguish the arc. This may be
and undoubtedly is, effective, but it adds complication
and cost to the system.
What Most Systems Depend Upon to Avoid Arcs.

—

All sectional conductor systems have a certain protection
against arcs, because the car is taking current from the
switch ahead before its predecessor is allowed to break
and upon this principle most of them place their sole de-
pendence. It is a broken reed to lean upon, as we shall

constantly renewing switch contacts.

Another system that has attracted considerable atten-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 9. It depends entirely upon the

storage battery V to raise its switches as the car pro

eeeds. and these batteries require to be periodically re-

moved and charged.

A 250 Cell Storage Battery Necessary in Some Sys-

tems.— Fig. 10 illustrates still another system in which

one switch depends upon the one preceding. This sys-

tem uses two contact skates. A storage battery is used

to operate the switches when the line current fails. This

means that the battery must have the full line voltage,

which, in the case of a 500 volt system, requires at least

250 cells of storage battery per car. an expensive outfit

to purchase and maintain.
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Fig. ii shows another system which uses but a single

third rail. It has, however, the unique disadvantage that

it will not operate if it is attempted to run the car back-

ward.
We are now in a position to show just what features a

sectional conductor system must possess to be successful.

1. Its switches must automatically open circuit after

the car leaves them. Any means provided by the car for

this purpose is likely to fail.

2. There must be absolutely no arcing at the switch

jaws.

3. The system would have but one set of third rads,

and contact skates are to be avoided.

4. The switches must be simple and easy to install, and

above all, reliable.

5. The auxiliary storage battery should conskt of a

few cells, and should not require removal from service for

re-charging.

6. It should be impossible to operate the switches by

leakage currents, or by any agency other than the car.

7. It must be cheap.

The Murphy system accomplishes all this, and at the

same time possesses many additional advantages. Fig.

12 shows a diagram of the connections.

The car is supplied with a source of E. M. F. equal to

the line voltage, which is usually 500 volts. This source

of current is a motor dynamo which takes current from

a few cells of storage battery and transforms it to the

full line potential.

Each sectional rail is connected to a solenoidal switch

which has two distinct and separate windings, one of low

resistance wound with coarse wire and another of high

resistance wound with fine wire. The former is normally

opened and the latter is normally closed, connecting its

circuit between the sectional rail and the ground.

We will assume the car to be over a rail and ready to

start. The switch being open there is no connection be-

tween the feeder and the car, which therefore can receive

no current. The motorman operates the controller and

thereby connects the motor dynamo to the third rail and

to the ground and current passes through the fine wire

of the switch and causes it to operate. In response to

this current the plunger rises and first makes contact be-

tween main feeder and the rail and then breaks the cur-

rent of the fine wire winding. The controller is now
open and current comes from the feeder through the

coarse wire winding of the swkch to the third rail and

from thence through the car motor to ground, causing

the motor to revolve and the car to move. The switch is

held shut because of this current in the coarse wire wind-

ing. In this closed condition the switch will remain as

long as the car is taking current from the section to

which the switch is connected. When the car leaves the

section, there is no longer any current passing through

the switch feeding it and it falls open, first breaking the

circuit between the feeder and the sectional rail and sec-

ond, restoring the circuit from the sectional rail through

the fine wire to earth. The switch is then ready for the

next car. The car being thus started, the motor dynamo
is no longer needed to operate the switches because the

car is provided with two sets of shoes which are connected

together and placed sufficiently far apart to span the dis-

tance from section to section. The forward shoe as it

impinges on a section, subjects it to the full line potential,

drawing its source of current from the rail preceding, for

the main feeder has already been connected thereto in

the manner just described. Once started, therefore, the

car becomes independent of the motor dynamo, for it

uses the power house current to operate the switches.

It will be noted that the switch remains closed until the

car ceases to take current from the section it controls. It

will then fall open from lack of current to hold it up and

there is then no current to break and hence no arc at the

switch jaws, and it is therefore a non-acting switch.

This principle is prettily illustrated by the photograph

which is the subject of Fig. 13. A single switch was

connected up in the usual way to a short section, and two
collecting trolleys mounted on a board were arranged to

take current from it. On running the collector over this

improvised trackway, the collector first broke circuit at

the rail section, forming the arc shown, and then, and not

until then, the switch fell open and no arc occurred at its

jaws. In practice, even the arc at the rail would not oc-

cur, for the collector takes current from the forward

section before it releases its predecessor. The provision

just explained saves the switches in case one is disabled

and circuit has to be broken. The circuit is broken at

the third rail and collecting brush, where no harm can be

done, and the switch falls open without the slightest

spark.

In order to render the car independent of the power-
house current and able to pick up its switches anywhere,

a motor dynamo is provided. This little machine has

sufficient capacity to handle two switches and supply the

lights in the car. It is shown in Fig. 14. Hence the car

is never dark, even if the power-house current is shut off,

an important feature in electric headlights.

One end of the motor dynamo is connected to the line

and ordinarily receives current from it, acting as a motor
and driving the low pressure side which charges ten

small storage cells. If the line current should fail, the

ends of the motor dynamo exchange functions and the

high pressure side generating will supply current to

operate the switches and light the car. This happens
only occasionally, and hence the duty on the storage cells

is very light and they require only casual attention after

being once installed.

The vault switch is shown in Fig. 16. It consists of an

iron-clad solenoid which thoroughly protects its coils

from moisture and mechanical damage. Its solenoidal

plunger, which closes circuit, falls under the action of

gravity.

There is nothing to stick or catch, and the contacts

should accident require them to break an arc cannot fuse

together for they are of carbon. Fig. \J shows the switch

dismembered and its simplicity and small number of

parts will at once be noted. Copper contacts are pro-

vided to reinforce the carbon blocks in conducting
capacity, but as the carbon blocks break last any arc that

may occur comes upon them and is diverted from the

copper. From the wiring diagram it will be seen that the

switch requires three connections. The construction of

the switch is such that two of them are made by screwing
the switch in place against the vault bus bars. The third

connection is a light wire which is connected to an ap-
propriate binding screw. A novice can install a new
switch in three minutes.
The leakage on a sectional conductor system has been

thought to be quite extensive, but this is a popular mis-
conception. Pure water is a very good insulator against

the passage of currents of any magnitude. If a car is

run into a pool of muddy water, the leakage is so slight

that no commercial instrument can be found to measure
it. If the water be slightly salt, which is the worst possi-

ble condition that could arise in practice, the leakage
would be more, but still commercially insignificent. This
current would flow through the coarse coil of the switch
and that coil has so few turns that fully twelve amperes,
the minimum current necessary to start a car. is needed
to hold the switch up. Hence the leakage current can-
not hold the switch closed after the car has left the pool
of salt water.

This experiment has been actually tried with the

Murphv system, and the results have verified the state-

ment just given. Fig. 18 shows the apparatus with
which the experiments were tried. Provision was made
to flood the track for a section with salt water and the
car readily passed over this section, leaving all the vault

switches down in precisely the same way as on a dry
stretch of track.

Another great advantage which belongs to the Murphy
system is the fact that leakage currents cannot stray
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in-Chief of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co., Baltimore

;

ahead of the car and operate the switches. It is evident

that the switch in its normal condition leaves the coarse

wire coil is so great that it requires the full line voltage

through the fine wire bobbin. The resistance of this

wire coil ti so great that it requires the full line voltage

to force current enough through it to operate the

switches. With many of the other electro-magnetic

systems described here, the magnetic coils are

of such low resistance that leakage currents can frequent-

ly enter them in sufficient volume to close the switches

and charge the corresponding sections.

Another difficulty which has caused the failure of many
sectional conductor systems is their inability to solve the

cross over problem. At curves, crossings and other

places it is very frequently the case that one or more rails

will cross the track. It is evident that the skate or col-

lecting brush on the car must drag over these rails and as

the latter are well connected to ground and the former

to the feeder main, the result is a short circuit. This dif-

ficulty is common to all sectional conductor systems, not

even excluding the Murphy system, but in the latter has

been obviated by the ingenious device shown in Fig. 19.

From the drawing it will be seen that a section of rail is

provided at the point where the collecting brush crosses

it, which is thoroughly insulated from the main rail of

which it forms a part. The mechanical construction is

however so thorough that it will endure the heaviest

pounding that a car wheel is likely to impress upon it.

This device is of the simplest character, but has, never-

theless, been secured for the Safety Third Rail Company
jf New York by broad generic patents, and without using

an equivalent arrangement no sectional conductor system

can be operative.

A properly designed sectional conductor system is the

cheapest of all systems to build. Conduit systems, which,

under the most favorable conditions, cost $45,000 per

mile are, of course, out of the question. In the case of

the overhead trolley system, the cost of conductors is

about equal to that of the sectional system, the trolley

wire about balancing the third rail and switch wiring,

and we then have the cost of trolley poles and overhead
construction as balanced against the cost of vaults and
vault switches. The difference is in favor of the sectional

system. If the soil is stony this difference is greatly in-

creased on account of the labor of setting poles. Freight

charges, too, play an important part. Steel trolley poles

are heavier than vault switches.

The Beauty of the Sectional Conductor System.—The
relative results of a successful sectional conductor system
and an overhead trolley system are in such strong con-

trast that, even at higher prices, the former will be pre-

ferred. Moreover, public opinion will often render the

sectional conductor system the only one that can secure

a franchise.

The Field for the System.—The immense commercial
possibilities of successful sectional conductor systems
need scarcely be discussed. The system is applicable to

every mile of railway in the world. Overhead construc-
tion on steam roads has been tried and found to be a

failure. The continuous live third rail is too dangerous.
The sectional conductor system is the only substitute in

which cost is not prohibitive. For street railway systems
the overhead trolley is, of course, largely used, but much
to the dissatisfaction of the public, who rightly consider
the trolley poles and wires unsightly and dangerous. It

needed only a public demonstration to cause the passage
of an ordinance for the general burial of telegraph, tele-

phone and electric light wires, and as soon as the sec-
tional conductor system has demonstrated that overhead
trolley wires are not necessary, they, ton, will be ordered
down.
The Safety Third Rail Electric Company of New York-

City was incorporated under the laws of the State of New
York- for the purpose of purchasing the assets of The

Safety Third Rail Electric Company, organized under

the laws of the State of New Jersey. The latter company
was the owner of the Murphy system, which has been

brought to a high state of development under its auspices.

The object of the new company is to exploit the system

on a large commercial scale. The present company will

devote itself mainly to sale of state and foreign country

rights.

A section of track nearly one-half a mile in length has

been installed at Manhattan Beach and equipped with

the Murphy system. On April 12 a public exhibiiion

was given to about 500, showing what the system
could do. The car was run heavily loaded back and
forth over the line, which contained a few slight curves

and a railroad crossing, which latter was interesting be-

cause the problem to be met at such a crossing could be
conveniently ctudied. In a small outbuilding adjoining
the Oriental Hotel there was bunched eight switches con-
nected to sections on the track. These switches were ar-

ranged in a glass case so that they could be seen by visit-

ors, and it was interesting to note that as the car was
operated over the sections which were thus controlled

the switches operated with absolutely no arcs at their

contacts, although they were handling currents of from
20 to 160 amperes, as shown by the station ammeter.
Having thus demonstrated that the system was practi-

cally operative a number of interesting leakage tests

were made. A section of the track was made live by
means of propping up one of the switches and upon the

section was thrown mud and water and other materials

which would be likely to accumulate on a trackway in

actual practice. The leakage as measured by a Weston
milli-ammeter was about .2 or an ampere, or 1-100 part of

the minimum current necessary to start a car. The test

was exceptionally severe, partly because of the salty

character of the earth thrown upon the track, the site

being closely adjacent to the seashore and partly because
of some tests which had been made with strong brine on
that section the day before. It could easily be seen that

no such accumulation of mud would be at all likely to

occur in practice, because of the cleaning brushes
carried by the car, and even if such a muddy section
should exist in the trackway the .2 ampere would
only be on for an instant while the car was travers
ing that section.

At the close of the tests an elaborate luncheon was served

and was followed by speechmaking. The 500 or more
people present were a highly representative gathering
of electric railway interests and among them may be
noted:

Hugh Bonner, Chief Fire Department. 1^7 East 67th

street, New York: E. W. Bliss, of E. W. Bliss & Co., 17
Adams street. Brooklyn; F. Bergmann, Consul General
Peru, 19 Whitehall street. City; Charles Batchelor, 33
West 25th street, city; R. H. Beach, with General Elec-

tric Co., 44 Broad street, city; Brown Bros., bankers,

New York City; Austin Corbin, banker. New York City.

W. H. Clark, President Bergen Co. Traction Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.; William Davis, Supt. Signals Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, Jersey City; F. S. Drake. Gen. Supt.

Nassau Electric R. R. Co., Brooklyn ; W. R. Fleming,
Harrisburg, Pa.; M. Guggenheim, New York City; Pac
Chung Hsi, Consul General China. New York City

;

E. A Maker. President Union Ry. Co., New York City;

Emerson McMillin, Jr., of Emerson, McMillin & Co.,

Second Vice President Safety Third Rail Electric Co. of

New York; Juan N. Navarro, New York City; N. P.

Otis, Otis elevator, N. Y. City; F. S. Pearson, E. E.,

Met. St. Ry Co., N. Y. City; C. L. Rossiter, President

Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co., Brooklyn ; L. F. Requa,
Vice President Safety Insulator Wire and Cable Co.;
T. H. Ryan. New York City; M. G. Starrett, Me-. Ry.
Co., New York City: S. Uchida, Consul General Japan,

New York City; TI. IT. Vreeland, President Met. Ry. St.

Co., New York City ; W. D. Young, Electrical Engineer-
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Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., representing President Gallo-

way, of the N. Y. Central Railway; Gen. Geo. H. Har-

ries, President Washington and Gettysburg R. K.

EXHIBITIONS.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION NOTES.

Each of the Electrical exhibitions held in this city of

late years has been distinguished by some special feat-

ures That of 1896 included the best public demonstra-

tion' of the Roentgen rays, the transmission of power

from Niagara, and the sending of a cable message around

the world The exhibition of 1896 included a complete

church lit by vacuum tubes, the application of electricity

to street car traction, the first series of waxworks ever

made to illustrate the history of an art, the theatrophone,

and the beginning of wireless telegraphy.

The prominent feature of the 1899 exhibition will cer-

tainly be automobilism. The exhibit of electrical vehi-

cles will be by long odds the largest and best ever seen

in America, and second only to the great exhibits at

Paris In fact, in many respects, it will surpass the dis-

plays of Europe, because it will illustrate particularly

the application of electricity, and because the vehicles

shown will demonstrate the high perfection that the art

has already reached in this country. This degree of ex-

cellence is' proved by the fact that while there is no sale

for European automobiles here, the manufacturers in

America cannot ship machines fast enough to keep up

with the demand.
This automobile exhibit bids fair to be a sensation m

New York, illustrating as it will the wonderfully wide

range of application, carriages and wagons of every type

being shown, with many special points of novelty and

originality. It has been proposed, in connection with

this exhibit, to organize during the show an automobile

parade, making a characteristic function of it, after the

stvle of those given in Paris through the Bois de

Boulogne. It is believed that something of this charac-

ter will be arrayed while the National Electric Light As

sociation is in session. The fact that to central station

sources of supply this great new industry must look for

the current which it is to use, gives peculiar interest to

the situation, automobile plants being already among the

largest consumers that central lighting stations have

upon their list of patrons. Several thousand square feet

will be occupied by the exhibits of a large number of

automobile manfacturers, and in this way a convincing

proof will be given to the American public that the new
industry is fairly launched on its career.

A great many other important features will be brought

forward for the first time and in an improved shape at

the exhibition; but in view of the intense public interest

manifested in wireless telegraphy the management has

undertaken to organize exhibits in that line of work that

will be usually instructive. It will be remembered that

in 1898, mines and torpedoes were exploded in the cen-

tral tank by wireless telegraph methods, and other ex-

periments of this nature are being planned for this year.

But in order that the public may see the whole opera-

tion itself at a glance, and at the same time go away
without any lurking suspicion of the genuineness of the

feat, it is proposed to exhibit complete working sets of

the apparatus on a long table of glass, the table itself

being set up and insulated by blocks of glass, so that

there will be a clear view under and around the appara-

tus. This table will be about 15 feet long, and messages
will be sent from one end to the other, the sending sig-

nals and the response at the receiving end being heard

at once. Visiting telegraphers, operators from the news-
paper offices and any other spectators will be allowed

to send messages or signals themselves.

The same apparatus will also be utilized in connection

with the experiments for long distance work, and a series

of points have been selected between which and the

Garden it is proposed to exchange messages. In this

manner, the public will have a better opportunity than has

ever been afforded before of learning for itself the modus
operandi of an invention which is stirring up the world

of science no less than the outside public fully as much
as the Roentgen Rays did at the time of their discovery.

Several valuable Government exhibits have been se-

cured, and these will be grouped and attractively dis-

played. They include apparatus from the Army and
Navy, the Signal Corps and the Weather Bureau, and
will embrace also not a few interesting electrical relics of

the late unpleasantness with Spain.

A special department will also be devoted to electro-

therapathv, the rapidly widening science of the appli-

cation of electricity to medicine and surgery, in con-

nection with which a great deal of elaborate apparatus

has already been promised. It is the special aim and in-

tention, in connection with this exhibit, to enable the

public to learn for itself how far the science of electricity

has been utilized in the cure and prevention of diseases.

The utmost care is being taken to treat the subject on
strictly scientific lines, and a committee of eminent spec-

ialists has been organized, whose names alone are a

sufficient guarantee for the excellence of the work in

this department.
Another special section will illustrate the great strides

made of late years in the application of electricity to dentis-

try. Here, again, the pervading relationship of thecentral

station to the later branches of electricity will be em-
phasized, it being a fact that more and more of the prac-

titioners who employ electricity in their work depend
upon the power plants for their supply of current, with
the intervention of motors and storage batteries.

A number of spectacular exhibits are also being laid

out and elaborated by a committtee at whose head is Mi.
Luther Stieringer, whose work is well known in connec-
tion with the electric exhibits at Chicago, Atlanta.

Omaha, etc. This expert has also taken in hand the

lighting of the Garden and will produce some entirely

new effects, not only beautiful in themselves, but in-

structive as to the manner in which light should be used
for the harmonious illumination of large spaces. A great

many of the exhibitors are preparing features of extreme
novelty and interest, to which attention will be called as

soon as it is proper to do so.

It is a happy coincidence that this electrical exhibition
in New York will be in progress at the same time that the
electrical exhibition opens at Como, Italy, to celebrate

the centennial of the momentous discovery of the elec-

tric battery by Yolta. The Italian exhibition opens on
May 15th, and it is proposed, therefore, to hold a special

celebration at the Garden on Saturday, May 13th, from
which fraternal congratulations can be sent by cable. The
New York Electrical Society under wiiose auspices the ex-
hibition of 1898 was given so brilliantly, has undertaken
to organize the exercises of this function, and will rally to

its aid on the occasion the assistance of other local and
national bodies naturally interested in the matter, in-

viting also, the co-operation of the Italian officials

and societies. President Dunn and Secretary Guy are
already at work on this matter, which commends itself

generally to all who recognize how great is the debt
which is owed to the famous Italian from whose work,
it may be said, practical modern electricity dates.

Last year the basement was devoted almost wholly to
exhibits of engines and boilers and apparatus of that
class. Although this was very successful, a great many
of the exhibitors desired to be on the main floor. This
has been accomplished in the present exhibition by Gen-
eral Manager Nathan, and the basement will thus be
available for a series of very interesting exhibits of a
special nature, each of which will constitute a separate
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entertainment, and all of which will be free to the public.

There will be an electric theatre of scenic models, the

theatrophone, an electrical Cave of the Winds, an elec-

tric Grotto, an exhibit of the uses of electricity under

water, and several other features of equal attractiveness.

Such of the space as may not have been used in this way

will be thrown open to inventors and patentees, who
have meritorious inventions which they wish to intro-

duce to the public, and for which they desire to secure

capital for exploitation. All likely to be interested in

this opportunity are requested to communicate at once

with Mr. Nathan at Madison Square Garden, who will

arrange to provide them with a reasonable amount of

space for their apparatus, and to assist them in every way
to make an attractive demonstration at a small cost. It

is believed that many worthy ideas and devices linger in

obscurity for want of such an opportunity as this, and the

experiment will be given a liberal trial, in order to see

what it may bring forth of value and importance.

PERSONAL.

WILLIAM ROCHE.
William Roche, 259 Greenwich street. New York city,

manufacturers of the well-known "New Standard" dry

battery, has secured the whole building at No. 42 Vesey
street, near Church, which will be fitted up with all the

latest and improved appliances for the manufacture of

dry batteries. Mr. Roche will occupy this building on
or about the first of May and will be pleased to see his

friends at his new quarters.

They will no longer be required to climb up three

flights of stairs as Mr. Roche's department will be on
the first floor. The building has an excellent elevator

service and is equipped with electric light and power.
Mr. Roche is one of the original dry battery manufac-

turers of this country, having been connected with that

industry for the past nine years. He manufactured the

"Exeter" dry battery for the E. S. Greeley & Company.

William Roche.

this battery being selected as the best out of two hun-
dred exhibits by a board of expert electrical engineers

selected by President Cleveland, during the World's Fair

at Chicago in 1893. It will be remembered that this was
the battery which was used in connection with the fa-

mous golden "Victor" key with which President Cleve-
land opened the exposition. For some years Mr. Roche
manufactured the "Mesco" dry battery for the Manhat-
tan Electrical Supply Co., but in October, 1897, he re-

signed his position with that company and began the

manufacture of the "New Standard" dry battery which
has surpassed all his previous efforts in that line.

This battery has been introduced in the United States
Navy and is used both for land and sea work. It has, by
its merits, received the favorable recognition of the heads

of several European navies which will probably be fol-

lowed by its introduction in the service.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
Total Amount of Electrical Exports for Week

Ending April 18, 1899, $46,151.00.
New York, N. Y., April 18, 1899. ^

'

ie following ex-
ports of electrical material, etc., are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:
Antwerp.—25 packages electrical material, $926.
Argentine Republic.— 15 packages electrical material,

$385; 14 cases electrical machinery, $1,208.
Africa.— 1 case electrical material, $5.
British Australia.—6 packages electrical material, $52.
Berlin.— 10 packages electrical material, $1,102.
Brazil.—109 packages electrical material, $3,421.
British West Indies.—5 packages electrical material,

$254.
_

British Possessions in Africa.—232 packages electrical

material, $20,935.
British Honduras.— 1 package electrical material, $37.
British East Indies.— 19 cases electrical material. $422.
China.—7 cases electrical material, $105.
Cuba.—21 packages electrical material, $1,240.
Hamburg.—90 cases electrical material, $7,081.
Hull.—2 cases electrical material, $150.
Leeds.—2 cases electrical machinery, $35.
Lyons.—3 boxes electrical material, $100.
Liverpool.—20 packages electrical material, $941 ; 2

packages electrical machinery, $57.
Mexico.—210 packages electrical material, $2,967.
Manchester.—9 packages electrical material, $430.
Marseilles.—3 cases electrical material, $203.
Porto Rico.

—

2j cases electrical material, $895.
Stettin.—4 cases electrical material, $2,386.
Santo Domingo.— 13 packages electrical material,

$209.
Trieste.—5 cases electrical material, $192.
U. S. of Colombia.—3 cases electrical machinery, $35.
Venezuela.— 19 packages electrical material, $08.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Trenton, N. J.—The New York Electric Brake and

Coupler Co. has been organized to manufacture electric
brakes and couplers of all kinds. Capital stock, $1,-
000,000.

New York, N. Y.—The American Electroscope Co.,
incorporated by J. J. Alexandre, Isaac Alexandre and
A. B. Louis. Capital stock, $5,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The American Electric Manufac-
turing Co. has been incorporated to manufacture all kinds
of electric motors, etc. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

Petaluma, Cal.—Petaluma Gas and Electric Co., in-
corporated by Galen Burdell, M. A. Burdell, James B.
Burdell and others. Capital stock, $}oo,ooo.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Fish Electrical Co., incorpor-
ated with Charles E. Rosenbaum, president; jno. E
Osborne, vice-president, and Henrv II. Sclunuek. secre-
tary-treasurer. Capital stock, $5,000.

Richmond. Ya.—The T. Tower Blinford Electric
Manufacturing Co.. incorporated with P. H. Mayo, presi-

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom isr> World Bid., N. y. City.
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dent; George A. Tower, vice-president; Julian Blinford,

secretary, and George M. Reid, treasurer. Capital stock

to be not less than $30,000, not more than $100,000.

Bluefield, W. Va—The East River Electric Co. has

been incorporated for the manufacture of electric dy-

namos, etc.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago Electric Vehicle Co., incorpo-

rated by Edward L. Brewster, Samuel Insull and Wm.
G. Beale. Capital stock, $2,000,000.

Roseville, Ohio.—International Vehicle Co., incorpo-

rated by George W. W. Walker, S. P. Zehrung, George

W. Owen, L. S. Kildow and G. H. Bodine; telephone

line Coshocton and New Lexington. Capital stock,

$500.
Montgomery, Ala.—Montgomery Water Power and

Electrical Co., incorporated by J. S. Pinckard, president;

J. C. Haas, vice-president, and McD. Cain, secretary-

treasurer; to furnish light, heat and power to the city.

San Francisco, Cal.—Butte County Electric Power and
Lighting Co., incorporated by S. C. Denson, W. E.

Palmer, T. J. Ryan and others. Capital stock, $500,000.

Dover, Dela.—American Electric Manufacturing and
Power Co., incorporated by Henry E. Cain, Wm. M.
Baldwin and Howard L. Mendenhall ; manufacture mo-
tor vehicles to be propelled by air,- electricity, gas, etc.

Capital stock, $1,000,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.

Chetopa, Kan.—The Indian Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by R. W. Blue, J. H. Arter and S. E. Arter.

Capital stock, $10,000
New York, N. Y.—People's Telephone Co has been

incorporated under the laws of West Virginia by A.
Milford Hall, Oscar F. Shaw and others ; telephone lines

in all states and territories. Capital stock, $500,000.

Mattoon, 111.—Mattoon Telephone Co. has certified to

an increase in capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000.
Lebanon, Mo.—The Ozark Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by William C. Faubion, Daniel H. Haffner, John R.
Lyell and others. Capital stock, $6,000.

Alexandria, Minn.—Park Region Telephone Ex-
change Co., incorporated by Geo. S. C. Campbell, Nelson
L. Page and others. Capital stock, $10,000.

Butler, Ohio.—Ohio Telephone Construction Co., in-

corporated by J. H. Neer, W. J. McCullough, L. P.

Neer, A. Lanehart and W. T. Hissong. Capital stock,

$10,000.

Shelby, Ohio.—People's Telephone Co., incorporated
by A. R. Warner, W. W. Skiles, G. M. Skiles, B. F. Long
and Elmer Mansfield. Capital stock, $25,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

Hyattsville, Md.—The City and Suburban Railway
Co. will grant a plant for transforming electric current

from alternating to direct.

Holly Springs, Miss.—An electric light plant will be
established.

Covington, Ga.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning erection of electric light plant.

Hendersonville, N. C.—C. F. Toms contemplates the

establishment of an electric light plant.

Christiansburg, Va.—James Rigby & Sons will issue

bonds for the completion and operation of their electric

light plant.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS,

Muskegon, Mich.—The Grand Rapids, Grand Haven
and Muskegon Electric Railroad has been granted right
of way for a new suburban electric railroad.

JOTTINGS.

The Edison Decorative and Miniature Lamp Depart-
ment, of Harrison, N. J., state that they need only a few
hours' notice from persons desiring to rent electric signs
for the coming Electrical Exposition. They also rent

miniature lamps and receptacles.

Mr. Andrew Riker, president and electrical expert of

the Riker Electric Motor Co., of Brooklyn, was on Wall
street, April 22d, with his newly-built electric cab, at-

tracting great attention in the country's financial centre.
The cab proper is in the centre of the vehicle and has
extensions, back and front, to hold the forty-eight stor-

age batteries furnishing the current. The driver sits up
in front like his brethren of the equine driven vehicle.
This cab made the run from the new Hoffman House
to Wall street in twenty-five minutes. After a few fin-

ishing touches it will be shipped to Paris. The Riker
Company state that they have more orders on hand than
they can take care of with their present capacity and
arrangements are now under way to fix out extensive
works.
Montauk Multiphase Cable Company, 100 Broadway,

New York city, have recently opened an office in Boston,
Mass., Room 1, Brazer Building, 27-29 State street, where
the various electrical adaptations of the Montauk Multi-
phase cable are shown upon individual boards and sec-
tions of the dangerous parts of buildings and how they
are wired for detecting fires are also graphically illus-

trated.

The Montauk Company's business field is rapidly
widening and many installations are now being made in
various parts of the country. The recent disastrous fires

in New York city and Boston have created a demand for
the cable as being the only reliable device knOwn for
giving timely warning of dangerous heat or flame, allow-
ing ample time for the suppression of the fire and escape
from danger.
The Sprague Electric Company, 20 Broad street, New

York city, have issued a pamphlet entitled, "Electric
Power. The Lundell Motor," which reflects the highest
credit upon their advertising department. This pam-
phlet describes the Lundell motor, giving the various
details of construction and the applications to which it

is put. We quote the envoi of the pamphlet as a sample
of the Sprague Company's high standard in pamphlet
literature.

"Electricity, the great power behind all things, from
which all forces emanate; sound, heat, light, gravity,
magnetism, even life itself ; what magic in its very name.
Unknowable except by its effects, imponderable, invisi-

ble, mysterious ; mighty as Jove himself or weak as the
tiniest babe; pervading all space and all creation, yet
amenable to man's slightest whim and harnessed by him
to his bidding. What wonders has it not already
wrought, and what may not future generations see as
the further manifestations of its marvelous power? By it

space is annihilated, and intelligence and speech are con-
veyed hundreds of miles in an instant of time. By it we
are lighted and warmed ; by it our factories and machines
are operated, our vehicles and means of transportation
are moved and we are carried on our way. By it in a
thousand ways we are helped and life made easier. Great
is the power of electricity."

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am,

WATTMETERS
For Alternating" and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of the type tie-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

S and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO..

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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THE TELEGRAPH.

Details of Connection.

SETTING TYPE BY ELECTRICITY.

When Benjamin Franklin, with a kite and string, drew
down electricity from the clouds, he did not imagine it

would ever be introduced into the composing room, type-

setting machines not having been at that time invented.

Another printer, however, has found a way in which to

utilize this subtle agent in the composing room, and his

apparatus, when connected with the typesetting machine,
seems destined to accomplish results in this direction.

The diagram shown herewith illustrates the apparatus,

patented by John S. Thompson, of Chicago, an expert lin-

otype operator-machinist. It consists of a number of

electro—magnets connected in parallel, one magnet being
assigned to each key or lever of the machine keyboard.
These magnates are constructed so as to require success-

ively smaller electric currents to energize them, and they
also require successively greater periods of time for their

energization. Magnets wound with successively smaller

wire possess these characteristics. The sending machine
is connected with the receiving machine by but one cir-

cuit, the depression of the different keys of the sending

keyboard developing in the circuit currents of different
strengths. If the current so sent over the circuit be in-
sufficient to energize the first and and most quickly acting
magnets, it will traverse without affecting them, ami,
energizing the magnet adapted to it, cause it to attract
the key lever associated with it, at the same time opening
the circuit at a point immediately beyond itself, and thus
cut out the slower magnets before they have time to act.
The sending keyboard may either be a typesetting ma-
chine or merely a facsimile of its keyboard, and if desir-
able, two or a dozen or more machines connected with the
sending station, all on a single circuit. Thus Associated
Press dispatches could be set up in type simultaneously
in various cities by one man operating a keyboard in

Washington or any other point. Special dispatches and
syndicate matter could in like manner be set in type in the
offices of corresponding newspapers instead of telegraph-
ing or sending the copy otherwise. If that class of type-
setting machines which assemble the type in a continuous
line, the justification being subsequently done, were used,
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the matter of differing measures of newspapers would cut

no figure ; nor, with that or any other style of typesetting

machine, would the fact that the various newspapers use

different fonts in their offices, for with a fat nonpareil, a

normal minion and a lean brevier, for instance, the same
matter could be set in varying fonts in the same measure.

with their being used in the ordinary way, and when a

breakdown occurs in the receiving machine it could be
"shunted" and another thrown into circuit instantly.

This invention is applicable also to a variety of other
uses, and when applied to the typewriter will undoubtedly
cause a revolution in the method of transmitting tele-

C-W Controllers, 60 Ampere and 150-Ampere, Covered and Open

Again, if that style of typesetting machines were used
which causes, by the depression of the keys, perforations
to be made in a continuous strip of paper, this paper be-
ing then put into a secondary machine, the matter there
being cast into type automatically, the operation becomes
still more simplified, there being little more mechanism in

graphic messages. In party-line telephony, signaling,

annunciators and like devices it will find a field of great

usefulness. A. Miller Belfield, a patent attorney and
electrical expert, aided Mr. Thompson materially in de-

veloping his invention, which is being patented in the

principal foreign countries of the world.—Inland Printer.

C-W Dynamo on Mcintosh & Seymour Engine at Ampere.

these keyboards than in an ordinary typewriter, and the
likelihood of its getting out of order at a critical time and
thus causing delay, reduced to a minimum. This con-
tingency, in any case, could be provided for by having two
or more machines in each office equipped with Mr.
Thomson's apparatus, which would in no way interfere

ELECTRIC EIGHT AND POWER.
SOME POINTERS ON DYNAMO ELECTRIC

MACHINERY.
Probably one of the most overwhelming proofs of the

rednrpri fr,rm and limited space occupied by electrical ma-
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chinery and its controlling devices is shown by methods tical, well designed and properly associated parts comprise
now in vogue of governing and operating dynamo elec- the sum and and substance of modern American machin*
trie machinery. The experience of amateur contractors ery.

engaged in the erecting of small lighting plants has been The controllers, shown in illustration, for 6o and 150
painful in many respects on account of the unharmonious- amperes, shown covered and open, are a source of the

C.-W. Motor Connected to a Small Sturtevant Blower.

ness of certain parts of the plant. Dynamos with regu-

lating rheostats, unwieldly switches, with commutators

of shaky construction and insufficient carrying capacity

are still fresh in the memories of many contractors. In

many respects this unsuitability of parts belongs to a past

era in the history of electrical engineering. The direct

greatest convenience to those employing large motors for

any purpose whatsoever. The handle gradually turned
throws into circuit field, resistance, armature, etc., in the

same manner that those used on trolley cars enable the
motorman to govern the current and speed. The dyna-
mo direct connected with Macintosh & Seymour engine

connected plant, self contained, of minimum weight and
highest efficiency and the motor governed by a controller
and doing its work without attention or care, are perma-
nent factors of to-day's work. Inconveniences that cer-

tainly made the study of electricity at <<ne time mean the

study of many mysteries exist no more and simple, prar-

C.-W. Motor, With Counter-Shaft Thiuug 1 Base of Pedestals.

represents the complete avoidance of those disturbing

elements to which older machines were heir to. Both

dynamo and engine exemplify that complete adaptability

of part to part by means of which electric light plants have

become perfectly automatic and highly efficient. The
regulation of both dynamo and engine is such that atten-
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tion is reduced to a minimum and the proper proportion-

ing of field, armature winding, brushes, commutator, etc.,

relieve the engineer of all responsibility other than a mo-
mentary inspection eaeh day.

Motors have also passed through their stages of evolu-

tion and in developing, so to speak, display all those types

qf life. For heavy machine work as well as the lightest

dental or surgical operation the motor performs its func-

as these, as the profession improved, sprang larger and
heavier types, more in keeping with the time and its de-
mands. Without question the performance of the dyna-
mo as a factor of modern civilization is thoroughly as-
sured. Although it may undergo modifications in the
future, they will only be those which tend to reduce the
size and enlarge the capacity of the generators. As far
as weight is concerned the Edison "Jumbo" dynamo and

uj Rill 111 w
65 40 25 15 2 I & y* fc >fe

2P5 90 10 r/z

Poles, Separate, for Belt-Type Machines.

tions with reliability and satisfaction. In connection
with ventilating machines and for a huge variety of other

purposes motors are most generally applied. Many
branches of trade have been improved by the motor.
There are more engines sold, more boilers, more ventil-

ating machinery, more glass for lamps, more copper, more
cotton and silk, more shellac, than ever before, while rub-

ber in a variety of forms appears on the market as part

and parcel of electrical engineering.

Space between i* ;'ii" lines

must not be encrusu lied ii|K>n.

a multipolar generator of the same capacity testify to the

improvement in the art of building and designing. The
absence of a regulating box to which an assistant clings

until lamps are not to be turned on or off any more, or

until the wee hours of the morning allow him to sink

into peaceful slumber, although voltages may rise or fall,

this at least proves that modern science has overcome all

objections and produced the most nearly perfect machine
conveivable.
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In the final illustrations are shown two types of frames

;

the first representing those used for belt type machines
on the one-twelfth horse-power to large and heavier sizes.

In the line sketch is given the general dimensions of a

generator suited to direct connection. The largest of

our dynamo and motor constructing concerns all began

by placing upon the market light electrical machinery

such as small fan motors, switches, sockets, etc. From such

DIMENSIONS SIZE 2S0 D.

TOTAL WEIGHT, 43,500 LBS.

ARMATURE WEIGHT, 10.000 LBS.

CBOCKEB-WHKELER RLRCTRIC CO., AMPEKB, H. J»

FIG. 164

It is stated that in response to the petition sent by the

Dover (England), Corporation to the Trinity House re-

questing that all lightships shall be connected, with the

shore by means of wireless telegraphy, a reply has been

received. The Trinity House state that experiments are

still being conducted, and that the Corporation's sugges-

tion will be considered in due course.—Ex.
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A LOW WATT LAMP.
It has been interesting to note the steps of progress in

the construction of incandescent lamps. Founded upon
principles that are sound and substantial, the manufacture
of filaments has become a science. From a vast chaos of

possibilities a few definite and valuable features have been
selected. They have been combined together for the pur-

pose of constituting a finished lamp. In part this effort

point, wich is to-day the guiding star of intelligent in-

ventors.

How shall these be enumerated without calling forth

a stern criticism ? The opinion that the incandescent lamp
is a commercial success is true. It has created a field for

itself and become in many respects indispensable. The
comfort and satisfaction its use engenders is a matter of

common experience. Why, then, is it not popular in the

home? If food and light are essential to domestic happi-

ness ,it would be consistent to choose the best, at least of

light and drive away the hampering shadows. The ex-

penses of a home are such in many cases that the intro-

duction of the electric light would not interfere seriously

and increase them. The reason does not exist entirely

here, but in a parallel channel. Gas at present costs 65

cents a thousand cubic feet in New York City; a five-

foot burner will give sixteen candle-power for two hun-

dred hours. The electric light would involve an expense

of from one and a half to two dollars for the same amount

of light. Unaccustomed as the majority of house own-
ers are to the electric light, its absence is not felt in the

home ; but its introduction and subsequent removal would
probably create a change of sentiment regarding it.

Its loss would be felt, and the difference between it and
the disagreeable features of other illuminants become
strikingly evident.

The home will receive the incandescent lamp when
competition brings it to the door—when power becomes
cheapened and allows this great and final distribution to

occur ; or when the energy at present consumed in a lamp
is cut down to one-half.

The matter rests between these two probabilities—the

production of power on a much more economical basis,

or the use of lamps giving sixteen candle-power with a

consumption of twenty-five watts.

RAILROADS.
There is a common belief in vogue that the wealth of

Croesus was a mere mark in comparison with the gigantic

fortunes accumulated by the presidents of railroads.

The title of president bears its weight of responsibility,

even though the glitter and pomp of its wear is a con-

stant delusion to the idle mind.

In the year 1895 of the month of June, more than one
hundred and fifty railways have passed into the hands of

receivers. The one owning the greatest length of track

was the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, whose possessions

extended over 4,438 miles.

In consequence of the increasing depression in business

circles since then it is likely that many other concerns

have joined the ranks of these unfortunates and swelled

their number beyond two hundred. It may be of conse-

quence to investors in electric roads to discover whether

this unwholesome reflection upon the condition of steam

roads in this country is due to an overwhelming competi-

tion, a reduction in passenger or freight traffic, or the in-

creasing spread of trolley systems in, around and between

towns and cities that otherwise depended upon locomo-

tive traction.

The old adage is well illustrated in the ultimate be-

havior of many of these roads of smaller capacities that

"In unity there is strength," by the unification of groups

of them into larger and larger companies of greater reach

and better financial standing.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has an annual gross revenue

exceeding $60,000,000, which approximates a return of

$22,000 a mile ; the New York Central & Hudson River

touching the mark at $40,000,000 gross annual revenue

and $17,000 gross revenue per mile of line.

It is frequently believed that syndicates form for the

purpose of imposing upon the public, but it may be be-

lieved that the formation of such is sometimes due to the

irresistible pressure of circumstances. It is either a

coalescence or bankruptcy. It may likewise be believed

that the condition of electric roads is that of seeming pros-

perity, in the light of these facts, and speaks well for their

introduction and maintenance by the people.

Like the numberless concerns transacting business and

leading ephemeral lives, it may be said that steam roads

differ from these only in magnitude, and consequently fol-

low the same law in the pitiless struggle for existence.

Their histories are more prolonged because they are big-

ger, but it seems that only those already in the field can

persist, and even they are apt to be swept away with the

rest by the strong tide of adversity.

TEMPERATURE OF THE ELECTRIC ARC.
To measure an all-consuming heat is a great scientific

achievement. Of all great sources of heat perhaps the

sun and the electric arc are best known. The sun is so

hot, so far beyond our wildest guess, that its tempera-

ture is completely unknown. Prof. Paschen considers

5,130 deg. C. the nearest approach to the correct value.

In "Fahrenheit degrees this is equivalent to 0.266 degrees,

a state of incandescence below our expectations.

Helmholz believes a contraction of the sun from its
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primitive nebulous volume to its present size would give
rise to an increase of temperature of 28 millions of de-

gres, centigrade. Thus it is seen that we have to deal

with suggestive estimates which imply conditions natural

or constrained, and which in themselves but lead to further

inquiry. The heat of the arc is as great a problem as

that of the sun. Experiments made by Fizeau and Fou-
cault enabled them to arrive at the conclusion that the

intensity of the light produced with respect to the sun was
expressed by the ratio of 385 : 1.000. The temperatures
are thus compared in a crude manner. It would seem
from these results that a powe'rful arc light produces a

degree of heat which varies from one-quarter to one-
particles of carbon are instantly volatilized, thus showing
a heat of thousands of degres, Fahrenheit,
pun snqdBjS 'spuoiuBiQ uns aip }e ^uijsixa )bij} jo qjxis

N. Y."

The longest section of the proposed cable would be that
from San Francisco to Hawaii, amounting to 2,098 En-
glish miles. From Hawaii to Wake Island is 2,040 miles

;

from Wake Island to Guam, 1,290 miles; from Guam to
Manila, 1,520 miles.

PERSONAL.
JOSEPH MUIR, M. D.

Dr. Joseph Muir, editor of electro-therapeutics of The
Electrical Age, has been appointed laryngologist to St.

Marks Hospital, New York City.

TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

A LONG POWER TRANSMISSION PLANT.
An account of what is stated to be the longest electric

power transmission plant in operation is given in a recent
number of "Engineering News." The generating sta-

tion is situated at San Bernardino, where there is ample
water supply with an available head of 700 feet. Pelton
wheels are used, those at present installed being capable
developing 4,000 horse-power, and it is proposed to in-

crease this later on to 6,000 horse-power. The electric

arrangements comprise three-phase generators and step-

up transformers at the generating station. The former
generate the current at 750 volts, which is then trans-

formed by the latter to 3,300 volts for transmission over
the line to Los Angeles, 80 miles distant. The con-
ductors consist of six No. 1 copper wires, arranged with
two three-wire circuits, and supported on poles. At Los
Angeles step-down transformers reduce the potential to

2,200 volts, at which the current is distributed to a sub-
station in the heart of the city.

A new element has been added to automobilism in

Paris, as may be seen by the following, taken from the reg-

ulations for the circulation of automobiles in that city.

"The approach of an automobile must, if necessary, be
signalled by means of a trumpet." This regulation must
must certainly appeal to the lovers of that instrument in

Paris but, we confess that we prefer the perhaps not so

musical(?) but undoubtedly more serviceable electric

gong to the nerve racking and tympanum splitting trump-
et, especially in the hands of the cabbies, whose musical
education has, as a rule, generally been neglected.

ELECTRIC POWER FOR PORTABLE MACHINE
TOOLS.

To most minds, portability in the case of a machine tool

carries with it the suggestion of relatively small size, and a

48-inch slotting machine, for example, would not ordinar-
ily be thought of as a tool of the portable type. The ad-
vent of electricity as a motive power, however, has brought
some of its striking results into this field as well as into

others of perhaps better-known character, and has given
to some of the heavier machine shop equipments a flex-

ibility of application which has widely extended their

sphere of usefulness and has correspondingly simplified

operations of hitherto awkward nature. The possibility,

through electric driving, of bringing the tool to. the work-

instead of the work to the tool has, indeed, led to a degree
of economy in the handling of material which, in one of

the large engineering workshops, is the immediately strik-

ing feature of the place and at once commands attention.

An overhead electric traveling crane picks up a heavy
slotting, or shaping, machine, or drill press, or other tool

of required kind, carries it the length of the shop, if need
be, to the work in hand, and as promptly takes it away
after its mission has been accomplished, to operate upon
some other piece of work, or to make room for some other

tool. Tbat portion of the shop floor commanded by the

crane is one huge work table, slotted and grooved in all

directions for temporary bolting down the tools, and the

equipment in its entirety and the methods of handling it

afford a splendid object lesson of evolution in shop prac-

tice. No time is lost in carrying the heavy piece of work
from tool to tool to be adjusted and fastened for each sep-

arate one ; it is left in its originally alloted place, to be op-

erated upon by each tool in turn, or, preferably, by several

tools at once, as is often possible, with a degree of ease, ra-

pidity and precision which invariably is impressive.

—From-Cassier's Magazine for May.
A correspondent of the London "Daily Mail" writes an

THE TELEGRAPH.

DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED PACIFIC CABLE.
The cable itself is to be 7,000 miles long, is to touch at

Hawaii and the Carolines, and connect the Southern La-
drones, being thence extended to Manila. The weight of

the deep-sea cable is to be 28 tons per mile. A sixteenth
part of the actual distance of the necessary connection
will be allowed in excess, in order to make up for uneven-
ness of the sea bed. The cost is reckoned at $1,000.00
per mile, and as soon as Congress has given its consent
to the slight concessions still demanded, the companv is

ready to commence work. The starting point, according
to the company's plans, will be Monterey in California,

and the last point the town of Manila on the Island of Lu-
zon. Two years will probably be spent on the completion
and laying of the cable, but the survey of the route across

the Pacific to Manila will probably be begun immediately.

interesting letter in refuting the claim that Dr. Oliver

Lodge is the father of wireless telegraphy. In the "Scien-

tific American" of February 22, 1879, Professor Loomis.
who was then carrying on experiments in aerial tele-

graphy in West Virginia, did his talking with his assistant,

20 miles away, by telephone, the connection being aerial

only. According to the "Athenaeum" for 1854, Dr.

Franklin made experiments in 1748, in conveying tele-

graphic messages without the aid of connecting wires, and

with the same success as Professor Loomis. In 1845
Professor Morse transmitted intelligence in the same way
across the Susquehanna River. James Lindsay, as long

ago as 1856. demonstrated at one of the London docks

the practicabilitv of wireless telegraphy. With regard to

Dr. Lodge and Signor Marconi, we can therefore say with

absolute truth, "that other men laboured, and ye have en-

tered into their labors," and that neither is the father of

the system of signalling through space.

GERMAN TELEPHONE SERVICE.
Consul Schumann writes from Mainz. February 2S.

1899: The telephone service of this country is a public

institution controlled and managed by the Department

for Posts and Telegraphs. The rates are certainly very

low, the charge for a local telephone being S38.55 per

annum, including the rental of the instrument. The

service, however, is lacking in enterprise. I applieH on

Februarv 20 to have a telephone placed in my residence,

and was told that the connection could not possibly be

made before May or June, as they did not string wires

in winter.
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ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

ELECTRICITY IN MEDICAL PRACTISE.
The increasing use of the electric current by the medi-

cal profession throughout the country,—more particularly

in hospitals and sanatariums having their own electric

light plants—has created a demand for controlling devi-

lows : the adapter is inserted in the electric light fixture

and a 16 c. p. lamp placed in the adapter. The terminals

of the connecting cords are attached to the binding p s s

at the rear of the controller, the diagnostic lamp being

Vetter Volt Controller and Current Adapter.

ces by means of which the dynamic current could be em-
ployed with safety and scientific accuracy at the same
time. A number of these devices are shown in the illus-

trations herewith, the first one being the Volt Controller,

used in conjunction with the Diagnostic Lamp Outfit,

[ _ Details of the Universal DiagQosicJLamp Outfit.

attached to binding posts at the front of the controller.

The switch is then turned to the metal button and the

Universal Diagnostic Lamp Outfit.

which is also shown. The current controller, which is black button slowly moved over the graduated scale, be-
used with a Vetter current adapter, is employed as fob ginning at one, until the lamp burns brightly. If suffic-
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ient light is not obtained when the button rests at eight,

the switch is turned off, the button moved back to one

and a 32 c p. lamp is inserted in the adapter in place of the

16 c. p. lamp. The operation is then repeated until the

desired amount of light is obtained. The capacity of a 16

c. p. lamp is half an ampere, that of a 32 c. p. lamp one am-
pere, etc. This controller, in connection with the Vetter

series current adapter, gives perfect control over the volt-

age of the current employed and can also be utilized in

operating cystoscopes, electric photophores and other di-

agnostic lamps which require a lower voltage than the

current used. The Universal diagnostic lamp outfit,

shown in illustration, consists of a throat illuminating

lamp with tongue depressor, electric laryngoscope with

charging storage batteries contained in the cabinet prop-
er. For physicians' use the advantages derived from the
installation of electro therapeutic outfits can hardly be es-

timated. The above are manufactured and may be found
on exhibition in the show rooms of E. B. Meyerowitz,
104 E. 23rd St., New York City.

TELEPHONIC.

A TELEPHONE MESSAGE COUNTER.
L'Electricien states that Mr. R. Van Kerckhove has de-

signed an arrangement for recording the number of tele-

phone messages passed through trunk lines from Brussels,

and also for counting the same, and ensuring that just

Vetter Electro-Therapeutlu Wall Basee.

small mirror and a trans-illuminating lamp for examina-
tions of the antrum and frontal sinus, and may be opera-
ted by either battery or direct or alternating current.

Two illustrations of the Vetter complete electro thera-

peutic wall base are shown, as they appear when fitted to

the wall. These wall bases, as they are called, contain
within tnemselves switches, controilinsr and measuring:
devices, etc., so arranged that the physician's convenience
is carefully studied in every respect. Each wall base de-
signed contains a variety of instruments, such as a volt

limit selector, a Vetter faradic coil, a De Wattville switch,

etc. Controlling devices for cautery and diagnostic illumin-

ation are also supplied and a motor generator used for

charges are enforced. The instrument can be manufactured
at a very moderate price, and it partly solves the perpetual

motion problem. On the outside there is a dial with the

figures 1 to 5. The needle, when the conversation com-
mences, stands at No. 5, and gradually moves back, indi-

cating how many minutes the speaker still has at his com-
mand without extra charge. After 4^ minutes' conversation

a stroke on a bell warns the user of the telephone that the

time is almost up. Any further conversation after the five

minutes has to be paid for, for which purpose the apparatus

is reset. There is also provided a device by which, during

the busiest portions of a day. a change can be made from the

five minutes' to a three minutes' conversation.—Ex.
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3IISCELLANEOUS.

NEW BLOCK SYSTEM.
The Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie is to install

a block signalling system that is entirely new, the inven-

tion of M. V. Shriver, chief electrician. The system has
telegraph and telephone features. Boxes will be placed

on telegraph poles (the latter to be numbered to corres-

pond with those on the boxes) at intervals of about one-

quarter of a mile. The boxes will be connected with the

company's wires, and, in case of a wrecked train or other

disaster, by pulling down a lever the number of the box
will be sounded at headquarters, and at the same time

conversation carried on with the superintendent or officer

in charge. The same system can be used for blocking
and running trains and registering train numbers at

headquarters. When an operator gives a train the block

a bell is set ringing in his office, which does not cease

until the block is removed. If he throws a switch and
his signal is still at safety, it will notify the superintendent
or other official to that effect, and the operator's attention

can be called to the same.—Railroad Press.

AN ELECTRICAL SIREN.
An invention has recently been perfected in Ottawa,

Can., Says the Electrical Era, which, it is said, may take

the place of the now much used electric bell, and will also

no doubt be extensively used as a fog signal at sea and
along the shores where the fog signals are in use. The
machine will be known as an electrical siren. The inven-

tor of the new device is A. E. Trudeau, of Ottawa. He
has been working steadily for over two years on this in-

vention, and has just completed a large fog horn which
will be tested on the great lakes as a fog signal. The
machine is capable of producing a variety of sounds
similar to those of a steam whistle, and be heard at a

great distance. The sound produced is very harsh and
penetrating. It can be placed at a point inaccessible to

the ordinary steam plant now used in fog signalling, and
can be operated by wires connecting the power at almost
any distance. It is also proposed to utilize it as a burglar
alarm. The mechanism of the new machine is very simple
and compact. It consists of a large copper horn similar

to that of a large base horn. The remainder is of iron.

THE DAVY ARC LAMP.
A description of a new enclosed arc lamp appears in a

late number of London Invention, and to judge from the

same it seems to have a number of meritorious features.

It is the invention of Mr. W. Davy, of Finsbury House,
Bloomfield street, London Wall, London, E. C. The
carbons are enclosed in a glass receptacle, independent of

the globe which tones the light. The former is very
nearly air-tight, and the whole arrangement is supported
on springs which preserve it perfectly from vibration. As
a result of the very slow combustion of the carbons and of

the absence of vibration, the regulating apparatus, itself

of a highly ingenious nature, and to be alluded to pres-

ently, has fair play, and perfect steadiness and absence of

all noise whatever, are completely attained, and the light

has, of course, all the power inseparable from arc lights

generally. One important advantage obtained by the

absence of vibration is that the glass enclosing the car-

bons does not become dirtied with black specks of carbon
from the poles, which are very difficult to clean off. In

the Davy lamp the only dirt that accumulates on the in-

side of the glass consists of white inorganic salts original-

ly present as traces of impurity in the carbons. These
salts are volatilized by the extremely high temperature,
and condense upon the glass. There, however, they have
have very little effect in stopping the light, and they do
not adhere at all, and can be cleaned off with the greatest

ease by means of a duster. The glass is big enough for

the insertion of the hand for that purpose. As regards

economy, it is only necessary to mention that the watt
consumption per candle is only .5 in the Davy lamp as

against 3 or even 4 watts in glow lamps. The fact of the

arc being enclosed, and the glass enclosing it being free

from danger of being broken by contact with white hot
particles of carbon, prevents all risk of fire, even if the

space between the glass and the outer globe were packed
with inflammable material. The enclosure of the arc
makes trimming much less troublesome. Open type
lamps require trimming every eight hours, while the
Davy will run for a week day and night without trim-

ming. The regulating arrangement has .the very inge-
nious feature that the pressure changes produced inside

the glass receiver from alternations in the temperature
of the gases inside as the current begins to vary are made
to help the ordinary magnetic adjustment of the position
of the carbon. The regulation becomes thus extremely
sensitive and prompt and efficient in its action.

The Davy lamp weighs only I2lbs., and can be run
either with a direct or with an alternating current, al-

though the former is decidedly better, and there can be no
doubt that a great future is before it.

ELECTRIC HAULAGE.
At a recent meeting of the Burgundy Section of the So-

ciete de lTndustrie Minerale, Mr. Graillot showed the draw-
ing of an electric haulage engine in which the speed of 1,000
revolutions is directly reduced to 25 revolutions per minute,
so as to fit it for driving two endless chains for hauling
wagons at the port. The electrometer is connected by a
clutch with an endless screw having only one thread, and
the lower part of which is immersed in oil. A ring, mounted
on the shaft driving the chain, carries the pivots of forty

small rollers which constitute the spur-gear teeth ; and each
revolution of the dynamo, that is, of the screw, allows a
tooth to pass, so that the ratio of speed is as forty to one.
The clutch, which permits of slip if necessary, is provided
for preventing breakage in the event of the chain engaging
in a fixed obstacle, because the dynamo, with its speed of

1,000 revolutions per minute, constitutes a powerful fly-

wheel, which would, without this precaution, cause break-
age of the chain if its travel were interrupted.—Ex.

AN ELECTRICAL INJURY.
A remarkable electric shock to an electrician occurred on

the afternoon of March 7th, at the power-house on Lexing-
ton avenue and Twenty-fifth street. New York. Joseph
Hampel was working at one end of the switchboard when
there was a flash of light and the electric lights in the build-

ing went out and the electric cars over a large section of the

city were stalled. Every particle of clothing Hampel had
on, except the overalls and drawers on his right leg and part

of the right shoulder of his undershirt and blouse, and a

piece of his right shoe and stocking, was burnt off. His
body was black as burnt cork and his hair was entirely burnt
off. The floor was also burned, a large hole being made,
into which he fell. He finally got his hand off the circuit,

and yelling with agony ran out into the middle of the room,
where a workmen extinguished the flames which were still

licking the man's garments. An ambulance was promptly
summoned, and it was found that he was terribly burned.

He was taken to the hospital, and strange to say, it is prob-

able he will recover.

The cause of the accident is unknown. It is thought that

Hampel had been using a wrench tightening a screw on the

switchboard, and in some manner the screw completed the

circuit.—Scientific American.
TRAMWAY TRACTTON.

At a recent meeting of the Birmingham (England) As-

sociation of Mechanical Engineers a paper on Electric

Traction and Its Application to Large Towns, was read

by Mr. G. Conally, engineer to the Birmingham and Mid-
land Tramways Company. Mr. Conally holds that elec-

tric traction has been adversely influenced in this country

by the insecurity to which proprietors were exposed by
the Tramways Act of 1870. As to the best system for
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use he regards the open conduit plan as too expensive

for most situations. He referred to the fact that in Wash-
ington it had cost £11,400 per mile, and in New York
from £10,000 to £20,000 per mile of single track. In

England the cost of the conduit alone would be £10,800
to £ 12,000 per mile of single track. As regards the track

itself, he thinks the practice of laying the rails direct on

a concrete foundation a mistake, and advocates the inter-

position of longitudinal sleepers between this concrete

and the rail. The additional elasticity thus obtained

would, in his opinion, add to the life of both rail and

rolling stock. The overhead sytem of traction has, on

the whole, the most advantages, and of particulars types

of this the Dickenson side contact seems the best, as it

removes almost all objections against the overhead wires.

—Ex.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS.

The 134 meeting of the Institute held at 12 West 31st

street, New York, April 26th, was devoted to a topical dis-

cussion on "The Limitation of Power Subdivision by
Electric Motors in Manufacturing Establishments." Mr.
Gano S. Dunn of the Croker-Wheeler Co., opened the

discussion, which was participated in by Messrs. R. T.

Lozier, H. B. Coho, H. Ward Leonard, Arthur Will-

iams,. Jesse M. Smith, Oberlin Smith, Douglas Burnett,

George Hill, and P. M. Pedersen.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee in the af-

ternoon the following associate members were elected

:

Joseph Clement, Box 149, Johannesburg, S. A. R; R.
Laurie Ellis, 230 Dyer building, Augusta, Ga.

; John El-

lis, Lonsdale, R. I. ; Albert F. Ganz, 612 River St., Ho-
boken, N. J. ; A. P. Kennedy, Maywood, 111. ; W. H. Law-
rence, 49 West 26th street, New York, N. Y. ; Oliver S.

Lyford, Jr., 916 Lilac street, Pittsburg, Pa. ; Raymond S.

Masson, Mills building, San Francisco, Cal. ; M. Namba,
Kioto, Japan

;
John S. Peck, Pittsburg, Pa. ; Walter Wil-

son Reed, General Electric Company, Schnectady, N. Y.

;

Edward F. Schurig, 306 City Hall, Omaha, Neb. ; Charles

Edward Skinner, 424 Franklin avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

;

Gerard Swope, 342 South Jefferson street, Chicago, 111.

;

Walter Farrington Wells, 72 East 77th street, New York,
N. Y. ; Robert A. Widdecombe, 1,653 Roscoe street, Chi-

cago, 111. ; Walter Douglas Young, Roland Park, Balti-

more, Md.
The following were transferred to membership : H. Eu-

gene Chubbuck, Ouincv, 111.; William Slocum Barstow,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

LITERARY.

"REAL RAPID TRANSIT TO FIFTY SUBURBAN
TOWNS."

We are in receipt of a copy of the latest issue of the

"Four Track Series," No. 23, entitled "Real Rapid Tran-
sit to Fifty Suburban Towns."

In this very useful publication, just issued by the Pass-

enger Department of the New York Central, will be found
a brief description of the towns and villages located on the

Hudson, Harlem and Putnam Divisions within forty miles

of New York. Here you will learn the distance from the

city, the number of trains, time and rate of fare, with maps
showing the location of each place, list of reliable real es-

tate agents having places to sell or rent, etc. A copy will

be sent free, post paid to any address, upon receipt of a

one cent stamp by George H. Daniels, General Passenger
Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.

"ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
OF LUNDELL FAN MOTORS. CATALOGUE

NO. 66."
The latest product of the Sprague Electric Company's

literary department bears the above title and contains
illustrated descriptions of the construction and various ap-
plications of the famous Lundell fan motors and also a de-
tailed price list for the season of 1899. The cover shows
a handsome little girl affectionately leaning on a Lundell
fan motor and, judging by the contented expression on
her countenance, she is apparently well pleased with her
support. Copies of the above will no doubt be mailed
upon application to the advertising department of the
Sprague Electric Company, 20 Broad Street, New York
City.

EXHIBITIONS.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION NOTES.
Each of the electrical exhibitions held in New York of

late years has been distinguished by some special features.
That of 1896 included the best public demonstration of the
Roentgen rays, the transmission of power from Niagara,
and the sending of a cable message around the world. The
exhibition of 1898 included a complete church, lit by vac-
uum tubes, the application of electricity to street car trac-
tion, the first series of wax works ever made to illustrate
the history of an art, the theaterphone, and the beginnings
of wireless telegraphy. The prominent feature of the
1899 exhibition will certainly be automobilism. The ex-
hibit of electric vehicles will be by long odds the largest
and best ever seen in America, and second only to the
great exhibits at Paris.

A great many other important features will be brought
forward for the first time this year, among them the
United States Government exhibit, which will include
the following:

Flying Telegraph Cart.—This cart contains different
types of light telegraph wires and cables, and is used with
the advance guard of the army to keep the commanding
general in constant communication with the front.

Telegraph wagon and truck.—Used for carrying a
"central telegraph office on wheels," and the light steel

telegraph poles used for rapid construction.
Hand wheels containing aluminum bronze wire.—This

wire is used for sentry purposes, the soldier paying out the
wire as he advances, and keeping in constant telephonic
communication with the guard house.

Outpost cart, showing old type of wire for telephonic
communication with outposts.

Switchboard used at Ponce, Porto Rico.—This switch-
board was constructed by Lieutenant Colonel Reber out
of sugar kettles captured from the enemy's plantation,

showing the versatility of our army officers in construct-
ing their needs out of whatever material may be found at

hand.

Kit used at Santiago.—These historical instruments
were the ones used at the battle of Santiago, over which
was flashed the message of the surrender, and before that

were constantly used in our intrenchments, keeping the

White House informed of all the happenings at the front.

Map of battle line at Santiago.—Giving a diagram of

how the signal officers connected the different intrench-

ments by telephone with headquarters.

Heliograph.—Used when it is impossible to string

wires, to flash telegraphic signals by sunlight.

A display of the various instruments used by the Signal

Corps for sending messages by wig-wag. telegraph, tele-

phone, and night flash light methods will be made ; signal

flags and practice kits, international code flags, acetylene

gas lamp, oil lamp and screen, main line sounder, Graham-
Meyer torch, type C and D instruments. These instru-

ments were designed by Colonel James Allen and are pe-

culiar, owing to the fact that an alternating or buzz cur-
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rent is used in the transmission of messages, thus enabling

by the use of a transformer to raise the voltage to such an
extent that a message can be sent over a great distance

without the aid of relays.

Xight signal system.—By this system, using the differ-

ent combinations of colored lights, the vessels of the

squadrons are enabled to communicate at night.

The following completes the list of exhibitors at the

Electric Show

:

Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellchaft, Berlin, Ger-

many.
American Electrician Company, 26 Cortlandt St., City.

Appert Glass Company, 141 Broadway, City.

American Electric Specialty Company, 123 Liberty St.,

City.

Baker & Co., 120 Liberty St., City.

The Burnet Co., 115 Maiden Lane, City.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company, St. Louis,Mo.
Dickford Drill Company, Cincinnati, O.
Electrical Age, World building, City.

Edison Jr., Electric Light & Power Company, 27 Will-

iam St., City.

Electrical World & Electrical Engineer, 9 Murray St.,

City.

Electricity Newspaper Company, Electrical Exchange
building, City.

Electrical Review, Times B'ld., City.

Fischer Equipment Company, Chicago, 111.

Fischer Foundry & Machine Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Hub, 24-26 Murray St., City.

W. S. Hill Electric Co., New Bedford, Mass.
F. Hardmuth & Co., Ratibor, Germany.
H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company, 100 William St.,

City.

Johns, Pratt Company, Hartford, Conn.
Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator Company,

116 Bedford St., Boston Mass.

J. Jones & Son, 64 Cortlandt St., City.

L. Katzenstein & Co., 357 West St., City.

Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96 Ful-

ton St., City.

National Association Stationary Engineers, 120 Broad-

way, City.

National Photograph Machine Company, 85 Beaver

St., City.

Ohio Electric Spec. & Manufacturing Company. Troy,

Ohio.
Postal Telegraph Cable Company, 253 Broadway, City.

Street Railway Journal, 26 Cortlandt St., City.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company, 71 Broad-

way, City.

Union Boiler Tube Cleaner Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Henry B. Van Keuren, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Company, Penacook,

N. H.
Wright Disc Meter Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING APRIL 25, 1899, $99,312.00.

New York, April 25, 1899.—The following exports of

electrical material are from the port of New York for the

week ending this date

:

Argentine Republic—Sixty-three packages electrical

material, $2,767; 126 packages electrical machinery, $10,-

370.

Antwerp—Fifty-six cases electrical material, $8,103; I

case electrical machinery, $540.

Bremen—Seven cases electrical material, $350.

British East Indies—Forty-six packages electrical ma-

terial, $1,278; 2 cases electrical material, $61.

British Guiana—Fifteen packages electrical material,

$305-
British Australia—Forty-one packages electrical ma-

rial, $1,735; 2 cases electrical machinery, $55.
Brazil—Seventy-four boxes electrical material, $1,596.

British West Indies—Thirty-five packages electrical

material, $1,485; 18 packages electrical machinery, $470.

Cuba—Forty-nine packages electrical material, $1,596.

Chili—Ten packages electrical material. $45.

China—Two cases electrical machinery. S54.

Central America—Twenty-nine packages electrical ma-
terial, $96.
Ecuador—One hundred and eighty-two packages elec-

trical material, $1,445.
Glasgow—Five packages electrical material, $670; 12

packages electrical machinery, $1,200.

Hayti—Six cases electrical material, $130.
Hamburg—One hundred and twenty-two cases elec-

trical material, $14,705.
Havre—Thirteen cases electrical machinery, $3,416;

215 packages electrical material, $13,837.
Hong Kong—Twelve cases electrical material, $251.

London—Three hundred and eighty-six cases electrical

material, $17,847 ; 19 packages electrical machinery, $904.

Liverpool—Nine cases electrical material, $315.

Mexico—Four packages electrical machinery, $900.

Nova Scotia—Two cases electrical material, $23.

Newfoundland—Seventeen cases electrical material,

Palermo—Two cases electrical material, $26.

Philippines—Forty cases electrical material, $1,200.

Peru—Fifty-two cases electrical material, $373.
Riga—One case electros, $2.

St. Petersburg—Sixty-seven cases electrical material,

$1,232.
Southampton—Fifty-seven cases electrical machinery,

$702 ; 1 case electros, $63 ; 10 cases electrical material,

$186.
Tasmania—One electric hoist, $920; I electric motor,

$35-
United States of Columbia—Four packages electro-

types, %J2.
Uruguay—Three cases electrical material, $80.

Venezuela—Sixty-one packages electrical material,

$461.
NEW CORPORATIONS.

Chicago, 111.—Electric Machinery Co., has been incor-

porated by G. B. Oehlert, R. R. Lane, and E. R. Francis ;

manufacture electric machinery ; capital stock $5,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Protected Rail Bond Co.. incorpor-

ated by Charles J. Mayer, A. H. Englund. E. R. Ross. F.

R. Shattuck, and Edward Everett; electric material and

apparatus ; capital stock $25,000.

Bluefield, W. Ya—East Ri\er Electric Co.. incori

ated by W. A. Cather. Edwin Mawn. W. P. Hawley. G.

A. Shirley, and R. E. Johnson ; electric machinery ;
capi-

tal stock $50,000.

New York, N. Y—Gould Storage Battery Cn.. incor-

porated under the laws of West Virginia, by Charles A.

Gould and others ; capital stock $5,000,000.

Decatur, Ala.—The Decatur Light & Power Co., has

been reorganized and the new company lias purchased

the electric light plant of the General Electric Co.. oi New
York, and will operate both the old gas plant and the

electric plant.<
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO. ^ *

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom IHr* World Hid., N. Y. City.*'
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Elizabeth, N. J.—The Essex Union Water & Light Co.,

has been incorporated by Carroll P. Barrett, Frederick

Green and Frederick R. Drake, to carry on a general elec-

trical business in any State or Territory of the United

States ; capital stock $500,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Electro Antiseptic Co., incorporated

by Charles H. Mulford, Harry L. Timm and others
;
cap-

ital stock $115,000.
.

•

East Orange, N. J.—New York Electric Brake & Cou-

pler Co., incorporated by George W. Harrison and others,

to manufacture electric brakes ; capital stock $1,000,000.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—People's Light & Power Co., has

been incorporated by R. M. Hughes, Jacob Roberts, Jr.,

M. Gaertner, S. J. Tonkin, T. F. Ryman ; capital stock

$5,000.

Dover, Del.—O'Kelly Electric Contract Co., has been

incorporated by T. St. John Gaffney, Henry D. McGo-

wan, and James L. Wolcott ; capital stock $75,000.

Hattiesburg, Miss.—The Hattiesburg Electric Light &
Water Co., incorporated by James L- Coker, Jr., and oth-

ers ; capital stock $2,000.

Blackstone, Va.—The Blackstone Electric Co., incor-

porated by J. M. Harris, George P. Adams, L. C. Tucker

and others ; capital stock $3,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Springfield, 111.—Farmers' Telephone Co., has been in-

corporated by Edgar D. Rankin, John Mcintosh and

Frank E. Abbey ; capital stock $2,000.

Springfield, 111.—Farmers' ETAOI ARHTS ETH Hm
Jamestown, Ind.—Citizens' Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by J. O. Finch, C. F. Martin, Thomas W. Por-

ter and Julius Kerbaugh ; capital stock $500.

Clarendon, Ark.—The Clarendon Telephone Co., in-

corporated with J. S. Thomas, president ; M. J. Manning,

vice-president, and J. B. Lee, secretary-treasurer; capital

stock $4,000.

Chetopa, Kan.—The Indian Telephone Co., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.

New York, N. Y—The New York & Boston Tele-

graph & Telephone Co., has been incorporated, with a

capital stock of $5,000,000.

Richwood, O.—Richwood Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by C. D. Juvehall, N. E. Liggett, George W.
Worden, M. C. Walgenot, Edward A. Schambe ;

capital

stock $10,000.

Robert Bonner, millionaire, owner of the N. Y. Ledger.

Newton, Ind.—Newton Telephone Co., has been incor-

porated bv Charles R. McKinney, Thomas Shultz, Rob-

ert Campbell, Robert W. Claypool, and Charles E. Mc-

Clure ; capital stock $3,500.

Flora, Ind.—Bringhurst & Flora Telephone Co.. has

been incorporated by David E. Miller, Wilson Eikenberg

and G. F. Shiglev ; "capital stock $14,000.

Utica, N. C—Webb Telephone & Telegraph Co.. in-

corporated bv Daniel F. Stroebel, Bartlett Manion. M. H.

Bullock, F. E. Schenck, and C. H. Van Aiken
;
capital

stock $10,000.

Warren, O—The United States Telephone Co. of

Cleveland, has been granted permission to connect with

independent lines in Warren and Niles.

Kalkaska, Mich.—Waverly Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $50,000.

Trenton, N. J.—Scranton Telephone Co., in corporated

by William C. Hendrickson, Edward Barneman and oth-

ers ; capital stock $300,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Williamsport, Md.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

FLASHES.
Boston, Mass.—Electric Gas Light Co., damaged by

fire.

1< >TTINGS.
EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. and the Nation-

al Phonograph Company have removed to 135 Fifth Av-
enue, corner of 20th Stret, New York City.

SCHMIDT & BRUCKNER.the well known telephone
manufacturers, have removed their offices and works to
the northeast corner of Elm and Howard Sts., New York
City, where they have a large and well lighted loft, espe-
cially adapted for their growing business.

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL has removed its

offices from 26 Cortlandt street, to 120 Liberty street,

New York City.

PHOENIX ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO. have
removed from 93 Washington St. to 443-445 Greenwich
St., corner of Desbrosses St., New York City, where they
have a floor containing over 8,200 square feet. This
means a great convenience, saving of time and labor, the

works always being under the direct control of the of-

fice.

THOMAS & BETTS, of the Washington Life Build-
ing, 141 Broadway, New York City, have been appointed
the New York, New Jersey and Philadelphia agents for

"Armorite" and "Armorduct." as well as for "Loricated
Conduit." Messrs. Thomas & Betts are also agents for

the "Helios" arc lamps, Chase outlet boxes and New York
Flush switches.

MR. A. W. KEONIG has been appointed the author-
ized representative and salesman for the Belknap Motor
Company, Portland, Me., for the Middle Atlantic and
Southern States. Mr. Koenig will push the sale of the

Belknap Company's various manufactures, such as the

Chapman voltage regulator, B. C. Standard electric mo-
tors and dynamos, brushes, am. and voltmeters, etc.

Communications addressed to Room 507, Gill Building,

No. 9 Maiden Lane. New York City, will receive as

prompt and careful attention as though sent direct to

headquarters.

HAGEBORN & WARD MFG. CO.. of Brooklyn, N.
Y.. are making a fine line of enclosed and open arc lamps
for series alternating and direct currents. These lamps
are of an entirely new design throughout ; the mechanism
is all new and simple and many of the defects found in

lamps now on the market are overcome.
COLUMBIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.. of 329 4th

Avenue, New York City, and 55 Maiden Lane, Albany,

N. Y., are fitting up the large store and basement at No.

93 Liberty St.. New York City, and will occupy the same
about May 15th. The Fourth Ave. store will be retained

as a branch office.

The Wireless Telegraphy Company of England have
been approached by the representatives of a proposed syn-

dicate which desires to acquire the sole rights of establish-

ingwireless telegraphic communication between England
and America. It is stated that the proposal is made in all

seriousness, and there is every possibility of its being car-

ried to a practical issue if the company and the syndicate

can only come to terms. The directors of the companv
will consider the matter at their first meting, which is

fixed for an earlv date.—Ex.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
"THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the wording parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

lust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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AUT03IOBILES.

Kiker Electrio Phaeton.

Rlker Electric Two Passenger Trap.

RIKER AUTOMOBILES.

The commentaries of some of our contemporaries on this new and latest luxury has been beyond the means of

the charm of the bicycle have lost weight in face of the the great masses, but the time is slowly but surely ap-
evidence which proves that the charm of the automobile proaching when the automobile and bicycle will be spok-
is an everlasting recollection in the minds of those that en of in the same popular manner as articles of common
have experienced its delights. We cannot say that cos- use.

mopolitan cities are "automobile mad" because at present The Riker Electric Motor Company, of 45-47 York St.,
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Brooklyn, N. Y., have built a series of atomobiles which

partake in every respect of that elegance of finish, hand-

some construction and ease of operation which will inevi-

tably bring the higher class of automobile to the front.

minimum, as those homes supplied with electricity can
readily and conveniently recharge the cells without it

being necessary for them to possess a technical knowl-
edge of electricity. For physicians the readiness with

Hiker Electrlo Delivery Wagon.

The Riker victoria, phaeton, two passenger trap, four

passenger trap, surrey and tricycle as well as deliver)

wagon are triumphs of the engineering art. Light,

springy, durable and capable of covering twenty-five

miles of ground there is little left for the tourist, mer-
chant or city resident to wish for, each being supplied

with an ideal means of locomotion which is relatively in-

expensive, absolutely non-dangerous and under complete

which an automobile is put on the road is an ever con-
stant source of satisfaction. As regards the expense of
maintenance the proposition seems to be somewhat as
follows : a horse, carriage and groom would invite an out-
lav the first year of between twelve and fifteen hundred
dollars with the ever present risk of equine deterioration.
Veterinary expenses may bring up the total to still higher
figures with risks greatly increased in wet weather and

Hiker Electric Four Passenger Trap.

and absolute control at any instant as regards speed or
stopping.

Looking upon the automobile from a business stand-
point little need be said of the possibilities of its infinite

development for trucking and light and heavy delivery
work. The use of storage batteries whose reliability is

unquestioned have greatly assisted in this rapid progress
in the line of street vehicles. From a purely domestic
standpoint the care of the automobile is reduced to a

with slippery ground. After the first outlay the second

year of expense will be at least five hundred dollars, the

owners of the trap being subjected to many inconven-

iences and a very limited run in warm weather, when it

is most needed.
' An automobile on the contrary covers

a distance of twenty-five miles without fatigue. Its first

cost is about one thousand dollars or more, depending

upon the style of rig. The expense for attendants is

practically nothing and the cost of electricity a mere trifle
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per month. The storage batteries, if well cared for, will

last several years without renewal so that the electric

carriage, from a money standpoint, is an excellent in-

vestment. So far as convenience is concerned the merest

tyro can speak volumes in their favor. The Riker Elec-

tric Motor Company have an exhibit at the Electrical

Exhibition at which they show some of the handsomest

samples of automobiles.' Andrew L. Riker is president,

T. B. Malone, secretary and treasurer and Thomas L.

erection of a mammoth electric plant to operate a rail-

road and factories at Everett, Wash., which Rockefeller
controls. Among these are the Everett & Monte Cristo
Railway, sixty-five miles long; mining machinery and
concentrator at the Monte Cristo mines, a paper mill, nail

works, a smelter, and a city lighting plant. Power for
these is now produced by steam at large expense. It is

found that by using electricity enough saving can be
made to pay for the electric plant in three years. Engi-

Riker Electric Tricycle.

Proctor, general manager of the Riker Electric Motor
Company. Air. A. H. Whiting acts in the capacity of

representative among the trade.

A memorial will shortly be erected in honor of Clerk

Maxwell in the parish church of Corsock, near Edin-
burgh, Scotland. The world is only coming to appre-

ciate the splendid mathematical genius and beautiful char-

acter of this man, who appeared so humble and modest
that you would have passed him on the street without

neers employed by Rockefeller's agents have made sur-

veys along Stillaguamish River, finding a good dam site

at 'Granite Falls. This dam will furnish water power to

generate all the electric energy required.—Ex.

With the idea of affording their patrons the best ser-

vice possible, Reynolds & Company, of New Haven,

Conn., have arranged with Messrs. Topping Brothers,

of No. 92 Chambers street. New York city, to carry a full

line of their set and cap screws and to represent them,

Riker Electric Surrey.

taking the least notice of him. Yet his mathematical re-

searches in electricity are the foundation of all our modern

developments, such as Hertzian waves, Roentgen rays,

wireless telegraphs, and Tesla torpedoes. He had not

the vehement energies of Lord Kelvin ; he was a gentle

soul, but his genius was perhaps equally high and pen-

etrating, and his work will remain as long as Kelvin's.

—

Ex.

J. D. Rockefeller's representatives are planning the

in so far as these goods are concerned, in the metropoli-

tan district. Topping Bros, will be prepared to fill all

orders of ordinary proportions from stock, without the

slightest delay, at lowest market rates.

Mr. C. S. Rusling, formerly manager of the Kansas
City Thomson-Houston Co., and now of Philadelphia,

Pa., was in town a short time ago. Mr. Rusting is just

as chipper as ever and ever on the alert for a good invest-

ment.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

THE PARTS OF A WIRING SYSTEM.
The parts of a wiring system possess a variety of names

to judge by the statements of some youthful contractors.

speaking, the mains are carryalls for the feeders, the feed-
ers serving in the same capacity for the branches.

MONOCYCLIC AND THREE PHASE SYSTEMS.
Two well known systems of alternating current trans

-
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Connections of Monocyclic System.

second. Sometimes the mains are called bus wires, and it

is the practice to-day to call the heavy copper bars on a
switchboard bus bars. The origin of this term may be
found in the word omnibus, which is a carryall, shortened
in English phraseology to bus. In other words, a carry-
all or bus wire deserves its names from its capacity for cur-

rent. A more appropriate expression, seems to us, is to

use the word feeder in such cases, although relatively

Elements of a Wiring System.

lamps can be run from transformers and three phase mo-
tors operated with perfect ease. The diagram of arma-
ture connections of the monocyclic systems are shown in

the lower part of the sketch, which follows out the star

plan. This system does not possess the advantages of the

three phase in many respects, which are best taught by ex-

perience. The armature connections of the three phase
systems, as shown in figure 1, are indicated on the bottom
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electric traction systems and a great syndicate of moneyed
men and manufacturers from Rome, Brescia, Turin, called

the "Societa Elettrosiderurgica Camuna," intend to handle
a most important patent taken out by an inventor named
Stassano for the purpose of producing iron direct from the

ore in an electric furnace. Other companies have been and
are being formed for the promotion of arc and incandes-

cent lighting and the development of electric roads

throughout the country. In the mountain districts power
transmission is being carefully considered and within the

next few years it seems likely that Italy will rank in this

respect among the most enterprising nations of Europe.
A visitor to Rome at this present day will find in spite of

its unique appearance all the signs of an intense indus-

trial activity, strongly developed along engineering lines.

The lighting of the Pyramids of Egypt will now be more
than offset by the illumination of the Catacombs of Rome
by the same means. The day is not far distant when the

electric carriage will pass through the streets of the fated

cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii upon which will be

shed the rays of the latest improved enclosed arc. Surely

the very antipodes of the times are meeting at the close

of the nineteenth century
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ELECTRICITY IN ITALY.

"The Financial News," of London, England, contains

a most interesting paragraph on electrical developments
in Italy. It is only proper for us to expect to see the

signs of electrical enterprise in a country which gave to

us two of the greatest men in the history of scientific dis-

covery. In addition to Volta and Galvani we must not

forget that Pacinotti, the inventor of the toothed arma-
ture, was an Italian professor in one of its numerous uni-

versities. From Italy the great western hemisphere has

received numerous benefits and its influence upon civili-

zation has been felt in art as well as science and in both

its historical and geographical development. The writer

in the above mentioned paper states that the part elec-

tricity is playing in Italian industrial life is very great

Even insignificant villages are sufficiently interested in

the application of this form of energy to give up oil and

gas systems which for their purposes were quite sufficient

to replace them with complete electric light installations.

Many municipalities are being overrun by franchise seek-

ers and, strange as it may seem, in Rome itself, the Gate

of Heaven, the very site of that most barbarous of insti-

tutions, the great amphitheatre, is now constantly tra-

versed by the modern fly-away, the electric automobile.

All the principal cities of Italy are being interlaced with

TALKING ALONG A RAY OF LIGHT.

It seems very much like a fairy tale to hear of a public

exhibition being given showing how human intellligence

can be transmitted along a beam of light. At the Electri-

cal Exhibition, on Saturday afternoon. May 13th. the radi-

ophone was shown in operation. This is an instrument

of such construction that by means of a search light

beam, speech can be transmitted a distance of seventy-five

yards and heard with distinct enunciation. The property

of selenium makes it immediately susceptible to the in-

fluence of light so that if used in conjunction with some
variable light producing apparatus a telephone in circuit

with it will give issuance to sounds in perfect harmony
with these optical changes. A system of this kind can

truly be called wireless telephony thus giving prominence
to this latest exposition as the first in the world's history

in which telegraphing and telephoning was carried on
without a visible intervening medium between the trans-

mitter and receiver. We remember in the fables of the

Arabian Nights of the magic eye piece by means of which
one of the characters delineated there was able to see the

actions and motions of his friends though miles awav from

them. We have practically reached that state of ideal

development, for at this present hour it is possible to send

sketches over the wire through a distance of hundreds of

miles, to send speech and signals through the ethereal

atmosphere without employing the familiar means hither-

to in use. Tesla's idea of transmitting power in vast

quantities without wires at a distance far above the upper

strata of clouds is one which may receive considerable

attention in the near future. Within the last fifty years

Americans have begun to invent and apply the forces of

nature for many utilitarian purposes. Tf progress keeps

up at the rate indicated there is much truth in the state-

ment "that the marvels of the times have not vet ap-

peared" for it seems very likely that many of our fondest

delusions will be shattered bv scientifie successes which

mav strike out from Funk & Wagnall's dictionary the

word "impossible." The radiophone represents an old

principle though a new construction, but selenium, the

metal utilized, seems to be permanently associated with

all experiments that lead us to hope that imacres and

speech will some day be transmitted commercially with-

out wires. Tn our efforts to reach a higher efficiency in

mechanical and commercial operations we are not over-

reaching ourselves in directing investigations along such

a channel of inquiry. The wireless telegraph system has

come to stav. Whv not wireless telephony
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of the sketch, both in star and in mesh form. The wires

leading from the generator to the step down transformer

and the further distribution of the power for light and
transmission purposes, is clearly indicated. Three phase

motors, of course, can be used on either system, but the

wide spreading use of the three phase system shows that

its popularity is founded upon a most satisfactory exper-

ience. In figure I both step up and step down trans-

formers are shown on the same line.

CONNECTIONS REQUIRED IN WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

The transmitter of the wireless telegraphy system, as

pXATJONAM

the position of two smaller brass spheres. From this

transmitter the waves spread and strike the receiving in-

strument. In the line sketch of transmitter and receiver
the details of connections are shown as employed in prac-
tice. It will be observed that one ball of the transmitter
is connected to the earth and one wire leading from the
coherer likewise as the receiving end. The employment
of plates of metal or any similar device for receiving trans-

mitted waves has added greatly to the success of this sys-

tem. The transmitter, as shown, operated by storage
batteries, spark coil, etc., can be adjusted to regulate the
size of the wave. The coherer shown at the receiving end
can be similarly adjusted to respond to the primary im-
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Connections of Wireless Telegraph System,

shown in the illustration, consists of a cylinder of oil. pulses. Marconi has thus far succeeded in transmitting

View of Transmitter Used in Wireless Telegrapy.

plugged up at each end by a brass ball, through which the signals a distance of thirty miles. A further extension
discharge passes. The discharge likewise passes through of this principle may lead to quite a revolution in tele-

two air gaos which, as shown in illustration, result from graphy.
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EXHIBITIONS.

THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION OPENED AT
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.

lectricians and
thousands of others

interested in elec-

tricity attended the

opening of the Elec-
trical Exhibition, at

Madison Square
Garden, on Monday
Governor Roosevelt
evening. May 8th.

opened the exhibit-

ion by pressing a
golden telegraph key
in the Executive
Mansion at Albany.
Messages of con-
gratulation were
read from President
McKinley and the

Governor by Chaun-
cey M. Depew who
presided at the open-
i n g ceremonies.
President McKinley

telegraphed as follows

:

"I am glad to have an opportunity to participate in
the exercises incident to the opening of the annual Electri-
cal Exposition this evening, and to congratulate those
who are contributing to an increased knowledge in the

After reading the two telegrams Dr. Depew made a few
remarks in his usual happy vein, which were received
with the greatest enthusiasm. He said:
"We had thought that its limits were reached in the

inventions of the telegraph, the telephone and the motive
power, but the inventions of the past year are more im-
portant and more startling than all those which have pre-
ceded. Now we find that electricity is being turned to a
hundred purposes in medicine, in the system of the human
body, in the relief of human suffering and in the aid of
human health. A Roentgen ray locates where the bullet
is, and locates where the fracture can be found, but within
the last year these medical electrical gentlemen put an
electric bulb in the inside of your stomach and it reveals
the process of digestion. The result is that digestion, or
rather indigestion, which has been a horror of the human
race for all time, is yielding to the processes of electricitv.
Electricity is attacking rheumatism ; electricity is assail-
ing gout

; electricity is curing paralysis, is shedding light
upon the blues. It is teaching us to prolong existence,
and I predict that the time will soon come when even
man and every woman can carry in their pockets an elec-
trical machine by which the waste of matter can be over-
come : and the human being will be like an apple in the
cold storage warehouse, preserved just as he is, when he
takes that electrical machine, for as many hundred years
as he wants to live.

"The most remarkable and the most extraordinary in-

vention of recent months has been the perfection of Mar-
coni's system of wireless telegraphy. When the battle of

Bunker Hill was fought it took two weeks for the news to

reach the Continental Congress in Philadelphia. When
Cervera's fleet was sunk in thirteen minutes by the guns
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Floor Plan of Electrical Exhibition at Madison Square Garden.

field of electrical research and development. You have
my best wishes for the success of the Exposition."
Governor Roosevelt's message read

:

"Congratulations on successful opening Exhibition Na-
tional Electric Light Association, marking centennial of

Volta's great discovery of the electric battery and another
step in the application of electricity to man's safety, wel-

fare and comfort."

of the American ships off Santiago we knew it ten minutes
afterward There was a small fleet of American men-of-
war 6,000 miles from here, on the other side of the ocean,

in the Eastern Hemisphere. By the declaration of the

war with Spain they were not permitted to coal, not per-

mitted to get supplies anywhere—all ports were closed.

Thew went on the ocean, we lost sight o\ them for a week.

They sailed finally passed forts, over mines, into Manila
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Bay, and there they met the foe and conquered him, met
the ships of the Spanish Navy and conquered them, and
Dewey became the great hero of the American Navy.
That was 6,000 miles away. That battle made us a world

power. That battle closed our history of the past and
opened for us a new and glorious history for the future,

and the knowledge of that victory was received here be-

fore the smoke of the guns disappeared from the harbor
of Manila."

Dr.Depew's speech was followed by the playin of the

"Star Spangled Banner" amid great applause and after

messages of thanks had been sent to the President and
Governor the show was declared open.

SCENES AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION COMPANY,

and Mr. Marcus Nathan, the general manager, in particu-

lar, cannot be too highly complimented on the success

of their enterprise, the Electric Show. Mr. Nathan with
tireless energy has been employed twenty hours out of

every twenty-four,—especially during the week ending

trical exhibition held in the United States up to date and
advise our readers to see for themselves the gigantic

strides which electricity is making in all the arts, scien-

ces and industries.

Madison Square Garden has never been better illumi-

nated than by the present sixty clusters of twenty ground
glass lamps each, suspended from the girders and distrib-

uted throughout the Garden. The general lighting of

the exhibition was done by the Norden Electric Works,
of 149 W. 28th St., New York City, Mortimer Norden,
general manager and Chas Kirkland, superintendent.

They installed about three thousand lamps for the differ-

ent exhibitors and the booths fitted out by this concern

reflect great credit upon its young and industrious mem-
bers. Throughout their work in the Garden they were

ably assisted by Messrs. J. W. Johnson and Edward
Tobias. A specimen of their excellent workmanship is

shown in The Electrical Age booth and sign.

On entering the Garden from the Madison Avenue en-

trance and up the stairway to the balcony we pass along

Mr. Marcus Nathan, Manager of the Electrical Exhibition.

May 8th,—in personally supervising the many electrical
installations ana completing the exhibits which now
beautify Madison Square Garden. The many startling in-
novations such as talking over a beam of light, the wire-
less telegraph and telephone, the X-ray exhibit, the great
diving exhibition, the electrical breeze and accompani-
ments in the Grotto in the basement are all suggestions of
his busy brain, carried out by his many assistants.
The Grotto is a marvel of ingenuity and. beautifully

lighted by incandescent lamps, it presents a sight remind-
the visitor of the famous Luray Caves. The wireless
telegraph exhibit is presided over by Dr. Kerner, one of
the noted lecturers of this country. Dr. Kerner is an
old time electrician and an inventor of considerable re-
pute, the present successcful Holmes telegraph system
being without doubt the product of the doctor's brain.
jJr. Kerner has travelled through every country in Eu-
rope and his descriptive illustrated lecture on the Passion
Play, as produced in Germany, is about the >est lecture
ever given on the subject.

We have only enumerated a few of the many attractions
which make the 1899 Electrical Show the greatest elec-

what is commonly termed "Newspaper Row.*' on which
are situated the exhibits of the electrical press. Promi-
nent among these is THE ELECTRICAL AGE, shining
in a blaze of colored lights, with Old Glory in the back-
ground, enclosed in a handsome frame, and chairs and
tables ad libitum arranged for the convenience of visitors.

Here the visitor will find the latest in electrical literature

and attendants ready to furnish any desired information.

MACHADO & ROLLER, of 203 Broadway. New
York City, exhibit a full line of the well known Whitney
electrical measuring instruments, resplendent in alumi-

num cases as well as their other electrical specialties, all

arranged in an attractive manner.
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT MANIPU-

LATOR CO., of 116 Bedford St.. Boston. Mass.. show
their incandescent electric light manipulator and cleaner,

which is fully described and illustrated in annother col-

umn. Mr. Frank W. Morse, the treasurer of the com-
pany, ably explains the advantages and conveniences of

the manipulator and cleaner.

WAITE & BARTLETT MANUFACTURING CO.,
of 108 E.23M St., New York City, manufacturers af elec-
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tro-medical and surgical instruments have installed one of

their large Ramney Wimshurst-Holtz machines. This
machine is operated by a small Croker-Wheeler motor
and is furnishing the refreshing electrical breeze in the

little house in the Grotto. Dr. Henry E. Waite, the pres-

ident and general manager of the company is often seen

at the booth welcoming his friends.

PROF. T. M. ST. JOHN, the author of "How Two
Boys Built Their Own Electrical Apparatus," is in charge

.of the Browning School's exhibit, on the south balcony.

Prof. St. John's book ie deserving of the highest recom-
mendation of professional and operative electricians ; the

simple and practical descriptions of how to build electrical

apparatus, as set forth in this book, will be appreciated

by every student, novice and practical worker in the field

of electrical application. Samples of the work turned out

by Prof. St. John's two pupils can be seen at the school's

exhibit.

THE GRAMAPHONE exhibit, just beyond News-
paper Row, is the musical wonder of the show and can

be heard all over the Garden. Its is one of the biggest ads

at the exhibition.

THE ELECTRIC PIANOPHONE is another of the

musical entertainers of the show, playing any kind of

music. As the Pianophone Company states in its circular

"it entertains, instructs and cultivates."

THE SAFETY INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE
COMPANY'S exhibit is one of the most attractive at the

show. It is a specially designed and constructed little

building, containing an office and reception room ; to orui

side are samples of the Safety Company's various wires

and cables, handsomely mounted and arranged to catch

the visitor's eye. On the back of the reception room
and facing the main floor are different electric signs, the

most unique and attractive being the one containing the

words "Contractors to the U. S. Government," composed
of colored electric bulbs. This, with the other constantly

changing electric lieht signs, is the first thing to attract

the attention of visitors on entering the Garden. A
pamphlet entitled "Safety—The Eloquence of Success"
is distributed at the booth. To the eloquence of Mr.
Leonard F. Requa, the treasurer and general manaeer of

the company, a good deal of the success of the Safety

Company is due and the following named gentlemen, who
are alwavs in attendance, have ably assisted Mr. Requa
in his endeavors. Ira W. Henry, the electrician of the

companv, A. P. Eckers, W. E. Halloway, L. S. Taylor,

F. H. Richards and F. A. Williams.

THE DALE COMPANY, 22 Thames St., New York
City, manufacturers of clamps, pendants, portables, brack-

ets, clusters and fixtures have an attractive booth, the

columns and railings being made up of polished brass

tubing, such as is used for electric light and gas fixtures.

Two good looking youths, dressed in imitation of the im-

mortal Jaggers, the London messenger boy, are in con-

stant attendance. Dale "tells the tale" at this both.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo., represented by their New
York and Philadelphia agents, Messrs. John and A. H.
Mustard, exhibit a full line of alternating current motors
and transformers of every description.

THE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP
COMPANY'S exhibit is presided over by their New York
agents, Messrs. Robert Carey and Oscar Hoppe. They
have a beautiful monogram of the company's initials

made up of their special lamps and a show case contain-

ing everv stvle and application of incandescent lamps.

I. P. FRINK. 55 t Pearl St.. New York. City manu-
facturers and patentees of electric light reflectors have a

beautiful exhibit presided over by Mr. Frank Stout. The
exhibit contains a great variety of imported silk flowers

all illuminated with incandescent lamps. Also a full line

of their noted reflectors. Mr. Stout should be given great

credit for his skill in preparing this exhibit and will always
be found at his post of duty.

THE CUTTER ELECTRIC AND MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY, of Philadelphia and New York,
exhibit a full line of their C. S.flush switches and I-T-K
automatic magnetic circuit breakers, presided over by
their New York agent.

THE ADAMS-BAGNALL ELECTRIC COMPANY
of Cleveland, Ohio, exhibit a full line of their arc lamps
for all circuits. Mr. C. W. Phipps, eastern manager, will

be found at the exhibit at all times ready to explain the
virtues of the lamps.
THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS, of Scranton, Pa., have a unique exhibit, the
columns forming the front of the booth being composed
of dummies representing scientific books.
THE DEY TIME REGISTER COMPANY, of Syr-

acuse, N. Y., have two of their registers on exhibition in

their atractive booth, presided over by Mr. C. L. Bennett,
their eastern agent, with offices at 23 Dey St., New York
City. Mr. Bennett is always at his post of duty and a
skillful salesman is he.

L. KATZENSTEIN & COMPANY, 357 West St.,

New York City, have a fine exhibit of Katzenstein's patent
improved sectional self-acting metal packing for steam
engines, air and ammonia compressors, etc. This pack-
ing is an improvement over the most favored packing
now in use. Mr Katzenstein will be found at the exhibit
readv to explain the packing in detail.

BRYAN-MARSH COMPANY, 36 Libertv St.. New
York Citv, have the most elaborate exhibit as to upholst-
erv. deorations etc., in the Garden. Thev have one of
theirB. & M.photometers in constant operation readv to
test lamos for anv one desirine the same. Thev have their

lamps displaved in manv unicme wavs on statuettes and
on a beautifullv sipn overhead, showine the name of the
comnanv. composed of lamps. Mr. Converse D. Marsh,
the president of the companv, presides over this exhibit,

assisted bv R. W. Barnes, the New England representa-
tive pnd other acsfstpTits.

THE ORIENT ELECTRICAL COMPANY, of
Youne-stown. O.. Francis Grander, manager of the New
York office. Havemever Buildin"-. 26 Cortlandt St.. have
an exhibition at the Electrical Show a comnlete line of

their incandescent lamps, from the unicme minature lamp
to the eiant 2K0 volt lamp. The Orient Giant lamn. made
of white material, in the centre of the booth, and illumi-

nated bv the colored minature lamps forminc the word
"Orient" across the face of the same, is one of the striking

features of this exhibit. The Orient Electrical Comnanv
is suoplving most of the exhibitors with lamns and arc

keeping a complete stock of all kinds of their lamps at

exhibit. Mr. Alex. H. Granger is in charge of the exhibit.

EXHIBITION OF THE RADIOPHONE AT THE
ELECTRICAL SHOW.

An exhibition of the radiophone, the new wireless tele-

phone by means of which speech is transmitted along a

heat ray, was given before an assemblage of invited guests,

mainly newspaper men, at the Electrical Exhibition Mad-
ison Square Garden, on Saturday afternoon, May 13th.

In the upper gallery at one end of the Garden, was

placed an arc light with a parabolic searchlight reflector

behind it. As the current was turned on the beam of light

was projected to the receiving station at the other end of

the Garden, consisting of another parabolic mirror. Part

of the current supplied to the arc light was shunted along

two wires to an adjacent telephone booth inside of which

was placed the telephone transmitter devised by Mr.

Hammond V. Hays, of the American Bell Telephone

Company. In the centre of the mirror at the receiving

end. at the focus of the parabola, was fastened a small

glass bulb and from this there extended, through the back
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of the mirror and to the ear piece of a phonograph, a
short, slender glass tube. On placing the ear tubes in the

ear the sounds of the cornet and the voice of the operator
in the booth at the sending station could be distinctly

heard.

The exhibition was pronounced a big success by all,

and general manager Nathan was congratulated upon se-

curing this, with doubt, leading attraction of the show.

AN ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION IN CHICAGO.
An electrical exhibition will be held at Chicago from

September 25th to October 9th, at Tattersall's, 16th St.,

near State. The exposition will be conducted by the Na-
tional Exposition of Electrical Arts Company which has
been organized with a capital stock of $50,000.00, by the

following gentlemen, viz.. N. J. Heinbach, president; T.

Carrabine, secretary, and \Y. E. Burnham, treasurer and
manager. A general electrical exhibition will be given in

connection with demonstrations of the latest applications

of electricity, such as wireless telegraphy. X-rays, the

Nernst lamp, etc., combining features of interest to both
the electrical profession and the general public.

whose standing is such as to insure the success of the
Exposition.

Sanction and support has been given to the Exposition
by the .National Government, Congress appropriating
b35o,ooo to aid it. The city of Philadelphia has given
^200.000 and the state of Pennnsvlvania $50,000, and
$100,000 is being raised in Philadelphia bv individual
subscriptions. A bill now pending in the Legislature of
Pennsylvania apppropriates $200,000 more, making a
total Exposition fund of about $900,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPOSITION OF 1899.

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN
MANUFACTURES AND THE EXPANSION

OF OUR EXPORT TRADE.

Of the numerous National and International Exposit-
ions projected for the next three or four years in different

parts of the United States, the one to be held in Philadel-

phia in September, October and November of the present

year is in many respects the most important to the trade

and commercial interests of the country.

The Philadelphia Exposition of 1899 is an exposition

for the development of American manufactures and the

expansion of our export trade, and it will be the first

national exposition of that character ever held in this

country.

It is the purpose to exhibit at next fall's Exposition

every line of manufactured products of the United States

especially suitable for export. Such exhibits will form the

principal department of the Exposition and will com-
prise everything which is, can or might be exported,

from locomotives and heavy machinery to the smallest

novelties.

There will also be a department of foreign manufac-
tured goods, but it will not contain a single exhibit shown
by a foreign manufacturer.

A third department of the Exposition will show how
American goods must be packed, labeled and shippped

in order to meet the requirements of foreign trade, which
vary according to the degree of development or civiliza-

tion in each country of the world.

In October a Commercial Congress will be held in

Philadelphia in connection with the meeting of the Inter-

national Advisory Board of the Philadelphia Commercial
Museum The leading Chambers of Commerce of the en-

tire world have been invited to send delegates and the

Commercial Museum has sent out invitations to its agents

and representatives abroad to send to the Exposition their

buvers or members of their firms. There is every reason

to believe that at least 800 representatives of foreign firms

will be present at the sessions of the Commercial Congress
aii- in attendance on the Exposition, in addition to the

otncial delegates and those representing commercial or-

ganizations.

1 he Exposition will be under the joint auspices of the

Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin In-

stitute, two great public institutions of Philadelphia,

CONSUMPTION OF COPPER.
The "Tradesman" states that the world's total cop-

per production amounted to 396.728 tons in 1897, and
is estimated at 420,000 tons for 1898. Bv far the greater
part of this increase in production is to be looked for
in the United States, whose production was 216,000 tons
in 1897 and 234,272 tons in 1898. It is particularlv in-
teresting to note, as showing the immense development
of our electrical industry, that the copper consumption
of the United States in 1898 has been more than one-
fourth of the copper production of the whole world
viz., 115,935 tons—and that our country has outstripped
the leading nations of Europe in industries emploving this
material.

THE LIGHTING OF THE GREATER AMERICA
EXPOSITION.

The hitherto unequalled illuminations of the grand
court of honor during the Trans-Mississippi exposition
will be admirably outshone by the electrical novelties
and effects now being prepared 'by skillful electricians for
the Greater America Exposition at Omaha, Neb., which
will open its gates July 1st and continue for four months.
Over 15,000 new lights are being placed upon the great
main buildings alone, whose grand proportions will be
completely outlined in flaming curves and angles, and
many startling effects never shown before in outdoor
electric illumination are being provided. Last vear's il-

luminations excited the warmest admiration of all visit-

ors, but a marvelous revelation awaits visitors to the first

Great American Colonial Exposition.

A GERMAN CABLE TO AMERICA.
The German rubber industry, which for many years was

naturally under tutelage, has so completely emancipated
itself that last year the foreign imports of rubber wares of
all kinds did not represent more than six per cent, of the
home production. This figure is all the more significant,

argues the "Gummi Zeitung," since half of the six per cent,

concerns shoes and slippers, which nothing but old-estab-
lished prejudice insists upon having with the fashionable
foreign mark. Whether that be so or not. does not interest

us. Anyhow, almost two million pounds sterling of raw
material seem to have been turned into wares of even-
variety which find a market in the country and abroad. The
value of the rubber exports is estimated at about 1.500,000
pounds. Under the circumstances it is not astonishing that

a direct cable is to be laid between Germany and the United
States. The firm of Felten and Guilleaume, of Mulheim-on-
the-Rhine, which enjoys an excellent reputation is said to

have, for some time already, held a concession from the

Government. A company is now being formed. Its seat

will be at Cologne, and the new cable works will be at Nor-
denham. on the North Sea. Noteworthy among the export
fields of German rubber is Japan, a country which will not
really be ready to compete with Europe in this branch for

some time to come.—Ex,
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THE INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT MA-
NIPULATOR AND CLEANER.

An interesting appliance for readily renewing and
cleaning incandescent lamps has been placed on the mar-
ket and can be seen in actual operation at the electrical

Exhibition at Madison Square Garden. In the illustra-

tions the general appearance and method of applying this

device is shown. It consists of a long supporting piece

View Showing How Manipulator is Operated.

with a ratchet and catch with rope attached at one end
and a pair of soft clamps at the other end. By manipula-
ting the ratchet device at the bottom the cord connecting
to it is pulled and the clamp opened to receive the incan-
descent lamp bulb. The clamps are bare if used for screw-
ing or unscrewing the lamp but are covered with heavy
cloth cleaners if they are meant to be applied for cleaning

Manipulator in Operation,

purposes. These heavy cloth cleaners are removable. In
handling the electric light manipulator a little care and
judgement is required which will rapidly accustom the
operator to a full and comprehensive knowledge of its use.

Unless the lamp is absolutely jammed into the socket
frozen fast, as it were, the manipulator can be fully relied

upon to remove it. It represents a piece of mechanism
absolutely indispensable to public buildings, office build-
ings, theatres, churches, residences, etc. Mention must

be made in ordering of the system used and whether ma-
nipulator is to be applied for outdoor or indoor lamps.
Also other details regarding the distance of lamps above
the floor, etc. The manipulator is manufactured by the
Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator Company, of
116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 2, 1899,

$107,569.00.

New York, N. Y., May 2, 1899.—The following ex-
ports of electrical material, machinery, etc., are from the
port of New York for the week ending this date :

—

Antwerp:—31 cases of electrical material $1,038.
Argentine Republic :—80 cases electrical materia

$1,679. 23 packages electrical machinery $2,187.
Alexandria :—22 packages electrical machinery $7,099
Amsterdam:—3 packages electrical material $150.
British East Indies:—5 cases electrical material $183
Barcelona:—35 cases electrical material $714.
British West Indies :—6 packages electrical materia

$124
British Australia:—16 packages electrica 1 materia

$327
Bremen:—6 cases electrical material $156.
Berlin :—14 cases electrical material $2,572.
Brazil :— 14 packages electrical material $634.
Brussels :— 1 case electrical material $40.
Chili :—87 cases electrical material $2,572.
Central America:— 1 package electrical material $23.
Copenhagen :—8 packages electrical material $109.
Cuba:—35 cases electrical material $1,253.

Genoa:— 1 case electros $1. 2 cases electrical material

$23.
Hamburg:—48 packages electrical material $3,394.

5 cases electrical machinery $310.
Helsingfors:—3 cases electros $66.

Havre:—206 packages electrical machinery $19,817.

112 cases electrical machinery $2,997. 11 cases electrical

machinery $750.
Hong Kong:—23 cases electrical material $300.

Japan:— 17 cases electrical material $2,413.

London:—170 cases electrical material $5,766. 1 case

electros $17.
Liverpool :—24 cases electrical material $985.

Mexico:—132 cases electrical material $914. 55 cases

electrical machinery $14,150.

Marseilles:—50 packages electrical machinery 425.

Milan :—7 cases electrical material $384.
Manchester:— n cases electrical material $1,760.

New Zealand :— 16 packages electrical material $426.

4 cases electrical machinery $442.

Porto Rico:— 17 packages electrical material $541.

Peru :—6 cases electrical material $248.

Southampton :—38 packages electrical machinery $370
Southampton:—38 packages electrical machinery

$370-
Siam :—9 cases electrical material $377.

Stettin :—133 cases electrical machinery $28,867.«»»»»•»»+»
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

& Portable Electric Fan Outfit.* Room 185 World Bid., N. Y. City.

i
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U. S. Columbia:—3 cases electrical material $60.
Venezuela:—57 cases electrical material $704.
Zurich:—30 cases electrical material $1,574.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Brooklyn, N. Y.-Diagnostic Electric Lamp Co., in-

corporated by John W. Morrison, E. P. Reiss and J.

Felsenstein; electric goods. Capital stock $25,000.

Bluefield, W. Va.—The East River Electric Co., has
been organized with Edward Mann President; W. A.
Cather, Vice-President; W. F. Hawley, Secretary and
Treasurer.

Richmond Va.—Tower-Binford Electric & Mfg. Co.,

incorporated by P. H. Mayo, George A. Tower and oth-

ers. Capital stock $100,000.

Bangs, Va.—Unique Power, Light & Water Co., in-

corporated by James Rigby, Belle Rigby, James Rigby,

Jr., and others. Capital stock $10,000.

Denver, Colo.—The Denver Gas and Electric Co., in-

corporated by Elroy N. Clark, Herman H. Dunham and
Charles W. Waterman. Capital stock $3,500,000.
South Bethlehem, Pa.—South Bethlehem Electric

Light Co., incorporated by Charles P. Hoffman, William
H. Lauer, and others. Capital stock $30,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—National Light and Power Co.,

incorporated by Karl R. Miner, Frederick L. Austin, and
others ; manufacture chemical electrical batteries, etc.,

Capital stock $15,000,000.
East Orange, N. J.—Union Gas and Electric Co., in-

corporated by Richard S. Stoors McKee D. McKee, and
others. Capital stock $1,250,000.

Cornelsville, Pa.—Youghiogheny Light Heat & Power
Co., incorporated by Sam'l Slaymaker, Jos. Soissons, and
others. Capital stock $15,000.

Manistique, Mich.—Manistique Light Co., incorpo-

rated by G. H. Orr, V. P. Chappie, and others. Capital

stock $20,000.

Camden, N. J.—O'Neill & Rooney Electric Asepsis

Co., incorporated by D. Morton Bond and others. Capi-

tal stock $250,000.
Trenton, N. J.—The National Electric Co., incorpo-

rated with a capital stock of $25,000,000 ; to produce and
deal in coke, gas, electricity, etc.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Binghamton, N. Y.—Binghamton Telephone Co., in-

corporated by Thomas B. Crary and others. Capital

stock $100,000.00.

Jackson, Mich.—The Peninsular Telephone Co., in-

corporated by V. B. Osborn and others. Capital stock

$20,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Western Automatic Telephone

Exchange Co., incorporated by Scott Calhoun, Andrew
White and others.

Piqua, Ohio.—Piqua Home Telephone Co., incorpo-

rated by L. M. Frerh, H. K. Wood, J. L. Prugh, H. T.

Dittman, S. Boal, and others. Capital stock $75,000.

New Bremen, Ohio.—New Bremen Telephone Co., in-

corporated by T. Purpus, E, Purpus, A. C. Burr, and oth-

ers. Capital stock $6,000.

Far Rockaway, N. Y.—Seaboard Telegraph & Tele-

phone Co., incorporated by J. Carl Schmuck, Andrew
McTighe, and others; telegraph and telephone lines.

Capital stock $50,000.
Frankfort, Ky.—The Frankfort Telephone Co., incor-

porated by W. W. Longmoor and others. Capital stock

$10,000.

Chicago, 111.—American Telephone Co., incorporated

by George H. Taylor, Albert Martin, and George C.

Wilder. Capital stock $2,500.

Brimfield, 111.—Brimfield Telephone Co., incorporated

by Addison Pacey and others. Capital stock $500.

Lawrence, Mass.—Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

incorporated by Edwin W. Burton and others. Capital

stock $100,000.

u {$
T
,?
nA °hi°—People's Telephone Co., incorporated

by Will Christy, J. R. Nutt, and others. Capital stock
$150,000.

Stockport, Ohio.—Morgan County Telephone Co., in-
corporated by C. H. Foutz, T. J. Lyne, and others. Capi-
tal stock $10,000.

Circleville, Ohio.—Circleville Telephone Co., incor-
porated by Charles E. Groce, Wm. T. Bell, and others.
Capital stock $10,000.

Kirksville, Mo.—Kirksville Telephone Co., incorpo-
rated by J. M. Kennedy, J. C. Storm, and others. Capital
stock $14,000.
Trumbull Corners, N. Y.—Trumbull Corners Tele-

phone Co., incorporated by J. D. Smith and others. Capi-
tal stock $300.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Stockport, Ohio.—Central Ohio Electric Railway Co.,

incorporated by John J. Dun and others. Capital stock
$10,000. Will conduct business at Columbus, Ohio.

St
.
Louis, Mo.—Maplewood & Jefferson Barracks

Railroad Co., incorporated by Joseph T. Donovan, John
E. McDermott , and others ; electric railway. Capital
stock $100,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Augusta, Ga.—Paul Langdon and others, and the Au-

gusta Light, Heat & Power Co., have each applied for
franchise for the establishment of gas and electric plants.

Gainsville, Ga.—D. E. Evans proposes the erection of
an electric light plant.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Chicago, 111.—The Montrose Electric Co., has changed

name to Montrose Electric Co.
JOTTINGS.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MANUFACTURING
COMPANY have moved to the handsome new office

building at No. 99 John St., corner Gold, New York
City. They occupy a handsome suite of rooms with
plenty of light and air and—last but not least—plenty of

business in Root tubular boilers.

H. McL. HARDING, formerly manager of the sales

department of the Walker Company, at 22 Broad St.,

New York City, has returned from a four months pleas-

ure tour on the Continent. Mr. Harding was looking
well and enjoying the sights and scenes at the Electric

show the other evening, accompanied by his wife. We
expect to see him settled in his new enterprise shortly.

THOMAS POWERS, better known among the trade

as Tom,—Fred. Pearce's hustler,—is securing a number
of large orders among the principal hotels in Greater New-
York for fire alarms. Mr. Powers is feeling very proud
of Mr. Pearce's new quarters,—a floor 200x40 feet square,

—at Nos. 18-20 Rose St., New York City.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a>»

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of tlio type de-

serving this name,

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO..

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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Electrical Laboratory at Cornell University.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

This wel known institution, situated on the eastern

slope of the Cayuga Lake Valley, New York State, is one

of the representative technical colleges in this country.

Profs. Moler and Ryan of the electrical engineering

course have given instruction to some who have become

well known experts. The dynamo laboratory of this uni-

versity of which a view is shown is believed to be the larg-

est college dynamo room in this country, if not in the

world. It contains no machines that arc used in regular

lighting service but is devoted entirely to the experimental

study of dynamos and motors. The floor space is forty

by seventy feet. The collection of dynamos includes near-

ly all the well known types together with many machines

of unusual form, constructed especially for experimental

purposes. These machines are of various sizes, from

twenty horse power down and they are arranged with spe-

cial reference to the requirements of experimental work.
An important part of the work in applied electric

electrical measurements together with a detailed study of

storage batteries, arc lamps, meters, etc., is carried on in

the annex to Franklin Hall which is a substantial one
story building, one hundred by thirty-seven feet. Opera-
tions of extreme precision are conducted in the magnetic
observatory, an isolated building entirely free from iron,

containing galvanometers and other standard instru-

ments. The more practical part of the electrical work is

in charge of Prof. Ryan, the author of several well pap
on electricity. For students up the State the town <^>i Itha-

ca is situated in a most convenient location. The Sibley

College of mechanical engineering of Cornell University
is under the supervision of Prof. P. H. Thurston, who i-.

also director.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

*ON A DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMO WITHOUT
BRUSHES.

By Albert Campbell, B. A.

It has often been laid down as a fundamental principle

chat it is impossible to construct a dynamo to give an un-

idirectional current without slipping contacts somewhere

or other in the machine. And this principle seems

the coil must be commutated with regard to the main
circuit, for if not we should obtain an alternating current.

So in this second case commutation is essential, and
therfore it would seem slipping contacts must be used here

also. But this does not follow, for, as I now proceed to

show, commutation can be obtained without any sliding

contact whatever, and with all parts of the conducting
circuit quite rigidly connected together.

Let P M Q M in fig. i be a Wheatstone's bridge in

Fia. 1.

reasonable enough when we consider the two possible which B is a battery or other source of continuous cur-

cases that arise. In the first case a part of the corcuit rent, and let the four arms be of equal non-inductive re-

moves so as to go on cutting lines of force in the same sistance, but two of them, P M and M Q, of pure bismuth,

direction. As an example of this may be mentioned Since the bridge is balanced, there will be no potential

Lorenz's apparatus, in which a conducting disc is rotated difference between P and Q. Now let a strong magnetic
in its own plane at right angles to a magnetic field. It field cut alternately the two bismuth arms. When either
is obvious that slipping contacts are here absolutely neces- arm is in the field its resistance is largely increased, and
sary. In the second case a part of the circuit (which we the bridge is thrown out of balance; we thus obtain an
may call a coil) is so arranged that it becomes interlinked alternating potential difference from P to Q. From

with a varying amount of magnetic flux. Now, every
time the flux attains a maximum value the E.M.F. induced
in the coil changes sign, and accordingly at that moment

"London Electrical Review.

this simple case we can easily pass to the converse one
where a source of alternating E.M.F. is made to give a

unidirectional current.

This case is shown in fig. 2, in which the bridge arms
are the same as in figure i, but the battery is replaced by
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a coil K with its plain perpendicular to the plane of the

paper. If the magnetic flux shown in the figures now
moved downward from F to G and be followed at a dis-

tance equal to FG by a series of similar fluxes an alterna-

ting E.M.F. will be set up in the coil K. Owing to the

action of the bismuth arms however a unidirectional diff-

ence of potential will be produced from F to G and a rec

cited by an alternating current from A. A bismuth strip

B i through which this current also passes is placed be-
tween the facing poles and in parallel with the strip is a
circuit consisting of a choking coil of low resistance and a
moving coil galvanometer G. If the permanent magnet is

strong enough the magnetic flux through the bismuth
strip never changes sign and the strip will have a higher

F;a. 4.

lifted current may be taken from these points. To obtain

a uniform continuous current it will only be necessary to

connect in series a sufficient number of such elements as

shown in fig. 3 and to dispose the rotating mag-
net.-, that the pulsating E.M.Fs. produced by the several

elements should be progressively out of phase with one

Bi

resistance for one-half of the alternating current wave
than for the other, the result being that a partially rec-

tified current will be sent into the galvanometer circuit.

Even with ordinary commercial bismuth in which the re-

sistance changes are relatively small it is easy to get a
deflection on the galvanometer which changes in direc-

Em

N

Fig. 5.

another and so produce a steady potential difference at

XV.
To get more efficient commutation all four bridge arms

should be of bismuth and they should be placed as in fig-

ure 4 so that pairs of opposite arms may be in the magnet-

ic field at the same time.

Let us now consider whether it is possible to obtain

really efficient commutation in this way. If the bridge

arms are of pure electrolytic bismuth at ordinary temper-

atures a flux dencity of about 14,000 would alter their

tion when the permanent magnet N S has its position

reversed. The choking coil serves to keep back much
of the alternating component. This action of an im-
pedance coil upon a pulsating current is worth a little

further consideration. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of

increasing the impedance of a circuit of fixed resistant

which has a constant pulsating I'. I), at its end.

The curve A represents the current when the circuit

is non-inductive, b shows the ripples partially smoothed
out by adding moderate self inductance while c shows the

Fia. 6.

resistances by about 60 per cent. In the most favorable
case where the coil K, figure 2, is of negligible resistance

the rectified voltage available from F to G would for B

—

14,000 be less than one-fourth of the alternating E.M.F.
ii d itemed in the coil. If very low temperatures could be
used the available fraction would be much larger for the

resistance changes in the bismuth would then be enor-

mously increased.

The peculiar properties of bismuth in a somewhat sim-

ilar way afford a means of obtaining rectified current

from an alternating one without the use of moving cir-

cuits. In figure 5 is shown a simple arrangement which
gives a partially rectified current.

A strong permanent magnet is placed with one pole

close to one of the poles of an electro magnet E m cx-

resitll 1>\ adding very high inductance, namely a practi-

cally continuous current. It should be noticed that the

continuous current obtained is exactly equal to the mean
value of the original pulsating current although the val-

ues of their mean squares would be very different. The
above experiment is a very instructive one and the result

shows that in some practical cases impedance ma\ be

increased with advantage. Doubtless when rectified

currents are used for arc lighting the series coils in the

lamps help to smooth out the current ripples and lessen the

flickering effect noticeable at the lower frequencies. Un-
fortunately however it is the high frequency ripples that

are most easily smoothed out.

The arrangement shown in figure 5 does not give purely

unidirectional currents but these may be obtained from
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alternating ones by applying the principle there used

to one or more of the arms of a Wheatstone's bridge.

Although these methods of rectifying alternating cur-

rents are probably of little use in commercial applications,

owing to their low efficiency, it is possible that they may

prove useful in connection with the measurement of cer-

tain alternating current quantities ; in any case they form

instructive lecture room experiments.

It is easy to see that in the arrangement shown in fig.

3 instead of using bismuth, copper wires might be em-

ployed, which should have their resistances varied by a

gas flame rotating with the same speed as the magnet.
' To return, in conclusion, to our main proposition, it

spectively. In figure I we have the case of dead ground.
The upper wire of this circuit is in metallic contact with d

gas pipe, water pipe, etc. In consequence of this a lamp
placed between the other wire and the grounds lights up
brightly. In figure 2 we have a case of partial ground,
one in which it is necessary to test more for a failure in in-

sulation than actual metallic contact. A Wheatstone
bridge is employed, as shown. In figure 3 a short cir-

cuit is shown which can be easily indicated by the pres-

ence of a lamp in the line. In figure .1, a short circuit in

a branch is indicated in a similar manner.

The American Pegamoid Company, formerly at No.

*

no volts

no volt Xvne

M Short CireMiX

"h-UVlTL Fiod

f,^
SHovtCwewt
m ")3rOL^c.iK

Diagram Showing Grounds and Short Clruits.

is evident that commutation can be obtained without

slipping contacts, i. e., in absolutely fixed circuits, by

myitis of alterations in resistance produced by magnetic,

thermal, or other means.

GROUNDS AND SHORT CIRCUITS.

In electric light work partial grounds, dead grounds

and short circuits are frequently met with.

346 Broadway, New York city, have moved their head-

quarters to No. 339 Broadway. The salesrooms and

general offices of the company will be found at the above

address and also a complete line of the various applica-

tions to which "Pegamoid" can be put.

In figures

1, 2, 3 and 4, are shown methods of testing for each re-

\s I have only discussed circuits with fixed rigid

conductors, I have omitted all mention of electrolytic

methods of rectifying alternating currents.

The Case Manufacturing Company, Columbus. Ohio,

has lately shipped a 15-ton electric travelling crane to St.

Petersburg, Russia, for use in a new port at that place:

also two 30-ton three motor electric travelling cranes for

use in the government powder station at Sydney, New

South Wales.
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THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM' IN LARGE
CITIES.

The problem of transportation in large cities has be-

come the subject of the day, particularly in Greater New
York. In the "Journal of the Franklin Institute" Mr.

Edward E. Higgins, makes some very interesting state-

ments and discusses the subject analytically. He divides

it up into the problem of cars and car service ; the problem

of track and road bed ; the problem of fares, transfers, etc.

He shows in a most interesting manner that the compan-

ies owning and operating the surface roads are dealing

with the theory of probabilities, depending, to a large ex-

tent, as the insurance companies do, upon each passenger

travelling only a limited distance for his five cents.

He states: "for five cents a citizen of Brooklyn may
travel more than ten miles. A citizen of any of our great

cities can travel ten, fifteen or even twenty miles. In do-

ing so he inflicts a loss upon the company and if there

were a large proportion of the total number of passengers

carried who travelled so far or even five or ten mile dis-

tances our city railway properties would be continually

unprofitable and probably insolvent. It is in the short

distance riding that the losses are made up and it must
therefore in frankness be admitted that the short distance

rider pays part of the fare of him who rides a longer dis-

tance. This is an apparent injustice which cannot, how-
ever, be remedied unless the whole principle and policy of

American street railroading be radically changed and the

effect of the change would be undoubtedly disastrous

from a sociological point of view, tending to check the

expansion of cities to the suburbs and increase the con-

gestion of life in the centre
is the present five cent fare loo high and can it be re

duced without consequent disasters to street railway com-
panies." Both these questions can be most emphatically

answered in the negative. The street railway companies
of to-day are giving to their patrons a maximum ncie two
or three times greater than tiiat given lor the same price

ten years ago and an average riae at least fifty per cent.

greater; they are giving them a speed in transit from 1.

to one hundred per cent, greater ; and are providing them
with cars cleaner liner, better lighted and in all re-

spects superior to the old regime. Js a mere change oi

motive power from horses to electricity a magicai tiling

that can multiply wealth as by a philosopher s stone? No.
The street railway companies ol the country are by no
means unduly prosperous to-day. In fact, too many oi

them are struggling under far heavier burdens than ever

ought to have been put upon them by the people. In Phil-

adelphia ,for example, the right to change the motive
power from horses to electricity has been granted on con-
dition that the street railway company shall lay down new
pavement and permanently maintain this pavement on
over four hundred miles of streets within the city limits

—

a condition more enormous perhaps than that ever be-

fore laid upon a quasi public industry and one which will

make the payment of excessive dividends or a reduction

of fares impossible for many years to come, if not for-

ever."

From this standpoint it is certainly evident that the

transportation problem in large cities is one which is as-

suming such magnitude that it will become absolutely ne-

cessary for the municipality to ease the burden carried by
those whose business it is to provide conveniences of trav-

el for those living within the city limits. It may be that in

the future when the burden becomes too heavy and possi-

ble bankruptcy confronts those whose investments are-

involved in schemes of this description that the city will

be forced to either buy out or partially support street rail-

way corporations. The wisest policy may be that of own-
ing the surface roads, as the mail system in this country
and the telegraph in Great Britian is controlled by the

State. Our American cities arc not growing smaller but

larger and in those of the most cosmopolitan charactei

the ever increasing cry for better facilities in transporta-

tion, for more rapid transit, may force not one but all to

run their own surface roads. A matter of this kind
dovetailed in with the every day life of each man cannot
be disregarded by the ruling body of citizens for investi-

gations have repeatedly shown that the burden of di

carried by street railway corporations in spite of their in-

creased capitalization is growing heavier and heavier

Someone has already suggested that the tax on private

property he increased to such an extent that every citizen

within the city limits can travel free, so to speak, on the

surface roads. The city taxes the houseowner for water,

it taxes him for the ground and home he occupies, it im-
poses a tax upon him for the use of the post and then
no reason, if direct benefit has been derived from such a

system, why the city should not regard this problem a^

one similar and allow every citizen living within the city

limits to forget that he once paid fare. If Brooklyn
Bridge were leased to a private corp< 'ration a hue and cry

would be raised against such a proceeding, yet then
but a slight difference between the leasing of public

streets and the leasing of a gigantic structure like the

Bridge, which is really one of the pathways between New
York and Brooklyn.

Alexandria, Minn.—The Park Region Telephone Ex-
change Co. has been incorporated by George G. S. Camp-
bell, N. L. Page, Tolef Jacobson, Rudolph Wegener and
Fred D. Campbell. Capital stock $10,000.
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AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIA-
TION CONVENTION.

Every member of the electrical fraternity is preparing

for the coming convention of the National Electric Light

Association, the preliminaries of which will soon be com-

pleted. The convention days wil be May 23rd to 25th

and the programme followed out will be that indicated

below.

The discussion on "Transformers" wil be led by Pro-
fessor Goldsborough, of Purdue University. Lafayette,
Indiana.

Several topics of great interest to central station man-
agers will be discussed : subjects to be announced later.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY has ex-
tended an invitation to the active members of the Associ-
ation to visit their factories at Schenectady, and they have
arranged for a special train via New York Central Rail-

road, to leave the Grand Central Station on the morning
of May 26th. reaching Schenectady in time to give all the
afternoon for visiting the works, and arriving at the Grand
Central Station again at about ten o'clock the sam: even-
ing.

THE MURRAY HILL HOTEL has been selected a<

" [A. IT. YOUNG,

President National Electric Li^ht Association.

Papers on the following subjects will be read and dis-
cussed

:
Single-Phase Distribution/' Herbert A. Wag-

ner, bt Louis, Mo.; "Underground Electrical Construc-
tion Louis A. Ferguson. Chicago. 111. ;"Some NUn l :rider-ground Distribution Of Two-Phase Current InNew York City." E. A. Leslie. New York City : "The De-
velopment Of High-Tension Service," (Illustrated bv
Stereopticon). Calvin W. Rice. New York: "A Local
transmission bystem-Development And Operation " W
S. Barstow Brooklyn. N. Y. ; "Alternating-Current Gen-
eration And Distribution-Changes Contemplated In At-
lanta, H M. Atkinson, Atlanta. Ga. : "Means of Af-
fording Safety In Electrical Distribution." W L R Em-
met, Schenectady, N. Y. ; "Rotary Transformers \nd
Storage Batteries, And Their Relation To Long-Distance
Transmission," Professor W. L. Robb, Hartford Conn

the headquarters of the Association . Hotel rates will be :

on the American plan. S3. 50 and upward per day : on the
European plan. Si.50 and upward per day. according to

room.
TRANSPORTATION—The Trunk Line Association.

The Central Passenger Association. The Southeastern
Passenger Association and The New England Passeng
Association have granted a rate of a fare and one-third, on
the certificate plan, from points in their territory and re-

turn, for delegates and friends attending the twenty-sec-
ond convention of this association, to be held in this city

May 23, 24. 25 The following gentlemen will have
charge of transportation matters for their several locali-

ties :

Mr.W. Forman Collins, 510 Marquette building. Chica-

go, 111. ; Mr. H. A. Wagner, Missouri-Edison Company.
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St. Louis, Mo. ; Mr. C. F. Hesser, Cincinnati Gas Light
and Coke Company, Cincinnati, O. ; Mr. Morris W.
Mead, City Electrician, Pittsburg, Pa. ; Mr. R. F. Ross,
620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass. ; Mr. H. B. Cutter,

1 1 12 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. S. C. D. Stern,

City Electrician, Denver, Colo.; Mr. H. M. Atkinson,
Georgia Electric Light Company, Atlanta, Ga., and Mr.
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Particular attention will be given to the advancement in

electric-lighting apparatus. One interesting exhibit will

show the improvement in the arc light, showing step by
step, the advancement made from the Jablochkoff candle
to the modern lamp.
Two of the special features of the exhibition will be ex-

periments with wireless telegraphy and with liquified air.

Q

>

7:

E. R. Weeks, Kansas City Electric Light Company, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
THE ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION to be held un-

der the auspices of the Association opened at Madison

There will also be the finest display of automobiles e*cr
made in this country.

Passes to the exhibits in will be issued t< 1 members of the

Association and delegates attending the convention, upon
Square Garden on May 8th, and will continue until June application to the Secretary.

3d. Committees have been appointed by President Young
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This exhibition will show the development of electricity

in all its branches, at the close of the nineteenth century.

as follows: Reception Committee— Thomas E. Murray,
chairman. Chas. A. Schieren, H. L. Shippy, C. H. Jack-
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son, L. F. Requa, Geo. T. Manson, J, W. Lieb, Jr., Paul
Spencer. E, A. Leslie. p. II. Stevens, William Brock,
E. H. Maher, Jr., A. J. Purinton, A. H. Patterson, and
A'. S. Barstow, Entertainment Committee—Chas. W.
Price, chairman, \V. L. Candee, Theodore Beran, Wm.
F. Zimmerman, (

'. O. Baker, Jr., A. II. Patterson. E. P.

Peck.

A steamboat excursion up the North River to Yonkers
will give the ladies an opportunity to view some of the

sights in and around Greater New York.They will pass

the Palisades, circle around the Navy Yard, etc., and then

have luncheon on hoard the boat.

On Wednesday, May 24th, in the afternoon an automo-
bile ride for the fairer sex will start from the Garden, tin

committee in charge of same being

:

Columbia University will be visited and the route will

cover Fifth Ave., Grant's Tomb, Riverside Drive, etc.

Tea will be served in the West Hall of Columbia Univer>-

ity. The library, electric plant, engineering departments,

etc.. will be inspected. After this the stables of the New
York Electric Transportation Company will be visited

for the purpose of seeing how electric cabs are groomed
and fed.

The last convention of the National Electric Light
Association was held at Chicago June 7, 8 and 9, 1898.

Business of considerable importance was transacted and
papers read relating to electric light and power. The As-
sociation has added to its prosperity year by year and ex-

tended its membership list so as to include all electric

light men of any consequence in the United States. The
interest attached to meetings of this kind has increased

until, now wherever the association holds its convention

the citizens of that town regard it as a municipal event.

Papers read by the appointed members of the associa-

tion are written by men that have had an intimate experi-

ence with the subjects it is their privilege to discuss. The
papers contained within the transactions of sister socie-

ties that are supposedly of a more technical and scientific

nature will be found by comparison to be, if anything,

only on a par with those delivered before the National

Electric Light Association. The position which the as-

sociation holds among the electrical fraternity is a most
unique one. The members are well known to each other

and in many respects have grown up together so that the

ties binding each to each are of the strongest character

from .a social standpoint. The diversity of experiences

enjoyed by those constituting the delegates enables them
at convention meetings to provide an entertaining and in-

structive meeting. At the last convention but one at Ni-

agara Falls the entire field of work was covered in so in-

teresting a manner that many members waited with impa-
tience for the next gathering. The N. E. L. A. conven-

tions offer two great advantages to those attending them :

increased opportunities for the transactions of business

and a means of acquiring information of the highest prac-

tical value.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS.

The 16th annual business meeting of the institute was
held at 12 West 31st St., on Tuesday May 16th, at which

the annual reports of the Council and Treasurer were pre

sented. The total membership on May 1st was 1.133

being a net gain of 35 during the year. All debts were

reported paid. The cash balance in various funds

amounted to $5,702.74. and other assets $5,067.75. The
counting of the ballots showed the election of the Coun-
cil nominees, 321 complete ballots cast. For President;

A. E. Kenncliv, 306. Vice-Presidents. J. W. Lieb. Jr..

304. Chas. F. Scott, 304. L. P.. Stillwell, 302. Managers,

C. O. Mailloux, 294, S. Dana Greene. 309. C. S. Bradley,

314, W. D. Weaver, 311. For Secretary. R. W. Pope.

320. Treasurer, Geo. A. Hamilton, 321.

A paper was presented by Frank J. Sprague, Past-

President, on the "Multiple Unit-System of Electric Rail-

ways" which was fully illustrated by a working model and
lantern slides.

This paper was discussed by John B. Blood, Jr., A. H.
Vnnstrong, 11. Ward Leonard, F. V. Henshaw and oth-

ers.

\i the. meeting of the Executive Committee in the afl

ernoon the following members were elected: Louis E.

Bogen, 547 Hale Ave., Avondale, Cincinnati, O. ; Paul
Bonynge, 104 Berkely Place, Brooklyn, N. V.; Joseph
tl. Bowman, Chihuahua, Mexico; Ellis Eugene Brown,
Kingston, Pa. ; Walter E. Chappell, BarnesvilP
Louis A. Herdt, McGill University, Montreal, Canada ;

Albert C. Johnson, Box 7, Wilmar, Minn. ; Thos. J. John-
ston, Schnectedy, N. Y.; John F. Kelly, Pittsfield, Mass.;
Chas. Edwin Knox, 108 W. 122nd St., New York, N. Y.

;

John F. McCartney, 53 Victoria St., London, Eng.

;

Robert D. McCarter, Jr., Schenectedy, N. V.; Robert
McClenathen, Box 476, Ithaca, N. Y. ; A. Center Middle-
ton, Box 253, Schenectedy, N. Y.; E. H. Mullin, 188 Col-
umbus Ave., New York; Harry Nathan Ramsey, 1062
Lexington Ave., New York City; Geo. P. Robinson,
Milwaukee, Wis. ; Frank Robert Schoolfield, 10 Clifton

St., West Somerville, Mass. ; Chas Ralph Sturdevant,
Lexington, Ky. ; S. E. Whiting, 11 Ware St., Cambridge,
Mass.

EXHIBITIONS.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION NOTES.

CROCKER-W.P1EELER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
39-41 Cortlandt St., New York City, have an excellent

exhibit of their noted dynamos and motors. In the centre

of the booth is an immense 400 K. \Y. multi-polar gener-

ator, standing about ten feet high. This booth is presided

over by F. S. Blackall, of Messrs. Blackall, the selling

agents, 39 Cortlandt St., New York City, assisted by a

number of their able salesmen.

GOLD STREET CAR HEATING COMPANY,
Frankfort and Cliff Sts., New York City, show a full line

of their electric heaters, both portable and stationarv.

JOS. D1NON CRUCIBLE COMPANY, of Jerse)

City, N. J., exhibit a full line of their graphite products

for electricians and the electrical industries. They ex-

hibit a useful line of products showing all kinds of graph-

ite resistances. The are just bringing out a new line of

pencil carbons. Mr. Beard, better known as one of the

square men of the Electric Show, presides at this booth.

The illumination of this booth is one of the attractions of

the show, three Eschwei enclosed arc lamps being placed

in an enclosed sign with the word "Dixon" on the face

of the same. They have an ingenious automatic switch

operated by an ordinary metal clock which cuts the light

in and out every ten seconds. The Eschwei lamp is the

product of the Universal Electric Pull Socket & Switch

Company, of New York City.

AMERICAN CIRCULAR LOOM COMPANY
Chelsea, Mass., shows a complete line of their two interior

iduits, electro duct and circular loom. In connection

with their exhibit they show a number of uniforms and

equipments worn by tin' former captain-general of Cuba.

1 General Blanco, and his officers during the Spanish-

American war. Idie booth is in charge <^i Mr. Harry

Kirkland, their New York agent, office 120 Greenwich
St.

PRINDLE PUMP COM PANY, 120 Liberty St.. New-

York City, have a tine exhibition oi their ccntriiigual

pumps operated automatically in connection with Messrs

Zindars & Hunt's automatic tank switch. The pump is

directlv connected to an electric motor.

MR. TIMOTHY HOWARD, of the post and tele-

graph department, of Melbourne. Australia, was one

the interested visitors at the Show last week.
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THE GREAT EXPERIMENT OF MICHAEL
FARADAY.

Franklin Leonard Pope.

On the morning of December 25th, 182 1. the young

wife of an assistant in the laboratory of the Royal Institu-

tion of London, was called by her husband to share his de-

light at the success of an interesting experiment, the pos-

sibility of accomplishing which had occupied his thoughts

for many weeks. What the young woman saw upon en-

whenever the electric circuit was completed by touching
the other battery conductor to the vertical wire the float-

ing bar would revolve around the latter as a centre. In
this simple manner a continuous mechanical motion was
for the first time produced by the action of an electrical

current.

The world is even now but just awakening to a concep-
tion of the magnificent possibilities of the humble gift

which was slipped into its stocking on that Christmas

Faraday's Discovery on Christmas Morning of Electro-Magnetic Induction.

tering the laboratory was this : upon a table stood a small

vessel filled nearly to the brim with mercury ; a copper
wire was supported in a vertical position so as to dip into

the mercury, while a little bar magnet floated in the liquid

metal as a spar buoy floats in a tide way. having been an-

chored by a bit of thread to the bottom of the vessel. The
mass of mercury having been connected by a wire to one
pole of a voltaic battery the experimentalist had found that

*From "Electricity in Daily Life." ("Scribner's")

morning by the since world famous man who not long
before had jocosely described himself as "Michael Fara-
day, late book binder's apprentice, now turned philoso-
pher."

Many brilliant discoveries almost simultaneously made
shed upon the beginning of the nineteenth century the
luminous light of original thought. Faradav as we have
seen was successful in producing continuous mechanical
action. Barlow, of Woolwich, elaborating Faraday's dis-

covery, made in 1826. his electric spur wheel, a most in-
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genious philosophical toy and in point of fact the first or-

ganized electric motor. In 1826 Sturgeon devised the

electro magnet. He bent a soft iron rod into horse shoe

form, coated it with varnish and wrapped it with a single

helix of bare copper bell wire. A current passed through
the wire, rendered the rod magnetic and caused it to sus-

tain by attraction a soft iron armature of nine pounds
weight.

In this country Prof. Dana, of Yale, in his lectures on
natural philosophy, exhibited Sturgeon's electro magnet.
Among his listeners was Morse in whose mind was thus

early planted the germ which ultimately developed into

the electric telegraph. Prof. Joseph Henry, then a teach-

er in the Albany Academy, starting with the feeble electro

magnet of Sturgeon, reconstructed and improved it and
then by a series of brilliant original discoveries and exper-

imental researches developed it into an instrumentality

of enormous mechanical power, capable of exhibiting a

sustaining force of two thousand three hundred pounds,

a power which nevertheless vanished in the twinkling of

an eye upon the breaking of the electric current.

The basic discovery of Faraday, the principle of electro

magnetic induction, is a greater achievement as far as the

benefits to mankind are concerned than the discovery of

a continent. The good that has sprung from the univers-

al use of electric power is enormous. Quick transporta-

tion, brilliantly lighted streets, and the possibilities in the

near future of electric heating appliances in our homes
means a complete revolution which is entirely due to the

crystallization of the simple principle discovered by Fara-
day.

213.

Liverpool :—10 packages electrical material $520.
Lisbon:—7 cases electrical material $215.
Mexico:—4 cases electrical material $42.
Marseilles:—106 packages electrical material $17.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 9TH, 1899, $83,891.00.

New York, N. Y., May 9th, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of Electrical Material are from the port of New
York for the wek ending this date

:

Argentine Republic:—113 packages electrical mater-

ial, $3,256.
Antwerp:—42 packages electrical material, $1,592.

British East Indies:—18 cases electrical material

$491.
_ _

British Guinea :—4 packages electrical material $300.

Brazil:—34 packages electrical material $1,351. in-

cases electrical machinery, $1,195.

Bordeaux:—9 cases electrical material $100.

British West Indies:—168 packages electrical mater-

ial, $4,526.

Bremen :—5 cases electrical material $250.

British Possessions in Africa:—2 cases electrotypes

$30. 112 packages electrical material, $2,626. 1 case

electrical material $6.

Cuba:—43 packages electrical material $573. 18

cases electrodes $7,500. 2 cases electrical machinery $107.

Central America :— 1 1 packages electrical material

$80.
Chili:—29 packages electrical material $1,358.

Ecuador:—9 packages electrical material $347.
Florence :—4 cases electrical material $967.
Fiume :—3 cases electrical machinery $306.

Glasgow :— 1 case electrical material $298.

Havre:—28 cases electric motors $4,940. 71 cases

electrical machinery $2,679. 145 cases electrical material

$11,434.
Hull :—13 cases electrical material $650.

Hamburg:—89 packages electrical material $9, mS.

Helsinfors :—2 cases electrical material $15.

London:—94 packages electrical materil $1,751.

22 ess electrical machinery $i,49°-

Newfoundland :—3 cases electrical material $69.
Peru:— 15 packages electrical material $566.
Roane :—8 cases electrical material $43 1

.

U. S. of Colombia:—142 packages electrical materi-
al $4,819.

Wigan :— 1 case electro shells $300.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
Portland, Me.—Standard incandescent Burner Co.,

incorporated by John E. Sawyer, Frederick H. Jacobs,
and others. Capital stock, $500,000.

Peoria, 111.—Peoria Lighting & Power Co., has been in-

corporated by Lewis W. May. Geodfrey (i. Lnther. and
Fred. Luthey, gas and electric heating, lighting and power
plants. Capital stock, $50,000.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Fort Wayne Electrical Works, in-

corporated by J. P. Fulton, E. E. Gilbert, S. D. Greene,
and George C. Uollister; manufacturing and selling elec-
trical apparatus. Capital stock,$5oo,ooo.

Pierre, S. D.—The Milner Electric Co., incorporated
by George Milner, E. L. Squire, and W. L. Shnnk. Cap-
ital stock, $5,000,000.

^ Pierre, S. D.—The Nebraska Heat, Light and Power
Co., incorporated by S. R. Briggs, Eugene C. Robinson,
and W. L. Shunk. Capital stock, $2,000,000.

East Orange, N. J.—General Gas, Electric and Power
Co., incorporated by George B. Dresher, Omar Powell,
and William E. Beattie

;
gas lighting, heating and power.

Capital stock, $75,000.
Hazleton, Pa.—The Edison Illuminating Co., West

End Electric Light Co.. and the Edison Electric Light
Co., have formed a combination and will hereafter consti-

tute one company, to be conducted by one management.
The capital stock of the combined companies is $93,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The Korn Incandescent Light Co..

incorporated by Ernest F. Ayrault. Charles W. Dayton,
and J. P. Murrav. Capital stock $12,000.

Mt. Gilead. Ohio.—Mt. Gilead Electric Light. Heat &
Power Co., incorporated by W. M. Carlisle. M. Burr Tal

maq-e, and others. Capital stock. $50,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Merritt Electric Air Brake Co..

incorporated by Walter W. Bostwick, Monroe P. Wilkins

and others: manufacturing and dealing in electric air

brakes. Capital stock St.000.000.

New York. N. Y.—Cox Electric Rail Ciy, incorporated

by H. Barringer Cox, David Jankower and others. Capi-

tal stock, $1,000,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Monongahela Light & Power Co., in-

corporated by W. E. Walsh, Chas. F. Farren and others.

( Capital stock, St.000.<
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO. " :

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom 185 World Bid., N. V. City.

ONE PELL or our BUZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ
ZARD (5 inch fan motor ">0 hours, at a cost of 10 oeuts. One^

cell of our battery and our BLIZZ VRD 6-inch motor will be*

sent to any address In the Uuited States on receipt of $2.00»»»»»«*»»»**
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New Philadelphia, Ohio.—Goshen Electric Co., in-

corporated by Augustus Boyer, Adam Lieser, Wm. H.
Lieser, Augustus A. Lieser and Geo. W. Wilson. Capital

stock $5,000.
Columbus, Ohio.—Guernsey Electric Co., incorporated

by William C. Benbow, W. P. Devore and others. Capi-

tal stock $5,000.
Paterson, N. J.—Sipp Electric Machine Co., incorpor-

ated by Grant Sipp and others; manufactutre electric

machinery. Capital $50,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Independent Electric Light &
Power Co., incorporated by Claus Spreckels, John D.

Spreckels and others. Capital stock $10,000,000.

East Orange, N. J.—Electric Process Co., incorpor-

ated by Oscar L. Lefferts, Geo. W. Mark, and Frederick

W. Garvin ; business of an electric company in all its

branches. Capital stock $100,000.

Brutus, N. Y.—Weedsport Electric Light Co. has

been incorporated by John D. Edwards, Harrison L.

Hoyt and Wm. G. Thome. Capital stock $15,000.

Sag Harbor, N. Y.—Sag Harbor Electric Light and

Power Co. has been incorporated by Robert K. Story.

C. S. Southard and S. S. Watson. Capital stock $25,000.

New York, N. Y.—Columbia Electric Supply Co., in-

corporated by S. C. McPherson, Wm. 11. White, Jr.,

Thos. B. McGlynn and Harry W. Barkley. Capital

stock $500,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—Scott Manufacturing Co., incorpor-

ated by Garnard Strode, Ashley D. Scott, J. H. Town-
send and Jas. Butler; mechanical and electrical devh

Capital stock $10,000.

New York, N. Y.—San Tuan Light & Transit Co., in-

corporated by P. H. McMillan. F. K. Curtis and others;

electricity in Porto Rico. Capital stock $500,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Consumers' Electric Light. Heat
& "Power Co. of Hudson County, incorporated by Ru-

pert Schefbauer, Robert Randolph, Elmer P. Morris

;

electric light, heat and power. Capital stock $100,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Salem, Mass.—Salem Telephone Co., incorporated by

Henry A. Hale, Joseph M. Parsons, and George W. Pit-

man. Capital stock. $100,000.

Gallipolis, Ohio.—Gallipolis Telephone Co., incorpora-

ted by A. L. Bigeloy. Thomas E. Bradbury. William B.

Shober and others Capital stock. $30,000

Mt. Sterling, Ohio.—Mt. Sterling Telephone & Elec-

tric Co., incorporated by Clay Johnson. C. W. Loofborow,

and others. Capital stock, $6,000.

Salisbury, X. C—The Salisbury Telephone Co., recent-

ly incorporated, has been purchased and will operate an

established plant.

Winton, N. C—The Mutual Telephone Co., has been

organized, with W. A. Lemly, President ; H. G. Chatham.

Vice-President; B. B. Owens, Secretary-Treasurer, and

J. F. Miller, General Manager.
Beaver Springs, Pa.—Spring Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by J. D. Haines, H. Romig, Clymer Romig and

others. Capital stock, $2,000.

Pulaski Citv, Va.—Wythe Telephone Co., incorporated

by D. D. Hull Jr., B. F. Garnett, B. Laughon. and Geor.

M. Holstein. "Capital stock. $5,000.

Palmyra. Va., Fluvanna Telephone & Telegraph I

incorporated by C. E. Jones, T. E. Cowherd and others.

Capital stock. S^.ooo.

Gainesville, Ga—Col. H. P. Farrow will construct a

telephone line from Gainesville to Dahlonega.

McComb Citv. Miss.—The Pike County Telephone

C. incorporated' by J. W. Johnson, W. M. White and oth-

ers. Capital stock. $25,000.

Ellicott City. Md.—The Citizens Telephone Co.,

Howard County, incorporated by Louis T. Clark, Fred

erick H. Bailliere and others. 'Capital stock, $15.00

Lowell, W. Yn.—Lowell & Greenbriar Valley Teh-

phone Co., incorporated by A. C. Lowe, C. M. Perry. Jr.,

and others. Capital stock, $10,000.

Smithville, Tex.—The Smithville & Red Rock Tele-
phone Co., incorporated by W. L. Moore, and others ; to
construct and maintain a telephone line betwen Smithville
and Red Rock. Capital stock, $1,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
-Silver Springs, X. Y.—Perry, Castile, Silver Springs

and Pike Railway Co., incorporated by John H. and Jos-
eph M. Duncan, Greenleaf S. Van Gorder, Albert O.
Skiff and others; to operate a railway by electricity in
\\ yoming County. Capital stock, $200,000.

Port Huron, Mich.—The Port Huron, St. Clair and
Marine City Electric Railway, incorporated, with a capi-
tal stock of $300,000.

Hannibal. Mo.—Hannibal Traction Co., has been in-
corporated by Charles D. Haines, Elmer T. Haines, An-
drew G. Haines. Hiram McGonegal and others ; electric
railway. Capital stock, S 100,000.

BUS] = MAXGES.
Forest City. Ark.—The St. Francis Electric Light Co.,

has increased ith capital stock from S8.000 to $12,000
POSSIBLE INSTALLATK INS.

Syacuse, X. Y.—Mayor McGuire may be addressed
concerning construction of electric lightng plant.
Bad Axe, Mich.—A municipal electric lighting plant

will be constructed.

Durham. X. C—The Durham Electric Light Co.. has
been awarded contract for new machinery.

r.arnwell. S. C—A. Brill, of Aiken. S. C, is investi-
ting with a view of establishing a telephone system and
trie light plant at Barnwell.

Spartansburg, S. C.—Y. T. McEuwen, representing T
Parks and I!. F. Jennings, of New York, has received

franchise for establishing an electric lighting, gas. heating
and railway plant.

Joneston, Tenn.—The Mayor may be addressed c n
cerning establishment of an electric lighting plant.

K TTINGS.
The Montauk Multiphase Cable Company have

arranged for an exhibit of their automatic thermostatic
Fire Detective Cables at the Paris Exposition next year.

The Company will make a very complete exhibit of their

hire Detective Wires in connection with all interior elec-

trical adaptations, and it will undoubtedly be one of the
electrical features of that Fair. The Convention 1 f

Municipal Electricians to be held in September of this

year at Wilmington, Del., promises to eclipse any pre-

vious convention in numbers and exhibits. The progress
of municipal fire protection from its beginning down to

the present will be illustrated by apparatus in vo^ue dur-
ing the various stages of invention. The Montauk Multi-
phase Cable Company will have a complete display of

their product in connection with all interior wiring.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
yHESl. INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct CurrcDt

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

lust-proof cast-itvu case, which ef-

ely shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON tLECTRICAL INaiRUMENT Cu.

1 1
4-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

Nicola Tesla.

TESLA BEFORE THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL CLUB.

In his speech before the Chicago-Commercial Club
Mr. Tesla spoke about some of his recent experiments as

follows, which we quote from our contemporary, the

"Western Electrician"

:

"There is no one who does not speculate about the ques-
tions of his existence, asking whence he comes, whither
he is going and what in reality he is. Soul and matter
and their relations have eternal interest for human be-

ings. On the other side, there is always the desire to

comprehend the marvelous manifestations of nature in all

its phases. Let us talk of all of these."

He illustrated his meaning by an experiment with two
disks, which he said were similarly constructed.

"One of these has life in it," he said, "and the other has

not." Picking them up, he added : "Which is the active

one I cannot tell, but we shall soon see." Then, while his
assistant turned on a current, he tested each and deter-
mined which one was dead and which one was alive.
Turning to another point. Tesla said : "It is necessary

for us to assume a universal medium for the transmiss-
ion of force. This results from the necessity of explain-
ing the action of bodies at a distance. Energy is trans-
mitted from the sun to the earth through some verv at-
tenuated medium. To show how much medium may be
used under certain conditions I may refer to a feat I
once accomplished of converting a column of gas into a
solid body by the application of electricity in a certain
manner. The gas became rigid and vibrated like a steel
wire. Scientific men have not noticed the importance of
this as yet. Again, I have produced a solid body in the
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air on the end of a wire. I made a flame which consumed

nothing and showed signs of solidification, for it offered

resistance to the passage of bodies through it.

"The forces of the air may be utilized in a manner now

that we have not learned to even contemplate. Nitric

acid may be made from the components of the atmos-

phere
"This nitric acid may be made to fill our reservoirs and

then utilized to produce the energy we need and to trans-

mit energy to almost unlimited distances."

His greatest invention, he said, was in utilizing the

forces of the air.

"The air, which is an insulator," he said, "becomes a

conductor bv means of the millions of volts I am able to

produce. It means the using of the air for all purposes

and uses of men. Not only for the transmission of mess-

ages without wires, but for the transmission of power in

anv amount to any distance across the earth's surface."

Turning again to the distinction between living and

dead objects, he said the two were not antithetic, but the

distinction was one in consciousness. He criticized the

superficiality of the ordinary idea of life, saying that if

construct an automaton like unto me? What are the

elements necessary? I am a heat-generating being, with

powers of locomotion, with machinery to direct my move-
ments, with a sensitive mechanism to provide data, and
with a governing mind. My automaton must have all

these qualities."

"SAFETY" FOR THE PHILIPPINES.
The bis" one hundred and fiftv mile "Safetv" cable

was shipped to the Philippine Islands on board the Gov-
ernment cable steamer "Hooker" during the early part

of May. This cable, which is partly of the one con-

ductor and partly of the three conductor type, will be

used by the United States Government in the big Philip-

pine Islands cable for land and sea use. The illustration

shows a view of the steamer "Hooker" while the cable

was being loaded on board. The Safety Insulated Wire
& Cable Company have worked day and night on this

cable for several months and great credit is due to Mr.
Leonard F. Requa for the celerity with which the order

was filled. The cable will connect the six principal

islands of the group and will be laid under the direction

" Safety " BeiDg Loaded on Board U. S. Cable Steamer " Hooker."

our senses were keener we would entirely lose the feeling

of individuality. He said that there were experiments
which could prove scientifically the question of the contin-

uation of individual existence, but that these experiments
were impossible to perform. They would consist, he said,

in demonstrating that any atom in the body behaved diff-

erently toward atoms in the same body than toward atoms
on the outside. He next described the stages

in the appearance of life on the globe, saying
that all life was originally generated in the

water. Ranging all the way from the lowest
forms of animal life to the most complex, he pointed
out the impossibility of showing the axact point at

distincetion between the phenomena of cause and effect

and phenomena which mystify us. He gave his hearers

something to see, flashing light in vacuum tubes without
the aid of wires. Then he took a long tube in his hand
and waved it like a flaming sword in the air before the

machinery.
Describing many of the phenomena of his life and ex-

perience, he told how he had come to the conclusion that

he was nothing else but an automaton in every act and
sense. He explained how memory could be regarded as

automatic, and told his hearers that some time he would
write a philosophical treatise based on the facts he had
observed.

"If I am an automaton," he said, "why should I not

of Lieut. Col. J. E. Maxfield, an experienced signal

s-ervice officer. Including the above the Safety Com-
pany have recently made for the government 680 miles

of submarine cable for national defense for use in Cuba
and the Philippines. The extremely rigid Government
specifications have been met in every respect, fulfilling

every requirement as called for.

A TRANS-CONTINENTAL TROLLEY LINE.

A dispatch to the New York "Journal" states as fol-

lows :

Stephen D. Carter, of Des Moines, proposes to build

an electric railway from New York to San Francisco,

which he says can be done for $300,000,000. Here is his

description of it

:

"The structure is to be similar in general construction

to an elevated transit line, except that it is to be a double

deck affair and to have four tracks on each deck. The
outside tracks on the upper deck will be for through pass-

engers, which will make not over ten or fifteen stops

from coast to coast, making the trip from New York to

San Francisco in twenty-two hours.''"

His idea is to tunnel through the backbone of the

Rocky Mountains instead of taking a roundabout route

over them.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

CONTROLLING BELLS.
In this diagram the bell on the right hand is controlled

by the button on the left; the button on the right hand
controlling the bell on the left. By depressing the key or not properly made.

connected in series. In making the ground connection
from the spark coil to the gas pipe it is an excellent plan
to file the gas pipe to brightness, carefully wind the wire,
stripped of its insulation, around it and solder. Gas light-
ing systems often fail because the ground connection is

O
II

*_L

J_ X
S. stem ot Controlling Bells.

On

push only one set of batteries is thrown into operation
and they operate the bell most distant from them as

shown.

MOTORS IN MACHINE SHOPS.
A great deal of unnecessary discussion arises at times as

to the advantage of using motors in lieu of gas engines

mnr"

Electric Gas Lighting.

ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTING.
In this sketch the connections between the spark coil

and gas pipe and from the spark coil to the batteries in-

dicate a grounded system. Only one wire is used to con-

and steam power. It is not within the province of this

paper to consider anything but electrical machinery. As
far as a motor is concerned the following diagram will

probably illustrate clearly the power received as compared

86

113

I/oss vn, irasisniisston. ?. <?/4 JCW.

&
• *
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I
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1.49

Motor Loss8S by Shafting.

nect one gas tip with the other. Chandelier after chandel- with the power sent into at motor. The fixed loss is 2.75
ier can be lighted by this apparatus; each chandelier kilo watts; the variable loss 3.18 kilo watts: the loss in

being in multiple with its neighbor but its individual tips shafting in this particular case, with machinery running
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free, 34 wilo watts. The useful load amounts to 14.5

kilo watts. The loss in transmission is 7.574 kilo watts.

The curves above and below show variable loads when
work is not and is being done.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
DEPOSIT OF MAGNETIC IRON.

Advices from Cape Breton announce the discovery of

an immense deposit of magnetic iron on George's River
mountain, a few miles from North Sydney.—Exchange.

CARBON ELECTRODES.
The carbon electrodes of an electric furnace are now

made as big as I ft. square, carrying about 30 amperes per

square inch. They were formerly made cylindrical, but

that shape is now abandoned.—Exchange.

RAISING SUNKEN CARGOES.
It is reported that a new plan for raising sunken car-

goes of metal, such as steel rails, will shortly be tested in

the Delaware bay. A suitable crane boat will be equipped
with dynamos and large electro-magnets incased in water-

tight coverings, capable of lifting 4,000 pounds each.

The magnets will be lowered to the sunken cargo from
cranes and connected to the dynamos by flexible cables.

They are expected to lift the submerged metal with ease.

It is also claimed by the inventor that by letting magnets
drag over the beds of channels valuable cargoes which
have lain submerged for years can be located—Exchange.

A USEFUL ALLOY.
Experiments in the Sibley laboratory at Cornell Uni-

versity have shown that an alloy of two-thirds aluminum
and one-third zinc possesses some remarkable qualities.

It is white and takes a fine finish, and is equal in strength

to good cast iron, but superior to it in elasticity. On the

other hand, it melts at 800 or 900 degrees Fahrenheit,

and can be liquified in a ladle over an open fire. In the

liquid form it fills a mold, running into all the small parts

much better than brass, but is more brittle than brass.

With it small castings can be made without the use of a

foundry furnace.—Exchange.

THE GERMAN ATLANTIC CABLE.
President McKinley has now given permission for the

landing of a cable to be laid direct from Germany to the

United States. The occasion of the permission being
given has been celebrated by telegrams between the Ger-
man Emperor and the President, in which great hopes
are expressed as to the effect of the new cable in binding
the two nations together. In consequence of this move
the German Atlantic Telegraph Company at Cologne will

at once proceed with the erection of a factory at Norden-
hamm, where the cable is to be manufactured.—Exchange

FIGURES REGARDING THE NERNST LAMP.
The Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger states that the incan-

descing rod in a 400-volt Nernst lamp should be about
one and five-eighths inches long. The cost of lamps is

about $j each, for sizes to replace ordinary arc lamps.

The efficiency is from 1.5 to 1.6 watts per candle, lying

between those rf arc and incandescent lamps. The color

of the light is whiter than that of the glow lamp, ap-

] roaching that of the arc. The life of the rods is about
500 hours, and their renewal is said not to be costly, but
the price of renewal is not given. As to fire risk, the

Nenut rod is as hot as an arc carbon, its temperature
being about 3,000 degrees centrigrade. Lamps as small

a r twenty canu.e-power can be made for 400 volt circuits.

ELECTRIC ROAD IN BRESLAU.
\^^-oul Erdman writes from Breslau:
I wish to inform our manufacturers of and dealers in

street car rails, electric motors, wire and electric supplies

that the street company of this city, which has been

using horse power, has been granted the privilege by the
city authorities to employ electric motive power at the
expiration of its present charter, which will be in 1902.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY IN
BRAZIL.

The following extract is from a report made by Mr.
\\ orthmgton, Commissioner of the Board of Trade to
South America, on trade conditions in Brazil. This re-
port was sent to the Department of State by Mr. Henry
White, secretary to the Embassy at London

:

"In electric machinery, the American has by far the
largest sale. It is worth noting in this connection that
there is an American electrical expert here, with electrical
experts under him, who is well backed by a big Ameri-
can company. He has a large store where he displays
his wares, and is, I am assured, the only man in the place
who is prepared to estimate at once for an electrical in-
stallation anywhere in the country; others have to write
to principals. It is not surprising that, quite apart from
considerations of suitability and cheapness of machinery,
he does the most business."

If American manufacturers in other lines desirous of
introducing their goods in South American, as well as
other foreign countries, would adopt the course pursued
by the manufacturers of electrical apparatus, they would
find their task very much easier and their efforts more
successful than hitherto. It is the "on the spot" policy
which has made American electrical machinery as suc-
cessful as it is.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY LEAD-
ING IN JAPAN.

Under date of February 6, 1899. Consul Lyon, of
Osaka, writes as follows: "It may be said that our coun-
try has the Japanese market in electrical machinery.
Electrical engines are also imported from the United
States, and they are giving general satisfaction. Tele-
graphic machinery was imported into Japan during 1897
as follows:

United States $2,301
Great Britain 1,102
Germany 691
"But little came from any other country. The Japanese

Government owns both the telegraph and telephone ser-

vice. It is said that considerable delay has frequently oc-
curred in the execution of orders from Japan for elec-

trical machinery in Europe, and that, in consequence, the
American market has been given the preference, with the
result that the superiority of such machinery has been
fully established here. The more direct communication
between the United States and Japan, together with the
lowering of overland freights, should stimulate manufac-
turers of machinery to increased effort for this market.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIA-
TION.

ATTENDANCE AT THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.

The twenty-second annual convention of the National
Electric Light Association, which opened at Madison
Square Garden Tuesday morning. May 23d, will go on
record as having had the greatest attendance of any
convention heretofore held by the association. One
hundred and fifty members were present when President
Young rapped the meeting to order. The transactions

of the meeting have been increasing in importance year
by year until now the conventions are looked forward to

with the liveliest interest not only by the members, but

by electricians at large, hence this extraordinary attend-

ance.
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curative properties of violet rays or other rays, we are

bound to listen on account of proofs which they bring
forward any symptoms which they detect. It would be
a pleasure for us to know that phthisis or tuberculosis

can be cured by such rays, although the subject from a
physiological standpoint is absolutely beyond our ken.
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THE USE OF ULTRA \ lOLET LIGHT.
We hear again in the columns of different scientific jour-

nals oi discoveries made in uiua vioiet light and reierence

to its application. The "Scientific American,' tor in-

stance, discusses these rays and claims that Tessenden
was the inventor of a telegraph system employing them.
The medical field is now taking up the subject and Dr. J.

Aluunt Jbieyer believes that certain cases ot pulmonary
troubles are readily cured by the use of violet rays.

'ihe suDject is not a new one as far as the medical
fraternity are concerned, as many suggestions have been
made by members of that fraternity on the possible use

of X-rays, violet rays and others for the prevention and
cuie ot microbic diseases. ( >ur most distinguished

American inventor is of the opinion that organic tissue

when permeated with such rays is cleared of all micro-

organisms. We also know by experience that bright

sunlight means death to microbes. Therefore, there

seems to be nothing healthier than a bedroom cleansed

by sunlight at morn and eventide. As far as the action

of other waves in general upon microbes are concerned,

we may regard it as more than a supposition to believe

that they do certainly annihilate minute forms of life,

possibly by creating a chemical action in such organ-

isms. The entire field seems to be more one of specu-

lation than of fact, and many a year may pass before

physicians will be positive regarding the influence of

ultra violet rays upon the body in general or the lungs

in particular.

The trend of investigation is so directed that there is

undoubtedly some foundation for the curious results

that occasionally come to light. When reputable phy-

sicians are emphatic in their statements regarding the

GAS ENGINES FOR ELEGTRIC LIGHTING.
The combustion of gas within the cylinder of a gas en-

gine has been a subject for careful study for more than
twenty-five years. The introduction of the automobile
and the ever crying demand by dynamo manufacturers
tor an automatic and well regulating gas engine has so

stimulated the efforts of gas engine manufacturers that

beven hundred horse-power engines have been con-
stiuctea by them and operated successfully. An Ameri-
can concern is making great strides in this direction and
according to recent reports have been so far successful

in the construction and operation of a gigantic gas
engine that they believe that with the reduced price of

gas it will not pay to invest in boilers or to deal with
fireman and the appartus they are supposed to run. The
heaviest consumption of gas is about twenty-eight cubic

feet per horse power hour. With gas at fifty cents a

thousand one horse power would cost a little more than

a cent. In large electric light plants where big gas

engines are used the gas consumption would reduce

down to about one-half of the above or fourteen cubic

feet per horse power hour, costing about half a cent.

A large station sending out power for ten thousand
incandescent lights could do so with economy and a

much cheaper establishment than if operated by steam.

At twelve lamps per horse power about eight hundred
horse power would be required costing about four dol-

lars an hour outside of labor, taxes, etc. In addition

to this no boilers would be used, which would mean a

saving of floor space and no pumping machinery, con-

densers, etc., would be required. Allowing four pounds
of coal per horse power hour for eight hundred horse

power, about thirty-two hundred pounds of coal would
be required, roughly speaking, about a ton and a half,

which at the minimum price of three dollars a ton would
cost four dollars and fifty cents. It seems from these

figures that gas would cost about fifty cents an hour

more than coal. It is unnecessary for us to state what

a great difference there would be in labor and first out-

law Within the next five years some remarkable changes

may occur in power and electric light stations. The
steam engine may pass away and the gas engine occupy

first place in the minds of capitalists.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ALTER-
NATING CURRENTS OF HIGH

FREQUENCY.
At a meeting of the Franklin Institute long since past

Prof. Edward J.
Houston speaks of the physiological

effects of alternating curents of high frequency. He
divides electric discharges into three varieties. First,

galvanic currents; second, alternating current, commonly
called faradic; and third, electro statis discharges which

mav be called Franklinic currents. Tt seems as though

Franklinic and faradic currents produce about the same

effect upon the muscles. Another fact is equally true

that as the rapidity of alternation increases, the severity

of the physiological effects decrease- until when enor-

mously high frequencies are reached, the discharges be-

come harmless. These facts have been demonstrated by

Dr. Tatum for comparatively high frequencies and by

Nikola Tesla for enormously high frequenci To
quote from Tesla. we conclude with the following: "I

have found that by using the ordinary low frequencies

the physiological effects of the current required to main-

tain at a certain degree of brightness a tube four feet

long provided at the ends with outside and inside con-

denser coatings is so powerful that I think it might

produce serious injuries to those not accustomed to such

shocks ; whereas with 20,000 alternations per second the

tube may be maintained at the same degree of bright-

ness with any effect being felt."
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

ENGINEERING IN RUSSIA AND THE USE OF
NAPTHA FOR FUEL IN RUSSIA.

By Alexis Gatzook and Stephen Goulishambaroff.

The number of stationary steam engines used in Russia

including the Causasus and Siberia but without Finland,

according to the official data of 1894 amounted to 12,900

with 640,000 indicated horse power ; the number of boilers

for them was 18,200, having a total heating surface of

10,750,000 square feet. The total number of all boilers

including those of portable engines and river steamboats,
but without locomotive engines (about 8,000) in 1896 was
38,800 with heating surface of 17,090,000 square feet. The
use of steam on such small scale in our vast country is

caused by the low development of our industries as the

total number of workmen in factories and mills forms
only one per cent, of the total population ; furthermore,

owing to the low wages paid to workmen, it is rather

advantageous to have such work done by hand, which
in other countries, where workmen are paid much dearer,

is exclusively done by machinery.
Steam engines are concentrated in several manufactur-

ing regions. The Moscow region (governments of Mos-
cow and Vladimir) is now the most important for the spin-

ning and weaving industries ; in the St. Petersburg region
the above industries are also much developed, as well as

the construction of machinery and the metallurgical in-

dustry ; in the south, in the Skaterinoslay governments
and the Don region the mining and metallurgical industry

is greatly developing ; in western Poland the weaving and
spinning industries, as well as the mining industry, are

much developed ; in the Urals the population is almost
exclusively occupied with mining and metallurgy. The
naptha industry is concentrated near Backu, in the Cau-
casus. Large steam flour mills are situated on the river

Volga and in southern Russia, near the Black Sea ; but

sugar works principally in south and western Russia.

The steam engines used in Russia are of very different

types, although people well acquainted with the steam en-

gines of other countries will not find anything original in

them, therefore I give no drawings of these machines.
Russia never showed any particular preference for

cylinder engines with automatic cut-off, therefore for the

large machines the tandem and compound types have
been always preferred; triple expansion machines made
their appearance in Russian factories some eight years

ago, but at present nearly all the new machines of large

dimensions are made triple expansion.
Steam blowing engines for blast furnaces were formerly

always beam engines ; later on Cockerill's type of vertical

steam blowing engine came into use ; at present they are

made horizontal and duplex with cam distribution and
double beat valves. Bessemer's steam blowing engines
were always horizontal and duplex, now they are made
with double beat valves.

American engines are very seldom used, and only those
of the Westinghouse make The American types of steam
pumps can be often seen in Russia, Blake's, Deane's and
Worthington's pumps are very well known here and are

even imitated. Russia herself produces a great number
of steam pumps.
The most prominent works in Russia for producing

steam engines are: Bromley, Dobrar and Nabholz, and
Hopper in Moscow ; Lessner in St. Petersburg, Felga in

Riga, Greter and Krivanek in Kiev. All these works are

adapted for general engineering work, the building of

steam engines being only one of their specialties.

The predominant type of boilers, if no high pressure
is required are the English boilers with internal flues.

During recent years, owing to the general use of triple

expansion engines, the water tube boilers have become
popular. Among the latter are generally preferred those

made by the Babcock & Wilcox Co., and the numerous

Russian imitations and variations of same.
The most original Russian tubular boilers, and greatly

used too, are those of the system of Shukhow ; the inclined

tubes are placed in bundles consisting of 19 pieces each :

Engineer!^

the ends of these tubes are expanded at the plain bottoms
of short cylindric drums, the opposite ends of which are
closed up by one general cover for all the 19 tubes ; sep-
arate bundles of tubes with their end drums are placed
by two and three, one above the other, the drums in one
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vertical row are connected one with another and with the

upper water and steam drum and the mud drum behind.

below so that the water can circulate and the whole
system forms one section of the boiler. A battery of this

vogue in Russia; as Russian naptha always contains a

great quantity of heavy hydro-carbons and i> distilled

principally for procuring kerosene, there remain many
products which arc adapted for heating purposes. 1!' tilers

are heated in preference by naptha atomized by steam.

There are a number of different pulverizing apparatuses.

It rather seems that too great attention i> paid by Russian
inventors to the construction of such apparatus, as, not-

withstanding the difference in construction, they nearly

all give equally successful result-.

The Russian exposition of 1896 at Nijni-Novgorod
proved that boiler making in Russia has acquired a con-

siderable development, and the best boiler works can exe-

cute in an irreproachable manner the most complicate 1

boiler parts, as, for example, sinuous harders made of

wrought steel for Babcock & Wilcox boilers. The in

prominent boiler works in Russia are: The Metallic

Works in St. Petersburg ; Fitzner & Gemper in Seltzy,

Barg in Moscow, Borman & Shevede in Warsaw.
With regard to the use of fuel in Russian factories it

must be said that according to the official data of 1893 the

quantity of wood used formed 46 per cent., coal. 40 per

cent. ; naptha, 10 per cent, and peat 4 per cent, (equivalent

quantities.)

XAPTHA FUEL FOR STEAM BOILERS IN
RUSSIA.

Xaptha for fuel was first introduced into Russia in

vear 1870, wben the French Apparatus of S. Deauville and

the English pulverizator of Eidon were first adapted to the

boilers of the steamers running on the Caspian Sea. For
stationary boilers naptha began to be used latter. Until

then the use of naptha was not so universally known, and

at the place of its production there were no steam boil

At present naptha is in very great use in the whole of Eu-

ropean Russia, and the extraction and working of it \-

exclusively done by steam, for which purpose inBacku, th

principal town for the production of naptha, there arc

more than one thousand boilers, for the heating of which

about 250,000 tons of liquid fuel are annually consumed
This liquid fuel is sold now at the place of it- production

at $2.50 per long ton.

During the last twenty-rive wars, when naptha has b en

in such great use in Russia, a lar^e number of differenl

apparatuses has been tried for the burning of this fuel, all

of which can be expressed in the following four typ

1. In the apparatus of the first type the naptha is
]

liminarily changed into gas. and already as such is used

for fuel.

2. The naptha is made to pass through tire proof ma-

terials, which serve instead of wicks and along which it

ascends on lamp wicks.

3. The naptha is burned in its liquid state in burners,

similar to lamp burners.

4. With the aid of steam or compressed air naptha i>

pulverized into the smallest drops or dust, and thus the

liquid fuel is changed into steam or gas.

The principal aim of the Russian technical engineer

at present is the regular construction ni the accumulat

of the furnaces, which concur to a more rapid burning

the fuel and to a more economical use iA the heat. Many
improvements have been made in that respect, owing to

which naptha fuel is rapidly spreading in Russia, and it

is often preferred to hard fuel, as it is easier to man.

than wood or coal. Practice of Xaptha heating in Rus

has proved that one ton of naptha supplants 3.2 tons of

turf. 2.67 ton- <^i Moscow coal, t.38 tons >A cake or Eng-

lish coal, 1.45 tons of Doneti anthracite and 11.4 cubic

yards of wood.
Condensed from "Power."

.[jQ Russia
St. Mary's, Ohio.—St. Mary's Telephone Co., incor-

type of boiler is shown under construction in the upper porated by 0. E. Dunan, Oliver Jay, P. W. Jay a.id oth-

p'anel of the engraving on page 13. ers. Capital stock $20,000.

As regards the system of furnaces for boilers the most Atkinson, 111.-- Henry County Telephone ( a, mcorpo-

original are those in which petroleum products are used rated by W. D. < olby, Y\ II.
( osner and Isaac I vie.

as fuel. The heating with naptha residues is in great Capital stock ^-> oo.
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ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

AN ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT FOR THE
FAMILY.

The phono-faradic apparatus as used by Dr. Henry C.

York City, for treating deafness and affections of the ear
by electrical massage is herewith illustrated. The ben-
eficial effects ai e obtained in the following named : Ring-
ing, hissing, humming and buzzing noises, torpid nerves,
and tissues, adhesions and congestions, depressed drumsi

Fig. 2.

Houghton, and manufactured by Waite & Bartlett Mfg. deafness from quinine, fevers, measles, chronic catarrh,

Fig. l.

Co., B. & E. Hanfeld, agents, of 108 E. 23d Street, New nervous affections, paralysis etc., etc.
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In this instrument two forces are generated, viz. : the

eiectrical impulse and the mechanical massage—both ac-

tuated from the same cell. They can he used separately

or combined, as the case demands. These essential

forces have different therapeutic effects on the drums
of the ear. For instance, the bombarding breaks down
the adhesions on the small bones, while the tonic prop-

erties of the other strengthen weak nerves and tissues.

This instrument, with its wide range of effects, its ease

of manipulation and freedom of complications, commend
it to those afflicted with diseases of the ear.

It has been found that certain diseases may be effec-

tively treated and in many cases cured by subjecting

the parts to massaging action, and especially in connec-

tion with an electric current, and the present invention

has for its object to provide a simple, convenient and
effective apparatus whereby certain portions of the human
body may be simultaneously subjected to massaging ac-

tion and an electric current, and to those ends my in-

vention consits in an apparatus embodying the features

of construction and arrangement substantially as herein-

after more particularly pointed out.

Referring to the accompanying drawings : Figure i is

a plain view showing the apparatus ; Figure 2 is a dia-

grammatic view of the electric and pneumatic conditions

In a suitable case are arranged the working apparatus

for causing the current and impulses. Conveniently ar-

ranged in the case are the battery cells, one or more,

preferably dry batteries, and these are connected to the

binding posts B, which in tuin are respectively connec-

ted with a switch C, on one side, and a switch D on the

other, so that when one or both of the switches are open,

the battery is not excited. Within the case and mounted
on the partition of platform A, are two inductoriums, E,

F, and the primary circuit extends from the switch C, by

the conductor i, around the core of the inductorium E,

and thence by the conductor 2, around the core of the

inductorium F, to a point 3. From thence a conductor

4, branches to contact 5, having a key 6, connected to a

conductor 7, leading to contact 8, of switch D. When
the switch D is on the contact 8, by pressing the key 6,

single impulses may be sent through the primary at

any desired rate of speed.

TESLA'S ELECTRIC CIRCUIT CONTROLLER.
Nicola Tesla has recently patented a circuit controller,

wherein he employs, in an inert and highly insulating gas,

the conducting fluid mercury, for one terminal and for

the other, a horizontal metallic disk with downwadly ex-

tending teeth which, when revolved are impinged upon

by jets of the mercury, thus making and breaking the

circuit.

In the following description of the apparatus reference

is made to the accompanying drawing, which is a verti-

cal section through the centre of the complete circuit-con-

troller. A is a metallic receptacle with a cover B, secured

with a gas-tight insulating joint. Within this receptacle

is contained the entire circuit-controller mechanism. A
spindle C is secured in the cover B and on this is mounted
on anti-friction bearings a body to which rotary motion

can be imparted. To impart rotation to this body there

is secured to the rotary sleeve D a laminated magnetic

core E and there is also placed around that portion of

the cover B, which contains it, a core F, provided with

coils and constituting the primary element of a motor
capable of producing a rotary field of force which will

produce a rapid rotation of the secondary element or

core E. To the lower end of the sleeve D is secured a

conductor G in the form of a disk with downwardly ex-

tending teeth H. To this disk G there is attached, but

insulated therefrom, a shaft T, having a spiral blade
and extending down into a cylindrical recess in the bot-
tom of the receptacle. Several passages J lead from the

bottom of this well to points near the path of the conduct-
ing teeth H, so that by the rotation of the screw, the mer-
cury that is put into the recess will be forced up through
the ducts J, from which it issues in jets against these sota-

ting conducting teeth the mercury returning to the recess,

facilitated to do so by the downwardly deflecting flanges

K and the passages L.

M is a reservoir communicating with the interior of

the main receptacle and containing a liquidfied gas, such
as ammonia, which maintains a practically inert atmos-
phere under pressure.

The cup M has a hollow central stem N, which serves

as an outlet for the gas and is controlled by a screw-valve
in the top of the cup. This cup is attached to the end of

the spindle C, through which is a passage O, leading into

the interior of the receptacle A.
The receptacle A being insulated from the cover B

and the parts attached thereto are connected to one part

of the circuit to be controlled. The other circuit connec-
tion is made by a conductor P to any part of the cover,

so that the circuit will be completed between the two in-

'/n«rt Z-.^u.^.c^ Ga«

Electric Circuit Controller.

sulated parts of the receptacle through the jets of mer-
cury whenever they impinge upon the said conductor.
To insure a good electrical contact between the sleeve

D and the spindle C, the latter extends into the mercury
cup R of the sleeve.

The advantages of this form of circuit-controller will

now readily appear.

Because of its simplicity a very high rate of speed of

rotation can be obtained, so that the make and break of

the circuit becomes very rapid. Together with the

use of mercury, this reduces the time of passage of the

current through, an arc to a minimum and diminishing
thereby the losses incident to the closing and opening
of the circuit.

The terminals must be an extremely short distance

apart before the current leaps across the intervening space

since the ammonia gas has a very strong resistance.

Since the medium is chemically inert, there i> no de-

struction of the electrodes and no chemical action which
might result in heat or in some other loss of energy.

The advantages derived from the application <->i pressure

to the medium are as follows :—first, there is an instanta-

neous closing up or repair of that part of the medium
that might be injured, thereby restoring the insulating
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power; secondly, it diminishes the striking distance oi

the arc inversely by its pressure ; and thirdly, the cross

section of the arc is diminished inversely as the pressure.

Since the waste of energy in an arc is proportional to its

cross section an important gain is thus made.

THE KERITE CABLE FOR THE PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS.

On board the U. S. Government cable steamer

"Hooker."" which left for the Philippines during the first

week in May were thirty miles of Brixey's Kerite deep-

sea submarine cable. This cable will form part of the

Government cable which will connect the different isl-

came to this country about fifteen years ago. He was an
expert in mechanical and electrical engineering and was
also instructor in mechanics at the Newark Technical
School.

He was in charge of the erection of the works of the
Weston Electrical Instrument Company at Waverlv. N.

J., which embody the idea Mr. Miller acquired during
his visits to the largest manufacturing establishments of
the L nited States.

PERSONAL.

R. J. Russell.

R. J. Russell, late chief engineer and master mechanic

Kerite Cable for the Philippine?.

lands of the Philippine group. The Government speci-

fications for this cable called for an insulation resistance
of not less than one thousand megohens per mile and
a pressure test of five thousand volts. The test on board
the "Hooker." made by the Government electrician,

showed an insulation resistance of 3.900 megohens per
mile. The cable is made up of 7 No. 21 B. & S. guage
tinned copper wires and complete weighs about three
tons to the mile. The illustration shows how the cable
was shipped from the factory at Seymour, Ct., where it

was manufactured

OBITUARY.

MAURICE A. MULLER.
Maurice A. Muller, a well-known mechanical and elec-

trical engineer, and chief of the draughting department
of the Weston Electrical Instrument Company, of New-
ark. N. J., died Sunday morning. May 21st. at his home
in Newark. Mr. Muller was born in Germany in 184T and

of the New Jersey Electric Railway Company,—better

known as the Rutherford Road—power house at Secau-

cus, N. J., is seeking to locate himself with some good
electric light, power or railway company. Mr. Russell

was chief engineer at the World's Fair, Chicago, for the

General Electric Company and holds the highest testi-

monials for construction and maintenance work. He can

be communicated with at 1.3 10 Havemeyer Building, 26

Cortlandt St., care of Francis Granger.

EXHIBITIONS.

ELECTRICAL SHOW NOTES.
THE AMERICAN ELECTRIC HEATING COR-

PORATION, of Boston. Mass.. show their various elec-

tric heating devices for domestic, industrial and scien-

tific purposes. The exhibit is in charge of Mr. J. E.

Sayles with assistants, one of whom, a Syrian lady, dis-

penses steaming hot coffee, heated on an electric heater,

to visitors.

THE CLING - SURFACE MANUFACTURING
CO., Buffalo. N. V.. show side by side dynamos whose
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belts are respectively coated with and without "Cling
Surface" with the advantage greatly in favor of those

whose belts are coated with the compound. The contrast

is remarkable and the exhibit is the centre of attraction

for all engineers.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Chicago,
111., show different styles of their automobiles. Mr. H.
G. Osborn is at the exhibit.

H. E. PLASS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION &
SUPPLY CO., of 23 Barclay St., New York City have
on exhibition a complete line of medical batteries and also

their specialty, the electric light rose for button holes,

one of the most interesting little novelties at the show.
THE H. B. CAMP COMPANY, of Aultman, Ohio,

manufacturers of vitrified clay conduits, have a fine ex-

hibition of their manufactures.

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL M'F'G. CO., of Phila-

delphia, Pa., show a complete line of their various electro

medical and dental specialties, including the famous Partz

acid gravity battery. This is an exhibit which no mem-
ber of the medical and dental profession fails to examine
with the greatest interest.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COM-
PANY, of Thirty-third Street and First Avenue, New
York Citymake one of the finest displays at the exposition.

Their exhibit contains their noted enclosed arc lamps in

every conceivable position, "Paragon" fan motors keep-

ing streamers flying at every point of the booth, cutouts,

switches, panel and switchboards of all styles and the

various other articles manufactured by them.
THOMAS A. OAKS, a well known manufacturer of

Bloomfield, N. J., purchased one of the Wood automo-
biles at the Electric Show, May 18th.

J. K. Ullrich & Co., Thames Building, New York
City, show a complete line of their well known "Independ-
ent" and "Vulcan" fountain pens, Mr. J. K. Ullrich being

in charge of the exhibit.

J. JONES & SON, 64 Cortlandt Street, New York
City, show a fine switchboard of their latest make, fitted

up with meters, switches, colored lamps, etc. They make
a lot of noise and fire by blowing their new Noark fuse

every evening to show the advantages of this latest and
best fuse on the market.

B. & E. HANFELD, 108 E. 23d Street, New York
City, manufacturers of cataphoric, diagnostic and med-
ical instruments of all kinds, are making a special display

of their phono-faradic apparatus, for treating deafness

and affections of the ear by electrical massage, at their

exhibit at the Electric Show. Messrs. Hanfeld are in

attendance at the exhibit and always willing to explain

the advantages of their valuable apparatus.

DR. WAITE, of the Waite & Bartlett Mfg. Co., 108

E. 23d Street, New York City, has one of their famous
Ranney-Winshurst-Holtz static machines on exhibition

in the gallery of the Garden, creating a great furor

among the attendants at the Show.
THE BURNET COMPANY, 115 Maiden Lane,

New York City, show a complete line of their tip and

tipless incandescent lamps, the exhibit being in charge of

Albert C. Jahl.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY, of

Trenton, N. J., manufacturers of iron and steel wire rope,

bare and insulated wire of all kinds, show a fine line of

samples of their products. Mr. H. L. Shippy, the sec-

retarv and New York manager of the company, office

117 Liberty Street, has charge of the exhibit with a

corps of able assistants.

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL SOCKET &
SWITCH COMPANY, 35 South William St., New
York Citv, makers of the Eschwei 00 enclosed arc lamp,

have established themselves in a fine Turkish booth in the

gallerv of the Garden where they show several styles of

their 2\, 4 ampere and other lamps with and without

shades. Mr. Stirn, the manager of the company, has been

busy daily putting up his lamps in a number of booths,

Mr. Stirn put up fourteen of his lamps over the Madison
Avenue entrance to the Garden on May 19th which create
such a blaze of light that all of the adjoining park is illum-
inated and people have come over from Broadway and
Fifth Avenue to see the attraction.
THE EDIS< )N JR. ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER

COMPANY, 27 William St., New York City, have on
exhibition their primary battery which furnishes power
for all kinds of apparatus from a phonograph to a piano.

This battery differs from all other kinds of primary
batteries in that there are no loose cells, no wires to con-
nect and clean, no clamps, soldering, or binder screws.
The battery is free from deposits of crystals or salts and
can be placed in the hands of any intelligent person and
handled without trouble ; unlike the ordinary primary
battery it requires no electrical knowledge to operate it.

Zinc, sulphuric acid, and nitrate of soda, are the only
chemicals used and they leave no deposits of any de-

scription, either in the battery cells or in the walls of the
porous cups.

The mechanical arrangements consist of the permanent
connections between the cells. These connections are
made at the bottom of the battery and are covered witfl

an acid-proof cement, which renders corrosion impossi-
ble, and is at the same time a perfect insulator.

In the household the battery can be used as a hand or
table lamp, or for lighting a carriage or stable, for running
fans, sewing machines, grinding mills, pumping water, or
doing light work of any description.

For professional and scientific uses there is no limit to

its employment.
The company will at all times be pleased to answer en-

quiries as to the battery required to do any given work,
and they invite correspondence on the subject.

BUSINESS NEWS.

SPECIAL EXTORT. COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING MAY 16, 1899. S89.765.oo.

New York, N. Y., May 16. [899.—The following ox-

ports of Electrical Material, Electrical Machinery, etc.,

are from the port of New York for the week ending this

date:

—

Argentine Republic:— ^08 cases electrical material

$12,788.

Antwerp:—41 cases electrical material $1,015. 17

cases electrical machinery $412. 1 case electros $10.

British Australia:— 1 case electros $30.

ISritish East Indies:— 176 cases electrical material

$3,874.

British West Indies: —2S packages electrical material

$514. 10 reels electric cable $3,379. 1 box electrical

machinery $-'5.

Berlin:—3 cases electrical material $1,678. I case

electrical machinery $300.
Bremen:— 1 package electrical material $20.

Bristol:—n packages electrical material $1,959.'
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO. *

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom 185 World Bid., N. Y. City.

ONE CELL or our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BUZ
tZ \1U) 6 inch fan motor 50 hours a* a cost <>f 10 cents On>t

»ell of our battery and our BLTZZvRD fi inch mot»r will b**l

t.ent to iinv address In the United States on receipt of $2.00^-- .̂ M <
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British Posessions in Africa:—2 boxes electrical mo-

tors $321. 78 packages electrical material $13,489.

Cuba:

—

27 cases electrical material $1,936. 10 cases

electrodes $6,000.

Central America :— 1 case electrotypes $10. 20 pack-

ages electrical material $532.

Cassel.— 1 case electrical material $138.

Dutch Guiana :—4 cases electrical material $706.

Hamburg:—50 cases electrical machinery $6,489. 53

packages electrical material $5,929.

Havre:—3 packages electric motors $330. 22 cases

electrical material $2,573. 75 cases electrical material

$2,733.
Hull :— 1 case electric motors $26.

Lausanne:—106 cases electrical machinery $2,180.

Liverpool :—76 cases electrical material $1,185. 35

cases electrical machinery $2,235.

London :—56 cases electrical material $2,658. 1 case

electrical machinery $60. 4 cases electrical carriages

$3,850.
Mexico:—42 packages electrical material $522.

Moscow :

—

2>7 cases electrical material $2,347.

New Zealand:— 1 case electros $8. 13 packages elec-

trical material $341.
Naples:— 1 case electrical machinery $150.

Odessa :—9 cases electrical material $802.

Rotterdam :—5 cases electrical material $240. 2 cases

electrical machinery $400 .

Southampton :—2 cases electrical machinery $3,656.

U. S. of Columbia :— 195 packages electrical material

$1,155.

Uruguay:—5 cases electrical material $300.

Zurich :—4 packages electrical material $460.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Chicago, 111.—Chicago Electric Vehicle Transporta-

tion Companv. incorporated by Carl Meyer, Charles R.

Holden and Carey W. Rhodes ; manufacturing and oper-

ating electric vehicles and automobiles. Capital stock

$10,000.

Rochester, N. Y—Elwood Electric Companv has

been incorporated by Alfred Elwood, Chas. A. Elwood

and W. Irving Peacock. Capital stock $2,500.

New York, N. Y—American Electrical and Mainten-

ance Company, incorporated by Alfred K. Warren, F.

James Reilly 'and William F. Reilly. Capital stock

$50,000.
Granville, N. Y—Granville Electric Light & Power

Companv. incorporated bv Adolph Reomer, Eugene R.

Norton, 'Emmett W. Wyman, James E. Norton and

Joseph B. McCormick. Capital stock $80,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Electric Automobile & Manufact-

uring Companv, incorporated by C. P. Scott, F. W.
Gaston and Edgar Runyon. Capital stock $100,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Plainsboro, N. J.—Farmers' and Traders' Telephone

Companv, incorporated by Henry W. Jeffres, Enoch C.

Mount, Catherine L. Wicoff, and John V. B. Wicoff;

telephone business. Capital stock $3,500.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Le Sueur Telephone Company,

incorporated by M. W. Grimes, H. F. Weis and John

McKasv. Capital stock $10,000.

Hart." Mich.—Oceana Telephone Company, incorpor-

ated bv J. W. Perkins, E. A. Fuller and L. P. Hyde ;
con-

structing and operating telephone lines. Capital stock

$20,000.

Columbus, Ohio.—The Northwestern Ohio Telephone

Co., has increased its capital from $10,000 to $20,000.

Mosheim, Tenn.—Mosheim & Lick Creek Telephone

Co., incorporated by F. M. Bible. M. H. Kent. H. C.

Myers and others. Capital stock $440.

Sparta, 111.—Sparta Telephone Co., incorporated by J.

Spronlin, M. Sproul and A. B.Sproul. Capital stock

$5,000.

Leslie, Mich.—Leslie Telephone Exchange, incorpo-
rated by V. H. Grout, W. G. Stewart and W. F. Pres-
cott. Capital stock $25,000.

Detroit, Mich.—Independent Construction Co., incor-
porated by L. G. Gorton, J. C. Daugiger and others;
construct telephone lines, etc. Capital stock $5,000.
Owensboro, Ky.—The Green River Telephone & Tel-

egraph Co., incorporated by H. K. Cole and others. Cap-
ital stock $5,000.

Palmyra, Va.—The Fluvanna Telephone & Telegraph
Co., incorporated with C. E. Jones, President; William
Sclatter, Treasurer, and L. O. Hayden, Secretary. Cap-
ital stock $5,000.

Owensboro, Ky.—The Harrison Telephone Toll Line
Co., incorporated by John J. McHenry, I. C. Adair and

J. W. Carter. Capital stock $3,000.
Pulaski City, Va.—The Wythe Telephone Exchange,

incorporated by D. D. Hull, Jr., B. F. Garnett, B. Laugh-
ton and George M. Holstein. Capital stock $5,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore Telephone Construc-
tion Co., incorporated by William F. Martin, Frank W.
Wilkinson, Charles F. Taylor, Harry Rogers and Jesse
Sugluff ; construct telegraph lines. Capital stock $10,000.

Montevideo, Minn.—Citizens Telephone Exchange of

Montevideo, incorporated by R. D. Zinbeck, Ole Johns-
rud and others. Capital stock $25,000.

Sterling Center, Minn.—Sterling-Amboy Telephone
Co. incorporated by L. W. Wells, W. Wells and others.

Capital stock $10,000
Doylestown, Ohio.—Doylestown Telephone Co., in-

corporated by B. F. Pritt, S. H. Miller and others ; tele-

phones and telegraphs in Wayne, Summit and Stark

Counties. Capital stock $5,000.

Avon, 111.—North Fulton Telephone Co., incorporated

by A. E. Hatch. F. E. WT

oods and H. F. Townsend. Cap-
ital stock $1,500.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Jersey City, N. J.—Detroit & Port Huron Electric

Shore Line Co., incorporated under the laws of this State,

by Wolcott P. Robbins, John R. Tinmen and Henry P.

Driggs : construct and operate electric railways, etc.

Capital stock $125,000.
POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

Greenville, S. C.—The Greenville Gas & Electric Light

Co., plant has been purchased by the National Gas & Con-
struction Co., of Philadelphia, who contemplate making
considerable improvement in the light service and the

development of the power capacities of the plant.

Jackson, Minn.—An electric plant will be established.

Danville. Ky.—The Mayor may be addressed concern-

ing erection of electric light plant.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Pana. 111.—Consumers' Electric Light Co.. dissolved.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am>

WATTMETEKS
For Alternating" and Direct

Current Circuits

////A The only standard portable in-

strument of tin- type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

W.STON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

1U-120 William Street, Newark, N.J.
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AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

CAPT. S. T. CARNES,

President of the National Electrio Light Association.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

CAPT. S. T. CARNES.

Capt. S. T. Carries, the newly-elected President of the

National Electric Light Association, was born in Somer-
ville, Tenn., in 1841, but lived there only a few years, when
his parents moved to Memphis, and his boyhood days

were spent in that city. He is a graduate of Annapolis

Naval Academy, and one circumstance worth mentioning

in this connection is that he graduated in the same class

with the now famous Admiral Sampson. This was in the

class of 1857, and he soon left with the other Southern

boys and came home to participate in the bloody conflict

which was to follow. He acted for a short time as drill-

master in Memphis, and was then elected first lieutenant

of the light battery commanded then by Captain, after-

ward General, \V. H. Jackson. Upon the promotion ol

the latter he was made captain of the battery, which was
known throughout the war as Carnes' Battery. During
all this time he held his commission in the Confederate
Navy, and when the army was at Atlanta he made appli-
cation for transfer, and the same was granted. Just be-
fore Lee's surrender at Appomattox he was appointed
by the War Department as chief of artillery in Forrest's
command in compliance with General Forrest's third re-

quest, but on account of the surrender he never reported
for duty.
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After the war he was married to Miss Kate Payne, of

Macon, Ga., and the following year he moved to and lived

in Macon until 1890, when he returned to Memphis.
After engaging there in the paper business for a year, he
accepted a position as secretary and treasurer of the Mem-
phis Light & Power Company. In 1896 he was induced

to run for and was elected to the position of sheriff of his

county ,and. after serving in this capacity for two years he
declined to stand for re-election. After his retirement

from public office he resumed his position with the Mem-
phis Light & Power Company, which he now holds.

The twenty- second convention of the National Electric

Light Association was held at Madison Square Garden,
New York City, May 2^-2$th, 1899.

President A. M. Young opened the convention with the

following address

:

Gentlemen

:

"In opening the twenty-second annual convention of

your association, I take great pleasure in welcoming you
to the City of New York. I shall not attempt to enlarge

on the beauties, advantages and wonders of this great

City, because you all know it stands first among the cities

of this Country, and in many ways is the first City of the

World—in electrical progress it has no equal. Within
its limits are located thirty-five electric light stations,

which furnish more than 1,000,000 incandescent lights

and more than 30,000 arc lights, and at least 30,000 horse

power in electric motors. The capital invested for carry-

ing on this great business is nearly $100,000,000.

"It may interest you to know that in 1897, in the City of

Brooklyn alone, there were ten street railway companies
having 678 miles of track, and a capitalization of $55,000-

000. In that year these railway companies carried 223,-

160,504 people. To-day, every transit company in the

Borough of Brooklyn is equipped or about to be equipped

wiht electricity as its motive power, and the capitalization

is $ r 50,000,000, and 236,680,010 people were carried by
this vast system in 1898. Electricity, together with the

inventive genius of honored members of this Associa-

tion only, has made this wonderful change possible.

"An editorial in one of the prominent Brooklyn journals

speaking of the trolley, says: 'Their power-houses are

performing heart like functions, they are now pumping
the blood of the cities through distant arteries where the

fiow was sluggish—they carry life with them' I think not

only are the trolley companies entitled to great credit for

awakening the cities and towns all over this country to

new life ,but the electric light companies are also entitled

to great credit in brightening up these cities and towns,

showing the outside world they are alive.

"The evolution in the electric light business has been
wonderful. At the semi-annual convention of the Associ-

ation held in New York, in August 1885, the question of

large and small engines and dynamos was discussed, and
the late R. T. McDonald, of Fort Wayne, stated his ex-

perience at Peru, Indiana : They were operating a large

plant, something like 165 arc lights, with two large en-

gines and two large boilers. After running them a short

time it was found no money could be made operating in

this way. Small engines were substituted, after which
the company earned good dividends. In some of the

large cities at the present time are being erected six thou-

sand horsepower units of engines and dynamos, and in

most of the electric stations throughout the country large

engines and direct connected dynamos are the order of the

day, and only by their use can the best economies be ob-

tained.

"The successful development of high tension service is

making it possible to utilize the water powers that have

been so long undeveloped. This service is revolutioniz-

ing the power question as to manufacturing business in

many of our prominent manufacturing towns, where for-

merly steam had been altogether employed. As we are

all very much interested in the question of high tension

service, I think we shall learn much that will be helpful

to us from the papers to be read on this subject, and from
the illustrated lecture which will be given at this session.

"It has been the aim of your President to secure for the
benefit of the members of this Association, papers by
some of its prominent members, on practical every-day
subjects which are nearest the hearts of electric light men
and which help them in the operation of their own plants,

and prove to them the value of this Association. It will

be very pleasing for you all to know that never in the his-

tory of the National Electric Light Association has its

membership been so great, and never so much interest

shown in its success. I sincerely hope the members will

be very prompt at all the sessions, and that as many as

possible will be present to listen to the valuable papers
herein referred to.

"I now declare the Twenty-second Convention of the

National Electric Light Association opened and ready for

the transaction of business." (Applause.)

Letters of regret of their inability to be present at the

meeting were read from Mr. Charles F. Brush, Cleveland,

Ohio, Prof. Henry T. Bovey, Montreal, and Frederick

Nicholls, Toronto, Canada.
The next business was a paper by Mr. W. Barstow, of

Brooklyn, on "A Local Transmission System—Develop-
ment and Operation." In the discussion on the paper,

Mr. Barstow said that steam auxiliaries used about ninety

pounds of steam per H. P. and the investment in the boiler

was considerably increased over what it would be for elec-

trical auxiliaries"; the cost of the auxiliary depending on
the style ; in estimating the relative economy of the aux-
iliaries, about twelve per cent, of the total steam was used

in the steam auxiliary and three per cent in the electrical

auxiliary. Mr. Creden, of Chicago, laid great stress on
the reliability of the operation of the steam auxiliaries, as

opposed to the electrical auxiliaries, which are more li-

able to become deranged. In a plant operating the con-

densing system he did not think there was any field for

the electrical auxiliaries. Mr. Walker, of Brooklyln,

said that the Brooklyn station had in use both styles of

auxiliaries ,and that the economy of the electrical auxiliar-

ies comts in in connection with the economizer. If

there are no economizers used with the electrical auxiliar-

ies, the steam auxiliaries are more efficient. As far as the

investment goes, the steam auxiliaries used with the econ-

omizers require the extra investment of the secondary

heater, ako the auxiliary steam pipe, which must be con-

sidered, and that more than offsets any extra cost which

may come in as regards the electrical auxiliaries. Mr.

Barstow, in answer to a question if, in the light of later

developments, he felt justified in advocating 25-cycle ma-
chines for the class of work he is now engaged in, said that

the question was carefully considered at the time of the

installation of the system ; the question resolves itself into

one of whether you wish to retain the natural conditions

which exist at the time, or whether you wish to change

those natural conditions. In Brooklyn more than three

quarters of the business is done with direct current, and

the use of that current is increasing more rapidly than the

use of the alternating current. They have 3,800 kilowatts

in rotaries used to transform the alternating current into

direct current. The entire alternating current system can

be taken care of with about 600 kilowatts. There is no

doubt that for a system which has one half or three quar-

ters of its load in alternating current, that 60-cycles is

preferable, where small rotary work is used, and also

where the rotaries can be fed in on a system which is sup-

plied by direct current from some other source ; in other

words, the performance of a rotary running on an isolated

system is different from a rotary running in conjunction

with storage batteries, or a. system supplied with direct
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current from some other source. A system which is op- they have only one switchboard attendant on watch and

erated perfectly, a water wheel system, should have no he is not kept very busy. Mr. Doherty, of Madison,

trouble with a oo-cycle rotary, but on a system on which stated that theoretically it was not possible to get the same

one half of the load'is alternating current, there should be photometric value on an alternating current arc lamp as

little question about the advantage of a 25-cycle rotary, on a series arc lamp, and he urged strongly the appoint-

The constant current transformers for series alternating ment of a committee to make photometric measurements

arc work are of the General Electric type, with the coil to determine the relative efficiency of the two lamps. Mr.

transformer at 60-cycles. Mr. Von Puhl, of New Orleans, Robb answered that with the open air arc the mean

said that they were also operating auxiliaries electrically spherical candle power is greater, but when you come to

in his station with good results ; they also had the steam lights two or three hundred feet apart, it will be found

auxiliaries which were used in conjunction with the feed that the difference in the darkest places in the street is not

Wnter
very marked between the open air arc and enclosed arc

, , _ ... c*-«a.«i t?„i^c for generally. Prof. W. E. Goldsborough, of Purdue Uni-
The report of the Committee on Standard Rules few

yersi
'Laf tt Ind then read

*
on «Trans_

Electrical Construction, of which Mr Brophy of Boston
former Testg „

Jn discussi the »£ Mf> Leslie o{
is chairman, was not presented lhe secretary read a ^^ york said^ he^ made ^^ q{ transformers in
letter of invitation to the members to visit the stations

ig and thc ,ation and core loss at that time was
of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brook-

ye bad Re tted to s that his experience with
lyn. An announcement was made that there would be an

transformers indicated that the life of the transformer
automobile ride on Wednesday afternoon and a sail

did not extend much b d five s prof GoMs.

around the Harbor on Thursday afternoon, both tor the
bo h agreed with the last speaker that the transform-

ladies accompanying the delegates. ers bui i t five vears ago were prorjabiy worn out t>y tfcs

TUESDAY'S AFTERNOON session was opened by time. Such transformers heat up a great deal, and for

the reading of a paper on "Rotary Transformers and Stor- that reason the insulation will tend to be impaired. It is

atre Batteries Related to Long Distance Transmission," a dangerous piece of apparatus, for the reason that it is

hv William Ispenard Robb, of Hartford, Ct. Mr. Edgar, not subjected to the high insulation tests now given to

of Boston in discussing the paper, said that his company transformers, and it is probably defective from that point

had five or six laro-e storage batteries, some of which are of view. The reason that many of the old transformers

located from the three-wire generating station, that it is should be thrown away is that at that time the needs of

rather difficult to charge them, and they have been dis- the industry were not entirely understood. Transformers

cu«sine earnestly during the past year the question of the at that time were insulated against their own voltage,

installation of an alternater for that purpose only. Their and not against high-tension crosses and shocks which

idea is to take up the easy end of it first, and transmit they would receive from parallel line effects, etc. It is ab-

hieh-tension current to the various high-tension sub- solutely impossible to make a transformer puncture proof

stations and then by means of converters to convert it against lightning discharge, but a well insulated trans-

into continuous current. The question of how to gener- former may not offer as easy a path to the ground as a

ate that ir'gh-tension current had been discussed fully, and lightning arrester arranged at the end of the line. Mr.

seemed to resolve itself into one of putting in straight al- Rice, of Brooklyn, expressed the idea that the ageing

ternatine dynamos run by engines or dynamos generat- process took place more from magnetic causes than from

ine bGthalternatine and continuous current ,or taking the the heating, and he thought in order to secure ageing in

three-wire system in their large stations and transforming an artificial test it was necessary to operate the transform-

it bv means of rotaries into high-tension, and by static ers at higher magnetic density than that at which they

transformers raising it and carrying it over the city. Mr. were designed to run. Mr. Wagner said that he under-

Aver of Boston thought that the system outlined by Mr. took three years ago, some tests to find out if possible

Robb lifted a lot of troubles from the central station man- what effect magnetic density had on the ageing of iron,

acrcrs • :
t lets them get awav with the direct current ma- and for that purpose took four transformers of the same

chines' and use the alternates ,and taking the alternating size, same number of turns in the coils but with a varying

cur-ent stations where they have that installed and they amount of iron—by taking off some of the iron the density

are'comoelled to hang on to small units, they have now was much increased in the remaining iron. Of the four

the onoertunitv of netting out. Mr. Robb, in answer to a transformers one was of normal density, and the density

question said thaAhe way in which they have operated was increased from one to the other until the fourth

their series arc lamps in streets in which there are no transformer had four times the normal density. The cur-

three wire svstem is by Brush and Excelsior machines, rent was kept on the primary coils of these transformers

belted to the line shafting, and the line shafting being di- continually for about three years and there was not

rect connected to one large 600 kilowatts synchronus mo- enough difference to warrant anyone in drawing any con-

tor Operating under these conditions, it is necessary elusions as to the effect of increasing the density He

or them to supply to the synchronus motor 550 watts of thought that -the tests which Prof Goldsborough had ex-

alternating current for every nominal 1,200 candle power plained, showed that there had been a remarkable im-

lamp operated A year ago last month they installed as provement in transformers in the last two years. Five

a trial the first flight constant current transformer years ago transformers kept in service the length of time

which the General Electric Company built for operating that these were would have shown an appreciable increase

alternating series arc lights. They proved so satisfactory in iron losses. Mr. Ayer thought it was fairly brought

and tested out so thoroughly, that during the Summer out that there was no peculiar phenomonon in the ageing

thev placed an order for six 100 light transformers. They of the iron, but it is pretty well known in mechanics that

have been installed Operating under those conditions there is a radical change in iron at high temperatures. He

thev supply directly 'to each lamp 400 watts of alternating thought the ageing effect was due to temperature and

current in'that way saving 150 watts on every lamp. Mr. temperature alone. Mr. \\ agner replied that in order to

Waener stated that in St Louis thev had from 2.300 to produce ageing from temperature it would be necessary

2 600 series alternating arc lamps in constant nightly op- to reach much higher temperatures than at which it

cration which have been perfectly satisfactory in every would be safe to operate the wire Insulated with the ordin-

resoect to the citv authorities and'the citizens. The sys- ary material. Prof. Goldsborough said that if iron u

teni is not absolutely as automatic as the one in Hartford, heated to any point between 75 and 750 degreesthere will

(Mr Robb's system) but for the entire station output be ageing, but that below or above those points there

based on the arc lamps, incandescent lamps and power, would be no ageing. The meeting passed a vote of
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thanks to Mr. Barstow, Prof. Robb and Prof. Goldsbor-
ough for the papers that they had presented.

At the opening of Wednesday morning's session the

secretary read a letter from First Vice-President E. W.
Rollins, of Denver, regretting his enforced absence. Sim-
ilar letters were read from Mr. L. A. Duncan, Birming-
ham, Ala. : C. H. Wilmerding, of Chicago, and Mr. Ed-
ward L. Nichols of Ithaca. A letter was also read from
Mr. Marcon, of London, regretting that it was impossible

for him to attend the meeting. Mr. Herbert A. Wag-
ner then read a paper on ''Single-Phase Distribution."

In answer to a question whether there were any motors
used on single phase distribution, Mr. Wagner said that

there are a number of elevotor motors which run contin-

uously and do not start and stop with the elevator—con-
stant speed motors starting whenever they are wanted,
and they are making a few installations with direct cur-

rent variable speed motors. The motors are started

and stopped without any effect on the lamps. Mr. Emmet
said that the advantages of such methods of distribution

are open to all, and they can be obtained at small cost

for alterations, and existing methods of distribution, and
they should be very carefully studied and adopted in

other towns. Mr. Crosby of Washington, asked the

question, 'Are we going to get a satisfactory elevator

motor out of the single phase system, and shall as many
of us as have occasion to do it, restrict our direct current

system if we have both, or shall we feel that as the city

in which we are now operating grows, we ought to en-

large the direct current system?" In Washington there

were currents on the Edison system, the single phase and
the two phase system. When a new customer applies,

and it is possible to give him either system, how shall he
be supplied—with the direct current or the alternating

current system? Mr. Wagner replied that in St. Louis
they have found no class of work which they had not

been able to do as readily with the single phase motors
as with the direct current motors. At present, the direct

current motor is cheaper, but it does not work as well as

the single phase alternater, and the question which sys-

tem to adopt is for each one to decide. It would be
desirable, however, to decide what is to be the standard
system in the future and run into that and abolish every-

thing else, and he believed that the alternating system
could be safely used in all such cases. Mr. Ferguson of

Chicago said that in Chicago where the territory is thirty

three miles long, they had direct current for a length of

seven miles, and the rest of the territory is covered by
alternating current. At present it is single phase, some
of it secondaries interconnected, but the bulk of it on
the house to house transformer system. Mr. Wagner
stated that in their outlying territory they had twenty H.
P. motors on the alternating system and they had no
complaint from the regulation. The amount of cur-

rent thrown on and off the system at one time where the

feeder is large must be a small portion of the maximum
capacity of that feeder, or else variations are impossible
to avoid. If the outlying distribution is for lighting in

small quantities here and there and it is desired to put on
large motors, it will be necessary to change the distrib-

ution very appreciably to get good service. Mr. Per-
kins, of Youngstown, said that he had been in St. Louis
recently and when twenty-five H. P. motors were cut in

on the single phase current there was absolutely no no-
ticeable effects on the line. Mr. Emmet, of Schenectady,
agreed with the last speaker and said it was a question
of the system of distribution. If you put in enough
copper and use high enough voltage, you can get any
desired effect. The solution of the question of the use of

alternating or direct current must always depend on local

conditions. The paper of Mr. Louis A. Ferguson, of

Chicago, on "Underground Electrical Construction,"
then followed and was illustrated by lantern slides. Mr.
Gille, of St. Paul, remarked in the discussion that they

had an extensive system of underground distribution and

had considerable trouble with electrolysis and hardly
knew what to do about it. Mr. Barstow said they had
the same trouble in Brooklyn and had met with no solu-
tion of the difficulty thus far ; but the trolley companies
were doing a lot of renewal work to overcome the
difficulty.

At the opening of the Wednesdav afternoon session,
Mr. A. E. Leslie, of New York, read a paper, "Some Notes
on the Underground Distribution of Two-Phase Currents
in New York City." There was no discussion on this
paper, and it was followed by a paper on '"Means of At-
taining Safety in Electrical Distribution," by Mr. W .L
R. Emmet of Schenectady. Mr. Sachs, of New York,
stated that there was great difference of opinion as to
where to stop fuse protection and begin circuit breaker
protection. He claimed to be able to produce a fuse that
will break at any potential certainty, taking into consid-
eration the Watt energy to be dissipated in the fuse, and
he found the whole problem to be a question of the watt
energy to be dissipated and the amount of metal in the
fuse to be gotten rid of. Mr. Emmet replied that sim-
plicity is the principal object in the fuse, but the circuit
breaker is a better thing if it is satisfactorily designed. Mr.
Barstow said that about a year ago he investigated the
question of fuses and switches both at home and abroad.
He found in a lot of instances through England that they
were using fuses under oil, especially in Ferranti installa-
tions. These fuses were only used up to 3,000 volts and
800 kilowatts. In Milan he found they were using a fuse
which was an ordinary tube and made of porcelain, which
had been used on currents of 13,000 volts with fair suc-
cess. Mr. Greene, of Schenectady, called attention to
the necessity of having the rules of the Board of Fire
Underwriters conform to the actual practice of electrical
installation, and he moved that a committee be appointed
to bring about this end, which motion was adopted. There
was no report of the committee on "Standard Candle
Power of Incandescent Lamps," and the committee was
continued for another year. Mr. G. W. Hubley. of
Louisville, read a paper on "Transformer Tests."

' The
president announced that Calvin W. Rice, of Brooklyn,
would give a lecture on "The Development of High Ten-
sion Service" in the evening.

The session of Thursday morning was opened by the
appointment of Messrs. Ayer, Hubley and Fairbanks as
a nominating committee. Mr. H. M. Atkinson, of At-
lanta, Ga., read a paper on "Alternating Current Genera-
tion and Distribution—Changes Contemplated in Atlan-
ta." A general discussion followed on the relative ad-
vantages of the alternating current and direct systems,
as to which should be extended ; the consensus of opinion
being that individual conditions control this question. The
matter of providing current for automobile service was
considered to a very great extent—the general opinion
prevailing that this would be a source of vast income to
companies furnishing electric current and that it be-
hooved the companies to make early arrangements for

supplying this service. A resolution was passed of
thanks to the various automobile companies which had
supplied vehicles for the "Automobile Ride" for the
ladies. Also a resolution of thanks to Prof. G. F. Sever,
of Columbia University. At the afternoon session of

Thursday, an invitation from the Edison Electric Illum-
inating Company of New York inviting the members of

the association to visit its station, was read.

The matter of "Standard Specifications for Electrical

Apparatus" and "Amendments to the Freight Classifica-

tion," were discussed.

The report of the treasurer was read and showed the

following financial transactions

:

Receipts and cash on hand $7,188.90
Disbursements and liabilities 4,55 1 .85

Balance $2,637.05
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THE POPULARITY OF THE CORPORATION.
Engineers have not escaped -the influence predomi-

nating in various industrial circles which cannot as yet be

called good or bad that leads to consolidation. There is

as much bonded wealth in the huge aggregations con-

trolling the telegraph, telephone, street railway, electric

light and power interest as represented by other huge cor-

porations. Of course the greatest example extant of the

principle of consolidation carried to its uttermost is the

Standard Oil Company. This we can safely predict will

be but a little fish in the near future as compared with

those gigantic cephalogs due to the co-operation of a few

of our largest industries. Were a monoply formed by
which electric lighting could be done in every large city

in the Union by one gigantic corporation the Standard
Oil Trust would sink into significance. Yet this possi-

bility is not so remote as would seem at first sight. Cer-

tain old and established industries have grown to very

fair proportions. They may last for years, even a century,

in normal conditions but the process of commercial dis-

integration is inevitable and then certain organic im-

perfections are discovered which cannot exist in those co-

ordinated industries which are in every sense of the word
supply an absolute necessity.

Were the manufacture of bread in the hands of one
syndicate its autocratic power would be as great, provided

it were allowed to continue its functions, as man could

imagine. The lighting of a man's home and his trans-

portation over small and great distances in a short space

of time is now understood as another of the accepted

necessities of life. Within the last five years or at the

most within a decade electric light interests and street

railway interests have begun to extend their ramifications

all over the country. One of the most colossal trusts of

the beginning of the new century will probably be a gi-

gantic street railway corporation. It does not always
follow that large trusts mean large profits. Their object

in combining is to decrease the expenses and improve the

business outlook by increasing the scope of operation. In
the aggregate enormous balances in cash result at the end
of each year's work but so many are concerned in a divis-

ion of these profits that each on a pro rata basis receives

but a moderate amount. What we wish to point out is

the increasing tendency in engineering circles to carry on
important manufacturing and industrial enterprises on
a large scale by repeatedly consolidating. As far as we
are concerned many advantages result from this process.

Both the quality of goods, if the interests are of a manu-
facturing order or other prices if related to lighting or

power or street railway enterprises are greatly reduced by
this method of consolidation. In fact, it seems as though
it led to a higher efficiency in commercial operations

which certainly lead to a reduction in price commen-
surate with circumstances and therefore a direct gain to

me every day customer. If consolidation does not mean
monopolization in its blacker sense a host of benefits

spring from it. It is otherwise a most natural process,

practically an offshoot from the soil. All things carried

to excess are dangerous to the community but in moder-
ation they provide a source of happiness, as it were, which
absolutely prevents those discussions frequently carried

on by many of the so-called labor agitators. It seems
obvious to a student of political economy that this weld-
ing together of corporate interests can only occur when
conditions are propitious. In other words, with what is

called business prosperity we generally find a long list of

new incorporated companies. This is certainly an indi-

cation that a healthy atmosphere prevails in these indus-

trial circles. The last six months of this year provides

an excellent illustration of this principle not only in

various fields of work foreign to our own but within the

very circles of home trade supported or at least developed

by the electrical engineer.

KIPLING IN MINIATURE.
In a volume called "Engine Room Chat" we find an

article headed "Electricity Direct From Coal" from which
we give the following interesting extract : "yes, 'tis a con-

sumation devoutly to be wished. But it is not in sight

j-et. The idea is that the energy which is evolved at pres-

ent in the combustion of coal and which is so imperfectly

utilized that the average steam engine only gives us

about twelve and one half per cent, of the theoretical

maximum that we should get should be set at work to

produce electricity at once instead of having the steam

engine turn a dynamo and lose part of the twelve and

one half per cent, that was left for the engine to deliver

as mechanical work. It is very well to say 'there is the

energy' and that we should be able to use in one way or

in the other just as we please, but in saying this we should

not lose sight of the fact that before we think of doing a

thing in either one of two or three ways we had better find

out how to do it in that one of them with which we are

best acquainted." This exceedingly sensible series of re-

marks are concluded by the following interesting para-

graph : "it is probable that we will not have electricity

direct from coal just yet a bit ; but it is also possible that

the electricians will get tired of being so handicapped by

poor combustion and poor utilization of the heat of com-
bustion and will be compelled to invent what they have

been for so long talking about and thinking about—the

principle of producing an electric current by the destruc-

tion of common, every day anthracite."
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The officers for the ensuing year were then elected.

President,W. W. Carnes,Memphis,Tenn. ; Fist Vice-Pres-

ident, O. G. Crosby, Washington, D. C. ; Second Vice-

president, J. D. Cahoon, Elmira, N. Y. ; Members of the

Executive Committee, E. F. Peck, N. Y.; William M.
Brock, Paterson, N. J.; C. E. Scott, Bristol, Ct. A
vote of thanks was passed to President Young and the

meeting adjourned.

AUTOMOBILES START FROM THE ELECTRIC
SHOW.

The first automobile parade ever held in this city took

place yesterday, with forty-four vehicles of every descrip-

tion in line, including dogcarts, coaches, road wagons and
traps.

The parade was fn honor of the National Electric Light

Association, and the delegates filled the electric carriages.

Starting from Madison Square Garden at 3.15 P. M. the

automobiles were piloted up Fifth avenue at high speed,

the destination being Grant's tomb on Riverside drive. It

required only two minutes for the forty-four vehicles to

pass a given point.

A large crowd watched the start, a number of bicyclists

followed the procession, and several thousand people were
in waiting to see the finish.

Everybody was sure the party would circle about the

monument. But the electricians turned into One Hun-
dred and Nineteenth street and toward Columbia College
and the crowd was much disappointed. There is a

heavy grade between One Hundred and Nineteenth
street and the monument and one man in the crowd in-

sisted that the "juice" in the vehicles had been pretty well

used up by the rapid run and that the drivers were afraid

to "tackle the hill," fearing they might get stalled.

of Prof. Seaver, of the Department of Electrical Engin-
eering. The library, West Hall and gymnasium were
thrown open to the visitors and later lunch was served in

West Hall. '

It was intended to return by way of the Park, but per-

mission could not be obtained.

Volt«, Inventor ol the vo'ta'C Pile.

There were no accidents nor delays during the after-

noon.

Automobiles Leaving Madison Square Garden.

Another man said this was absurd. He called atten- Among those in the automobiles were Alden M.Young,
tion to the fact that the automobiles daily make the trip Henry Villard, Col.A.A. Pope. T. C. Martin. C. O. Baker,
to and around the Tomb and seldom get into difficulty. Jr., Geo. F. Porter, Luther Stieringer, Marcus Nathan. J.
At Columbia University the electricians were the guests Godfrey, J. M. Hill.
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Among the ladies were Mrs. J. Godfrey, Mrs. J. C.

Young, Mrs. J. M. Hill, Mrs. Marcus Nathan, Mrs. C. L.

Edgar, Mrs. Eckert Chandler, Mrs. H. C. De Camp, Mrs.

VV. L. Candee, Mrs. M. J. Insull, Mrs. W. J. Hawley,
Mrs L. Cotkin, Mrs. W. S. Bartow, Mrs. Charles T.

Hughes.

A NIGHT DEDICATED TO VOLTA.
On an unlucky day in the month one of the luckiest

events in the world was celebrated. On Saturday night,

May thirteenth, 1899, over five hundred people met in the

concert hall at Madison Square Garden, where the Elec-

tric Show is taking place, to celebrate Yolta's discovery

of the electric battery, which antedated that period just

one hundred years. Representatives of many Italian socie-

ties were present and President Dunn, the executive of

the New York Electrical Society opened the ceremonies

by an address which was followed up by Mr. Lieb, vice-

president of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company
and the builder of the first electric station of any size in

Italy. Dr. Doremus was there, of New York College,

who thought that Americans would honor themselves by
honoring Volta in a practical manner. He suggested the

erection of a fine monument of Volta. A letter from

Thomas A. Edison was received which read as follows

:

New York, May 11, 1899.

Gano S. Dunn, Esq., President New York Electrical

Society :

Dear Mr. Dunn—I am in receipt of your kind invita-

tion to attend the Volta Centennial excercises at the Elec-

will towards the countrymen of one of the noblest pio-
neers of our electrical art. Believe me, yours very truly,

(Signed.) Thomas A. Edison.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

A NEW LIGHTNING ARRESTER.
Cummings C. Chesney, of Pittsfield, Mass., has invent-

ed a lightning-arrester that can be used in connection
with systems of distribution employing alternating cur-
rents as well with systems employing continuous cur-
rents.

The following is a description of the apparatus, refer-

ence being had to the accompanying drawings, in which
Figure 1 represents diagrammatically a simple alterna-

ting current system to which this invention is applied.
Fig. 2 represents diagrammatically a system of two-phase
distribution to which this apparatus is also applied. Fig.

3 represents the reactive of choking coil in perspective.
Fig. 4 represents a modified form of the reactive or chok-
ing coil. Figs. 5 and 6 are respectively perspective and
side views of the apparatus as actually constructed .

In Fig., representing diagrammatically a system of dis-

tribution of alternating electric currents, A is the appara-
tus to be protected, B is the line conductor, C is a light-

ning-arrester, one terminal of which is grounded at E in

the ordinary manner. D is a choking coil placed in the
line between the lightning-arrester C and the apparatus
A to be protected.

It is immaterial whether the apparatus to be protected

trg. a.
&9J.

trical Exhibition in Madison Square Garden on Saturday,

May 13. and regret my inability to be with you on that in-

teresting occasion. I need hardly say that I am warmly
in sympathy with the sentiment which prompts your soci-

ety to pay this tribute to the memory of the great Italian

to whose investigations and researches in electricity the

world owes so much. The discovery of the primary bat-

tery or voltaic cell was one of the monumental landmarks
in the advance of electrical science and application. Dur-
ing the memorable fifty years of the development of land

and sea telegraphy, it was the one source of current.

Without it the modern telegraph would not have existed,

and without it the next step in the discovery of electro-

magnetic induction could not have been made by Henry
and Faraday, giving in turn the later electrical arts that

are based upon the dynamo. And even to-day, cells of

the general voltaic type remain the most simple, perfect

and reliable instruments for electrical measurement that

we possess.

I am glad to learn that your society is to send fraternal

messages to the Italian electrical bodies and to the official

Telegraphic Congress convening at Como, the birth-

place of both Volta and the voltaic cell, and I would beg
that I may be allowed the honor of associating myself

wiht you in these expressions of cordial and hearty good-

is dynamo-electric apparatus, such as a generator of mo-
tor, or whether it is electrical apparatus of some other
kind. The advantages of the apparatus are, however,
greatest when it is used in an alternating-current system,
for reasons hereinafter set forth.

In order that a choking coil should act efficiently in

connection with a lightning-arrester, it must offer as high
an impedance as possible to the lightning discharge, so as

to force it across the arrester-circuit and away from the

apparatus to be protected. On the other hand, with alter-

nating currents a high impedance, even though self-in-

ductive, is very injurious, since a large self-induction in

an alternating-current line lessens the output of the gener-

ator and impairs the regulation of the system. But coils

made according to the following description, while pos-

sessing practically no self-induction with alternating cur-

rents of ordinary frequency, offer practically as high self-

inductive impedance to extremely high frequency dis-

charges, like those of lightning, as do plain coils, such as

are now ordinarily used with lightning arresters.

The reactive coil consists of parts so disposed relatively

to one another that the coefficient of mutual induction is

very high. Fig. 3 represents such a coil, which consists

of two parallel coils of insulated copper strips connected

in series and wound so that the current flows through
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them in opposite directions. These parts are placed near

together side by side, with the result that the coefficient

of mutual induction is very high, and in consequence

with ordinary alternating currents the self-induction of

the two coils is nearly zero. They thus constitute a com-

posite coil which may be used in embodying the inven-

tion As shown the parts are separated a considerable

distance to get a better view, the connecting-bond being

interrupted for that purpose. Fig 4 also represents such

a coil In this coil the insulated strip is all wound in the

practically the same throughout the whole length of the

circuit, so that the resultant self-induction is practically

zero. However this may be, the fact remains that the

effective impedance of these oppositely-wound coils is

very high for lightning discharges and the self-induction

is practically zero for currents of ordinary frequency. In

consequence it is possible in an alternating system to in-

terpose a coil between the lightning-arrester and the ma-

chine to be protected which will offer no practical disturb-

ing effect either as to magnitude of the output or regula-

Ffy.O-.

same plane, being wound one-half in one direction and
the other half in the reverse direction. In this coil also
the mutual induction is very high and the self-induction
for ordinary alternating currents practically zero.

In embodying this invention there is placed a coil, such
as one of those above described, directly in the line be-
tween the lightning-arrester and the apparatus to be pro-
tected, with the result of providing a high impedance
for lightning discharges and yet not interfering with the
working of the system, whether it be alternating or con-
tinuous.

tion of the system and which will at the same time inter-

pose an enormous opposition to the passage of lightning

discharges toward the machine to be protected.

While the invention has more advantages in an alter-

nating system, it is applicable to continuous-current sys-

tems and constitutes in that connection as effective an ap-

paratus as that in which the plain coil is used.

In Fig 2 a two-phase system of distribution to which
the invention is applied is represented, A is a two-phase
alternating-current generator and is the apparatus pro-

tected by the lightning arrester. Bi Bi are the conduc-

es?. <?.

The fact that coils as above described offer practically
as great an impedance to lightning discharges as do or-
dinary coils is probably due to the fact that with very high
frequency discharges the phase of the current in the two
parts of the coil is not the same at the same instant, and
consequently because wound in opposite directions the
currents exercise a reinforcing magnetic effect instead of
a mutually destructive one. On the contrary, with al-

ternating currents of the ordinary frequency the phase is

tors for one of the currents, and B2 B2 are the conductors

for the other. Cl C2 are the lightning-arresters, ground-

ed at El and E2, respectively. Di Di and D2 D2 are

four choking-coils, such as above described, placed direct-

ly in the line between the arresters and the generator. In

this arrangement, as well as in that of Fig. 1, a current

due to a static or other high-potential discharge will meet

with such impedance, due to self-induction in the choking

coil, that it will go to the earth by way of the lightning-
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arrester circuit instead of going through the coils and to

the apparatus to be protected.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the choking-coil as it is actually

constructed. In these figures, M is the base, and N Ni
are two boards between which are two coils such as are

shown in Fig. 3, separated by some strong and compara-
tively thin insulating material O. Micanite gives very

good service as a separating medium. The two coils are

connected at their centers, the connecting-conductor or

bond passing through the micanite. The two outer ter-

minals are connected to binding-posts P Pi, at which con-

nections are made with the ends of the live-wires. The
posts are held in position by a bolt R.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

COMPLETE ELECTRO THERAPEUTIC
OUTFITS.

The science of electro therapeutic has so far advanced
that all progressive physicians provide themselves with

5. Various modifications of the above.

6. The cautery current, for heating electrodes and
wire loops.

7. Current for the illumination of all kinds of diagnos-
tic lamps from the smallest, as used in the cystoscope, to

the largest of 100 candle-power for transillumination.

8. Motive power up to one horse for surgical drilling,

sawing, etc.

Any and all of these currrents may be modified in any
way desired.

The cabinet consists of an upper and lower compart-
ment. In the upper compartment are the various trans-

lators, meters, switches, safety devices ,etc, fastened to a

slate-back and base. To preserve them from dust and
injury, they are protected in front by a removable plate-

glass door, and in the back by a removable board. On
the top of the cabinet is a fuse-box with cable connection
for any ordinary lamp-socket. Also a vibrator bell for

the "timing device."

The lower compartment, as shown in the illustrations,

has above, a sliding shelf the entire width of the cabinet,

Electro-Therapeutic Cabinets, Showing Meters, Switches, etc.

electro therapeutic cabinets as an essential part of their

workshop. The laboratories of the best physicians are

generally provided with the very latest appliances re-

quired in electro therapeutic work. Some illustrations

are given in this article of cabinets manufactured and sold

by E. B. Meyerowitz, 104 E.23d Street, New York City.

Messrs. Heuel and Yetter originally designed these cabi-

nets. Their construction was further developed by the

the above concern. The Edison current, to which by a

simple connection with the ordinary lamp socket the fol-

lowing can be obtained

1. The galvanic current.

2. The faradic current.

3. Combined galvanic and faradic currents.

4. The sinusoidal current,

for laying on instruments, etc. ; below, a number of draw-
ers for various articles to be used in connection with the

cabinet. At the bottom is a removable front, made to

represent two large drawers. Behind this are the motor,
dynamo and alternator, on a separate moveable platform
supported by heavy rubber-shod castors, so that they
may be easily inspected or repaired without moving the

entire cabinet, which is on separate rollers.

On the slate-base of the upper compartment are three

sets of good sized binding-posts, connected below with
three sets of conducting cards or tallies, which roll up au-

tomatically on reels and are self- fastening, so that any
length up to 20 feet may be used as required. When not

in use the metal tips of each cable are placed in separate

wooden grooves in the small drawers underneath each
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set of binding-posts, so that they are out of harm's way.

The end of each conductor has a narrow red or blue col-

lar interwoven to indicate its polarity.
, , . , .,

The left-hand set of binding-posts and cable is for the

cautery current ; the middle set for galvanic, faradic, sin-

usoidal, or combined currents ; the right-hand set for the

illuminating current. In this arrangement the differ-

ent currents can be used together or independently of

each other. On the slate back are fastened

:

I. The meters.

2. Rheotomes.
a Vibrator for galvanic current.

b Vibrator for faradic current.

c High tension ribbon vibrator for faradic current.

d Automatic clock-work vibrator for all currents, cap-
able of from thirty to one hundred interruptions per
minute.

3. Current selector switches.

a Switch for selecting the galvanic, faradic, sinusoidal

or combined current.

Electro-Therapeutic Cabinet Showing Back Connections.

a A milliampere meter for indicating the current dose

given to patients. It has three scales—the upper from one

to twenty-five; the midle from ten to two hundred and

fifty; the lower from thirty to seven hundred and fifty

milliamperes, and is provided with a neat switch for

placing it in or putting out of the patient's circuit and for

selection of scale.

b A voltmeter to indicate the voltage used on patient's

circuit or Edison main. In circuit is a "volt-equalizer"

(Veter's) for use in case the voltage on the main line

should exceed one hundred and ten volts.

c An amperemeter, which indicates the amperage con-

sumed in driving the motor-dynamo and the amperage

used for individual cautery electrodes or loops.

b Switch for selecting faradic coil, with buttons,

marked to indicate length and calibre of wire used.

4. Scale, with sliding button to indicate length of soft

iron core within faradic coil.

5. A lever switch to regulate the speed of the motor-
dynamo.

6. A commutator or pole-changer, over the middle set

of binding posts, to indicate the direction of the current

and change it as required.

7. A "timing device," which can be set to ring a vi-

brator bell on top of cabinet at the end of from one to

thirty minutes, for timing the application of the current.

8. An "electro-thermal cut-off," which automatically

cuts off the supply current from the cabinet at the end of
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a specified time. In case the current should inadver-
tently be left turned on, there will be no waste of current.

9. Incandescent lamps for controlling the amperage
of the various shunt currents.

10. A Vetter "volt controller" (large circular switch
near top, between meters), by which any pressure from
one to one hundred and ten volts can be obtained for the
galvanic circuit. The amperage is regulated by a "Vetter
carbon current controller" (in centre of slate base),

through which from a fraction of a milliampere up to one
ampere can be applied with absolute certainty and so
imperceptibly that no sudden shocks to the patient are

produced. This rheostat is always in circuit for the
various currents.

The faradic current is gained through a long coil,

made of wire of varying calibre and lengths, and tapped
at different points. It is modified by the various rheo-
tomes, volt aand ampere controllers, which give great

range of current variations of quantity and quality, and
precise dosage.
The sinusoidal current is obtained from an "alterna-

tor" operated by the "motor-dynamo." In addition to

being controlled by the adjustable speed of the "motor"
it may be modified by the automatic clock rheotome,
volt and ampere controllers.

The "motor-dynamo," capable of developing one
horse-power, and using from two to five amperes of cur-

rent, also supplies a cautery current from five to sixty

amperes, and twelve volts, which is under perfect control

by a special rheostat. It also furnishes power for sur-

gical drilling, sawing, etc., by means of the flexible cable

attached at the middle and right hand side of the upper
compartment.
The illuminating current is obtained from the main line

supply and modified through the lamps and an appropri-

ate rheostat.

Special attention is called to the facility of practically

and scientifically manipulating the various electric cur-

rents, and the absolute safety with which the same can be
applied through this apparatus.

MEMORIAL DAY SOUVENIR OF THE AMER-
ICAN ELECTRIC WORKS.

The American Electric Works, of Providence, R. I.,

have sent out to their friends and customers a particu-

larly and appropriate Memorial Dey souvenir, consisting

of a steel plate portrait of General Ulysses Simpson Grant,

the famous soldier of the War of the Rebellion. Accom-
panying the picture is a card containing a few data re-

garding this illustrious soldier.

EXHIBITIONS.

ELECTRICAL SHOW NOTES.
THE WAITE & BARTLETT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY.—In the basement of Madison Square Gar-
den a Waite & Bartlett static machine is to be found in

operation daily and works wonderfully well in spite of the

fact that the air is damp and conditions unfavorable to its

operation. Some of the Waite & Bartlett machines made
fifteen years ago are running to-day, giving every satis-

faction. A large machine built by that company is oper-

ating in the Electric Show, producing half million volt de-

structive discharges. The Waite & Bartlett therapeutic

exhibit is extremelv interesting, the firm deserving con-
siderable credit for the care and attention their display has

received.

CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN.—The establishment

of a press department in connection with public exhibi-

tions is now considered an indispensable element of suc-

cess. Mr. Charles Chamberlain, the chief of the press

department of the Electrical Exhibition has been connect-

ed with the press of New York for ten years or more and
identified with the large exhibitions given in Madison
Square Garden. His experience as an editor and the
good fellowship existing between himself and newspaper
men makes it possible for Mr. Chamberlain to accomplish
remarkable journalistic feats. The broad and compre-

CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN,
Press Department of the Electrical Exhibition.

(By Courtesy of The Fourth Estate.)

hensive advertising which the Electric Show received is

entirely attributable to the earnest efforts of Mr. Cham-
berlain. He is one of the veterans of the press depart-
ment having acted in that capacity for the Electric Show
of last year, the dog show, military shows, etc., that have
taken place. The "Fourth Estate" and "Journalist"
speak highly of Mr. Chamberlain's abilities.

A THIRTY MI LE TROLLEY.
The New York and North Shore Railroad is to be

operated by electricity from a connection with the ter-

minus of the Calvary Cemetery line of the New York
and Queens County Railroad at Middle Village, and its

line will extend through Newton, Richmond Hill. Ja-
maica, Flushing and Whitestone to Bay Side and Man-
hasset, a total distance of thirty miles.

BUSINESS NEWS.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAY 23 1899,
$cSO,9()0.00.

New York, N.Y., May 23, is«.i«.».—The following ex->^<*
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom 185 World Hid., N. V. City.

t ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ
*ZARD G inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 oents. One*
cell of our battery and our BLIZZ\RD 6-inch motor will bej

sent to any address in the United States on receipt of $2.00»
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ports of Electrical Material, machinery, etc., are

from the port of New York for the week ending

this date :

—

Antwerp— t case electros, $25. 38 cases electrical

material $2,108.

Aden:—6 cases electrical material $116.

Argentine Republic:—28 cases electrical material $1,-

979. 14 cases electrical machinery $773.

British Possessions in Africa:— 13 cases electrical ma-

terial $397.
British East Indies:—22 cases electrical material

$2,553-
, . , ...

British Australia:— 1 case electrical material $12.

Berlin :—4 packages electrical material $2,650.

British West Indies :—4 cases electrical material p > I

.

Brazil:—3 cases electrical machinery $142. 69 c£4es

electrical material $2,313.

Bremen:—3 packages electrical material $135.

Cuba:—50 cases electrical material $1,406. 13 oisrs

electrodes $7,050.

China:—12 cases electrical material $613. -29 ca*es

electrical machinery $787.

Equador.— 1 case electrical material $83.

Glasgow:—4 cases electrical material $330.

Hong Kong:—21 cases electrical material $753. 12

cases electrical machinery $830.

Havre:—27 cases electrical material $2,323. 4 cases

electrical machinery $50.

Hayti:—5 packages electrical material $10.

Hamburg:—15 packages electrical material $1,267.

Japan :—55 cases electrical material $1,600. 104 cases

electrical material $8,022.

London:—286 packages electrical material $9,881. 3

cases electric motors $500.

Liverpool:— 1 electric crane $3,500.

Moscow:—3 cases electrical material $192.

Mexico:—429 packages electrical material $11,620.

Nice:—64 cases electrical material $12,970.

Newcastle:— 1 case electrical machinery $80.

Peru :—10 packages electrical material $298.

Rotterdam :—2 cases electrical material $100.

Southampton:—6 cases electrical machinery $196.

Siam:—26 cases electrical material $1,335-

U. S. of Columbia :—29 cases electrical material $750.

Venezuela:—8 packages electrical material $265.

Vladivostock :—7 packages electric motors $800.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Portland, Me.—United States Electrical Signal Co., in-

corporated by F. E. Withee, J. R. Devine, C. E. Rand and

others ; manufacture electrical signals, etc. Capital stock

$50,000.

Pierre, S. D.—The Indiana Chemical Light, Heat &
Power Co., incorporated by Albert Mellen and others.

Capital stock $30,000.

New York, N. Y—Perret Storage Battery Co., incor-

porated by Frank A. Perret, O. T. Hibbard and J. L. Kor-

nicken. Capital stock $100,000.

Portland, Me.—Boston Electric Switch Co., incorpor-

ated by Robert T. Johnson, Archie F. Maclead, Frank-

lin Jacobs and others. Capital stock $50,000.

Athens, Tenn.—East Tennessee Light & Power Co.,

has been incorporated by W. R. Hall, J. E. Hall, B. M.
Brewer, H. S. Bosler and W. B. Swaney ;

manufacturing-

electric light and electric motive power. Capital stock

$10,000.

Tiverton, R. I.—Tiverton Electric Light Co., has been

incorporated by J. R. Hicks, G. R. Lawton, R. J. Bar-

ker, J. H. Wilcox, R. J. Barker, Jr., dealing in electricity,

electrical instruments, etc. Capital stock $100,000.

Norwalk, Conn.—Norwalk Heating & Lighting Co.,

incorporated under the laws of West Virginia, by J. D.

Kinney, M. H. Glover, and others. Capital stock $60,-

000.

Niles, O.—Niles Electric Co., has been incorporated
under the laws of West Virginia by E. A. Wilson, F. E.
Wilson, Mrs. Nancy Wilson, Etta M. Wilson, and Emma
W. Wilson, furnishing light, heat and power. Capital
stock $20,000.

Athens, Tenn.—The East Tennessee Light & Power
Co., has been incorporated by W. R. Hall, J. E. Hall, B.
M .Bosier and W. B. Swaney; for manufacturing electric
light and electric motive power. Capital stock $10,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Winston, N. C.—The Mutual Telephone Co. has been

organized to construct a line from Winston to Elkins, to

Wilkesboro.
Bristol, Tenn.—The Virginia & Tennessee Telephone

Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.
Collinwood, O.—Collinwood Home Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by W. G. Patton, J. B. Wood, J. B.
Durkin, J. M. Hard and E. L. Barber. Capital stock $25,-
000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Maryland Telephone Manufac-
turing Co., of which David E. Evans is president, will in-

crease its capital stock from $20,000 to $50,000.
Buchanan, Ya.—The Botetourt Telephone Co. will ap-

ply for charter, with a capital of $2,000.

Mosheim, Tenn.—The Mosheim & Lick Creek Tele-
phone Co. has been incorporated by F. M. Bible, M. H.
Kent, H. C. Myers, Noah C. Bible and J. W. CloycL for

the construction of telephone system in Green County.
Allegheny, Pa.—American Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by Xavier Wittmer, H. Wittmer and others.

Capital stock $1,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
West Chester, Pa.—The West Chester, Kennett &

Wilmington Electric Railway Co., incorporated with

George W. Taft, president ; to build an electric line eight

miles long. Capital stock $50,000.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Galesburg, 111.—Galesburg Gas & Electric Light Co.

has increased its capital from $200,000 to $350,000.
Salisbury, N. C.—The Salisbury Light, Heat & Power

Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000

and privilege of increasing to $100,000, its purpose being
the construction of the electric lighting plant.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Durant, Miss.—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished at this place.

Summit, Miss.—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished.

Louisburg, N. C.—J. M. Allen is interested in the pro-

posed establishment of an electric light plant.

Jennings, La.—The Mayor may be addressed concern-

ing construction of an electric light plant.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are Inclosed in a neatly designed

lust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the Instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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TELEPHONY.

The Radiophone In Operation.

THE RADIOPHONE AT THE ELECTRICAL EX HIBITION.

(From the "Scientific American.")

Interest in the electrical show at the Madison Square

Garden, in this city, continued unabated. On May 13

the first exhibition of an improved form of wireless tele-

graphy took place, which attracted considerable atten-

tion on account of its novelty and simplicity. It is an

apparatus for transmitting varied heat waves in a beam
of light to a receiver capable of reproducing the highest

sound vibrations with accuracy.

Referring to the illustration representing the way the

apparatus is arranged, there will be noticed on the left the

generator, next to it a rheostat for adjusting the supply of

current to the arc light located inside of a parabolic re-

flector fixed to project a parallel beam of light in the usual

wav. A shunt wire runs from each terminal arm of the

carbon holder to a knife switch, and from that one wire

goes to the base of the usual telephone transmitter arm.
while the other is connected to a small resistance box
with a regulating switch to adjust the strength of the cur-

rent to the transmitter. From this resistance box the

wire is connected to the other side of the transmitter. In-

struments located in this shunt circuit indicated a current
of four or five amperes with a voltage between fortv and
fifty.

When the transmitter is vibrated by the sound of the
voice, or of a musical instrument, the current flowing
through the shunt circuit varies to correspond, and this

varies the main current, passing directly between the car-

bons. In the focus of the receiving parabolic reflector

is placed a glass bulb holding a small quantity of car-

bonized filament (this will be seen enlarged at right of the
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picture). From this bulb a tube runs through the back

of the reflector and is connected by a rubber tubing tc

small ear phonograph tubes.

At the time we heard it a cornet was playing in front

of the transmitter ; the notes came out clear and distinct

in the parabolic receiver about 350 feet distant, and about

one-third as strong in volume as the sound heard in the

ordinary electric telephone receiver. The fluctuation of

the temperature of the fiber in the bulb due to the variable

impinging heat waves causes like fluctuations of the vol-

ume of air in the bulb which acts upon the drum of the

ear. The light is only projected for brief intervals at a

time, as a continuous heating of the carbonized fiber re-

duces the sound. The instruments are placed in the re-

gulation telephone booths, one side of the booth being
partly open to allow the electric light beam to freely pass.

It is said that signals and speech have been transmitted a

distance of two miles from a vessel to the shore, by means
of larger and more powerful searchlights.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

ROTAfcY TRANSFORMERS AND STORAGE
KATTERIES, AND IHRIR RELATION TO

LOKG-DISTANCE TRA> SMISS'ON.

By Prof. W. L. Robb.

Read Before the National Electric Light Association at Its

Twenty-second Convention, Held at New York, N. Y.,

May 23, 2-1 and 25, 1899.

This paper was prepared in response to a request from

the President to give an account of the operation of the

rotary transformers and storage battery installed anil

operated in connection with the long-distance transmis-

sion plant at Hartford.

The paper is intended as a statement of the conditions

under which we operate at Hartford, of the difficulties

met with and the advantages that have been found in the

operation of the rotary transformers and battery.

A short description of the Hartford plant seems essen-

tial to a clear understanding of the conditions under

which the rotary transformers and battery are there

operated.

The main source of power is water power on the Farm-

ington River, approximately eleven miles from Hartford.

The water power at present developed is capable, under

the most favorable conditions, of delivering at the switch-

board in Hartford about twelve hundred electrical horse

power. The power is generated by two 600-kilowatt

alternators and transmitted to Hartford on the three-

phase system under 10,000 volts pressure.

The water power is supplemented by an auxiliary steam
plant in Hartford, consisting of two compound-condens-
ing Couper-Corliss engines, having a combined capacity

of 1,600 horse power. These engines supply the power
to operate one 600-kilowatt alternator and one 400-kilo-

watt rotary transformer, so arranged that it can be con-

nected with engines and operated as a direct or alternat-

ing-current generator. This rotary is so operated when-
ever, owing to low water or repairs on the transmission
line, *be supply of alternating current is insufficient f( r

the alternating-current load and all the rotary transform-
ers.

Two systems of distribution are used. In the central

portion of the city the distribution is on the three-wire,

220-volt, direct-current system. This part of the ser-

vice is practically all under ground. The feeders are
lead-covered cables drawn in cement-lined ducts. The

distribution is in part by Edison tubes and in part by lead-

covered cables drawn in ducts. Outside the central

portion of the city the feeders are supplied with two-phase
alternating current under 2,400 volts pressure, and the

distribution is, in general, on three-wire, 220-volt systems,
supplied from ten or twenty-kilowatt transformers, al-

though a few smaller transformers are still in service.

This service is in part under ground, but, in general, over-
head. Constant-potential, inclosed-arc lamps, incandes-
cent lamps and motors, in the case of both alternating
and direct currents, are operated on the same three-wire
system. All the commercial arc lamps, whether on the
direct or alternating system, are of the constant-potential,
inclosed type, as are also the street lamps in streets in

which there is a three-wire system. In other streets the
street lamps are of the series alternating current, inclosed-
arc type, and are operated from constant-current trans-

formers.

Three rotary transformers supply direct current to the
three-wire, direct-current system. One has a capacity
of 400 kilowatts, and is located at the steam plant. Two
have a capacity of 250 kilowatts each, and are located in a
battery sub-station which is situated in the very heart of
the business section of the city, and about three-quarters
of a mile from the steam plant. The storage battery has
a capacity of 2,500 horse-power-hours at a five-hour rate
of discharge. The 250-kilowatt rotaries and the battery
were installed in the fall of 1896, and the 400-kilowatt
rotary in the fall of 1898. All three rotaries and the bat-
tery supply.currents to the same three-wire system.
The three alternators are always operated in parallel.

At least one rotary transformer and storage battery are
always connected to the three-wire, direct-current system.
The direct and alternating-current systems are conse-
quently interlocked, and the whole plant, including al-

ternators, rotary transformers and battery, is practically
operated in parallel.

The rotary transformers are of the two-phase type, and
are so designed that by cutting in or out turns of the pri-

mary of the static transformers the voltage of the rataries
may be varied between 230 and 360 volts. This wide
range of voltage is necessitated by the fact that the rota-
lies are at times run directly on the line, and at other
times used in charging the battery, frequently at high
charging rates. This wide range of voltage that can be
obtained from the rotary does away with the boosters,
otherwise necessarv in chareingf.

The rotary transformers are two-wire, and simply sup-
ply the current to the outside wires of the three-wire sys-
tem. The neutral wire is connected with the middle
point of the secondaries of the two static transformers.
This point is always midway, as regards electric pressure,
between the two terminals of the rotary transformer.
The storage battery is at all times kept on the line for

the purpose of regulation, and to meet any emergency
call for extra power.

Tt was necessarv to generate alternating current rather
than direct current, as the main source of power is lo-
cated eleven miles from the center of distribution. This
condition very generally applies to water powers that have
not already been developed for other purposes than the
production of electricity. The same condition applies
in the case of companies supplying large areas when it is

desired to supply all the power from one central power
plant, so located that the power can be produced at the
minimum cost. In the Hartford case, at the auxiliary
steam plant, one generator supplies alternating current.
The second generator, which in its normal use is a ro-
tary transformer, when supplied with mechanical power
from the engines, furnishes both alternating and direct
current to the system in any proportions that may be de-
sired.

Two of the rotaries are started and brought into syn-
chronism by induction motors built on their shafts: the
third is brought into synchronism as a direct-current mo-
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tor, the current necessary for this being supplied from the

direct-current system.

The direct-current system of distribution was adopted
for. the central portion of the city, as it was considered

the only one on which all kinds of service could be given

from the <-ame wires, especially if those wires were placed

underground. In that section of the city a large number
of motors are being frequently stopped and started. It is

considered that induction motors operated under these

conditions would seriously interfere with the lighting ser-

vice. In sections of the city where the motors are in

continuous use—for example, when they are used for run-

ning machinery in factories, and consequently are only

started twice a day—we find no practical difficulty in oper-

ating induction motors and lights from the same system
of distribution.

When brushes treated in this manner were used all vicious
sparking was stopped, and in this particular the trans-
formers ran as smoothly as direct-current generators of
the best type. At the outset, in operating the rotaries,
nmsi cral.Je c fi.culty was met Altli in preventing pump-
ing when the engines were supplying power "to the
system. This pumping could be ti'ao » to the -ariation
in the angular speed of the cng'nes and when the water
power alone was supplying the power there was little, if

any, pumping. It was found that this tendency- to pump-
ing could be checked by varying the field excitation of the
rotary transformers or by temporarily throwing a portion
of the load on the storage battery. Only once in the past
three years has the pumping been such as to cause any
serious interruption. The switchboard at the sub-station
was originally arranged to give the greatest possible flex-
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The three alternators, one operated by steam and the

other two operated by water power at a distance of eleven

miles from the first, have been continuously run parallel

during the past three years. No difficuulty whatsoever
has been found in this method of operation.
The operation of the rotary transformers has not been

so simple a matter. At the outset there was great excess
of sparking at the commutator. This sparking was soon
found to depend very largely on the variety of brushes
used. It was found that a very soft carbon brush gave
the best results, but without special treatment of the

brushes, sparking, although diminished, is still excessive.
The method of treating- the brushes suggested by our su-

perintendent, Mr. Rollins, was tried and found effective.

The carbon brushes are first raised to a red heat, and then
plunged in ordinary lubricating oil and allowed to cool.

ibilitv in operation. Both rotaries could be run in multi-

ple, with the battery.or both rotaries could be run in multi-

ple, feeding into the line, and the excess of current used to

charge the battery : or one rotary could be run on the line

and the second rotary used to charge the battery inde-

pendently. This last method of operation was found im-
practicable. Under this condition the pumping would
immediately begin, and it necessitated giving up this

method of operation. Notwithstanding the above-men-
tioned difficulties, when a year ag>> it was decided to in-

crease the direct-current machinery, we had gained suffi-

cient confidence in the rotary system to purchase a 400-
kilowatt rotary rather than a direct-current generator.
The third rotary, when tested, proved to be free from

any tendency toward pumping, either when operated from
the steam plant or from the water power, and was in every
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way as nearly perfect as a machine could be. However,

when thrown on the line with the two older rotaries, they

immediately began pumping, and it was found impossible

to run the three rotaries together. The pumping in a ro-

tary system seems to be cumulative; it is very easy to

stop it if the proper remedy is applied as soon as the first

tendency to pump is noticed. If allowed to go on it

quickly gets beyond control. The impossibility of run-

tendency of the system toward pumping was entirely

overcome by means of these copper strips. The system
now works perfectly, whether operated by steam of water
power. Even under the trying conditions of running
the rotaries under different voltages, two feeding directly

into the line and the third independently charging the bat-

tery, no trouble with pumping is experienced. In all

other respects the rotary transformers have been all that

1

1

5
S

1

Qjyjc/W Nf OV01

mrig the three rotaries together necessitated some change, could be asked for; they have run practically continuous-
Thc Westinghouse Company's engineers maintained that ly night and day for nearly three years and have had prac-
the corrective device could be applied with equal effect ticallv no repairs, the commutators simply being turned
to any one of the three rotaries. Copper strips were at- down once or twice a year.
tached to the pole-pieces of the 400-kilowatt rotary. This With storage batteries one looks for frequent renewals
rotary, of itself, was all right, but the developing of any of plates. The Hartford batterv has had its share of re-
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-L11C JCJlCV^ LllUdl Jt^g,t5» telephone purposes, so that although the waves might
established 1883. traverse the windings of the telephone, the diaphragm

£nttred at yew York P. O. as secaid^lass matter, January 1*. 1891.
WOU
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HlOVe SO slowly as tO he at a rate which the ear
would not discern in contradistinction to the more acute

THE ELECTRICAL ACE PUBLISHING CC, Publishers . or rapid vibrations or waves caused by the transmission

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION: through the means of a transmitter."
one copy, one Year, - 83.50 The author then discusses instruments called "eradu-One Copy, six months, -. = _..„-- 1.25 , ,, , . . .. f . r r i • i

Great Britain and other Countries, .... 3.50 ators, WlllCll are COUS of Wire of a fixed resistance and

Cable Address (all Cables), "Eleotage," New York.
operating a small iron armature so as to form a closed
magnetic circuit. Each wire being graduated, so to speak,

NEWTON HARRISON, E. E., Editor. took away from the Morse signal its tremendous acute-
associate editors: ness, thereby making it possible to listen to the signal.
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Electric Light and Power. Experiments of this kind were carried on a distance of

JOSEPH MUIR, M. D.'. | Electro- one hundred and ninety-five miles between the towns of

FREDERICK STRANGE KOLLE, M. D., j Therapeutics. Baltimore and Cumberland. According to the author.
speech between three hundred miles was not distinct,

ADDRESS All COMMUNICATIONS TO and at an increased distance of four hundred miles speech
THE ELECTRICAL AGE PUBLISHING COMPANY, became so unsatisfactory as to be practically impossible

Seventh Floor, World Building, to Understand.

NEW YORK. Some experime-'.s of interest were atte*1noted in this

Trw vrtPir ttw^ ir» iuoo direction, as, for instance, a test made betvv? n New York
J»EA\ YORK, Jl>E lO, 18J.). and Chicago. An outfit was placed in the Palmer House,"~~~~ Chicago, an :1 in a room on Broadway. Xew Y rk. Ac-

editorials.
PAGE cording to Mr. Selden, the telephonic communication

simultaneous Telephony and Telegraphy 305 was very satisfactory, the wires being quadruplex during
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e test A series °'f exPeriments is further cited by our

The Radiophone at the Electrical Exhibition 301
Mend which seems to show that the possibilities of tele-

electric light and power. graphing and telephoning at the same time in the manner
Rotary Transformers and Storage Batteries, and Their Relation to described are Very great, With direct practical advantages.
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technical notes. * ms mos t unique subject is well worth considering by
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Portable Electric Lamps 309 the author concludes his article, which is an excellent
among the societies. one, in the following manner: "One thing desirable in
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the composite circuit is some sort of a signalling appa-

miscellaneous. ratus whereby the telephonic stations may signal from
stray currents 310 one to the other without interfering with the Morse cir-

business news. cu j t <^ t present, in our experiments, it is necessarv for
The Montauk Multiphase Cable 311 .,
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special Export column 311 us to call on the Morse circuit in order to notifv the par-

t3$£5&^^ m ties to SO to the telephone. Doubtless, as the composite
possible installations 3ia becomes better understood the inventive ingenuity of the
Business Changes 312 A t
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American, which appears always to be at hand and al-
"

" ~ ways to arise when emergency occurs, will promptlv sup-
SIMULTANEOUS TELEPHONY AND TELEG- ply this one missing link which at present is beginning to

RAPHY . kg needed and which in the future will certainly be to a

Mr. Chas. Selden is the author of a paper on "Simul- large extent."

taneous Telephony and Telegraphy," read before the This departure in telegraphy, which means a new meth-

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, at od of utilizing both the telephone and telegraph in con-

XT f .. ,. ™, ,
°

, ,, iiT a r 11 junction, will certainlv add to the widespread usefulness
Norfolk, \ a. The author states as follows: In the fall ^^ cach individuallv enjovs at pivscn

'

t As tlu, j(loas

of 1895 or in the spring of 1896 I was assigned to the of man ki n d unfold our signalling and telephonic systems
duties of experimentation upon the line of simultaneously will become more and more perfect, ultimately attaining

telephoning and telegraphing by the method invented that marvelous excellence which has always been the

and patented by Francois Yan-Rysselberghe, of Belgium, necessary outcome of systematic applied intelligence,

an electrician and scientist who held a professorship in

the University of Ghent and was attached to the Belgian

Court."
The author further states that the system perfected by

the above gentleman was brought to this country for the

purpose of selling it. The idea of the "composite circuit"

is involved in a system of this description, which is cer-

tainly the foundation upon which any future system

must rest. It seems that a Prof. Rosebrugh took out a

patent in Canada, the object of which was the duplexing

of telephones. The results were apparently the same as

those obtained by Yan-Rysselberghe, although the sys-

tems were certainlv different.

Quoting again from the author, the following para-

graph appears to be quite descriptive: "In order to op-

erate simultaneously and thus form what is now known
as a composite circuit it was necessary that the abrupt-

ness o^ the wave caused by the Morse signal should be

THE ZINC LEAD BATTERY.
In a volume by Rainier we find many references to the

voltaic accumulator which to the French mind seems to

solve many important problems. It is hardly necessary

For us to enter into a discussion of the technical qualifica-

tions of this hybrid type of cell. Yet it seems quite cer-

tain from what has been done in practice and theory in

this field of work that the voltaic accumulator or zinc

lead battery is destined to play an important part in the

economy of electrical engineering. Weight for weight
and output for output, an unquestioned superiority exists

in the construction and operation of the voltaic accumu-
lator. As far as its durability is concerned it. in its way,
exceeds that of the storage battery proper. Tt is within

the direct range of probability thai automobiles and nnnv
light electrical vehicles will in the near future make use
of this interesting and novel type of cell,
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newais. The battery was bought under a five-year

guarantee, which has since been renewed for five addi-

tional >ears. The renewals have not been in excess of

what was expected, and no investment of the company
has been considered more satisfactory than the battery.

The method of deciding when the battery is to be renewed

under the guarantee is perhaps interesting. Whenever
am- plale or number of plates have lost one-third of the

original capacity, they are replaced by new plates. In

this way the battery is being continually renewed, and its

capacitv should never be less than ninety per cent, of its

original capacity.

The four accompanying charts, made from the daily

records of the company, were originally prepared for il-

lustrating a short talk before the Connecticut Associa-

tion, and illustrate the general operation of the plant and

the 1 dative loads on the different systems. The charts

represent the load on Wednesday, November 23, and Sat-

urday. November 26, 1898.

The part shaded with horizontal lines represents the al-

ternating-current load, the upper portion representing

the series arc street lights. The part shaded with diago-

day it was used at the high rate of discharge for a short

period. On Saturday'the discharge was at a lower rate,

but was continued for a much longer time.

The upper portion of the area representing battery

charge and discharge represents the charge and discharge

of an isolated storage battery in one of the department
stores.

The advantages of the rotary transformer and battery

system to the Hartford company have been very great

With the battery the company has been able to use a

great quantity of water power that would otherwise have
gone to waste. What would otherwise have been waste
water power has been utilized at the peak of the load at

the time when power is most valuable. The total output
of the water power during the past year was over ninety

per cent, of the possible output. When operating by
steam, the engines have been run at an economical load,

the advantages of the storage batten* being nearly, if not
quite, as great in connection with the operation of the

steam plant as of the water plant.

The regulation of the system is much better with the
battery than it could possibly be without it, and the ser-
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nal lines represents the charge and discharge of storage
battery ; lines sloping to the right representing the dis-

charge, and lines sloping to the left the charge. The hor-
izontal dotted line represents the total full-load capacity
of the direct-current machinery installed on November
23. The unshaded area represents the direct-current load
carried directly by the rotary transformers.
An inspection of the charts representing the direct-cur-

rent system shows that the average load on the rotaries
during the twenty-four hours was over eighty per cent, of

their rated full-load capacity. The maximum load on the
system was eighty-three per cent, more than the full-load

capacity of the rotary transformers.
A comparison of the curves for the two davs illustrates

the great flexibility of the storage battery. On Wednes-

vice is much more reliable. The interlocking of the bat-

tery with the alternating current by means of the rotary
transformers makes the battery act as a regulator on the

alternating-current system as well as on the direct. Dur-
ing the daytime on Sundays the entire load, both direct

and alternating, can be carried by the storage battery.

The battery has frequently been allowed to feed the alter-

nating system through the rotaries.

The transformer and battery station is operated by three
men ; the superintendent, an expert in the care of batter-

ies, and two switchboard attendants. The labor in car-

ing for a station of this output is a minimum.
The system could, of course, be operated with direct-

current generators connected to alternating-current mo-
tors, This would necessitate in the place of each 250-
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kilowatt transformer one 300-kilowatt motor direct -con-

nected to two 125-kilowatt generators, and a smaller mo-

tor direct-connected to two boosters. The result would

be a much greater investment in machinery, much great-

er floor space occupied, greater complication and expense

of operation and a lower efficiency. .

To sum the matter up, my Hartford experience has

convinced me that the most satisfactory method of sup-

plying electric energy over a considerable area is from a

central power station generating alternating current ; the

current being distributed to rotary and battery sub-sta-

tion of high voltage, and the energy locally distributed on

the three-wire, direct-current system.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

BUILDING A SIMPLE TELEPHONE LINE.

Many of our readers may be desirous of constructing

a simple telephone line, one that is useful and inexpen-

THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.
In the illustration is shown a magnetic circuit inter-

rupted at four points by air gaps. At each of these p >ints

the lines of force spray out in so many directions that

they form a comparatively intense field in the near neigh-
borhood of the ring of magnetized metal. Leakage is

also clearly indicated between adjacent segments by the

spraying of the lines of force in the interior as well as the

outside. In a machine with many poles this spraying
tendency is apt to increase. It is likewise true that, as

the size of the generator increases, the loss in magnetism
in proportion becomes less. If this fact be clearly re-

membered by those who construct dynamos the reason
why less power is consumed in proportion by the fields

of large generators, other things being equal, is self-evi-

dent.

LEAKAGE FROM POLE PIECES.
The recently deceased John Hopkinson was one of the

first to pay special attention to the leakage from pole
pieces. In his famous treatise on dynamo design found
in the transactions of the Royal Association of London
he shows that the air gap area is increased, due to the fact

that the lines of force leak away from around the pole
tips, thereby increasing the polar area. The illustration

tnir-

Slmple Telephone Line.

sive. The illustration fully explains how this may be shows the leakage from X, the lines of force curving

done without any great difficulty. Two receivers are around, away from the pole tip to meet the surface of the

procured at some supply store and connected with one armature. On account of this fact in designing dynamos
line, as shown. The other ends are connected to the the air gap should be calculated to be from 10 to 20 per

1
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An Interrupted Magnetic Circuit.

ground. This is successfully done by carefully soldering cent, greater than it really is. In other respects leakage

them or winding them around a filed portion of the gas is not beneficial, it being considered a waste oi magnet-
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Leaknge from Pole Tips.

pipe. By this means the gas pipe system of a city serves ism. involving greater cross sections and consequently

as a return wire. For distances of 'a mile or less a little greater magnetomotive force than would otherwise he

telephone of this kind is very practical and convenient, applied,
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THE ANGLE AT WHICH BRUSHES PRESS.
The angle at which brushes press is a matter of debate

by many dynamo builders. The construction of the ma-
chine, the size and speed of its commutator should cer-

tainly influence the draughtsman and serve to assist in

accommodating the angle of the brushes to the commu-
tator. There was a time when a targent brush was
thought to be the best, but at present in large generators

the brushes press diametrically upon the commutator.
When chattering results it is generally due to a lack of

even contact between brush and commutator and insuf-

ficient lubrication, as well as an unsatisfactory angle of

instead of the cumbersome and comparatively inaccurate
regulation by means of weights and levers or metal
springs. The air itself forms a singularly elastic and per-
fect spring, fully supporting every part of the surface of
the diaphragm on one side against the equal pressure on
the other. As the valve, as shown in section view, is double
seated, perfectly balanced and frictionless. it can be in-
fluenced by the slightest change in pressure and the sen-
sitiveness of the air spring, governed by the dimensions
of the air chamber. On electric light plants a uniform
pressure may be secured even though the boiler pressure
is uncertain. In fact, for this purpose alone the air spring

The Position of Brush on Commutator.

pressure. It is almost impossible to anticipate this angle, pressure regulator fulfills a function of a most desirable

and the only true way in which it can be determined is and highly interesting nature.

by practically experimenting with the machine.

AIR SPRING PRESSURE REGULATOR.
The air spring pressure regulator for stram and air, as

manufactured by the D'Este & Seeley Company, 29-33

Nashville, Tenn.—The Whitsburg & Romeo Tele-

phone Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

$900.

Complete and Sectional View of Air Spring Pressure Regulator.

Haverhill St., Boston, Mass., is a noiseless air spring
pressure regulator in which the muffler principle is made
use of. The purposes to which this pressure regulator
may be applied express a variety as great as the wants
of steam users for steam heating where high pressure is

reduced to a constant low pressure, and in cotton, wool
and paper mills its application is widespread. The valve
is made noiseless by the substitution of an air spring

Edna, Tex.—A telephone line will probably be estab-

lished at this place.

Macon. Ga.—A. Bisbee. of Savannah, and J. W. Ruth-
erford, of Atlanta, are applying to the City Council of

Macon for a telephone franchise.

Anderson. Ky.—The Anderson Telephone Co. has
been incorporated by J. J. Downey and others. Capital

stock $12,000.
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PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMPS.
The U. S. B. bicycle lamp and various styles of other

lamps made by the U. S. Battery Company, of 253 Broad-
way, New York City, are ingeniously constructed, light

in weight and able to give the most perfect satisfaction

to the user. The increasing demand for small lamps
having clearness and power has brought into prominence
the storage battery lamps shown here. The fact that

they are clean, reliable and easily portable will make the

reader conclude that the problem of bicycle lamp con-

struction, and as far as it relates to other small lamps,

is solved. A bright, strong light, such as given by the

U. S. B. bicycle lamp, lays bare everything in the road-

wav fifty feet in advance of the bicyclist. The strongest

wind may blow without affecting the uniformity of the

light. It requires but a touch to put it on and a minimum
of mechanical skill to recharge. The Friendly Beacon

is a simple, convenient and invaluable aid in the house

at night. Its use implies no stumbling around the room,

injuring toes or other parts of one's person. The dan-

gers of match striking and fires is entirely obviated. The
dash lamp for light buggies and carriages of course com-

bines features within itself which eliminates the use of

oil, smoke and carbon deposits anywhere near the car-

riage. A steady and bright as well as a cheap one leaves

by Water Power, by A. V. Garratt ; Protection of Alter-

nating Secondary Circuits, Dr. Cary T. Hutchinson ; Air
Gap and Core Distribution (part second), by Prof. VV. E.

Goldsborough ; Electricity in Coal Mining, by Prof T. F.

Jackson. Other papers suggested but not definitely set-

tled upon may possibly be presented by A. D. Adams, S.

E. Doane, E. A. Sperry and Prof. Laws. Among the

objects of engineering interest which are likely to be vis-

ited are the Cambridge Pumping Station, the South Bos-
ton Electric Light Station, the Electric Plant of the Union
Railway Station, the Atlantic Avenue Edison Station, the
Central Power Station of the Boston Elevated Railroad,
the West End Power Station at Cambridge, and the new
Boston Fire Alarm Station.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the New York Electrical So-

ciety for the election of officers took place at the Electrical

Exhibition, Madison Square Garden, on the evening: of

Saturday, the 3d inst. The following members were
elected: Frank Gordon Rice, Chas. B. McLeer, T. C.
Forsyth, Edward A. Mahar, Jr., Ernest R. Bartlett, Chas.
M. Crowfoot, A. M. Young, J. Arthur Holly, Joseph M.
Cooper and Henri W. B. Blomquist. The report of the

Dash Lamp.

little to be desired. The additional convenience of being
able to control it with a touch of the button forces one
to pronounce the portable electric lamps, of which this is

one, a necessary and inevitable part of the carriage, home
and bicyclist's equipment.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERS.

ELECTRICAL

The sixteenth general meeting of the Institute will be
held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Bos-
ton, on June 26th, 27th and 28th. The meeting of 1890
was held at the same place and was quite largely attended
540, or less than half the present number. The follow
ing papers are scheduled for presentation : Polyphase
considering the membership at that time, which was only
Electric Testing Methods, by Prof. H. J. Ryan ; Symbolic
Representation of General Alternating Waves, and of
Double Frequency Vector Products, by Chas P. Stein-
metz; Note on the Progress of the Closed Globe Arc
Lamp, by Louis B. Marks; The Cost of Operation of
Some Building Plants in New York City, by Percival R.
Moses ; Constant Current Transformers, by Prof. W. L.
Robb; Notes on Recent Developments in Single Phase
Induction Motors, by Chas. P, Steinmetz : Elements of

•1 Favorable to Speed Regulation in Plants Driven

The Friendly Beacon.

Secretary showed that 135 members were elected during

the \car. and the total number of members now on the

books tf the Society is 704. The average standard of

the meetings has been appreciably raised, and the average
attendance throughout the year has exceeded 200, thus

breaking all the records of the Society. The Secretary

does not recall any time when the Society has stood so

high in public estimation, had a larger, steady accession

of membership, and could point to a better record in a

year's work than now. The report of the Treasurer
showed that the Society is in better financial shape than
it ever has been. A detailed statement of the receipts

and disbursements for the past year will shortly be mailed
tc each member of the Society. The election of officers

resulted as follows: President, Gano S. Dunn: vice-

presidents, Dr. C. A. Doremus. Frank A. l'attison,

Charles Blizard. Arthur Williams. F. V. Henshaw. Ste-

phen L. Coles ; secretary, George H. Guy : treasurer

Henry A. Sinclair. After the business meeting Mr. W.
J. Clark lectured to a crowded audience on "The future

possibilities of wireless telegraphy."

Martin, Tenn.—Weaklev County Telephone Co. has
been incorporated by J. 11. Nilsue, G. W. Hall. W. T.
Lawler, G. E. Mow.len. T. M. Ryan and others. Capital
stock, $10,000.
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MISCELLANEOUS. porter, who will now be able to give a verbatim report

of an afternoon tea."

STRAY CURRENTS.
ELECTRICAL INSURANCE.

A boiler insurance company in England has added the

insurance of dynamos, motors, etc.. to its other business.

The plan is certainly a good one, as it secures the ownei

of an isolated plant, for example, a competent inspection

at regular intervals and reimbursement in case of dam-

ages. Why should not this scheme be worth the atten-

tion of some'of our American boiler insurance companies :

—Ex.

MAKTNG POTTERY BY ELECTRICITY.

An electric process ot pottery making, stated to have

yielded remarkable results, has been developed by an

English firm. The designs are produced by photogra-

phy, and are burned in and covered with a special glaze

in a special electric furnace, the perfect control of this

form of furnace ensuring a product of the highest excel-

lence.—Ex.

More Information—Tommy—Paw, what do they put

water in stocks for?

Mr. Figg—To soak the investors with, my son.—In-

dianapolis Journal.

THE AUTOMOBILE AS AN AID TO SURGERY.
A new use has been found for the motor cab. A wo-

man having broken her leg in the street, a motor cab and a

doctor were telephoned for, and arrived simultaneously.

The doctor brought an X-ray apparatus, and the cab

brought the battery. The two being combined, an ex-

cellent skiagram of the lesion was obtained and suitable

first aid rendered. The battery was then disconnectea

from the Rontgen tube, and by its means the cab took the

woman to the hospital.—Ex.

Very Goodheart—Mrs. Von Tank is a great social light

isn't she?
Ida Nownce—Well, rather! Regular Four Hundred

scandal-power.

A NEW THERMOPILE.
A new thermopile has been devised which gives twice

the electromotive force for equal differences of tempera-

ture that is yielded by platinum and platinum-rhodium

elements. The elements of the new pile are platinum and

an alloy of 90 per cent, of platinum and 10 per cent, of

nickel, and are consequently cheaper than those of the

platinum and rhodium battery.—Ex.

"How do you manage to find your way across the

ocean ?" said a lady to the sea captain.

"Why, by the compass. The needle always points to

the North."
"Yes, I know. But what if you wish to go South."

ELECTRIC LIGHT BATHS.
Electric light baths, or systematic exposures of the

body to the rays of arc lamps, seem to have become an
established therapeutic agent in Germany. Their prin-

ciple is that of ordinary sun baths, but advantages arc-

claimed in the facts that the electric light is at all times

available that it can be regulated, according to the

strength of the patient and to the disease, that the action

upon the heart is very slight, and that harmful bacteria

in the body are destroyed rapidly. The baths are admin-
istered in a mirror-lined box, in which the disrobed pa-

tient is seated with his head projecting outside through a

hole in the lid. The sensation experienced is an agreea-

ble and gradually increasing heat, inducing the profuse

sweating of the Turkish bath, and complete cure or mate-
rial benefit is reported in rheumatism, gout, Bright's dis-

ease, asthma, chronic catarrhs, skin diseases, and ner-

vousness.—Ex.

ELECTRIC CANAL-TOWAGE IN GERMANY.
The "Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift" conveys the infor-

mation that the firm of Siemens & Halske is at present

engaged in constructing an experimental electrical outfit

for a trial of the method on a section of one of the Ger-
man canals. The plant consists of a power station from
which current is supplied through an overhead conductor
to electric locomotives, which run upon a narrow-gauge
railway- laid along the canal bank. The canal boats, in

this case, will simply be towed—a number in each tow

—

by the engine. In experiments on electric canal-haul-

age made in this country several years ago on the Erie
canal, it was proposed to run an overhead conductor
along the canal line, and to equip the boats with electric

motors, taking current for actuating their propellers

from the line by the usual form of trolley. This, it will

be observed, is substantially different from the German
plan above described.—Journal of the Franklin Institute.

APPLICATION OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
TO NAVIGATION.

Mr. W. J. Clarke has suggested a means of detecting the

presence of a ship or an iceberg by wireless telegraphy.

The apparatus which he proposes is so arranged that

when two ships approach each other a large vibrating

gong will ring in each, and the transmitter is so arranged

that the signal would be operated at a distance of from one

to ten miles.- Mr. Clarke claims that if it were made com-
pulsory that sea-going- vessels should be so equipped with

the necessary outfit, it could be carried out at a small cost.

—Journal of the Franklin Institute.

The New York "World." commenting on Herr Pol-

lock's improvement in telegraphy, by which he claims to

be able to transmit 60.000 words per hour over one wire,

says: "It will be chiefly important to the society re-

A MAGNETIC ISLAND IN THE BALTIC SEA.
Bornholm, a Danish possession in the Baltic, is a good

example of a magnetic island. This island is famous for

its geological peculiarities ; it consists almost entirely of

magnetite, and its magnetic influence is not only very

well known to the navigators of those waters, but also

much feared by them, on account of its influence on the

magnetic needles, which makes the correct steering of a

ship a matter of much difficulty. In fact, this influence

is felt even at a distance of miles, and so palpably that, on
the island being sighted by the mariners on the Baltic,

they at once discontinue steering their course by the nee-

dle, and turn, instead, to the well-known lighthouses, and
other signs to direct their craft. Between Bornholm
and the mainland there is also a bank of rock, under water,

which is very dangerous to navigation, because it is con-
stantly submerged, vessels having been frequently

wrecked at that point. The peculiar fact in this case is

that the magnetic influence of this ore bank is so powerful
that a magnetic needle suspended freely in a boat over

the bank will point down, and if not disturbed, will re-

main in a perfectly perpendicular line.—Ex.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE ART OF SEPARATING
METALS ELECTRICALLY.

Tomassi, an Italian expert, has proposed a mechanical
improvement in the operation of the electrolytic bath

used for the extraction, separation and refining of metals,

which may prove to be of practical value. The aim of

the inventor is to reduce the resistance in the electrolytic

cell, and thereby reduce the cost. His electrolvzer con-

sists of a rectangular tank in which are placed two
anodes between which is placed a circular metallic disc

mounted on a gun-metal spindle, and capable of being

rotated. The disc is partly out and partly in the bath
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and so comes in contact with the air and the electrolyte.

The part of the disc outside the electrolyte comes in con-

tact with two scrapers, one on each side, which scrape off

the spongy deposit and depolarize the surface. The
anodes are either in the form of plates, or in receptacles

containing coarse powder. When the cathode has a suf-

ficiently thick layer of metal it is taken to a bath of molten

metal similar to that deposited, and the electrolytic depos-

it is melted in the bath, and then the cathode is taken

back to the electrolyzer. Mr. Tomassi claims that po-

larization is entirely done away with, that the metal depos-

ited is removed as the deposition proceeds, and that the

density of the liquids in all parts is the same.—Ex.

ALUMINUM FOR TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS.
The adaptability of aluminum as a conductor for elec-

tric currents is exciting more and more int .rest as the

price of aluminum is lowered on account o k improve-
ments in the methods of its production. The allowing
table gives some interesting figures regarding the ilative

merits of aluminum and copper, the latter metal jeing

now used almost exclusively in transmission work

:

Aluminum. Copper.
Resistance, for equal sizes 1.8 i

Weight, for equal sizes 3 I

Weight, for equal length and resist-

ance 48 1

Price per pound at 29 and 16 cents,

bare line wire 1.81 1

Price for equivalent resistance, bare
line wire 868 1

Temperature coefficient .0.002138 0.002155

Breaking strength, for equal sizes,

about 1 1

Copper has a decided advantage in regard to resistance

for equal sizes, but aluminum has a great advantage in

the matter of weight, an aluminum wire being less than

one-third as heavy as a copper wire of the same size. An
aluminum wire possesses less than one-half the weight of a

copper wire having the same length and resistance, al-

though of course in this case the aluminum wire would
be considerably larger than the copper wire. Pound for

pound, aluminum at the prevailing prices is almost twice

as expensive as copper, but for two wires of equal resis-

tance and length the aluminum will be over 13 per cent,

cheaper than the copper wire. For equal sizes the

strength of aluminum and copper wires will be about
equal, but for equal resistances the aluminum wire will

have a considerable advantage in the point of strength,

as well as of cost.

Both alumninum and copper are practically indestructi-

ble under ordinary atmospheric exposure, and there

would probably be but little choice between them in this

regard. The fact, however, that a given current-carrying

capacity can be obtained with a smaller wire of copper
than of aluminum will probably prevent aluminum from
ever displacing copper to any great extent in the windings
of electrical machinery and apparatus. In fact, wherever
room is to be economized, copper has a distinct advantage
over aluminum, and will probably therefore be used in

most cases. On transmission lines, however, except
those using cables, the fact that aluminum is somewhat
more bulky for a given resistance, would be of little disad-

vantage from a mechanical standpoin, except for its re-

sistance to the wind, while it would possess an advantage
in regard to strength, cost and weight. From an elec-

trical standpoint, however, there is one
disadvantage, due to the greater size of an aluminum wire
which is usually overlooked by those viewing the situation

superficially. Its greater surface for a given conductiv-
ity renders its electrostatic capacity with respect to the

earth or with respect to other conductors much higher

;

and, as high electrostatic capacity is a feature to be
avoided in many cases, this objection is a rather serious

one, and will undoubtedly prohibit the use of aluminum
in some installations. This is particularly true of tele-

phone circuits, in which distributed electrostatic capacity
is the greatest bugbear encountered.—Steam Electric

Magazine.

BUSINESS NEWS

THE MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE.
The Montauk Automatic Thermostatic Fire Detective

Cable covers a field which heretofore, electrically speak-
ing, has been but tentatively occupied. Anything that

has true intrinsic merit must grow despite all difficulties

encountered. The cable requires no exterior aids ; the

fact that it accomplishes certain results, and that it is

based on a natural law, renders it independent of exterior

support such as is usually sought for by devices intended
to accomplish, in a measure, like results. It is because
of these features that the installations of this cable are
rapidly multiplying. Messrs. Stanley & Patterson, of

New York, a firm well known to the electrical trade, and
jobbers in this cable, among other installations, have re-

cently placed an equipment in the home of Mr. Joseph
Pulitzer, of the New York "World" ; the firm of Doscher
& Hartwell, electrical contractors, among other installa-

tions, have recently equipped the Winter residence of

Mr. George Taylor, in New York City, and also his Sum-
mer residence on Long Island ; the Jenney Construction
Company, Havemeyer Building, are doing a prosperous
business in the installation of this cable, and among the
many installations made by them may be mentioned the
Winter and Summer residences of Mr. A. A. Cowles,
president of the Ansonia Brass & Copper Companv.
Among the various installations made by the Gamewell
Auxiliary Fire Alarm Company, the Dundee Chemical
Works, Passaic, N. J., and the Jessup & Moore Paper
Mills, Wilmington, Del., may be cited.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAY

30TH, 1899, $63,194.

New York, May 30, 1899.—The following exports of

electrical material, electrical machinery, etc., are from the

port of New York, for the week ending this date

:

Argentine Republic—Seventeen packages electrical

machinery, $1,217; 2I1 packages electrical material, $11,-

033-
Bremen—One case electros, $30 ; 1 1 cases electrical ma-

terial, $500.
British West Indies—Twenty-six packages electrical

material, $326; 15 cases electrical machinery, $?2J.
Berlin—Seven packages electrical material. $1,459.

British Australia—Eighty-two packages electrical ma-
terial, $3,288: 1 case electro plates, $20.

Charkow—Thirteen packages electrical material. $263.+<
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Koom isr> World Hid., N. V. City.

ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ

ZARD 6 inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 cents. One*

t sell of our battery and our BLIZZARD 6-inch motor will be*

oent to any address In the United States on receipt of $2.00 *.^^^^*
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Chili—Eighteen cases electrical material, $553 ; 5 cases

electros, $694; 16 cases electrical material, $523.

Cuba—Three cases electrical material, $68.

Central America—Three cases electric motor, $197.

Dublin—Forty-four packages electrical machinery,

$15,186.
Glasgow—Four cases electrical machinery, $830.

Hamburg—Ninety-eight cases electrical material,

$8,645-
, ,

..

Havre—Thirty-seven packages electrical machinery,

$8,121 ; 23 cases electrical material, $662.

Liverpool—Two cases electrical material, $250.

London—Fourteen boxes electric motors, $700; 52

packages electrical material, $3>9o8 ; 44 cases electrical

material, $405.
Marseilles—Four cases electrical material, $99.

Mexico—Sixteen cases electrical material, $1,081.

Newfoundland—Nine packages electrical material,

$241.
Porto Rico—Eighteen packages electrical material,

$273
Southampton—Three cases electrical machinery, $450.

Santo Domingo—Fourteen packages electrical mate-

rial, $387. .

Tasmania—Twenty-five cases electrical material,

$1,141.

U. S. of Colombia—Three packages electrical mate-

rial, $78.
Venezuela—Two cases electrical material, $39.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Dover, Dela.—Speer Carbon Co. has been incorpo-

rated by Andrew Kaul, J. S. Speer, Louis Strepoer and

Burr E. Cartwright ; manufacturing electrical machinery

and supplies.

Utica. N. Y.—Trenton Falls Electric Light & Power

Co. has been incorporated by M. J. Brayton, H. M.

Scheuch, and H. B. Sweet; electric lighting, etc. Capital

stock $55,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Caracas Construction Co. has been

incorporated by John C. Tomlinson, Rafael R. Govin,

and N. T. M. Melliss; erect works to supply electricity

for light, etc. Capital stock $1,750,000.

Camden, N. J.—York Light. Heat & Power Co. has

been incorporated by Charles C. Frick, Frank R. Han-

sell, and John H. Cromie, Jr., to carry on the business of

a light, heat and power company. Capital stock $350,-

000.

Chicago, 111.—Dearborn Power Co. has been incorpo-

rated by H. Holmes, C. F. Hart, and J. K. Green; dis-

tribution of electric light, heat and power. Capital stock

$25,000
Wheeling, W. Va.—Belmont Electric Light & Power

Co. has been incorporated by J. Clements, C. Rosser,

L. F. Gerrish, J. T. Flynn, and T. E. Shelley. Capital

stock $100,000
Kankakee, 111.—Kankakee Water Supply Co. has been

incorporated by D. H. Paddock, B. L. Cooper, and J. P.

Borrisard; operating electric light plants, etc. Capital

stock $40,000.
El Paso, Tex.—The International Light & Power Co.

has been incorporated by A. Krakauer and others ; to

erect an electric light plant.

Portsmouth, Va.—Portsmouth Electric & Gas Co. has

been incorporated by W. T. Reed, G. Hatton, J. L.

Biliosly, R. E. Cramp, J. T. King, and Charles O. Haines.

Capital stock $50,000
Atlantic City, N. J.—Pennsylvania Gas Fixture Co.

has been incorporated by Ernest N. Rupp, Morris

Ariensberg, John Aganian, and Frederic A. Chapman;
to manufacture gas and electric fixtures. Capital stock

$100,000.
YYilkesbarre, Pa.—Economic Electric Co. has been

incorporated by A. F. Derr, E. A. Phelps, J. E. Sayre,

F. E. Parkhurst and E. H. Dairs; supply light, heat and
power. Capital stock, $75,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Eveleth, Minn.—Mesaba Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by C. W. More, F. C. Talboys, O. D. Kinney,
G. W. Buck and W. Harrison. Capital stock, $25,000.

Houston, Tex.—Citizens Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by A. L. \Yaterbury, E. A. Glass, F. C.
Bogart, W. G. Sears and W. Bucklin, Jr., to operate a
telephone system in Houston. Capital stock, $100,000.

Rural Retreat, Va.—Rural Retreat Telephone Co. has
been incorporated by J. M. Phipps, C. W. Davis, E. M.
Davis, J. YV. Eiffert and C. C. Catron

;
general telephone

business. Capital stock, $5,000.
Whitesburg, Tenn.—Whitesburg & Romo Telephone

Co. has been incorporated by B. C. Wiesner, T. S. Myers,
S. Rodes, W J. King and S. W. Myers. Capital stock,

$900
Athens, Tenn.—Athens Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated by T. J. Long, G. Crow. L. W. Rose, J. L.
Long. Capital stock. $10,000.

Dresden, Tenn.—The Weakeley County Telephone
Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,-

000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Jennings, La.—P. M. Kokanour, Mayor, may be ad-

dressed concerning the erection of electric light plant.

Carthage, Mo.—G. Jaeger has received contract for

erection of proposed electric light plant at Carthage.

St. Louis. Mo.—The Imperial Electric Light. Heat &
Power Co. is making extensive enlargements to ks plant.

Maxton, N. C.—The Maxton Light & Power Co. will

construct an electric light plant.

Manning, S. C.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning contemplated erection of electric light plant.

Chattanooga. Tenn.—Efforts are being made for the

establishment of an electric power plant.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Forest City, Ark.—St. Francis Electric Light Co. has

increased its capital stock to $12,000.

THE FERRACUTE MACHINE CO.. of Bridgeton,

N. J., U. S. A., manufacturers of presses, dies and other

machinery for sheet-metal work, have recently published

a new catalogue, 12. which is neat, complete and very in-

teresting. They have for several years paid particular

attention to presses and dies for making armature disks

and other electrical work and have been successful in in-

troducing its machines into the largest factories. They-
are at the present time building some of the largest sizes

of these presses to send to Belgium and South Africa, as

well as some for the United States, and will be glad to send
their catalogue to those interested.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a>d

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of tli<- type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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THE ARC LAMP DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL STATION BUSINESS.

(By H. W.

There is no one branch of greater importance to the

Central Station business to-day, than the Arc Lamp De-

partment. While many of the larger Central Stations

have realized the need for such a department and appre-

ciated its importance, the majority of the Electric Light-

ing Companies throughout the country have not as yet

given this subject the attention it deserves.

To create, and maintain, a successful Arc Lamp De-
partment, one of the most essential requirements is to se-

cure the services of some bright, active, solicitor, well

posted on the subject of modern arc lamps, the cost of

operating, arguments in their favor, as well as against

other forms of artificial light. Often the Lighting Com-
pany, has some energetic man either in its office or sta-

tion, who can be educated to take up this work to the

Hillman).

advantage of the Company, and great assistance to the
central station manager. In other cases the managers
are able to devote considerable personal attention to the
matter of soliciting. There are many Lighting Com-
panies, however, which are suffering in this respect, for

the reason that the manager is not only too busy to de-
vote much time to the arc lamp business, but has not as

yet considered it sufficiently important to place a man on
this particular work.

Some of the prominent subjects with which the solicitor

should be familiar, in order to make a good showing for

the Arc Lamp Department, are as follows :

—

The relation of the Central Station to the merchant.
Adaptability of Electric Arcs to store illumination.

Familiarity with modern methods of illumination. Also
candle power ratings.
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Importance of careful installation. whereas the double globe type, can be highly recom-

Specialities in arc lighting; low current, lamps, etc. mended for certain work especially in the display of ma-
Thorough knowledge of arguments against Welsbach terials exhibited among the various departments in dry-

Fig. 1.

burners.

Maintenance expenses, quality of light, and cleaning of

inner globes.

goods stores. Merchants will highly appreciate the ex-

tra time spent by the solicitor in studying his require-

ments for light, and the earnest effort put forth, to furnish

Fig. 2.

Opportunities are afforded for skillful arrangement in
the matter of installation. Cut No. I, the single globe
style of lamp is most popular for many classes of business,

the most modern, and up-to-date, lamps known to the

trade. Let the Lighting Companies, all over the country
advertise these points, for they are strong arguments.
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The lighting industry of the world, has been revolution-
ized, and tiie arc lamp department has now become oik
of the most prosperous branches of the Central Station
business.

Merchants frequently ask, "\\ hat is the candle-power
of your lamp ?" and are greatly confused upon being ad-

vised that it is 1,200 or 2,000 candle ; in fact, the solicitor,

and station manager likewise meet with considerable
difficulty when touching upon this subject. Reference
to a 1,200, or 2,000 candle-power rating, means but very
little to a merchant. A much easier, clearer, and more
satisfactory method, is to refer to the number of square
ft. of surface which can be satisfactorily lighted, by each
arc lamp. As an illustration, cut No. 2, shows a room
containing 2,800 square ft. well lighted by 4 alternating,

6 ampere lamps, each lamp lighting an area of 700 square
ft. The lamps are suspended 8 ft. from the Moor.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST WELSBACH BURNERS.
Where competition is keen, the price of gas low, and a

good solicitor employed by the gas company, it requires

energetic work, and effective arguments, to increase the

number of arcs in service or even to hold business, already

secured. One very good way of creating a stir in the

matter of lighting is to equip the windows of some rep-

resentative store with a first class arrangement of lighting,

installing the arc lamp, so that the source of light is not

shown, but that the material on exhibit is displayed to per-

fection, (cut no. 3.) Then select some window lighted

by Welsbachs, for comparison, (cut no. 4.) The argu-

ment seems conclusive that a merchant having considered

it sufficiently important to light his windows for evening
advertisement, can well afford to have the best light ob-

tainable.

The photographs were taken by the artificial light from
the lamps at nine o'clock in the evening, each having had
the same time exposure. By introducing lamps in the

tention of the store proprietor that infrequently, it is an
entering wedge toward displacing gas throughout the en-

tire store ; especially is this true where colors have been
accurately matched beneath the rays of the electric arc.

There are many arguments against the use of Welsbachs
for commercial work, which are within easy access of

solicitors earnestly anxious to learn all their weak points.

One of the most annoying and dangerous, as well as ex-

pensive features, seems to be that of "burning off the wax"
from the new mantels. Coupled with the use of matches
for igniting the gas, and compared with the enclosed arc,

so conveniently lighted, there would appear to be no reas-

on why Welsbachs should be used for commercial light-

ing.

It may be interesting to note that 100 Direct Current

Lamps, operating an average of only 4 hours daily, afford

a gross annual income of $7,920 at a rate of 12 cents per

kilowatt hour. Considerable experience and investiga-

tion on this point of increased business shows that about
200 commercial arcs can be introduced in cities as large

as 20,000 to 30,000 population, favored with 2 or possibly

3 dry goods stores. In other words, a business is created

of approximately $16,000 annually, offering satisfaction to

merchants, and driving out of commercial use from 800
front of the store, the light is called so forcibly to the at-

to 1.000 Welsbach Burners. I have not attempted to

couple with this proposition the benefits to the Incandes-

cent, Power and Fan Motor branches of your business

which if figured out on the same basis, would demon-
strate that while the same percentage of profit cannot be
teasonably expected after reducing rates, yet a lower per-

centage figured on an increased gross amount will pr< 1

duce equal, if not increased, profits in dollars and cents.

As to the best combination of globes, a clear inner and
clear outer, produces a very good lighting effect, but an

opal inner, instead of a clear, is hiehlv recommended
With this combination the volume of light does not seem
to be cut off sufficiently to be noticed, even by a keen ob-

server, yet it does away entirely with the violet color of
the arc, furnishing a beautiful illumination, free from
shadows, and desirable in all respects.
No hood is required with this modern street lamp, and

this feature above all others, contributes to its attractive
appearance. With the several thousands of lamps now
installed in various parts of the country, the most favor-
able comments are freely made in regard to the attractive
appearance of the entire installation.

The policy outlined above, if pursued in a careful man-
ner, by a Central Station Manager, will tend to get away
from further reference in future contracts ,to the candle'-
power rating of an arc lamp. As an illustration, I would
cite an actual case where a contract was recently made be-
tween a city and an Electric Lighting Company, in the
W est. The y\ ampere alternating enclosed arc lamp
was suspended at a point in the main business street or
the city, and located between two old style 9.6 ampere
series open arc lamps. Opportunity was afforded all

parties interested to make comparison of the light distri-
bution, with the result that the contract subsequently en-
tered into called for lamps designated as the "j\ ampere
alternating enclosed arc lamp. No reference whatever
was made to candle-power rating.

While the tendency among the cities and towns is grad-
ually in the direction of securing a lower price per lamp
per year when renewing the street lighting contract, yet
the remrkable increase in the last few years in the amount
of light used for interior lighting, should encourage a
liberal extension in the number of lamps required for

street service. To educate the city rather along these
lines, and to consummate a plan substantially on this

basis, will preserve the electric lighting business, and offer
bright prospects for Central Stations, approaching the
time when another contract must be made with the citv

government.

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT AVI RES.

THE EXPERIMENTS OF PROF. HUGHES OX
ETHER TELEGRAPHY.

•
, <~rv* (By J. Munro.)

Prof. Hughes was kind enough to show me his original

experiments on ether telegraphy whilst he was at work on
them, but although I suggested their publication he de-

clined to sanction it. Now that Mr. Fahie has drawn
the secret in a letter from him, I am able, by his courtesy,

to write the following account of them :

Tn 1877. as we already know. Prof. Hughes, confined

to his rooms with a cold, began the experiments which led

to the invention of the microphone. He seems to owe
that chill the better part of his renown

;
for it introduced

him to a series of discoveries which hung together. Tn

working with the microphone he was troubled by induc-
tion, and devised not only a method of annulling it on tel

ephone lines, but the induction balance and sonometer. A
still more valuable prize was lurking in this corner of re-

search, like a nugget of gold in the sand of the prospector,

and had he been careless or unskilled he might have
missed it. as many miss their luck, for want of eyes to see.

When at work on his induction balance, a battery and
interrupter in the primary, and a telephone in the secon-
dary circuit, he was troubled sometimes with a noise in

the telephone, and could not get a balance. The source
of the evil was a loose joint in the wire of the secondary
circuit, and on substituting a mocrophonc for it he found a
similar disturbance in the telephone. Apparently the

London "Electrical Review."
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feet was not caused by the induction of the primary on

the secondary coils, which he could suppress by adjust-

ment, but was directly due to the "extra spark" produced

at the interrupter in making and breaking the current.

The prenomenon was new to him, and he began to in-

vestigate it, with his usual self-made apparatus of the sim-

plest kind—sewing needles, bits of cork, wood, and car-

bon, odds and ends of wire, pomade bottle, penny boxes,

purchased at a dentist's, and presumably for holding false

teeth, not forgetting, of course, the indispensable red seal-

w

Mj_y

Fro. 1.

ing wax to stick the parts together I am afraid that a

dealer in old curiosities would scarcely give the entire col-

lection house room.
The infinite pains Prof. Hughes must have taken are

well shown by what remains of these instruments and the

square black note books filled with numerous experiments

in ink or pencil, dated or dateless, some of them marked
"extraordinary" or "important." The most interesting or

•Pra. c

fruitful of them run from October to the end of 1879, but

he did not quite abandon the subject until 1886.

At the outset he joined a single cell, B (fig. 1), in circuit

with a clockwork interrupter, I, and a primary coil, C,

from the induction balance. This "transmitter" was con-

nected by a wire, W, several feet in length to the "re-

ceiver," a telephone, T, in circuit with a microphone, M,
and the "extra spark" of the interrupter was distinctly

heard in the telephone.

Fia. 3.

The battery, B, (fig. 2), a simple acid cell in a pomade
bottle, and the small mahogany bobbin, C, about two
inches in diameter, wound with copper wire, covered with

green silk, produced no visible spark when the current

was broken, but strange to say it seemed to charge the

whole atmosphere and walls of the room for the moment.
With a battery of six cells the effect was so strong as to

damage the insulation of the coil.

The noise in the telephone was influenced by the na-

ture of the extra spark, With an electromotive force of

1-50 volt it was better than with several cells. It was
louder and clearer when the contacts of the interrupter
were of metal to metal, not metal to carbon or carbon to

carbon. Again, an iron core in the coil, thought it gave
a stronger spark, did not improve the sound, but- on the
contrary. Indeed, the spark from the Faraday electro-

magnet of the Royal Institution excited by a large rove
hattery ,had little effect on the microphone and telephone.
Even a dynamo at work beside the receiver gave a very

<s4J

Pia. 4.

poor result.

The Tiny spark from a stick of sealing wax rubbed on
the sleeve was more effective than the discharge from a

big Leyden jar, but a spark was requisite, for the jar,

heavily charged and simply held near the microphone,
did not seem to influence the telephone.

The Professor concluded that a small, thin, quick spark
was better for the purpose than a large, thick, slow, or

w

5 FEET GAP

Second room.
w, Wire; b, Battery; i, Interrupter; c, Coil ; e, Earth (cas oipe);

t, Telephone ; m. Microphone ; e\ Earth.

"fat" spark, to use his own term. A short, sudden, rather

than a long, gradual change of potential is desirable, and
hence it does not follow that increasing the size of sparks
will improve the efficiency of the "wireless telegraph."

Moreover ,the sinuous currents necessary to transmit

speech are unsuited for the microphone "coherer," and a
"wireless telephone" cannot be expected unless a differ-

ent method is found out.

Prof. Hughes tried many experiments to satisfy him-

M

f

I

' &
Fig 6.

self that his receiver, in other words, his microprone and

telephone, was influenced by the extra spark and not b>

the ordinary electro-dynamic induction. He inserted coils

in the transmitting and receiving circuits, placing them
parallel and at right angles to each other, that is to say. in

positions favorable and unfavorable to induction.but with-

out modifying the effect. He also reduced the number of

turns on the coil, C, (fig. 1), and even eliminated it alto-

gether, but when the battery and interrupter were only

connected by three inches of wire, and the microphone
to the telephone by as little, he still heard the sounds of

the "make" and "break." That electrostatic induction

• lid not count, was tried by inserting charged inductors of
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As tar as the electric boat is concerned, whereas it

has been a success from a practical standpoint, it is not
itiiL ±LL.h.L.iKlL iSUAl. known to be such by the general public, mainly on ac-

Although considerable attention has been paid to the count of the lack of facility for caring for it. If certain

construction of electric boats in this country the subject Piel?' on thc
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Battery, Harlem and North river.
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couid supply electric power and make a specialty of

is one of deeper interest to England, Germany and ,.,,_, • •. . , , •
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, ? - supplying it to electric launches their advantages, clean-

France from a commercial standpoint, than to ourselves.
iiness and convenience would be clearly demonstrated.

In Hamburg, although it cannot be said that electric In all probability they would become extremely popu-
boats predominate, a great number of small vessels using lar, finding no rivals to equal them in the discharge of

kerosene are constantly plying back and forth
lhe

,

ir functions. All the room on such a vessel can be
„i „i t ,.
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utilized, the batteries being under the seats and the mot. .ralong the water tront and up and down the river Elbe ;, a .... P . . ^^ uiuuk mi
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under the flooring. With no risks of explosion or fire
I hey are used for all sorts of purposes, the least of all, the lovers of this craft would soon realize an ideal
apparently, being that of pleasure. It would of course

seem natural for a land like Holland to use a vast num-
ber of these little boats, but by some strange perversity

in human nature the land of dykes and ditches, of cai

and waterways, lets them go by the board.

In England and France electric boats have received

such careful consideration that there, if anywhere, they
have reached a state of comparative perfection. Vessels
thirty-five, fort) and fifty feet long have been built,

equipped with storage battery and motor and used for

trips of quite some length. The river Thames is pro-
vided with electric stations at certain points along its

banks to which the launches may attach themselves and
be recharged with power. The same is true of the river
Seine in France, which otters exceptional opportunities
for such purpos( -

Although the art of boat building is old, electric launch
construction in this country has not made the progress
that should be expected of it. From an economical
Standpoint it seems likely that the propulsion of large
steamers by electric power cannot be as satisfactory as
the use of steam. The rea>ou is obvious. ( )n board ship
of any size or consequence engines are employed of the

I he power of Niagara has been estimated at about
seven million horse-power. Greater, probablv, than the
physical force the whole human race is capable of con-
tinuously exerting. At present about three hundred and
fifty thousand horse-power is to be d< d on I

American and Canadian sides or about five per cent
the total power available—not enough to perceptibly
diminish the how over the Falls. However, should the
whole be utilized, having the rocky river bed dry and
hare, we would but be substituting- a wonderful cataract
of etheric energy for the splendid flow of gravitational
matter so just |y lamed. Which spectacle would present
greater beauty would depend on the individual.

To those who trace in imagination the course of a
beam oi sunlight as it buries itself in the ocean, rises i„
cloud and falls again in grateful shower over graintield
and vineyard, filling brook and swelling river, and finally
tumbling through mighty turbines and silently streaming
from the polished slip rings ttely dynamos, bursting
again to thewholesome sunlight to brighten the hom<
hundreds, the substitution would but be the completi m
oi a full cycle of usefulness and beauty.—Prof K B
I >wens, in

"(
'a Magazine.'
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surface, for example, metal discs in the circuits, and shift-

ing their positions with respect to each other. Appar-

ently the influence might be described as conduction

rather than induction. In short, it was evident that the

extra spark of the interrupter was able to charge the

whole surrounding space. It appeared to radiate elec-

trical impulses or waves in all directions as a burning-

spark radiates light or heat, and these electrical rays im-

pinging on the microphone produced a momentary cur-

rent in it which caused a sound in the telephone.

Some imagined that heat produced the ordinary action

of the microphone, and Prof. Hughes in seeking to ex-

plain the new effect supposed that the electric waves ex-

cited a thermo-electric current in it, and the fact that heat-

ing the contacts or making them of different materials en-

hanced the effect, is, perhaps, favorable to the view. If I

may speak for myself, however, I regard the true cause of

the action as a mystery at present. We may not under-

stand it until we know what electricity is, but on the other

hand, it may help us to that knowledge. Seemingly, the

action of the receiving telephones of the Elisha Gray and
Edison, in which a finger rubs on a metal plate, and a style

on a chalk cylinder are also due to it. Chi suggesting to

Prof. Hughes, however, that electric waves might influ-

ence the chalf receiver as they do a microphone, and
cause it to act, he thought the effect, if any would be
feeble.

Of course, it was highly important to find the most sen-

sitive form of microphone to receive the rays, as we may
call them. Contacts of metal are apt to "cohere" or

stick together, apparently by the electrical waves welding
them. A microphone which is both sensitive and self-

restoring, that is to say, does not cohere, is made with a

carbon contact resting lightly on bright steel. Such a re-

ceiver is shown in figure 3.

where C is a carbon pencil touching a needle, X. and S an
adjustable spring of brass by which the pressure of the

contact can be regulated with the disc. 1). An extremeh
sesitive, but easily deranged form of microphone is rep-

resented in fig. 4, where S. is a steel hook, and C is a fine

copper wire with a loop on the end which has been ox
ydized and smoked in a flame. The carbonized loop and
steel contact are inserted into a small bottle, l'>. for safe

Another form of microphone which the professor tried was
a tube containing metal filings, which forestalls the Bran-
ly coherer 01 1894, but as the cohering of the contacts is

a disadvantage, he abandoned it, and regards the name
"coherer" as a mistake. Contacts of iron and mercury
are sensitive,but very troublesome. Iron and steel co-
here, but are sensitive, and keep well when immersed in a

mixture of petroleum and vaseline, which, though an in-

sulator, does not bar the electric waves from them.
Some of these microphones, or coherers, were found,

by experiment, extremely sensitive to small charges of

electricity—far more sensitive than the gold leaf electro-

scone and miTi'-'nt eVctronWer. Even a metal filing

on a stick of sealing wax carried enough electricitv from a

Leyden jar to affect the microphone it touched and give
a sound in the telephone, but it had no effect on the elec-

troscope or electrometer.

With such delicate receivers Prof. Hughes discarded
the connecting wire, W, in fig. 1. and separated the re-

ceiver altogether from the transmitter-—that is to say. he
produced the germ of a "wireless telegraph." His first

experiment of the kind was made between October 15th
and 24th. 1879, the transmitter being in one room and the
receiver in the next, but a wire from the receiver limited
the air gap to about 6 feet. The transmitter and receiver
were both connected to "earth" by the pas pipes. Fig. 5.

which is roughly drawn from the Professor's own dia-

gram, shows the arrangement. In another experiment,
made about the middle of November, he connnected a

fender to the interrupter, as an exposed conductor of the
radiations, or. to use a single word, a radiator. Instead of

the fender he afterwards employed wires for the radiators

and stiffened them with laths to hold them up.

Not only did he send and receive signals through space
in this way all over his house, and from the third story to

the basement of Air. Stroll's factory in the neighborhood,
where he employed the receiver, fig. 4, heated by a spirit

lamp, but he would leave his transmitter working at home
might almost say weeks, and in using the simplest means,
he forestalled the great advance of nearly 20 years.

The u«e of an "earth" led him to make the receiving

circuit through the earth, with the telephone, T, joined

to a gas pipe of lead, and the microphone, M, to a water
pipe of iron, as in fig. 6. The effect was very good, and
he traced it to the different metals of the pipes forming a

weak "earth battery,'" by which a permanent current

ran through the circuit. In this case the electric waves
influencing the microphone altered the strength of the

permanent current. Acting on this hint, he included a

battery in the circuit of the receiver. A single cell was
more than enough, and even an electromotive force of

l-coth volt wns sufficient.

Prof. Hughes had now got all the principal elements
it seems little short of magical that in a few months, I

of the "wireless telegraph" as we know it, and since he
was groping in the dark before the light of Hertz arose,

and walk up Great Portland street with his recever, hold-

ing the microphone in one hand and the telephone to his

ear. The clicking of the transmitter could be heard for

a distance of 500 yards up or down the street, and it

denied to die away at certain houses, nrobablv because

of nodes caused by interference of the electric waves, as

Droved by Hertz in 1887. Curious to tell, he also found

that he could not hear well when he turned so that his

bt >dy w as interposed I :n the transmitter and receiver,

as though he stood in his own light ; but he could hear well

wh< n another ner«nn

—

t-lip Inte Mr. Desnointes. Superin-

tendent of the Continental Gallery of the Post Office—was
planted before him in the path of the rays. A trial made
at the public bairhs. Tottenham Court Road, was unsuc-

cessful, as the noise of the water made it impossible to hear
the telephone.

In February. 1880. Prof. Hughes, intending to read a

paper to the Royal Society, showed his expehinients in

confidence to the president, Mr. Spottiswoode. along
with the secretaries. Profs. Huxley and Stokes. At first

they were surprised, but Prof. Stokes afterwards declared

that "induction" could explain them, although he con-

sidered there was sufficient to make a paper for the Soci-

etv. Prof. Hughes, believing that he had discovered a

novelty, refused to contribute the paper. Disheartened
by the adverse criticism of a high authority, he drifted in-

to researches on magnetism, and was content to sit and
see others re-discover what he already knew, without
making a single claim to priority. His golden silence

has doubtless cost the world some 10 or 20 years of wire-

less telegraphy, and I presume that if the time were to go
over again he would speak, but after all it may serve to

redeem the a^e from a charge of self-advertisement, and
we need not dispair of modesty in merit, as long as we can
show a man of action like General Gordon, and a man of

science like Prof. Hughes.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
ATE INSTEAD OF ICE.

It would be useless at this date, says the Boston Jour-
nal of Commerce, to attempt an estimate of the commer-
cial possibilities of liquid air and those in the .line of

domestic use of this remarkable discovery. An eight-

ounce tumbler of liquid air placed in a refrigerator will

maintain the interior at a point below zero for twenty-

four hours, with no expense for ice, or mess from drip-

ping water, and no uncertainty as to results. Again.
tli is liquid is perfectly pure and harmless, and its fumes
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will carry no death-dealing germs. It is destined to be

the motive power of the future, and it is equally probable

that it will take the field as a high explosive.

LESS HORSES BUT NOT HORSELESS.

The Municipal Council of Stuttgart, Bavaria, has

passed a law forbidding the use of horses for trucks or

the heavy freight wagons within the city limits. This

city ,though only three of the long streets are of smooth,

level pavement, is far ahead of other continental towns

in automobile vehicles for both passengers and freight.

It really has no need of horses, and as the horses are in

the way of the rapid locomotion of the automobiles, the

city has taken the matter in hand and decided that the

time has come for the horse to go. Despite the numer-

ous hills and unpaved roads, the automobile freight wag-
ons and carts have proved a great success. Even the

Bavarian farmers are taking a deep interest in the mat-

ter, and the newspapers predict that the time is not far

off when horses will be principally of use for pleasure

drives.—Ex.
VISIBILITY OF LIGHTNING.

Lightning is said to be visible 150 miles. A French
astronomer declares that it is impossible for thunder to

be heard more than ten miles. An English scientist has

counted 130 seconds between a flash of lightning and
the report. If this be true, it would make thunder audi-

ble 27 miles.—Ex.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

The Electrical Review in an editorial note says that

the first electrical transmission of intelligence without
conducting wires was made 68 years ago by James
Bowman Lindsay, Dundee, Scotland. Lindsay was a

remarkable man, rising from a weaver's bench to the

professor's chair, and the boldness of his plans and his

predictions as to the future use of electricity stamp him
as unusually acute. In 1831 he suggested the idea of

conveying signals across water without using wires, and
performed some successful experiments across the Taw
His method is briefly described in the proceedings of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science for

1S59. In 1834 he predicted the use of electric current

for lightning and power purposes, and actually exhibited
an electric lamp in 1834 in Dundee.

AN ELECTRIC FIRE ENGINE.

The DailyMail (London)Paris correspondent says that

the chief authorities of the firemen in Paris have at last,

after months of study and experiment, arrived at a sat-

isfactory type of fire engine of which the motor force is

electricity. A new electric engine, capable of seating a

dozen persons, and travelling at the average rate of 1 5
miles an hour, and ascending hills easily and stopping
quickly, has been built, and will be in use from June [st.

—Ex.

PHOTOGRAPHING WIRELESS SIGNALS.

Some very successful experiments have been made by
Mr. Harry Price, of Brockley, England, in wireless tele-

graphy. The stations were the top of the tower of St.

Mark's Church, Brockley, and the top of Aske's boys'
school at Telegraph Hill, Hatchara. Photographs were
taken of the currents, showing the difference between
the 'dot and dash" system of the Morse alphabet by the
large and small blurrs on the photographic plate. The
apparatus is called the Patchett-Price telephoto appa-
ratus (wireless), and the experiments were made with
the ultimate view of photographing the message upon
the sensitised film. It is stated that words at the rate

25 per minute were telegraphed. The next experiment
will b e between the Crystal Palace and St. Peter's
Church.—Ex.

ELECTRODES FOR SECONDARY BATTERIES.

A method of producing electrodes for secondary bat-

teries on what appears to be a somewhat novel principle

has recently been devised in Liege, by which plates are

cylindrical in form instead of flat. The flat plate, says

Industries and Iron, is produced by rolling or casting

in the usual way with the ordinary ribs for the peroxide

or "active material." The plate, therefore, as completed,

presents a fluted surface, which is filled with the peroxide

in the customary way. Then the plate thus formed is

bent into the shape of a hollow cylinder with the ribs

or grooves directed inwardly and parallel to the axis of

the cylinder. The longitudinal edges of the bent plate

are soldered together and provided with a metal strip

for the terminal. It will be seen from this description

that the action of bending the plate into a cylinder must
have the effect of closing the grooves to some extent at

their edges, thereby enclosing the "active material" in

a very simple manner.—Ex.

ELECRTTC RAILWAYS IN COREA.
H. Collbran. the American contractor for the Seoul-

Chemulpo Railway, is just completing the construction

of an overhead-trolley electric street railroad of some
6 miles in length, in Seoul, for a Korean company. The
materials for this road are from America and Japan, the

car bodies having been neatly constructed by the

Japanese.

AMERICANS HONORED.
The Royal Institution of Great Britain, in commemor-

ation of its centenary, has elected as honorary members,
Professor Samuel Pierpont Langley, astronomer, secre-

tary of the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C.

;

Professor Albert Abraham Michelson, physicist, of Chi-

cago ; Professor Robert Henry Thurston, mechanical

engineer, director of the Sibley College of Cornell Uni-
versity ; Professor J. S. Ames of John Hopkins Univer-

sity ; George Frederick Barker, physicist, professor of

physics at the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,

and Professor William Lyne Wilson, ex-Congressman
and formerly president of West Virginia University and
regent of the Smithsonian Institute.

PROPOSED CABLE TO ICELAND AND GREEN-
LAND.

The following communication has been received by the

Department of State from Vice and Deputy Consul Blom,
at Copenhagen

:

The meteorologists in Europe have for many years

desired a telegraphic connection with Iceland. Faroe
Islands, and Greenland. Daily telegraphic reports from
Iceland would be of the utmost importance to the weather

service, as well as to the large fishing interests in the

North Atlantic. I understand that the British fishing in-

terests have recently petitioned the Government to grant

a yearly subvention to the proposed cable. The Danisli

Government looks favorably upon the plan, but is of the

opinion that it should be realized by private individuals.

The Great Northern Telegraph Company. Limited, of

Copenhagen, is willing to lay and work the cable, pro-

vided it is guaranteed a certain sum from the various

governments and other parties interested. The royal

Danish meteorological office, in Copenhagen, has issued

circulars to kindred institutions throughout the world, re-

questing them to subscribe to daily weather bulletins

from Iceland and Faroe Islands; the matter is also being
seriously considered by other bodies, especially in Great

Britain, and the prospects for a realization of the enter-

prise are promising.

TELEGRAPHY AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION.
S. Evershed. in an article on 'Telegraphy by Magnetic

Induction' in the same journal, deduces a formula for the
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mechanical energy available in a distant secondary cir-

cuit in which no capacity is used, in terms of dimensions,
resistance, frequency, etc., and from this calculates that

in the case of two circuits using together 1,000 kgm. of

wire, each 1,000 meters square and ten kilometers apart,

with a frequency of ioo and ioo watts in the primary,
there would be available in the secondary .34 ergs, per
second. Experiment shows that 2.9x10-6 amp. gives eas-

ily readable Morse signals in an ordinary telephone, this

being double the audible current (this presumably for a
frequency of 400). He then finds that in the above case,

but with frequency equal to 400, there is 12x10-6 amp.
and that hence the readable signals could be produced
with 250 kgm. of copper. For satisfactory audible sig-

nals the frequency must be at least as high as 400, and
here the undetermined effect of absorption of these waves
by the material of the earth comes in. If this proves seri-

ous it may be necessary to vise lower frequencies and other
forms of receivers. A receiver is described consisting of

a tuned rectangle of wire, vibrating in a strong field, or,

better, two rectangles vibrating synchronously, but in

opposite directions. Such instruments are being used at

Lavernock and Flat Holm as relays to close call-bell

circuits. They are of iridio-platinum wire. 3 mils diam-
eter and 2 by 4 cm. dimensions ; they have a frequency
of 16 per second, and with a clearance of 2 mils .001 erg.

per second is required to bring them into contact. This
can be used at a distance of 10 kilometers with 1-3 ton of

copper and would be less affected by the absorption
;

it

has not, however, been adapted to the transmission of

Morse signals. The power used by the telephone is more
than 600 times the power used by the rectangle in this

case.—Ex.

THE ELECTROLYTIC INTERRUPTER FOR THE
INDUCTION COIL.

When a high electro-motive force is connected to an elec-

trolytic cell, one electrode of which is very small, the rush

of current which takes place is quickly interrupted by the

layer of gas which is generated at the small electrode. This
layer of gas then collects as a bubble, the electrolyte again

comes into contact with the electrode, a rush of cur-

rent again takes place, to be interrupted as before, and
so on. These interruptions are very abrupt, and their fre-

quency varies from two or three hundred to a thousand or

more per second according to the size of the small electrode

and the inductance of the circuit. The small electrode

should be the anode.

Dr. A. Wehnelt (Electrical Engineer, February 16, 1899)
has applied this electrolytic interrupter to the induction

coil. He uses dilute sulphuric acid, a sheet of lead as cath-

ode, and the tip of a small platinum wire projecting from a

glass tube as anode. The interrupter works with entire sat-

isfaction with electro-motive forces as high as no volts; the

condenser, needed with the ordinary interrupter, is useless

;

and the effectiveness, especially of small coils, is greatly in-

creased both in length of spark and frequency.

Dr. Wehnelt's experiments have been repeated in the

Physical Laboratory at Bethlehem. Pa., his results have been
confirmed and it has been found that the primary of an in-

duction coil should be wound with more turns of wire than

usual to give the best results with this electrolytic inter-

rupter. The interrupter gives good effects when used to

supply intermittent current to the primary of a small trans-

former. Thus a small step-down transformer taking 375
watts from the mains gave out about 30 watts from its sec-

ondary.

When the electrolytic interrupter is used to supply inter-

mittent current from a no volt source to the primary of a

transformer, the e. m. f. which establishes the current after

each break is, of course, no volts, while the e. m. f. which

stops the current is the e.m. f. between the break points and

may be greatly in excess of 1 10 volts.

The effective primary e. m. f. is, therefore, on the whole,

greatly in excess of no volts, so that a i ;i transformer may

give several hundreds of volts as its secondary terminals
when supplied with intermittent current from a 110 volt
source.

This is shown by the fact that a 220 volt lamp, for ex-
ample, may be lighted from the secondary, and, of course,
it may be lighted equally well or even better if connected
across the primary terminals.

W. S. F. in "Science."

\( ALL SWITCH FOR ELECTRIC CARS.
Mr. Hiram Stevens Maxim has lately patented a new

means of operating the switches of electric cars. It is

weil known, that in order to get quick acceleration, it

is necessary that practically the whole weight of the
train should rest on the drive'rs. It is therefore necessary
to provide each car with a motor, and when severa'l
cars are coupled together in a train, as they will have to
be on the Underground in London, it will be necessary
I 1 have a man to each car. or to have some device by
which the driver of the front car can control the switches
of the entire train, and varous devices have been thought
nut and patented lor this purpose.
These all require some connection between the various

cars other than the coupling, but by Mr. Maxim's method
the drawbar of each car is attached to the switch in such
a manner that the switch is operated by the tendency
of each particular car to pull back as relates to the draw-
bar. The drawbar of each car is an inextensible rod
running the whole length of the car, with a coupling at
each end. This rod is held in a central position by two
-piral springs, and is connected to the switching device
of the car in such a manner that, no matter in which di-
rection the bar is moved as relates to the car, it switches
in the current which moves the car in the same direction.
Therefore, each car follows the drawbar automatically,
and the motor of each car does just sufficient work to
propel that particular car. This device is of great sim-
plicity and is easily understood, as it requires no coupling
or connection between the various cars of the train ex-
ec])! the coupling itself.

—
"Scientific American.'*

A special cable despatch to the New York "Sun" states
that much interest and enthusiasm was excited at the
Royal Institution to-night by Professor Dewar, who ex-
hibited liquefied hydrogen, which hitherto had never been
seen except by Prof. Dewar and a few favored persons.
Those present numbered several hundreds, including the
foreign delegates to the centenary of the Royal Institu-
ton. Prof. Dewar lectured on liquefied hydrogen, and
showed how the air surrounding the liquid was solidified

like snow. Cork placed in the liquid sunk like stone.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
GENERAL SAM. T. CARNES.

In preparing the sketch of the life of the newly elected

president of the Natonal Electric Light Association.
General Sam T. Carnes, a number of slight errors were
alowed to creep in. and desiring to correst the same, we
give below a revised biographical sketch of the General.

Perhaps no man in all the city of Memphis is better,

more widely or more favorably known than General Sam
T. Carnes. The father of General Carnes was one of

th epioneers of Tennessee, and the son is wotrhy of the

sire. Barring a brief period of infancy, General Carnes
has spent his life in Memphis. He was born in Harde-
man County. West Tennessee, in 1850. He was by
birth and education a military genius, and his early

training and tendency have gone far towards making
hi nione of the best konwn military tacticians in the

country. For a long time he was brigadier-general of

the State of Tennessee, thus bavins: charge and control

of all the militia of the State. This military talent was
both inherited and cultivated. His father before him
wa? quite a military enthusiast and expert, and was at
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one time at the head of the State National Guard. General

Carnes was elected captain of the Chickasaw Guards of

the City of Memphis in 1878. This was at that time

decidedly the best miltary company in the State of Ten-

nessee, and one of the best in the nation. Engaging in

many contests, they lost but few and became under his

captaincy one of the most celebrated companies in the

land. To General Carnes is due the first introduction

of both the telephone and the electric light in Memphis,

and he has been for years the president and general man-

ager of the Memphis Light and Power Company. Gen-

eral Carnes was married in 1881 to Miss Kate Kerr, of

Memphis, and has two daughters, aged fourteen and

sixteen.

The following completes the list of officers of the Na-

tional Electric Light Association, elected at the last meet-

ing : First vice-president, Oscar T. Crosby, of Washing-

ton, D. C; second vice-president. T. B. Cohoon. of El-

mira, N. Y. The following named gentlemen were ap-

pointed members of the executive committee: E. F.

Peck of Brooklyn. N. Y. ; William Brock, of Paterson,

X. J.; C. E. Scott, of Bristol, Pa.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

MEANS OF ATTAINING~SAFETY IN ELECTRI-
CAL DISTRIBUTION.

By
W. L. R. Emmet,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Read before the National Electric Light Association

at its Twenty-second Convention, held at New York,

N. Y., May 23, 24 and 25, 1899.

rules are based upon experience gained from existing

apparatus and methods, and, naturally, cannot consider or

provide for future possibilities, consequently they must
be modified from time to time in order that the progress

of the art may not be obstructed.

The principle sources of danger in electrical distribu-

tion are : First, heating of conductors by current ;

second, failure of insulation ; and, third, arcing when
circuits are intentionally or accidentally broken. Of the

first of these causes of trouble very little need be sai<l,

since the standard system, by which a cut-out protects

every conductor, is an adequate safeguard, provided the

cut-out is capable of safely breaking any current to which
it can be subjected. The second source of danger that has

been mentioned is insulation, and this subject is one that

must always receive much consideration, since the me-
chanical possibilities with available insulating substances

are strictly limited, and since the sources of deteriora-

tion are many and difficult to avoid.

The best path to safety in electrical distribution lies in

the avoidance of high-potential differences in places where
life or property can be endangered. The difficulties of

insulation increase very rapidly as the voltage is raised.

and while it is possble to insulate for very high voltages.

in' small space in special cases, the difficulties multiply

themselves almost in proportion to the square of the volt-

age increase. In electrical distribution there are two ways
by which danger from high voltage can be avoided. First.

by abandoning high voltage altogether, and, second, by
providing means by which it cannot exist on parts of the

circuit where life or property can be endangered. We
have good examples of the former of these methods in

the large, direct-current, three-wire systems operating

I

OQQcK

Ground
Fig. 1.

I have not selected this subject with the intention of
fully discussing all its features, but rather for the purpose
of bringing to the notice of this association certain mat-
ters of practical importance, concerning which radical
differences of opinion exist among persons prominent in
the electrical industry, and also for the purpose of point-
ing out some of the new problems which have been pre-
sented by recent developments of the electrical art, and
which have not been fully considered in the adoption of
the present standards of practice.

The persons most interested in the standardization of
safe electrical methods are the fire underwriters ; they have
for years maintained a system by which statistics are care-
fully compiled and codes of rules adopted. These rules
are revised from time to time, and their requirements
in recent years have been nearly uniform all over the
country. They have at different times been indorsed by
this association, and by other bodies representative oi

the electrical profession, and have, as a rule, been accepted
as the standard by users of electrical apparatus. These

from generators with about one hundred and twenty-five

volts on a side. With this voltage the dangers from fail-

ure of insulation are very small, and I think that an inves-

tigation would show that most of the fires that have been

caused by such systems have arisen from heating pi c n

ductors or failure of circuit-opening devices. The scope

of such low-tension distribution is, oi course, restricted,

while the use of high voltages enables us to distribute over

large areas with much greater economy and efficiency

than is possible with low voltage alone. The desire t >

effect these economies has led in man) places to the in-

stallation of high-voltage apparatus for supplying power
to these same three-wire systems. The existence ot these

conditions compels us to look for means oi securing safety

where power is transmitted at high voltage. There is

but one sure means oi accomplishing this end. and that

is by preventing the existence oi the high potential on

pails of the circuits where life or property can be en-

dangered. We will consider some of the methods In

which this end can be accomplished.
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Figure I shows the simplest arrangement of a primary

and secondary circuit as they are now generally installed

in this country, and illustrates a condition under which

this arrangement may become dangerous. The dotted

lines show connections that may be accidentally made;

one showing a cross between primary and secondary,

either in the transformer or out of it. and the other, a

connection of one of the primary leads to ground. The

primary voltage being 1.000 and the secondary ioo, the

making of these connections immediately establishes a

potential difference of 1,100 volts between part of the

secondary circuit and the ground. This pressure will as

Ground
Fig. 2.

a rule, be too much for the insulation of combination

fixtures, and the first indication of trouble is likely to be

a fire, if it be not a shock received by someone who hap-

pens to establish a circuit through his body between the

ground and some lamp socket or other part that is not

sufficiently insulated from the secondary circuit. The

method of installation shown in this figure is almost uni-

versally adopted wherever alternating currents are being

1

VMM

"L J"
-%-Films

Ground
Fig. 3.

used in this country. It is, in fact, virtually compulsory

upon the average station manager, since no established

method of overcoming the difficulty is available that does

not violate the fire underwriters' rule that all house wir-

ing shall be free from any connection to ground. If this

rule is disregarded, we may adopt the arrangement shown

in Figure 2, which entirely overcomes the difficulty, and

which is open to no objection except that the insulation

between one side of the secondary and ground is sub-

jected to the voltage of the secondary circuit.

With the arrangement shown in Figure 1 it is quite pos-
sible that the secondary insulation may be subjected to a

considerable part of the primary voltage, even when there

is no ground connection on the primary circuit. The po-
tentials on insulated circuits carrying currents tend by
static induction to balance themselves with respect to the

ground is normally neutral to that of the two conductors.

Where circuits are long, and operate at high potentials,

a considerable How of current between one conductor and
ground may be required to materially disturb this neutral-

ity. This has been illustrated to many of you by the light-

ing of ground-detector lamps from circuits that are per-

fectly insulated. When a secondary becomes crossed with

a perfectly insulated primary, these static-capacity currents

tend to how to ground through the secondary insulation.

o
5

OOOQOOO

Static So/ance
Grounding Device

Ground
Fig. 4.

We know by experience that under the most ordinary con-

ditions on 2,000-volt circuits these currents are of suffic-

ient volume to light ground-detector lamps, and we know
that almost any current of ordinary potential transmit-

ting power enough to light a lamp may, under certain

conditions, cause a fire.

_J

Grounded
Shie/d

^^
Ground

Fig. 5.

So long as the secondary circuit remains insulated

from ground these dangers will exist. The remedy for

the trouble must be either in the permanent connection

to ground, as in Figure 2, which is now prohibited by one

of the underwriters' rules, or in the installation of some

device by which the secondary is grounded automatically

when the emergency arises. Figures 3 and 4 show meth-

ods used to accomplish this purpose, and Figure 5 shows

a method for preventing contact between primary and sec-

ondary of a transformer bv the introduction of a grounded

shield" which has been used to some extent, with a view
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to avoiding the danger above deseribed.

1 he objections to this method are : First, that it affords

no protection against crosses between primary and sec-

ondary which may occur outside of the transformer itself

second, that it introduces expense, since the shield must be

made heavy enough to carry current sufficient to blow
the primary fuses, and at the same time must be so ar-

ranged that it will not introduce serious eddy-current
losses ; and, third, that it probably renders the transformer

more subject to injury from lightning.

Figure 3 shows the secondary separated from ground
by films of insulating material, which are intended to

puncture when the voltage to ground rises above a certain

point. The objection to this method is that the films are

likely to be uncertain and variable in their insulating qual-

ities, and may, under certain conditions, be punctured by
the secondary pressure.

Figure 4 shows the same object accomplished by
means of static balances, whose motion, by rise of poten-

tial difference, causes the circuit to be grounded. Another
device has been suggested, in which a magnet is placed in

series with a vacuum tube between the secondary and
ground. When the potential difference rises, the dis-

charge through the tube is increased, and the magnet
starts mechanism which grounds the secondary circuit.

The objection to these devices is that they are not per-

fectly instantaneous in their action, and that the second-

ary insulation may break down elsewhere before they

accomplish the desired result. They are also necessarily

more or less complicated, and liable to fail on that

account.

As I have said, the permanent grounding of trans-

former secondaries is prohibited by the fire underwriters'

rules, which prohibition is generally respected through-

out the country, so that most secondary circuits are

entirely unprotected from the trouble above described.

There are, however, some very important exceptions that

afford useful examples of the safety of operating second-

ary circuits with permanent ground connections. I

allude to some of the large Edison companies which have

recently installed high tension alternating appartus to

supply power to existing three-wire systems through rot-

ary converters. In a rotary converter the collector rings

and commutator connect to the same winding, so that

the direct-current leads are as much a part of the trans-

former secondary system as if they were connected di-

rectly to it. Most of these large Edison companies
have for years been operating with neutral conductor

grounded. This grounding has in most cases first

occurred through chance or accident, and the practice

has been persevered in, partly because it would be a

difficult matter to avoid neutral grounds, and partly be-

cause the grounded neutral is, for several reasons, very

desirable.

(To be continued.)

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING JUNE 6, 1899, $33,425.00.

New York, N. Y., June 6, 1899.

The following exports of electrical material, electrical

machinery, etc., are from the port of New York for the

week ending this date :

Antwerp :—8 packages electrical machinery, $630. 54
cases electrical material, $3,144. -i

Argentine Republic:— 11 packages electrical material,

$217. 1 case electrical machinery $80.

Bremen :— 1 case electros. $150.

British Possessions in Africa:—92 cases electrical ma-
terial, $6,808.

Brazil :—44 cases electrical material, $2,437.

Britsh East Indies:— 15 cases electrical material, $374.
Berlin:—5 packages electrical material $3,740.
British \\ est Indies:— 1 case electrotypes, 615. 20

packages electrical material, $1,440.
British Austra!ia :—8 cases electrical material, $358.
Brussels:—7 cases electrical material, $2jo.

Cuba:— 18 cases electrical material, $663
Central America :—9 cases electrical material, $220.
Constantinople :— 1 case electrical material, $6.

Chili:— 1 case electrical material, $154.
Ecuador :—5 cases electrical material, $74.

Glasgow:—36 packages electrical material, $735.
Havre:— 14 cases electrical material, $1,750.
Japan:—3 cases electrical material, $113.
London :—61 packages electrical material, $3,832. 2J

cases electrical machinery, $2,149.
Liverpool:—27 packages electrical material, $940.
Mexico:— 13 cases electrical material, $32<>.

Milan :—3 cases electrical material, $87.
Nice:—14 cases electrical material, $116.

Xew Zealand :—6 cases electrical material, $111.
Porto Rico:— 1 package electrical material, $35.
Rotterdam :—7 cases electrical material, $247.
Southampton:—4 cases electrical material, $90. 12

cases electrical machinery, $635.
Siam :— 14 cases electrical material, $462.

U. S. of Colombia:—39 packages electrical material.

$929.
\ enezuela :—2 cases electrical material. S47.

Zurich :— 1 case electrical material, $76.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York, X. Y.—Consolidated Electric Co. has

been incorporated under the laws of West Virginia by

C. P. Curtis, A. Stemmler and others: to deal in patented

electrical devices, etc. Capital stock, $5,000,000.

Camden, N. J.—The P. J. Foerring Co. has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $50,000: to do a gen-

eral business as electrical machinists.

Camden. N. J.—The Wildwood, Holly Beach and
Anglesea Electric Light. Heat and Power Co., incor-

porated by Spencer Stimpson, P. \V. Wiltbank and oth-

ers; to construct and operate electric light plants. Capi-

tal stock, $30,000.
Rogersville, Term.—Rogersville Electric Co. has been

incorporated by C. C. Cochran, A. B. Rogan and others ;

manufacturing electric light and motive power. Capital

stock, $5,000.

Elizabeth. X. J.—American Investment Co. has been
incorporated by F. W. Montgomery. Frank Bergen and
M. F. Griggs, to manufacture electric motors, dynamos,
etc. Capital stock, $50,000.

Marlborough. X. H.—Marlborough Electric Light.

Heat and Power Co. has been incorporated by E. B.

Knowlton, C. Hodgkins, C. O. Whitney and J. H. Kim-
ball. Capital stock, $5,000

hoes. N. Y.—W. I. Tindall Co. has been incorpor-
ated by W. J. Tindall." P A. Turner. C. A. Tindall and
E. E. Gardner; manufacturing electrical goods. Capi-
tal stock, $5,000.

Baltimore, Md.—Acme Electric Co. has been incor-<
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom L85 World BUL, N. Y. City.

ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ -J

ZARD 6-inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 cents. One*
cell of our battery and our BLIZZ\RD 6-inch motor will be*

sent to any address In the United States on receipt of $2.00--*>*<
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porated by J. E. Jacobs, J.
Hartman and others ; to man-

ufacture electrical novelties. Capital stock, $25,000.

New York, N. Y.—Transcendent Light Co. has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000.

Baltimore, Md—The Acme Electric Machine Co., in-

corporated by George Heath Dobson, Jesse E. Jacobs

and others. Capital stock, $25,000.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The Egbert Allen Electric Co. has

been organized.

East Orange, N. J.—Merchants' Electric Light and

Power Co., incorporated by Walter Ross, W. A. Hime-

bemgh, C. F. Grosser, E. C. Dyer and C. B. McCoy;
carry on the business of electric light works. Capital

stock, $125,000.
TELEPHONE CALLS.

Wheeling, W. Va.—National Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by A. G. Steelman. 1. H. Shirk, H. M.

Buck, J. B. H.' Jefferson, and E. L. Ward; to maintain

and manage telephone and telegraph exchanges. Capi-

tal stock, $150,000.

Albany, N. Y.—The New York Suburban Telephone

Co., incorporated by Albert Deveau, William Caxton,

Charles Auth, Harry A. Mott. James P. Powers, and

others. Capital stock, $10,000, with the privilege of in-

creasing it to $100,000.

Clatonia, Neb.—Clatonia Telephone Co., incorporated

by S. Borkey, F. W. Jones, J. H. Steinmeyer, H. H.

Jones, and H. Albert; general telephone business. Capi-

tal stock, $5,000.

Waynesboro, Ga.—W. A. Bisbee's Georgia Telephone

& Telephone Co., of Savannah, contemplates construct-

ing a system and exchange in Waynesboro.

Anderson, Ky.—The Anderson County Telephone

Co., incorporated by J. J. Downey and C. P. and E. T.

Johnson. Capital stock, $12,000.

Albany, N. Y.—Delaware Valley Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by E. A. Goodsell, V. E. Gregory,

ami L. Bilby. Capital stock, $25,000.

Topsy, Mo.—Harris-Princeton Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by F. M. Kolbe, E. Bushlin, J. E.

Johnson, and others. Capital stock, $600.

Providence, R. I.—Providence Telephone Co., incor-

porated by H. Howard, H. G. Russell, R. Hazard, H. C.

Cranston, and others. Capital stock, $100,000.

Pulaski City, Ya.—Virginia & Tennessee Telephone

Co. has been incorporated by G. M. Holstein, D. D.

Hull, Jr., B. F. Garnett. B. Laughton. H. Haulaway,

and G. L. Carter. Capital stock, $300,000.

Martin, Tenn.—The Weakley County Telephone Co.,

incorporated by J. H. Nilsue, G. W. Hall, W. T. Lawler,

and others. Capital stock, $10,000.

Houston, Tex.—The Citizens' Telephone Co., incor-

porated by A. L. Waterbury, E. A. Glass, and others;

to build, erect, buy, operate and maintain telephone lines,

etc. Capital stock, $100,000.

Wheeling, W . Va.—The National Telephone, incorpo-

rated by Andrew G. Stedman and others. Capital stock,

$15,000.
STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Newark, N. J.—The White Line Traction Co. has been

incorporated by George Barker, Fred W. Egner, and

Edward A. Pruden. Capital stock, $4,000,000.

Providence, R. I.—Rhode Island Suburban Railway

Co. has been incorporated by Albert T. Potter, Cyril V.

Babcock, and H. V. A. Joslin : electric railroad. Capital

stock, $2,500,000.

Norfolk, Va.—Washington Traction & Electric Co.

has been incorporated by Samuel B. Lawrence, Henry

M. Haviland, George E. Spencer, and others ; manufac-

turing and dealing in railroad supplies, etc. Capital

stock, $12,000,000.
POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

Washington, Ga.—Harry Ludlow, City Engineer, may
be addressed concerning electric lighting plant.

JOTTINGS.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL SOCKET &

SWITCH COMPANY, of 35 South William Street,
New York City, manufacturers of the well known
Eschwei arc lamp, pull switches, sockets, etc., will short-
lymove to their new salesrooms and factoryw at Nos. 401-
413 E. 91st Street, between Avenue A and First Avenue.
They will occupy a floor space 75x130 feet square, with

35 windows all around, affording good light, ventilation,
etc.

THE CLONBROCK STEAM BOILER COM-
PANY of Brooklyn, N. Y., state that Mr. Frank A.
Mason, formerly the secretary and treasurer of the com-
pany, is no longer connected with them in any manner
whatever.

MR. FRANK M. PRESCOTT, 44 Broad Street, New
York City, has opened an electrical department in addi-
tion to his talking machine and novelty business. This
department will handle electrical and mechanical supplies

of every description and will be under the immediate
charge of Mr. A. W. McLimont, formerly with the Gen-
eral Electric Company. Mr. Prescott's experience in

the export departments of the Thomson-Houston and
General Electric companies, together with Mr. McLi-
mont's experience as a thorough electrical engineer, will

enable them to conduct this department to the satisfac-

tion of their clients.

MESSRS. A. K. WARREN AND F. JAMES
REJLLY have purchased the entire business of the

Amercan Electrical & Maintenance Company, including
all maintenance and repair contracts, machinery, tools,

supplies, etc. Mr. A. K. Warren, who is well known
as an expert in electrical matters, will give his personal

superintendence to all the work done by the company and
.Mr. F. James Reilly, whose father, Mr. James Reilly,

was the founder and manager of the James Reilly Repair
e\r Supply Company at 229 and 230 West Street, will have
full charge of all the financial affairs. The head office

of the company will, as heretofore, be 451-453 Greenwich
Street, New York City.

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND
KINDRED GOODS are constantly in want of a good,
reliable agent in New York City, and we therefore take

this opportunity of recommending to their consideration

Mr. F. E. Williamson, a live, active and trustworthy gen-

tleman. Mr. Williamson has established a large business

for an out-of-town industry, and now has all his time to

devote to some new and ready selling article. Manu-
facturers and others desiring to communicate with him
can address Mr. Williamson, care of THE ELECTRI-
CAL AGE.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed In a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing Influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTrUCAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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RARE-OX ID INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

By F. M. F. Cazin, Hoboken, N. T.

If, at this date, your contributor volunteers to impart
some information on the subject of utilizing the oxi<ls

of rare metals in electric lamps, I do so, because I con-
sider it as an implied duty, to correct some errors, evi-

dently prevailing, in relation to a subject which is crea-

ting so much interest at the present time.

The ball (if journalistic discussion was started when
Prof. Nernst, of Goettingen, Germany, announced to the

technical world, that he had invented the electrical oxid-

lamp. The most remarkable part of the announce
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ment consisted in the carelessness with which the profess-

or ignored the prior work of Jablochkoff and others in

the same field.

I derive my privilege of being heard in the premises

from the fact', that public records prove my preoccupa-

tion with the stated subject since at least 1892. such proof

being found in six different patents for electric lamps,

issued to me by the U. S. Patent Office, all of which deal

with the conversion of dark heat, produced in electric

lamps, into additional light ; in other words, with the use

of other solids, aside of, but in connection with, the con-

ducting element in electric lamps, for the purpose of

heating them to incandescence and thus to increase the

lighting efficiency of the lamps. These patents are:

No 523,640. on application dated Dec. 7th. 1892.

No. 523461,
" " " July 24th, 1893.

No. 566,285,
•' " " July 24th, 1893.

No. 620,640,
" " Sept. nth, 1895.

No. 621,291,
" Oct. 29th. T895.

No. 621,292,
•" " Oct. 15th. 1897.

(Protected also in England and Canada.)

The fact that two further applications, relating to the

same subject matter are yet pending, has kept the writer

silent on the subject, but the moment has arrived when he

may speak.

The errors to which I refer, are in part of a technical or

scientific nature and in part they relate to the question,

whether the priority of invention of the exclusively

practical oxid-lamp of higher light-efficiency and of long-

er life belongs to an American citizen or not. On tin-

scientific side of the question we find our journalistic

writers groping in the dark and befogging their own
conception by looking out for evolution of mysteries,

where the high-school-manual of Physics might lead them

to a clear understanding.

In proof of this statement 1 take up from a great number
of others a single issue (April 22,) of a recently consoli-

dated electrical journal, in which I find the following

editorial statements, namely: 1. "It seems to have been

shown that the rare-oxids do not have the valuable prop-

erty of changing heat into light ; 2. Their utilization in

the production of light is dependent on combustion and

does not rest on any particular power of emissivity ; 3.

Hence it seems to be useless to expect an improvement
in the incandescent electric lamp by the use of these oxids

as coatings or filaments."

The first proposition, as well as the second and third,

were directly based on that, which a Frenchman, Bunte,

had said or was understood to have said in a paper, pub-

lished by a Physical Society to which he belongs. No
other authority is quoted in support of the quite extra-

ordinary conclusions to which this paper has led. As
will be shown, the Frenchman did not make the state-

ments that are attributed to him, and if he had made them
his paper would deserve less credit than a dissertation

on heat, written by a high-school-pupil after his first les-

son in Physics.

The first proposition as verbally cited, is a formal and
general denial of a theorem in physics, which is accepted
by the living generation of scientists, and which teaches,

that "All Solids Convert Heat Into Light." when heated
to conditional "Temperature." The second proposition
falsely teaches that the heat resulting from combustion
is a different heat from that produced by the electric

current. This is surely new teaching, and if it be not false

teaching, better evidence in its favor must be found than
that which is derived from Bunte's paper, though Bunte
himself advanced no such teaching, and only his interpre-
ter (Carl Herring in "The Electrical World" of April 22)
found the same therein. Heat, the one phase of energy,
(force and work) is the same in its effects, whether it be
the result of combustion, of electrical resistance, or of
mechanical resistance, and there is nothing in Bunte's
experiments and not even in his own interpretation of
that which he observed to justify the assumption that with

all its differences in accumulative quantity, of iis latent

or kinetic state, its nature and effect be such, that we must

assume two essentially different phases of energy, (force

and work) to be called by the name: Heat. No scientist

ever claimed that any one solid material would be affected

differently by heat being the effect of chemical reactCn

or of resistance to electric or mechanical force.

The French savant, (Bunte) experimented with the

Welsbach mantel and gas-combustion. He found the

Temperatures of the vapors from the combustion of hy-

drogen to be 300 degrees cent, less when combustion took

plate in the Welsbach Mantel, made of Oxid of Cerium,

as against the temperature when combustion took place

without such contact. Be it clearly understood that the

French savant did not draw from his observations the

consequences as hereabove stated. These conclusions

and consequences drawn by others originated in absolute

misconception of the real nature of that which really hap-

pened under Bunte's observation. In both cases, as they

were stated by him, no doubt existed or could have prop-

erly existed as to this one fact, namely, that with equal

quantities of oxygen consumed in the combustion, an

equal caloric total effect, representing a stateable number
of calories, was produced ( )f these calories so produced,
the resulting water vapors absorbed in one case less than

in the other case, and the difference was precisely meas-
ured in this, that it would raise the temperature of the

vapors 300 degrees cent, higher without the oxids than
with them. Where did the heat, represented by the diff-

erence jn calories, go in the latter case? Which other

possible conclusion can be drawn from the phenomenon
observed? Which other explanation can be rationally

applied thereto, than that the calories, equivalent to an

increase of temperature in the water vapors of 300 de-

grees cent., were absorbed by the oxid? Thus the dem-
onstration of the rapidity of absorption of heat by rare-

metal-oxids, considerably in excess of the normal rate

of heat-absorption, has been furnished by Bunte, and the

remarkable incandescence shown by them, leaving emiss-
iveness alone, must of necessity be attributed to rapid

absorption of heat and to the peculiar faculty of maintain-
ing incandescence under proper supply of heat.

The man Bunte is not innocent of the false interpre-

tation given to his observations. In place of using the

simplest and plainest understanding of that which he saw.

he preferred to adapt himself to the modern French fash-

ion of clothing plain things in mystic language, of rather

hinting at them, and thus made use of the word "catalytic

property," for which no better interpretation can be given
than that it is the property of, at the same time, doing and
not doing an act of chemical reaction. This mystic prop-
erty had to be assumed, to avoid the exclusively true,

plain and evident conclusion, that heat, being the effect of

combustion, made rare-metal-oxids incandescent at a

higher and more lasting rate than it does other matter,

and that nothing was discovered which might indicate

that heat, produced by electric resistance, would differ-

ently affect these oxids, as long as the proper proportions
be preserved between heat-absorption and light emission.
The third proposition is a remarkable general denial of

the practicability of a technical problem of the very sim-
plest conception, namely, the problem of converting ac-

cumulated heat into light, such accumulation being ap-

plied to material, which at this date is in general use. foi

a similar purpose : the newness of the present problem
consisting exclusively in the origin of the accumulative
heat, and in the subtility of the contrivances which must
be dealt with in the solution of the new problem The
general denial is the result of the miscarriage of many at-

tempts towards its practical solution, and of the tendency
grown therefrom to deny to others the achievement that

so often slipped from under the hands of the experi ment-
or. Modern technics are not prone to abandon a ration-
all} conceived scheme and the lack <>i wisdom in con-
demning the scheme under consideration, a fact which
will become apparent, when the new lamp will be in pub-
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lie use. to the exclusion of all older types, the new lamp

once more of American invention.

The cited journal does not stand alone in the propoga-

tion of error in this special matter and the expression of

one, when a correction of errors was tendered: "It

would open certain lines of discussion for which we are

not anxious,'' expresses well the position taken as a rule

towards American inventors, for fear that the latter might

enjoy some advertising benefit without paying for it.

while the foreign is welcome to it at an astounding rate. I.

now propose to further express myself on the question

of the practicability of the oxid-lamp and of work done in

the premises on this side of the Atlaneic. Yet it is not

my intention to describe in full detail the different stages

of evolution in the first making of an effective electric

oxid-lamp, under my patents, but I may state in as few

words as possible its main characteristics.

Heat—being the lamps' food, and being too valuable

to allow it to indiscriminately escape into space and in

such enormous proportional quantities as my calorimeter

had proven to escape from a submerged incandescent

vacuum lamp under current even when the bulb had been

made impenetrable to light, is preserved inside of my
lamp, by applying an extra glass-housing, leaving a space,

air-filled or evacuated between the inner and outer bulbs,

as shown in Figure I. By permitting a minor part of the

inner bulb to project and to remain in direct contact with

the cooling atmosphere the special advantage is secured

of condensing within such minor projecting part all the

products of evaporation from the luminous body, and of

keeping the bulb proper free from all darkening deposits

on its inside. Incidentally, and as a matter of great econ-

omy, 1 designed an all-glass base-part, requiring no

cementing and less manipulation in the manufacture of

the lamp. Although these features of economy and of

heat-preservation formed part of an earlier specification,

they had to be relegated to a later separate specification,

which resulted in patent Xo. 621,292.

Passing from these features to the more (or equally)

important one. relating to the luminant proper of the

lamp, a short review of its evolution may be given. My
experimental work had brought forward a number of

essential conditions necessary in a successful and really

practical electrical rare-metal-oxid lamp. In the matter

of conductivity it was found, that a luminous body of car-

bon and oxids in direct contact not only rapidly decreased

in resistance, but after once having been exposed to the

current and then been switched out of current, and after

cooling, it had entirely lost its conductive quality. An
investigation showed that the carbon-filament had almost
entirely disappeared, and a very irregular scattering of

spots of reduced metal remained on the contact face of

the oxids. When I applied the remedy of chemical insu-

lation by coppering the carbon-filament or of gilding a fil-

ament of some metal equally apt to oxygenate as carbon,

though of an extremely high point of fusion,— I found
that in so far as I properly regulated the resistance of the

entire conducting element. I had made a successful elec-

tric oxid-lamp. such regulation finding its expression in

the spiral form of the conductor, as shown in Figure 2.

But in case of resistance being regulated to produce heat

only in the conductor, and not light, or in cases of insuf-

ficient resistance I had to intercept the insulating coat by
ring-shaped intervals to prevent increase of conductivi: \

.

While this resulted in a practical luminant. not only did
the exterior, corresponding to the interceptions of insu-

lation, appear in more brilliant incandescence but investi-

gation showed that also in this case the stated reaction had
taken place but had been confined to the narrow annular
interceptions, causing an alloy-coating on the contact

* The modifications of the so-called Nernst-Lamp with-
out extra contrivance for heating a "strip of oxid" and
the one with a "conductive line" over the strip are thus

evidently fortified by the Cozin patents.—The Ed.

face. This metal-coating, co-jointly with reduced metal
from the oxids, seemed in second use of the lamp, to have
acted as the conductor until the oxids, sufficiently heated,

filled the gap ; or, the conductor stubs acted as arc-pencils,

until the oxids became conductive and offered less re-

sistance than the automatically intercepted filament. In

this connection attention should be directed to the im-

portant fact that no arc lamp proper or such in its func-

tion can possibly utilize rare-metal-oxids for increase of

light efficiency, for the simple reason, that oxid-

pencils do not conduct and that in order to

become fit for such utilization, the arc lamp must
cease to be an arc lamp and must become
a continuous conductor lam]) or a filament-lamp.

by inserting the hot oxids, as conductors. With a contin-

uous conductor of practical sneers'- consists in so regula-

the condition of practical success consists in so regula-
ting the initial resistance that it be higher than that of the
heated oxids.

I took advantage of the experience thus described in

some instances by applying the coat of oxids only to those
parts of the conductor where the insulating coat is inter-

cepted, and where they show higher brilliancy of incan-

descence. But in locally bridging over the gaps in the

insulation, I still preferred to decrease the solid volume and
to increase the light-emanating surface by applying the

oxids in the shape of pseudo-fibres or frabrics, fritted in-

to adhesiveness and eohesiveness by an admixture of

fluor-spar and the application of momentary excessive
current, to the well-protected conductor.

It is a fact well worth the attention of investigators that

the patent, Xo. 566,285. applied for. as early as July

24, 1893. and issued on August 18. 1896, describes in its

fourth claim the form of luminous body, which has lived

out the tests of hundreds of others, and describes pre-

cisely the relation of the conducting element to the

oxids, as all experimental work has finally proven it pre-

ferable and exclusively practicable. The cited claim
reads

:

"4. In an electric incandescent vacuum lamp a solid body
surrounded by a vacuum, bearing in or on its face, and in-

tegral therewith, lines or films of semi-conductive or car-

bonaceous matter ; the said lines or films being adapted to

become incandescent under the electric current and being
also adapted to heat the solid body by means of the dark
heat-rays produced by the electric current under adequate
resistance, as and for the purpose set forth.''

While in this patent, as applied for in 1893. the vacuum-
lamp is exclusively considered, and the conducting ele-

ment is specified as "semi-conductive or carbonaceous
matter." a similar claim in a later application, now also al-

lowed, reads as follows:

"13. In an electric incandescent lamp a solid body, as

luminant part thereof, bearing in or on its face, and inte

gral therewith, a metal-filament, being adapted to become
incandescent under the electric current and to heat the

solid body by means of the dark heat-rays produced bv
the electric current under adequate resistance."

It is evident, that with a fully protected core the vacuum
may be dispensed with, in the manner as provided for in

my 1 latent No. 523.461.

If I add to the preceding discussion the adjoined seven
figures, both principles and details of execution in in\

oxid-lamps will he understood. Figure i shows a com-
plete lamp in longitudinal section. The luminant. in this

case assumed as flexible, consists of the filament proper
—the insulating and the oxid- tratum.

Figure 2 shows a normal section of the luminant. Fig
ure 3 shows a chemically insulated metal filament, in spiral

form, imbedded in a porous oxid-body, such as at present

manufactured. Figure 4 shows an insulated (protected!

filament with a series of oxid-bodies made of pseudo
fibre of rare metal-oxids. Figure 5 shows the insulating

stratum with annular interceptions, and a continuous coat

of oxids. Figure 6 shows a conductor of the same class

as in figure 5, but partly uncovered by oxids. as in a ca^e
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when the conductor is intended to remain dark and impart

heat enough to one or more oxid-bodies in order to ren-

der them incandescent. Figure 7 shows the effect of use

in luminants, constructed like the last mentioned one.

while remaining in good shape for further use. There

still remains for me to say a few words more on the man-

ner in which my different inventions have been protected.

No. 620,640 secures the luminous body of the conductor

and oxids with the indispensable intermediate insulating

stratum, in proof of which I cite but one out of a dozen

claims, namelv: I. "A three-part electric incandescent

vacuum-lamp consisting of a suitable base, an air exhaust-

ed glass bulb, and a body or structure of solid matter, which

latter part constitutes a cohesive entirety, and as such con-

sists of two main constituents, namelv of a continuous,

linear semi-conductive, current-passing filament, which

resists a passing electric current to the effect of giving off

light and heat and which filament is electrically and chem-

ically insulated from the other constituents by a protecting

stratum and a stratum of matter, which by the heat given

off bv the filament, becomes luminous, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.'' But the same patent secures also the

luminous body of oxids, with a filament of material not in

affinity with oxygen, by the claim. 3. "A three part elec-

trical vacuum-lamp, consisting of a suitable pole connect-

ing base, an air exhausted glass bulb, and a body or struc-

ture of solid matter, which latter part consists of two.

more or less, adhesive parts, which are in permanent con-

tact with one another ; these parts or constituents being

:

A linear continuous semi-conductive, current passing fila-

ment, which is electrically and chemically neutral or insu-

lated as against the other constituents, and solid matter,

that is peculiarly adapted to become luminous by heat and

exceeds in main volume that of the filaments, as and for

the purpose set forth." No. 621,291 secures the use of

oxids in the shape of pseudo-fabrics, as may be shown by

citing two claims out of eight, namely : 6. "In an elec-

tric incandescent lamp a luminous body, which consists

of two or more cohesive parts, namely an inner or fila-

ment part and an outer part or parts, which mainly con-

sist of refractory rare-metal oxids, such outer part or parts

covering the inner part in part only, as and for the purpose

set forth." 8. "In an electric incandescent lamp a three

part luminous body, consisting of an inner core and fila-

ment, of an insulating stratum on such core, and of an
outer partial cover or pseudo-fabric of rare metal oxid, as

and for the purpose set forth.

Preparations are being made for putting the lamp into

the open market, and I must ask for patience for a little

while, until it will be made public property. It- will then

be time to speak with full precision of the virtues of the

new lamp, which aside of the regular current, requires

no other, and requires no flame and no magnets to set it

a-glowing; has no features of any practical doubtfulness,

and which costs only a few cents (and not dollars) more
to make than the present lamp, and is protected by prior-

ity and by broad and specific claims in all its essential

features, and which cover the whole practical ground to

the exclusion of all more recent attempts in the same di-

rection. Common justice calls for a few words also

about the position assumed by the Patent Office in rela-

tion to this matter: In an application filed on Dec. 26.

1882, Thomas A. Edison, amongst other things, says of a
filament-coating "not decomposable by carbon" (hence
not possibly oxids), that "the light will therefore (thereby)
not be lessened." And yet his patent containing these
words is considered a bar against oxids coating a carbon
filament. Only the fact that the luminant so described
is auto-destructive, prevents Edison from claiming the
modern oxid-lamp. Rut his laurels must not wither.
He therefore, on March 31. 1898. applied for a patent on
oxids with carbon particles in the pores of the oxids.
Thereupon the Patent Office conveniently overlooked the
fact that it had issued to me. on application dated Oct. 29,
1895, a patent (No. 621,291), in which a luminant is dis-

closed, being a body of oxids mainly with the residue of

carbonized substance of a fabric embedded therein, and is-

sues patent (No. 626,462) to the genius who of necessity

must discover all that is worth discovering. Again Edi-

son has overlooked the important fact, that carbon and
oxid are auto-destructive, the carbon disappearing. If

the particles of carbon could establish a pre-heating cur-

rent, they could not do so very long. Osmium is no bet-

ter in contact with oxids than carbon is. It is in this

that the proclaimed invention of Baron Auer von Wels-
bach will strike the snag opposing successful navigation.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRRENTS.
TELEGRAPH LINES OF THE WORLD,

The approximate mileage of the telegraphic and tele-

phonic lines of the world, according to "Engineering."

is 2,029,893, and the miles of wire amount to 8,254,004

;

of telephone lines only there are 382,417 miles involv-

ing the use of 3,202,950 miles of wire.

HARD SOLDERING WITH ACETYLENE.
The flame of acetylene is exceedingly useful for hard

soldering, says Neueste Erfindungen und Erfahrungen.

Its temperature is as high as can otherwise be obtained

only with a special blowing apparatus. The heating power
of acetylene is is likewise very great. The use of acetyline

is particularly in place where no connection with a gas

house or electric central station can be had.—Ex.

. HOWS THAT FOR HIGH ?

Give a man an inch and he goes to—we mean takes an
ell ; but the fair sex for the same proportion of the foot

demand an Otis elevator, judging from the following copy
of a letter addressed to the Otis Elevator Company, Lim-
ited : "Will you send me the price and particulars of

your elevators. I am going into business in a showroom,
but I must be an inch taller. Hoping you ( ? I) can rely

upon them being genuine ; if so, I shall be able to give you
another order for a pair. Hoping you will let me know
as soon as possible, as I am wanting them this week."
The company cannot elevate her, so the lady remains in

stature quo.—Ex.

THE MANACLES.
With reference to the recent disasters to the Mohegan

and the Paris, the Rev. W. Iago, speaking recently at a

meeting of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, England,
stated that that institution nine years ago sounded a note

of warning in regard to the magnetic properties of the

rocks in the Lizard district, which might have caused

vessels to steer a wrong course by deflection of the com-
pass needles. The Manacles had an affinity for the mag-
net equal to only one ton in 3,000 tons, but other rocks in

that district were much more powerful in attraction. It

remained to be seen whether the lighted and sound-pro-
ducing buoy to be provided would be a sufficient warn-
ing.—Ex.

ALUMINUM FEEDERS.
According to the "Railway and Engineering Review"

of Chicago, the North-Western Elevated Railway of Chi-

cago has entered into a contract for 150,000 pounds of

aluminum feeders. Three sizes of bare cables will be
used—785.000. 1,000.000 and 1,300,000 circular mils

in area respectively. The largest feeder will be about i|

inches in diameter. Of the two larger sizes there is to be
two cables of more than 10 miles in length each. The
feeders will be placed in a wooden box or trough covered
by a board walk between the tracks, and they will be
supported on vitrified clay blocks of umbrella shape,
placed 9 feet apart. The contract was made on the basis

that 47 pounds of aluminum are equal in conductive
capacity to 100 pounds of copper. Experiments carried

out by the electrical engineering department of the road
have demonstrated that 157 circular mils of aluminum
are equivalent in carrying capacity to 100 circular mils
of copper.—Ex,
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quires consideration. The use of electricity for cooking tne current, or at least of a charge of electricity, for cer-
has become established as a paying application of this ta jn neryous disorders. Second, the use of electricity
force. For the heating of cars and homes the subject for sending drugs into the tissues, as in certain depart'
requires some further analysis because of its doubtful ments of dentistry. Thirdly, its use as a mechanical
cost. By burning coal in a well-made stove sufficient agent, as it were, for operating drills, saws, cautery appli-
heat is obtained to make us feel that a reasonable retu n ances, etc. In speaking of cures effected directly by the
has been effected for the fuel consumed. Neither the agency of electricity it is not necessary to annex" tint
cost of this fuel seems too great nor the amount of lua: newer field of work which includes all applications of the
insufficient, and in consequence of this any propositio 1 X ray. In surgery, as practiced at our largest hospitals,
relating to the production of caloric energy must fall strange as it may seem, electricity is only used for cautery
within these limits. Comparing the relative cost of pro- purposes and occasionally for operating saws. It is only
ducing heat by electricity and from coal it is easily seen
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that at present the former is a luxury which few can in- r] paratus used For electro-therapeutic experiment!
dulge in. In other words, car heating and house heating [n France electricity has heen used in cases oi rheuma-
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The enormous amount of power stored away in a pound mineral deposits within the hones or tissues have been

of coal, which can be transformed into heat, is not appre- effectively reduced by the use of a current intelligent!)
ciated by the lay mind. The novelty of a new method applied.

' There does not seem to be any possible lack of
frequently interests them more than the inexpensiveness uses for electricit) in either medicine or surgery, but mi
of an old one. As far-as we can see the use of electricity a lack of direct and positive applications. \\" (M e system-
for heating depends entirely upon the cost of a horse- atic experiments carried on no don't discoveries would
power within the house. Burning coal at a distant sta- he made in both the fields of surg t\ and medicine.
Hon, utilizing fourteen per cent .in the steam engine, —-

ninety per cent, in the generator, and ninety per cent, in Pacolet, S. ('.-The Pacolel Telephone Co. has been
the lines or underground conductors, leaves us at the incorporated by G. E. T.adshaw. W. F. Bryant and T.
street service in any given home about eleven per cent, to L. Brown to run a telephone line from Pacolet to Spart
utilize. If we consider the house conductors, about ten ansburg. Capital stock $800.
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ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

ELECTRICITY AN AGENT OF MECHANICAL
MASSAGE IN THE ZANDER INSTITUTE.

Nowadays one can indulge in almost any form of exer-
cise, even the most violent sort, with less exertion than is

required to swing a hammock or control a rocking chair.

tries they are owned or subsidized by the governments.
The only Zander Institute in America, at 20 West 59th
street, New York City, contains some $50,000 worth of

apparatus alone. The Zander treatment has of late be-
come a fashionable fad in New York.
The mechanical gymnastic mechanism is operated by

electricity, and is besides used in connection with other
electro-therapeutic treatments. The success of the Zan-

Motor Drlviog Massage Machines.

The up-to-date athlete need merely stand before a great

complicated machine, touch a button, and an electric cur-

rent does the rest. These mechanic gymnastics, as they
are called, are almost unknown in America, though they

der treatment, the smoothness and facility of the working
of the machines, and their accuracy of control, are very
largely due to the use of electricity. This motive power
makes it possible to transmit the comparatively larg quan-

Main Floor of the Zander Institute, Showing Electrically Operated Machines.

are in common use in Baden-Baden and other Continental tities of energy required to operate these heavy machines
health resorts. These mechanical gymnasiums are known to elegantly appointed apartments without any unsightly

the world over as Zander Institutes, after their inventor. connections, noise, dirt, or confusion of any kind. The
They are so expensive to equip that in European conn- motor used is a 220 volt machine. For ordinary use it
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has been found that seven and a half horse-power is suffi- oped, transferred and consumed with so little confusion.
cient to operate the machines. The speed of most of the The gymnasium looking down on ( Vntral Park has ap
machines is comparatively high. The mechanism used parently a different machine for exercising every muscle

Machine for Producing Flexion of the Muscles of the Ar

Mechanical Horse.

m

for the vibratory work runs at a speed of from 8oo to
t 200 per minute ; a powerful static machine is also used
in connection with the other Zander work. Tt is safe to

of the body. Tt contains automatic camel and horseback
riding mechanisms; curious contrivances which massage
the body with deft, rapidly moving rubber fingers ; ingeni-

ous affairs which rub any part <>!' the body with the skill

Waite & Bartlett Static Machine.

say that there is scarcely another machine shop, for such of an expert masseur, and scores ,,i other movements.
the Zander Institute virtually is. which can boast of such The theory of all these complicated machines i- exceecl-
elegant appointments and in which tbe power is devel- in-ly simple. Thc\ merely aim to give the muscles the.
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movement they would have were regular exercise taken, A very well patronized machine is the one which gives

without the patient making the least exertion. This mechanical massage for the "Monday morning head," or

curious passive sort of exercise is usually accompanied "katzen jammer." This apparatus operates four rubber

Vibrating Machine for Ankle and Abdomen.

by the mechanical vibration or massage machines which loops or fingers, which move up and down and deliver

set the blood in motion and thus stir up the entire body. little taps at the rate of about one thousand a minute.

Any one who has experienced the exhilarating effects of The rubber fingers can be arranged to strike any part of

Machine for Measuring Muscular Developments. Machine for Administering Mechanical Massage to the Spine.

massage will perhaps understand the stimulus of having the body. The patient suffering from a "Monday morn-
these rubber fingers pat him on the back at the rate of 900 ing head"' stands in front of the machine and holds his

vibrations per minute. head so that these little thumps will rain down upon him.
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The rubber fingers move very much like the fingers of a

pianist, only very much faster. These little blows, after

a few moments, cause the blood to flow more rapidly, and

the congested feeling soon disappears. The blows are

arranged to strike so lightly that the sensation is very

pleasant and exhilarating. There are several machines,

especially adapted for rubbing, which can be adjusted

to play upon any part of the body. A stiff joint or limb

can be limbered up in this way very often in less time than

it takes to tell it. There are several forms of machines

for treating the ankle alone. A stiffened ankle, for exam-

ple, is placed on a pedal, and, after being carefully ad-

justed, moved through a certain fixed distance at any

speed up to 10,000 vibrations a minute.

One of the most valuable devices in the Institute is a

complicated machine, fitted with a cushioned chair with

padded arms and back, in which the patient sits very com-

fortably. After being carefully adjusted the machinery

is set in motion and the chair suddenly becomes alive.

The arms move until they reach the arm socket, and then

gradually expend the chest while the back moves for-

ward, holding the body in a perfectly upright position.

An instant later it gradually relaxes. The lungs are thus

expanded and filled with pure air without the least effort.

It will readily be seen how the lungs are enlarged in this

way, all the muscles being more or less brought into play.

The various forms of vibration machines which are used

in connection with this are the most popular in the gym-
nasiums. One of them consists of half a dozen rubber

fingers which move up and down the spine while the

rubber tips deliver blows at the rate of about 1,000 per

minute. The machine simply does the work of an expert

masseur and does it about one hundred times faster. The
rapid movement sends a warm glow all over the body.

There are a number of devices beside for rubbing the

arms or any part of the body by rapid mechanical move-
ments. One usually comes from a gymnasium more or

less tired out, but the mechanical gymnasium reverses

this operation and sends the patient away refreshed.

The machines used for giving regular gymnastic ex-

ercise are complicated contrivances which are adjusted

for each gymnast with great nicety. Instead of working
with weights and pulleys in the ordinary hit or miss

fashion of the regular gymnasiums, the patient moves
long levers, accurately marked off into inches. The
weight is then adjusted carefully to suit the strength of

the gymnast. The levers are then moved for a fixed

length of stroke, so that they bring the strain exactly

where it is needed, and the muscle is besides subjected to

an even strain throughout the stroke. The machines are

fitted to upholstered chairs or supports, so that the body,
except for the particular muscles being exercised, will

be kept absolutely at rest. These machines, it will bz
seen, make it possible for one to pick out any particular

muscle and develop it with great care. A number oi

singers, for example, have taken the thumping and rub-

bing of these Zander machines in order to develop the

respiratory muscles and the diaphragm. Almost any
wholesale exercise may suffice to develop these muscles,
but mechanical gymnastics, by treating the muscles
directly and separately, serve to give one the control over
them which means so much to the singer. After a little

of this work one begins to discover entirely new muscles
and a new use for many of the old on?s. Since it is of

the utmost importance for a singer to have complete con-
trol of the muscles as well as strength in them, it will be
seen what this curious treatment means.
The most violent forms of exercise in the gymnasium

are the automatic horse and camel back rides. A ver
complicated and expensive machine is required to g.v:
these movements. The machines which reproduce the
motion of these animals are arranged with saddles,

worked by a series of cams, operated by electricity. Any
one who cares to take one of these journeys mounts the

saddle, an attendant touches a button, and the machine

starts off full tilt. The maximum speed is one mile in

three minutes, or 120 vibrations. These contrivances

face the windows which look down on Central Park, and

it does not rec|uire much imagination to think one is ac-

tually galloping over the shaded bridal paths below. The
machines are provided with little hour glasses which tell

just when the rider should pull up and dismount. The
saddle of the automatic camel is much broader than that

used in horseback riding and is without stirrups or

bridle. The rider's feet, as a result, are kept very far apart,

and one is unable to either support himself by his feet or

by holding on to the bridle. A mile in six minutes is

considered very good speed on this machine, or the equiv-

alent of 80 revolutions of the shaft. The rider sits ereet

and places the hands on the hips. The camel ride is a

very violent form of exercise, and a little of it usually

goes a long way. For certain nervous disorders electro-

therapeutic methods are applied, the Waite & Bartlett

static machine being utilized, the electric spray, or dis-

charge, being used. The static machine is driven by a

separate six-horse Crocker-Wheeler motor.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

MEANS OF ATTAINING SAFETY IN ELECTRI-
CAL DISTRIBUTION.

By
W. L. R. Emmet,

(Continued from page 3'2:*.

)

Figure 6 shows the condition existing in such cases.

In these cases two rules of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters are violated : First, the secondary system

to which all house wiring is connected is permanently
grounded ; and, second, a primary voltage of 6,000 is

used, while the underwriters' rules state that house wir-

ing must not be connected to the secondaries of trans-

formers whose primaries receive current at voltages

Fig. 6.

above three thousand. In spite of these violations, the

circuits are just as sate as they were before the high-

tension power was used, and safer than they were be

fore their neutrals were grounded, although at that time

no high-tension apparatus had been installed. Both oi

these rules should, and in time will, he abandoned; the

first, because it leads to danger rather than safety; and
the second, because it endeavors to ti\ an unnecessary
barrier to progress. The interests of insurance com-
panies, as well as of users and manufacturers of electrical

apparatus, are best served by the introduction oi methods
which conduce to economy in the broadest sense.

A forcible illustration of the danger of ungrounded
secondaries is afforded by a recent occurrence in New
( )iicans In a certain residence district, where houses
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were connected to a system of three-wire alternating
mains, a cross caused by wind occurred between one of
the main wires and a 2,000-volt primary wire in the
same street. The result was that the insulation between
wiring and ground was broken down in a large number
of houses, the trouble being principally in combination
fixtu'ies where conductors were near gas pipes. Fires
occurred in twenty houses and several were totally de-
stroyed, among which were some fine residences. The
loss was over $200,000. If the neutral of this system
of mains had been grounded, this trouble could not have
occurred.

There is but one condition necessary to safety with a
properly grounded secondary ; namely, that there be no
possibility of the accidenfal introduction to the secondary
system of sufficient primary current to blow the second-
ary fuses. No possible set of conditions can arise where
this precaution cannot be provided, since portions of pri-
mary circuits occupying the same streets with secondary
mains can easily be protected by fuses, if the total pri-
mary current capacity exceeds that of the fuses of the

devices. Fuses, switches and circuit-breakers are sub-
jects upon which a great deal could be said in discussingmeans of attaining safety. Many of the circuit-opening
devices thai have been introduced in the past have been
capable only of breaking certain definite currents, and
incapable of coping with the conditinos existing when avery large system is short-circuited. Most of the switch-
board devices that are now in use for alternating work-
are strictly limited in the range of their safe action, andwould be valueless on a cirucit capable of delivering a
large amount of power. fe

In the past, alternators have been generallv used
singly and in comparatively small units; the totafpower
that could be delivered to one point being limited to themaximum output of one machine. In many of the in-
stallations now being made, numbers of large machines
are being run m parallel, and the power that can be de-
livered at any point is consequently large, and the diffi-
culty of breaking the current that flows in case of short-
circuit is correspondingly great.

In the new station of the Metropolitan Railway Com-

**^° rc€^'7

,Xq%Jletor

"C3
- U

Fig. 7.

secondary mains in question.

One of" the reasons why this subject has not come into

prominence before, is that system of alternating second-

ary mains have not been much used till quite recently,

and, consequently, the possibility of crosses between
primary and secondary wiring in streets has not existed.

The rule of our underwriters which prohibits the

grounding of secondary writing is not supported by the

practice of other countries. I am informed that in

England and on the continent, secondaries are very gen-

erally either grounded or protected by some such auto-

matic devices as I have described. The prejudice

against grounded circuits in buildings has always been

very strong in this country, and in my opinion has been

carried to unreasonable lengths. Grounded circuits of

moderate potential can, with very simple precautions, be

installed in buildings with perfect safety.

The third cause of dancer in electrical distribution,

v^;,-!, j nave mentioned, is arcing through accidental

opening of circuits or through failure of circuit-opening

pany, about fifty thousand kilowatts will be delivered

to a single set of 'bus-bars, and from there distributed

all over the city. Wherever a sub-station or other in-

stallation is connected to these lines, means must be pro-

vided by which the circuit can be broken instantly in case

a short circuit occurs. The power of this station is

generated and distributed at 6.000 volts, and the loss in

lines will be small, so that the violence of a short-circuit

in a sub-station will be almost as great as if it were on the

main 'bus-bars.

We have recently done a good deal of work on circuit-

opening devices for such heavy duty. One of the prin-

cipal troubles in such work is the difficulty of making
experiments. We have a testing outfit at Mechanicville

with which we can get from three hundred to four hun-

dred amperes at 15,000 volts with an inductive load, and

at Niagara Falls I have tested some devices with 700 am-

peres and 1 3,000 volts and a highly inductive load.the vo-lt

age rising to 18,000 when the circuit was opened. In com-

parison with past experiences these conditions seem
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heavy, but they are light when compared with those
which must be met in some plants that are now being-

installed.

There is, of course, a limit to the capacity of every
circuit-opening device, and as power units become en-
larged it will be necessary to provide means for limiting
the total amount of power that can be delivered to indiv-

idual branches. '1 his object can be accomplished by
inserting reactances in these branches ; such reactances
can be so proportioned that they do not materially inter-

fere with the normal operating conditions, and, at the

same time, they can so limit the total power delivered

that it is kept within the safe range of the circuit-opening

devices. Lip to the present time, such reactances have
not been much used. Their introduction naturally some-
what afreets voltages, and for this reason may be consid-
ered undesirable. By judicious arrangement and pro-

portioning, the objections can, to a great extent, be over-

come, and there is little doubt that such devices will be
much used in the future.

I have prepared sketches of a few circuit-opening de-

vices that have resulted from recent investigations and
experiments, and will briefly describe their design.

Figure J shows a fuse block in which the fuse is in

a state of tension between two hinged terminals ; these

terminals are pulled part by springs and receive current

through flexible connections. The fuse is punched out

of sheet metal, the narrowest portion being at the middle.

It is placed between two blocks of porcelain, a small

amount of clearance being provided where the fuse passes

through, so that its ends can be freely withdrawn by the

movable terminals after the narrow part of the fuse has

become ruptured. Around the narrow part of the fuse

the porcelain blocks are recessed so as to provide an air

chamber ; this chamber is vented by a hole in the upper
block. The whole device is firmly clamped together,

so that the only opening to the outer air is through this

one vent-hole. The fuse, being under tension, does not

quite reaching the melting point before the break occurs,

quite reach the melting point before the break occurs,

apart. It is quickly withdrawn by the springs from the

air chamber in which it has been broken. A very small

amount of the metal is volatilized and its gas is blown out

of the vent-hole. For the purpose of preventing any
deposit of metal fumes on the porcelain surfaces, these

surfaces are lined with muslin that has been treated with

shellac or varnish and pressed into the desired shape.

This lining covers the interior of the chamber in which
the fuse is broken and the porcelain surfaces between

which the fuse is drawn. These linings are supplied

with the new fuses and are renewed if any appreciable

amount of burning has occurred.

With a fuse of this type, occupying a space of six

inches by three inches on a switchboard, I have repeat-

edly broken 300 amperes at 13,000 volts without the

slightest injury to the device.

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUNICPAL
ELECTRICIANS.

Wilmington, Del., June 17, [899.

Dear Sir:

I am pleased to state that all the space for the Wilming-

ton, Delaware, Electrical Exhibition in connection with

the Fourth Annual Convention of the "National Associa-

tion of Municipal Electricians," has been taken and every-

thing points to a most successful meeting. Delegates

from all parts of the United States and Canada will be

present, and over one hundred cities will be represented.

The Board of Trade of the City of Wilmington have taken

in hand the matter of entertaining members and guests of

the association, and a most enjoyable time may be ex-

pected. The space assigned to your company is most ex-

cellently located, and I trust you will consider it wise to
make a full line exhibit of your goods, which should be
sent by express or freight, charges prepaid, addressed to
Pyles Cycle Academy, Wilmington. Del. The academy
will be at your disposal on and after August 28th. All
exhibits must be in place not later than Monday noon,
September 4th. as the exhibition opens at 7.30 P. M. that
date. For any further information address II. B. Mason,
Kings County Elec. Equipment Co.. uo Fulton street
Brooklyn, X. Y.

Yours respectfully,
J. \\\ AYI)( )\,

President.

BUSINESS NEWS
SPECIAL EXP( )RT COLUMN.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTSFOR WEEK ENDING JUXE [3, [899, $33,514.00
New York, X. Y., June 13. 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material, etc., are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date :

—

Africa :—5 packages electrical material $788.
Argentine Republic :—2 cases electrical material $48.
British East Indies :—8 cases electrical material $48.
British West Indies 1—43 packages electrical material

?873-
Barcelona:— 16 cases electrical material $250.
Brussels:—7 cases electrical material $400.
Brazil :—24 packages electrical material $1,718.
British Australia:— 13 cases electrical machinery $398.
British Possessions in Africa:— 105 packages electri-

cal material $45. 2 crates electrical machinery $50.
Cairo:—4 packages electrical material $433.
Cuba :

—

22 packages electrical material $393.
Copenhagen :—3 packages electrical material $63.
Dublin:

—

\ package electrical material $26. 27 reels
cable $10,568.
French West Indies:— 1 case electrical material $13.
Glasgow :—3 cases electrical machinery $360.
Hull:— 16 cases electrical majterial $1,748. 3 cases

carriages $250. 63 packages electrical machinerv\Si .500.
Helsingfors:— 1 case electrical material $18.
Hamburg:—92 packages electrical material $6,786.
Liverpool:— 10 packages electrical material $394.
London :— 17 cases electrical machinery $416. 43 pack-

ages electrical material $1,400.
Mexico:—67 cases electrical material $976.
Milan:— 1 package electrical machinery S57.
Xew Zealand:—4 cases electrical material $80.
Porto Rico:—4 cases electrical material $165.
Rotterdam:—4 cases electrical machinery $65.
Southampton:— 16 packages electrical material $2,635.

20 cases electrical machinery $320.
Venezuela:— M packages electrical material $158
Warsaw :—4 packages electrical material 57^.

NEW [NO >RP< >RATI< >NS.
Mount Vernon, Tex- The Mount Vernon Electric

Light Co.. will be organized with R. A. Day. President;

J. H. Gordon. Vice-President, and T.B. Banister, s<

1 etary and treasurer.

Rogersville, Tenn.—The Rogersville Electric Eight»><
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom is.~> World Hid., N. v. City,

ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIX
ZARD G-iDch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 oeuts. Om't
cell of our battery and our BLIZZvRD 6-lnch motor will h.•

sent to any address In tlie United Slates on receipt of $2.00**
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Co., incorporated by C. C. Cochran, A. B. Rogan, S.

Webster and others. Capital stock $5,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Riker Electric Vehicle Co., incor-

porated by Andrew L. Riker, Wm. G. Meyer, James L.

Young ; manufacture electric vehicles, etc. Capital stock

$7,000,000.
Hazleton, Pa.—Hazleton Electric Light & Power Co.,

incorporated by H. J. Ross, R. M. Hughes, A. A. Ster-

ling, and others ; supply light, heat and power. Capital

stock $1,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—E. Howard Power & Clock Co., in-

corporated by Alfred Ely, Wm. H. Carey, and Edward
A. Freshman ; to carry on the business of an electric light

company. Capital stock $1,000,000.

Sedalia, Mo.—Sedalia Electric & Heating Co., incor-

porated by J. G. Van Riper, A. M. Trader, J. Montgom-
ery, Jr., and others ; supply steam or hot water for Sedalia

and other cities. Capital stock $100,000.

Tiffin, Ohio.—Tiffin Light & Fuel Co., incorporated

by F. I. Isbell, C. H. Lemmon and others. Capital stock

$50,000.
Portsmouth, Va.—The Portsmouth Electric & Gas Co.,

has been incorporated by J. T. King, C. O. Haines, R. E.

Camp, and others. Capital stock $50,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Tehama Electric Co., has been in-

corporated by J. Cross, C. F. Hanson, M. F. Michael, C.

W. Willard, and A. H. Winn; to generate, proauce and
sell electric lights. Capital stock $50,000.

Portland, Me.—New Era Electric Protection Co., has

been incorporated by James H. Clark, George H. Clark,

George H. Mason, and Geo. D. Kemp. Capital stock

$100,000.
TELEPHONE CALLS.

Yazoo City, Miss.—The Sunflower & Silver Creek Tel-

ephone Co., incorporated by George S. Irving, W. A.

Campbell, F. W. Sharborough, J. W. Hoolfork and oth-

ers. Capital stock $800.

Frankfort, Ky.—Carrollton Telephone Exchange
Co., incorporated by R. M. Parker and others. Capital

stock $5,000.

Fayette, Ohio.—Fayette Telephone Co., incorporated

by A. J. Venier, F. W. Wood, G. H. Probst, and others

;

construct and maintain a telephone exchange. Capital

stock $10,000.

Gatesville, Tex.—The Gatesville Telephone Co., incor-

porated by A. D. Honeycutt, W. L. Oldham, and K. E.

Falker ; to establish a long-distance telephone system be-

tween Gatesville and Hamilton. Capital stock $5,000.

Perth Amboy, N. J.—Amboy Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by Andrew Dingier, Richard S. Bowen, and Samuel
A. Boyd; to build and operate a telephone line. Capital

stock $10,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Columbus, Ohio.—Springfield, Columbus & Zanes-

ville Electric Railway Co., has been incorporated by J. A.

Mehling, A. T. Seymour and others ; to build and oper-

ate an electric railway. Capital $10,000.

Romulus, Mich.—Washington I. Robinson, of Detroit,

has been granted permission to build an electric railway

through the township from Detroit to Toledo by way of

Belleville.

Ashand , Pa.—The Ashland and Centralia Electric

Railway Co., has been granted a charter to build a line

between Ashland and Centralia. The company is cap-

italized at $50,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.—The railroad and property of

the Prospect Park & Coney Island Railroad Company has
been leased by the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company,
and possession was taken of midnight Saturday, June 17.

1899, Mr. Ira A. McCormack has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent in charge of operation, and Mr. J. C.

Brackenridge chief engineer in charge of maintenance of

way, buildings and construction.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Wartrace, Tenn.—John E. Russell may be addressed

concerning establishment of electric lighting plant.

Gastonia, N. C.—Mayor Lewis may be addressed con-
cerning erection of electric light plant.

Dickson, Tenn.—W. T. Anderson is erecting a flour
mill, and he will also erect an electric light plant in con-
nection with same, sufficient for lighting the city.

Thomas, W. \"a.—The Mayor may be addressed con-
cerning erection of electric light plant.

JOTTINGS,
THE MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE COM-

PANY will soon have ready for issuance, a revised price
list. This has been made necessary owing to the recent ad-
vance in metals. All price lists heretofore issued are
subject to this revision. A new book is being made ready
for the press, and will soon be issued, giving data for spec-
ifications and plans of buildings showing the installation
of the cables ; also directions for installing. Copies of
the same will be forwarded upon application.

THE ELECTRIC SUPPLY MENS ASSOCIATION
held a meeting at their attorney's offices, Temple Court
Building, New York City, on Wednesday morningjune
2 1 st, which was deferred until the afternoon of the same
day, due to the delay of the Philadelphia body which had
met with an accident on the P. R. R., en route to New-
York. The association is raising the price of certain
staples in order to meet the demands of manufacturers
who have been working at a loss for some time. The
standardizing of prices will be a boon to contractors as it

will do away with ruinous competition and installations
of all kinds.

COLUMBIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY,
of 93 Liberty street, 329 Fourth avenue, New York City,

and Albany, N. Y., held a reception at their salesrooms,

93 Liberty street, on Wednesday, June 21st, to celebrate
the opening of their new departure. Messrs. Meikleham
and Douglass received their numerous friends ; a large

delegation from the Electrical Supply Dealers' Associa-
tion being on hand. The Columbia Company are to be
congratulated upon their fine supply store. The main
offices of the company are in the rear of the store, while
the front, about 60x25 Ieet > 's stocked with everything in

the suppply line. The two basements are stocked for

large orders on immediate delivery. G. Stanmore, the
old electrical maintenance and repair man. has charge of

the repair and motor department. F. F. Hopper has
charge of the lamp department. J. C. Moulton, so well
known to large buyers in this city, has charge of the sales-

room, and was busy Wednesday receiving his numerous
friends and doing the honors for the business.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a™
WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of the type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO..

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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THE TWO INTERIOR

CONDUITS
Are a cold drawn, mild steel enameled pipe

known as

ELECTRODUCT

FLEXIBLE

sole j^o-e^t®:

American Circular Loom Co,

CHELSEA, MASS., U. S. A.

New York Office: 129 Greenwich St. Ghicap Office: 1533 Marquette Bldg.



BUILDINGS,

STORES,
LOFTS &
OFFICES

TO LET.

A Large Number.
RULAND & WHITING,

5 Beekman St.

Attracts

Buuers
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Some McCreary Specialties.

Flexible Clamp No. 27.

Permanent Flexible Stand No. 22. Standard Reflector No. 1.

Flexible Brackets No. 1 a

Flexible Clamp
No. 29.

WRITE FOR 1899 PRICES
AND DISCOUNTS.

A. A. McCREARY, 136 Liberty St., New York.

Other McCreary Specialties.

Perfection Desk Clamp No. I4.

Stationary Lamp for Roll Top Desk No. 4O.

Q & S Cord Adjuster No. SO. Adjustable Desk Clamp No. 16.

Standard Portable No. I5.

Double Flexible Arm Portable No. 28.

Portable Lamp for Roll Top Desk No. 4i.

A. A. McCREARY, 136 Liberty Street, New York.
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J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
76 Cortlandt Street, Corner Washington Street, New York.

We are here to fill Orders for Everything Electrical at Right Prices.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO ALL INQUIRIES AND ORDERS.

We shall continue to deserve the honored distinction of being the makers of the

BEST TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS ON EARTH.
They are the Acknowledged Standard of the World.

We have Just Issued a new Telephone Catalogue and Manual of Telegraphy. Send for a copy, and mention this Paper.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO., 76 Cortland St., Cor. Washington, New York.

75 CENTS AN INCH

PER ISSUE.
CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISERS.

Alternating Generators.
Bogue, 0. J.

J. Jones & Son.

A.rc Lamps.
(See * Lamps.")

Armatures.
Bogue. C. J.

Stucky & Heck El. Mfg. Co., Ltd

Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Batteries, Primary.
Gordon Battery Co.

Batteries, Dry.
Hlmmer, V.

Batteries, Storage.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Battery Material.
Gordon Battery Co.
J. Jones & Son.

Bells.
J. Jones & Son.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Boot Mfg. Co.

Books, Technical.
Electrical Age.

Brushes, Dynamo.
Bogue, C. J.

Stuckey & Heck.
J. Jones & Son.
J. E. Fuller.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Perfection Supply Co.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.

Cable Hangers.
Standard Underground Cable Co.

Carbon Brushes.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Carbon Points.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Washington Carbon Co.
Ward Electric Sup. & Cons. Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler-Hammer Co.

Clocks.
Imhauser, E.
Prentiss Clock Improvement Co.

Commutator Bars and Repairing.
Bogue, 0. J.

Stuckey & Heck.

Condensers (Electric).
Marshall, Wm.

Connectors and Terminals.
MclntlreCo., The 0.

Conduits.
American Circular Loom Co
National Conduit & Oabla Co.
8«hifl, Jordan k Co.
Bpragu* Hle«srl« 0*.

Dynamos and Motors.
BuUock Electric Mfg. Co.
Bogue, C. J.

Ft. Wayne-Electric Corporation.
J. Jones & Son.
Vance Electric Co.

Electrical Supplies, Novelties, &c.
American Electrical Novelty & Mfg.
Co.

Bibber-White Co.
BunneUi Co., J. H.
Holtzer Cabot Electric Co.
Barron, James S., & Co.
Incandescent Electric Light Man-

ipulator Co.
J. Jones & Son.
J. E. Fuller.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Schlff, Jordan k Co.

Engineers and Contractors.
Barnett & Co., H. C.

Hamburger i Co., W. W.
Hatzel & Buehler.
Hochausen & HaU.
Zimdars & Hunt.
Bldstrup &Co., J. F.
Vance Electric Co.
Ward Electric Sup. & Cons. Co.

Electrotypers.
Empire City Electrotype Co.

Engravers, Photo.
Manhattan Photo. Engraving Co.

Experimental and Model Work.
Bogue, C. J.

Fuller, J. E.
Stein & Langlos.

Fans and Fan Motors.
Vance Electric Co.
J. E. Fuller.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.

Fixtures, Gas and Electric.
Frink, I. i>.

Gleason Mfg. Co., E. P.
Vosburgh Mfg. Co.

Fnrniture, Office.
Schwarzwaelder & Co., Wm.

Fuse Wire and Links.
Mclntire Co., The C.
J. E. Fuller.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.

Gas-Lighting Apparatus.
Bogart Co., A. L.
Hinds, Chas. H.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Smith, A. T.

75 CENTS AN INCH

PER ISSUE.

Globes, Shades, Etc.
Gleason Mfg. Co., E. P.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Generators.
(See Dynamos and Thermo.)
Acetylene, Manhattan Machinery Co

Graphophones.
(See Talking Machines.)

Grates.
Tapper & C*., W. W.
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75 CENTS AN INCH

PER ISSUE.

use Goods.
uuuell k Co., J. H .

ones & Son, J.

i i i attan Electrical Supply Co,

« ucandescent Lamps.
American Miniature and Decora-

tive Lamp Co.
Edison, Jr., T. A.
Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Dept.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

Instruments, Electrical.
Cherry Electric Works.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

Insulators, Insulating material.
Standard Underground Cable Co.
National Conduit and Cable Co.

J. E. Fuller.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.

Lamps, Arc.
Bogue, C. J.

Ft. Wayne Electric Corporation.
Gen?ral Incan. Arc Lamp Co.
Morris, E. P.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Ward Electric Sup. & Cons. Co.

Launches, Electric.
Electric Launch Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Shaw, H. M.

Machine Tools,
(jarvin Machine Co.

Magnets.
Spiltdorr, C. F.
Varley Duplex Magnet Co.

Jones & Son, J.

Int. Elejtric Co.

Mica.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Scuoonmaker A. O.

Miniature Lamps.
(See Incandescent Lamps.

Paints, Protecting and Insulating
American Pegamoid Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Solicitors.
Bosenbaum, W. A.

Hull, J. H.
Munn & Co.
Schatz, Adam E.

Phonographs.
(See Talking Machines.)

Platinum.
Baker & Co
Croselmire, C. F.

Plating Dynamos.
Arnoux-Hochhausen Co.

Poles, Brackets, Pins, Etc.
Central Mlg. Co.
Jones & Son, J.

Kail Bonds.
Morris, E. P.

Railways, Electric.
Willard, Jr., W. A. P.

Peflectors.
Frink, I. P.
eason Mfg. Co., E. P

Repairing, Electrical.
Bogue, C. J.
Electric Motor Inspection and Re-
pair Co.

Stucky k Heck El. Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Fuller, J. E.

Rewinding, Armature.
(See Repairing, Electrical.)

Rheostats.
Ross, F. C.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Schools*
American School of Electricity.
Johns Hopkins University.

Second-Hand Apparatus.
Bogue, C. J.
Jonea & Son, J.
Stucky k Heck El. Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Spring Wire.
Carey Spring Works.

Switchboards.
Bogue, C. J.
Jones k Son. J.
Zlmdars & Hunt.

Switches, Etc.
Bogue, C. J.

Cutler-Hammer Co.
Jones & Son, J.
Ross, F C.
Zimdars & Hunt.

Talking Machine*.
Columbia Phonograph Co
Edison Phonograph Co.

Telephones.
De Veau ft Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
New York Telephone Co-
Phoenix Telephone Co.
Schmidt & Bruckner.

Thermo Apparatus.
Thermo Elec. Co.

Transformers.
Ft. Wayne Electric Corporation.

Tubes.
Eirkland, H. B.
Sprague Eleo. Co.

Voltmeters.
|

(See Instruments).

Water and Turbine Wheels.
American Impulse Wheel Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.

Wires and Cables.
Brixey, W. R. (Kerite).
Driver k Co., Wilbur B.
India Rubber k Gutta Percna Ir-

sulatlng Co.
Montauk Multiphase Cable Co.
OkoniteCo.,The
Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.

\-Ray Apparatus.
Edison Min. & Dec. Lamp Dept.
International Elec. Co.

75 CEN IS AN INCH

PER ISSUE

What Has Long
Been Looked For

THE

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT

MANIPULATOR AND CLEANER,..
With it any Incandescent Bulb, of any Standard Make from
2 to 64 C. P. at auy Height or Angle, cau be cleaued without
removing same from socket, and also renewed, without the aid of

Staging, Boatswain Chair or Exteusion or Stepladder. It can be

marie telescopic.

The Cleaner Attachment aloue will soon pay for a Manipulator,
by giving yon the benefit of 2 to 5 C. P. of light that the accuinula-

ion of dust on bulb now deprives you of.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator Co.,

116 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, 3IASS.
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W. 8. I.- LIU.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

GAS,

ELECTRIC,

COMBINATION

FIXTURES,
LICENSED

TO MANUFACTURE ELECTRIC
AND COMBINATION FIXTURES

269-281 STATE STREET,
nearsm.thst.,

BROOKLYN, N Y.

WESTERN SELLINC AGENTS,

hicago General Fixture Co., 16o, Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Prink's Patent Special Window Reflector
Is placed In top of window near the front glass, reflecting a strong light

inward and downward, and cutting off the direct light from the eye of the

observer. The effect Is truly astonishing. Adopted by the leading stores in

the principal cities of the Union.

I. P. FRISK, 551 Pearl Street, New York.
Telephone, 86o Franklin. Geo. Fbixk Spenceb, Manager.

A vitornatic and Hand Feed
Focusing

Arc

Lamps,
For Stereoptlcons. Moving Pic-

ture Machines,

Photo-Engraving and Theatre

Use,

Portable Rheostat Repairing.

I 83 Schermerhorn St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ASTORIA m DELMONICO'S *& SHERRY'S

HABIRSHAW
WIRES AND CABLES
USED THROUGHOUT THIS BUILDING.

THE INDIA ROBBER AND GUTTA PERCHA INSULATING COMPANY,

Main Office, Glenwood Works,
J. W GODFREY, Manager Sales,

15 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
YONKERS, IN. \.
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$1.50
PER ISSUE.

CENTRAL MFC CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

YELLOW PINE CROSS ARMS, LOCUST
INS, OAK PINS, ELECTRICAL
MOULDINGS, OAK BRACKETS.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

EYERYONE KNOWS.
Or oughtto know, that we lead In the manufacture of

Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and Minia-

ture Lamps. Our latest Catalogue (No. 1,017) to be

had for the asking.

SOME OF OUR SPECIAL X-RAY TUBES
Have Iridium Targets The regulars have Platinum

Targets. We are still makiDg the best Barium

Fluoroscopes.

Edison Decorative and Miniature Lamp Dept.

( General Electric Co.

)

Harrison, N.

WATER WHEELS
TURBINE WHEELS, for Heads of 3 to 220 feet.

CASCADE WHEELS, for Heads of 50 to 2000 feet.
Suited to all 'Water Power Purposes.
Pamphlet of either Wheel sent free. State your Head.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO. Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

MECHANICAL.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

If you are in the market for

Watchman's Time Detectors
E. IMHAUSER, 206 Broadway, N. Y.

ROCKING GRATES, DUMPING GRATES.

Bend for Olrouiar. Mention "Tn Aam."

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

GRATE-BAR
FOR ANY KINDOF FUIL.

W. W. Tupper & Co.,

89 k 41 Cortlandt St., New YoUl

Taylor Bldg., Boom 2SX.

Direct- eading Ammeters

or Voltmeters, like cut,

READING FROM
to 10, $1.50 each

O.to 25, $5.00 each

Cherry Ehctiic^ orks,
25-S:7 TBIKI) AVKNCK, N'.Y
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Mini I

QI WSLj

Gary Spring Works,
240 & 242 WEST 29TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY,

SIANrFACTTREBS OF

WrRE and SPRrNGS
For Machinery, Motors, Clocks, Music Boxes,

and all Electrical Purposes.

THE EVERLASTING
DRY BATTERY

Furnishes plenty of current for instant

use or a littlo at a time for years. Perfec-

tion for all open circuit work
Also electric. 60 day, calendar and pro-

gram clicks.

Send for Catalogue So. 668.

The Prenti-s Clock Improvement Co.,

Dept. 66, 49 Dey St.. New York City.

"Your plan possess a jn-eat deal of mem.'
—Hon. Chauncey M. Depew

UNCLE SUP
IS THE

LARGEST BUYER
OF ELECTRICAL GOODS

IN THE WORLD.

DO YOU WANT TO SELL o
TO THE GOVERNMENT S

Writo (on your letterhead) for particulars.

Comim rc'.al Intelligence Department,

Associated Trade & Industrial Press,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
'Otj Ye**.

Electric Signs

k Decorations
RENTED and SOLD.

Send for Sketches, Estimates

and Trade Prices.

Agents Wanted
outside New York City.

Norden Electric Works,
149 West 28th Street New York

MORTIM-R NORDEN, Mgr.

Telephone Call, 2s36 18th St.

-^^^ MWRITER BARGAINS. 2
Practically new Kemingftons, :5

Csligraphs, bmlth- Premiers, J
Hammond*. } o*t<-, Pensmores, J
fully guaranteed, only $20 to 3
150—Cost $100. Good ma- 9

j chines rented 91 monthly.^
'Fret Handsome Color«r)8
Price List. Also, Ust of Re- X
vised A merlean Standard Pit- J#

I man Shorthand Books, arranged for self-instruction. 9
' Consolidated Typewriter Eiehange, 245 B'way, S. T. J

HOW TO SECURE A

PATENT.
We have established a bureau in connection with

our jocrnal for the purpose of procuring Patents for
our customers, or others. This branch is in charge
of our counsel, John Henry Hull, room 164, Times
Building, to whom all communications should be
addressed. The Government fee is $35; payable,
$15 when the application is made, and $20 when the
Patent is granted. To this we add our fee, $10,
and upwards, for a simple specification, according to
the nature of the matter. Send a model, or asimplj
worded narrative of your invention, and the proper
documents will be mailed for your signature.
When the patent is granted we will give it an

illustrated notice, gratis.

* Trade-marks registered, and copyrights procured
for $5, in addition to the Government fee.

LIKE A THING
OF LIFE.

That's the way the COLUMBIA
BEVEL-GEAR CHAINLESS BI-
CYCLE moves. From pedal to driving

wheel there is no Interruption In the transmis-

sion of power.

The operation of the machine is positive.

Each part of the driving mechanism is fixed In

its place, all parts move together and there Is

no back-lash—no straining, wear or loss of

power in bringing the different parts consecu-

tively into action.

The rider expands no strength without com-

pensation. Every ounce of muscular force ex-

erted is utilized in the propulsion of the

machine.

Price, $60 to $75.

Columbi , Hartford and Vedette
Chain Wheels, $25 to $50-

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford. Conn.
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$The Monarch
Engine-Stop

*

with Speed-Limit
attachment will positively prevent an engine from running away and
also enable it to be stopped from any point in the factory in case of ac-
cident notifying the engineer at the same time. It is a first-class insur-
ance at a low cost. It closes the Throttle-Valve. Why not investigate?

The Monarch Manufacturing Co.,
WATERBURY, CONN.

t

omea

V
^5L0AN£

V

iiinstratea.

$1.00.
It is the ambition of thousands of young and old to become electrical engineers. Not every ono

is prepared to spend several thousand dollars upon a college course, even if the three or four years

requisite are at their disposal. It is possible to become an electrical engineer without this sacrifice,

and this work is designed to tell "How to become a successful Electrician," without the outlay usually

spent in acquiring the profession.
" Every young man who wishes to become a successful electrician should read this book. lie

will not be an electrician when he has mastered the book, but if ho follows the advice there

given he will become an electrician at some future time, if be is capable of becoming anything. It

may be called a minimum book, for it tells the least that -will be necessary, but it tells it in such a war
that no worthy young man will be satisfied with the minimum, but will strive for that greater knowl-

edge that will compel true and continually growing success. It is filled with good common sense,

and is the clearest and most practical book on the subject wo have seen."

—

Public Opinion.

ELECTRICITY SIMPLIFIED.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED. $1.00.

This work is the simplest ever published on the subject of Electricity, and docs something not
hitherto accomplished. Electricity is in many respects unexplained by the scientist; to the ordinary
man it is all a mystery. The object of "Electricity Simplified" is to make the subject as plain as
possible.

This book is intended for the use of those whose former education has not qualified them to follow

understanding!/, or with any degree of interest, the abstruse and technical works of the author
whose volumes are the main sources of our information on these abstruse subjects. The author has
certaliny furnished a book which will be found to explain in simple language many of the fundament-
al principles and resulting phenomena of electricity.

—

Electrical World.
This is an excellent little book, well worth perusal. *** The book is practical in the best sense of

the word. The author is to be commended for producing such a work. Xlectrieal Engineer.

Arithmetic of Electricity.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. Pa-ice, $ 1 .00-

A Practical Treatise on Electrical Calculations of all kinds, reduced to a series of rules, all of the
Simplest forms, and involving only ordinary arithmetic; each rule illustrated by ono or more practical

problems, with detailed solution of each one Followed by an extensive series of Tables.
We can recommend the work.— /:'. i etiieal Engiflter.
AYe have already reviewed "The Arithmetic of Electricity" In these columns. The best testi-

mony of the nature of its reception by the public is the early laming* of a third edition. The object of
the work is to fjrre a practical review of the mathematics or electricity within the scope of thoee who
are not conversant with algebra and the higher mathematics. It comprise! u large Dumber of rules.

illustrated by ono or more examples each, while, in order to remove from it anything of the empirical
aspect, a chapter is devoted to demonstrations of the rules which requiro it.

—

Scientific American.

ELECTRIC Tnv.MAviMr. ^^/^^ *».*>.

DYNAMO BUILDING and ELBCTRIC-MOTOR CONSTRUCTION.

This work treats of the making at home of Electrical Toys, Electrical Apparatus, Motora,
Dynamos and Instruments in general, and is designed to bring within the reach of young and old the
manufacture of genuine and useful electrical appliances.

The work is specially designed for amateurs and young folks.

This is a work In which the American boy will Cud explanations of the details of ft great numocr
of pieces of electrical apparatus which he may construct with his own hands and for bis own amuse-
ment and pleasure. The nine chapters of the ^ook treat respectively of batteries, permanent magnets,
electro-magnets, electric motors, electric beds, miscellaneous toys, spark and induction coils, and
allied subjects, the hand power dynamo, and miscellaneous receipts and formula;. The chapter on
primary batteries will be found espeeiriiy valuable.—Electrical World.

,AM\lNG

SLOrXNE
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DO YOU USE

Weather-Proof Globes?
WE MAKE THEM.

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO. ., '

• t THINK ON THIS!"

You can leave New York by the New York
Central at 5 30 o'clock every afternoon, and
dine in San Francisco the fourth evening fol-

lowing.

3,400 miles in four days.

No other line than the New York Central can
do this.

A booklet on the "Lake Shore Limited," contain'ing also a novel and unique descriptive time table ofthis wonderful train, will be sent free by addressingGeorge H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, (irandCentral Station, New York.
anu

181 to 189 Mercer St.. New York

«( »»

We are Headquarters for

Stereopticons,

Magic Lanterns, lime light.

SlideS, FilmS, (American

Suitable for.... "NONESUCH

OIL, ELECTRIC or
ELECTRIC LAMP.

Back or Top Feed Light, Porta-
ble, Simple, Easily Manipulated.
Best Lamp of its kind on the
market.

English or French^ and

AH Accessories...

5'
e

l

w
e

7atoNt kineoptoscope
Projects and depicts every movement of actual life on the screen.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

RILEY BROTHERS,
i<5 Beekman Street, New York.

BRANCHES IN UNITED STATES:

Boston, Chicago, Kansas City, Minneapolis; also Bradford, Eng., and Dtuicdin, New Zealand.
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GREAT SPECIAL SALE

VICTORS and

VICTORIAS

$28.00,
Highest grade wheel on the market. Has been the standard of excellence in

construction, finish and outline for twelve years.

If no agent is near, send direct to factory.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY,
CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass.

THE "EVER READY" ELECTRIC LIGHT.
YOU PRESS THE RING, THE LIGHT DOES THE REST.

Can be carried into a cellar full of leaking gas, into an oil tank, into alcohol and beer vats, or placed
in a keg of gunpowder without the slightest danger.

No Trouble. No Nuisance.

U. S. Design Patent, Jan. 3, 1899

U. S. Patent, J, n. 10, 1899.

No Danger.
No oil well to fill. No wick to trim.
Can be held in any No chimney to clean.

position. No blowing out.
Can be carried in No lighting matches
the pocket. No upsetting lamps.

No smell. No explosion by tak-
No smoke. ing light into room
No dirt. where gas has been
No grease. leaking.

The most serviceable electric light yet
invented. Can be used at any time and
for all purposes where a light Is required
No wires, no chemicals, no danger, no
trouble handling it (a child can operate it).

SIMPLICITY ITSELF.

No. 1. (Pocket size) Z\{, Volt Lamp, will give from f>,000 to 8,000 lights before battery requires renewal. It will brilliantly illu-

minate to a great distance the darkest spaces. PRICE, complete with battery, $3.00. Extra |battery, 30 cents. Size, 1'*.

Inches. We have two larger sizes.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC NOVELTY & MANUFACTURING CO!
255 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.
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N" addition to supplying "'SAFETY" Seamless Rubber-Covered
Wire and Cable in increasing quantities to our regular patrons
in the Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light and Transmission
Power Industries, we have recently made for the

GOVERNMENT
680

(Submarine Cable for Cuba and Manila.)

Miles of Submarine Cable
National Defense.

(Tne only deep-sea cable made in America.

for

United States Cable Ship " Hookeb."—View Looking Aft fbom JFobecastle,

Showing " SAFETY" Cable Being Received Aboaed fbom Scow and

Coiled in Tanks—.The Men in the Fobegkocnd abe Splicing

Togethee Two Lengths of "SAFETY" Cable.

We are also making for the

METROPOLITAN STREET R. R.
Over S500.000 Worth of Rubber-Covered

and Lead-Incased Feeder Cable.

OF NEW YORK.
(Lead-Covered Underground Feeder Cable.)

"Safety" Insulated Wire and Cable for aerial, and "Safety" Rubber-Covered and Lead-

Incased Cable for underground purposes, have the indorsement of some of the largest users of

insulated wire and cable.

The SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.,

223 to 239 WEST 28th STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.
LEONARD F. REQUA,

General Manager.
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THE VETTER CURRENT TAP.

A Tapping Ping and Lamp Socket Combined
|

For Sale by all Electrical Supply Houses.

Separable Electric Clusters

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount Sh et.

A simple and safe device for tapping and carrying
the current from any electric light fixtur eto Motors.
Drop-lights and other electrical devices Without
the Loss of Lamp in Fixture. Adapted to any
system of electric lighting When ordering, state

what socket is used. Each tap is packed, with full

instructions, in a neat box.

E. B. MEYROWITZ,
Manufacturer and Patentee,

104 E. 23d St. and 124 W. 42d St.,New York.
604 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

From 2 to 6 Light.

Polished Brass

If you use these, we will make prices right.

P. P. GLEASON MANUFACTURING CO.,

181-189 MERCER STREET,

NEW YORK.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO,
FABRICANTES DE

G LOBOSyPANTALLAS para LUZ ELECTRICA
PARATODOS SISTEMAS

DE LUZ ELECTRICA,
de ARCOeINCANDESCENTES.^ /

PIDASE / /

,'ambien fabricantes de \ '

A/IDRIERIAparaQUEMADORES
dcGAS

sistemaWELSBACH,
Y OTROS ESTILOSDE

ftlHQUEMADORES^
] --UNCANDESCENTES
' ^- DE GAS.

W THE PHOENIX GLASS &..^

NUEVA YORK E.UocX?

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT GLOBESanoSHADES
FOR ALL

ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEMS,
: ARCandINCANDESCENT
K v \\ ASK FOR

| A

CATALOGUE No.*.?n<

\ ALSO MANUFACTURERS
i of GLASSWARE ,

\Yl forWELSBACH A
UjANCTHER STYLES OF.

I//INCANDESCE
//GAS BURNERS ^

^THE phoenix glass ,

NEW YORK U.S.A.

15 Murray Street,
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\
HKENIX ELECTRIC CO., Norfolk. Ya.
GEO. H. GILL. 00 State S t ., Boston.

TH9H&SA EDISON, 1R.
General Offices and Sales Rooms, 27 William B k

„, NEW YORK.
BOSTON OKFICK, GO State Street.

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC CO.. 2.5!) BEfedJeon St., CHICAGO.
AUSTIN ELECTRICAL SIPPLY tt «^ AUSTIN, TEXAS.

OWEN BURNS, 405 Adams Bldg., San Francisco, Ca\

*. BOYD I>EXTER, Auuanolis, Md.
V'JI, GIBBS BAIN, 748 Drexel BWlc, J-uladelnhia.










